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PREFACE.

This work has been written with the view of providing a

book for class use in our Schools and Colleges, which shall

suit the capacities of the young beginner and at the same time

meet the requirements of the advanced student.

So far as has been possible within the necessary limits of

the book, I have carefully avoided laying down arbitrary rufet

and have endeavoured to estabbsh the leading propositions of

the science of Arithmebc by a process of simple reasomng,

being fully convinced that a mere mechanical facihty in mam-

pulating figures, sufficient though it may be for the calculations

necessary m every-day hfe, is m no way conducive to a healthy

development of the reasoning faculty I have accordingly

explained the processes of Arithmetic by means of specimen

examples fully worked out, and in every division of the subject

I have begun with simple principles and have tried to proceed

by gradual and natural steps to those of a more complex

nature.

Compound quantities have been assigned a somewhat

earher place than is usually given them , m other parts of the

subject however there is but little departure from the common
order. Decimals have been treated as a natural extension of

the common system of notation , but the principles of vulgar

fractions have been made use of here and there for purposes

of explanation. The method adopted for the addition and

subtraction of Kecurnng Decimals requires no conversion and

iB-canyemon to vulgar fractions. A little more space than
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visual has been devoted to the subject of Problems, and 1

•venture to hope that I have been able to make it simpler and

more attractive by means of careful arrangement and classi-

fication. Although I have adopted the Unitary Method (a

method so simple m its application and so suitable for young

learners) m the section on Problems, I have not abandoned

the Rule of Three as some writers have done, because I do not

consider it to be a misleadmg process, if properly understood.

The sections on Stocks and other branches of Commercial

Arithmetic I have tried to make in some degree complete. And

I may add that although the book contams nothing that might

strictly be called original, yet it will be found to differ in many

ways from any existing text-book on the subject

The book contams a large number of examples for exer-

cise , these have been worked out several times from the

pnnted sheets, yet it would be presumptuous to hope that no

error has escaped notice. I shall be grateful to Teachers and

Students for any correcton that they may send me.

' I have to thank some fnends for valuable criticism and

advice and also for correctmg and revismg many of the proof-

sheets. I have the pleasure of expressmg my thanks also to

some of the students of the M A.-O College, Ahgarh, for great

assistance m venfying the answers to many of the examples

Aligarh, N. W P.,

January, i8go.
J. C. C.
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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

This edition has been carefully revised and the few enors

that crept into the former edition have been corrected I have

mserted some explanatory matter and a few new examples m
certain parts of the book The book has been further en-

larged by the insertion of the Punjab and Allahabad Univer-

sity Entrance Examinabon Papers A few examples have

been slightly altered for securing neat answers. These addi-

tions and alterations will, however, be no hindrance to both

the editions bemg used together m the same class

Aligarh,
1

j
December, 1890. '

PREFACE TO THE SIXTH EDITION-

In this edition the work has again been carefully revised,

and many important addihons and a few slight alterations

have been made. The following Exercises have been in-

creased 76, 106, 107, 115, ij6, 117, 119, 132, 140. A new

Exercise
(
174a

)
has been inserted

,
this relates to the first

twenty-seven Sections of the book, and may be taken as soon

as those Sections halve been read. Secbon LV has been

enbrely re-written and considerably enlarged .Some useful

matter has been subjomed at the end of the book' in the

form of an Appendix. These improvements will, it is hoped,

mciease the usefulness of the work, and render it sbll mote

worthy of the approbabon which it has received

Aligarh,

August, 1893.
J. C. C.
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PEEFACE TO THE SIXTIETH EDITI02I.

In the last edition some notes and examples were inserted

m the Section on Approximation and also a few examples in

the Section on the Metric System.

SiRAJGANJ, 1

Nownbtr, igrj. J
J. C. C.

PREFACE TO THE SIXTY-SIXTH EDITION.

In this edition the Section on Approximation has been

enlarged and improved, and the Section on Metric System

has been revised and conected on the basis of the latest

determination of the length of the metre in inches

SiRAJGANJ,

November, rgao.
J. C. C.
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TABLES OF MEASURES.

Forfurther information turn to the pages referred to>

English. Money Tshle. \Bage 4a]

4 Farthings (?.) make 1 Penny (irf.).

12 Pence ... i Shilling (w. or i/;).

20 Shillings ... 1 Pound or Sovereign (;£!}.

2 Shillings*^! Florin. J ShiIlings°:I Croivn.

31 Shillings- 1 Guinea. 27 ShiQings-i Moidore.

Indian Money Table. [Page 41.]

3 Pies (^.) make i Pice.

4 Pice or 12 Pies ... i Anna (la ).

16 Annas ... i Rupee (Rx).

Rupees ... 1 Pound or Sovereign (;£i).

Engbsh Jewellers’ or Troy Weight. [Page S3.]

(Chiefiy usedfor weighinggold, stiver andjewels.)

24 Grams (gr.) make i Pennyweight (i dwt.).

20 Pennyweights ... 1 Ounce (l oz.l.

12 Ounces ... i Pound (l lb.).

So that a Pound Troy— 5760 Grains.

English Standard or Avoirdupois Weight. [Page 54.]

16 Drams (dr.) make i Ounce (i oz.).

16 Ounces ... I Pound (i lb ).

28 Pounds ... 1 Quarter (i ^r.).

4 Quarters 'i Hundredweight(I cwt.).

20 Hundredweights ... i Ton (i ton).

Astone‘(st.)
_

— 141b.
A Found Avoir. — 700a Grains Troy

'

Indian Baser Weight. [Page 35.]

4 Sikis make i Tola.

5 Sikis make 1 Kancha (Powa-chatak).

4 Kanchas or 5 Tolas... i Chatak (i ch.).

16 Chataks ... i Seer. '

40 Seers ' ... i Maund (i md ).

4 Chataks — i Powa, 4 Fowas — i Seer.

5 Seers - i Funshury. 8 Funshuries - i Maund.
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Uadraa Local Weight. [Pa^e

3

Tolas make i Folium.
8 Follums ... I Seer,

j Seers or 40 Follums... 1 Vise.

8 Viss ... 1 Maund.
20 Maunds ... 1 Candy or Bammr

A Madras maund .> 2j Ib. Avoir.

Bombay Looal Weight. [Page 57.]

4 Dbans
8 Raktikas

4 Mashas
72 Tanks
40 Seers
20 Maunds

make i Raktika.
... I Masha.
... 1 Tank.
... I Seer.

... 1 Maund.

... I Candy.

A Bombay maund •• 28 lb. Avoir.

English Linear Measnre. [Page 58.]
'

12 Inches (in.)

J

Feet

40 Foies or 220 yards

8 Furlongs or 1760 yards

3 Miles

I Foie

9 Inches
2 Spans or 18 Inches

2 Cubits
6 Feet

make i Foot (i ft.).

... I Yard (i yd ).

... I Foie, Rod or Ferch (i po,J,

... 1 Furlong (i fur.).

... 1 Mile ( I mi.).

... I League (i lea.).

B
5 yd. I ft. 6 in.

=> j Span.
s. I Cubit {Jiaih).

«= I yard
= 1 Fathom.

4 Foies or 22 Yards
100 Links

I Chaml Used m land
I ChamJ surveying.

The following Table is used by tailors :

2}l Inches •= i 'SsA {Gtrrah),

4

Nails I Quarter (Span),

4 Quarters «= l Yard.

5 Quarters » i Ell.
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English Square SCeasure. [Page 6 1,]

144 Square Inches (sq. m } make 1 Square Foot (i sq. it),

4
Square Feet ... i Square Yard (i sq. yd.).

Square Yards ... 1 Square Polej Rod or Perch.

40 Square Poles ... 1 Rood (1 ro.). [(l sq. po.}.

or 4840 yards }
- iAcre(iac.).

640 Acres ... i Square Mile (i sq. mi.}.

A square chain =22x22 sq. yards or 484 sq. yards.

10 sq. chains I acre.

I sq. pole=30 sq. yd. 2 ft. 36 in,

*** For Indian Land Measures see pages 63 and 64.

Measures of Solidity (English) [Pa^e 64.]

1728 Cubic Inches make I Cubic Foot (1 cu. ft.),

27 Cubic Feet ... 1 Cubic Yard (i cu. yd.).

Measures of Capacity. (Enghsh) [Page 6^'\

4 Gills make 1 Pint (i pt

)

2 Pints ... I Quart (i qt.).

4 Quarts ... I Gallon (i gall ).

2 Gallons ... iPeck(ipk)
4 Pecks ... I Bushel (i bus.).

8 Bushels ... l Quarter (i qr,),

5 Quarters . . I Load (i Id

)

2 Loads ... I Last (l last) For (fiy goods only

Also 2 quarts = l pottle (1 pot ).

2 bushels = I stnke (i str.)

4 bushels = I coomb (i coomb).
.

A Barrel contains 36 gallons.

Mote. A gallon of dittilled water weighs exactly lo lb. Avoir,

A pint of water weighs a pound and a quarter. [A gallon
contams 277 274 cubic inches] A cubic foot of water weighs atout
1000 oz. Avoir,

Measures of Tune (English) [Page 65.]

60 Seconds (sec ) make l Minute (i min,).

60 Minutes . . 1 Hour (1 hr ),

24 Hours ... ... I Day (i da

)

7 Days ... ... I Week (i wk.).

365 Days ... ... I Year (i yr ).

366 Days ... ... I Leap-year.

100 Years ••• ••• I Century,
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lleaBUTes of Angles. \.Page 66.]

6o Seconds (6o") make i Minute (i').

6o Minutes ... i Degree (i*).

90 Degrees ... i Right Angle (i rt. gle.).

Measures of ITumber. \Page 67.]

Also

12 Units make I Dozen.
12 Dozen I Gross.

12 Gross I Great Gross.

20 Units • *« 1 Score ('/fttmj.

24 Sheets of paper ... I Quire.

20 Quires • •• 1 Ream.
10 Reams j Bale.

Apothecaries’Weight. {Page 67. ]
/ ^

, (i) Measures of Weight,

Druggists use the grain to weigh small quantities and (hefeuii/i

and ounce Avoir, to weigh large quantities. Some physicians in

prescribing Use the following table

:

20 Grains make i Scruple (i scr.),

3 Scruples ... t Drachm (i dr.).

8 Drachms • •• I Ounce Troy.

(ii) Measures of Capacity.

60 Minims (m ) or drops make i Fluid drachm (fl. dr.),

8 Fluid drachms . . i Fluid ounce (fl. oz,)i

20 Fluid ounces . • •• I Pint (O ).

8 Pints ... I Gallon (C.).

Note. Since a pint of water weighs a pound and a quarteri

the weight of a fluid ounce of distilled water is an ounce Avoir.



ARITHMETIC

I. INTRODUCTION.

I. A quantity is anything' vhich may be regarded as being
made up of parts like the whole. ^ainbhn Smith,

Thus, a sum of money, the length of a rod, the weight of a sack
of nee, a number of men, are quantities.

A quantity is called a unit quantity [or simply a uni(\

when it is used for the purpose of comparing the magnitudes of

other quantities of the same kind. [/. S. Lack,

Thus, a rupee is used as the unit of money when we speak of

a certain sum as three rupees. A boy is the unit when we speak

of a certain class m a school as containing fifteen boys.

3 That which indicates the magnitude of a quantity relatively

to its unit IS called a number.

Thus, the number f^rremdicates the relative magnitude of the

quantity thru rupees as compared with its unit a rupee.

4 . The hCeasure or numenoal 'value of a quantity is the

wa/wfor which expresses how many times the unit is contained in

the quantity.

Thus, if we use a yard as the unit of length, and speak of a
certain length as five yards, the number five ts the measure or

numerical value of that length

Note. The numericalvalue of a quantity indicates its relative

magnitude The absolute magnitude of a quantity is indicated by
Its numencal value and unit together,

5 A number is called an abstract number, when it is not
attached to any particular unit

; as,four,jive, seven,

6. A number IS called a oonorete number, when it is attached
to some particular unit ; as,four horses.Jive men, seven yards.

Y. Arithmetic is a part of the Science which teaches the use
of numbers.

II. THE METHOD OF REERESENTING NUMBERS
BY FIGURES.

8. In Arithmetic we represent all numbers by means of the
ten symbols or figures i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0, called digits. The
first nine of these figures are cahed the significant digits ; the
last IS called aero, cipher or nought. <

c. A. X
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9. Kumbers from one to ntne are represented by tbe nine
significant digits taken iniorder. Thus

one two thfei four five six seven eight nine1234567 8g
10. All higher numWfs are represented by two or more of the

6.^fi?y,thtJ<f}\om'ag'Convjniton being adopted :

f^'It IS agreed\tl3at in a line of figures, the figure in the first place
8halljhav.e.4,ts simple value,* and shall represent

so many units , the figure in the second place from the right shall

have^ Ittnef tls simple^ value, and shall represent so many tens ef
utitis, pr^4nb'; the figureJn the third place shall have ten times

vafiie't!l‘SMul(fht0Se wim secondplace or one hundredtimes its

siiiiple valtte!, and shall represent so many tens of tens, or hundreds,
ofnchsts, or htmdredsg thus 435 shall express one hundred times
fdurunitsi togethbro^th ten, times three units and also five units

more ;
or in other'words,-it shall express four hundreds, three tens

and^fivp^gnits,; ai^d>8d.,oni jl>i%vslue of a figure increasing tenfold

at each step of removal towaras the left.

The “ftflldwihg^iaTiI^* called the Kumeration Table,
gives the res^ctive'‘tfanii^W places of figures representing a
oumbct.itj ic"''

&jrii iji'i'

’•S'B
o

.,g'g 8 iJ.'5D-bm ,'J'

Vg<gig2i

s-sl I
9 °|riteg

Its’' S
va a'S "C'S'S'® £ 2s O A

§§= gg.g ggs
KHW MHH KhSiWE-iEi

!ll^^u I'l JMIT’^S^SS^b^Sil •

9 » 7- 5 4. J^rj9r8 7 6 5 4

§ .9 tS

II

Is® 5 SoKhD

3 2 1

:;une.wwe (plf.,a*’£^

clHed iti^mUrvnitr

accidental valne.

when it stands by itself is

“ figure whici it has
loSitioil^l^^rt^nf figures is called iu Arofor



numeration 3

The periods which follow those m the above table are trillions,

quadrillions, qumtillions, sextillions, septilhons, octilhons, etc-

13. The symbol o has no value in itself and represents no
number In a line of figures, o m the first place (towards the

right) indicates the absence of units
, in the second place, absence

of tens ,
in the third place, absence of hundreds ; and so on.

Thus

'30 represents three tens and fii> untis
,

400 represents four hundreds, no ienS) also no units ;

309 represents three hundreds, no tens, and nine units,

13

It appears then, that numbers from one to nine are re-

presented by one figure , numbers from ten to ninety-nine are

represented by two figures 1 numbers from one hundred to nine

hundred and ninety-nine are represented by three figures
; numbets

from one thousand to nine thousand, nine hundredand ninety-nine

are represented by four figures , and so on.

14. The method above explained of representing numbers by
means of ten figures and their combinations was invented by the

Hindus. But Europeans call it the Arabic Notation because it

was introduced into Europe by the Arabs who had learnt it from
the Hindus, 1

NUMERATION.

15. Ifumeration is the art of reading a number expressed
ih figures.

Art. 9 enables the learner to ' read the numbers expressed by
one figure , and the following table will enable him to read the
numbers expressed by two figures.

10 ten 23 twenty-three

11 eleven

12 twelve

13 thirteen

14 fourteen

15 fifteen

16 sixteen

17 seventeen

ifi eighteen

19 nineteegi,fhVL

20 twenty

21 twenty-one

22 twenty-two

24 twenty-four

25 twenty-five

26 twenty-six

27 twenty-seven
z8 twenty-eight

29 twenty-nine

36 thirty-six

37 thirty-seven

38 thirty-eight

39 thirty-nine

40 forty

41 forty-one

42 forty-two
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49 forty-nine

50 fifty

;i fifty-one

52 fifty-two

53 fifty-three

54 fifty-four

55 fifty-five

56 fifty-six

57 fifty-seven

58 fifty-eight

59 fifty-nine

60 sixty

61 sixty-one

62 sixty-two

63 sixty-three

64 sixty-four

65 sixty-five

ARITHMETIC

66 sixty-six

67 sixty-seven

68 sixty-eight

69 sixty-nine

70 seventy

71 seventy-one

72 seventy-two

73 seventy-three

74 seventy-four

75 seventy-five

76 seventy-six

77 seventy-seven

78 seventy-eight

79 seventy-nine

80 eighty

81 eighty-one '

82 eighty-two

83

eighty-three
'84 eighty-four

85 eighty-five

86 eighty-six

87 eighty-seven
88'eighty-eight

89 eighty-nine

90 ninety

91 ninety-one

92 ninety-two

93 ninety-three

94 ninety-four

95 ninety-five

96 ninety-six

97 ninety-seven

98 ninety-eight

99 ninety-nine

16. 'When a number is expressed by three fibres, the third

figure from the right is read as so many hundred, uie two remain-
ing figures being read together as m the above table. Thus

the number expressed by 100 is read one hundred

,

the number expressed by 340 is read three hundred andforty ;

the number expressed by 452 is raeid.four hundred andfifty-two
the number expressed by 607 is read stx hundred and seven.

17. If a number is expressed by more than three figures,

divide the hne of figures by commas into periods of three figures

eachi commencing from the right , and read the first period
(towards the right) as in Art 16, read the second period as so-

many thousand, the third period as millwn, the fourth as thousand,

the fifth as billion, the sixth as thousand, and so on. The periods

must be read offfrom left to right in order.

Thus
2,435 is read'two fourhundred andthirty-five’;

23,204 IS read 'twenty-thrre thousand, two hundred and
four*

;

234,021 IS read ‘twohundre I and thatj-low: thousandand-
twenty-one’

;

324,103,200 15 read ‘three hundred and twenty-four million,

one hundred and three thousand, two hundred'

,

36,204,340)432,004 IS read ‘thirty-six billion, two hundred and four

thousand, three hundred and forty million, four

hundred and thirty-two thousand and four’,

1,000 represents a thousand ,

'

1,000,000 represents a miUion ;

1,000,000,000,000 represents a billion.
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sxasifi.es. 1,

. To he done first orally, then in writing.

Express each of the following numbers in words :

1, 10 , i6 , 4S
, 99 ; 76 5 43 . 5° S 3 i 1 fe.

2, 100 , III , 902 , 620 , 300 ; 103 , 234 ; 130.

3 , 9216 ; 5409 ; 5004 ; loii ; 1210 , 9000 , 9999.

13345 j 20103 ; 40040 , 50001 , 90600 : S9346.'

6. 500000 5 708900 , 102030 , 309809 , 379586

8. 7334651 , 7090709 , 9000000 ; 7800040, 3567891,

7. 32567892 , 34083092 , 90009000 , 53500055.

8. 789345621 ; 390085000 , 222000000

9 7009036700 ; 3259287891 , 80700B8200.

10. 32500094001 ,
308506008230 , 1357986428123.

11. What IS the local value of each of the significant digits in

the numbers, 72, 359, 4203, 70S09, 1300450789 and 3079004078023 ’

12. What does each of the zeroes in the numbers 20103, 307005060

and 30050S230509 indicate ?

18, Express in words the least number of five figures and the

greatest number of four figures

NOTATION.

18. Kotatioii is the art of representing by figures a number
expressed in words.

The method is as follows •

Begin at the left hand, and put down the required figures in the

places necessary to express the number, according to the Numere-
tion Table , and fill up the 'Vacant places, if any, with aphers.

Thus, to represent by figures the number, five million, twenty,
tight thousand, three hundred andfour, we put down 5 in the place

of millions or in the seventh place from the right, 2 in the place of

tens of thousands or in the fifth place, 8 in the place of thousands
or in the fourth place, 3 in the place of hundreds or in the third

place, and 4 in the place of umts or in tbe first place ; and then we
fill up the sixth and second places with ciphers | and the number
expressed in figures is 5028304.

EXAMFIiES. 8.

State m figures :

1. Thirteen ; seventeen nineteen i twelve ; eleven.
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2, Twenty-three ,
thirty-fonr ; forty ,

twenty-seven

8. Seventy-seven ;
ninety ,

eighty-four ;
sixty-three.

4. Three hundred and forty-two ,
four hundred and eighty-six ;

five hundred and four ,
nine hundred.

6 Two hundred and three , four hundred and thirty ; five

hundred and fifty-five
,
four hundred

6 Eight hundred and ninety-two , seven hundred and four ;

six hundred and forty ;
five hunted and twelve.

7. Seven thousand] eight hundred and thirty-five ;
nine thou-

sand and twenty-eight
,
six thousand and nine

;
four thousand ; six

thousand and eighty-five

8 Five thousand, nine hundred and ninety-two ; eight thou-

sand and seventy-four ; two thousand and three , four thousand
and forty ,

three thousand, four hundred and three

9. Twelve hundred , eighty thousand and eight , eighteen

thousand, four hundred and fifiy-foui ; thirty-six thousand and
twelve ; ninety thousand

10.

Twenty thousand and seventy , thirty thousand and eight ,

fifty-four thousand, four hundred ,
sixteen thousand and four,

11 Four hundred and five thousand , eight hundred thousand
and forty ; seven hundred and two thousand and seventy-four

12 Three million, nine hundred and four
,
nine million, four

hundred j fifteen million and fifty , one hundred and eight million,

three thousand and four , four million and five thousand

13. Five thousand million, seven hundred thousand and twenty-

eight , three hundred and fifteen thousand seven' hundred and
sixty-four million, nine thousand and three

14. Three billion and fifty , four hundred and five billion, ten

million, twenty thousand and seven f one billion, one million, one
thousand

;
six billion and six

15. Five hundred and twelve billion, two hundred and fifty-five

thousand seven hundred and sixty-two million, seven hundred and
thirteen thousand, four hundred and seventy-three

16 Twelve billion and twelve ,
seven hundred billion, seven

hundred thousand and seven hundred , three billion, three million,

three thousand, three hundred and three

17. Seven thousand three hundred and five billion, five hundred
and two million, six thousand and twenty-four , forty-seven billion,

forty-seven million, forty-seven thousand and forty-seven,

18. State in figures the least number of seven figures and the
greatest number of five figures.
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10. One boy wrote 70007007 and anothd^^^t/tS-^y^'when told

to write ‘seven tnousandi seven hundred and'‘¥feVtfri’‘'itffiJiWdS';

what mistakes did they commit 7

THE INDIAN METHOD OF NUMERATION. ^ >

\{i '* n

19. The ftllowing is the Indian Numeratio^^Tabje in common
use :

I 9 8,

5 (0
*0

*s § A>

Tens

c

Lacs.

® lA

hh
Hnndi

Tens.

Units,

7 6, 5 4. 3 2 I

The above number is read thus ;

One hundred and ninety-eight crores, seventy-six lacsj fifty-four

thousand] three hundred and twenty-one,
^

ITote. The Hindu names of places of figures are as jfSllows

ala, dosha, shata, sa/iasra, oyut, lahsha (lach my&t, coii (croreh

artud,^adma, kharta,mhharba, mohapaima, sanku, jalasAi, onlya,

pmdhya,parardkya.
' '' '

HSAMPIiHS. 3

Express in words according to the Indian Humerabgn);iQf

1- 345543 . 3020050 ; 7990570 , 7050304.

2 . IS345678 5 305750080 j 45000000

3 . 230078001 , 7080904080 , 3794857612,

4 8274057009 , 3500001230 ; 3103705040

B. 1234567890 , 6000789000 ,
5010702009.

Express m figures

0, One lac, fourteen thousand ; seventy-eight lacs /’fifteen lacs,

font thousand and thirty , seven lacs and seven

7 . One crore, five hundred ; twenty-eight crores, three lacs

and four ; twenty crores ; one crore, one lac, one thousand and one

8, Three hundred crores, five lacs, four thousandjpne liup-

dred and one crore, one lac, one hundred and one ,
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.

Three hundred and twenty-eight croresj seventeen lacs,

forty-five thousand, seven hundred and fifteen,

10. Seven hundred and five crores, seventeen lacs, twenty-
four thousand, seven hundred and thirty-eight

11. How many thousands are in a lac ? How many lacs m a
million 7 How many millions in a crore 7

12 . Read according to the Indian numeration the number

—

one hundred and three million, twenty-eight thousand, four hun-
dred and one

13 . Read according to the English numeration the number

—

one hundred and three crores, seven lacs, seven hundred and four.

THE ROMAN SYSTEM OF NOTATION.

{JO In this system the symbols chiefly employed are I, V, X,
L) C, D and M which represent i, ;, lo, jo, loo, 500 and 1000 res-

pectively. Again a placed over a letter increases Us value a
thousand-fold ; thus X represents 10,000.

The following table will explain the method of representing any
number by means of the above symbols.

I I XI 11 XXX 30 CD 4OQ
II 3 XII 12 XL 40 D 500

III 3 XIII 13 L SO DC 600
IV 4 XIV 14 ,LX 60 DCC 700
V 5 XV 15 LXX 70 DCCC 800
VI 6 XVI Ifi LXXX 80 CM 900
VII 7 XVII 17 XC 90 M ICX30

VIII 8 XVIII 18 C 100 MCD 140a
IX 9 XIX 19 CC 200 MCM 1900
X 10 XX 20 CCC 300 MM 2000

MDCCCLXXXIX 1889 DLXDCCXLII
]
560742

EXAMPLES. 4

Express in Arabic notation :

I. VI. 2 . IX. 3. XLIX. 4. XCIX,

6. LXXV. 6. CCLXIV. 7. DCIX. 8. DCLXIV.

0. MCMXC. 10 . LXX. 11. MMDCCLXIV.

Express in Roman notation :

12. 44. 13. 66. 14. 79- 16 . 83.

16. 149. 17 . 436. 18. 990. 19. 1351.

20. 5670. 21. 3149. 22. 45978. 23, 1000000.
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III ADDITION.

!il. Addition is the method of finding a single nnmber which

IS equal to two or more given numbers taken together.

The given numbers are called Buimnands, and the single

number obtained by adding them is called their sum or amount.

88, The sign + signifies that the two numbers between which

It IS placed are to be added Thusj y+a signifies that 2 is to be

added to y The sign + is called the plus sigUt and y+ 2 is

read “seven plus two”.

The sign = stands for the words “is equal to" or “equals."

Thusj 2+3=5 states that the sum of 2 and 3 is equal to 5. The
sign = is called the sign of equality, and 2+ 3= 5 is read “two

plus three IS equal to five" or “two plus three equals five
”

83. The nvaahtxs cnet two, three,four, five, etc being taken

in order, if we add the number one to any one of them, we get the

number next following • thus 1+1=2,2+1=35 3+1=4; and
so on.

We obtain the sum of 5 and 3 thus :
'

5+3=15+2+1
=S+I+I+I

' =6+1+1

Kesults thus obtained are registered in the following table, called

the Addition Table, which the learner should commit to memory,

I and 2 and 3 and 4 and 5 and 6 and y and 8 and 9 and
1

I are 2 I are 3 I are 4 1 are 5 I arefi I are 8 I are 9 lareio.

2 3 2 4 2 ... i; 2 . . 6 2.-7 2 ... 8 2 . . 9 2 ...10 2 ...III

3 ••• 4 3 ••• 5 3 6 3 7 3 ••• S 3 9 3 ...10 3 ...II 3 ...la.

4 5 4 .. 6 4 .
. 7 4 . . 8 4 — 9 4 . 10 4 . II 4 ...12 4 ...13

5 ...6 5 ... 7 5 ..8 5 • • 9 5
...10 5 • II 5 ...12 5 ...13 5 .•14

6 ... y 6 . . 8 6 *•* 9 6 . 10 6 .. II 6 . 12 6 .-13 6 ,. 14 6 ..el^

y ... 8 7 .. 9 7 ...10 7 .. II 7 , 12 7 . 13 7 . .14 7 ...15 7;. ..16

8 .. 9 8 . ,10 8 . .11 8 . 12 8 . 13 8 .. 14 8 ..IS 8 ...16 8 ...17

9 .. 10 9 .. n 9 . .12 9 . 13 9 •• 14 9 .. 15 9 .. 16 9 . .17 9 ...18

Example, Addy+8+g+8
Process. y+8=l5 ; 15+9=24 , 24+8=32 Ans.

Kote. As facility in mental addition is the basis ofall accurate
fadlity in the subsequent processes of Arithmetic, the pupil should
have a sufficient number of exerases in mental addition before he
proceeds further. The use of fingers should be strictly prohibited.
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BSEBCrSES IIT MEHTTAL ADDITIOE.

A*. B. The following exercises are not considered sufficient ; they are
intended only to show the nature of the questions that might be asked.

1, What IS the sum of

{a) 2 and 9 ; 3 and 4 ; Sand 7 ; 7 and 5 , g and g , 9 and 7 ,

3 and 7 , 8 and ; •, g and 6 ,

6

and 8 , 8 and 9 ; 7 and 3 7

(i) 10 and 7

,

20 and 8 , 30 and 6 , 50 and g , 70 and 5 7

(r) II and 6 , 12 and 7 , 26 and 4 , 36 and 3 , 72 and 7 7

IS and 7 , 16 and 8 , 22 and 9 ; 37 6 ; 85 and 9 ;

43 and 8 , 49 and 9 ; 28 and 7 , 68 and 7 ; 98 and 7 j 99 and gi

2. Add
(a) S to 7, to 17, to 27, to 37, etc.

(i) 7 to 9, to 19, to 29, to 39, etc.

(c) 8 to 8, to 18, to 28, to 38, etc.

8, (a) How much do i and 2 make 7 3 and 2 7 5 and 2 7 etc.

(^) How much do 2 and 3 make 7 $ and 3 7 8 and 3 7 etc,

(c) How much do 3 and 5 make 7 8 and 5 7 13 and 5 7 etc.

TV. B. When the pupil has acquired a little facility the above question

may, with advantage, be put in the following form :

4. Count by increments of 6 starting at 4.

Answer 4, 10, 16, 22, 28, 34, etc.

6.

I have 10 marbles in one hand and 7 in the other ; how-
many marbles have I m all 7

6. Twelve articles make a dozen ; bow many in two dozen 7

7. Ram had 19 marbles and he has .won 8 , how many marbles
has he now 7

8. I have purchased a table for 16 rupees and a chair for 7'

rupees ; how many rupees have I spent in all 7

8. If mangoes are selling at the rate of 13 for the rupee, how
many shall you get for two rupees 7

10. John bought 23 mangoes and 9 oranges , how many fruits

did he buy m all 7

*The following process m mental addition may be recommended for

beginners ;— ,

IS+ 7=I5 -hS-h2=204-2=22.

But the process should be abandoned as soon as facility in addition has
been acquired.
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11. You are 13 years old ; your brother is 7 years older than

^ou ; what is the age of your brother >

12. If I give you 20 rupees I shall have 15 rupees left m my
purse ; how many rupees have 1

7

13 A boy has lost 8 marbles and has 27 left ;
bow many bad

he at first 7

14. You have 23 marbles m your pocket ; I give you 9 ; how
many have you now in all 7

16 A man bought 35 maunds of nee bn a certain day, and

9 maunds on the ne^t day , how many maunds did he buy in all 7

16 . A man's age is 47 years , how old will he be 7 years hence 7

17. If you buy mangoes and your brother 8 more than you,

how many does your brother buy ^

18 What IS the number from which if I take 15 there will

remain 60 7

19. A man bought a table for 75 rupees and gamed J rupees

by selling it ,
for how many rupees did he sell it 7

20. A man gave 19 rupees to bis wife, 7 rupees to bis son and

4 rupees to his daughter j
how many rupees did he give awaym all ?

21 What IS the united length of five roads which are i, 2,

3

,

4

and 3 miles long respectively 7

22 . I bought a book for 6 annas and a bottle of ink for 4

annas more than the book
; how much did I spend in all 7

23 A man sold 9 oranges to A,to£y more than to ^ : how
many did he sell in all ?

24. Ram bought 2 mangoes at 4 annas each and 8 oranges

at one anna each , bow much did he pay to the fruit-seller?

25 From a rope are cut off first 27 yards, then 8 yards, and
there are 7 yards left , what was the length of the rope?

24. In the case of large numbers the process of addition is

as follows

.

Example. Add together 378, 409 and 56.

We write down the numbers, one under another, thus

' 378
409

ii
843

placmg units under units, tens under tens, hundreds under hun-
dreds, and so on 3 and then draw a line under the lowest Ime of
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figures. Under this line we place the sum which is found in the
following way :

*

We first add the units, thus (8+9+6) units=23 units»2
tens+3 units ; we place the 3 under the column of units and tarry
on the 2 tens for adding to the column of tens. Next we .add the
tens, thus (2+7+0+ 5) tens=14 tens =1 hundred +4 tens

; ve
place the 4 under the column of tens and carry on the 1 hundred
for adding to the column of hundreds*'We then add the hundreds,
thus (l +3+4) hundreds=8 hundreds ; and we place the 8 under
the column of hundreds.

Mental Process ; S, 17, 23 ,

carry 2, 9, i4 ;

carry 1, 4, 8.

EXAMPLES. .1 .

If, B, Sums should be dictated and the pupils rcc|Uircd to read out

the answers in words. The same sum maybcgiscn sercral times liy

altering the order of the summands.

Add together

1. 3 2. 6 3. 8 4. 7 6. 8

S 9 7 5 9

9 8 9 8 8

4 7 7 9 9

6 . 56 7. 73 00 0 6. 90 10. 79
26

22 5E 84

IL 375 12. 879 13. 79 14 . 9E6 16. 984
208 82 40 742 76

7^ 190 ^3 999 940

16. 7643 17. 429 18 309S ID. 4807
24S 7 207 309
5004 84 40 4
«34 9476 329 Soo

20. 28 21, 58073 22. 839 23 . 3S756
4007 9705 2058 50952
35° 368 476 78095

9 78000 8205 34560
302 29 47460 32308

24. 89763 26. 38760 20. 467895 27. 79
25964 5807 58009 3025
73896 304 5555 329
5S926 J9 795073 S76502
32157 7 567982 39879
98756 374 368000 300
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28 . 9038 29 . 7 30. 3578924

30054 ^aoaoa^ $893679

5028 34003 8279563

76 404040 9528789

9 36000 3474923

938050 38 8923463

Find the sum of

32 . 804, 97056, 48, 397834 “d 909-

33. 7356S, 93401 8654, 76, 703 and 98.

3d 74, 79048, 309, S000386, 43 and 3002.

36. 300, 785, 897634, 12345, 207 and 20708.

Find the value of

31' 9357350
2984721

8305902

7650729

8472038
5679824

I

36 . 432398+7867+S3989+7030.

37 . 70+8200+7396+5678920+97+2.

38. 3+309+29+307895+3253+500

30 . 87+9800000+80234+10201+34567+9.

40. 3456+456+56+6+76000+984530789.

41. Add together the following numbers seventy-nine
, three

thousand, four hundred and fifty j sixty-six thousand, six hundred
and ninety-four , four thousand and four , eighty.

42 . Find the total of—six hundred and nmety-two ; four lacs,

forty-five thousand and seven ; ninety-eight lacs, seven hundred
;

forty-five , seven.

43. Find the amount of—seven hundred and forty-six million,

seventy-four thousand, nine hundred and sixty-twb , eighty-six

thousand, five hundred and four , twelve' million, seven thousand
and three , ninety-one ; seven milbon and seven.

44. How much are nineteen+seven lacs, seven thousand and
seven+three hundred and four crores, seventy-four lacs and
twenty-nine+eight aores, eight lacs, eight thousand and eight
+seven thousand, seven hundred and forty-two+ six+ three lacs,

four hundred and seven ?

46 Find the amount of 76, 378046, 30567, 8, 9345, 300009,
3708, 309, 37805892, 28, 792300a and 342.

46 . What IS the number from which if3457 be taken 479 is left ?

47. A man was bom in 1856 ; in what year will he be 34
years of age ?

48 January has 31 days, February 28, March 31, April 30,
May 31, June 30, July 31, August 31, Septembesr 30, October 31,
November 30 and December 31 , how many days are there in the
whole year ?
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40, State how man; boys are m a school m which there ate

12$ in the first classj 87 in the second) 96 in the third, 107 in the
fourth, 70 in the fifth and 236 m the other classes.

60 A garden contains 327 mango trees, 704 cocoanut trees,

436 date trees, 32S orange trees and only 23 tamarind trees * bow
many trees ate there in all ?

61, A certain town contains 87,903 Hindus, 48,093 Maho
medans, 723 Europeans, 1,309 Eurasians and 139 other races .

what is the total population of the town ?

62 , A gentleman bought three pieces of land in a town for

9,700 rupees , he built a house on one piece at a cost of 7,823

rupees, another on the second piece at a cost of 21,730 rupees, and
a third on the remaining piece at a cost of 2,729 rupees : what
sum did he spend in all r

63 We imported 33,89,032 maunds of salt in January 1885 ,

7,09,280 maunds in February and 10,94,803 maunds in March
what was the entire weight imported in the first 3 months of 1883 ?

64. I bought four baskets of mangoes
,
the first contained

246 mangoes ,
the second 319 , the third 19 more than the second

,

and the fourth as many as the Rrst and second together . how
many mangoes did I buy ?

66. What IS the number from w’hich if 1 first take 70835 and
then 85679, there will remain 7040 ?

IV. SUBTRACTION.

S5 Subtraotiou is the method of finding the number which
IS left when the smaller of two given numbers is taken from the

greater

The greater of the two given numbers is called the minuend,
the less is called the subtrahend, and the number found by sub-

traction IS called the remomder or difTorenoo,

The sign - ,
placed between tw o numbers, signifies that the

second number is to be subtracted from the first. Thus 7 -4
signifies that 4 is to be subtracted from 7. The sign — is called

the minus sign, and 7 —4 is read “seven minus four."

SB It follows from the definition of subtraction that it is the
process of finding the number which must he added to a given
number to make a larger given number. Hence subtraction is

sometimes called complementary addition.

We are able to subtract a small number from another, from the

known results of the Addition Table, ‘

Example. 7—4=3, because 4-b3=7.
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EZEBCISES IW MENTAL SUBTBACTIOK,

1 Take 3 from 8 , 4 from 9 j 5 from 7 i ^ from 9 , 5 from 8

2, What IS the difference between 10 and 6 , 12 and 8 , 16 and

9 , 13 and 7 ; II and 6 , 16 and 8 ; 18 and 9 , i; and 7 , 17 and 8

’

3 How many does 7 leave from 28 ; 5 from 27 , 6 from 56 ,

7 from 99 s 3 from 57 ; 8 from 88 ; 6 from 49 , 4 from 26 ?

4 , Subtract 9 from 22 , 8 from 3; , 7 from 42 , 6 from 51 ;

3 from 60 , 4 from 73 , 8 from 86 , 9 from 92 , 5 from 81.

6.

(o) What remains when we take 6 from 30, 6 from 24,

d from l8| 6 from 12| 6 from 6 f

(i) What remains when we take 7 from 100, 7 from 93,

; from 36 ]
etc. ?

(r) Count by decrements of 6 commencing at 100,

Jm. ioo, 94, SB, etc

6. Take 7 from the sum of J and 6 ; 9 from the sum of 6 and

8 j 6 from the sum of 5 and 4 , 8 from the sum of 6 and 7,

7. A boy who had 1 5
marbles has lost 8 how many has he left f

8. I have 17 rupees in my purse ; if 1 give you 9 rupeeSj how
many rupees shall 1 have left ?

8, Your brother's age is 14 years
,
you are 5 years younger

than he : how old are you ’

10. In a class there are 19 boys on the roll ; on a certain day
6 boys were absent ’ how many were present f

11. A man had 16 rupees ; he gave 7 rupees to his wife and the

rest to his son : how much did the son get !

12. A man bought a table for 19 rupees and sold it for 25
rupees ; how much did he gain i

13. There are 37 mangoes on a tree , if 8 be plucked) how
many will be left I

lA Ram has 46 marbles ; if Gopal bad 9 more than what he
now hasi he would have as many as Ram : how many has Gopal ^

IB. 1 have 16 marbles
, John has 28 j how many more should

I get to have as many as John 7

27. In the case of large numbers the process of subtraction
IS as follows

:

Example 1. Subtract 34 from 86.

We place the smaller number under the greater, as in 36

Addition. We now take 4 units from 6 units, and set down 34

the result, which is 2 units, under the column of units ; 52
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next| we take 3 tens from 8 tenS) and set down the resulti 5 tens,
under the column of tens. Thus the remainder obtained is 52,

Example 2. Subtract 36S from 952.

Here, proceeding as in the previous example, we meet 952
withthedifficulty oftaking a greater digit from a less, and 368

to get over this difficulty we avail ourselves of the following

principle, usually termed borremtng The mtmten/i and
subtrahend may be increased by the same number iiitihout altering

their difference , and we reason thus :

We cannot take 8 units from 2 units , we therefore add 10 units

to the 2 units, making 12 units, and we take 8 units from the 12

units, and set down the result, 4 units, under the column of units.

Having increased the upper number by 10 units, we add, by way of

compensation, i ten to the lower number, changing 6 tens into

7 tens We have now to take 7 tens from 5 tens, and as we cannot
do so, we add lo tens to the 5 tens, making 13 tens, and we take

7 tens from the 15 tens, and set doivn the result, 8 tens, under
the column of tens. Having increased the upper number by 10

tens, we add, by way of compensation, i hundred to the lower
number, changing 3 hundreds into 4 hundreds We now take 4
hundreds ftom 9 hundreds, and set down the result, 5 hundreds,

under the column of hundreds.

Hote. Instead of the above process it will be practically con-

venient to determine how much must be added to the subtrahend
to make up the minuend.

Example. Subtract 576 from 829.

We are to find the number which being added to 576 makes
up 829.

We place the smaller number under the greater, as in Addition,
We now see that 6 units 3 units >=9 units; we therefore

set down the 3 under the column of units ‘ next, 7 tens+6 829
tens=I2 tens , we set down the 6 under the column of tens, 576
and carry l hundred : then, (1-1-5) hundreds+2 hundreds <= 8 2^
hundreds ; we set down the 2 under the column of hundreds.

^

Mental Process : 6 and 3 are 9 ,

7 and 6 are 12 ;

carry i,id and 2 are 8.

EZAMfliHS. a
. Perform the following subtractions :

1. 78 2. 93 8. 336 4, 789
35 43 134 246 -

6, 7825
3504
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6. 64 7. ^ 8. 86 0. 94 10, 93

^ Z® §i ^
11. 795 12. 480 13 . 977 14. 843 16 . 904

\ ^ 390 7W 384 589

16 . 5380 17. 54090 18. 84321 10. 85858 20. 54321

739 7073 ‘ 537S9 58585 18345

21 . 20004 22 . 789358 23 . 708093 24. 805400 26 7000203

173Z 5 99999 20503 7o°53 500956

26 82439-76893 27 . 93406-7990

28 790256-82789. 20. 80000-76438.

SO. 1000000- 999999. 31 . 777770-88889.

32 . 7S0004- 389210. 33 100956-39897

34 What number must be added to each of the following

numbers to make the sum equal to a million ?—19, 305, 9475, 99446
and 43500

35 What number must be taken from 93867 to leave 903 f

38 By how much does a lac etceed twenty-nine ?

37 . By how much is a crore greater than one thousand and one ?

88 By how much is seventy-nine less than ten thousand ?

39. The Duke of Wellington was born in 1769 and^ died in

1852 ;
how old was he at his death ?

40 Sir Isaac Newton died m 1727 aged 85 years . when was
he born ’

4L Mount Everest is 29,100 feet high , Kmcbinjunga is 28,177
feet high by bow many feet is tlie former higher than the latter 7

42 If the receipts of a railway company are 3,98,450 rupees
and the expenses 2,80,769 rupees, what are the ]frofits ’

43. A merchant bought goods for 3,000 rupees and sold them
for 3,325 rupees how much did be gain 7

44. If I had 540 rupees more than I have, I should be able tc

clear a debt of 10,000 rupees how much have I 7

46 The sum of two numbers is 9387 5, and the greater number
IS 77359 : what IS the smaller number 7

46. The smaller of two numbers is 3799, and their sum is

780900 : what IS the greater number 7

47. What number must be subtracted from 73S9 that the
remainder may be 999 7

C. A. 2
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^
48, Find the difTerence between the sum and difierence of a

million and a thousand.

49. A has 391876 rupees iShas 3,758 rupees less than A ; and
C has 876 rupees less than S , how much has C 7

60. A boy when told to write 'three thousand, four hundred
and five' in figures wrote 30004005 j how much more did he write 7

61. A boy wrote 500403 when he was told to write ‘fifty

lacs, four thousand and three’ in figures ; bow much less did He
write 7

!!8. The number to which the sign + is prefixed is called a
positive number ; and the number to which the sign - is prefixed

^ called a negative number. If no sign is prefixed to a number
it is to be considered as posttme. Numbers connected by the

sign + or — are called terms.

The most convenient method of finding the value of an expret-

sion (in which several numbers are connected by the sign + or -

)

Is to find the sums of the posthve and negative numbers separately

and then to take their diHerencc.

Example, Find the value of 473-369+621-403.

Now, 473+621= 1094 ; and 369+403-772 ,

the result required= 1094- 772= 322,

EXAMPLES. 7.

Find the value of each of the following expressions :

L 973-724+209

2. 78965-8795-7386.

3. 8703-7955+3002-1030.

4 . 1600-924-300-88.

6.

94567+32S5-77777-304+64.

6 . To 753—98+7 I first add 329, and then take the difference

of 720 and 699 from the sum ; what is the result 7

7. By how -much is the difierence of 7203 and 4980 less than
their sum 7

8. By how much does the sum of 7983 - 899 and 7003 exceed
their difierence 7

9. The greater of two numbers is 94047, and their difference is

909+35° vrhat 15 the other 7

10

.

What number must be added to 329+408—540 that the
sum may be one lac 7
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V. MULTIPLICATION.

99, Multiplication is a short method
,
of finding the sum of

a certain number of repetitions of a given number.

The number to be repeated is said to be inulUphed by the

umber irhich indicates how often it is to be repeated. Thusi
when 4 is multiplied by 3, the result is 4+4+4 or 12.

The number which is multiplied is called the muLtiphoand ,

the number by which it is multiplied is called the multiplier ,

and the resulting number is called the product.

The sign of multiplication is x. Thus 7x4 signifies that 7 is

to be multiplied by 4, and is read “seven tnio foui" or “four times

seven.” Sometimes a dot ( ) is used instead of x.

30. The multiplier and the multiplicand may Be interchanged

without altering the value of the product Thus 3 x 4=4 x 3 , for,

3x4=3+3+3+3=12, and 4x3=4+4+4=12.

The multiplier and multiplicand are called factors of the
product.

31 . The following Multiplication Tables must be committed
to memory by the pupil,

Fixst Table.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Once I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Twice 2 4 6 8 10 -12 14 16 18 20

Thrice 3 6 9 12 IS i 21 24 27 30

4 times 4 8 12 I6 20i 28 32 36 40

S times 5 10 IS 20 2S 30 3S 40 4S 50

6 times 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 S4 6a

7 times 7 14 21 28 3S 43 49 S6 63 70

S times 8 16 *4 32 40 48 S6 -64 72 So

g times 9 18 27 36 4S 54 63 72 81 90

10 times 10 lo 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
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EXERCISES OW THE IIXTIiTIELICATION TABLE.
(Oral.)

1 How much IS 7 times 6 ? S times 9 ^ 12 times I2 ? etc.

2. Multiply 12 by 8 , 9 by 7 , 16 by 9 ; etc

3 . What IS the product of 9 and 9 ? of 16 and 6 ^ etc.

4. What is the sum of 6 repeated 9 times ? 15 repeated 8

tunes 7 etc.

6. What number is as great as 10 times li ? 7 times 9 7 etc.

6. If 9 boys have 6 marbles each, how many have they all

together '

7. How many rupees are there in 12 boxeSi each containing ii

rupees 7

8 Sixteen annas make a rupee , how many annas ate there
in 5 hipees 7

9. Fifteen boj's sit on each form in a schooli and there are
fifteen forms , how many boys are there 7

10 The multiplicand is 11 and the multiplier is 13 ;
what is

the product 7

11. The factors of a product are 9 and 19 ; what is the product ’

12, When mangoes are 20 for a rupee) how many can you buy
for 5 rupees 7

13 There are 7 days in a week ,
how many days are there in

8 weeks 7

lA In a house of 4 stories there are 15 rooms on each story ;

how many rooms are there in the house 7

16 If a cow be worth 15 rupees, bow much will you have to

pay for 9 cows 7

16 On a page of a book there are 17 lines, and each line con-
tains 19 letters , how many letters are there iji the page 7

17. By how much is 7 times Ji less than 90 7

18 By how much is 3 times 16 greater than 33 7

19. What number exceeds 9 times 9 by 19 7

20 How many legs have 7 horses and 3 cows got altogether ’

32. We now proceed to showhow large numbers are multiplied.

Example, Multiply 2095 by 3.

We arrange the numbers thus ;

'

• 2095
3

6285 product.
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The product is found in the following way :

3 times 5 units is i5 units , we set down 6 in the place of units,

and carry on l for adding to tens next, 3 times 9 tens is 27 tens,

and adding i earned, the result is 28 tens , we set down 8 in the

place of tens, and carry on 2 for adding to hundreds next, 3 times

o is o, * and adding 2 carried, the result is 2 hundreds , we set

down 2 m the place of hundreds then, 3 times 2 thousands is 6
thousands ; and we set down 6 in the place of thousands. Thus
the product is 62S5.

Mental Process : 3 times 5, iB ,

carry 1 , 3 times 9, 28 ,

carry 1, 2

,

3 times 2, 6

H, B, The student will see that the above short process is substantially

the same as the following extended process of addition.

209s
2095
2095

6285

EXA-MPLES.- 8.

Multiply

1. 23 by 2. 2. 32 by 3. 3. 21 by 4.

4. 39 by 5
6. 47 by 6, 6. 58 by 9.

7. 98 by 8. 8. 76 by 9. 9. 85 by 9.

10. 329 by 3 11. 405 by 7. 12. 879 by 9.

13. 3245 by 6. 14. 7089 by 5. 16. 9206 by 8.

16. 78956 by 4. V
17. 89035 by 7. 18. 85503 by 9

18. 34079 by 2, 3i 4i 5i 7i '5,91

30. Find the value of 725+725+725+725+723'

33. If we write a cipher to the right of a number its value is

increased tenfold ‘ hence, when we multiply a number by 10, the

product IS obtained by annexing o to the number. Thus 23 x 10

=230. Similarly, when we multiply a number by 100, 1000,... the

product IS obtained by annexing 00, 000, . to the number.

Also, if we have to multiply a number by 30, we may first

multiply It by 3, and then annex o to the result
,
the final result

will be the product required So also, if we have to multiply by
300, we may first multiply by 3 and then annex 00 to the result.

*0 X3«*o j for o-ho+osoj
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Example, Multiply 329 by 600.

Process : 329
600

197400 Aas.

EXAMFIiES. 9.

Find the product of

1. 359 by 30. 2. 7035 by 40. 8 3905 by 5a

4 . 703 by 600. S. 39 by 900. 6. 8229 by 700.

7. 3005 by 8000. 8. 9004 by 9000. 9 . 30503 by 6000.

10. 7295 by 90, Soo, 7000, 60000, 500000.

,
34. It is clear from the definition of multiplication that) if we

have to multiply a number by St we may multiply it separately by
2 and 3i and then add the two results , the final result will be the

product required if we have to multiply a number by 23 we may
multiply It separately by 3 and 20t and then add the two results.

Example i. Multiply yaS'by 329.

728 (B) 72S

329 329

6552 “product by 9 6552
14560= „ „ 20. 1456

218400= „ „ 300. 2184

2395i2=product by 329 239512

Herci to obtain the product of 728 by 329, we multiply 72S by 9,

20 and 300 separatelytand add the three results The partial products

are found by the methods explained in the two preceding articles.

In practice we do not annex the zeroes in multiplying by 20 and

300 (because they have no effect in the addition which we perform
afterwards) and our work stands as at (B).

Observe that the multiplier must be placed under the multi"

pbcand as in Addition , also that, tn all cases, the first figure on
the right of each partial product must be placed in the same
vertical column with the figure by which the product is obtamed.

Note 1. We may multiply by the figures of the multiplier in

any order we like, bearing in mind the foregoing obsen’ation.

(i) 72S ' (2) 728

329 . 329

1456 by 2. 2184 by 3,

2184 by 3. 1456 by 2.

6552 by 9, 6552 by 9.

239512 239512
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IToto 2. When the multiplier or multiplicand or both end
with ciphers) it is convenient first to omit them in working and
then to annex as many ciphers to the product as have been
omitted

Example 2. Multiply 37008 by 4203 ; 4309 by 12300 ; 290 by
243 , and 40300 by 4370.

(l) 37008 (2) 4309 (3) 290 (4) 40300

4203 12300 243 4370

I 11024 12927 87 2821

74016 8618 1 16 1209

148032 4309 58 i6 i2

155544624 53000700 70470 176111000

10.

Perform the following multiplications ;

L 375 X 54" 2. 904x98 3. 740x69.

4. 4972x345. 6. 8762x904 6. 8072x972.

7. 708x708 8. 8463x340. 9 8239x5009.

10, 89025x8007. 11. 90407x6050. 12 123456x70809.

13. 863400x70600 14. 820078x90072, 16 . 480390x8907,

16 . 8573056x900082. 17. 7390250x3009000.

18.
9876507x39421 19 3700x809025000

20, 8976543x978653. 21, 370304x6070370.

22 , 307650x90060. 23 784692x80075

24 , 830038x700208 26 3257650x3257650

20. 35756x6570002 27. 209030x400800600.

Obtain the following products by using one line of multiplica-

tion only

28. 4329x11. 20. 3809x12. 30 7204x13.

31 7082x14 32 4S90X15 33 8789x16,

34 . 13570x17 36 . 28070x18 36 4356x19.

37 There are 192 pies in a rupee , how many pies are there

in 3705 rupees ? ,

38 A book contains 579 pages, and each page contains 3749
letters , how many letters are there in the whole book ?

39 . If the price of one cottah of land in Calcutta be 975 rupees,

what IS the price of 325 cottahs f

40. If 29390 persons cross the Hughly Bndge daily, how many
cross in a year of 365 days ?
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4L What IS the weight of 739 hags of ricej each weighing
28 maunds ?

42 . How many rupees must be paid for 6 elephants at 3479
rupees each, and 10 horses at 765 rupees each f

43 . A cistern has a leak by which 78 tolas of water come out
per hour

, if the fuU cistern is emptied m 48 hours, how many tolas

of water does the cistern hold !

35. Examplt Find the continued product 28
of 28, 8 and 3 , __8

We multiply 28 by 8, and the product by 3, the 224
final result being 672 3

6^ Am.

EXAMPLES. II.

Find the following continued products :

’ L 27x8x2. 2 703x85x79. 3 8050x70x30.

4. 59x85x76x5. 6. 3205x9x8x5. S 99x88x77x66.

7. How much is twice nine times seventy-three ?

8 A day contains 24 hours, an hour contains 60 minutes, and a
minute contains 60 seconds ; how many seconds are there in a day 7

9, 5 tolas make a chatak , 16 chntaks make a seer , 40 seers

make a maund ,
how many tolas are there in a mauod 7

10 A book contains 329 pages, each page contains 27 lines,

and each line contains 45 letters
,
how m.iny letters are there in

the whole book 7

IL How .many mangoes are there on a tree which has 29
branches, each branch containing 325 mangoes 7

12. In a railu ay tram there are 40 carnages , each carriage has

6 compartments , and each compartment contains 8 persons ' how
many persons are there in the tram 7

36 . The second, third, fourth,... power of a number is the

product of two, three,four,... factors each equal to that number.
Thus the second pouer of 2=2X2=4, the third power of

2c:=2X2X2=S Tl\e second power of a number is called its

square, the third pouer its cube The number itself is often

called Its ftst power

The symbol 4’ is used to express 4x4, also, 4’ is used to express
4x4x4

,

and so on The small figures 2, 3, are called indices or
exponents of the powers

The process of finding any power of a number is called

involution. .
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XiSAMPIiBS. 19.

Find the square of

1. ^5 2, 3, 4, 20. 2. 24. 3. 50.

4. 68. 6. loo. 6. 112.

7. 248. 8. 729. 9. 874.

Find the cube of

10. 3) 3i U. 93- 12. loa

13. 879. 14. sss 15. 309.

16. Find the value of 25* h4o|- 12® -ha*.

VI. DIVISION.

37 . DiTision. is the operation by which we find how often
one given number, called the DiTisor, must be subtracted frotn

another given number, called the Dividend, so that the Be-
mainder, if any, may be less than the first given number.

The number of times the subtraction is performed is called the

Quotient.

It will be found that ^ units can be subtracted from 30 units,

4 times, and that then 2 units out of 30 remain over. Hence, when
30 is divided by 7, 30 is the dividend^ 7 is the dtwsOTf the quotient

IS 4 and the remainder is 2

The Sign of division is Thus 30-^7 signifies that 30 is to be
divided by 7, atad is read “30 divided by 7” or simply “30 by 7". ^

The symbol is also used to denote the same operation of

division.

SS It follows from the definition of division that

Divisor x'Quotient-fRemainder^Dividend

When there is no remainder the division is said to be essot.
In this case division may be explained as the inverse of multiplica-

tion, the quotient bemg Ae number whose product by the divisor is

the dividend

\

39 By division we break up a number,{dividend} into equal
parts . if the divisor represents the magnitude of a part, the

quotient gives the number of the parts , if the divisor represents the

number of the parts, the quotient gives the magnitude of one of

the parts.

Example i 30 oranges are divided among boys so that each
boy gets 7 oranges , how many boys get a share ? {Ans. 4 boys,
2 oranges remainder.)
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Example 2. 30 oranges are divided equally among 7 boys

;

how many does each boy get ? {Ans 4 oranges each, 2 oranges

remainder.)

5, B. The teacher should explain how m both of these cases the

result may be obtained by repeated subtractions

40 The division of numbers not greater than 400 by numbers
not greater than 20 is effected by means of the Multiplication Table.

Example Divide 59 by 7

Here, we have to find how often 7 may be subtracted from 59,

or in other words, how many times 7 » containedm 59.

We may find the quotient the remainder by successive

subtractions of 7 ftom 59 But we are saved the trouble of

repeated subtractions by using a known result of the Multipbcation

Table. Thus, since 8 times 7 is 36, 39—7 gives 8 as quotient and

3 as remainder.

EXBBCISES IN MENTAD DIVISION.

1 How many times is 5 contamed m 30 ? 8 in 72 ? 9 m 54 ?

14 in 14 ? 16 in 128 ? etc

2 How many times can you subtract 7 from 56 ? 6 from 48 ?

9 from 81 ? i8 from 306 ? etc.

3 . Divide 84 into 7 equal parts 5 104 into 13 equal parts , etc.

4 What IS the fourth part of 36 7 sixth part of 34 7 twelfth

part of 108 ’ etc.

6. In 34 how mapy times 4, and how many over 7 how many
times Si and how many over 7 etc

6. What IS the remainder when 7 is subtracted as oftqn as

possible from 64 7 6 from 42 7 8 from 84 7 etc

7. Find the quotient and remamder when 43 is divided by 6 j

70 by 8 , 85 by 9

,

190 by 16 ; etc

8 How many times does the fourth part of 72 contain 3 7

fifth part of 70 contain 7 7 etc

9

.

135 mangoes were divided equally among 13 boysj how
many did each get ’

10. 54 oranges are distributed equally among the children of
a family, and each one gets 9 , how many children are there in the
family 7

11. There are 16 annas in a rupee ; how many rupees are there
in 144 annas 7

12
^
I bought a dozen chairs for 72 rupees ; what is the price

of a single chair 7
'
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13. How many yards of cloth at 12 annas each can I buy for
180 annas ?

l<t. How many dogs have 80 legs 7

41. When tie dividend and divisor are any numbersi the
process of division is as follows :

Example Divide 88909 by 24.

The form of the operation is

24 )
8S909

( 3704 Quotient.

72

169

166

109

_96

3 Remainder

The explanation is this ;

We first take 8| and we find that 24 is not contained in it • we
therefore take 88 and find how often 24 is contained in 881 and as it

IS contained three times, we set down 3 as the first figure in the
quotient j then multiply 24 by 3 and subtract the result 72 from
88 . to the lemainder 16 we bring down the next figure In the
dividend ,• then, as 24 is contained m 169 seven times, we set down
7 as the second figure in the quotient , then multiply 24 by 7 and
subtract the result 168 from 169 to the remainder I we bring
down the next figure in the dividend ; then, as 24 is not contained in

10 we set doivn 0 as the third figure in the quotient and bring down
9, the next figure in the dividend , then, as 24 is contained in 109
four times, we set down 4 as the fourth figure in the quotient

; then
multiply 24 by 4 and subtract the result 96 from 109 We thus
obtain 3704 as quotient and 13 as remainder.

N, B, The student will see that in the
above process what we really do is this fiom
the dividend we first subtract 3000 times 24,
next from the remainder we subtract 700
times 24, and then from the second remainder
we subtract 4 times 24, we therefore altogether
subtripct (3000 + 700+4) or 3704 times 24 from
88909. The form of this extended operation 15

shown at the side

24 ) 88909 ( 300a
72000

16909 ( 700
16800

109 ( 4

J6
Remr. 13 3704 Qt.

EXAMPLES. 13.

Divide

L 376 by 2. , 2, 9234 by 2. 3. 7085 by 2.

4. 7000 by 3' 6. 8025 by 3. B. 90126 by 3
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7. 8204s by 4. 8. 32S13 by 4. 9. 45678 by 4.

10. 12345 by 5- 11. 100200 by 5. 12 . 77777 by 5.

13. 90403 by 6. 14. 8734s by 6 16 . 78934 by 6.

16. 3789 by 7. 17. 45986 by 7. 18 . 32480 by 7.

18 . 38474 by 8. 20. 34509 by 8 21. 16042 by 8.

22. 72124 by 9. 23. 90001 by 9 24. 78000 by 9

25. 38972 by 10
,

26 . 24560 by 10. 27 . 32000 by 10.

28. 77777 by II. 29. 39042 by 16 30 57084 by 19

31. 3S956 by 26 32 72043 by 37 83 . 96100 by 48.

34 10000 by 59. 36 . 707070 by 62. 36 10020 by 74

37 35896 by 88 38 47500 by gt 39. 28923 by 329.

40. 97856 by 141. 41. 13013 by 269 42 . 26534 by 584.

43 . S9089 by 555. 44. 36780 by 628. 46 . 30321 by 681.

46 . 398406 by 879 47 700000 by 991. 48 999999 by 8888

40. 80934s by 3458. 60. 3270457 by 1002 . 61 . 7766334 by 7634.

62 2080400 by 5456. 63. 9997770 by 3906

64 47946387 by 7207. 66 987654321 by 8642

66. 123456789 by 98765. 67 187654321 by 12345.

68. 1080924890 by 72034 69 1200730092 by 897324.

60 38407890901 by 90735. eL 208900563000 by 870056,

62 . 297506823 by 708076.
'

68. 567892314670 by 8976867.

64. 7801849202713 by 926. 65 . 9876540456789 by 999.

66. The product of two numbers IS 357435, one of them is,

705 , what IS the other ?

67. How many men will receive 113 rupees each out of 4068

rupees ?

68. How often must 817 be taken to make up 431376 f

69. What number multiplied by 493 ivill produce 6409 ?

70 1 subtract 3405 from 780953, then subtract 3405 from the

remainder, and so on how often can 1 do this 7

71 The quotient is 307, the divisor 98 and the remainder 29 ,

what IS the dividend ?

72 The population of a certain town is 345330, and one out

of 45 dies annually j how many die in a year 7 -

73 . A gentleman’s yearly income is 19500 rupees , how much
must be spend per week so that he may neither save nor borrow >

(There are 52 weeks in a year.)
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74. A ship sails 125 miles a day ; how long will it take to sail

a distance of 32000 miles ?

76. 2750 bottles are to be packed in boxesj each holding 125

botdes : how many boxes will be required 7

SHORT DIVISION.

4S. The process of division may be greatly shortened when
the divisor does not exceed 20,

Example. Divide 8259 by 6.

6 ) 8259

Quot. 1376, rem 3.

We draw a line under the dividendi and under this we set down
the successive figures of the quotient) the multiplication) subtrac-

tion) etc being performed mentally.

SZAMDDES. 14.

Divide) employing Short Division) '

1. 34561 by 2. 2 78930 by 3. 3. 80358 by 4

4. 12792 by 5. 6. 23057 by 6. 6 98400 by 7.

7. 34567 by 8 8 19' 70 by 9 6. 34567 by 10.

10. 580046 by 11. 11. 807040 by 12. 12. 135689 by 13.

13 . 450782 by 14. 14. 743080 by 15. 16 . 935862 by 16.

16 . 3890457 by 17. 17 . 8207305 by 18. 18 . 12345678 by 19.

16 . Each of 3456789] 8070403a and 987654321 by 2) 3, 4, 5,

ii ...19) 20 separately

20. Work examples i to 30 of Examples 13 by Short Division.

VII
,
PROPOSITIONS IN THE FUNDAMENTAL

OPERATIONS.

43. To find the sum of any number of the nature! numbers
beginning with i.

Rule Multiply the last number by the next higher number, and
druide the result by 2.

Example i. Add together I•^2-^3-^4^...+I5.

Here the last number is I 5) and the next higher number is 16 j

their product is 240 : therefore the sum required=240T-2=i20.

Example 2 Add together 21 22 -1- 23 35,

Here; add together the numbers from i to 3S) and also the num-
bers from I to 20 , and subtract the latter sum from the former.
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44. Given the sum and difference of two numbersi to find the

numbers.

Rule. To gtl the greater number, add the sum and difference,

and divide the result byi. To get the smatlernumber, subtract

the differencefrom the sum, and dvvtde the result by 2.

Example^ i. The sum of two numbers is 40 and their difference

IB 16 , what is the greater number f

Process : 40+16=56 , 56+2=28 Ans^

Example 2 The sum of two numbers is 59 and their difference

IS II , what IS the smaller number 7

Process ; 59-11=48 , 48+2-24 Ans.

EZAMPLBS. 15.

Find the value of

L 1+2+3+...+20 '

2. I+2+3+...+30.

3 . i+2+ 3 +...+ 45 < l+*+ 3+" + 75 '

6. 1+2+3+.. . + 100 6 7+8+9+...+50.

7. 40+4i+42+...+go. 8. ioo+ioi+io2+..,+aoa.

8

,

The sum of two numbers is 376) and their difference is II4 ;

what IS the greater number 7

10, Find the greater of two numbers) of which the sum is 89251
and the difference is 385.

11, The sum of two numbers is 839571 and their difference is

74821 ; what IS the smaller number 7

12, Find the smaller of two numbers) of which the sum is

79358 and the difference is 3456,

13 The sum of two numbers- is 8527 and their difference is

729 , find the numbers,

14, Find the two numbers) of which the sum is loooo and the
difference is 888.

45, MuUiphcatmn by factors.

Example l. Multiply 329 by 35, Here 35=7 K 5,

Process : 329

7

2303

S

11513 Ans.
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Example 2 Multiply 172; by 2I7) and bf 721, makingim eadi
case only two partial multiplications,

(I) 1725 (2) 1725

217 721

12075 12075

36225 36225

374325 Ans. 1243725 Ans.

Here) we multiply by 7, and by 21 , but the product by 21 is

obtained by multiplying the first product by 3

46, Abbreviated methods ofMulhpltcaiion. .

(a) To multiply a number by 5) annex o to the number) and
divide the result by 2, Thus, 172x5=1720-7-2=860,

Example. Multiply 172 by 15.

2 ) 1720 = product by 10. (1)

, 860 = product by 5 (2)

Adding (i) and (2), 2580 = product by 15

(3) To multiply a number by 25, annex 00 to the number, and
divide the result by 4. Thus, 38x25=3800-1-4=950,

Example i Multiply 38 by 35,

4 ) 3800 \

950 = product by 25. (1)

380 = product by 10 ... M (2)

Adding (i) and (2), 1330 = product by 35-

Example 2. Multiply 38 by 75, •

4 ) 3800 = product by 100. ... ... (I)

950 = product by 25, ... ... (3)

Subtracting (2) from (i), 2850 = product by 75

(f} To multiply a number by 125, annex 000 to the number,
and divide the result by 8 Thus, 89x125=89000-^8=11125,'

(rf) To multiply a number by 9, 99, 999, 9999, annex as

many 0's as there are 9’s in the multiplier, and from the result sub-

tract the number itself. Thus, 345 X 99= 34500- 345 =34155,

(«) To multiply by a number whidi differs but bttle fron. to,

100, 1000, 10000, ,„, we employ a method similar to the above.

Example, Multiplyi345 by 998,

345x1000 =345000
345x2 = 690

By subtraction, 344310 Ans,
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47 . Abbreviatedmethod of squaring a given number.

If the given number contains two 6gures .—To and from the

given number add and subtract the unit figure ; multiply the two
results together) and to the product add the square of the unit

figure. If the given number contains three (or more) figures) take
from the end two (or more) figures instead of the unit figure.

Example l. Find the square of 47.

47+ 7=54 . 47-7=40 ,

54x40=2160; 7“=49.
47“=2i6o+49 =2209.

Example a. Find the square of 346.

346+46=392 , 346-46=300; 392x300=117600;
346==ii76oo+46=

Now, 46+6=52 , 46-6=40; 58x40=2080; 6*=36}
4fi“=2o8o+36=2ii6

Hence 346®=it76oo+ 2Il6=ll97 i6 .
,

EXA-MPLES. IG,

Multiply, using factors not greater than 20,

1. 728 by 24. 2 8025 by 42 3 9345 by 72

4. 921 by 144. 6* 872 by 280. 6. 74267128.

Obtain the following products by two lines of multiplication only.

7. 7925x328. 8 825x729. B 3842x321,

10. 392x366 11. 526x848. 12 734x4812.

13 Obtain the product of 2356 by 125255 by three lines of

multiplication,

14 Multiply 8273 by 147497 making only three partial multi-

plications.

Obtain the following products by the method of Art 46.

* 16 .
725x5, 16 329x5 17. 812x5 18 84x25.

I 19 . 729x25. 20. 92x25. |21 98x125. 22 125x125.

23. 207x125. 24 . 112x99. 26. 282x999 20, 204x9999,

27 . 421x998. 28 . 4268x980. 29. 827x9997.

30. 739x50. 31 371 E 15 32. 892x35.

33 709x75. 34. 3o4 ’'I 5- 36. 789x75.

Fmd, by the method of Art, 47, the square of

3S. 35. 37 55- 38, 86, 39. 97.

40. 325, 41 465. 42 , 779. 43, S96.

C. A. 3
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4&. Division byfattors.

Example 1 . Divide 1 579^ by 48. Here 48=8x6.

Process ; 8 ) 15792

6 )

3̂29 quotient

Example 2. Divide 934 by 24

(A)

4)934
6 ) 233 -2

3S ..5

The quotient is 38.

The remainder=3 groups of

4 units+2 units =20-)- 2 =22.

(B)

4)934
3)?33...2

2) 77...2

qt. 38 ..I

Remainder=2+ (2x4)+(1x4x3)
' =22

In all caseS)

The true remainder= 1st R+(2nd Rx ist dvr.)

+(3rd R X 1st dvr. x 2nd dvr.)+etc.

49, Abbreviated methods of Dvoiston.

(1) To divide a number by I0| too, 1000, cut off lone,

two, three figures from the right of the number j the figures

cut off will give the Remainder and the remaining figures the

Quotient Thus, when we divide 53274 by 100, the quotient is

532, and the remainder is 74.

(2) To divide by any number ending with ciphers, cut off the

ciphers from the divisor and as many figures from the right of the

dividend ; then divide the remaining figures of the dividend by the

remaining figures of the divisor, and to the remainder annex the

figures cut off from the dividend to get the total remainder Thus,

if we have to divide 3754 by 700, we divide 37 by 7, which gives

5 as quotient and 2 as remainder , the total remainder is 254

(3) To divide a number by 5, 15, 35 or 45, multiply the number
by 2 and divide the result by 10, 30, 70 or 90 (by the above
method) ; divide the remainder by 2 to get the true remainder
Thus to divide 78 by 5, we multiply 78 by 2, getting 156 as the

result ,
this divided by 10 gives 15 as quotient and 6 as remain*

der , the true remainder is 6-r2 or 3. Hence 78 divided by 5 gives

15 as quotient and 3 as remainder.

(4) To divide a number by ?S or 75, multiply the number by

4 and divide the result by loo or 300 , divide the remainder by 4
to get the true remamder.

(5) To divide a number by 125, multiply the number by 8

and divide the result by 1000 ; divide the remainderby 8 to get the

true remainder.
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BZAMFLES. IT.

In the following examples employ Skort Division.

1. 936-24. 2. 736-32. 3 . 1890-5-45.

4. 2856—42. 6. 3312-144. 6. 8274-5-25.

7. 38920-5-72, 8, 23456-f63, 9. 74829799.

LO. 82034-^121, 11. 704568-7240. 12. 824506-8“.

13. 123456-5-7*. 14, 987654-=-48o. 16. 888888-5*

Divide by the method of Art. 49

16. 3894-r-lo. 17. 3456—100. 18 . 89345-1000.

19 82746 -s- 100, 20. 89346-=- 1000. 21. 123456 -=-IOOOC.

22. 3892-5-30, 23 7892—50. 24. 98467-800.

26. 73568-^1900. 26. 736894—16000. 27. 9876543 -=-12600.

28, 354693-2900. 29. 7689246-=- 790. 30. 9234587 -f-34«».

31. 378-^5 32 . 468975.' 33. 1276-5-5,

34. 7S45
-=-3

S.
36 82769—25 86. 137892-25.

37, 83764-=- 123. 38 •137891-5-125. 39 . 3792-125.

40. 374 -riS. 4L 7S9735. 42. 92 i-=-45 .

43 . W34
-

7 S. 44 1394-^65. 46 9246-5-85,

50. The process of mnltiphcation and subtraction may be

combined in a question like the following

Example, Subtract 7 times 347 from 3283.

Mental process : 7 times 7 is 49 , 49 and 4 are 53 , 3283

carTy 5 and 7 times 4 are 33 , 33 and 6 are 38 1 347

carry 3 and 7 times 3 are 24 , 24 and 8 are 32- 7

' 854

Note. The above method may be very advantageously

en^loyed m the process of division.

Examfile. Divide 8422 by 34.

Here, by the method of the above example,

we multiply 34 by 2, subtract the product from

84 and set down only the remainder 16 ; and
so on.

HXAHPX,HS. 18.

Subtract

1. 329x8 from 4827.

S. ,3798x6 from 894670.

34 )^ (347

162

262

24

2. 732 X 9 from 82170.

4. 9378x7 from 369812.
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6. 73S4X II from 100000. 6. 369 X 12 from 89468.

Add

7 . 389x41039. 8. 894x910786.

9 . 7343 X 12 to 3940. 10. 39874 to 329 X 16.

Iq the following examples use the method of Art. 50.

11. 3798-76. 12 . 38875-329. 13 . 82456 T72g.

14 . 76o820-r 378. 16 . 3456789 -=- 3246. 16 . 3450789- 3982.

CASTING OUT THE NINES.

51 . The following method called “oastmg out the nineB"
IS frequently employed in testing the correctness of the result of

multiplication.

Dwtde the sum of tht digits in the muUtplicand by 9 and set

down the remainder, do the same thing with the multiplier ; mul-
tiply the two remainders together, dvtnde the result by 9, and set

down the remainder, then if the multiplication has been performed
correctly, the last remainder will be the same as the remainder
obtained by dividing the sum of the digits in the product by 9.

Example. 186x47=8742.

The sum of digits in 186=15 5 IS—

9

gives rem. 6 ,

the sum of digits in 47= 11 , lI-*-9 gives rem. 2

,

6X2=12 , 12—9 gives rem. 3 .

Sum of digits in 8742=21 ; 214-9 gives rein. 3 .

N, B This test will iiul if such a mistake has been committed, as

does not affect the sum of the digits of the product, or, increases or

decreases it by 9 or a multiple of g

EXAMPI.es. 19.

Multiply, and test the result of multiplying

1 . 3756 by 738. 2 . 8943 by 826 3. 3789 by 989

4. 30804 by 3080. 6. 78093 by 8034. 6 73980 by 3001

7 . 39400 by 3900. 8. 803075 by 390. 0. 823794 by S234.

61a In a chain of operations of addition and subtraction the

order of the operations is from left to right Thus 8— 5-h4-2
means that 5 is to be subtracted from 8, then 4 is to be added to the

.result, and then 2 is to be subtracted from the last result But we
shall get the same result if we subtract the sum of the negative

terms from the sum of the positive terms , and this method is

often more convenient.
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In a chain of operations of multiplication and division the or(kr

ol the operations is/rom /e// Thus 24x4—2 means that

24 IS to be multiplied by 4, and then the result is to be divided by
2,24-7-4x2 means that 24 is to be divided by 4) and then the

result IS to be multiplied by 2 , and 24-r4-=-2 means that 24 is to

be divided by 4i and then the result is to be divided by 2.

When an expression contains all (or some of) the signs -fi -|
X, -r, (Ae mulitphcaitott and dimston are fo be worUd before

addition and subtraction Thus, m 7-6-^2-l-5X3, 6 must be
divided by 2 before subtraction, and 5 must be multiplied by 3
before addition.

Example l. 8-^2x6-=-2-r3=4x6-=-2-7-3

=24-7r2-f3

=12-=-

3

=4

Examples. 7-f2x6-i-4-i2-s-6=7-l- 12-5-4-2

=7+3-2
= 10-2
= 8.

EXAMPLES. I9b.

Find the value of each of the following expressions ;

1. 6X7-5-3 2 . 16-7-8x3 3. 20-5-
S-I- 2.

4. 10-^ 5 X 3-7-2, 6 6xs-3xa. 6. 8X6-5-4-5-3

7, 7X3-b5X2. 8. 16-2-3x2. 0 . 8-2-6-5-3.

10.' 6xs-8-=-4. 11 9+6—2-8 12. g-6-5-2-l-S.

13. i2-f4-3-b7-2X4. 14. 7X6-3X4-4XS.

16, 7x8x9-12x3-18. 16 18—a-6-=-3-H4-5-2.

17. lo*-7X3-<-6>-r3*. 18. 828-i8-loo-^5“-bz3.

19. 639-‘-9X3-72o-j- 8-7-i5- 53 X 2 + 22-=-2 X9

20. 204 X 3-5-4+630-r7X2T-3-4’<4>« 9
— 2 - 47 x 3 .

MISCELLAMEOITS EXAMPLES. »«.

1. What number must be added to 3452 to make 6000 ?

2. What number must be taken from 3021 to leave 999 ?

3. The sum of two numbers is 89X, and the smaller number
IS 309 , what IS the greater number ?

4 The difference between two numbers is 379, and the greater

tipmber is 1000 ; what is the smaller ?
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The difference between two numbers is 79) and the smaller

number is 709 , what is the greater number ?

6. What IS the difference between the least number of five

figures and the greatest number of three figures ?

7. The dividend is 3792) the quotient J2 and the remainder
o ; find the divisor

8. What number multiplied by 304 will produce 3344 ?

8 The divisor is 32I) the quotient ll and the remainder 260 ;

find the dividend

10. What IS the divisor when the dividend is 345) the remain-

der 5 and the quotient 20 ?

11 Find the sum of all the numbers of 3 digitS) which you can
form with the figures 3) o, 4

12 Fmd the difference between the greatest and the least

numbers of 4 digitS) that you can form with the figures 3) 2, 8.

13 There are two numbers) of which the product 15 7243491,
and the greater number is 34007 ,

find the difference between the

two numbers.

14. Find the sum of the products) two and two, of 369) 217
and 648.

16

.

How many times can 23 be subtracted from 920550, and
what will be the final remamder ^

16. The product of two numbers is 173432, and half of one of

them IS 163 , what is the other ?
'

«

17. The product oftwo numbers is 123904, and double of one
of them IS 1408 ; what is the other ?

18 . How many times in succession most 201 be added to 3166
to make the final sum 10000 ’

19. How much most be added to the product of 75 and 83 to

give the product of 75 and 85 ? How much must be subtracted to

give the product of 74 and 83 ?

20. How often does the sum of 3692 and 2769 contain their

difference ?

2L What number multiplied by 37 will give the same product
as 185 multiplied by 309 ?

,

22. In a division sum the divisor is 5 times and the quotient is

6 times the remainder which is 73 ; what is the dividend P

23. If, in dividing a number by J05, the operation be per-

formed by short division by employing factors 3, 5, 7 in succession,,

and the several remainders be 2, 4, 5, what is the complete
remainder P
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24, If wben a nomber is divided continnously by 7) 8 and 9 Ae
remainders are 3 and 6 respectively, what would be the remain-

der if the same number were divided by the continued product of

7i 8 and 9 ?

25 The quotient is 702, the remainder is 34, and the divisor 7
more than the sum of both ; what is the dividend ?

26 The sum of two numbers is 205, and oue of them exceeds

the other by 7 ; what are the numbers’

27. Your age is 12 years , your brother’s age is 19 years ,

what will be your brother’s age when you are 16 years old ?

28. Find the sum ofthree numbers, the first of which is made
up of 390S and 78904, the second of which exceeds the first by 17401
and the third exceeds the difference of the other two by 7S09

29. There are two numbers ; the less is 94567, and the other

exceeds it by 327 ; what is their sum ?

I 30. I have 3290 rupees in cash, 75000 rupees m Government
proimssory notes ; 1 owe 3525 rupees to A and 25 rupees less to B ;

how much am I worth ?

31 The sum of two numbers is 729, the less is 57 ; what is

their difference ?

32. IVhat number must be subtracted from the product of 329
and 412 to make it equal to their sum ? ,

33. A man sold 260 mangoes at 2 pice each, and 50 oranges
at the rate of two for a pice ; how many pice did he get in all ?

34. Obtain the product of 3749 by 216636 by three lines of

multiplication

35. Multiply 73S4 by 4342S in three lines.

36 If I had 300 rupees more, I could have paid a debt of 75a
rupees and have 25 rupees over

; bow much have I ? ^

37. In a game of cricket A, B and C together score 134 runs

,

B and C together score 76 runs ; and A and C together score 100
runs ; find the number of runs scored by each

38. A and B together have 79 rupees, C has 49 rupees less

than what A and B together have, and B has 9 rupees more Aan
C ; find what each has.

38 I bought a dog for 25 rupees, a cat for 15 rupees less, and
a horse for 30 rupees more than twice the price of the cat and dog

:

how much did I spend in all ?

40. A man, after selling oranges to three purchasers, found
that he had a rupee worth left ; if he had sold 5 more oranges to

each purchaser he would have only 3 left ; at what rate per rupee
did he sell the oranges ?
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4L A cistern has two pipes attached to it ; by one of the

pipes 24 seers of water'enter into the cistern per minute, and by
the other 14 seers go out in the same time how much water will

there he in the cistern if both the pipes are left open for 6 minutes ?

Also find how much the cistern holds if the empty cistern be
filled in 10 minutes when both the pipes are open.

42. A gentleman’s monthly income amounts to 2J0 rupees,

and his monthly expenses amount to 175 rupees , how much will

he be able to save at the end of 2 years I [A year=i2 months ]

48. A man’s age is 59 years , his brother is 7 years older than

he, and his sister 12 years younger than his brother : what was the

man’s age when his sister was bom 7, ^

44 . A man was 30 years old when hts eldest son was bom ,

how old will his son be when he is 40 years old, and what will be
the man’s age when the son is 40 years old 7

46

.

Find a number such that if it be added 12 times to 60 the

sum will be 78a

46. The distance from Calcutta to Goalundo is 152 miles
; a

tram starts from Calcutta at 7 a m , and runs towards Goalundo at

the rate of 19 imles an hour . at what o'clock will it arrive there ^

47. Talm any number, subtract from it the sum of its digits

)

the result will be divisible by 9 without remainder.

48. If any number a&d the sum of its digits be each divided

by 9, the remainders will be equal

49. Take any number, multiply it by 2, add 16 to the product,

divide the sum by 2, subtract tiie original number from the quo-
tient ; the remainder will be 8.

,
60. The product of any three consecutive numbers is divisible

by 6 without remainder.

VIII. MEASURES OF MONEY AND REDUCTION.

S2. In practice it is found convenient to use large units for

measuring large quantities, and small units for measuring small
quantities. Thus, we say that the price of a table is 20 rupees ,

the price of a book is lo annas ; the price of a toy is 3 pice.

A list of the relative magnitudes of the various units used for

the measurement of quantities ofthe same kind is called a Table.

53. English Money Table.

4 Farthings (g.) make
12 Pence
20 Shilhngs

2 Shilhngs=i Flonn.

21 Shillings= I Guinea.

I Penny (l(f.)

I Shilling (if or i/-)

1 Pound or Sovereign (£1).

5 Shillings»i Crown
27 Shillings= I Moidore.
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ITote. I) 2 and 3 farthings are usually indicated by iA,
and Id. respectively.

The following coins are now in circulation in England

;

Co^et coins a farthingi a ha!^penny, a penny.

Si/ver coins

a

threepenny piecei a fourpenny piece (or gtvai),

a sixpence (or tesitr), a shilling, a florin, a half-crown, a crown,

Gold coins '—a half-sovereign, a sovereign.

The following fold coins are now obsolete but were in circula

tion at various periods in England .—a noble (6r. Zd\ an angel
(tor ), a half-guinea (lor 6d), a mark ormerk(i3r 4d’.}, a guinea

(3IS ), a Carolus (234 }, a jacobus (254.), a moidore (ayr ).

The if of gold coin m England is 22 parts of pure gold
and 2 parts of copper, melted together Each of these 24 parts is

called a carat. Pure gold is said to be 24 carats fine and standard
gold 22 carats ftie. From a pound Troy ofstandard gold there are

coined 4dfJ sovereigns, or ;£46 144 6d The r/u/irfowf of silver

eoin IS 37 parts of pure silver and 3 parts of copper From a pound
Troy of standard silver there are corned 66 shillings. In copper coin-

age 24 pennies are corned from one pound Avoirdupois of copper.

Gold coinage is the standard in England Silver coinage is not
a legal tender (or more than 404 , nor is copper coinage for more
than I2if.

54. Indian Honey Table,

3 Pies ) make I Pice

4 Pice or 12 Pies ... l Anna {la.).

16 Annas . l Rupee (81).

IS Rupees ... 1 Pound or Sovereign {£1)

A gold Mohur is a gold com whose iveight is equal to that of a
rupee. Its value in silver money is variable In paying Doctors'
fees a gold mohur means 816, and in paying Lawyers’ fees, 817,

IS Sicca Rupees = 16 Current Rupees. \

100 Raes of Bombay = A quarter-rupee

100 Cents of Ceylon = i Rupee,
A Pagoda of Madras = 83 8a.

Copper coins -a pie, a halfpice, a pice, a double-pice.

Nickel coins —an anna piece, a two-anna piece.

Stiver coins .—a two-anna piece, a four-anna piece or quarter-

rupee, an eight-anna piece or half-rupee, a rupee.

Gold coins .—a gold mohur, a sovereign, a half-sovereign.

The standard of gold or silver coin in India is ii parts of pure
gold or silver and l part of alloy. The weight of a rupee or of a gold
uiohureilSo grains Troy. A double-pice weighs 200 grains Troy.
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Gold coinage (except the Sovereign) is not a legal tender in

India \ the rupee and half-rupee are legal tender tor any amount,
oliber silver coins and the nickel and copper coins being a legal

tender for the fractions of a rupee only.

The British Sovereign (—Bis) is Row in circulation in India,

lr.»i2a. , id ~ia, ;lf =i pice , Bl = ir j^d.

In keeping accounts in Bengali-the following Table is in com-
mon use :

4 Cmvries make

5 Gandas

4 Buns or 20 Gandas ...

4 Pans

4 Chouks

I Ganda.
1 Bun, Paisa or Pice.

I Pan or Anna
I Chouk or Quarter-rupee,

i Kahan or Rupee.

One Cowry=3 Krantis=4 Kags=S Tals=7 Dwips=9 Dantis

=27 Jabs=8o Tils.

The following Table gives the snb-divisions of a pice, as used hi

Behar, United Provinces and the Punjab

2 Addhis = 1 Damri , 2 Damns = I Chidam ;

2 Chidams = i Adhela ,
2Adhelas= i Paisa or Pice

SEDUCTJON.

55. A quantity expressed by means of a single unit is called a
simple quantity. A quantity expressed by means of more than
one unit is called a compound quantity. Thus, By is a simple
quantity

; B3 4a 3^ is a compound quantity.

Beduction is the process by which we express (i) a simple or

a compound quantity in terms of a lower unit, or (2) a simple
quantity in terms of higher units.

56. I. Descending Reduction.

Example i. Reduce B34 7a (ip. to pies.

Since Bi =i6a , B34=(34x i6)a = 5440.
*

' B34. 7«. = 5440 +70 = SSia.

Again, since ia.^vip

,

5510 =(551 x I2)p.=66i2p,

.'. B34. 7a. 6/ =66i27l.-f6/l.=66i^. jins.

In practice the operations of multiplication and addition are

combined) and the process stands thus .

B. a. p,
34 - 7 . 6

16

SSia
13

6618^ Ans.
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Exampk 2. Reduce ;f3, ^s. 4§<i to farthings.

Process ; s. d.

3 . 7 • 4i
so

bjs.

12

SoStf.

4_
3234?, Ans.

EXAMPLES. SI.

Rednce to annas

:

1. R39 2. R104 3. B72oS. 4. R3698.

6. R7. 9.J 6. B23. 4n 7. R37. 8. BSI-

Reduce to pies :

8. R309 10 R740 11. R3402.

12 . R201. 90. 13. Rus loa. 14 . R704. 13a,

16. R27. o/i. 3.d. 16 . R39 12(1 %(. 17. R67. iSa. 11̂

Reduce (1) to pice and (11) to pies :

18. R3. 0(1 2 piet, 10 R7. 13(r I ptce. 20. R9. 14it. 3 pice

Reduce

21. R3705 to half-rupees. 22. R40S to quarter-rupees.

23. R73. 140. to two-anna pieces 24 . R3. 2a. to double-pice.

26 . R30. ja. to half-pice 26 , R7. Sa. bp. to pice.

Reduce to shillings '
'

37. £^^o 28. ;S24o. 20. £^og 30.- £305.

31. £30. Si. 32 £3b I2S. 83 £30. 17s. 34 . £35. igi.

Reduce to pence :

*

36. £33. 36 . £b70. 37. £7020.

38 . ;£45. iij, 39 . ;£so 131. 40. £7b. 131.

41 . £3, 121. bd. 42 £g os. lod 43 . £7. ibi. Jtd

Reduce to farthings :

44 . £1000, 46. £303 171. 46. £7. 121. gd:

47. £3 71. 3id. 48. £7. 01. g\d. 40. £2. 161, ojif.

Reduce (i) to crownsi (11) to sixpences and (in) to fourpences.

80 £,g S^- 8L £10. joi. 62. £13. 151.
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Reduce

63 . £2 ys, 6ti, to half-crowns. 54. £3 3s. gd. to threepences.

65, 300 half-crowns to farthings. 66 56 guineas to half-pence.

67. If the price of an orange be one pice, hour many can you

buy for 81. ga ’

68. A debt of £2 ys. yjrf is to be paid in farthmgs , how many
will be required ?

68. How many one-anna books can be bought with 87 130. ?

60. For how many children can a treat be provided with

Si 3 12a. at 4a a head ?

61 . I gave away £1. 13s. to a number of beggars, giving a

penny to each , how many beggars were there i

57. 11. Ascending Reduction.

Exmt^h I. Reduce 1995 pies to 8. a.

Process • 12 ) 1995^

16 ) 1660 +3P »em.

Sio -hda rem.

Ansiutr. 810 6a 3p.

ExatnpU a. Reduce 15723 farthmgs to £. s. d.

Process • 4 ) 15723?.

12) 393orf.+3y. rem.

20 ) 327J. +6d. rem.

£16 +ys rem

Atiswtr £16 ys. 6|<f.

EXAMHIiES.

Redtice to 8. a. p,

:

L 10000 ptes, 2. 30793 pies, 3. 77777 ptes.

4 . 3948 5. 7823/r«. 6. mil pigs,

7. 30303 pies. 8. 4y4y4pies. 9. joooxpies,

10. 1000 pise. 11, sySspiee. 12. 3oS2j5r«.

13 . yo&2 haljptce. 14. ^3^1 haippice. 16 ,
3Z40 douHeptce.

Reduce to £. s d •,

16 . 376 pence, 17. 7023 pence, 18- 8920 pence.

19. 1000farthings, 20. 1000%farthings 21. 3333farthmgs.

22. to4pfarthmgs. 23. yg2gfarthings. 24. 4ip&farthings.
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26. 379 20 , 3940 IhtttfitKcts, 27. 27 /quirt'll

28, 390 half-cro-jint. 20 . 396 uxptr.us. 30. jo rintiores

31. 1 paid one pice to each of 960 bcgg.-irs ;
how many nipccs

did I spend ?

32 . How much money will be required to buy 300 quarter-anna

post cards P

33 If you buy 720 oranges atone farthing each) how mon\
shillings shall you have to pay to the fruit-scllcr f

IX. COMPOUND ADDITION.

.78 . The following caamplc will illustrate the method of add-

ing together compound quantities

Example. Add together £3. d^rf) ilS 2 r. ^\(L, j£9 . 191. gli/

and £z, 11s, SJA

We first .add the farthingS) and we find that £- s d
there are 7 farthings i and this being equivalent 3 • 7 . 4

}
to Irf-b37.i '"e place j under the column of b . 2 . yi

farthings and carry id Neat we add the pence. 9 • >9 • PJ

.and we find that there .are (with id c.arried) 2 • la • S}

29 pence, and this being cqui\.alent to ar.-t-srf. ;^24 2 . si At-t
we place s

under the column of pence and carry

21 . And so on.

EXAMPLES. S3.

Add together

a a a a. Ptce

L 3 . s 2* S • 5 3. 12 • 3 4. 15 1 2

7 • 3 13 • I 7 . 1 10 .

• 3
Q , 2 14 • 2 >5 0 .> 0

6_z 3 Xo 3 : 3.
S r

a > a A a a >

6 0 .'9 0. 12 . lo 7. 7 . Cj 8. S • 3
10 . 4 G? • 7 12 7 9 » n
7 . 0 11 0 II 14 . 10 15 • /

. 11 ii . S t3_ . 4 12 J-.9

Vp a / R a / ft, a. .It

t

P. 9 «2 . 3 10, 12 • 13 • 3 ll. 22 . t2

i;

.

y . 1 7 . 12 . 9 33 • >3 »S

9 * 0.2 30 . 8.7 It . 14 c

10 4> 2-3 51 . 14 . 0 3- 9 . 3

7 . 0 13 12 .

0

7 . 7 . K
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B, a. pice. B. 0. B a. P-

13 • 7 .• 3 13 S . 7 . 9 14. 100 . 13 .
' i

107 . 13 .. 2 II . II . II 29 . 7 . 8

39 • 12 . I 309 • 14 . 8 7 . 12 , 3

7 0 - 3 39 • 0 . 10 309 • 0 , II

19 • 14 . 0 604 . 8 . 4 76 . 7 .' 9

12 . 8 . I 89 . 13 - 4 770 . 7 .. 7

317 • 9 . 2 824 , 7 . 2 ' 86 . 9 .. 10

B. a« 7*. B. a. p- B. a. A
8 . 8 8 16. 349 15 . 4 17. 896 9 • 8

17 4 7 1207 . 13 . 8 64 II . 3

309 12 II 740 9 6 42 9 II

1234 13 10 39 4 • 9 4276 13 4

239 8 9 123 I? . II 7624 3 • 7

26 4 3 8 7 . 10 72 8 3

7 3 6 1286 13 . 7 726 12 . 10

29 14 5 836 9 . 2 3725 7 8

100 7 8 63 10 . _8 346 10

S. o. p.

18. 76 • 9 • 7

1249 . 12 . 3

3400 . 15 . 8

343 o . 9
82 . 8 . o

7 9 • 4

743 . II . 10

376 . 13 . II

8824 .6.5
7286 .5.4
510 . 10 , o
36 . 7 • 2

9-9.9
982 . 2 . I

19. 374 • 12

483 . 13
76S2 . 14
300 . 15
82 . II

4
92

7
89

345
9876
4242
123

99

A
3
7
6

4
10

5

9
5
8

2

6

11

3
9

B a.

20. 3S46 . 9 •

8463 . II .

768 . 10 .

96S 13 -

39 . 4 •

46 . 6 .

7 . 9
8 . 12 .

12 . 14 .

10 . 8 .

346 3 -

789 . 2 .

1234 - I .

5678 . 7 -

II

9
2

6

7
o

9

5

4
5

7
6

4
2

21 .

1. s. d. ;£• J-

7 . 12 . 3 22. 39 . 18

19 . 19 . 7 76 . 2

100 . 13 . 9 300 . 17

76 . 7 . 8 49 . 16

304 . 8 . 2 4. 3

£. s. d
23. 100 . 13 . 9

376 3 3

489 -14-7
39. 4. 6
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;£* f* d, St dt
*s»*

392 s 3i 26a 9 a It . 0^
A*

26. 346 19 . 3i
y6 9 9, yz 4 H 46 12 . 45

1396 7 H 384 . 17 n 39 13

.

300 13 2 47S2 6 2 4 8 . 54

39 19 li 400 19 3i 9 12 . oi

4 12 3 92 13 4 13 14

.

4I
ySpz . 10 4i 4 . 6 6| 3 s 12 • oi

£. s. d £ r. d. £. I. d.

3.4. 28. 300 , I . dlt 20. 433 9 9
13 . 14 loj 29 . s

.

3" 73 12 . si

527 . 19 . 31 . 7 . 24 820 . 13 , o5

12 . 13 . 3* 4 . 13 . sf 70 . 14 . 9!
5 « 7 . Si 5 . IS . 8 . 15 . 2

8 . 9 . 6i 6 . 19 .
9t 9 . 16 . 3i

5 . 12 . of St . 12 . n5 12 . ly . 4
300 . 15 10* 390 . It . 329 . iB , 74

X. COMPOUND SUBTRACTION.

Sd The method of sabtracting one compound quantity fiom
auothei is as foUoTi's :

Example. Subtract Sy, 9<r. (ip from Bl2, 3a, g^.

Here we have to find the quantity which
being added to By ga makes up B a p.

Biz, 3a gp. We see that ip +J^ =Stf, ; iz . 3 . 9
we therefore put doira 3 under the column y 9 . 6

ol pies Nexti 9a.+10a.»=l9a =Bi+3a , B4 .10 . %Am,
we put down 10 under the column of annas
and carry Bl for adding to the rupees 0/ ihe sttbirahend ,msvr,

Bi (mmecO+By+BA^^Biz , and we place 4 under the column
of rupees,

BXAMPIiBS. !i4.

Subtract

1. By. 9a 2 pice from B13. iza. 3 pice,

2. B28. 12a. 3 ptce from Bsa 9a 2ptct

3. B3. pa. I ptce from B13 40, 4 B9, ya. tp, from B13, 3a. 3^.

6. B39. 130. gp. from Byp 12a. 6p.

8. B3. id. from B13. 7. B13. iZB. ip, from Bzg.

8. B14, 14a, 3^. from B15. 12a. 8. Bfig, 15a. 3/$. from fiSo. 8a.
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10. S91. 12a, up. from B150 oa. ^p.

11. B726. 15a. ip. fiom filooo 13a. 4^5.

12. R109 loa. 3p. from Biio oa gp,

13 . £7, 17s. 9rf from ;^I3. 7s

14. ;£i3 i6j. 7W. from £v}. 121 4irf

16- £^S' 19^- *8j. 84rf. 16. £7. 7s, 7hi. from ;4'io-

17 . £i'5 . 13s Sjrf from £1$. 17J cAii.

18. £37 7i from £if) os. 3d

10. £g6 4s. lojrf from ;£io4. or. o4a

20. ;£io2. I9r. llid. from ;£los. 7s o$d.

21. £67.iis.4^d. from ;£98 6f. 2jrf

22. ;£9S. i8r 4W from ;£9oS. sr ojzf

23. £375 Sid. from ;£743 or. 4|<4

24. ;S492. i8r. 8|(f. from £611. 17s. 2\d

XL COMPOUND MULTIPLICATION.

00. Compound Mulisplteatton is a short method of finding'

the sum of a certain number of repetitions of a given compound
quantity.

The process is as follows .

Example. Multiply Rs 120. ep by 7, and by 35.

7 times ep =28/ =2a.+4?5. ; set down a p.

4 and carry 2. 7 times 12a =84^ , which S 12 . 4
with 2a cafned=S6<i =R5+6a , set 7

down 6 and carry 5. 7 times R5=B35 , B40 .6.4
this with R5 earned gives B40 , and
setting down this, the required product is R40. 6a ip,

Kote. To multiply by 35 we multiply first by 7 and the pro-

duct by 5,

Examples, ss

Multiply

1. R3 8a 3 ptce by 3, 5, 7. 2. Sp 120 bp. by 5, 7, 9

3._ R39. 14a. up. by II, 13, 16. 4. ,£29 i8r. gd. by 3, 7, 9

B. £37- I5J. Aid. by 6, 8, 13. 6. ;^4o yr. lojrf by s, 9, 12

[In the following examples use the method of multiplication by
factors ]

7. E2. 4a. 2 ptes by 21, 32, 23. 8 R39. 120. gp. by 56, 99, loo.
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9. B48 13a. y). by I25i I2i| 144.

10- ;£34* ifi^ 3l‘^- by Si, 64) Soo

11. j£48 I31’ o|/f by gg, 72, 420,

Find tbe value of

12 , 9 things at $a, y. each. 13. 56 things at &2, 4a each.

14. 81 things at 2s. 6(1. each. 16. 100 things at 7s. 6^(i each,

le, 1000 yards of broadcloth at R5. ja. 6/. per yard.

17. 700 copies of a book at 7s. 7\d. each.

18 , 3000 maunds of wheat at S3. Jo. 6p. per maund.

61 . When the multiplier is a large number and cannot be split

up into factorsi the following method should be used.

Example. Multiply 812 8(i. 7p, by 473

Process : 8. a. 7^.

12 . 8 . 7

10

125 . s . 10

w
1353 . 10 . 4

4

5014 ,9.4 product by 400
Multiplying 3rd Ime by 7, 877 . 8 lo 70.

Multiplying 1st line by 3; 37 9 9 3 -

Adding last 3 results, 85929 .11.11 product 67473.

EXAMPLES, ec

Multiply

I. S3 40.2 /iff by 23, 37. 2 87 I2a by 37, 47.

3 . S3 13a 6p. by 421, 704 4, 82 iza 3/ by 2175, 3070.

5 . ie, 7s 6d by 511, 112 6 gs 3jrf by 3684, 1237

7 . £6 Ilf o|(i by 753, 829 8. £7 os i\d. by nil, 1231.

9, A gentleman spends 87. 8a. gp. every day , how much does

he spend in a year of 365 days?
^

10 Find the cost of 503 maunds of nee at 83 9a. 3/. per maund.

XIL COMPOUND DIVISION.

6S. The process of dividing a compound quantity by an
abstract number, that is, of dividmg it into a given number of equal

parts, IS as follows :

c. A. 4
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Example l. Divide 8138. 31J. 3p. by 29

S13S—29 gives 84 as quo-

tient and 822 as remainder ,

this remainder, together with

3a.=355fl.

:

3550.-29 gives 120 as quo-

tient and 70. as remainder ,

this remainder, together with

3P =‘^7^ •

87/ —29 gives 3p. as quo-

tient and no remainder.

Hence the quotient is 84,

120. 3p.

8. o p.

29) 13S . 3 • 3 ( 84.
116

22

16

29 ) 355 (

I

2«-

5L
65
58

7
12

29 )^( 3?*.

. The quotient is 84. 12a sp.

EXAMPIiES. 37.

Divide

1. 872,3a 3piee by 23. 2. 8286.110 j pice by 39.

3. B455, 14a. yp. by 61. 4 . B850 140 4^ by 79.

6 B1025. 60. Zp. by So 6. B583 60 by 98

7. B49S1. too. 3p. by 325. 8, 8504^ I2o 3p. by 499.

8. £97- 9-r oirf. by 29, 10. ,^29 6r id by 52,

11 ,£1279 13X. Sfi/. by 23 12 £4476 ys y\d. by 83.

13 . ,£946. 17J. lid. by 279 14. ;£86a 01. yid by 365

In the 10 following examples use the method of Short Division.

15 B13 15a S;»4-2. 18 . 8225.130 8/ -^4

17. B728. i4a.6A-;-S. 18 . B1007. loo; i^.-r-y.

10 8329. no 4p.-i-8. 20 B1243 8o.-f-9.

2L £29 7s.6id-r3. 22 ,£333 I9x 3<^-6-

23. ,£378. i6x. loif -f8. 24. ,£3781 . w.

Employ the method of Division by Factors in the 6 following

examples.

25 . 827. Ioa.-i- 24. 26. 8160 oo. ’^.-5-49.

27. B323. 20 8p.-i-s6, 28 8683 20 6p.-i-S4.

29. ;£3522. w- 7<i-x28. 30, ;£543. iij. 4-42.

31. The price of 140 quires of paper is 832. 13a. ; find the

price of one quire.
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82. If 5S copies of a book are sold for R34. dii.i^-what is the

price of a single copy ?

> 33 If the cost of 28S0 artides be R430, what is the cost of
one article 7

34, A man’s wages for 30 days are jr. , what does he earn
per day 7

Ifote. When the divisor is loj loO) 1000, the following

method should be nsed.

Example 2, Divide R134S. 13a. 4^. by 100.

The division in each step is R. a p.
elfected by cutting off the two 100 ) 13^43 . 13 . 4 (R13. ja. Ans.
figures from the right , the ^
figures cot off give the re- a. 7^3
mainder and the remaining 12
figures give the quotient. ^ 7;—
[See Art. 49.(1}.]

^

,
EXAIVCPDDS, 38.

• Divide

1. R135. 120. bp. by !o. 2 R;

3 R279. iiiz. by 100, 4 . R
6. R4067. 1 10, ip, by loo. 6. R(

7 . B203 20 by 1000. , 8. R:

11 ;£5ii. 2J. iirf. by 100. 12. £3

2 R376 20. 47S. byia.

4 . B1245. 130. 4^. by 100.

6. R6100. So. 4^. by 100,

8. B2135. 6a, Sp. by 1000.

10. £227, 16s, SflC. by 10

12. £yx37, Ss, loA by looa

Example 3. DivideiR97._2a. mto 31 equal parts.

R. a, p
31 ) 97 . 2 . 9 ( S3.

93 ,

4
16

31 } 66 (2a.

4
K

31 ) 57 (1/5.

H
26

Here we have a remainder (26^ ) after divisloui' and we observe
that if the quotient, B3. 2a. i/., be multiplied by the divisor the
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product will be less than the dividend by ibp , againi if E3 aa,

be multiplied by the divisor the product will be greater than
the dividend by (31— 26))} or 5^. The last therefore is nearest to
the correct result. Hence to the nearest pie the result 15

83- a* 3A
Rule, When there is a remainder after division, the quotient

or the quotient increased by \p. is the result coned to the nearest

pte, according as the divisor is greater or less than twice the number
of pies in the remainder. If the divisor is equal to twice that num-
ber, both the results are equally correct.

EXAMPLES. »9.

Find, to the nearest pie, the result of dividing

1. B35. 70. Sp. by 7 2. B49. 120. 3^. by 10,

3. B67. 13a. 11^ by 41. 4 . B327. So. fyp. by 100.

6. B427. loa 7/. by 56. 6. S394 no 2p. by 100.

7. B727. 150 iq^. by 67 8 B923. 140
,

by 100.

Find, to the nearest farthing, the result of dividing
'

9, £'xr- 9y by 5. 10. lt,2. i8r. silt by 10

11. ;f333 iQt- by 29. 12 £498 iss.oy. by loo.

13. ;£S57. by 210 14. £876. 12s. by 300.

Divide

16. B4912 8a by 24. 16 . B7895 40 5^, by 55

17. B47892 by 731. 18 B98765 90 ip. by 1000

19 . £7829 by 539. 20. ,^85632, lor. lod by 67a

63. To divide a compound quantity by another of the same
kind, that is, to find how many times the latter is contained in the

former, we proceed as in the followmg example

Example. How many times is Bi 2a 3p. contained m
B26. 3a 7

We reduce the compound quantities to the same expresseeHoviect

denomination, and then proceed as in Simple Division.

Bi. 20 ^.’“21^. ; B26 30 9/ “S037/,

Now 5037-^219=23.^

Bi. 20. 3^ is contamed in Bafi 30. gp , 23 times.

Note. The method of Art 62 is called partition and the

above method is called quoiition.
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EXAMPLES. 30.

How many times is

1. S15. TO. 3^. contained in fti39. la 3^. 7

2. R20. 12a 6/. R311. lia. 6fi. i

3. R53. loa 9^ &128S 2a. 7

4. £30 7^ Vs.i £f>V- 13^ J

6. £17, 12s 4|^ ;f98& 14s. 2d, 7

Find the quotient and remainder in the division of

6. Ban ijo iqfi, byB; 7a 7p.

7. S376 8a 7p, by Siy. 12a. 3p

, 8. S304. 150 gfi. by By 8a gp

8 ;£784 17^ by ;^33. 19^. aJA

10. £976 by £9 gj. 9id

11 Divide B994. 13a 3p. into equal partS) each of which 15

equal to B17 7a 3^.

12 Divide ;£286. 3r 2d into partsj each equal to £s, Iis. lid

15, How many maunds of flourj at B4. 8a, sp, per maund) can

be bought for B1354 iia 7

14. How many rupees of is, 4IA each > are equivalent to

£235. los gd 7

16, A servant whose pay for a day is 20. 6p

,

is fined gp, if he
comes in late, and at the end of 20 days he receives B2 12a gp,

;

how often was he late 7

16v Multiply B18957. 13a. by B189 go 3p. ; and divide the

same sum by the same sum. Shew that one of these operations

IS absurd and impossible, and perform the other.

xni. MEAStjRES OF WEIGHT.

6*. Engbsh Jewellers’ or Troy Weight.

(Chiefly usedfor weighinggold, silver andjewels,)

24 Grams (gr.) make r Pennyweight (1 dwt.).

20 Pennyweights ... i Ounce (loz)
12 Ounces ... i Pound (i lb ).

So that a Found Troy*>5760 Grains.

Diamonds and other precious stones are weighed by carols,

each carat weighing about 3! grains.
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SiXAMPIiBS. 31.

Reduce to grams

:

1 . 307 lb. 2 . 29 lb. 8 oz. 8. 3 lb. 90Z. 13 dwt 15 gr.

4 . 2S lb. 7 oz. 1 5 dwt B-SS ^ o^> 9 ^ 7

3

oz. 4 dwt. 9 gr,

Reduce to Ib , etc.

:

7. 7S4J gr, 8 S923 gr. 9 57892 gr.
'' 10 looooo gr.

Additton,

oz. dwt. gr oz. dwt. gr lb oz dwt. gr,

11 . 3 . 17 23 12 . II 13 21 13 . 3 . 10 . 7 . 9

9 12 7 9. 2. 19 4 . 3 - 9-3
7 . 7 15 8 17 13 7 . 7 • 8 . 12

6 3-2 6 15 . 4 8.9 3 . 13

14 . Subtract 3 oz. 16 dwt 14 gr from 6 oz. 13 dwt. 12 gr

16

.

Subtract 7 lb. 9 oz. 8 dwt 20 gr from 10 lb 4 oz. 3 dwt. 4 gr.

16 . Multiply 3 oz 5 dwt. 16 gr. by Si 321 427,

17. Bivide 15 lb. ii oz. 13 dwt 8 gr. by 231 and by 9 oz.

II dwt 16 gr

18. Find the weight of 24 gold necklaces each weighing 3 oz

7 dwt. 12 gr.

19. If 64 gold rings of equal weight are made of i lb. of goldi

find the weight of each

20. How many gold rings, each weighing 7 dwt. 12 gr., can be
made out of i Ib. 0 oz 15 dwt, of gold ?

65. Bnglisli Standard or Avoirdupois Weight.

16 Drams (dr.) make l Ounce (l oz

)

16 Ounces ... 1 Pound (i lb )

1 28 Pounds i.. i Quarter (i qr )

4 Quarters ' ... I Hundredweight (l cwt.)

20 Hundredweights ... i Ton (i ton) >

, A stone (st )
= 14 Ib.

A Pound Avoir. = 7000 Grains Troy. '

A stone of butcher’s meat = 8 lb A cental of com =100 lb.

A sack of coals '
' = 2 cwt A peck of flours 14 lb,

A barrel of fiouT = 1961b A sack of fiour=28o Ib,

A barrel ofgunpowder = 100 lb. A pack of wool=240 lb.

A pocket of hops = 168 lb A quartern loaf = 4 lb.

KZAmPIiHS 33.

Reduce to drams

:

1, 7 tons 13 cwt. 2. 2 tons 2 cwt. 2 qr.
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3. 3 tons 9 cwt. 3 qr. 21 lb. 9 oz, 4. 9 tons 7 cwt.

6. 2 tons 3 cwt. I qr. 6. 2 cwt. 3 qr. 2olb. 11 oz, I2dr.

Reduce to tonsg etc,

:

7 , 999999 dr. 8. 123436 dr. 9. 90000 gr, 10 . l billion gi;.

Ib OZ. dr.

AdcMtcn.

qr. lb. OZ tons cwt. qr. lb.

7 . 7 10 12 . 13 . 21 . 3 13 . I • 16 ,. 3 19

9 9 7 7.8. 7 2 . 8 . 3 • 0

12 . IS • 6 8 . 19 . 8 12 .,
0 . 25

3 • J2 . 12 9,2. 2 2 . 4 I . . 7

4 4

.

3 21 3 . 4 4 . 7 ., 2 . 9

14 . Subtract 7 lb. 8 oz 9 dr. from 10 lb. S2 oz. 15 dr,

16

.

Subtract 2 tons 13 cwt 3 qr. 12 lb. from 9 tons 2 cwt,

2 qr 2 lb

16 , Multiply 7 cwt. 3 qr. 12 lb 9 02. 2 dr. by 7, 8S1 329.

17 , Divide 2 tons lo cwt 2 qr. 8 lb. i oz by 291 and by ii lb.

3 oz. 4 dr.

18, Find the weight of 623 iron ballsi each weighing 7 lb 8 oz,

10 . The total weight of 36 bales of cotton is 7 tons i cwt. i

what IS the weight of eadi bale ?

20 . How many pick-axesj each weighing 4 lb. 6 oz ) can be
made from I ton lo civt. of iron 7

21. Which is heavier, a pound of gold or a pound offeathers 7

32 . How many pounds Troy ore equal to 144 pounds Avoir. 7

66. Indian Bazar Weight.

4

Sikis make l Tola.

3 Sikis ... I Kancba (Powa-chatak).

4 Kanchas or 5 Tolas ... 1 Chatak (1 ch ).

16 Cbataks . . i Seer

40 Seers ... i Maund (i md,).

4 Chataks^^i Powa. 4 Powas=i Seer.

5 Seeis=i Punshury. 8 Fnnshuiie5<=i Maund.

The weight of a rupee is called a tola. The standard seer

=80 tolas.

A tola= 180 grams Troy One maund of Bazar wcight= 100 lb.

Troys=82? lb Avoir, 35 Seers«=72 lb. Avoir,' i lb Avoir.+fte
weight of a double-pice (200 gr.)=half a seer. 3 Factory maunds
°32 cwt, 49 Bazar maunds»36cwt.»34 Factory maunds. 1 cwt.

md. 14 seers 7^ ch.
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EXAMFlilSS. 33.

Reduce (i) to kanchaS] (ii) to tolas :

1. 3 md 7 seers 3 ch. 2. 2 md. 20 seers 12 ch.

8. I md 34 seers 1$ ck. 4. 2 md l6'seeis 2 powas.

6. 35 seers 3 powas. B, 2 md. 6 punshuries.

Reduce to md , etc -.

7 . 4664kanchas. 8. 3333kanchas.

9. 39S55 tolas. 10. 100000 tolas.

Addition,

md. seers ch. md seers ch. md seers ch. kanchas

U. 3 . 8 . 3 12. 13 . 22 . 7 13 . 3,8.7.!
8 12 . 7 7 36 13 37 . 12 . 8 , 2

2 . 29 . i; 12 . 21 . 8 8 . 29 , 9 . 1

9 • 36 • 3 4 . 32 • 9 29 . 36 13 . 3

7.7 l 2 . 20 2 2 . 4 10 2

14. Subtract 3 md. 29 seers 7 ch. from 8 md. 17 seers 4 ch,

15 . Subtract 2 md. 37 seers 12 ch. 2 kanchas from 10 md.

29 seers 7 ch

16 . Multiply 5 seers 10 ch. 3 kanchas by 9, 42) 2153.

17 . Divide 71 md ii seers 9 ch. by 73) and by 2 md. 34 seers

1 ch

18 . Find the weight of 273 bags of rice) each bag weighing
2 md. 7 seers 3 ch

19. If 44 bottles of equal size hold i md. 5 seers 6 ch. of ink)

how much does one bottle hold ?

20. 657 md, of dour are to be packed into bags holding i md.
I seer l ch each , how many bags will be required ?

21. How many grains of gold are there in a plate weighing
I seer S ch ?

22 If 3 chataks of gold be made into 36 equal ringS) bow
many grains will each ring weigh i

67. Madras IiocalWeight.

3 Tolas make i PoUum
8 Pollums ... 1 Seer

3 Seers or 40 Pollums ... i Viss
8 Viss ... l Maund

20 Maunds ... i Candy or Banim

A Madras maund=2S lb. Avoir,
i ^
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EXAHBIiES. 34.

Reduce to tolas :

1. 6 pollums z tolas. 2. z md. 3 viss.

3. 3 md. 7 viss 4 seers. 4. 7 md. 3 seers.

6. 2 candies 7 md. 6, 3 candies 15 md. S viss.

Rieduce to candiesj etc. :

7. 4281 seers. S. 5182 pollums. 0. 70000 tolas. 10. 92576 tolas.

seers poll, tolas

11 3 • 7 • z

I . 6 . I

4 . 5 z

2.0.1

Addiiion.

md VISS seers

12. 7 5 • 3
8.3.2
9.6.4
2.7.1

can. md. viss poll.

18. 7 • 15 . 5 . 9
16 . 7 . 12

21 . 9 . 2 . 23

56 . 3 . 0
. 36

14 . Subtract 3 md. 3 viss 3 seers 3 poll, from 7 md. 7 viss

2 seers l poll.

16

.

Subtract 28 can 17 md. 6 vtss 3 seers 2 poll, from 40 can.

12 md.

16. Multiply 3 md. 2 viss 3 seers 2 poll, by 72, 231.

17. Divide 36 can. 17 md. 4 viss by 59i and by 18 md. 3 viss

2 seers 4 poll.

18. Find the weight of izS bags of nee each weighing 2 md.

3 VISS 23 poll.

10. If 320 horses eat 18 can. 9 md of com in a certain time,

how much does one horse eat !

20. 9 candies of rice were distnbuted among a number of

beggarsj each of whom received i viss 2 seers 4 poll ; how many
beggars were there 7 '

21. How many grains are there in a seer 7

C8. Bombay Local Weight.

4 Dhans
8 Raktikas

4 Mashas
72 Tanks
40 Seers

20 Maunds

make Raktika.

Masha.
Tank.
Seer.

Maund.
Candy.

A Bombay maund >=28 lb. Avoir.
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EXAMPLES. 35.

Reduce to dhans

1, 10 candies. 2 . a tnd. ^ seers. 3. 2 md. 2 seers 7 tanks.

4 . 3 can 3 md. 5. 3 seers 30 tanks. 6. 3 md. 16 seers 36 tanks..

Reduce to candiesj etc.

.

7 . 60000 tanks 8. 78625 tanks. 9. 7000000 dhans,

10, In one biUion dhanS) how many candicsi md , etc. ?

Addtiton.

seers tanks mashas md seers tanks can. md. seers tanks

U 37 . 15 . 1 12 . 17 . 15 . 57 13. I . 9 • 29 • 25

29 . 17 2 7 . 29 . 61 2 . 12 . 37 . 35
7 . 26 o IS > o . 33 3 . 13 , 21 . 56

9 35 - 3 S • 31 • 4 4 7 • 5 64

14 . Subtract 3 md. 7 seers 13 tanks from 3 can. 7 md.

is. Subtract i can 13 md. 29 seers 69 tanks from 9 can, 2 md.

16. Multiply 3 md. 15 seers 25 tanks by S, 36) 231.

17. Divide 7 can i md. 12 seers 56 tanks by 37, and by 14 seers

9 tanks 2 mashas

18 . Find the weight of 312 bags of rice each weighing i md
7 seers 15 tanks

19 . If 144 bullocks eat 7 can 7 md 26 seers of hay in a certain

time) bow much does one bullock eat ?

20. 17 candies of nee are distributed among a number of beg-
gars, giving to each 2 seers 9 tanks , how many beggars get a share ?

XIV. MEASURES OF LENGTH.

69. English Iiinear Measure

12 Inches (in.} make
3 Feet ...

5i Yards
40 Pples or 220 yards
8 Furlongs or 1760 yards .

.

3 Miles

I Foot (i ft,).

I Yard (i yd ).

I Pole, Rod or Perch (i po.').

I Furlong (l fur.).

I Mile (i mi ).

I League (i lea,}.

I Pole

9 Inches

2 Spans or j8 Inches

2, Cubits

6 Feet

5 'yd I ft. 6 in.

1 Span.
I Cubit [HaiK\
I Yard
I Fathom

4 Poles or 22 Yards
100 Links

I'

I

Chain!
Chain/

Used in land-surveying.
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The following Table is used by tmlors •

aj Inches = i Nad {jStrraK),

4 Nads >= I Quarter (Span).

4 Quarters = i Yard.

5 Quarters = i EIL

The following are also used sometimes

:

72 points = 1 inch.

12 lines » I inch.

3 barley-corns = i inch.

3 inches = l palm.

4 inches = I hand(used in measuring horses).

5 feet — I pace.

120 fathoms = i cable’s length

6o3o feet = I knot or geographical mile.

60 knots = 1 degree of latitude.

Jt. S In measunng land in Bengal) 4 cubits=l cottah ; 20 cottahs

bigha.

70. In reducing poles to yardst we multiply the number of poles
by II, and divide the product by 2 la the converse operation, we
multiply the number of yards by 2, and divide the product by ii.

Example I. Reduce 2 mi. 2 fur. 9 po. 3 yd. i ft. to inches.

mi. fiir po yd. ft.

Process ; 2 . 2 . 9 . 3 . i

18 fur.

40

729 po
11

2) S019 half-yd.

4009 yd,-)-i ft 6 in. rem. [V ahalf-yd.<-i ft. 6 in.]

3 yd. I ft added.

4012 yd 2 ft. 6 ID.

3

12038 ft

12

144462 in. Ans,

Note. In reducing miles or furlongs to yards, it is convenient
to reduce them at once to yards, unless we are prevented by the
form of the question, as in the above example. Half-yards may
be reduced directly to inches by multiplying the number of half-

yards by 18 (V a half-yard=i8 ihches).
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Example 2, Reduce 201381 inches to miles.

Process : 12 ) 201381 in.

3 ) 16781 ft. +9 m.

5593 yd. +2 ft.

2

II ) II186 half-yd.

40 ) 1016 po. + 10 half-yd.

8 ) ^ far. + 16 po.

3 mi +l fur.

. 201381 m =3 mi. I fur. 16 po. lo half-yd. 2 ft. 9 in.

=3 mi. I fur. 16 po 5 yd 2 ft. 9 m.

=3 mi. I fur. 17 po I ft 3 m
[ .' 5 yd I ft. 6 in=i po]

If in a result the yd.) ft and mches exceed 5 yd. i ft 6 in.i we
must substitute i po for this.

EXAMPLES. 36.

Reduce to inches

1 . 125 yd. 2. 5 far. 3. 3 mi. 4. 2 lea.

6. 2 mi 7 far. 2 po. 63 mi. 2 fur. 20 po.

7. 3 lea. 5 far 11 po. 8 3 po 4 yd 2 ft.

9. 5 po. 3 yd I ft. 10. 7 po. 2 yd. 9 in.

11. 2 mi. 7 fur. 13 po 4 yd. 12. 2 lea 6 fur. 20 po. 3 yd. l ft. 6 in.

Reduce to milesj furlongS) poIeS) etc

13. 156 yd. 14. 202 yd. 16. 107 yd. 16. 196 yd.

17. 1234 in. 18. 5890 ft. 19. 73212 in. 20. 80021 in.

21. 1000 in. 22. 10000 ft. 23 234567 in. 24. 987654 in.

Reduce

26. 7 fathoms to mches. 26. 3 cubits i span to inches

27. 3 yd. 1 cubit to inches. 28. 5 ells to nails.

29. 2 ells I qr. to nails. 30. 1000 nails to ells.

8L How many hnks are there m a mile ?

XV. MEASURES OF AREA.

71. A sQu&re incb. is a square whose side is an inch in
length. •
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' Snghsh Square Sleasure,

144 Square Inches (sq. in

)

make
9 Square Feet

30f Square Yards

40 Square Poles

4 Roods 1

or 4S40 sq. yards J

640 Acres

1 Square Foot (l sq.ft.).

I, Square Yard (i sq. yi)
I Square Pole, Rod or Perch,
I Rood (i ro ). [(1 sq. po.)

I Acre (l ac.)

I Square Mile (l sq mi.),

A square chains 22 x 22 sq. yards or 484 sq yards.

Josq chams^i acre

I sq. pole=30 sq. yd, 2 ft. 36 m.

7!!. In redocmg sq poles to sq yards, we multiply the number
of sq. poles by 121, and divide the product by 4 In the converse
operation, we multiply the number of sq. yards by 4, and divide
the product by 121,

Example l. Reduce 2 ac 1 ra 13 sq. po. J2 sq. yd. 7 sq. ft to

sq. inches.

ac. ro po. yd. ft.

Process : 2 . i . 13 . la . 7

4

9 ro.

d?

373 sq- po-

, -ii
'4103

II

4 ) 45133 quarter sq. yd. 36 sq. in.]

11283 sq yd.-Pzsq. ft.36sq m.[V aqr.sq.yd.=asq.ft.

12 sq yd 7 sq ft added.

1 1295 sq yd. 9 sq, ft. 36 sq. in.

9

101664 sq ft

12

1219968

»
14639652 sq. in. Arts

[The learner should note that, l qr. sq. yd.“2 sq. ft 36 sq. in.

,

2qr. sq. yd.=4sq. ft sq. in. j and 3 qr. sq. yd. =6 sq. ft

108 sq. m.].

I
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Note. In reducing acres or roods to sq. yards, it is convenient

to reduce them at once to sq yards, unless we are prevented by the

form of the question Quarter sq yards may be reduced directly to

sq. inches by multiplying the number of quarter sq. yards by i8 x i8

(
.' a quarter sq. yd =a sq cubit=i8 x i8 sq. in ).

Example 2.

Process : 144
^...31

5...2J
27 sq. in.

Reduce 8753067 sq. inches to acres.

ri2
) 8753067 sq. in,

\l2 ) 729422

9 ) 60785

6753 sq yd. + 8 sq. ft.

_4

) 27012 quarter sq. yd.

II ) 2455-7'1

40 ) 223...2J

4 ) 5 ro.

, I ac. + 1 ro.

29 qr. sq. yd.

+23 sq. po.

.*, The result= I ac. i ro. 23 po. 29 qr. yd 8 ft 27 in.

= I ac. I ro. 23 po 7 yd I qf. yd 8 ft. 27 in

= i ac. I ro. 23 po. 7 yd 10 ft. 63 in.

=•1 ac I ro.,23 po. 8 yd. i ft. 63 m.

If in a result the sq. yd , ft and inches exceed 30 sq. yd 2 ft

36 in. we most substitute 1 sq. po. for this.

EXAMFI.es. 37.

Reduce to sq inches '

1. 23 sq. yd. 2. 3 roods. 3. 120 ac. 4. 2 sfl. miles,

5, 7 ac. 2 ro. 8 po. 6. I2 ac 3 ro 20 po. 7. 1 ac. i ro. i po,

8. 3 sq. po. 7 yd. 7 ft. 9. 5 sq. po. 3 yd. 2 ft.

10. 7 sq. po. 20 yd. 36 in. 11. 2 ac. 3 ro. 7 po,, 17 yd.

lA 3 ac. 2 ro. 17 po.

'

9 yd 2 ft. 72 in

Reduce to acres, roods, sq. poles, etc. :

13. 365 sq y4 14 . 740 sq yd. 15 . 971 sq yd.

16. 1000 sq. yd. 17 . 7824 sq yd. IS. 37821 sq. yd.

19 , 93456 sq. ft. 20. 87893 sq. ft. 21. 7234 sq. in.

22. 78934 sq. m. ' 23. 987650 sq. in. 24. 9876543 sq in

Reduce

26. 7 sq. chains to sq. Inches.

26 . One million sq. hnksito sq. yards.
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93, Iiand Measiue of BengaL

I Square Cubit makes I Ganda (i ga.}.

TO Gandas make i Chatak (i cb.)-

16 Chataks . . i Cottah (i cot ).

20 Cottahs ... I Bigha {i bi ).

I bigha = 1600 sq. yards.

I2I bighas •= 40 acres.

1936 bighas = 1 sq mile.

I acre=^"(j^bighas=3 bi B ch,

38.

Reduce to gandas ;

1. 3 bi. 12 cob 12 ch. 2. 12 cot 9 ch. 5 ga.

3. d bi. II cot 11 ch. d. 19 bi. 7 cot 8 ch.

S, 19 cot. 15 ch. ]9ga. e. IS bi. 15 cot. 1$ di.

Reduce to bighasi etc :

7, 431 ch. 8. 728 ga. B. 7892 ga. 10. 10000 ga.

74. Iisnd MeaBTue of the ITiuted Brovuioes.

20 Kachwausi make 1 Eiswansi.

20 Bisivansi i Bisira.

20 Bisivas ... l^ Bigha

I guj ilahi=33 inches. 60 guj i]ahi=.S5 yards.
I bigha=(6oR6o)sq guj ilahi>«(5SX55Jsq yards.

=3025 sq yards.

74a. Band Sfeasure of tbs Punjab.

9 Square Karam or 9 Sarsai make i Marla.
20 Marlas ... i Kauai.

4 Kanals ... i Bigha.
2 Bighas ... i Ghuma
I karam 3 cubits. i bigha 1620 sq. yards

75. Band Heasurs of Madras.

144 Square Inches make 1 Square foot.

2400 Square feet ... 1 Ground or Manai.

24 Grounds ••• l Cawny.
484 Camiies ... i Square Mile.

I2I cavniies 160 acres.
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76. Iiand Measure of Bombay.

39i Square Cubits make i Kathi.
20 Kathis ... I Fand.
20 Pands ... i Bigha.
6 Bighas ... I Rukeh.
20 Rukehs ... i Chahur

XVI. measures of solidity and capacity.

77.
_
A cube is a solid figure contained by six equal squares.

A oubio mob is a cube whose edge is an inch in length.

Measures of Solidity. (English.)

1728 Cubic Inches make 1 Cubic Foot (i cu. ft ).

27 Cubic Feet ... i Cubic Yard (l cn. yd.).

A ton of shipping=42 cubic feet.

BZAMPLBS. 39 .

‘

1. Reduce 3i 7) 12, i6j 20) 39 cu yd. to cu. in.

2 . Reduce 123436) 9^y6 S4 cu. in. to cu. yd.

78. Measures of Capacity. [English.)

4 Gills make i Pint (i pt

)

2 Pints ... I Quart (i qt ).

4 Quarts ... i Gallon (i gall ).

2 Gallons ... i Feck (i pk.)

4 Fecks ... I Bushel (l bus

}

8 Bushels ... i Quarter (i qr ).

5 Quarters ... i Load (i Id

)

2 Loads ... I Last (i last).

Also 2 quarts = i pottle (i pot ).

2 bushels = I strike (l str.)

4 bushels = I coomb (i coomb)

A Barrel contains 36 gallons.

A half barrel (18 gallons) is called a kilderkin, and a quarter
barrel (9 gallons) a firktn,

A hogshead Qshi.) of ale contains barrels or 54 gallons , a
butt of ale 3 barrels and a pipe 6 barrels

The terms hogshead, butt andpipe are also used in measuring
wine) but they are different for different kinds of wine.

For dry
goods only.
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ISTote. A gallon of distilled water weighs exactly lo lb. Avoir.

A Pint of water weigbs a pound and a quarter. [A gallon

contains 277274 cubic inches^] A cubic foot of water weighs
alout 1000 oz. Avoir.

PZASfPLES. do.

Reduce to gills :

1. 12 gall 2 qt. I pt. 2. 2 barrels 16 gall. 3 i barrel ii gall.

4, 6 bos 2 pk.' I gall. 5 . 4qr4bus. 2pk. B. l Id. 3 qr. 7 bus.

7 . 7 lasts I Id. 3 qr. 8. 2 lasts 4 qr. 5 bos. 9 . 20 lasts i Id. 4 qr.

Reduce to barrels, gallons, etc .

10. 1000 gills. 11. 2073 gills 12. 3400 gills. 13 722; gills.

Reduce to lasts, loads, quarters, etc.
: ,

14. 3000 gills. IS. I $00 gills. 16. 25000 gills. 17. 98765 gills.

18. What IS the weight of 2 gall. 2 qt. of water ?

19. Give in pounds Avoir, the weight of 2 cu. yd. 2 cu. ft,

of water.

20. How many pottles are there in a coomb ? How many m
a strike ?

XVII. MEASURES OF TIME, ANGLES, NUMBER,
AND APOTHECARIES’ WEIGHT.

79. Measures of Kme. (Ertghsk)

60 Seconds (sec.) make i

60 Minutes . . i

24 Hours . , I

7 Days ... 1

365 Days ... 1

366 Days ... I

100 Years ... i

Minute (i min ).

Hour f I hr)
Day f I da

)

Week (I wk.).

Year (l yr.)

Leap-year,

Century

Mote 1. Each day is consideied to commence at midnight,

Mote 2. In rough calculations a month is taken to consist

of 30 days. But the 12 months, called Calendar Months, into
which the year is divided, are of variable length.

February has 28 days (and in Leap-year 29),

Thirty days have September,
April, June and November.

The other months have 31 days each.

c A. 5
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Note 3. If the number of a particular year is divisible by 4
it IS a Leap-year , W centunes not divisible by 400 are not
Leap-years. Thus 18881 1732, 1600 are Leap-years

j 1887, 1739J
1800 are common years

[The solar year consists of 365*242218 mean solar days (or 365 da.

5 hr 48 min 48 sec very nearly) or nearly 365^ days ; hence to make the

civil year correspond with the solar, we take 3 consecutive years of 365
days and a fourth, called Uap year, of 366 days, those being leap-years of
which the numbers are divisible by 4 But in this way we insert loo days

in 400 years, which is too much, for *242218 x 400 is 96 8872 or 97 days

nearly , to make the necessary correction centuries not divisible by 400 are

taken as common years ]

Noted. The year contains 52 weeks and i day (V '52x7 -H
=365)) but in calculating the income of men paid by the week, it

IS customary to consider the year to consist of 52 weeks.

NXAHPXiNS. 41 .

Reduce to seconds .

1. 7 hr. 12 min. 3 sec. 2 . 7 da, 9 hr. 10 min. 3 . 2 wk. 3 da. 12 hr.

Reduce to weeks, days, hours, etc. :

4. $000 sec. 6. 98763 sec. 6. One lac sec. 7. One million sec.

Find the number of days (including one only of the two days
named) from

8. 3rd Jan. to 7th April 1887. 8. 20th Jan. to 20th May 1888.

10. May loth '87 to Jan. 9th '88. IL Aug. ist ’80 to March ist ’82.

12 . 2ist Feb. to 7th Dec. 1700. 13 . 30th Dec. ’83 to 3Dth March '86.

14. The ist January 1880 was on Monday ; what day of the

week was June 20th of the same year ?

16. The 9th of December 1845 was on Sunday ; what day of

the week was ist January 1847 i

80. Measures of Angles.

60 Seconds (60") make i Minute (i’).

60 Minutes ... i Degree (i*).

90 Degrees ... l Ri^t Angle (l rt. gle.).

NZAMPliNS. 4S.

Reduce to seconds ;

1. 7*. 17'. 27". 2. 240*. 23'. 33". 3. 4 It. gle.
'

Reduce to right angles, degrees, etc. :

4. 4000". B. 37956". 6. 7000'. 7. 8256'. 8. 9876S4''*
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81. Measures of Number,
iz Units make 1 Dozen.
12 Dozen ... 1 Gross.
12 Gross ... i Great Gross.
20 Units ... I Score {Kurti),

Also 24 Sheets of paper , . i Quire
20 Quires ... 1 Ream,
10 Reams ... i Bale,

EXAMPLES 43

1 In 5° reams of paper, how many sheets 7

2. How many reams, quires, etc. are there m fifty thousand
sheets of paper 7

3. How many scores are there m S great gross 7

83. Apothecaries’ Weight.

(i) Measures of Weight.

Druggists use the grain to weigh small quantities and the
f)»und and ounce Avoir to weigh large quantities. Some physi*
Clans m prescribing use the following table ;

20 Grams make i Scruple (i scr.).

3 Scruples . . I Drachm (i dr.).

8 Drachms ... l Ounce Troy.

(11) Measures ofCapaaly,

60 Minims (m.) or drops make i Fluid Diachm (fl. dr.).

8 Fluid drachms ... i Fluid ounce (fl. oz ).

20 Fluid ounces ... l Pint
(0 )

8 Pints ... I Gallon (C.).

A teaspoonful = I Fluid drachm.
A dessertspoonful = 2| Fluid drachms.
A tablespoonful = 4 Fluid dradms.

Note Since a pint of water weighs a pound and a quarter,
the weight of a fluid ounce of distilled water is an oumv Avoir.

EXAMPLES. 44.

Reduce

1, 2 oz. 2 dr, 2 scr. to grains. 2. 3 oz 3 dr, 12 gr. to grams.

3, 2 0. 12 fl oz to minims. 4 , 2 C. 4 O. to minims,

B. 7 U, 7 0. 15 fl. oz. S fl, dr. 9 m. to minims.
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MISCBLIiANBOtrS EXAMPIiBS. 45.

L A girl can paper 2 pins m a second ; how many pins can
she paper m a working day of 8 hours 30 minutes ?

2 Fmd the price of 3 md. 7 seers of milk at 2(t bp. per seer.

3. Fmd the value of 12 lb 7 oz of gold at iss 4W per oz.

4. A tram travels 19 mi. 7 for. 30 po per hour
; how far will

It travel m 24 hours ?

5 A fruit-seller sold 210 oranges at l pice each, 76 apples at

I anna each, and 55 mangoes at la bp each , how much did he
realise from the sale f

0 How many cwt of coal will supply 64 fires for 3 weeks,
each fire consuming i cwt 2 qr. 1 lb per day ?

7. If the cost of 9 md be 8480, what is the cost of a chatak ?

8 If the cost of a ton be £203, what is the cost of a pound 7

0. How many shot, each weighmg 2 or 3 dr , will make up a
heap weighmg one ton 7

10 How many parcels, each weighing i md 10 seers, can be
made up of goods weighmg 132 md , and what weight wiU remain
over 7

U. How many jars, each containing 2 gall. 3 qb i pt. 3 gills,

can be filled out of a cask containing 285 gallons 7

12 How many pieces of rope, each 2 ft. 9 in. long, can be cut

off a length of 1760 yards, and what length will remam over 7

13 A train travels 45 miles in 2 hours , how many yards does

It travel in a second 7

14. A man gave E7. 9a bp to each of 24 men, and then had
E6. ^a, 9^ left , how much had be at first 7

16

.

A has S3 7a. 9/. more than Si B has 82 8a. 2P less than

C, and C has 812 , how much has A 7

16 . If a man’s net annual income be S17856 4a., how much
may he spend per day and per week to the nearest pie, so as not

to run into debt ? [Reckon 52 weeks and 365 days to the year.]

17 . If the daily income of a man be 83 43 gp

,

how much
can he spend per day that he may save B239 8b bp m a year 7

18. If a man spends 85 3® daily, how much will he be
able to save out of an annual income of 82400 7

19. How much to the nearest farthing can a person spend
daily if he wishes to save ;£3oo out of an annual mcome of £700 7

20. A gentleman’s gross annual income is B3000 ,
he pays

872. 30 annually in taxes . what must his daily expenses be that
>he may save 810S0 in a year 7
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21 A man spends 87. 8a daily, and saves Biooo a year

,

vrhat is his annual income ?

22 A clerk received ^114 . 7 . 6 as pay in 18S8
,
how much is

that per day ?

23 A man vas bom on the loth of January 1832 ,• what was

his age on the 17th of April 1888 ?

24. I distribute S300 among boys, giving a rupee, a half-rupee,

a quarter-rupee and a two-anna piece to each ; how many boys

get a share ?

26 Sound travels 1125 ft m a second j
if a gun is fired at a

distance of 1S75 yards, what time must elapse between the seeing

of Ae flash and the hearing of the report ?

26. How many steps does a soldier whose stride is 2 ft. 8 in

take m walking 2 miles ’

27. If a soldier takes 3240 strides in walking l mile 1030

yards, what is the length of his stride ?

28 The circumference of a bicycle wheel is 12 ft. 7 in.
j
how

many complete revolutions does it make in going 10 miles f

29 . A certain sum of money was divided into 18 equal parts ,

each part was 84. 8a 3fi and there w as 82 je. 6p over . find

the sum.

30 A roan earned 833. 9«. 6/ m January and B49 8a. 9/.

in February , he spent 826. 30 371. each month ,• how much did

he save in the two months ?

31 A man earns £t,js 6<i. per week, and pays js 6ii. every

fourth week to his club ,
what is bis net income in a year of

52 weeks ’

32. How many complete yards are there in the united length

of 7 benches, each 7 ft 7 in long?

33 A man spends in 4 months as much as he earns in 3
months ; what does he save out ofan annual income of 82750 8a. ?

34. A and B together have ,£56. 12s. 6i{, , A has 17s. prf.

more than B , how much has A ?

36

.

The earnings of a man and his 2 sons amount to £600 a
year, and their expenses to £400

;

if the balance be divided

equally Bow much will each receive ’

36. How many quart bottles can be filled out of a cask con-
tmnmg 2 cwt. I qr. 8 lb. of water ?

37. The 1st of January 1881 was on Monday
; find the num-

ber of Mondays in that year. >

38. A vessel which holds lo gallons weighs when empty
30 Ih. ; what is the weight of the vessel when full of water ?
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39 . Your father was 25 yr. 7 mo. 10 da. old when you were
born ; your sister was bom when your father was 21 yr. 9 mo. 8 da.
old : how old is your sister now if your age is 12 yr. 6 mo. ?

40 Four dollarsi 3 half-guineas, 5 half-crowns and 6 dorms
amount to ;£3. I2r 8</ ,

what is the value of a dollar ?

41. Two pieces of cloth of equal length cost £,^ o. 9 and

{fl J. o respectively ; the pnce of the first was 35. 4jrf. per yd.

what was the price of the second per yard ?

42 A merchant bought 350 lb Avoir of lead, and sold it by
Troy weight , how many pounds Avoir, did he gam ’

43 A shop-keeper’s weight was deficient 3 tolas to a seer ,

what quantity would he defraud his customers in selling 8 maunds ?

44. Fifty bags of rice are bought for SSoo 12a (ip. at B3 3a

3^. per maund , what is the weight of each bag ?

46

.

Light travels 186500 miles in a second , what time does

It take m travelling from the sun to the earth, a distance of

92877000 miles ?

46 . The small wheel of a tricycle makes 330 revolutions more
than the large wheel in passing over a mile

, if the circumference

of the large wheel be 8 ft , what is the circumference of the

other ?

47. A weekly newspaper was numbered 4 on the 7th January
1885 ; when was it numbered 40 >

48. A daily newspaper which is published on week days only

was numbered 20 on Monday the 13th January 18S4 , on what date

was it numbered 120 7

48 . A person travelled 120 miles by railway at 15 miles an
hour, 120 miles by road at 8 miles an hour, and 60 miles by bollock

cart at 2 miles an hour , how long did he take 7

60 Supposing that the distance of the sun from the earth is

91776000 miles, and that light travels from the former to the latter

in 7 min. 58 sec , find the velocity of light per second.

61. The value of a mark being '13; i,d , and that of a dollar

4r 2(f., how many half-crowns are there in 9 marks -1- 12 dollars 7

62 A person laid out gs. ^d. in spirits at 5r 41/,a gallon,

some of which leaked out in Ae carnage , he sold the remainder
for £S4j at the rate of js 6d. a gallon . how many gallons leaked
out 7

63 A wheel makes 600 revolutions in passing over i mile

46 yards , what is its arcumference 7

64 . Divide B65. loa equally among 8 men, 12 women and 30

children ; supposing the children to have received their shares.
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and the men to have given op their shares to the women, how
much would each woman receive ?

€6. How many times will a churdi-clock, which chimes the

quarters, strike and chime in February 1900 ?

B0. How many times does the 29th day of the month occur

in 400 consecutive years ?

67 The circumferences of the large and sm.all wheels of a tri-

cycle are r3 ft 9 m and 3 ft 4 in. respectively , how many more
turns will the latter have made than the former when the tricycle

has gone a distance of 15 miles ?

68. If for every Rl rent paid to his landlord a man pays in

' addition i anna for gas, how much will he have left out of an annual

income of B3000 if he lives m a house whose monthly rent is R20 ?

69. After measuring 40 yards of a rope it was discovered that

the measuring yard was an' inch too long ;
what was the true

length measured ?

60. One man is 30 years ly weeks and J days old, and another

IS 26 years 9 weeks and 3 days old , a third is just as much younger
than the first as he is older than the second . what is the age of

the third ?

XVIII, BARTER, GAIN AND LOSS, ETC.

83. Barter.

—

Example. How many seers of sugar at 4« 6/.

a seer must a grocer give in exchange for 9 Ib of tea at Bi. 20. a lb ?

Cost of 9 lb oftea^Ri 2ir x9»Rio. 20.

The number of seers of sugar rqd.c°Rio 20 —4a 6^=36.

BZAMFIiBS. iO.

1. How many pounds of tea at Bi. 4a a popd must be given
in exchange for 40 yards of silk at B2 ion a yard 7

2 How many dollars of 41. 2d each can be obtained for loo

rupees of is. lod each 7

3 . If 48 yards of ribbon be given in exchange for 2 maunds of

brown-sugar at 3 annas a seer, what is the price of the nbbon
per yard 7

4 A man exchanges 45 sheep ax. £2. ^ 9 each and 37 pigs at

,£3.13.6 each for 13 oxen at ,£17 . 6 6 each, the difference being
paid or received in money

, how mnch does he pay or receive 7

6. Seven pounds of tea at Bl
. 3 6 a pound and 13 pounds of

coffee are given in exchange for 1$ maunds of wheat at Bi. 13 .

3

a maund ; find the price of a pound of coffee.
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84. G-ain and Loss—Example If 25 yards of cloth are

bought at IS. (id a yard and sold at 8r. <)d, a yard; how much is

gained ?

Profit on each yard=8j. Qif.— yj. 6d.=is,

Total profit= ij 31/ X25=;£i, llj. 31/,

EZAMPLES. 4y

1. A man gives 15 maunds of rice worth R3. So a maund,
and receives in exchange 22 maunds of flour worth S2 8a. a

maund , does he gam or lose; and by how much 7

2. A man buys 150 yards of cloth at Ri, la. 3^ per yard; and
'

sells at Ri 3a. (ip per yard , what does he gam altogether 7

3 A grocer bought a chest of tea containing 320 lb. for R405,
and sold it at Rl Ja <)p per lb , what did he gam 7

4. Twenty-nine sheep are bought at Rj 8a each
; IJ of them

are sold at R6 4a each, and the rest at Rj. 4a each
,
find the gain.

6 A grocer buys 15 maunds of sugar at 4a 6/5. a seer, and
sells at R13 4a (ip. a maund ; what is his gam 7

6. Out of 2 md 15 seers of milk, bought for R6 9a.
, 7 seers

are lost by leakage ; what is gained by selling the remainder at 10

6/. a seer 7

7. A cwt. of sugar is bought for R14 9a (ip., and is sold for

R16 5a. (ip , what IS the gam per lb 7

8 A grocer bought I cwt i qr. of sugar for £1. 15J, and
gamed llr. Zd by retailing it , at what rate per lb. was it sold 7

9 . A merchant bought 40 gallons of wine, and lost £,1 by
selling it for , at what rate per gallon did be buy it ’

10. A dealer bought wheat at 385 ^d per qr. , he subsequently
sold It at £2 os. 3d per qr , and made a profit of £1. i6s

altogether
;
how many quarters did he buy and sell 7

' 11 A man buys 45 yards of silk at fir 6d per yard, 15 yards
of which being damaged, he sells at 5r per yard , at what price

must he sell the rest so as to gam ;£l . 12 . 6 altogether 7

12 . A grocer buys 200 lb of tea at Ri. 2a per lb , and sells

one-half of it at Ri. 3a per lb. , at what rate must he sell the

remainder so as to gam R25 on the whole 7

13 . If yr 6d be lost by selling an article for £3, what would
have been gained or lost by selling it for £4 7

14. I sold some goods weighing 13 cwt. 2 qr. 9 lb., for

£72 . 17 . 7ii gaining thereby sji per lb. How much,shouId I

have gained per lb. if I had sold them at ,£'5 . 12 . o per cwt 7
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16. A tradesman buys a piece of cloth 50 yards in length for

B40. loa. , at what pi ice per yard must he sell it (0 that he may
.gain 5a per yard, (ii) that he may gam SiS. 12a on the whole ?

S6. IIlxtuxeB—Example 1. If 3 maunds of nee at fia, 8a.

per maund be mi\ed with 5 maunds at 63 2a, per maund, find

the puce of the iri\ture.

Cost of 3 md at 82 Sa
cost of 5 nid at 2a
cost of 8 md of mixture

. Cost of I md. of mixture

’. Price required

= Ba. 8a x J.= B7 8a ;

= B3 2a X ^Bj 5. loa ,

= B7 8a + B15 loa
>= R23 2a
= B23 2a -S
= B2 14a 3^
= B2 14a 3p pel maund.

Example 2 How much water must be added to 12 gallons of

beer at lor a gallon, to reduce the price to Sr a gallon 7

The price of the whole mixture at 8r. a gallon must be equal

to the price of 12 gallons of beer at lor a gallon Therefore, if

we divide the price of 12 gallons of beer_ at lor a gallon by 8r. we
shall get the numbet of gallons in the mixture.

Price of 12 gallons of beer=iof.xi2=i20f ,

, number of gallons in the mixture “i2or ^8r >=15 ,

number of gallons of water added —

EXAMPLES. dS

1. Amixtuieis made of 7 seers of sugar at 4a hp, per seer,

2 seers at 4a per seer and 3 seers at 3a tp, , find the value per
seer of the mixture

2. A man bought 3 qr. of wheat at 3or. per qr. and 9 qr, at 26r.

per qr. , he mixed them, and sold the mixture at ji, 7^,7, per
bushel , how much did he gain 7

3. To 20 seers of milk, bought at la 9A a seer, 5 seers of
water are added, and the mixture is sold at 2a per seer ; how much
IS gamed ?

4. A merchant buys 15 md. of sugar at B9. 8a per md., 18 md.
at B9. 4a per md and 10 md at B9 per md , and pays B4 2a. for
carnage , he mixes them . at what price per md must he sell the
mixed sugar so as not to lose by the sale ?

'6 10 lb of coffee are mixed with 2 lb. of chicory ; if the
mixture be worth is iid per lb , and the chicory 3A per lb., what
IS the value per Ib. of the pure coffee 7

6. A grocer mixes 36 lb. of tea at 2s. 4§dl per lb. with 48 lb.
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at IS, lohd per lb. ; at what price per lb. must he sell the mixture
so as to gain I3r 6d on his outlay ?

7. A woman buys S dozen eggs at 2\d per dozen) and I2

dozen more at ijrf per dozen ; at what price per dozen must she
sell the whole so as to gam id per dozen ’

8 How much water must be mixed with 36 seers of milk at
la 5^. per seer, so as to reduce the price to la 6^ per seer ?

9. How many pounds of tea-dust (worth nothing) must a
grocer mix with 20 lb of tea at 2j 6d per lb., to enable him to

sell the mixture at 2s per lb. and gam at the same time 8r. on the

transaction 7

10. A grocer buys 30 lb of tea at 21 a pound and 50 lb of tea

at 2s. &d a pound, and having mixed them sells 40 lb. of the
mixture at 2s i,d ,

at what price per lb must he sell the remainder
that he may neither gain nor lose ’

86 Bmeion of Wonss'.—Example i. Divide R13 9a.

among A, B and C so that A may have 12a: 3^ more than Bf and
B Si. 20 qp more than C
B is to have Si 2a qp. more than C, and A is to have 120. 3^.

+Si. 20 9/ more than C j if we take away these sums to be
subsequently given to j7 and A respectively, the remaining portions

of their share will be each equal to the share of C •

g. a p. S 0. p.
1 e 2 . 9 13 . 9 0

12 . 3\ 3 • I • 9
I . 2 . 9/ 3 ) IP • 7 . 3

S3. I . 9 3 .

4 •

and 5 ,

7 . 9“Cs share ;

lo , 6=^s share ;

6 . 9=j4’s share.

EXAMPLES. 49.

1. Divide S39 70 9^. between A and B, so that A may get

S7. 40. more Aan B.

2. Divide ;£28. ys td between A and B, so that A may
receive I4r. 3rf less than B.

3. Divide S357. 14a. 6^. among 13 men, giving Six. 14a. 9^.

more to each of two of them than to each of the others.

4 . Divide S679 among 27 men and 5 women, so that a man
may get S6 less than a woman

6. Divide B39. 40. 6/. among A, B and C, so that A may
receive S3 more &an P, and B S4 more than C,
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6. Divide S329. 7a. <)p, among At B and C% so that A may
get B; more than and B B2 less than C.

?• ;£95' divided among 8 men, 7 women and 6 boys, so

that each man receives lor. more than each woman, and each
woman lor. more than each boy ; find how much the men receive,

Example 1. Divide B59. 6a. among 3 men, 5 women and 6

boys, so that each man may receive three times as much, and each
woman twice as much, as a boy.

B. a

3 men = 9 boys
25

(S ) 5i- . 6

5 women =10 ....

6 boys = 6
'

Hs) n_ • 14

2 . 6 each boy's share

25 4

and 7

. 12 =• ... woman’s...

. 2=‘ ... man's ,.

DXAhlPDBS. SO.

1. Divide B15 ga. 6p. between a boy and a girl, so that the

boy may receive twice as much as the girl.

2. Divide B31, 3a. between A, B and C in such a manner that

A's share may be 3 times, and .ff’s twice, Cs.

3 Divide Bioo among 3 men, 5 women and lo boys, so that

each man may receive 4 times as mudi as a boy, and each woman
twice as much as a boy.

4. Divide £11 , 15 , 4^ among A, B and C, so that A may
receive twice as much as .9,'and B twice as much as C.

5. Divide ;£io .7.6 among 3 persons, so that one may re-

ceive twice as much as each of the others,

6. Divide B39 ya. between A and B, so that A may re-

ceive Bi, 14a mote than twice the amount lo be received by B.

Example 3. Divide B2S into an equal number of rupees, half-

rupees and quarter-rupees

A rupee+ a half-rupee + a qr-rupee=Bl-h86r.+4a.=Sl. I2a.

The number of each kind of coin»B28-=-Bi, I2a.=ifi.

EXAlElEIiES. 51.

1. Divide B22. 8a, into an equal number of rupees, half-rupees,

quarter-rupees and two-anna pieces.

2 Divide {,17 into an equal number of sovereigilh, half-

sovereigns, half-crowns, shillings and sixpences.
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3. A boY contains an equal number of crownsi shillings and
pennies ; the total amount in the box is £i, 13A . find the number
of eadi.

4 Sioo IS divided among an equal number of menj women
and boys , each man receives S2. 811

,
each woman Ra and each

hoy Ri. I2<i find the number of men, women or boys

6. A bag contains a certain number of rupees, twice as many
half-rupees, and 4 times as many quarter-rupees , the whole sum
amounts to R33 find the number of each

6 Among bow many children may R60 be divided so that

each child may receive a rupee, an eight-anna piece, a four-anna
piece and a two-anna piece ?

87. Example A and B together have R13. So , B and C
together have S8 Za, A and C together have Ri i, Sa , how much
has ^ ?

R13 8fl.+Rii. 8a =twice A’s money+.ff’s money-bCs money

,

but R8 . 8a =.S’s money d-C’s money
, (Ri3- S'* +R11. 8a —R8 8a)orRl6 8a.=twice/j's money;

.<^'s money=Ri6 8a.—

2

s=R8. 4(7

Or thus :

(R13 8a -f R8 8a d-Rii 8a.) or R33. 8a,.=twice A's money
-f twice B's money -h twice Cs money ,

• • (S'SS" 8a. -^-2) or R16. 12a =A’s money -faff's money-hCs money,
RS 8a ^ffs money-bCs money ,

. .<4’s money=Ri6 I2C -R8. 8a =R8. 4B

£2;AhIPI,£S Si}.

1. A and B together have R6. oa 3^ , .B and C together have
R4. 15a gptA and C together have R5 15a.

, how much has A ?

2. A and S together have R24 la, B and C together have
R19. 15a , .4 and C together have R23 12a , find how much .Bhas

8. A horse and a cow are together worth Rioi, a cow and a
sheep ate together worth R31, a horse and a sheep are together
worth RSi , find the price of a horse, of a cow and of a sheep

4. A mark and a gulden are together worth 2J'. lljif, a gulden
and a rouble are together worth jj. i^ti, a rouble and a mark are
together worth 4s lid. ; find the value of a mark, of a gulden and
of a rouble

6. A man and a woman together have R30 ya. 6/>., the woman
and a boy together have R20 8a , the man and the boy together
have B25. ga 6p,

,

find how much the man, the woman and the
boy together have. .
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XIX. FACTORS AND PRIME NUMBERS.

88 If one number divides another exacilyt the first is said to

be a factor (or sub-mulhple) of the second) and the second is

said to be a multiple of the first. Thus 5 is a factor of 151

and 15 IS a multiple of 5

In speaking of the factors of a number we exclude the number
one or umiy, which may be said to be a factor of any number.

[fV. B In the present section the word drouibU is used in the sense

of txaetly dtvtnbk ]

89. An even number is a number divisible by a. An odd
number is a number not divisible by

90. Criteria of Divisibility :

A number is divisible

by 2 when its last figure is o, or an even digit , as 31O) 34

:

4 when Its last /wo figures represent a number divisible by 4

,

as 300, 320, 324

.

8 when its last three figures represent a number divisible by
8 ,

as 2000) 3400) 3240, 3816 •

5 when Its last figure is o or $ ; as 370, 345

:

10 when Its last figure is 0 .*

3 when the sum of its digits is divisible by 3 ,
as 126, 402

:

9 when the sum of its digits is divisible by 9 j as 4771 801

:

1 1 when the difference between the sum of its digits in the odd
places and the sum of its digits in the even places is either

0) or divisible by n , as 34672, 582934,

To determine whether a number is divisible by 7, ii, or 13 we
have the following rule

Divide the figures of the number into groups containing three

each, as far as possible, counting from nght to left Add the
alternate groups, and subtract the smaller sum from the greater

,

then if the remainder is o or is divisible by 7, ll, or 13, the number
Itself IS also divisible by 7, or by 11, or by 13.

Thus 98126 IS divisible by 7, but not by ii or by 13 ; for

126-98=28 which IS divisible by 7, but not by 11 or by 13.

91 If a number is divisible separately by two numbers which
have no common factor, it is also divisible by their product

If a number is divisible by 3 (or 9), any other number ex-

pressed by the same digits is also divisible by 3 (or 9).
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If each of two numbers is divisible by a third number] their

sum (and difference) is also divisible by the third.

If a number is divisible by another) any multiple of the first is

also divisible by the second.

If each of two numbers is divisible by a third number) then the

sum (and difference) of any multiple of the first and any multiple

of the second is also divisible by me third number.

EXAMPLES. 53

Determine whether the following numbers are divisible by 2) 3)

4, 5, 8, 9, 10 or ii

1. 138. 2. 945 . 3 684 4 . 420 6. 8844

6 . 7942 . 7. 1230 8. 1772. 8. 2311. 10. 3475 -

IL 8976, 12. 7128. 13. 12345. 14. 98765. 15. 35600.

16. 23000, 17. 709281. 18, 777777. 19 . 989898. 20. 1234567890.

Determine whether the following numbers are divisible by

n or 13

2L 99120. 22. 89133. 23. 67119. 24. 555555.

26 . 433378. 28. 4123210. 27 . 55734545. 28 . 123789666.

Determine whether the followmg numbers are divisible by 6)

12 or 30

!

29. 372. 30 . 948. 31 . 7740. 32 . 3725

33. What IS the least number which being added to 2311 will

make the sum divisible (1) by 3, (11) by 4 ?

34. What IS the least number which being subtracted from

70031 will make the remamder divisible (i)by 5) (11) by 8) (iii)by 9 ?

36 . What number is the same multiple of ii as 3705 is of 15?

93. A pnme number or a prime is a number which is not

divisible by any number (except itself and unity).

ii Zi 3i 5i 7i III I3i etc. are pnme numbers.

A composite number is a number which has factors each
greater than i,'

4) 6) 8) 9) 10) 12] etc. are composite numbers.

93. To ascertain wheel numbers are primes

(1) To find the prime numbers in a series of numbers) i) 2, 3,.,.i

cancel every second number after 2, every third number after 3)

every fifth number after 5) and so on ; the remaining numbers will
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be primes, [In finding the primes in any series of numbers, we
need not divide by any prime number whose square is greater

than the largest number in the senes.]

(ii) To determine whether a given number is a prime, divide

the number successively by the primes 2, 3, S, 7, II, etc , if there

is a remainder in each case the given number is a prime [It is

not necessary to try a divisor whose square is greater than the

given number ]

ITote. From Art 90 it will appear that the units’ figure of

every pnme number (except 2 and r) must be l, 3, 7 or 9 Hence
any given number (not being a or 5) need only be examined when
its units’ figure is i, 3, 7 or 9 ; and in such a case we need not try

the divisors 2 and

93a. The following is a list of Prime Humbers between

I and 1009,

1 59 139 233 337 439 557 653 769 883
2 61 149 239 347 443 563 659 773 S87

3 67 151 241 349 449 569 6^ 787 907

5 71 157 251 353 457 571 673 797 911

7 73 163 257 359 461 577 677 809 919
II 79 167 263 367 463 587 683 Sir 929

13 83 173 269 373 467 593 691 321 937

17 89 179 271 379 479 599 701 823 941

19 97 181 277 383 487 601 709 827 947

*3 lOl 191 281 3S9 491 '607 BPl 829 953
29 103 193 283 397 499 613 727 839 967

31 107 197 293 401 503 617 733 853 971

37 109 199 307 409 509 619 739 857 977
41 II3 211 311 419 521 631 743 859 983

43 127 223 313 421 5*3 641 751 863 991

47 131 227 317 431 541 643 757 877 997

53 137 229 331 433 547 647 761 881 1009

94. Every composite number can be resolved into factors

which are all primes,

STote. A number has only one set of prime factors.

Example. Find the prime factors of 4452.

We divide the number successively (and in each 214452
case as often as possible) by those of flie primes 2, 3, 2)2226 '

5i 7i III can ie used as divisors, until we aimt
come to a quotient which is a prime number.

Thns4452=2X2X3X7»«53. ~ “’53
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EXAMPLES. 64.

Find the prime factors of

1 . 8. 2. 12. 3. 18. 4 . 24. 6. 27

0. 32. 7. 48. 8 . SO. 9 63- 10. 64.

11. 80. 12. 88 13 . 99- 14. loo 16. 108^.

10. 176. 17 . 1 17. 18 . 288. 19. 495 - 20. 625.

21. 999- 22 1050. 23 1296. 24 . 1760. 25. 2000.

20. 3650. 27. 5760. 28. 2457. 29. 13824. 30. 200100.

Determine which of the following numbers are primesi an®
find the prime factors of those which are composite :

SL 29 32 61. 33 81. 34. 79 36. 97-

88. 107. 37 II3- 38. 207. 39. 227. 40. 349-

41. 37 SI- 42. 507. 43. 4573- 44. 619. 46. 713-

40. 997. 47 6539. 48, 1793. 49. 509' 50 I363.

Find the number of primes between
'

61, I and 30 62 lo and 50. 63. 20 and 7a

64. By what prime numbers may 37 be divided, so that the

remamder may be 2 ?

66. By what prime numbers may I09 be divided, so that the

remaiuder may be 4 F

60. By what numbers may 29 be divided, so that the remain-

der may be 5 ?

XX. HIGHEST COMMON FACTOR.

96. A oommoii factor of two or more numbers is a number
which divides each of them exactly.

Thus, each of the numbers 2, 3 and 6, is a common factor of

12 and 18

The Highest Common Factor (H C. F ) of two or more
numbers is the highest number which divides each ofthem exactly.

Thus, 6 IS the H. C. F. of 12 and 18

Note. Two numbers are said to be prime to each other when
they have no common factor.

/

N, B, The term measure is often used as synonymous withfactm,
and Greatest Oonunon Measure instead of highest commonfactor.
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9R The H. C. F. of two or mart numbers ts the product of
all their common primefactors.

Example i. Find the H, C. F. of j8 and 30.

18=2x3x3; 30=2x3x5.

The factors common to the two numbers acre 2 and 3 ; hence
the H. C. F. reqmred=2 X3=6

Ifote. In finding the H. C. F. it is not necessary to find the

prime factors of all ue numbers It is sufficient to find the prime
factors of one of the nnmbersi and to form the product of those
that divide each of the remainmg numbers exactly.

Example 2, Find the H. C. F, of 84, 140 and 168.

Now) 84=2x2x3x7 ; and we find that each of the remaining
numbers is divisible by 2x2x7, “ot by 3 S therefore the
H. C. F. requiied=2 x 2 x 7=28. 1

EXAMFIiES. 55.

Find, by the method of factors, the H C, F. of

1, 9 and 24. 2. 2a and 48. 8. 35 and 80.

4. 126 and 144. 5. 90 and 325 6. 252 and 34S.

7. 15a and 375, 8. 256 and 788. 8. 480 and 792.

10> I 5i 35i 120. II. 16, 24, 140 12. 90, 125, 342.

IS. 224, 336, 728. 14. 625, 7SP, 1225 16. 868, 3164,14228.

97. The following rule gives the most convenient method of
finding the H. C, F, two numbers ;

Divide the greater number by the less, the divisor by thelre-

mainder, then the second divisorbythe second remainder, and so on,
until there is no remainder ; the lastdivisor is the H. C, F, required

Example 1, Find the H. C. F. of 384 and 1296.

Process ; 384 ) 1296 ( 3
1152

144 ) 384 (2

288

95 ) 144 ( I

96

48 ) 96 ( 2

96

The H. C. F, reqmred is 48,

C. A. 6
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ITate. When the H C F. of three or more numbers is requir-

ed, we first find the H C F. of any two of them and then find

the H C F of this result and another number, and so on, through

all the given numbers , the last result is the H. C. F. required.

Example 2. Find the greatest number that will divide 50 and

60 leaving the remainders 8 and 4 respectively,

50-8=42 ; 60-4 = 56.

The number required=the H. C, F. of 42 and 5^= 14

FIXAMFLES. 56.

Find the H. C. F. of

1. 48 and 144. 2. 76 and 238. 3. 92 and 772,

4. a52> 348. 6. 493i 899. 6. 620, 2108.

7 . 2121, 1313. 8. 42% 715. 9 377 , 1131-

10. 1379, 2401. IL 266, 2793, 12, 3775,
looooj

13. 6023, 15466. 14 . 5865, 69180. 16 . 4081, 5141.

16 . 35561 3444. 17 . 5187, 5850. 18 . 6441, 10283.

19 . 13667, 14186. 20. 4336S1 44688. 21. 11050, 35581.

22. 1232I) 54345. 23 . 6327, 23997. 24. 13202, 146083

26. 5325 > 8307. 28 . 9945. 50609. 27. 4155, 24720.

28. 109056, 179712. 28 . 218707, 826769. 30. 123456, 987654-,

Are the following prime to each otherif

31. 403 and 527. 32 . 3370, 2703. 33 387, 9234.

34. 1726, 1623. 35. 3890, 8275. 36. 3486, 9448.

37. 211, 2701. 38. 5789, 7337. 38 . 9367, 14501.

Find the G C. M. of

40. 703037 and 5134083. 41. 271469, 30599

42 . 805, 1311, 1978, 43. 204, 1190, 1445. 44. 1617, 123, 789.

46 . 1300, 725, 870. 46 . 723. 807, 735. 47 . 504, 2394, 2835

48 1190, 1445, 2006, 48 13338, 14136, 15903-

60. 314, 570, 618, 720, 61. 602, 7394, 876, 92458

62 What IS the largest sum of money which is contamed in

E6. 4a and S7, 8a. exactly ?

63. What is the largest sum of money which will divide

£7. 7J ti, and ,^13. vjs, gd, exactly ?

64. Find the greatest number that will divide 728 and 900,
leaving remamders 8 and 4 respectively.
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66. Find the greatest number that will divide 261, 933 and

1381, leaving the remainder 5 m each case.

56 . Is there any number that will divide 620 and 730|
leaving

the remainders 3 and 7 respectively ?

67 Two vats contain respectively 540 and 720 gallons ; find

the vessel of greatest capacity that will empty off both vats.

68. Two masses of gold weighmg 4427 and 7219 tolas respec-

tively are each to be made into coins of the same size , what is the

weight of the largest possible coin ?

50 A labourer was engaged for a certain humber of days for

82. Sir., but being absent on some of those days he was paid only

81 I2ff j prove that his daily wages could not be more than

4 annas.

60. A woman bought a certain number of eggs for 15a. 6p,,

and sold some of them without profit for 50 6p. j
shew that she had

still left a/ leastSo eggs.

XXI. LOWEST COMMON MULTIPLE.

98 , A common multapls of two or more numbers is a

number which is exactly divisible by each of them.

The Lowest Common Multiple (L C M ) of two or more

numbers is the lowest number which is exactly divisible by each of

them. ,

Thus, each of the numbers 12, 24 and 36, is a common multiple

of 3, 4 and 6 j W 12 is their lowest common multiple.
^

99. TAe product of two numiers is egual to the product of
thetrH C F. andL. C. M Thus, 2 is the H. C. F, and la is the

L. C. M. of 4 and 6 ;
and 4x6“2Xl2.

Hence we have the following rule for finding the L. C. M. of

two numbers :

Dande one of the numiers by the H, C F, and multiply the

guohent thusobiamed by the other.

Example, Find the L. C M. of 38 and 57.

The H. C. F. of 38 and 57=19 J 38- 19-2 '

.•. The L. C. M. required=2XS7«»ii4.

Note When the L C. M. of three or more numbers is

required, we find the L.'C. M. of any two of the numbers, and then

find the L. C. M. of this result and a third number, ted so on j
the

last result bemg the L. C. M. required.
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EXA-HPIiES. 57.

7ind the L. C M. of

1. 12 and 32, 2. 76 and 98. 3. 81 and 99. 4 . 320, 704.

6. 117, 192. 6. 1224, 1696 7. 224, 33^.

8, 754, 806 9. 957, 1001. ^
10. 845, 899

11. 779i II97' 12 . 1287, 6281. 13. 76) 95 i

14. 629, 851, 253. 16. 265, 385, 495. 16. 300, 906, 708.

17. Resolve 210 ^nd 385 into their pnme factors, and hence
obtain their L. C. M.

18, Find the L. C, M. of 44, 54 and 72 by resolving them into

their prime factors

10
.^

Find the L, C M of R3. 9a, 4^. and II7. loa. 3^.

20. The H. C. F. and L. C. H of two numbers are 16 and
192 respectively ; one of the numbers 1548 : find the other,

21. The H, C F, and L C M of two numbers are 10 and
30030 respectively ; one of the numbers is 770 what is the oth«' f

100 . The following rule gives the most convenient method of

finding the L C. M. of several small numbers .

Place the numbers side by side in a line ; divide by any one of

the prime numbers 2, 3, 5, 7, ll which will divide any two at

least of the given numbers exactly , set down the quotients thus
obtained and the undivided numbers side by side , and proceed m
this

'

4iay until you get a line of numbers which are prime to one
another. The continued product of all the divisors and th^^um-
bets m the last line will be the L C. M. required.

Example l.

Process :

Find the L C. M of 12, 18, 3o an^<f5.

2 ) 12, 18, 20, 105

2 ) 6, 9, 10, 105

3 ) 3. 9. 5) 105

S ) i> 3. 5, 3S
^

ii 3. W 7

L. C. M.=2X2X3X 5x3x7= 1260.

Hote, Work may be shortened by rejectm^, at any stage,

from the line any one of the numbers, which is a factor of any
other number m the same line.

Thus, if It IS required to find the L. C. M. of 6, 12, 15, 30 and
40, it will be sufficient to find the L. C, M. of 12, 30 and 40.
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\

Example s. Find the least number which when divided by 12,

16 and 18, will leave in each case a remamder 5,

The L. C. M. of 12, 16 and 18=144,

The number required >= 144+ 5= 149.

58 .

Find the L. C M. of

2 12, 16, 241. 6,8,16.

3. 5i 18, 16,9.

6. 12, 15, 1 8, 24, S6,

7 . 22, 17133) 25 . 85 .

S. 6. 15. 27. 35. 45 -

U. 24,10,32,43,25.
»-'

18. 5 t, 187,153,185.

16. 22, 88, 132, 198.

17 . 50. 338, 67s, 702, 975-

19. 315, 156, 126, 108, 91.

21. 126, 145, 87, 210, 585.

23 . 2, 4) 8, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16.

4. 9, 4 , 18, 6.

6 15,16,20,28,42.

8. 8, 9, 12, 18, 30

10. 28,36,54,72,90.

12. 9, 18, 24, 72, 144. ^
14. 33, 55, 80, 80, 90.

16, 17,51,119,210

18 24, 35, 52, 60, 91, 108.

20. 27, 87, 203, 261, 189

22. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 , 7, 8, 9 ,
lo.

'

24. 15, 16, iS, 20, 24, 25, 27, 30

25. 24, 35, 52, 60, 91, 108, 126, 156, 315

26 Find the least number which when divided by 12, 18 and

30, gives the same remainder 9 in each case.

27 . Find the least number which when divided by.128 and
96 will leave in each case the same remainder 5.

28 . Find the least number which bemg increased by 3, will be
exactly divisible by 24, 36 and 48.

29. Find the smallest number of'sq. inches which contains an
exact number of sq. feet or of sq cubits.

SO. What IS the smallest sum of money that can be paid in

pounds, or in guineas, or in moidores?
'

31 . Five bells toll at intervals of 3, 5, 7, 8 and 10 seconds
respectively, beginning together ; after what interval of time will

they again toll together ?

32 Three men journey 10, 15 and 18 miles a day respectively j

find the least distance which would occupy each of them a com-
plete number of days.

33. Two round pillars are 14 yd. i ft. 9 m. and 18 yd. a ft. 3 in,

respectively in circumference , find the shortest tope that can be
wrapped round each an exact number of times.
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34 A heap of shot when made up into groups of 38, 32 and

42) leaves always a remainder 5 , find the least number of shot

such heap can contain

36 . Fmd the least number which is divisible by all the num-
bers from I to 20 inclusive

36 , The Circumferences of the wheels of a carriage are 6 ft.

3 in and 9 ft. ,
what is the least distance in which both the wheels

will make an exact number of revolutions ’

XXII FRACTIONS.

101 . When a quantity is composed solely of entire unitS) its

measure is called a whole number or an integer. *

[In sections 11—XXI the word number has been used m the

sense of a whole number^

When a quantity is composed of one or more equal parts of the

unit, Its measure is called a fractional number or a fraction.

ExamfiU, Two-thirds is a fraction ; for two-thirds of the unit -

indicates a quantity which is composed of two equal parts, thru of

which make up the unit

10% The number of equal parts, into which the unit is divided,

IS called the denoimnator of the fraction ; and the number of

such parts taken to make up the quantity is called the numer
ator of the fraction. The numerator and denominator are called

terms of the fraction

A fraction is represented by writing the numerator above the

denominator, with a honzontal Ime between them.

Thus, ^ represents the fraction of which the numerator is 4, and
the denommator is 7.

Such symbols are called Fraction-symbols or Ft actions.

XToteL The symbol i IS read one-half, koA one-third-,

I is read two-thirds
, J is read oncrfoutih

,

J is read three-fourths

,

and so on

A fraction expressed in the above notation is.called a Vulgar
Fraction.

Example % of a yard’ indicates a quantity which is composed
of two equal parts, thru of which make up one yard , that is, 'i of

a yard’ >=2 feet.

INote 2 . We should get the same result whether we divide a
yard (or any other unit) into 3 equal parts and take 2 such parts,

or divide 2 yards (or twice that other unit) into 3 equal parts and
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take one of these parts. A frachon may i/ius bt considered io ex-
ptess the quotient ofthe numerator by the denominator. Hence § is

often read ‘2 divided by 3.'

EXAMPLES. 59.

Write down the value of

1. iofRi. 2. £l 3. id

4, A nf s md. 6 r'eofBi. 6. A of £1,

7, A of a ft. 8. of an anna. B, jg of a yd.

10. 1*1 of IS, 11 tiofRi. 12 . A ton.

13 . A®b mile. 14. ^ seer. 15. iV sq. ft.

16. rljcwt. 17. 5 of ISO. 18. $ of Ri 50.

10. A of 3 ft. 3 in. 20. A of 7id. 21, A of I hr. S mm.

103. If the numerator and denominator of a fraction are each
multiplied by the same number, the value of the fraction is not
.altered.

For, consider the fractions § and the first indicates that the

unit IS divided into 3 equal parts and 2 of these parts are taken ,

the second indicates that the unit is divided into 36 equal parts and

24 of these parts are taken. Now, a part in the former case is

obviously equal to 12 parts m the latter case . consequently 2 parts

(taken) in the former case=24 parts (taken) in the latter case,

llhistratton : 5 of a yard=2 ft , and §J of a yard>=24 in.=2 ft.

Corollary, If the numerator and denominator of a fraction are

each divided by the same number, the value of the fraction is not

altered,

104. A whole number may be e-rpressed as a fraction with any
given denominator.

Thus for example, 3'=®=f=|=^S=etc.

105. A given fraction can be transformed into another fraction

ofwhich the denominator is any multiple of the given denominator.

Example, Transform j into a fraction with the denominator 12

12=3x4 5 hence A-

EXAMPLES CO.

1. Express each of the whole numbers 2, 5, 7, 10 as a fraction

witb denominator 9.

2, Change II to fractions having 2, 9, II, 2$ and 35 for their

denominators.
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8. Express 21, 76 and 159 as fractions with denominators 5 ) 9

and 7S respectively.

4. Express j and ^ each as a fraction with denominators I2)

i8j 96 and 600.

6. Find fractions equal to J, |i i8i having 90 for their

denominator,

6. Transform f-f and 4v equivalent fractions whose
denominators shall be li, 5 and 10 respectively.

7. Express J|t jg, and each as a fraction with the

denominator 6,

lOG. A fraction is said to be m its lo'west terms when its

numerator and denominator have no con:mon factor.

Example I. Reduce to its lowest terms.

We divide the numerator and denominator by their H. C, F.

which IS 210.

Thus S 2g=&|g$J18=i. Arts.

ITote. In reducing a fraction to its lowest terms, it is con-

venient first to remove any factors common to both numerator and
denominator, that can be found by inspection or by the application

of the tests of divisibility (Art. 90X

Example 2, Reduce to its lowest terms.

Process • 3:;=—. Ans,
$4 14

14

Here, first 78 and 84 are divided by 2, giving quotients 39 and

42 , next 39 and 42 are divided by 3, giving quotients 13 and 14

which are prime to each other ; hence the answer is

Example 3. Reduce by cancelling to their lowest terms .

(0
2 X1S

_

35x8’
3X4X5
6X20

'

(1)

^ 3
gx 36

0Sx$'’ 28 0x20
7 4 2 .

It should be borne in mind that when a factor is cancelled, it is

replaced by i and not by o.

(«)

(•0

0x4x0 I
-. Ans.
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EXAMPLES. 61.

Reduce to lowest terms :

1. f. 2. iff* 3. iS. 4. is. 6. H.
6. 7. Si- 8. ig. 9. if. 10. ?|.

IL SJ. 12 . ll. 13. il 14. If. 16. S8.

16. a. 17. 18. Ii- 10. A“ir. 20. II.

EXAMFIiES. 61a.

Reduce to their lowest terms :

1. ii. 2. M- 3. H. 4. H. 6. fi.

6. AV 7. 8 A*i- 9. m- 10. Ifj.

IL m- 12. iSi- 13 m- 14. iWi- 16. rWs.
18. mi- 17. HSS- 18 H|g. 19. IHS- 20. fSSf.

21. an- 22, S2Tfl 23. Hll- 24. iHS. 25. m.
26. SHI- 27. S36A 28. 5gH- 29. imi 30. fSSf.

31. HSI- 32. 33 mu- 34. ii4Sg{.36. iSflH

EZAHFLES. 61b.

Reduce by cancelling to their simplestTorms !

1. Bi^« 2 Kif. S. iHI-

4 . 6. mui- 6. sHSiSfe.

7.
gitggxll
ZSxSoSI* 8. 9.

10. 17 x 61 x 4 11. 12. -vmv-.

- lOT. A mixed number is composed of a whole number and
a fraction, as 3}. This stands for 3+I, and is read '/Tim and
tivo-ffths}

A mixed number can be expressed as a fraction.

Example, Express 4§ as a fraction,

4f

For, 12 thirds of the unit and 2 thirds of the unit make (12+2)
or 14 thirds of the unit.

Hence the ruie : Multiply the whole number by the denomi-
nator of the fractional part , add the result to the numerator of

that part for the new numerator, and retain the same denominator.
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EXAiffPiiES. ea.

Express the following mixed numbers as fractions ;

1. 3h 2. 3. g^. 4. 8iV 6. sj.

6. 7iun- 7- 8. aoj^o. 9. sgft. 10. go^n*

11. 2g,5B. 12. 76JS. 13. 25S?. W. mi??. 16. 99iS.

18. 7AV 17. 8tWo. 18. 10. 40sSt. 20. 4^.

108. A proper fraction is one, of which the numerator is

less than the denominator, as f.

An improper fraction is one, of which the numerator is equal

to or greater than the denominator, as 2t h
An improper fraction is either equal to an integer or a mixed

number.

ExampU, Reduce and to whole or mixed numbers.

Hence the rule Divide the numerator by the denominator ,

the quotient will be the integral part of the mixed number , the

remainder will be the numerator, and the denommator of the given

fraction the denominator, of the fractional part.

(0 (u)

7)?i 6)29

3,
rem. o. 4 , rem. ;.

Hence ^“3. Hence 3^=4^.

109. The reciprocal of a fraction is a fraction formed by
interchanging its terms

, thus the reciprocal of ; is of 4 (or {) is i

EXAHPDES. C3.

Express as whole or mixed numbers .

1. 5. 2. f. 3. i,4. 4, 3^, 6. V-.

8. ^ 7. -V-. 8. If. 9. S§. 10. If.

11. !!• 12, 15 13 If. 14. I?, 16. If,

16. W- 17. Ifi. 18. 19. 3^|l. 20. |ff.

Express the reciprocals of the following fractions as whole or
mixed numbers ;

21. ii^Sf. 22. jIj, 23. yffr. 24, 26. jISb-

26. ffgf. .27. 28. 29, 30. Jggf
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no Two or more given fractions may be reduced to equiva-

lent fractions having the lowest common denominator.

Example Reduce i, and to equivalent fractions having

the lowest common denominator.

The denominators are 9, 12 and 10 ;
their L. C. M. is iSo.

l8o-r- 9=20, }=Slio “itfo

)

lSo-f-l2=l 5 j

tSo-rio=i8,

Hence 8 , A Rod A=i8 iii iVo Rod respectively , and these

latter ha\-e the lowest common denominator,

EXAMPLES G4.

Reduce to equivalent fractions having the least common
denominator

:

1. Jandf. 2 . I’oand^s. 3. iVood/u- 4.

6- iiii* 0. 7 8 Ai&fj-

Ai i^i ii* 10* fhi t^i iSo' ^01

12. 5^1 J^i ylf, 13 3J) 4ii 14. 2
) J( J.

IS. 3i 5i &• 10. Sii *i J. 17. 3i ii 4i J.

18 19. *!?v, /„*,!.

20. 2L
32. Siaii^jiJ. ii 23 A, A> ^hi ifei Tin-

34. s, 3J, y}, /j, }. 26. m -Ai sVi /oi A-

30- 3.7§.2j>|.f. 87. li. Iii.il A.®A-

111. Of two fractions having a common denominator the

gnaier is that which has the greater numerator.

ThuS) of the fractions A ®od Ai 1^® former is obviously greater.

Of two fractions having a common numerator the greater is

that which has the less denominator

Thus, of the fractions { and | the former is greater,

note In comparing values of fractions) they must be reduced

to equivalent fractions havmg the L. C. D. or L. C. N.

examples. 65.

Which IS greater,

1 . i or j ? 2. A or A ^ 0. A iS ?

' 4. MoriJ? 6, {orf? 8.
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7.

10.

13.

16.

19.

Find the greatest and the least of the following fractions '

if. 58, ft. 8. i,A,i?. 9.

12 .

Arrange in order of magnitude .

14. 15.

¥,31,^. 17- 18.

20. #8 , HI, 1
^
5, 8. 21 .T. iff. i. i

IS. H. iJ.

I'ff. iii A.

I. h li.

8i.iiS.iif.

I. A. ii. iff*

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION OF FRACTIONS.

filS. Addition.—The sum of fractions having a common
denominator is a fraction whose numerator is the sum of the

numerators, and whose denominator is the common denominator,

of the original fractions (see Art 107). When fractions to be

added have different denominators, they must be reduced to

equivalent fractions havmg the L C. D,

Example i. Add together |, | and j.

Process

.

Examph 2. Add together ^ and f.

The L. C. M. of 2, 6 and 9—18

.*. i+f+i=A+lf+iV=*±i8is=!i-=¥=i}.

Ifote. The sum should always be expressed in its lowest terms

;

and if an improper fraction, should be reduced to a mixed number.

Fi2AMFI.ES. 66.
Add together

1. 2. ?. ?. T 3. }i I. f

4. ia iVi A. 6. A. if. Sj. 6. li. 18. 18-

7. A. ill li. 8 lUUl t85. IDff. 9. il.il. li.

10, ill. 11. 8,i 12. h A
13. A. 5^1A 14. A. if. A. 16. ii. A> A.

Simplify

16, 5+8+1. 17. A+iV+ff'n. 18. A+A+A'
18. i+A+A- 20 l+i+l 21. l+f+A.
22. i+i+A+A- 23. i+A+A-fA" 24. I+I+A+V.
26, ff*i+?i+i+5. 26. iS+iff+i+A. 27. A+ii+15+ii'
28. iiS+88f+fff. 29. At+tll+if. 30. A+i?+i5+lf.
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K3 In adding mixed numbers it is convenient to proceed as

in the folloiving example :

Exatrple. Add together 3|, 3!- and 7

Process : 24+3}+7f=2+3+7+i+}+{
“12+T’j+'i®5+^g

= I2+15=I2+Ii7=I3iV <4«-

N. 3. It IS also eanvenicnt to reduce improper fractions to mind
lumbers.

EXAhEPIiES. 67.

Add

b 2. 7i+6| 3. 5A+7i 4. i3i+25.

6. 3i+5i+i5iV /
8- 7H8J+i4iV 7- 2i+H3.

8. 3i+9!+}-J- 8- It\+2&+H. 10 7^+2+W-.
H- 3?+45't+85V+iiV 13. *i+3i+4i+ii^

13. 3A+ISfi+.Yil 14. *Vi?+W+4.
15 2i+3+lH¥ 18 l + Y+ii+SiV
17, xo^+xOjqa+19^. IS g+fji+iis.

19. io+3i+W+5\. 20

Bap. £. s. d. yd. fL in.

2L 7 . 9 . 2^ 22 I . 9 . zg 23. 7 . 1 . 3j

5 . 10 . 7il 2 . o . sJ ^ .z ,z\
13 . 14 . 3 . 7 . o I 3 . 0 .:^
g . 7 • oiff I • o . 5t g I . SA

lb. or. dr oz. dirt. gr. hr. mm sec.

24, l . 7 . 74 26. 3 . 10 . 73 26. 3 . 20 9J
2 . 9 . 3} 7 • o • 8|t 7 . 22 . 194

' 3 • 13 • oJ 8 • 3 • t*? 4 7 29A
4 . 3 • 7-A 2 • 7.2; 5 . 34 . 34A

114. Subtraction.—The method of subtraction of frachons

IS similar to that of addition.

Exairple 1. Subtract ? from

Process ; f Ans.

Exairple 2. Subtract g from

The L. Q. M. of S and 6=34.
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EJ^AMPLES. eg.

Perform the following subtractions :

1 u-n. 2. 3 j-j. 4. i-i
B. 0 - 7. 3-

e. 10. ft-A- u- ii-is- 12 . }8i-m.
13. J-|. 14. 7i-2h 16. Ift-ii. 10. §-}J.

17. S-ii. 18 '2S-2J 1». 7fi-7ft. 20. M-ft.
21. I — ft. 22. I— ft. 23. 1 — ft. 24. l— 58.

IIS. The following examples are important.

Example I. Subtract 3i from 7^.

Process ; 7S-38=7lS-3iB=7-3+ i6-i8=4+ft=4ft. Am
Example 2 . Subtract af from 4i. .

Process . 4i-2§=4i*r-2l8=3}f-2i?=3-*+il-}8
= i+ft=ift. Ans,

Example 3 Subtract ft from 7.

Process: 7 -ft= 6 +i-i‘ir=6 +ft»=6ft. Am,

Example 4 . Subtract 3i from 9 . \

Process : 9"‘3i=6-J=5+i-i-=5+|=5f. Ans.

I

EZAMPIiES. 69.

Perform the following subtractions ;

1. 84- S5. 2. 9|-7i. 3. 3j-i. 4. jJ-J.

B. 12I-7J. 0. i7ft-izH. 7. 8Jf-2ft. 8. ioJf-2ft

0. 1®- 7i-38. 11. 8ft-7ft. 12. 23ft:- 174.

13. 5H-2*8. 14. I2il-3®S. 1.6. 344-245. 16. 5oft-4oft

17. 39JS-288S.18. 9ft-2H 10. 74-S. 20. loj-i
21, 3-4. 22. 7-g. 23. 9-}4. 24. lo-i?.

2B. 12- 3I. 26. I7-4ft. 27. i8- 4ft. 28, 20- 9|?.

Simplify

20. 24+.34-4J. 30. 75+9ft-io5.
81. 35+44-ii 32. 174-34-74.

33. 9ft-84+34. 34. i2ft-7j-24.
3B. 8-24+74-3ft. 36. 7-3iS-25+ft.
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37. 38. 7-|+8-f
38. }?-7i+9-2?- 40. 3i+4i-5i-2so.
41. Subtract U2 , 137. 4$^. from S13, ga, 6p,

42. Subtract &7. loa from Kio. Ja. sfi.

43. Subtract Sa. 13a. ii|/), from &7. 2a.

44. Subtract £3 , 17s gjrf. from £14, 7s. s-ffii,

46. Subtract £/^ 7s. iid from ;Clo. oi 2^rf.

46. Subtract 7 yd. 2 ft. gf m. from 14 yd. o ft. 3J in.

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION OF FRACTIONS.

116, To multiply a fraction by a whole number, we multiply

the numerator by that number, leaving the denominator
unchanged.

Thus ^N3=rr+iV+iV=i«iV“=J>ft»-=iV

Example l. .\xi4=4|}4=4Si=|=2j.

Example a, 23?X 5
««23 X 5+|xs—ii 5+^=ii 5 + 3j=irSJ.

Example 3. Multiply {Se l>y 57*

Since

I’l?® ^57“57“-ft’ii*=.^®+*“ = 5®+im“ 5®i^o.

Example 4. Multiply gg^Ss ®y 7.

Since g9i’(i'o=ioo-iiDi

99A?b x 7= 700- i5o

=

699+ 1 - loB“®99+ Ail=699i’’bV

EXAMPLES. 70.
Multiply

L 5 by 7. 2 5 by 8. 3. }J by 11. 4 ^ by g.

6. A by 10. a igbyis. 7. by 30. 8 igfbysoj.

0. A by 21. 10. A by 36. IL U by 51. 12 JJ by 70.

13. jYjbyno. 14. Air by 144 16. Jlbysyo 16 AVbygi.
17. 3iby4. 18 djbyy. 19, 7Tbyg. 20. SAbyia
21. 2§|byi2. 22 Sail by 12 23. zgSbyii. 24. gigbyai.

25. 3}ffby 54. 26. 4}Jby249. 27. 3*iiby 144. 28. ajIcbyBS.

20. Aiibyag 30. 1% by 39 31. AAbyig. 32 ?Sgby45.

33 ggAaby9. 3A 9*6739. 36, gggiWobyas.

36 99*6732. 37. giVffbyai. 38. 3i9TiSby2o
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39. IS. by s.
40. gs. nisd. by 9 -

41. By. 30.’ 3|^. by y. 42. B8. 30. by 6.

48. 4J. O’hd, by ir. 44. os, y^rf. by i*.

IIT. To divide a fraction by a whole numbei^i we multiply

the denommator by the whole number, leaving the numerator

unchanged.

Thus J— 5 ; foil a part of the unit in A is one-fifth

of a part m fi and since the same number of parts ts taken in both

caseS) ^ IS one-fifth of

Example I. yi4-I«>=^'5'tO=3Mli=5lir=l-

Example 2. Divide 3759? by 5-

Process : 5 )
3759?

751, 4?rem.

Now 4|-5-5=.^^5=-}4 ; 3759i-5-5=7Siii.

Ifate. In the division of integers by integers) the complete

quotients tan tiways he obtained by the aid of frattions. Thus,

for example, 320 -i-9=2J®= 3S{.

BZAMPIiES. 71.

Divide

1 . Jby4 2. I by 5. 8. fbyy 4, 5 byy.

6. A by 12. 6. SJbyaS. 7. ||by22. 8, by »i.

B. eSbyS- 10 i^by42. U. iSi by 88 J2. by 54-

18. by 135. 14. by 160. 15. by 95. 16. iU by 87,

17. 7jby4. 18 3|by9. 10^ ^by85. 20. 4|byii.

21. i6i by 1$. 22. 4% by 57. ZS. 35 by 21. 24. by 40.

25 . 2i3jbys. 26. 73fby6. 27 7i3|by 4 3®- loojjbylis.

29. 333iS by 21. 30, by 33 ^1- 999^ by i6f

33. 729}! by 19. 33 . 324fbyis. 34 39iby24.

36, Bio. 120. 7^. by 8, 36. B22. 130 3|?>. by 9

37. ;£2o ^s. 6|rf. by iJ. 38. ,£99 igr. iijiif. by 13

Obtain the complete quotient in the division of

39 , 720 by 9, 40. 1346 by 7. 41. 1000 by 23. 42 . 1234 by u.

48. B29. 711. by B7. 3<». 44. Ba 14a, bp by la 9)5..^

46. ;£728. iis. by £3. is- 46. ;£ioo, ^s. bid. by 131, 8</.

47. B20, 8n. a?!,
by 8, 48. Bi3.i2a. 6^. by n.
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49. R420. ^a. S^. by 13. 50. filoo. 30. ii^ by 16.

61. 52 ;J59.W Hi* by 15.

118. The definition of multiplication wITich we have given in

Art, 29 imphes that the multipber is a whole nnmberj and it is not

applicable when the multiplier is a - fraction. We therefore v give

below the general definition of mnltiphcation.

To miitaply one given number by another is to perform

upon the number multiplied that operation which is performed

upon unity to ojitam the multiplier.

. Since I IS repeated three times to obtain the number 3i to

multiply a number by 3 is to repeat that number three times,

r Again, since 1 is divided into 3 equal parts and two of these

parts are taken to obtain the numl^r f, to multiply a number by

I IS to divide that number into three equ^ parts and take two of

these parts ;
that is, to multiply a number by } we have to divide

the number by 3 and multiply the result by 2.

Exatnpit. Multiply I by? ,

Since 7=-Btv ; and ,

Hence the rule . To multiply one fraction by another, multiply

the numerators for the numerator of the product, and multiply the

denominators for its denominator.

(df. B This rule holds good for the eoutisued product of three or

more fractions ]

Hote Hence It IS clear that

119. A oompoand fraction is a fraction of a fraction
, as

Jofi
The compound fraction, f of means that we are to divide 4

(regarded as a whole) into 3 equal parts and take 2 of these, parts

Hence ? of | is equivalent to | x J, » e., to J x f

.

Example. Simplify 3? of 9|.

3^ of gi= 35 ’< 9i=¥x-¥=W=^m^=-^= 3Si‘lr. Ans.

N, B Before effecting the multiplication, common factors should be
removed from the numerator and denominator.

EXAMPLES, TO,
Multiply

L §by|. 2. Jbyf. 3. Iby^o

« C. A. 7
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4. 41 5. HbyH. 6. Jlbyfg.

7. IJbyli 8. Ifbyl^. 0 5iby&.

10, 3fbyf. .11, S|by2|. 12, ifbysi,

13, 4^ by 7i 14, by sJ. 16, 2% by I^,

16. 4jby3y®B. 17, 2^ by 3^. 18. 3i\by2j.
'

19. Si^bysJ. 20, 3f by 4f. 21. 2jby4i.

Simplify

22. 3iof2?. 28 Jof4iof3i. 24. 2jof34o{4^

26. §ofifx7j. 26. 4ixiiof4/5. 27.’ i|x2jx3|.

28. iof245«3|o£9 29. 3J of 21x4X74.

30. ?of.feof||. 3L 34xs|of^xi^.

32, 44X 24 X l4 of 21, 33 4 of I of 24.

34. |x5xJi?X5^xi4 36 4 of 3 of 4 of I off.

36. 24of3ixi4of2i*^xi4 37. ^ of9X74x4| ofi of ^

ISO. Example. Reduce 29 poles to inches,

Process : 29 po,

54

145 =29X5>

J44
=29,i-2, W., 29x4.

1594 yd.

3

4784 ft.

12

5742 m.

EXAMPLES. 73.

Reduce to inches

:

1. 7po. 2. 13 po. 3. 29 po. 4. '39 po. 6. 49 po

6. 4 fur. 39 po. 5 yd. 7. 10 mi. 5 fur. o po. 3 yd.

Reduce to sq inches :

8. 7 sq po 8. 13 sq po. 10. 29 sq po. 11. 39 sq. po.

12. 49 sq po. 13. 9 ac. 2 ro. 7 po. 14. i sq. mi. 3 ac. 10 po.
N I

ISl. Division by a fraction is the mverse of multiplication.

To divide & by § is to find that number which being mulbplied

by I gives I as the product. But f x | being multiplied by | gives

I as the product (ViX|=i); therefore fi4-§=fix| , and hence
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we have the rule . Multiply'the dividend by the reciprocal of the

divisor.

Example l. Ans

Example s. Iff of a number is 4 ,
what is the number ?

Here the product of the number (required) by | is 4 ;

the number requited=>4-r|=J x |=^=6;.

EXAMPLES. ¥4.
Divide

U fby? 2 ?by§ 3. /jbyiJ 4. f|by ff,

5 Sibya}. 8. yiby-^ 7, ^-bylnV 8 ilbyJJ
9 lin^ibyl. 10 l6;byl2j. IL ffbyi^ 12 Ili\byi2-J.

13, l2j by ly. 14. 13I by 15, loj by*}? 16. 9 by fJ

IV. I4?by55. 18 ilibyyj. 19. lobyyi. 20. yhbysSj^

21 J of 4i by 7^ of 3J 22 3}x6|byiixw.

23 4i+7-^by4i-2|. 24 3i of 3i by y-jj.

25. ^ of a number is 14 ; what is the number t

20. 3I ofa number is 2^ , what is the number ?

27. Find the number, | of which is | of |.

28 3^ of 4} of a number is 7 ; find the number,

29 i of I of a number is 3} of 10 , what is the number ?

30 MTiich IS greater, the quotient of 3} by 6} or the continued
product of 5i I and f ?

ff. C. F. AND L.C M OF FRACTIONS,

122 The definitions which we have given of the H. C F. and
L. C hi. of two or more whole numbers will also be applicable
when the given numbers are fractions, pronded that we understand
by exact division, that the complete quotients must be iriegers.

Rule To find the H. C. F. or the L. C. M. of fractions, reduce
them to their least common denominator , then find the H. C F
or the L C hi. of the new numerators, and write it over the

common denonunator.

Example l Find the H. C. F and L C. M of f, 2^ and

Tne given fractions are equivalent to }f ;

the H. C, F. of 12, 40 and 15=1, and their L C. M >=I20

,

the H. C. F. required

;

and the L, C. hi, required»*^=^—7j
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The following rules will be found practically more convenient.

(i) The H. C. F. of two or more fractions tn ihetr lowest terms

IS a fraction whose numerator is the H. C. F. of then numeratorsi

and whose denominator is the L. C. M. of their denommators.

(ii) The L C. M. of two or more fractions tn thesr lowest

terms \s a fraction whose numerator is the L. C. M of their

numerators, and whose denominator is the H. C. F. of their

denominators,
^

Example 2. Find the H. C. F. and L. C. M. of 2f and

The given fractions when reduced to their lowest terms are

equal to ^ and

(i) H C.F.ofnumerators=i,andL.C.M.ofdenommators=36;

the H. C. F. requ.red=3V

(ii) L. C. M, ofnumerators=8, and H, C, F. of denominators

the L. C. M. required=f=8.

EXAHPLES. rS.

Find the H. C. F. and L. C, M. of

1 i and J, 2. and |. 8 ^ and Jf.

d=. ii § • 6* hre ®* *
3i> 5 iV

7 8. e- zi 34 . 4t
10. 3i Si 11. ^V^I III 4 18 sif

13. What IS the greatest length which is contained a whole
number of times exactly in both yj feet and 4j feet ?

14. Find the least number which, when divided by each of the

fractions and 4li gives a whole number as quotient in each case

16. Four bells commence tolling together ; they toll at inter-

vals of I, ij, i4 and li seconds respectively
, after what interval

will they toll together again r

MISOEELAKEOIIS EXAMPLES, 76,

1. What number must be added to 34 of ^ that the sum may
be 9 ?

2. What must we take from 34 to leave 24 ?

3 . From tvhat must 44 be taken ,to leave of | ?

4. Whatnumbermultipliedby|+f gives the product}—I? ' '

6. By what do we divide 3, if the quotient is 8 F

6 How many times does J+J contain ^-4 ?
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7. What number do tve divide by 7^1 if the quotient is 2} ?

8. If the divisor be 4, and quotient | of the divisor) what
IS the dividend '>

,

9. Find the price of 217 lb at sJrf per lb.

10 Find the cost of 325 maunds at He. ga. 4^/1. per mauttd.

11 Find the weight of 125 boxes, each 7I Ib

12. S720 IS of what amount ?

13 Find the sum of money, | of which is £3P

14. Which is the greatest, 4i-3j, 4i x Sh 4i- 3i 4i+

’

15 What number is that from which if you subtract J- J, and
to the remainder add ^ of J, the sum will be J ?

16 Find the least fraction which being added to 4 shall make
the result an integer

I 17. A gives 5 J of his money ,
B gives C i of what he re-

ceives , and C gives D ^ of what he receives ,
what fraction of A’s

money does D receive ?

18 If I lose f ofmy money, what fraction of it have I left ?

[The fractional-!=j ]

18a. I of a post are imbedded m mud, fg ^te in the water, and
6 ft are above the surface , what is the length of the post ?

1 I “/ff“iii' •'
tSi of tfio posted ft.

;

and the length of the post=6 ft —i’b=6 ft.=20 ft.]

19. A book contains 25 pages, and a boy has read 15 of them ;

what fraction of the whole has he yet to read 7

20. A sum of money is divided among three persons, Aj B and
C, A receives f of it, and B receives f. How much does C get 7

21 A man owns ^ of an estate, and sells ! of his share
;

what fraction of the estate does he still own 7

22. A merchant owned H of a ship, and sold of bis share ,

what part of the whole ship had he left 7

23 If I give away ^ of my money, and then f of what re-

mains, how much of the whole is left 7
'

24, One-fifth of an estate is left to the eldest son, i to the

second, and | of the remainder to the third , how much was over 7

25 At his first game a person loses ^ of his money, at the
second J of the remainder, at the third ! of the rest ;

what fraction

of his original money has he left 7

26, When of ! of a loaf of bread has been eaten, how much
of the loaf wiQ be left 7
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27. After paying | of a biUi R24 is sbll due , what was the

amount of the bill ?

28, A person expends ^ of his income inboard and lodging] ^
In clothing and ^ m charityi and saves ;£3l8. What is his income?

26. A boy after giving away J of his pocket-money to one
companion, and j of the remainder to another, has 2s. left. How
much had he at first ?

30, A man travelled of his journey by coach, by rail,

and walked the remaining g miles , how far did he go ?

31 One-tenth of a rod is coloured red, one-twentieth orange,

one-thirtieth yellow, one-fortieth green, one-fiftietb blue, one-sixtieth

indigo, and the remainder which is 302 inches long, violet. Find
the length of the rod

82. Of a certain dynasty J of the tangs tvere of the same
name, i of another, J of another, ^ of a fourth, and there were

5 besides. How many kings were there of each name ?

33. How many whole cakes would be wanted for 100 children

if each has a third of a cake !

34 By what number should be multiplied so as to pro-

duce the least possible integer i

£7 . Si. 1 ton
36. Simplify 5 cwt

£n, 51 4 tons 15 cwt

86. How often may } be subtracted from 7, so as to leave a
remainder not less than 3 7

37. From a rope 20 ft. long, as many pieces as possible are

cut off, each 2| ft. long , what fraction of the latter length will

be left 7

38, A cistern has two pipes attached to it, one to supply and
one to draw off The first can supply J of a gallon, and the second

can draw off f of a gallon, per minute If both the pipes are opened
when the cistern contains 8t gallons, how soon wiU the cistern be
empty 7

38. The double and fourth part of a number, added together,

give 7j as the result
,
what is the number 7

40, Find the number, of which the eighth part exceeds the

tenth part by 7|.

41 "What ate the nearest integers to I2{ and 17? f Give

reasons for your answer.

42. A number of mangoes is to be divided amongst 3 persons

.so that one may get A of it, another and the third the

remainder ,
what must the number at least be that this may be

done without cutting any of the mangoes ?
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XXIII. COMPLEX FRACTIONS,

ISS. A simple fraction is one, m which the sumeratoT and
denominator are both whole numbers ; as f,

_
A complex fraction is one, in which the numerator or deno-

minator or both are not whole numbers , as

i i
s' 4s’ sFofai'

Note. ^ is read, ;3g divided by 4?, or *3| by 4j'.

43

1S4, Comple'c fractions can always be nmphfitd as in the

following examples :

Example. l.

Example 2.

Example 4. gjTfji^^xS Sf 6^26°
A'

H. B, The work within the htackets may be omitted m practice.

Note. There is another method of simplifying complex frac-

tions, which is explained by the following example.

Example 5. Simplify
j.

'

l'*-

We multiply the terms of the fraction by 12, the L, C. M. of

the denominators 2, 3, 4 and 6.

Thus the fraction .

9-Ho 19

EXAKEI.BS. n.
Simplify

L 3^ QT
13

81,'
3 ^

if b

6.
ill

4*'

8.
lol

7W i3ifr
8. 5?^.

“4*
B. iti.

s?'
10,

3-J
3+i'

11
i

12.
3?-h*

4i-3i‘
„ 74- 3i

Hr 14.
lOi^ of 7i

4+i
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,, it+2H3i 5iof2x5 7.2^ ,p 3^

TTfr- 4! 7- if

19. 20. -iof^of%.u<L21.
i 7 .14 6i ”?ibfv 3^

aa. ^+^-r|r- 23.
2? 3H9^

^ 8 216 12

i+i-i
2^3 6

24.

1 .
I I

2'*'3'''4

i +l+l
*4 3r4^

125. Example. Simplify the continued fraction)

I
3+.

7—
4+ _5_

6+4

Process ; 3+- -=3+- »3+-

7— 7-
4+

6+4
4+

10

13

.3+3L=3iL.
^ 204 204

.i3
31

Arts,

Simplify

r

1

1+4

1

4+

1,

I +

4. 2 +

7. l+-

7+J
1

2+ -

EXAMLPL3S. 78.

2
2.

2—
2+4

3+^
4+

8. 6-*" *

2-i
I

3+7X1

6—
4+4

6+
6-J

10. u.
4-- 2+

2+ -

I-
3+4

2+
2+4

s.

3+
3-4

e. 7+-

3-
4+4

8. 24+ •

2+-

2+
2+1

12.

2--

2+-

2-
2+1
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186 The following examples of simplification are important

Example

Examples. |S-?x|=4x5x|=^5.

Example^ |xi—|=|x}x|=|.
ExofttpleA 2xJ-»^xJ-f-5-f=fxJxix|x|x|=etc.

In the above examples the operations of division are converted

into those of multiplication by inverting the fractions which are

preceded by the sign of division , since division by a fraction is

equivalent to multiplication by its reciprocal.

note. In simplifying an expression) a compoundfraction most
be treated as a single number. The difference in meaning
between J-fJ of J and i—ixJ should be noticed.

i-^}of}=4x?x$=6,
bnt i-i-J X J=ix|xi=ff-

EXAMPLES. "SrS.

Simplify

1- a tk-t-ii-i}. a i-reixz^.
4 af-^ixifi. 6. 0. 2JxiJt2?»
7. li-5-lJX2Hsi - 8. Jxi-fJxf.4-|4-J. 9. 3i_i|.5.*xJ.
10 j4-jxi-4^ixi U Si-i-zJoffiJ. la 2H3JoUJ.
13. 2K3ix4i. 14. aJxl-rsiofii. 16 4|x2|-i-i| of3j.

16, 2iofJ-3ixiJ 17. 4|of 2j-ii-X 3i.

18. 2|of|-3jofiJ.
^

19. 4jof2i-rliof3i.

20. 2jxi-=-3jxiJ 31. 45x2Hi|x3i.
22. li-ajofsjxij. 23 li-r-ajxsjofij

24 i4x2jx3i-*-iJof2iof3}x^,

187 Convention of Signs —When an expression contains
a'l (or some of) the signs +) -, x, and —

,
We muUtphcatton and

division are to be worked before the addition and subtraction.

Example. §+2xHJ-J=l+|xixf-J=|+|-i=4-i=3j

EXAMPLES. 80.
Simplify

1- of3j-^of3|. a aixf+yjx^. 8.

4 I7i-3ix4i\+:^. 6. 3^+4}.i.|_J, e. sf+Jj of

Si+3}x4j-7 oflA 8, 3i+4i-Sof|.
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9.

U
13

15 .

17.

18.

2jof 3i-iJ+f of?. 10. 3? «>f 4?- 54
- 3 ?.

12. 3i-^4iofJ+i.

|+? of?-J of 14. of?,

I of i?-| of i-?.s-S. 16. 7i+?-riof ?-|xif.
of 3?+ T*s of 3^ of 3i-r4? of 5- 1| X jV

4T+S^-^8-^oix3^ of^ff-i\ of 2?.

THE USE OF BRACKETS,

IfSS. When an expression is enclosed in a bracket ( }i { }

or [ ]i or placed under a vinonlum , the whole expression

is affected by the sign that precedes or follows the bracket or

vinculum.

Thosj

2-v(3+4) means that a is to be divided by the sum of 3 and 4.

(2+ 3) X 4 means that the sum of 2 and 3 is to be multiplied by 4.

I3 ~(3 +S) means that the sum of 3 and 5 is to be subtracted

from 13.

7-(3+4-2) means that the difference between 4 and 2 is to

be added to 3, and the result to be subtracted from 7

Hence to simplify an expression like the above, we are to

perform the operations indicated inside the brackets before per

forming operations indicated outside the brackets.

HTote. In a pioduct the sign of mnltiplicaiion is often omitted

when one or more of the factors are enclosed in brackets.

Thus, 3(S - 4) means 3 5< (S" 4) .

(3+s)(4-2) means (3+2)x(4-2).

189. A bracket may be removed if it is preceded by the
sign + . thus8+(7~5+2)=8+7-5+2.

A bracket preceded by the sign — may also be removed if the
sign of every term within the bracket is changed, namely + to -
and - to + . thus 8-(7-5+2)=8-7 + 5-2.

Example. Simplify

The expression

(i) =7-H+i2i-i?+jn
-=7-CI+2i-ii+i]
=7

-
2
- 2?+!?-?

' =etc.

or{ii) “7-[l+{2i-in
= 7-K +43
= 7-11
“etc.
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EXAMPLES. 81,

Simplify

1. 3-(44-«i). 2. 4-(3i-J) 8. (3-«A)«>f35.

4 (3-iA)X3?-iA. C. 3-iA(3?->A) 0 (3-iAX3?-jA>
7. (3+iA)-i*3?-t,V B. 3+JA-(3?-«A)-
n. (3 +iA)-(3‘-iA) 10 7i+i}-(3Ri}).
U'^6+ {li+(;_4)|. 12. 6-{ii+(J-i)l.
13. 14. +
16, i7i-lSi+J(si-l{)|. 10. l7i-<63-J{ii+iJ)|.
IV. 9i-l7i+ U-(5-s)n I IB 9i+[7l-|.) + (S-5>H
10, 3--[a+3'-|4+5--(2-J)n ^ 20,

lUIli r.ta-^le. Simplify '

“r-of-",;.. •> 3
sfi >3-35 S-M*!’

1 lie cxpre^^ion -—— of**^.. 4 + ,
*

* _ _3
57 + 14 56 9» ^1(1 1,>

„l3„/'3.4..n 3

:;c 4 P I III

4 16 ij

rSrf- C9j^'9

4B

“i6

•3. Afs*
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=• 4.

. . 3 2193 \ 48 16/ 4 zi

6 . {(*+i)x(3-«}^(Hi)+- offofS-i-z.

7

8 iofixiof| 4i.(J+iof 2o),

H’< 9A 3f-2*’

j-s-3 °f|

i+i-+—

^

A^JL
® t"c 2.

'» s%+4 is?«tft—r^-

“• 1.

lii A of 6^? of 24^-4^gx3g;-=-3^ «

6}5x5jJ-=-4j5-7^X5ii+i45i

?i+&

IB , 4 of
l+i'+i- X 5LilJ.38 of A.

10 .41. - yz of ji-£Lji

ij-s-l^ ..
i|of 4^

lofl-fioi sifofSi- i_iof(j^+iy
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r 4 '

{_V-jcr (s-r)}"-

^

2

4-S
”fof {i+|of

8-8x^, 26.
n- T+ V 55f-^
2®'

•!
,

4'"
3 iAof»3?

26

—L- ofi-(i+i)

M. . aa

‘-sfe
1

I}0fi-'3i 9 ^q{_J_
'

'
/ I?5
^

5

31. {i

32
S+SoH-iofA__ of6i+34.

8i_^^of4i)Hofi2

I

3+ 7-

fJi±A-

u. j_£i±M_\
184, 4jT-i^+(i+i)“i+S

SB. 3
L— X4+. ..

-*—
4 +-
—

-

1+—

r

XS+
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XXIV. FRACTIONAL MEASURES.

130. Example i. Find the value of | of Ry. 8a.

To multiply the compound quantity by |) we divide it by 4 and

multiply the quotient by 3i thus :

R. a. p,

4) 7 • 8 . 3
" I . 14 . oi

3_
Rj .10 , aj Ans,

N, B. If we have to mulliplj by sJ, we multiply first by i (as m
the above example) and then under the result set down the product by

S, and add the two results If we have to multiply by GJ, 1 1.» by

we divide by 4. and multiply the quotient by 27, using factors

Note 1 To divide a compound quantity by Si we divide it

by 3 and multiply the quotient by 4

Example a. Find the value of ij of ij of Ri,

li of li of Ri-I ofS of Ri-R£=—5.

R. a, p,

3)5 • o 0

Ri , 10 . 8 Atts.

Example 3. Find the value of of ys. 6rf.+| of ;i5.

i*j of;Si7 . 7 . 6=^^^^^xs=jJi. 8 . iiixs-- 4 . 9i .

5 of^5 -£~
the value required*»£io . ii . 34

A second fornvof operation is as follows •

r% of £17.7. 6+5 o{£s^^^^----xs+£^

=;£i . 8 . ufxs+^
3

^£7 -4 . 9i +;£3.6.8
=‘£10 . IIS. Alls,

Note 2. When we have to multiply or divide a compound
quantity by a fractioni the terms of which are large numbers; it is

generally better to adopt the following method.
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Example 4 Find the value of J of Sio, aa, hp.

Process : Jii “f I9S°A

=iro2^A=9ifl. ioA#^.=B 5. iio. Atis

EZAlIPIiSS. 83.

Find the value of

ii' of 85. 7a. 6/. 2< }ofB2. 3 . I of 83. 2a

4. J of B19. 3a. 6p. ^6. 1 of B3. 4a. 6 1 of 12a.

' ir of ;£92. tgi ItA 8"
1 of ;£7o 4*. 9. it of ;£99.

10. 5| of Bi2. 9a Sp, 11 Bi+Bii. 12 B2i-Bi3 .

13. 4} of £2. US 7}A 14. 4^ofi:9, 16. iis of £^-

16 B13. raa gp. x 3j. 17.' B13 13a 6p xiAj.

18. £1. 7r. 6rfxs}. 19. £10 lOS lojifxjff.

20. B25, 12a. 9A-tiV- 21. ;£l00 31. 4|(f -r2s*B of 1

22. 3f of I cwt i qr. i lb. 23 2§ of 128 yd 2 ft. 7 in.

24 /s of 1 hr I nun i sec 25 s*t of 31
bus 2 pk I gall

28 . 3j of 3i of B12. 9a. 3p, 27 . }0f?(of 1} 1of 87. 30,

28 . 2}of6|ofB7 9a 31^+7^t of Ri 3a. 4^.

28 . }of4}of;f2 12J. 6(/-jft oi£l. 6r. 6d.

30. ;£75.}+u of i5i.+7J--ri+4? of £z 3^-

31. Bi3i-3Sof7a-R2. 4a.-|i+7iofB3.

32. of Ba. 9a. +JJ5 of B7 8(1. +,^3 of 89. 4a.

33. 2 of I of ;fI +t of { of 2f. 6i£+| of rojrf.

34. I of5 of Bl +1 of ^ of 3a 9A+^ of 74;>.

35. of £1+1 of 2 guineas-} of 3s. 9ii+i of is.

36. j of a guinea+1 of a crown-} of 3j. 6(f.

37. JofB? 8a 6A-4 of7a. 7j>.+^of|4| of B}.

38. —vof B8. ga.+^of^ of 89 oa, yp.7“8 4? /s

30. (SHSi) of £3 9s- o|(f. +(?)* of 27r.-Zi=3M of 51.

40* Atrange { of R79 ii order of magnitude

4t f of IJ of a sum of mooey is £7 , ys, yrf, i find the sum
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42. What is the sam, ^ of which is B3, 90. 3^. 7

43. From | of a certam sum of money when 4 of 83. 70. is

subtracted the remainder is 81. la. ip.

;

find the sum.

.
44. Find the value of|-^|gi^ofg^ of 850.

3
^

46. Simplify -^ot;Sl+ Ia\of—~~ of

131. To express one quantity as the/raciion of another.

Example 1. Express 13a ^p. as the fraction of 81.

Notel. By- I3A 'B7i.

Example 2, Express 82. in. iq^. as the fraction of 83, 2a. 9;}.

, .. 82. 10 lop 406 2
The fraction^-TH———

^

83. 2®, <ip, 609 3

Example 3. Express ^ of 82. 3a as the fraction of | of 88. ga,

3 of 82 3a _ |x35 ^ 2x35x4 280

:37
“

3 >« 137x3”
The fraction

I of 88 9a. |xi37 3x137x3 1233'

Koto 2 . The above questions may be put in any of the
following forms

;

(1) Express 82 as the fraction of 85.

(2) Eeduce 82 to the fraction of 85.

(3) What part is 82 of 85 7

(4) What fraction is 82 of 85 ’

(5) How many tunes is 85 contained in 82 7

(6) What IS the measure of 82 when the unit is 85 7

(7) Express 82 in terms of 85 as unit.

Example 4. Reduce 3 of 85+

1

of 82 3a. to the fraction of
81 1. 15a.

The 3a-_fxSo+jx 35
Bli. 15a 191

_-2x8oX4+3X35X3 9Si; ^
191x12 “191x12°° 12'
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SXAMfLBS. S4.

1. Express &3. 4a, as the fraction of Ei,

2, Express 90. 9^, as the fraction of sn,

3. Express E5. 5a, as the fraction of its highest denomination.

4, Express yr. fid. as the fraction of its highest denomination.

6.

Express £•;. loj. 6rf in founds,

6. Express yj. 4W in shtlltuff,

7. Reduce Ey, 50. 4/). to the fraction of Ei,

8. Reduce ;£$. 61. Sif to the fraction of £i

9. Reduce 8a.
gfi to the fraction of E3. loa. 8^.

io. Reduce I2r. jjrf to the fraction of;£i 3j. 4d

U. What part is E9. 30 4fi. of Eio 6a
4fi. ?

12. What part is ay lb 12 oz. 15 dr of 3 cwt 3 qr. 21 lb. ?

13. What part of 1 md 38 seers is y seers 5 ch ?

14. What part of 6 mi. is 2 mi. 441 yd. 1 ft. 7

16. What fraction is 12s to^d of £ro 7

le. What fraction isaj Bali a qt l pt of 10 gall 2 qt. 1 pL 7

17. What fraction of a guinea is 7s 6^d 7

18. What fraction of a ton is 12 lb. 12 oz 7

18, How many times is Ey, So. 4i/. contained in S6. 8iz, 7

20. How many times is 3 da y hr. 8 min, contained in 8 da.

y hr. 3 min. 7

21. What fraction is 131'. lol|rf of£2 pr. yrf 7

22. What fraction is 5^ guineas of ;£io4 7

23. What fraction of yd is zi ft. 7

24. How many tintes does 8 lb 10 oz. 10 dwt. 9 er, contain
I lb. Troy 7

26.

Express Ezo. 7a. gp as the fraction of yo t^.

26. Express £20, 7s. ^d, as the fraction of yj. <)d,

27. Express | of Ez y<i 3^ as the fraction of Ey
28. Express if of E8 as the fraction of Eio zoa.iop,

20. Express J of £3 6s 2d as the fraction of £g 7s 6d

80, Reduce f of ij ijrf. to the fraction of a crown

31. Reduce ^ of 8r. gd to the fraction of £3
82, Reduce ^ of Ey. 9a. to the fraction of Bg ya. 8/.

38. Express ? of R2. 3a as the fraction of rt of Es,

C. A. 8
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34. Express 3| of Ri. ga. as the fraction of^ of R7, 3iz.

36. Reduce | of ij of is, “id, to the fraction of i of a guinea.

86. Reduce | of | of Rio. loa. vsp. to the fraction of x-l of R3.

37. What part of ^ of 3 md. 19 seers 8 ch. is 18 seers 7 ch. ?

38. What part of | of 7 cwt. 7 !b. is ? of a stone f

89 . What fraction of 2^ of ^ of s tons is § of 3 cwt a lb, ?

40 What fraction of a furlong is | of 7J of 16J yards ?

41 How many times is ^ of 7 lb. 7 or. 7 dr. contained in | of

a quarter ?

What fraction of of a foot is a pole *

What fraction is | of a gallon of § of a pint ^

Express f of t hr. ij mm as the fraction of t day,

Expiess s fathoms as the fraction of of 3^ of a pole.

What fraction of^ of ;^30, 13s, afif. is (8^-3!) of ;£S' 9^'

i

"
Express RyJ-f of B6 as the fraction of Sio. 9*
Reduce !ss.--^d to the fraction o'f 12s, lod.

Reduce RyJ-l of R7 to the fraction of R5.

Express 5 of ;£l-| of 21s. as the fraction of los, 6d.

Express f of izs. 6(i +} of i6j. 6^. as the fraction of £t

Express^of;£i. iof,+|of5r, 4rf.-8i of ~ of 5s 3|rf.

as the fraction of as, i^d.

68. What fraction of | of ays. is

^ of of -f of 5s.} ?

mSOBIiLAHEOffS BXAHtEIiEB. 85.

1. Express the difference between the greatest and least of

the fractions) ^ and ^ as the fraction of the other.

2 A clerk commenced work at a salary of R5Q a month,
which was each month increased by | of that of the preceding
month ; what was his third month’s salary ?

3. A gives away f of B50 He gives i of this to | of it to

C, and the remainder to 27, How much does each get f

4. A sum of money is divided among 3 men. If the first has

J of It, the second 1^, and the third the remainder which is £2, ys.

i^\d., what is the entire sum divided ?

42.

43.

1 44 ,

46.

46 .

47.

48.

49.

60.

61.

62.
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6, A has S14 7a, 4^., and has 3{ times as'much as S

;

what
has S 7

6. A person owes a guinea to each of 3 creditors , to one he

pays i of his debti to another | and to the third i ,
what sum>wiU

he be still owing altogether ?

7. After taking out of a purse | of its contents, | of the re-

mainder were found to be I3f 5^1/, ; what sum did the purse

contain at first ?
”1

8 A post IS divided into 3 parts : the first part is ^ of the

whole length, the second § of the first, and the third is 3 ft. 6 m. •

find the length of the post.

9 . Five brothers join in paying a sum of money; the eldest

pays i of It, and the others pay the remainder in equal shares,

and thereby each of them pays B20 ya 7\fi, less than the eldest

brother ,
what is the sum of fiioney 7

10 Find the sum of money that shall be the same part of ^£3.

lor. that 2 lb. 3 oz Avoir is of 3 lb 2 oz

U. What IS the sum of money which is the same fraction of

Ra. la. that 7 yd. i ft. is of ii yd. 7

12 . What fraction of Ri. 130 7/. must be added to ^ of
*

(l+l) of la, 4^ to make the sum equal to Ri 7

13 If the American dollar be equal to what fraction is |
of a dollar of ^ of a guinea 7

14. Reduce the difference between l lb. Avoir, and l lb. Troy
to the fraction of f of l lb. Avoir.

IS Reduce the sum of j of £1, | of is. and J of id, to the
fraction of | of a guinea.

16. A cask contains 35 gall. 2 qL i pL of wine j what part of
It must be taken out to fill 5 quart bottles 7

17

.

' Find the greatest sum of money which is contained in
each of f of R3, 50. 4A1 1 of Ry. 9a. and f of 8a. g/>, a whole
number of times.

18. Find the least sum of money that contains each off of Ri.
3a. 3^., I of R2 8a and | of Ry. 9a. 6p an integral number of tiities.

19. A sum of money increased by its fifth part amounts to R3.
150. , what IS the sum 7

20. What part of ; units is 4 of 3 unit 7

21. Standard silver is coined at the rate of R2, 6a. lofii. per
ounce ; find the least integralnumber ofounces,that can be coined
into an exact number ofrupees,
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%% Find the least integral number of pounds Avoir, that con-

tains an exact number of ounces Avoir, and of ounces Troy.

23. From a rope 30 ft long, as many pieces as possible are

cut off, each 3J ft. long ;
what fraction of the whole will be left ?

XXV. DECIMALS.

13S. In the or^nary system of notation the value of a figure

decreases fen-fold at each step of removal from left to right j thus,

if a certain figure represents hundreds, the next figfure to the nght
will represent tens ' and the next units. If by a natural extension

of this system of notation we place figures to the right of the units’

figure, the figure immediately to the right of it will represent

tenflts, the next figure will represent kundredihs, the next thou-

sandihs, and so on. Thus

I

The number indicated is “twenty-one and two tenths, three

hundredths, four thousandths, five ten-thousandths.’’

But in such a system of notation it is necessary to indicate

clearly the position of the units’ figure ; and it has been agreed
that the figure to whose nght a point (

• ), called the decimal
point, IS placed shall be the unit^ figure ; and to distinguish this

point from the one used as the sign of multiplication, it is placed
towards the top of the figure.

'

Thus 74 256 represents'74 units, 2 tenths, 5 hundredths, and 6
thousandths ; and is read ^^seventy-four decimal, iwo,five\ stx''

74*056 represents 74 units, no tenths, 5 hundredths, and 6

thousandths ; and is read “seventy-four deamal, zero, five, six.’’

0 Z05 or '205 represents no units, 2 tenths, no hundredths, and

5
thousandths , and is read "deamal, two, zero, five.”

133. A number expressed m the above notation is called a
deoim^ or a decimal faction. The part to the left of the

point IS called the integral part, and the part to the right is

called the decimal part of the given number.
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Ifote, Such numbers are called decimal fractions because each

figure to the right <rf the decimal point represents a fraction which

has some power of lo as its denominator i thus 3'34^2+1%+iSb*

1S4, The value of a decimal is not altered by annexing

ciphers to the right of the last figure j thus, 2‘3S=3’35o=*2’35ooj

for, these ciphers do not alter the position of any of the other

figures relatively to the decimal point,

Note. An integer may be expressed as a decimal by writing

ciphers in the decimal part , thus 12=12 00,

But the value of the decimalpatt a number decreases ten-

fold, a hundred-fold, as we place one, two, zeroes imme-
diately to the right of the decimal point.

Thus 'I IS one-tenth ,

'01 IS one-hundredth ;

'001 IS one-thousandth ;

and so on,

13S. It will be observed that a decimal is multiplied by 80,

ICO, 1000, by removing the decimal point 1, 2, 3, places

to the right
,
and conversely, a decimal is divided by 10, 100, looo,

by removing the point i, 2, 3, places to the left.

Thus - 20"3i=2'o3ixio

=203‘i— 10,

£!XAnFI.ES, 8G.

Express as decimals .
‘

'

1, Three tenths. 2 Two and one hundredth.

3, Seven hundredths, 4. One tenth and four thousandths,

5, Eight ten-thousandths. 6 Nine millionths

7. Twelve and four hundredths and six hundred-thousandths,

8. One hundredth and three thousandths and five millionths.

9. One ten-thousandth and one hundred-millionth.

10 . One hundred and five tenths and two thousandths.

Multiply

by 1000

,

and divide each of the following numbers by 10, and

u. 7. 12. 29 13.
-2 14. '02.

16 . 3
-

4. 16. 7
'

03 . 17, i'003. 18. '007,

19. 39 2, 20. 2345 * 21. 3000, 22. 123%
23. Write down the number which is ten-thousand times '00001,
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24. Write down the number which is a millionth part of loooo

26. How many tenths of an inch are there m 3*5, 7*05 and
4 inches respectively ?

20. How many tens-of-inches are there in 2’5, ’6 and 3 inches

respectively?

136. To convert a decimal into the equivalent vulgar fraction.

Example, Express 71 and 2*017 as vulgar fractions.

By the preceding Art, we havci

(1) *71=71^100=1^^,

(ii) 2*017=2017-1- IOOO=fgJJj

or,2'oi7=2+*oi7=2-H7-5-iooo=2iJ{5=5§JJ.

Hence the rule Wnte down the given number suppressing
the decimal point for the numerator, and for the denominator write

i followedby as many zeroes as there are figures in the decimal part.

137. To convert a vulgar ii-action having some power of 10 as

its denominator, into the equivalent decimal <*

Example. Express ^ and as decimals.

(1) }J=I2— 10=12.

(«) ^=ia-ioo=*i2.

(ill) iJ^=I2-^IOOO=*OI2.

Hence the rule Take the numerator and in it place the decimal

point after as many figures (counting from the right) as there are

zeroes in the denominator. If the number of figures in the numerator

be less than the number of zeroes m the denominator prefix in the

numerator the requisite number of zeroes.

EXASCPLES. 87.

Express as vulgar fractions in their lowest terms ;

*

4- 2 *83. 3. 04. 4. 15,.

6. •074. 6. '0125. 7. *0025. 8. •07 s.

9. 2*88. JLO. *725. U. 4*00256. 12. 7*225.

13. •625. 14. *0625. 16. i*ii. 10. •000687 5,

_

17. 81*0005. 18. 6
*

4375- 19. 5*0096875. 20. 70*00004.

Express as mixed numbers .with the fractional parts in their

lowest terms

:

ai. 2*

5.
* 23- 7**5. 24. 1*75.23, 8

*
12 ;.
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26 , Stas. 26. 3'o5, 27. g‘0X2S. 28 , 6’oo7S,

29 . 3'ooos, 30. 70675. 31. I2’22S. 32. in.
33. 2*0001. 34. 1*2221875. 36. 1*0007225. 36. 12*08056640625.

Express the following vulgar fractions as decimals .

37. iV 38. 89 . 40 . IJg,

4L 42 . 43 44. 'iSuSn'

^6. mS- 46. 47. a?8SS<i. 48. liggfe
49 . 125 ten-thousandths. 60. 790 millionths.

188 The operations of addifaonj subtraction, multiplication
and division of decimals are performed exactly m the same way as
in the case of whole numbers Hence it is an advantage to use
decimals in preference to vulgar fractions.

139. Addition of Ceoimals.

Example. Add together 72*305, 7*06 and ‘7896.

We set down the decimals one under another, point under
point , thus

72*305

706
7896

80*1546 A71S,

We then add as in the case of whole numbers, taking care to

place the decimal point in the sum under die column of points. .

HXAMFZ.BS. 88.

Add together

1 312,12023, *32,4 7 2. 01, 3D1 7’469.

3. 39 007, *0008, 3, 1*3022. < 4. i'3> 'M5> 79i 'ODS.

6. i’23i 2 345, 6*7891, OOOOI. «-6. *04, ’004, *93, 026.

7. 4 07i '089, 2 7012, 3*1398. 8. *0009, 900, 9*909.

9. 3*3, 10 70902, *004, *4, 12. 10 7, *892, 01, *098,

11. 700-P327269+ oogo3+ 3*4 +263*86407.

12. *l-l- 00095 -P 84*0563 -I- 7 3-1-325155432.

13. 6*3+617 241+ *0078+37 045+ 8 6943
+

*01.

14 . *74259+ 346 274+300+10 00001 + 207

16 . *o7o5+7o5+7*o5+2ooooo7+*oi+ 00043.

16 . B4o*oo4+B7*2oo7+B*oooo8+E3oo*o3,
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w. ;£7'S4ai2+;£39'407+;fi07078+;£700,

18. 30 mm + 0045 iR'R +7 7®®9 mm.+37685 min-

19. 329 ft.
+

'01 ft.+ 3 I ft.+ 0S7 ft.
+

’308 ft.

20. 2 2 in.+ 30 03 m, + '369 in.
+
*7072 in.+ 8*0008 in.

140. Subtraction of Ceoimals.

Example. Subtract 3 587 from 16*29.

We arrange the numbers as in the case of addition , thus

1629
3'587

12 703 Ans.

We then subtract as in the case of whole numbers, supposing a
zero (or more where necessary) annexed^ to the right of the

minuend, and taking care to place the decimal pomt in the re-

mainder under the column of points.

SXAMFIJ33. S9.
Subtract

1, 37*039 from 44*1*3. 2. 7*0389 from 9*01.

s. *00078 from 1*1. 100*389 from 300*09234,

37 35 from 100. 6. 102 from 306*103.

7. *000725 from *001. 8. *0001234 from *012.

9. *12345 from 7*6789123. 10, 3 1705 from 345*9875.

'll. 7 325 from 8 025 12. 9375 from 3*0005.

13. fii 9999 from B9. 14. ;^32*°oo5i from ,^33.

Find the value of

16.

3*789+ 7 002- *0079+ *1- 1*00001.

16. 7oo-*oo7-7o78-3*i2345+*ooo25.

17. ioo-*oo72- 3 9345-i2-*i.

18. 2ooo-(*o79-^3*67oo2-3ooI2).

18. 1*345- o7a-(3'i*3-3O’3*0+n».

20. Is 3*141 59*^535 more accurately represented by 3*14159
or by 3*1416 ?

21, Is 2718281828 more accurately represented by 2*7182 or

by 2*7183 ?

141. Multiplioation of Decimals.

If we take any two decimals, convert them into vulgar ftactions

and multiply these latter together, we find that the numerator 0
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the product IS the product of the two given dedmals with their

decimal points i suppressed) and that the denominator is i followed

by as many ciphers as there are decimal places in the two given

numbers , and if now the product he reduced back to the equiva-

lent decimal, it will contain as many decimal places as there are

ciphers in the denominator. Hence we have the following role for

the Multiplication of Decimals

Multiply the given numbers as if they were integers, and mark
off in the product a number of decimal places equal to the sum of

the numbers of decimal places m the two factors. If the number
of figures in the product be less than the number of deamal places
in the two factors, prefix the requisite number of ciphers.

Example. Multiply I3’325 by 3*2 and '00046 by 36,

(0 I3‘325 (11} ‘00046

ya 36

26650 ' 6

39975 138

42*6400 =42*64 Ans. ‘01656 Ans.

HZAMPX.KB. 90.

Multiply '

1, 32*4 by 2 3. 2. 724 by 5. 3 . 67 23 by *002.

4. 30 03 by 200. 6. •032 by *032. 6. *045 by 0072.

7. 800*008 by *035. 8. 34*12345 by 72 . 8. *0202 by 2020,

10. 4030 4 by *0075. IL 4*379 by *

37. 12. •00125 by *25.

13. 10 607 by 402000. 14, *000625 by 12800, 16. 725 by *0008

16. 6400 by ‘00125, 17. 5 12 by 42*25. 18. 46 025 by 12 8.

19. *0064 by '0125, ' 20. *00846 by *005, 21. OOJ853by *00476.

22. 56*875 by '0144. 23. *015625 by '0064. 24. *0204 by 40*2.

26 700 by *005. 26, 79235 by 3902, 27 . 40*25 by 30*04.

28. 12*8 by *0075, 28. 1*12005 by *12005, 30. 9 ood by 5 40005.

31. 2*5 X 2*5 ic 2*5. 32 . *25 X *25 X *25, 33 . *05x*o8x 02.

34 I2XI5X'I2. 36. iixi*ix*ii. 86. 20 X 2 X*25 ,

37 . *0005 X *005 X *05 38. 7 X 7 X *07 X 7000.

38 . *3 X *03 X 003 X 30. 40 . 2000 X *0055x2 5,

Find the value of

41. (625)’-{*S)*. 42. (74*5- *007) X *035,

43. 7
*6-3 7 X*oo9, 44. ("o5)®-t-4

*

5 X 2o,

46. 7*5 X *75 - 75 X t>75 +(7
'

5)'-(7
'

5- 75) x 1075.
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14% DiTision of Deoimals.

!• When the Divuof ts an Integer:

Example i. Divide 808 g by 25.

Process: a5)8o8‘9(32‘356 Ane.

75 -

58

55L

89

75_
140

Si.
ISO

*59

Here we divide as m the case of whole numbers) taking care to
place the decimal point in the quotient as soon as the division of

the Integral part is finished.

If there is a remainder (as m the above case) after division, we
affix a zero to the remainder, and divide. We treat all successive
remainders in the same manner, and continue the division until

the required number of decimal places m the quotient is obtained,
or until there is no remainder.

Wote. The method of short division may be employed with
advantage when the divisor does not exceed 20, or when the divisor
can be expressed as the product of factors each less than 20.

Example 1, Obtain the quotient to five places of decimals in

the division of ’025 by 7.

Process
: 7 ) *025

•00357... Ans

11 When the Divisor ts a Decimal

:

Remove the decimal point in both the Divisor and Dividend as
many places to the right as will make the divisor a whole number

;

and then divide as in the preceding case.

Note. Observe that removing the decimal point in the divisor
and dividend an equal number of places to the right is equivalent
to multiplying the divisor and dividend by the same number ; and
that if the divisor and dividend be both multiplied by the same
number the quotient is not altered.
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Example 3. Divide 12*96 by lo'S,

Here we divide 129 6 by io8

:

loS ) 129*6 ( 1*2 Atis,

icS

216
216

Example 4. Divide 34*6 by '08.

Here we divide 3460* by 8

:

8 ) 3460*

432*5 Ans.

14S. A vulgar fraction may be expressed as a decimal by
dividing the numerator by the denominator.

Example, Express | as a deamaL

Process 8)5^

*625 Atis.

ITote. The following results are useful

:

J=*S j i=*a5 ; 7S i

EXAHEZiES. »1.

Divide

L 29*21 by 23. 2. 34 3 by 25. 3, 129 6 by 108,

4 . *03096 by 72 6. 457 7 by 230. 0. *06227 by 1300,

7 . *04009 by 1520. 8 3708 by 360. 0 . 00281 by 1405

10, 8357 by 488. 11 *001007 by 47500, 12. 431 376 by 8170,

Divide, finding the quotient as far as the fifth decimal place,

13 . 42 5 by 23. 14 . *0269 by 281. 13 197 by 79.

10. *041326 by 101, 17, *0079 by 372, 18. 312 by 84.

10. 356 5 by 273. 20. 6 5 by 342. 21. *0042 by 121.

Find the quotient, by Short Division, to not more than 6 places

of decimals, in the division of

22. 4*125 by 2. 23. 373 by 8 24. *034 by 7,

2B.' 21*24 by 90 20, 134 by ii. 27. 36 7 by 16.

28, *04321 by 80. 20. 8*567 by 13. 30. *01 by 6.

Divide
I

31, *3125 by *01 32. 8*454 by *024, 38. *5568 by 2*32,
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34, 6'33 by 0025. 86. iy28 by •0144. 30. 4 by *00625

37. '00281 by 1*405. 38. 1*77089 by 4735.

39. *00005 by *0000025, 40. 816 by *0004.

41. 84*375 by *00375. 42* 2874*465 by *0495.

43, *830676 by *000231, 44. 33*363 by '00275,

46 . 7 by *0004. 40. *0007 by *0005.

47. 5*625 by *0000075. 48. *0003738028 by *0476

Find the quotient to 6ve plat^ of decimals .

49. 3 46l-r*o27, 60. *3125— *06.

6L *2— *006. 62 . *000753— *009,

63, *000001— *0000431. 64. *5—76*91342.

66, 4ooot*qooi2I. 60. *666666 -r *008.

67.
'

007 -r’ooo73 . 68. 4*oo654 -r329
*

265.

Employ Short Division in finding the quotient to not more than

6 places of decimals .

69.
28— *08. 60. 376Tr*oo5. 61. *oo76t*oo3.

62. *0101-^*0016. 63, *000012 4-*l3, 64. 229-5- *007,

06.
39*4-^007. 00. 4 767-»-*oo4. 67. l375-f*oi2,

08. *02 •*•1*1. 09. *03-5- 1*4. 70, 3*4 *009.

Simplify

71
'°°7 5X2*1

72 73
*0175

’ '

*152 2*95* * 1*71

Convert into decimals :

74. i 76. J. 76. j. 77. J, 78 . |.

79. i/*. 80. 3s®s. SL 9|J. 82. 3^. 83. -W-

Express as decimals as far as the fifth decimal place :

84. h ,
86. J. 80. |. 87. A- 88.

89. li. 90. 7A' 81* 8/1. 92, loj?, 93. %V.

Arrange in order of magnitude) by reducing to decimals as far

as the fourth decimal place :

94. I) h k’ 96. iV 96. ^) fJ.

- 97. A* A51 S' ®8. All JS' 99. I, f, 5.

Reduce to decimals ;

100. i of *027.

102. 4 of fx 8*36.

lOL *025 of 4|.

103. J of A-S-'OS of2j.
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(44. H, C. E. and Ii. C. Id. of Deoimals.

To find the H. C F. or the I. C. M. of Decimals, affix ciphers

(where necessary) so that all the given numbers may have the same
number of decimal places ; then find the H. C. F. or the L. C. M.
of them as if they were integers, and mark off in the result as

many decimal places as there are in each of the numbers.

Example. Find the H. C. F. and L. C. M. of 3, 1'a and '06.

The given numbers are equivalent to s’oo, i’20 and ‘06.

The H. C. F. of 300, 120 and 6=6 ; their L. C. M.=6oo.

The H. C. F. required— ’06 ,

and the L. C. M. required=6’oo=6.

Find the H. C. F.

1 . 3
'

75 i 7
'

25«

4. I'2, *24, 6.

7, V»5, tJ02, VMor.

10, *18, 2’4, 60.

EXAMPUSIS. 0».

and L. C. M. of

2. 72‘i2, •03,

6. i‘6, ’04, v»5.

8. 39, dd,

IL 20, 2'8,-25.

3. ‘02, ’4, 008.

e. 2-4r36,7 2.

ft 15,
"

09, 1
*8,

13. rs, "ajj-oys.

XXVI. RECURRING DECIMALS.

145 . In the process of reduction ofvulgar fractions to decimals,
it will be found, in some cases, that the division does not terminate

,

so that the quotient can be continued without limit.

Example, Reduce -Jf to a decimal

SS)i9:

31^54545 .

(46. We can tell beforehand whether, m any particular case,
tjie division will terminate or not.

Let the fraction be in its lowest terms
;
then if the prime

factors of the denominator are each of them either 2 or 5, the
division will terminate , and not otherwise.

Thus

(«) sir ( “ixsifs) will produce a terminating decimal.

(lO IS (=55<31<r) will produte a non-terminating dedmal.
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EXAMPLES. OS.

State, m each case, ivhether the equivalent decimal is terminat-

ing or non-termmating :

1 . J. 2
. J. 3. I 4. 6 53 .

zfS* 7- npT* iVo" iiC' iSi-

11. 353 12 A. 13. 7h 14. 11 15. II}?.

16. Write down thosenumbers between i and 20, which being
denominators of fractions in their lowest terms, will produce non-
terminating decimals.

147. In non-terminating deamals, certain digits must recur

over and over again.

Consider the fraction |. In the process of division the only
remainders possible are i, 2, 3, 4, 5 , consequently, after 5ve steps

at most, we must come to a remainder which has occurred before,

and therefore from that point we must have a recurrence of the
remainders, and therefore of the digits in the quotient.

Example I. §='6666666. .

Example 2. §§='3454S45—
lilote It may be noticed here that division by 3 or 9 gives

a period (See Art. 148) of one digit , division by 11, a period of
two digits , division by 7 or 13. a period of stx digits.

148 Decimals in which certain digits recur are called recur-
ring decimals

Note. A recurnng decimal is also called a periodic, re-
peating or circulating decimal.

The whole body of digits which recur is called the period.
Thus, in 6666... the period is 6 ,

in 3454545. the period is 45

149. In wnting a recurring decimal we usually stop at the end
of the first period and place dots over its first and last digits

Thus 666666 is written 6

.

*373737
'

37 :

3454545 345 ,

34576576 34S76

A pure recurring decimal is one in which the period com-
mences immediately after the'decimal point

, as, 6, '37.

A mixed recurring decimal is one in which one or more
figures precede the period , as, •34§, '34576.
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iCTote, It may be noticed that decimals

equivalent to fractions with denominator 7 are

allpure recurring decimalsi all of which contain

the same digits 142857. If these digits be ai-

ranged m a circle, as in the annexed diagram, we
may obtain the decimals equivalent respectively

to -^1 ?i f 1 7) 7) i>y beginning in turn with 1 , 2, 4,

5, 7, S, and reading ofiF the remaining digits in

order in the direction of the arrow-heads

Thus |=‘i42S57 , S= 2S5714, 7“ 428571 , and so on

EXAMPLES. 94

ENpress each of the following as a recumng decimal

:

L i 2. t- 3 1 4 1 6 if.

6 fS 7. A' 8 ITII 8 I's. 10 3&
11.

aeo 12 A* 18. 14. 5V 16.

16. 303
-57-. 17. 5?. 18. lOiV 18. 7iV 20. sA.

21.
goo
OTT* 22. T36

•jg-. 23. aU 24. 26. sU-

26. 2t3. 27. 46-»-7. 28. 3'9-r22. 20. 8-63, 30 44-5-9.

CO
i. 32. 33 ffJn 84. 36.

36. hS 87. 3iVr< 38 A. 30. iS. 40

41. 42. 1 •ylO'Ol, 43 34- 13. 44
'07

45
' ’03 AO em 4- ^ d7 2

7 + -.
2 j

Aft
•0011

'

+PJ.
X +—

'07

40. 3+,4-. 60.1 61.
37

62
C04

13 •007 4F IT'

150. In a given recumng decimal, the period may be sup-
posed to begin at any point after the first repeating figure.

Thus •3272727-.= '327= 3272=’327z7=etc.

Again, the number of figures in the period of a recurring
decimal may be doubted, trebled,...•mihoux altering the value of
the decimal.

Thus ’327= ’32727= '3272727=6^,

151. Recumng decimals are said to be similar when they
have the same number ofnon-recurring figures, and also the same
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nambei of recurring figures. Thus ‘5 and '(> are similar recurring

decimals , ‘327 and are similar.

15S. Two or more feiven recurring decimals can always be

made similar.

Take the recurring decimals a'Ji '24^ and 25768.

Now the highest number of non-recnmng decimal places in any

of these numbers is 2 ,
and the numbers of figures in the penods

respectively are ij 2i 3i the L. C. M of which is 6. Therefore the

given recurring decimals may be made similar by extending each

of them to eight places of decimals) the first two places being non-

recurring and the last six places being recurring.

Thus 2*3 = 2 33333333 ,

•24\ = 24§4S454 ,

•25768 =» '25768768.

liXAHBIiIlS. 05.

In each of the following recurring decimals begin the period at

the fourth decimal place :

1. ’2kS. a. '34^. 8. '(>1. 4. '2345.

6. '00123. 8- i^34§- ‘j234- 8. *l534SS-

9 . Extend '341 '24 and 2^78 so that they may have the same
number of figures in the period,

10. Extend 102, '1234 and 'syfij so that they may have the

same number of recurring figures.

Make the following sets of recurring decimals similar

11.
•
23 l 73. 12. 345, 75i,

*72.

13, •307, •76 14. 076, -7, •006123,

16. •238, •1234, '023. 16. 3, •76, •7230-

17. •7, -124, 24723. 18. 3'4, 268, •123.

19. 3’402, •7823, 'Si. 20. •423, •72, M 003

*

153 . To express a recurring decimal as a vulgar fraction..

Example i.
•

5
='

555 S 5 ...

Now, 10 times '§=5 5555...

and •§= '5555...

Subtracting, 9 times '

5= 5 ,

s=S.
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Example 2. 234i“'*3454S4S—
Nowi 10000 times 234§=234S‘4S4S—
and 100 times '

234$“’ 23
'

4S45—
Subtracting) 9900 times •*345=2345-23 i

•2345“*^»Vfii^.

Example 3. 3‘62«=<3‘622222...

Now, 100 times 3‘6i=362-2222...

and 10 times 3 62°> 36*2222...

Subtracting, 90 times 3‘62=»362- 36 ;

362-225535.

1S4. Hence we deduce the following rule for reducing a
recurring decimal to a vulgar fraction :

For the numerator take the integral number farmed by all the
figures up to the end of the first period, subtracting the integral

number farmed by the figures (if any) that precede the first period
,

for the denominator take the number formed by as many nineslas
there are figures in the period, followed by as many ciphers 'as

there are figures between the decimal point and the first period.

Example 1. Find the vulgar fraction equivalent to 3

Process :
'

5— Ene.

Example 2. Reduce *4$ to a vulgar fraction.

Process: 45=*fo*=iJ. -Ans

Example 3. Express '0476 as a vulgar fraction.

Process. '
0476>=ViVir“s1i%“!iyA. Ans.

Example 4, Express '00271 as a vulgar fraction.

Process; '00271 “vsiJo- Ans.

Exatnple 5. Express 2 37 as an improper fraction.

Process : 2*

3H®®}55^=W=-V’s-- Ans.

Example 6, Express 2*37 as a mixed number,'

Process; 2'37=2+'37=2+S552,=2+J{ozj|.

Note, It follows from the role that '9—5—1 ; similarly

wp— 'I and *009— *01 ; and therefore 29—3, 2*39—8*4, 2'34S9
-2*346 , etc. Also *99=1, *999— 1, '299-*3 , etc.

Therefore when the recurring part contains the figure 9 only^
the recurring part should be omitted and the preceding figure

' increased by unity.

c. A. 9
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BlXAmPIiSS. 96.

Express as vulgar fractions in their lowest terms :

L •5. 2. 18. 3 . 142837. 4. 769236.

6. •a?. 6 272. 7. 378. 8. 032.

9. 00785. 10. 00823. 11. 001064. 12. o|i.

13. 3’oi3 . 14. 3432 . 16 . yoiS. 16. 31*00^

17. •SgaJ. 18. -05. 19. 2^6i9047. 20, io‘2367.

21. 00123. 22 '01136. 23 . 00729. 2A 3814^

26 . •00S75. 26. 024. 27. •6378. 28. 2273.

29. 00625. 30. ‘loooi. 3L 3 0007, 32 . •02177,

Reduce to improper ftactions in their lowest terms :

83. 3'6 3A 7 18 . 36. l 34. 36. 2^76.

37. VOJ2 . 38 . 3 036. 39 , 10275. 40. 4'o686,

41 . 7*1x30 42, 76531. 43 . 20 43906, 4A i4*oi 3i<

46 . looady. 46. 13*94230769.47. iiooizoo. 48 . loo'ooioo.

48. Prove that 912345678
60. Prove that

II I z
i? 'M ’^5 ‘M
3“ 4 S“ 6

*

61. Prove that
^

13 I

*53846 230769 '307692,

2 “
3 “ 4 *

62 . Prove that = =
I 2

303 -m 50s

3 “ 4 s'

Express as non-recuning decimals .

63. 09. 64. 3679. 66. 1*69. 66, 0009,

67. 299. 68. 3-99 69 . 3
^

999. 60. 9
^

999 .

155. Addition and Subtraction of Beonrring Deci'
mala.

Rule fof Addition : Make the dedmals similar : add m the
usual way and increase the last figure in the result by the figure

(if any) carried from the first (to the left) column of the period,
then the sum will be a recurnug decimal similar to the summands.

Subtraction is effected in exactly the same wayj the only differ-

ence bemg that the last figure in the result in this case is dimi-
nished (and not increased) by the figure carried.
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ExampUx, Add together V^\i '8173 and 4‘3l.

Process ; s‘37§ 57575?
'8i73- -Sr 731731

4’3i “43i___
7-50 3074B8

^
7'5o 307489 Ans.

Example 2. Add together 7 634 and ‘852,

Process
; 7‘634 =7 63 44

852 = -85 i\

8‘4S 69 Ans.

Example 3. Add together 768, *07 and I’oj,

Process : 768*= 76 8

07 = 07 7

fo3 -1*03 3

187 8

I

**87 9—1*88 Ans,

Example 4. Subtract 78^7^ from 4'07i.

Process; 407! >=407 571717

•7837^- 78 37^376

3*z8 799345

I

328 799344 Ans,

Example 5. Subtract '862 from 6 74^,

Process; 6745=674 55
'862 - *86 26

5 88 29 Ans.

EZiAMFLES. 97.

Perform the operations indicated below

.

1. 376+'02.

8. i‘o4+2o5+8'oi7.

6. 3’45+‘i+7i2.

7. 2'82+ oJi+'ooii

8. io‘oi+‘»/oS+'3.

2. 789+ ooj.

4. 3’072+3'4+-oi23.

6. *O3i2+'023i + '97^

8. 8'3i+'^+ooi.

10. 7-392+ >37+-s3i.
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11, ooJ+'ogd+'oKl. 12. i‘I23+3‘J6+‘4576

18. i'30IO3+9’7+ 8 0934. 14. •ooj+"ooj+ 003,

16. i‘3 +‘oi3 +'i234+97 . 16 . “oo4+i7
+‘234+i‘i.

17 . 7’3123476+ 16876523 18. •74+3-ooi +2-1234.

19. 72+3-oi23+ 001234 20. i-34563+ 2'Ss43.

ai- 3
'*
347+ 7 O32 +'07+i‘345+‘oo79 .

22. 1-376+ B3702 +-oool+-fi+-37.

28 4-o34|+ 7'234+ 8i+-o4567+-03+ li

24. yy6 -‘coji. 2B, 4i3ol-ioSl 26 . 432 S -'03764

2f. 28 . 3-46--07234. 29. 3-4768-1-004

30. 7
--

23476. 3L -g-’ool^ 32. 9468- 3'i23

38. 2-4679- -00345. 84. i--io2--46. 35 . 3-8972--oo34

36. 7284--oi23, 37 . 376-*i234S. 38. 'I234§- oooSJ-

89. 789-0738-180003256. 40. 30- 37698034.

156. MiiltiipUoatioii and DiviBion of Beoumng
Deoimals.

Rule. Reduce the decimals to vulgar fractions ; And the product

or quotient as a vulgar fraction and reduce it back to the equi-

valent decimal. Bui in ihe case of division, if the dividend and
divisor are both recurring decimals, it will be generally convenient

to make them similar before reducing to vulgar fractions.

Example l. Multiply -09 by 7 3.

•59X7-3=T^xi^--l=^iX^=|=-6. Ans.

Example 2. Divide '6 by -75.

-6+-75=5-=-^^=5x|=f=> S. Ans.

Example 3. Divide '732 by -027

•732+-o27=7323- 0277=|SS8-^-TfWb

=W=W=26 -

36. Ans.

«

EXAMPLES. 9S.

Find the value of
.

1. 03 X -06. 2. 4§x 24. 3. -27x496

4. -12x1-3. 6. 2-4X-04. 6 . 7
'
6 x 6-

7 .

7 , 3^'f
8. 34-=--oo32 9. 8-02+-0034

10, 3456+-2276. U, 3-92+1-403. 12. ‘142857- is

18 . -o8i+-346, 14. 0234+ -23. 16.
-

3i23+-6c45
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157. Comples: Praotions iHTolTing Deouuala.

Rxan^U Simpliiy^ •5X ’I *08

•j°f!! ^'35_jxS g g.gi!..00

•5x-i -08 ixr* rd''i’‘i+00’'8

=5+4=9. Atts.

EXAIIELISS. 99.

Simplify) giving each answer m decimals)

4 355 +-0064

•00032
3.

’003 X *05

•0022

4.

7.

8 .

S.

a

13.

14.

•0075+2

1

•0175

6-27 X 0 5 li of ife) X (75 of arj)

(Jofi)x8 36 * (j|of|)+r4

4-i-3lj , 1*3 of 4 Q
r83+2 04i6+*3-3^

i’3+2lo2 '37of8gi' ' i’oo25+^o625-i^
‘

•12 of (•OI04-T002)+'36X^002

jj ofM-h^xa^j

3-Q+^H2'36'

12 X’I2
•

3’i25
of of

1875

2 16 ^•125 IS
‘
342'

x-54. 10.

•IX 'I X I+^OI x'oix; ox
12.

“’0O35 '23x56'

284227^
136 U3+2'629 J

•175 --116 of^

•°83 of j|+-5S

16.
•037 'caj 111 'aPg

le. 2^x^^Xli-x•ixI•74
^^•6D6 x-?L.

S'S '9 *9 ’ 4207
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XXVII. DECIMAL MEASURES.

1$8. Example i. Reduce R3'4 to pies.

Process ; @.3*4

16

S44a.
K

632*^. Ans,

Example 2. Find the value of 4*135 of

Process : ;£4‘I35
20

The £4 IS not reduced to shillings.

The zr. is not reduced to pence,t. 2*700

12

d. 8*4

.*. 4*135 Of;£r-;f4. 8*4^.

Example 3. Hoiv many lupeesi annas and pies are there

*522 ofR5 7

Process ; *522

R2610
16

0.976
12

p. 9*12

.*. *522 of 85=82. ga. 9‘i2/.

Example 4. Find the value of *25 of js, 6d.

Process : £9. ys, 6<f.=225od’,

•25

2250

125

5°

52

12 ) 562 50<f.

20 ) 46f. lo'Srf.

£2. 6s. JO'sd

'25 of £9. yt- 6d.=£2. 6s. lojrf.

Example 5. Find the value of *2| of 810. 50.

Process : '23 of 810. 50. of &10, 50;= etc.
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iixasi;7I>:e:s. 100.

Reduce

I. 87*15 to pies. 2. ‘023437s of Bi to pies.

3* ;C'i3437S to peace. 4. *00375 of ;£i to farthings.

6. *03125 of B5 to pies. 6. *045 of to farthings.

7. BS'aJtopies. 8, *07 of ^£5 to pence.

9. *895 cwt. to ounces 10. 3 985 poles to inches.

E\press as compound quantities

:

II. 87 32s. 12. ;^3 3S> 13 »2^*

14. 2 575 of 15a. IB. 345 ofi6r. 16. *06 of 813*5.

17. 3*725 of 89 2 18 *032 of 12 yd. 19. *234 ton.

Find the value of

20. *625 ofBl. 40 4/J. 21, *725018960. 22. 89.20x1*35.

28. 60187. 90 icjt 24. 390181190 2B. *o79ofR35‘S'

20. *2S6of;£3 4r.9rf. 27. *1875019^44* 28. *0625 of'3*6i.

20. 83. 308^. X 785 aa £6 X *78125. 3L 3r. 64(fx*45.

82. 3 md. 7 seers 9 eh x 3*24. 38. 2 tons 3 cwt. 2 qr. 8 lb. x *65,

84. 3 po 2 yd. 14 m. x *725. 36 i da. 3 hr. 3 min. 7 sec. x *825.

89. 3*4 of 82. 40? 37. *63 of 3r. 64* 38. 87. po -r**^

80. 83. 40. gj!,— *422. 40. £7. 8r. 2*—*o44.

41. 11*1375 of 86. 80,- 56 of 87. 8fl.

42. *830182 So + 6 of 84 llo.-i-2'o5 of 85.

43. *375 of B9+*83 of 100 - d of 6p ,

44. *oid 018260 20 6/.+ 351 ofBi3 I4o.+i*o6o33of87. 14a. 3^-

46.

’03125 of 82+ '729 of 83A+ 729 of 83ff.

46. £*634375+ 025 of aSJ +*325 of 3or,

47. 8 7187s of 8*+ 1 14687s of 6j. 8* - *0625 of l guinea.

48.

^ 6*83 of £38677083+5 8 of £2*4114583-4 375 el £^'5 '

Arrange in order of magnitude

. 49. 44 ef 83 90 , *025 of 8100. 100 ,
*32 of 85 8a,

f 60, *0034 of £ii 256 of IX
1 34 of I*

61, What IS the sumi *75 of which 15 83. 90 2/ ?

62, I of *72 of a sum of money is 3X, 6* , what is *03 of the sum i

n "i, r,i,r,r
of £143 I2X +*625 of £71. i6x

63, Simplify
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54. Simplify ‘425 of ^ of of ^ of £1. ijs, 6(i
66,

Multiply ’892 of B16. 53. 4A by 4 678.

66. Find the value of 8S7142 of 2-0625 tons+ •571428 of

3'375 cwt +‘714285 of i'25 qr,+‘2857i4 of io’5 lb.

67 . Find the value of 69 of i 5 md +‘27 of 2*25 md.+'63 of

7’75 md.+'45 of '7 md.

68. Find the greatest sum of money which is contained m
each of ‘25 of 51 6tl and '05 of £1 a whole number of times.

159, The following examples illustrate the converse operation

;

Example i. Reduce 1000 pies to rupees,

Ans.

Example 2, Reduce £\, 3r. (id. to the decimal of £\,

£1. yt. 6rf.=i:i.42rf.=;ei~5^-=;^l^=;ei'l7SJ

the decimal=i’i75.

Example 3. Express 3 of Bi. 30 ()p. as the decimal of 40. Ic;^.

Tho iir.nni
•3°fSr«3-6.._ix234 _ 234 39The decimal- jg-l 3448.~

EXA.MPZ.es. 101.
•V.

Reduce

1. 3333 pies to rupees, 2, 8446^, to pounds,

3 10000 lb. to tons. 4. 90000 in. to miles,

5. 66666 sec. to days. 6, 39 guineas to pounds,

Express each of the following as a decimal of its highest
denomination : t

7. 73. 9A 8. B3 103 ip. 9. B5. 53. 5^.

10. Sj.6rf, 11 . £i.y.Zd 12. £^.(ts.^,\d.

13 , I md. 15 seers. 14 . 3 cwt. 3| qr, 16 , 5 po. 4 yd,

16 . 7 da. 5} hr. 17. I ac. 20 yd. 3 ft, 18 .
7* . 2'

. 20",

In the followmg examples, reduce the first of the two given
quantities to the decimal of the second,

19. B3. 43. 9^. ; Bs. 20. £i. loj. 4i</. ; £\q.
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21', 9a. 4^. , Ilo 3^. 22. S7. 9a. ic^. ; E12. 4a. 4/
23. 7J. 6rf. ; I5J jtf. 24 , ^£3. lot, 9jrf

; £6. 2f,

26
! lo{£j, 8j. 6A , £1. 26. | of B3, 9a. 4^ , B3.

27. ‘375 of Bio. loa. ic^, , B3, 130. 3^.

28, 9a %p. ,
'38 of B3. 4a 29. ‘35 of £j. 3s. 4jrf ; ’0? of£3.

30. ’003 of;^I.i ‘7 of 9J. 4j/i 31 '2; of 3a. 4^.
,
‘o§ of B3,

32 . 2|f of £z 6s. slif. 5
;£i8, i7f. lofrf

33 Express § of 12;. 6d -(-‘625 of 7r. 6d — ‘50$ of l6r 6A as

the decimal of

34 , Reduce | of B'aS+/(rof4<> +|ofBi to the decimal ofBf}.

36 Express •428571 of ;£l‘oS+ 38 of I 5J. as the decimal of

£43. aj.

36. Reduce 24^ of gs 3d + 259 of £1. 5r. 4- 02 of £3, js, 6d,

to the deamal of 03 of £90
37. Reduce ‘062435 of ;£iao+7‘437S of ioj.+i'3sg 7’- 6d,

+a’784 of 2|rf to the decimal of £2g, 10s, 7jrf.

38. What decimal of B3 9a. must be added to "ofS of 5a, 6^.
to mahe the sum equal to i anna ?

30. What decimal of £6. km. must be taken from i of £9 that
the remainder may be £6, los. ?

40. Express £874. 131. 4d. X3’75 as tbe decimal of £10000,

MISCEIiLAIfEOtrS EXA1IFI.ES. 102.

L 'Give the local value of each of the signiGcant digits m
•02073.

2. Express the difference.between a’fS and 2‘76, (i) by a cir-

culating decimal, and (11) by a vulgar fraction.

3. Express K3i-HJ- 4) as a decimal, and ’e+^of 025-^3•o6
as a vulgar fraction.

'

4. Reduce ^ of 2’35-r 1000 to a decimal.

6.

Find the least number which must be subtracted from the
sum of 2 36 and 3 002 that the remainder may be an integer

6. Find the pnce of 321 yards of cloth at li 25 annas per yard.

7 . Fmd the total weight of324 bags, each 1375 lb

8. By what decimal do we divide 3f, if the quotient is 7‘5 7

8. Byxo IS 08 of what amount 7

10. If the divisor be 2‘36 and the quotient ‘125 of the divisor,
what must the dividend be 7
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11. Divide 64*09 by 49*31 and arrange the divisor, dividend and
quotient m order of magnitude.

12. If the diameter of a pice be i 0*5 inches, how many must
be placed in contact along a strcght line to extend from Calcutta
to Hughly, a distance of 24 6 miles ’

13 . How often will a wflieet, 2*75 yards in circumference, turn
in a distance of 12*3 miles ?

14. A vessel holds 3*256 gallons , how many times can it be
filled from a cask of 96 gallons ? Will there be any remainder ?

16

.

How many times can you subtract 3*01 from 65*23, and
what IS the remainder ?

16. Express as a decimal the continued product of
aHi‘5
875

and
9

17, Express 21*43 crowns +18*52 shillings m pence.

18. Subtract 4*42 civt. from 7*28 tons.

10, Express 275 02.+*o75 cwt. m pounds.

ao. Find the rent of 32*25 acres at ^^1*025 per acre.

ai. If the product of *064 and a certain number be divided by
*00008, the quotient is 3404 , find the number.

_
22. A book containing 219 leaves is 1*34 inches thick ; allow

mg 106 of an inch for the cover, find to 5 decimal places the thick-
ness of the paper.

_
23. A roller 4*03 ft. in circumference makes 34*04 revolutions

in passing ftom one end of a lawn to another , what is the- length
of the lawn ?

24. Ftom a rod 2 yards long, portions each *063 of an inch in
length are cut off

,
how many such portions can be cut off, and

what will be the length of the remaining piece ?

26

.

Find adecimalwhichshalldiffetfromjjby less thanuJini"
26. Multiply 9*036 by itself in two lines.

27. Multiply 37'o 56 by 12*10411 in three lines.

28. Find the least number of articles, costing 82*375 each,
that can be purchased for an integral number of rupees.

29. Find the smallest number of articles, costing 6i, 2’37/f.

each, that you can buy for an exact number of pounds.
30. A did *025 of a piece of work, and iff 825 , how much was

left to be done ?

31. A boy, after giving away *8 of his pocket-money to one
companion, and *06 of the remainder to ano&er, has 70. ic^. left ;

how much had he at first ? ^
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32 A man received *38 of 'o| of a property, and sold '3 of his

own share for S350 ; what wo^d be the valne of the whole
property at the same rate ?

33. A gallon contains 277*274 cubic inches ; how many cubic

yards are there in 200 bushels ?

34 . A cubic foot of water weighs 62 35 Ib. Avoir. , what
would be the error in calculating tiie weight of 30 cubic feet

on the approximate supposition that a cubic foot of water weighs
1000 or. ?

36. A h '7

S

times as old as 3, and C ‘7 1 times as old as S ;

A IS 15 years old : how old \sCi

36 Foifr bells toll at intervals of i 3, 1*4, 1 J and i'6 seconds,

beginning together ; after what interval will they toll together

again >

37 . Find thelargest sum ofmoney which is contained in £3^$
and £s‘i2S u whole number of times.

38 Divide &50 into two parts such that one part may be ‘6 of

the other.

39 Divide £S2 between A, S, C in such a manner that B
may receive *3 of A^ and C *3 of B.

40. Express ^^of^^-(^+gI) as a fraction

XXVIII. APPROXIMATION.

IGO. It IS often inconvenient, and not always possible, to find

an exacf decimal equivalent to a proposed number. In such cases

we may proceed to a few places of decimals and indicate by dots(...)

that the work has not terminated Thus ^$='95652. . If however
we wish to approximate to the result by terminating our work at

any specified place, we should increase the last digit retained by l if

the first digit rejected be 5 or greater than 5 Thus M =‘957 correct

to three places of decimals or to the nearest thousandth

,

also

9565 to fourplaces.

Note 1. It wiU be easily seen that the difference of ‘957

and ‘95652... IS less than the difference of 95652... and ‘956 ; hence
'957 represents 95652 . more accurately than 956. It may be
noticed .that the approximate result is less than the actual

result when the first figure rejected is less than 5, but greater when
not less.
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ITote 2 . Suppose that '36 is given as correct to two places

of decimals. This has been obtained from the true value of the

decimal by the addition or subtraction of a decimal which may be
as great as '003 but not greater Therefore the error in tabng
•36 for the decimal lies between + 003 and - 0051 that is, the

error is not greater than +'oo5 and not less than -•005. The
actual error may be anything between +'005 and —‘003 Hence
the Iiimits of Error of a decimal correct to two places are

±•003. Similarly, the LimitB of Error of a decimal correct

to places are ±'0003 And so on.

Eote 3 Sometimes approximate results are expressed true

to a certain number of Significant Eigures. Thus, 346271
correct to 3 significant figures^ 346270, and correct to 4 significant

figures= 346300 , 79284 correct to 4 significant figures =7"g28,

correct to 3 significant figures=7 93, correct to 2 significant figures

=7 9, and correct to i significant figure=8 j 400923 correct to

4 significant figures =4‘oo9, correct to 3 significant figures =4'oi,

and correct to 2 significant figures =4'o or 4 , ‘003293 correct to

3 significant figures ='00329, correct to 2 significant figures='oo33,

and correct to 1 significant figure='oo3.

Contracted Addition and Subtraction.

161. The method of finding approximate results, t e., results

correct to a certain number of places of decimals, in addition and
subtraction is illustrated by ti^e following examples.

Example Find the sum of '231J7, '3178 and i‘6z correct to

four places of decimals.

We write down each decimal *2367 676
to 7 places, and obtain correctly '3178 178

3 decimal places in the sum ; the i 62
required result is then obtained 2‘I745 8...=2*I746, Ans
by rejecting the fifth place.

Example 2 Find the difference between *6321 and *008 correct

to five places of decimals.

Process ; '63213 213
'00888 888 t

'62324 3^= '62324. A ns.

Example 3. Find the sum of 72'6§, 87968 and 4'02 true to

6 significant figures.

Process : 72'6363 636
87968 96S

I 402

85
'

47346—=83
'

4735 - Ans.
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Example A, Find the value df i+—+——+imim correct to
1 2 leZ«3

3 places of decimals.

- JwI^JOO 000

- X I = ’SCO 000
1.2 ' 2

. I - J B *166 666
1.2,3 3 1

. I •166666 « *041 666
I.2 .3.4 4

. I *041666
•= '008 333

I.2.3-4.5 s

. X ^ ‘008333 B *001 3S8
1 2.3.4 5.6 6

. z 0013S8 B *000 19S
1.23.4.567 7

• 1 '000198
*= 'OOOi 024

1.2 34 5-6 7.8 8

I •000024
*=» ’000

1

002
• • M 3 4.5 6 7.8-9 9

and the eNpression -=1'7i8 2...

=1718, to 3 places.

Here we stop at
, ^ 3 ^ g 3 ^ 3 9

' decimals equivalent

to the succeeding fractions) the first si\ figures will be reroes

EXAMPLES. lOS.

1 Find the quotient of 40 divided by 19 correct to four places

of decimals,

2 Obtain the decimal equivalent to ^ correct to five places

of decimals,

3. Find the value of '031*+ o*ji+ §76 correct to four places

of decimals.

4 Find the sum of 3oi*3 and '001234 correct to three

places of decimals.

6 . Find the difierence between '4325 and '03764 correct to four

places of decimals.
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Find the valuej correct to 2 places of decimalsi of

8. 7. i+4+i+J+^+...
8. i+J+i+^T+.- 0- i+i+A+A:+-
Find the valuei correct to 3 places of decimals) of

10. i+^+^ +
j
3 +... U* 1+7+^+^+—

Find the valuC) correct to 5 places of decimals) of

12 . 25+C25)“+C25)' + ... 13 . i+jl+^+-^+.,.

14.

II II II II,
IV+iV+3 ii+4V *•••

[First express as decimals —g,..

respectively by i) 2) 3)...) and add.]

II II II, II.

I

I,
IB. -.-+-.^+-.p+--,+-.-, + ...

)
then divide the results

Find the value) correct to 3 places of decimals, of

16a. I-—+-iY—^3+.
10 lo’i 16*

ISb

16c.

L+_i
*~i.2’*’i 2 3 1234
I i_i J_ ,

I l_ii. ,

Is 2S‘'^3 5’ i’S*'*’"'

16. Express each of the following correct to four significant

figures

:

(1) 378361; (u) 735982: (ill) ’520881; (iv) 7-38312:

(v) 200972, (vi) 200023; (vii) ’034071 ; (viii) •0090628.

17. Express 3456792 correct to the nearest hundred^ and
80057123 correct to the nearest thousand

18. Find the approximate value of 392S1
nearest unit-, (2) correct to the nearest tenth

nearest hundredth,

19 . r ind a decimal that is within ’ooi of

20. Fmd a decimal that is within mnmm 0^ iH-

ss
correct to the

correct to the

ITote The following algebraical method may be used with
great advantage when each term of the senes is the product of the
preceding term by a constant proper fraction, positive or negative.
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Example J< Find the value, correct to 4 decimal places, of

Let S denote the sum of the senes. Then

multiplying both sides by (the constant mulbplier}, we have

- ~S= — +-^+-^+..
25 25 25* 25»

Hence, by subtraction, S— I,

or |^^=i ,

,
5=11 =i 0417. Ans

Example 2. Find the value, correct to 3 decimal places, of

Let 5ldenote the sum of the senes. Then

5=I-i+i~ J+... f

multiplying both sides by -i (the constant multiplier^, we have

-J5= -J+J-J+... .

Hence, by subtraction, 5+^5= i,

^
. or 35-r,

.5=2=667. Ans

EXAMPLES. 103 (1).

Find the value, correct to 5 places of decimals, of

1. 2 .

a
* 6 6> 6»

• 4
*~2o'*'20® 20*^‘"

Contracted Multiplication.

16% The following rule will shorten the process of multiph-

cation when the product is required only to a certain number of

decimal places.

To multiply two decimals together, retaining, say, 5 dedmal
places :—“Reverse the multiplier, strike out the decimal points, and
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place the multiplier under the multipUcandt so that what was its

umt^ figure shall fall under the 5th decimal place of the multiplicandt

placing ciphers, if necessa^i so that every place of the multiplier

shall have a figure above it. Proceed to multiply as usual, begin*
nmg each figure of the multiplier with the one which is in the place
to Its right in the multiplicand : do not set down from this product
but carry its nearest ie^ to the next, and proceed. Place the first

fignres of all the lines under one another ; add as usual , and mark
off 5 places from the right for decimals."-^De Morgan.]

Example 1. Multiply y'aoyfi by 2*3072 to 5 places ; '00705328

by 12 30523 to 6 places j and 29*82 by •00727 to 4 places of

dedmals.

(0 720780 (u) 705328 (ili) 29820
27032 3250321 7270a

1441560 70533 2087
216234 14106 60

S045 2116 20

144 3S •2167

16 62983 X

'086791

1 Note. The last figure in the product thus obtained may not
be always correct, and to ensure its accuracy we must carry the
process one place farther than is required to be retained. Similar
remark also applies to the method of division explained in the next
Article

,

Example a. Multiply -34 by 4 7§ retaining 5 decimal places,

4 03721 by '01207 correct to 5 decimal places, and 4086 by 2057
correct to the nearest thousand.

3434343 (li) 403721

S7S7574 7031

1373737 40372
240404 S074

,

I7I72 282
2404
172

24
2

04873 Ans

I 633915 Ans.

(lii) 40860

75°2

81720

2043
286

8405 thousand,

or 8405000. Ans.

* That is, cany I if the product is a number fiom 5 to 14; carry 2
if it IS from IS to 24 j carry 3 if it is from 25 to 34 ; etc. ; if &e product
is 4 or less, we ignore it.
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Contracted Division.

16!ie, The following rule will shorten the process in division

when the quotient is required to he correct only to a certain

uumher of decimal places.

Make the divisor a whole number ; and determine hy inspection

(or hy taking one step m the ordinary way}| how many figures

there will be m the integral part of the quotient In the divisor

retain tfrom the left) as many figures as there are to be in the whole
quotient—^integral part as well as decimal , and strike off the rest.

Proceed one step with this new divisor, but to the product of its

first figure by the quotient-figure, carry the nearest ten from the

preceding fi^re Instead of bringing down a figure to the remain-
der, strike off another figure from the divisor, and proceed as be-

fore, until no figure is left in the divisor.

If the number of figures in the divisor he less than the number
of quotient-figures to be obtained, proceed in the ordinary way
until the number of quotient-figures still to be obtained is one less

than the number of figures in the divisor, As soon as this happens,
instead of bringing down a figure to the remainder, strike off a
figure from the end of the divisor, and then proceed as in the

preceding case.

When, by inspection, it is found that there is no integral part

of the quotient and there are ciphers just after the decimal point

in the quotient, subtract the number of ciphers from the total

number of decimal places required, and take the remainder as the

number of decimal places required in the quotient Then proceed
as above.

Example i. Divide 29‘43i542 by 3’2J348 to 3 decimal places ,

and 673'1489 by ‘41432 to 2 places.

« 3v’Jv54$) 2943I54'3 (9046
29281

150

130

20

IS

(«) 4,i,.4,3s=)<>73I4890'( 162470
41432

258828

248592

10236
8286

1950
1657

293
290

3

C A 10
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Example 3. Divide 4 00654 by 3392 65 to 5 places of decimals.

32.9)^06) 400*654 ( 121 Ans. ='00121.

J2?
71 Here, of the 5 decimal figures the

first 2 being ciphers, we obtain the

5
remaining 3 figures by the contracted

_3 method.

lUoto Perfect accuracy cannot always be expected in the

results obtained by the contractedmethods and they may sometimes

differ slightly from those obtained by the ordinary long methods.

SSAHPDBS. 103a.

Multiply

L 21 1324 by *345721 to 3 decimal places*

2, *32504 by 13*0254 to 3

3. ‘453 hy 01694 to 4 ...

4. 37576843 by 3't4i 59 to 4

6. 7io327St byadyigaaS /to 5

6. 65*00763 by 9876 to 5
»»*

7, ’0338167467234781 to 6 • • ... >•*

8. *0008127 by 483*2716 to 6 •» »»f

8a 4*562 I'y 07408 to 3 •** ** **'

8b, 6 2438 by 3 8306 to 5 •• • •

9, 46836.14293 to 3 •* >**

10, 1*82357 j; 0785 to 6 ••• •»«

10a. OI38': liy 61 37 retaining 4 - - ...

10b. *346875 by *119808 retaining 4 «-•

lOo 32 34 by 32056 correct to 3

lOd. *342 by 3253 correct to 3

lOe. *00926547 by28o'435 correct to 4

lOf. 421 619 by '547 correct to the nearest integer.

lOg. 7087009!! by 404 correct to the nearest million.

Divide

11. 76*2307 by 47'I2345 to 3 derimal places.

12. 3 3706 by 9*7846 to 3

13. ^2*791 by 26 67 to 3 ...
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Id. 378*325 by 30 732 to 3 decimal places.

16. 36 7802 by 312*32 to ^ • •

16. 728 389 by 3 76 to 4 * * *** ...

17. 3892*762 by 7 343 to 5

18. 23 78934 by 00289 to 5 ...

10, 13 2346891 by *01234031 to 6 ••• •«

20. 132 405678 by *000122134 to 7 • • ...

20a 5 by 76 9134s to 4 .. .

20b 0003738028 by 0476 to 5 —

21. 3 72§by 13234 to 3 .... ••

22. 1*82357 by *0785 to 6 ••• ...

23 *32165 by 35216 retaining 4

24. 1*59587 by 43062 correct to 3 . •M

162b When an approximate decimal is multiplied by a number
less than unity or divided by a number greater than unity, the error

IS obviously diminished in tne result. This principle is made use

of in the following examples.

Example i Find the continued product of 127053, 003725
and 4'532 correct to 3 places of decimals,

Take for the multiplicand 12 7053 which contains the larges*

number of significant figures. In the second multiplier, 4 532,

shift the decimal point one place to the left so that tne first

significant figure may stand in the first decimal place and tl e

multiplier becomes less than unity , and make the compens.iting

change in the multiplicand by shifting the decimal point one place

to the right. Thus we have to find the product,

127 053 X *003725 X 4532.

127053
5273

3S12
S89

•473

2354

1892

237
14
i_

214

correct to 3 places.

correct to 3 pl.accs. Ajis
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Example 2 Find the value of

034567x0 7^4 =;6

067345

correct to 4 places of decimals [C U. 1918]

Shift the decimal point in the denominator and also in the
numerator one place to the right so that the denominator mav
have one figure in the integral part and thus become greater than
unity Now we have to find the value of o 34567 x 7 3456 r6 7345.

34567

65437

241969
10370
13S2

173
M

2 5391 correct to 4 places.

67^j4.5 ) 25391 o ( *57702 or 3770 correct to 4 places. Ans.

202035

5187s
47 1 42

4733

^4
19

y
6

EXAMPIiES 10»b.

Find the value, correct to 3 places of decimals, of

L *023045x203x132. 2 15304x1025x1206

32302x21 54 ^
12515/ 51231

^

56403 45*23

34S662
'

*28501 X 60S175

\_HiKi —Changel '348662 and ,608175 34S662and 608175
respectively. Divide' 3 48662 by •28301 correct to 3 decimal places

and the result by 6 0S175 correct to 3 decimal places ]

0.
2345* X 34512
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XXIX. PRACTICE.

I(>3 An aliquot part of a quantity is a quantity which can

be expressed as a fraction of that qnantityi having' unity for its

numerator.

Thus 4(t , being J of Bij is an aliquot part of Ri
,

zr. 6rf„ which
IS i of ;£i, IS an aliquot pait of l,\.

I6i. Simple Praotioe is a convenient method of finding!

bv means of aliquot partS) Che cost of a simple guantiiy, when the

cost IS given of the unit-quantityi in terms of which the simple

quantity is expressed,

Example. Find the value of 32 cwt ofwheat at B3. 8a. per cwt.

Compound Praafaoe is a convenient method of finding, by
means of aliquot parts, the cost of a compound quantity^ when the

cost is given of one of the units, in terms of which the compound
quantity is expressed.

Example, Find the value of 7 cwt. 3 qr. of wheat at S3. So.

per cwt.

SIMPLE PRACTICE,

1G5. The following examples will explain the method of

Simple Practice

Example l. Find the price of 23 md. of rice at S3. 130.

per md.

S. a* A
33 ^ 0 , o=.price at B: per md

2

69 < 0 . o*=price at B3 per md
fio.=* of Bi. 11 , 8 . 0= » II 8a. „ /„
40 =i of 8a 5 . 12 • 0= » II 4® II II

10 =J of 4a 1 7 . 0= „ II i®. II II

6/5 of la 11 . 6= » II 8A II II

3i5 of bp. 5 •?= » ii II II

S88 . -12
. 3=pnce at B3. 130. 9^,

Note 1 Since S3 . 13 .

9

is the difference between S4 and
2a 3/1 ,

a shorter method would be to find the price at 2a. 3^. per

md._^ and subtract it from the price at S4 per md.
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Thus

:

B. a. P.
23 . 0 . 0

_4
92 . 0 . 0 Caprice at B4 per md.

3 • 3 . _ 9 ’=
11 1) 2a 3/>. 1) ))

B88 . 12 . 3=price at S3. 13a. gp, per md.

S. A p.

23 • 0 • 0

2a.’=i ofRi, 2 . 14 . 0

3f} =i of 2«. S . _9
B3 . 3 . 9=pr]ce at 2a sp. per md.

Example 2. Find the cost of 9 articles at £10. 12r. 6ii each.

£. s d
9 . 0 . oncost at £1 each.

10

90 0 . o=cost at £10 each.

jor. ^of;Ci, 4 .10 • II II II

It. i of lox. 18 . 0c= „ ,) 2S, II

6ti i of 2J 4 ,1 ,1 6d. ,.

;£95 • 12 . 6>=cost at ;£io. i2r. 6^. each.

Noto 2 . Shorter thus ios.=i of £i
,
2r 6d of loj

Example 3. Find the value of I3|cwt. at R7. loo. ^p, per cwt

B. a 6
13 . 8 , o=^value at Bl per civt

•J

94 8
/

. o=value at B7 per cwt.

8a ^ofBl. 6 . 12 • O” *1 II 8a. II II

2U 1 of 8a. 1 II • 0=" II II 2a, II II

34. J of 2a 3 4^° II II 3A II 11

B103 . 2 .
44*=value at B7. loa. 3p, per cwt.

Or thus :

B.

135 B. -1484375

7 * 16

94*5 a. 2'375OOP0

8a. h of Bi, 675 12

20. } of 80 I 6875 P. 4 500
3p 1 i of 2a.

1
'2109375

Bio3 'I4S4375 R103, 2a Aifi,
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Example 4.

lbs. i of £1.

Ss. i of loj.

ts. 1 of ss.

2d. i of IS.

V i of 2rf

U 5 ofW.

Find the value of43J things at :6s. 2ia each.

s
A> 5, d.

42 • 13 • 4 “salue as. £: each.

21 . 6 , 8 ^-value at lor. each.
10 . S3 • 4 “ » n SS ))

2 . 2 • S = II II IS
II

7 • II II 2d II

I • 11 II i<l II

. iot= 11 II id. It

£24 1 12 , sJ=value at i6s each

EZASCFIiES. 104

' Findi by Practicej the cost of the following articles .

1. 400 at B3, 4a. each. 2 375 at £2. Ss. each.

3. 7S9 at la 4 7sS at 3d
6. 439 at 3p 6 399 at ;^4. 4S,

7. 874 at 6a. 8. 723 at 15s

0. 939 at Sa iia. 10, 275 at 4d
IL 475 at 130 6p 12 342 at 2s 6d
13 500 at 7a 3^ 14 942 at 7s 3d
16. 700 at 10" 4i> 16 374 at Sid
17. 321 at 82 5a. 3} 18 230 at £y. 10s 6d,

19. 366 at 87 iia gp 20. 767 at £10 Ss Sd
21. S39 at 85 13a 4.d 22 339 at 14s. lojrf

23. 434 at 813 ya 10^ 24. 900 at £50. iij g|<f.

25. 900 at B43 loa. yip 28 5013 at £ss 19s, rtrf

27. 76S at 819 ga. 3 ptee. 28 loioat;^il iis.iiid,

29. SydoatSsi 14a 2plet. 30 4596 at I2S. aid.

3L 555 at BSg 3a sip
>- 32 3iliat;fl2 I2S. 3|rf

33. 8001 at 8S0 Sa 8^ 34 10000 at £y. lys. ll

V

36. 3464 at SS loa 8;f 38 27I at £S 16s. yid.

37. 703; at B29 130 4ip. 38 3oii at £2 15s yid
39. S21J at B41. 70 sip 40 442|at;f76 2s. 4j<f

41. 6oOj% at 812 12a 3p 42. 249^ at ;^2o. 2s Sid.

43 39 5 at Si, 13a 4P. 44 8475 at £2 15s gd.

‘46. ioi'375 at 810 ga 6p. 46. 10 875 at £2 17s. lojrf
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COMPOUND practice.

1C6. The method of Compound PractJce is illustrated by the
following Examples,

Fxatrple l.

per md.
F,nd the price of 15 md. 12^ seers at Ec. 50, 3^,

10 seers i of l md
2^ seers i of 10 scersl

Example 2.

171. per cwt.

2 tons 3cwt =43CwtJ

2 qr
I qr.

4 lb.

t lb.

* of I cwt.

I of 2 qr,

I of I qr.

i of 4 lb.

a. A
2 , 5 • 3 =price of i md.

3
6 . IS • 9

J
9 “price of 15 md.
3f = II ,1 IO seers.

• 34 . 14 .

9 .

2 3j|= II 11 2i seers.

S3S . 10 , 4^1 > price of 15 md, iz^ seers.

1 the cost of 2 tons 3 cwt. 3 qr,

£• d.

15 . 17 . 0 "=0051 of I cwt.

10

158 e iO » 0

_4
634 . 0 • 0 »= cost of 40 cwt.

47 II • “ II II 3 cwt.

6S1 . II . 0 “ „ ,1 43 cwt.

7 . 18 . 6 “ „ „ zqr.

3 . 19 .

11 .

3 “ „ „ iqr.

3? “ II II 4 lb.

2 . 955“ II II I lb. [5 lb.

£694 . z . 1053= cost of2 tons 3cw t. 3 qr.

Example 3. Find the value of 25 sacks of flour, each weighing

3 md, 10 seers, at £5. So. per maund.

B.

5

a.

8
A
o

3

= value of I md.

10 seers=} of i md.
16 . 8 . 0 3 md.
I . 6 . 0 “ II II IO scersi

17 . 14 . 0 “value of I sack.

5

89 . 6 . 0

5

B44b . 14 . o rvalue of 25 sacks.
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EZAMFIiES. 105.

Find, by Practice, the value of

5
. 7 md 15 seers at S3 ^a Zp per md.

Z 9 md 17^ seers at B4 loa. Sp per md
3. 27 cwt 2 qr 7 lb at £3. 7s 6/f per cwt.

4. II tons 14 cwt at £s 17s 6ti per ton

6 17 tons 15 cwt 2 qr. 21 lb at £$ IJJ gif per cwt.

6 6 tons 3 cwt 2 qr 24 lb. at 17J 7ii per cw.t.

7. 2 tons 13 cwt 3 qr 7 lb. at £1. is 4ii per cwt.

S 3 md 27 seers 8 ch. at Sio 5a, 8/ per md.

9. 7 md. 18 seers 9 ch at R13 7a ip per md.

, 10. 8 md. 3 seers 12 ch at 311 ip per seer.

11. I md. 17 seers 10 ch at 7a bp per seer.

12. 4 cwt 3 qr 14 lb at /i 13J s,d per ton

13 7 cwt 2 qr. 21 lb. at £b per ton

. 14 3 tons li cwt 3 qr 13 lb. 12 or. at £i i8s gd, per cwt.

15 3 md 37 seers la ch at 7s bd per seer.

10. 2 tons 7 cwt I qr. 13 lb 14 oz at S9 Ila per qr.

17. 7 sacks of flour, each 3 md 15 seers, at B7. 10a, per md
18. 24 bales of cotton, each 5 cwt. 2 qr , at i6r. 7^ per cwt.

19 . 35 chests of tea, each l md 17 seers 9 ch , at S80. 12a,

per md
20 321 bories of coflee, each l cwt. 2 qr. 21 lb , at ;£7, i8r.

per cwt,

21. Find the total produce of a field of 3 ac, 3 ro 25 po, at

3 qr 6 bus 2 pk, per acre. \

22

.

' Find the produce of 2 ac 2 ro. 88 sq yd at 7 cwt, 3 qr,

14 lb. per acre.

^
23 . Fmd the price of 29 yd. 2 ft 9 in of silk at 7s. jo^d per yd,

24 Find the weight of 231 bales of cloth, each weighing 2 cwt
2 qr. 14 lb

26. Find the weight of 329 boxes, each weighing 7 md, 27^ seers.

26. Fmd the tax on £32g 13s at is 7\d in the £.

27 . Find the tax on S3ogo 8a. at la 4ip in the S
I

28. Find the cost of 5 qr. 3 bus. 2 pk. of oats at £2, 14s. 4d
'per qr.
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29. Find the price of 12 gall. 3 qt, pt. of milk at B3. So,
per gallon.

80 . Find the value of 225 cwt at £21 jii per ton.

31. Find the value of 257 thingsi 10 of which cost 83 90. 4p,

32. Find, to the nearest pie, the rent of 275 365 bignas at
S3 . 7«. per bigha.

33. Findthevalueof I ton II cwt i qr. II Ib.at £6
'

285 per ton.

84. Find the dividend; on H5146 I2 fl at 140 6/. in the E.

35. If a man’s debts amount to S37925 141Z
,
and he can pay

only 3a. 4^ for each rupee, how much do his creditors get ?

XXX SQUARE ROOT.

IST A number is called the square root of its square. Thus
2 Is the square root of 4 , 3 is the square root of 9

The square root of a number is indicated by the symbol J placed
before it Thus ^4 indicates the sguan root oj 4, that is, 2.

168 A number whose square root can be e'cpressed exactly

either by a whole number or by a fraction is called a perfect
square, t

Note. It may be noticed that, no number, integral or decimah
which ends with 2, or 3, or 7, or S, is a perfect square

1C9. When the square root of a whole number which is a

perfect square does not exceed 20, we obtain it from the multipli

cation table. Thus from the table we know that the square root

of 81 IS 9 ,
of 169 IS 13 We have, however, a rule by which we

can find the square root of any number consisting of more than

two figures.

IfO. We observe that the square root of 100 15 10, of io,oco

is 100, of 1,000,000 IS 1,000 , and so on Hence it follows that the

square roots of numbers less than loo consist of only one figure in

their integral parts , of numbers between 100 and 10,000, of two
figures in their integral parts , of numbers between 10,000 and
[,000,000, of three figures in their integral parts

,
and so on. If

then a point be placed over every second figure in any number be-

ginning with the umt^ the number of points will be the same as the

number of figures in the integral part of the square root Thus the

square root of 3136 consists of two figures in its integral part ;
the

square root of 1562! consists of three figures in its integral part.
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171 . Now suppose we have to extract the square root of 3136.

We first divide the number into periods of 3^3® ( 60

two figures each, by placing dots over every £L_
second figure beginning with the units’*. 106 } 636

636

We then find the greatest number (6) whose square is contained

m the first period ,
this is the first figure of the root ,

then subtract

Its square (23) from the first penod and to the remainder (6) bring

down the second penod, thus getting 636 for the new dividend

Next, we divide this number omittmg the last figure, by twice the

part of the toot already found (t e , we divide 63 by 10), and annex

the quotient (6) to the root and also to the trial divisor (10) ,
then

multiply the divisor as it now stands (lofi) by the figure of the root

last found Now, subtracting this product from 636, we have no

remainder ; and we conclude that 36 is the square root of 3136.

If there be more periods to be brought down,
the above operation must be repeated, as in the

annexed example.

13625 ( 123

1

22 ) 36

44

243 ) 1223

m3
Here, after two figures m the root have been obtained, the re-

mainder IS 12 , to this we bring down the third period, thus getting

1225 as the last dividend We divide this number, last figure

omitted, by twice the part of the root already found (r e
,
we divide

122 by 24), getting 5 as the quotient We then annex 3 to the root

and also to the trial divisor 24 etc.

173 In obtaining the second figure of the root by division we

sometimes get a quotient which is too large In such a case we

find the root-figure by trial, as in the two following examples

(I) 22§ ( 13
I

13 )i25
123

(ii) J6 i ( 19
I

) 261

261

Here, dividing 12 by 2, the quotient is 6.

Taking 6 as the required figure we find that

the pi oduct (26 X 6) is greater than 123 We
then take 5 which is found to be the required

root-figure
,

Here, division gives 13 which is obviously

inadmissible By trial we find 9 to be the

required root-figure.

*N B Each period consists of the figure over which a dot is placed

and the figure to its lett. Here the first period is 31 and second 36. The
first penod may consist of only one figure.
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173 . When the trial divisor is greater than the number to be
divided by it (or when the quotient is i but found too large) we
set down o in the root] annex o to the divisor) bring down the
next period) and proceed in the usual way. The two following
examples arc given for illustration.

(i) 41209 (;203 (11) 4461^04(2098
4 4

403 ) 1209 409 ) 4016

1209 3681

4188 ) 33504
33504

174 In the process of extracting the square root) a remainder
IS often left) which is greater than the divisor. In the following

example the second remainder 35 is greater than the divisor 29.

39^1 ( 199

1

29 ) 296
261

389) 3501

3501

EXAMPLES. IOC.

Find the square root of

1. 4dl. 2 576 3. 729 4. 961.

6. 1024. 6 6561. 7 5625. 8. 9216.

9. 27225. 10. 54756. IL 492S4. 12. 18225.

13 . 119025, 14. 193600. 15. 646416 16 717409

17 , 4937284. 18. 2S19041. 19 1002001. 20 1522756.

21. 82264900. 22 62504836. 23 . 97535376. 24 21224449.

26 3226694416 26. 6407522209 27. 236144689.

28 . 360117609604. 29 295066240000 80. 15241578750190521.

31 . A certain number of men spent R1681, each spending as

many rupees as there were men , how many men were there ?

32

.

'' A certain number of persons agree to subscribe as many
pies each as there are subscribers, the whole subscription being

«33 5® AP How many subscribers were there ?

33. A gardener plants an orchard with 5776 trees and arranges

them so that the number of rows of the trees equals the number
of trees in each row. How many rows were there?
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84 . A general having iioaj men under himi arranges them
into a solid square. Find the number of men in the front.

35. A general wishing to arrange his meui who were 63510 in

number) into a solid square) found that there we're 6 men over.

How many men were there in the front?

36 . Find the least integer which must be subtracted from
4230 m order to become a perfect square.

17s When a number, which is a perfect square, can be easily

separated into prime factors, its square root may be found by
inspection

Thus ^/Sioo- ^/2®x5-x3•*x3*=2XSx3X3=gD.

Examplt. What is the smallest whole number by which 1360
most be multiplied in order to become a perfect square ?

Since 1260=2® X 3" X 5x7, the number required=SX7=35.

EXAMPLES 107.

Find, by factors, the square root of

I 900 2 1600 3. 3*4 4 . 576.

6 1296 6 4096 7. 1764 8. 7056

0 1 1025 10 53361. IL 99225, 12 571536^

13 . 27X I2 X 14x56 14. i82X77>e 66x39.

15 . 609X290 X165X 154

16 Find the smallest whole number by which 450 must be
multiplied in order to become a perfect square.

17 Find the least number by which 2340 must be multiplied

m order to become a perfect square

18 Find the least number by which 968 must be divided in
order to become a perfect square.

10 Find the least square number which is divisible by 10,

by 16 and by 24

20 What must be the least number of soldiers'in a regiment,
that will allow it to be drawn up 10, 15 or 25 deep, and also to be
formed into a solid square ?

176 Tofind the square rootofa Decimal Fraction.

To find the square root of a decimal fraction we proceed as in

the case of a whole number. In pomting, the first point must be
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placed or supposed to be placed on the units’ figure. In the root

the decimal point must he placed immediately after the root-figures

corresponding to the integral part of the number,

We observe that if any decimal he squared there will be an
even number of decimal places m the result. Consequently a dea-
mal fraction (in its simplest form) to he a perfect square musthave
an even number of decimal places, and the number of decimal
places in the root must be one-half of the number in the square.

If the given decimal is not a perfect square (which is always
the case when the decimal in its simplest form contains an odd
number of decimal places) the square root will be a^non-terminat-

ing decimal , and we can find the square root to any number of

decimal places we like.

In finding the square root of a decimal, the number of decimal
places m it must be made by annexing ciphers, if necessary.

Example i. Find the square roots of ii’goas and '5625,

li 902§ { 3 45 Am. ‘5625 ( 75 Ans.

_9 49

£4)290 145)725
256 725

685 ) 3425

3425

Example 2. Find the square root of '045 to three places of

decimals.

Here, we are to have three

decimal places in the root

;

therefore in the given number,
we make the decimal places

SIX.

'045600 ( '212.., Ans
4

41) SO

41

422 ) 900
844

56

Example 3.

decimals.

Find the square root of 3 to two places of

3 0606 ( i'73• «< Ans,
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. EXAMPLES. I®8.

Fmd the square root of
'

1, Il’s6. 2. 47089. 3. 390625. 4. 82'4464.

6, ‘0064. 6 005329. 7. io82’4I. 8. 5774409<

8, ‘00053361. 10. ‘00002025. IL 236‘I44689. 12. ’804609.

13. ‘000003418801. 14. I‘oo20oi. IB. 93B703 06991561.

Find to four places of decimals the square root of

10. 7619. 17. 17. 18. 237615. 10. 5- 20. S76‘533,

21. •I, 22 •5 23. 23‘I. 24. •9- 26 20,

26. •016, 27. ‘00064. 38. 7. 20. 66 30. 13

177. To find the squai t root ofa Vulgar Fraction.

The square root of a vulgar fraction is the square root of its

numerator divided by the square root of its denominator.

Example i, /—
VaS ^725 5

Example 2 J2j-

Example 3 ^2=4^=i25-^=‘86...
• 4 -s/4 *

If the denominator be not a perfect square it is advantageous
to make it so by multiplication

Example 4. ^1=

' 5 . sj

Eote The square root ofa fraction can also be found by
reducing the fraction to a decimal and then extracting the square
root of the decimal. -

EXAMPLES. 109.

Find the square root of

1" liWlni-
'2. 55*3^' 3' 3*lf. A loijJj;. 6.

4i

0. 2‘7. 7. 28‘4. 8. 3’36i. 9. 8 oaf. 10. ‘oyi.

Find to 3 places.of decimals the square root of

IL Js 12. f 13. |. lA f. lA
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16. '3. 17. •4I^. 18. 18. —. • 20. i^.
S 25 "012

2L Simplify ^/{7Si)5« Ji.T- 1)-^

WS. When more than Aa//the number of figures of a square
root has been obtained by the ordinary method, the remaining
Sgures may be obtmned by division only.

Example 1. To find the square root of 189475225.

i8947l5i25( 137165 Am.Here we find the first tnree

figures in the ordinary way.

To find the remaining two
figures by division, we take

twice the part of the root al-

ready found, as the divisor

,

we bnng down one figure to

the last remainder and divide ,

then to the new remainder
btmg down the nett figure

and divide The quotient thus

obtained gives the two remain-

ing figures of the root

23 ) 89

267 ) 2047
18619

274) 1785 (65
1644

1412

1370

43

show whether the
IS very usefiil in

Hote Of course this process does not
given number is a perfect square or not, but it

cases like the following.

Example 2. Find the square root of2 to seven places of decimals.

Here we find 5 figures of

the root by the ordinary method
and the remaining three by
division

2’ (i 4142I135... Am.
1

24 ) ICO

281 ) 400
281

2824 ) II900
11295

28282 } 60400

56564_
28284 ) 38360 ( 135

2S2S4

100760

84852

159080
141420

17660
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EXAKPLBS! 110.

* Find to 6 places of decimals the square root of

L 5- 2. 17- 3. 761

9

4. ‘0003841,

6. !• 6 . 3- 7. -07. 8. 85.

9. 7619. 10. 11. 237615. 12. 17.

18.
s
T* 14. 23‘8369. 15. ‘000943, 18. 10.

XXXI. CUBE ROOT.

IfO. A number is called the cube root of its cube. Thus 2
IS the cube root of 8 ; 3 is the cube root of 27.

The cube root of a number is indicated by the symbol U placed
before it. Thus V8 indicates the cube root ojZ,ie,2.

A number irhose cube root can be expressed exactly either by a
whole number or by a fraction is called a perfect cube.

The cubes of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,

are respectively ij 8| 27, 641 1251 216, 343) $12, 729,

[These results should he committed to memoiy.}

180 The method of finding the cube root of a number is as
follows :

Example i. Find the cube root of 13824.

13S24 (2u Ans,
8

2^x300=1200 5824
2x30x4= 240

4^= 16

1456 58^4

We divide the number into periods of 3 figures each, the number
of dots indicating the number of figures in the cube root.

We find that 2 is the highest number whose cube is less than

the first penod ,
this then is the first figure of the root We sub-

tiact the cube of 2 from the first period and to the remainder we
bring down the second period

Next, we multiply the square of 2 (the first figure of the cube
root) by 300 and set down the product 1200 , this is the trial divisor

D'viding 5824 by this, the quotient is 4 , this is the second figure

of the root. Now we multiply the first figure of the cube root by
30 and this product by the second figure of the root, and set down

c a. II
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the result under the trial divisor ; then set down under this the

square of the second figure of the cube root. Adding these three

we get 1456 as our divisor. We then multiply this by the second-

figure of the root and subtracting the product from 5824 we find

that there is no remainder. Therefore we conclude that 24 15 the

cube root of 13824

If the cube root contains three or more figures the above

process must be repeated.

Example 2. Find the cube root of 33076161.

Process : 33076161 ( 321 Ans.

*7

3® X 300 = 2700 6076

3 X 30x2 = 180
2® = 4

2884 5768

32® X 300 = 307200 308161

32 X30XI = 960
I® = I

308161 308161

Note, Kemarks of Arts. 172, 173 and 174 with regard to the

process of extraction of the square root apply equally to the

process of extraction of the cube root.

£XA]0>Z.ES. 111.

Find the cube root of

1. 1331. 3 15625. 3 46656. ,
4 110592.

6. 1 17649' 373*48. 7. Z197. 8. 185193

0. 704969 10. 9*2673. U, 15069223 12. 105823817.
'' 13. 843908625. 14. 873722816. 16 . 219365327791.

18 . 167284151 17. 731189187729 18. 10970645048,

19» 93162981941037, 20. 1371742108367626890260631.

- f

181 . A decimal fraction (in its simplest form) to be a perfect

cube must have 3) 6, 9]... decimal places
, that isi the number of

decimal places in it must be some multiple of 3. If the number
of decimal places be not a multiple of 3, the cube root can be
obtained to any number of decimal places we like. In extracting

the cube root of a deamalj the number of decimal places must be
made a multiple of 3 by annexing ciphers, if necessary.
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The cube root of a vulgar fraction is the cube root of its nume^
ator divided by the cube root of its denominator,

EXAlUFIiES. ns.

Find the cube root of

1. i7*S76. 3 . 132651. - 3. '493039.

4,/ 6448i'2oi, 6. 18*609625. 6. ’007645373,

7. '876467493. 8. '001030301. 9.

10. 11. 49!^ 12* 75S8i?l.

T3 . '037. 14. 1587962. 16. ' 3845*296.

18. 461®!^ 17. oofi. 18. 2*376.

Find to three places of decimals the cube loot of

19. 3 539. 20, II. 2L ,24. 22. 7*52, 23.
‘8.

24 . *27 26 . 26 i. 27. *0047, 28 . 5},

18S, When at least one more than //a^the number of figures

in the cube root of a number has been found by the ordinaiy
method) the remaining figures of the root may be found by division

only.

Ifote In this case we take for the divisor 300 times the
square of the part of the cube root already obtained and proceed
exactly as in Art. 178. >

£XAHFI.ES. ns.

Obtain to 6 places of decimals the cube root of

L 3 539 2 24. 3 . 7*52.

4. *002. 6 003. 6 igj^,

183 The fourth root of a number 15 found by taking the

square root of the square root of the number.

The sixth root of a number is found by taking the cube root

of the square root of the number.

The ninth root of a number is found by taking the cube root

of the cube root of the number

EXAMPLES. 114.

Find the fourth root of

1. 256. 2, 234256. 3, 1679616. 4
.^ 1575

'

296 i.
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Find the sixth root of

S. 531441. 6. 3o8'gi5776, 7. 24794911296.

Find the ninth root of

8. 262144. 9. 1953125. 10. 3000.

XXXII. MEASUREMENT OF AREA.

184. In Anthmetic we consider the areas of rectangles only.

Example. The floor, the celling and each wall of an ordinary
room ; a sheet of paper , each side of an ordinary box or brich

;

all these are rectangular surfaces.

The length and breadth ofa rectangle are called its dimensions

185. The unit of area is a square whose side is the unit of
length.

Area or Surface is measured by the number of units of area
which It contains ;

just as a length is measured by the number of
units of length which it contains.

186. To find the area 0/ a rectangle.

Let ABCD be a rectangle, of ^
which the length AB is i yd. 2 fh,

and the breadth is 3 ft. Then,
if the unit of length be a foot, the
measure of yiR is 5 and ol AD is i

0
Divide AB and AD into S and 3 equal parts respectively, and

through the points of division draw lines parallel to AD, AB
respectively. Then the rectangle ABCD is divided into 5x3 equa'

squares, the side of each of which i£ a foot in length.

Now, each of these squares is the unit of area , therefore ths

measure of the area ABCD (which is the same as the number of

these squares) is S x 3 or 13.

.'. Area of ABCD^ii sq. ft.

And generally, is any rectangle,

measure of area measure of length x measure of breadth ,

or, more briefly,

^
area = length x breadth.

Whence,
length = area breadth j

breadth =‘area -r length.
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Ifote, A BC[iiaro foot is a square whose side is a foot. Note
the difierence between "3 square feet” and “3 feet square.”
Thret square feet denotes an area 3 hmcs as large as a square
foot

; three feet square denotes the area of a square whose side is

3 feet.

Example 1. Find the area of the door of a room 10 ft. 6 111.

long and 6 ft. 4 in, bioad.

Length of room =io|ft.

,

' breadth „ „ =6^ ft
,

'

^

.*, area „ j, =iotx6isq ft,

=5^xJ
3»-sq ft

=>§2 sq ft.

=66 sq ft. 72 sq in.

Example 2. A rectangular court] 24 yards long and 16 yards
broad] has within it a path of uniform breadth of 2 yards running <

lound It , find the area of the path.

Area of court=24X 16 sq. yd.

=384sq.yd

The path takes off (2+2) yd. from the length

and (2+2) yd. from the breadth ,

length of inner court = 20 yd j

and breadth = 12 yd.

,

,, area =20Xi2sq. yd.

= 240 sq. yd.

area of path=(384-24o) sq. yd ,

=144 sq yd.

or thus

:

Length of the path

=(24x2+ 12x2) yd

=72 yd ,

. the area of the path=72X2 sq. yd.

=144 sq. yd.

16

Example 3 Find the breadth of a courtyaid 41 sq ft. 80 sq. m.

in aieai and 7 ft. 4 in in length.
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Area=(4i+A‘i) sq. ft.

•= 4i4 sq. ft. ;

length=7j ft.

breadth=^ft.=374xl. ft.=5Hft.
7i 9 S2 ’3

= 5 ft. 8 in.

Example 4, How many paving stoneS) each 2 ft. 8 in. long

and 17 in. wide) will cover the courtyard in Ex. 3 7

• Area of court =41$ sq. ft. ,

area of a stone=2} x sq. ft.=%t sq. ft.

;

number of stones rqd. ^=u.T 9 34

Example 5. Find the cost of matting the room in Ex, i, at

3 annas per sq. ft.

The cost may be found by Practice or by Compound Multi-

plication.

EXAMPLES. U6.

Find the area of the rectangles having the following dimen-
sions :

1 . 15 ft, by 12 ft. 2. 20 ft, by 16 ft.

3 , 13 ft, 6 in. by 8 ft 8 in. 4 . 9 ft, 10 in, by 6 ft. 7 in.

6 10 ft, 7J m. by 7 ft. 4J in. 8. 9 yd. 2 ft. by 7 yd. 1 ft.

Find the breadth of a room whose

7. area=363 sq. ft., and length=33 ft.

S. area=6 sq. ft. 60 sq. in., and length ==2 ft. 9 in.

9. areac^S ac. i ro. 36 po., and length=267 yd. 2 ft.

10. aiea=94 sq. yd. 8 ft. 84 m., and length=32 yd. i ft. 8 in,

IL Find the area of a square field whose side is 32 ft, 8 in.

12 . Find the area of a square room whose side is 3 yd. 2 ft. 3 in.

13. How many paving stones, each ft, by 9 in., would be
cequured to pave a square courtyard whose side is 21 ft, 7

14. How many pieces of carpet, each 5 ft. long and 3 ft, wide,

will cover the floor of a room 20 ft, by 13 ft. 6 m. 7

16 , Fmd the cost of carpeting a room, 10 ft, 6 in, by 6 ft. 6 in

,

at B2 per sq. ft.
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16. Find the cost of polishing a marble slab) 3 ft. 3 in. by 2 ft.

6 in.) at ^d, per sq. in.

17. A room) 20 it long) 16 ft. broad) has a stained border all

round it 2 ft wide ; what is the area of the stained part ?

18. A rectangular piece of ground IS 88 yards long and con-

tains an acre , it consists of a walk 6 ft wide surrounding a grass

plot . find the area of the walk.

18. How many stone slabs, 3 ft. long, i ft wide, are, requisite

for paving a path which encloses a rectangular garden half a mile

long and quarter of a mtle wide, the path being 6 ft. wide ?

20. A gravel path J ft wide runs round a rectangular garden,

too yd by 7; yd. ,
find the cost of makmg it at 4a $ per sq. yd.

21. How many sq. yards of matting will be wanted to cover

a room 31 ft. 6 in. by 22 ft. 6 in. 7 What will be the cost at

4d. per sq. yd. 7

22. If 1200 stones, each 2 feet square, will pave a court, find

the area of the court.

23. The cost of varnishing the floor of a room, 24 ft. long, at

2X. 6d, per sq yd , is jfs ; find the breadth of the room.

24. A garden roller is 3 ft 3 in. wide, and its circumference

IS 6 fi. 9 in ,
how many sq ft. of ground does it pass over m one

complete revolution 7

26 A sheet of paper is 20 in long and x8 in wide , by how
much must the width be narrowed to leave a surface of 2^ sq. ft. 7

26 What length must be cut 06 a plank which is 5} m. broad,

that the area may be a sq. foot 7

27. A factory has too windows, 60 of which severally contain

8 panes, each 9 in. by 6 in , and the remainder severally contain

10 panes, each 2 ft. square ; find the cost of glazing the whole at

10 annas per sq. ft.

28. What must be the length of a piece of land, 15 yards wide,

that can be exchanged for a piece of the same quality, measuring

20 yards each way 7

29 . Find the area of the square which has the same perimeter

as a rectangle whose length is 48 ft. and is 3 times its breadth,

30. How many flag-stones, each 5 76 ft long and 4 15 ft. wide,

are requisite for paving a cloister,whid encloses a rectangular court,

4577 y4 * long nnd 4l'93 yi wide, the cloister being 12 45 ft. wide 7

31. A room measuring 42 ft 6 in. by 22 ft 9 in. inside, with

walls 2' ft 3 in thick, is surrounded by a verandah 10 ft. 6 in. wide.

Find the cost of paving this verandah with tiles measuring 4^ in

by 3 in., and costing 6 pies each.
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187. Example i. Find the length of the side of a square

v/hich contains 91 sq. ft. 121 sq. in.

Area=gi sq. ft. 121 sq. in.=i322S sq. in.

;

length of side = ^/i3225 in.=ii5 in.

=9 ft. 7 in.

Example 2. Find the diagonal of a rectangular field, 16 yd.

long and 12 yd, wide,

By Euclid I 47,

the diagonal = Ji6=+I2® yd = ^/256 + i44 yd.

>= ^/4oo yd.=20 yd.

Example 3, The area of a room which is twice as long as it

IS broad is 26 sq yd. 8 sq ft. ; how long is it ?

The room can be divided into two equal squares whose side is

equal to the breadth of the room.

Area of each square= 13 sq yd. 4 sq. ft.

= 121 sq.ft ;

Side of each square= Jizi fb^ii ft.

;

breadth of room=ii ft >=3 yd 2 ft. j

length of room=7 yd i ft,

EXAMPIiES. lie.

1 The area of a square field is 10 acres ; find the length of

its side.

2. The area of a square room is 502 sq. ft. 73 sq. in. ; find the

length of each side.

3 How many yards of fencing are required to enclose a
square garden containing 4 ro i po 29 yd. ft. ?

4. A rectangular field is 40 yards long and 30 yards broad ,

find the distance from comer to corner

6 What is the length of the diagonal of a square whose side

is 4 yards ?

6 The area of a square is 900 sq ft. ; what is the length of

its diagonal ?

7. The area of the floor of a room is 162 sq. ft. ; its length is

twice Its breadth ; find its length,

8. Find the length of a rectangular field which is 3 times as
long as it IS broad and which contains 768 sq. yd.
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9. A room 15 half as long again as it is broad and its area <s

59*36 sq. yd ; find its perimeter.

10. The sides of two squares contain yy yd i ft. 9 in. and 7 yd,

2 ft. 4 m. respectively ,
find the side of a square whose area is

equal to the sum of the areas of the two squares.

!SS. Carpeting the floor and papering the walla of

a room.

Example i. Find the length of carpet 2} ft, widei required for

a room 28 ft long) 20 ft broad.

The carpet which will cover the floor of a room has the same
^aica as the floor.

Area of floor^saSxao sq. ft, ,

. . length of carpet reqd.=—j— ft. —

-

ft.

7

=240 ft.=So yd.

Example 2 Find the area of the four walls of a rectangular

room 20 ft, longi l J ft broad and 10 ft high

The area of the four walls of a rectangular room is obtained by
multiplying the circuit (t e

,
twice the sum of length and breadth)

of the room by the height of the room.

Thecircuit=(ao+i5)x2ft.—70 ft ,

. . the area of walls=7ox 10 sq. ft <=700 sq. ft

To find the length of paper required to cover the wallsi proceed
as in the preceding example.

Ifote. In estimating the length of paper requiredi deductions

for dooTS) windows and fireplaces must be made,

N. B The cost of carpet or paper may be found by Fraciice or by
Compound Multiplication

EXAHFI.BS. 117.

Find the length of carpet required for rooms having the follow*

ing dimensions :

1. Roomj 25 ft. long) 18 ft broad ; carpet) 2 ft, 6 in, wide,
'

2. Room) 20 ft long) 12 ft. 6 in. broad ; carpet, 27 m. wide,

3. Room, 3o| ft, long, 20} ft, broad , carpet, 42 in. wide

Find the expense of carpetmg a room,

4. 16 ft. by 10 ft., with carpet 3 ft. wide, at Ka, 8a. a yard.
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30 ft. 9 In. by 25 ft,, with carpet 30 m. widC) at 41. 6d,

a yard.

Find the area of the walls of the following rectangular rooms

;

6. Length 20 ft.) breadth 16 ft.) height 9 ft.

7. Length 15 ft. 6 in,) breadth 12 ft.) height 9 ft.

8. Length 21 ft. 7 in.) breadth 16 ft. 5 m.) height 3^ yd.

Find the length of wall paper required for the following rooms

:

8. 25 ft. long) 20 ft. wide, 12 ft. high , paper 15 in. wide,

10. 14 ft long, 10 ft. wide, 7 ft high , paper 14 in. wide.

11. 27 ft, long, 18 ft. wide, 10 ft. high ;
with paper 16 in. wide,

allowing for 2 doors each 7ft by 4 ft.

12. 28 ft, long, 20 ft. broad, 9| ft. high ; with paper 20 in. wide,

allowing for a door 6 ft. by 3^ ft. and a window 3 ft. by 2} ft.

Find the expense of papenng rooms whose dimensions are :

13. Length 21 ft., breadth 16 ft , height 10 ft. ; with paper

16 in. wide, at 4a. a yard.

14. Length Co ft., breadth 35 ft., height 15 ft. ; with paper

13 in. wide, at od. a yard.

16

.

Length 18 ft , breadth 16 ft., height 9 ft. ; with paper ic in.

wide, at gd a yard, allounng for 3 doors each 6 ft, by 3I ft

,

2 wmdows 4ft by 2^ ft, and a fireplace 6 ft by 4 ft 6 in.

16 . How many yards will remain out of 300 yards of matting

2 ft. 6 in. wide, after covering two floors, each 25 ft 6 in. by 21 ft. 7

17. A square room whose floor measures 56 sq._ yd. 2 sq. ft.

36 sq. in.) IS 10 ft 4 m high , And the expense of whitewashing its

ceiling and walls at 2/ per sq. yd.

18. The cost of covering the floor of a room, lai yd. by 8} yd

,

with carpet 2^ ft. wide, is £y} . 14 . 7^ , And the' price of carpet

per yard.

19 . It costs £2. sr. to paper a room 10 yd. long and 8 yd. wide,

with paper ft, wide, at 3d per yard ; And the height of the room,

20. The cost of carpeting a room 16^ ft. long and 12^ ft

broad) with carpet at 6s. per yard, is £i4.~iys,

;

And the width of

the carpet.

2L If a postage stamp be | of an inch long and f of an inch

broad, what will be the cost of covenng the walls of a room which
IS 13 ft. long, 12 ft. wide and 9 ft. high, with postage stamps, 6 pies

each 7

22. What will be the cost of papering a room, 24 ft. long by
20 ft. broad and 8 ft. high, which has 2 doors each 7 ft. by 4 ft..
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mtH paper 2 ft wide, at B4 a piece ; the cost of putting It on
being 40. per piece, and each piece being 4 yards long ?

23. The matting of a room, 3 times as long as broad, at 4
annas per sq. ft cost fiy and the painting of the walls at 2 annas
per sq. yd. cost S6 6a. 2^. ; what is the height of the room ?

24. Find the expense oflining a cistern 10 ft. long, 8 ft, broad
and 3 ft. deep, with lead at Bio per cwt., which weighs ; lb.

per sq. ft.

26. Find the cost of papering a room, 18 ft. long, 12 ft broad
and 10 ft. high, with paper 32 in wide, at 6 annas a yard, allowing

for a door 7 ft. by 4 ft , 3 windows each 4 ft. by 3 ft. and a panel-

ling 2 ft. high ronnd the floor. '

26. A box with a lid is to be made of plank, one inch thick ;

the external dimensions are to be 18 in., 12 in,, and 9 in, : how
many sq, ft of plank will be required ?

27 . The length of a room is 32i ft. The cost of papering

the walls at Bl. 14a per sq. yd. is B30S 2a ; and the cost of car*

peting thq floor at B2 4a. per sq. yd. is B150. 5a. Find the height

and width of the room.

2B. Find the cost of whitewashing the ceiling and the inner

and outer sides of the walls of a room, 20 ft long, is ft wide and
i; ft. high, at i pie per sq. ft. ; the walls being if ft. thick and 3 ft,

higher at the outside.

LAND MEASUREMENT OF BENGAL,

189. If we have to find the area of a rectangular piece of land

say, 14 bi. 3 cot by 9 bi. 2 cot , we might proceed thus

Area=i4j‘0X9^a bi. (superfic!3l}=i28^ bi.=i28 bi. 15 cot

4 ch. 16 ga

But such examples are usually worked by the following rule ;

Stgha multiplied by bigha gives htgha.

Bigha „ „ cottcBi „ eoitah,

Cottah „ „ cottah „ dhool.

Twenty dhools make a cottah.

The truth of the rule will appear from the following considera*

tions

:

I bi. XI bl. = I bi. (superficial)

,

I bi. XI cot = I X^ bi. bi, I cot (superficial)

;

I cot. XI cot =^X0^ bi. cot, >= I dhool.
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By this method the above example will be worked thus ;

We multiply all the

terms of the ist line

(beginnmg with the

loivest) by all the terms
of the and line (begin-

rmg with the highest).

Area=

bi. cot.

14 . 3
9 • 2

127. 7 =(i4bi. 3 col.)X9 bi.

1 8. 6=(i4 bi. 3 cot )x 2 cot.

128 . IS . 6=(i4 bi. 3 cot )x (9 bi. 2 cot.)

128 bi. 15 cot. 6 dhools

= 128 bi iSi%cot.

= 128 bi. 15 cot. 4 ch. 16 ga.

EXAhIFIiES. 118

Find the area of the following rectangular fields :

L 4 bi. by 3 bi. 2. 10 bi. 10 cot. by S bi

8. 12 bi. 15 cot. by 8 bi. lo cot.

4. 14 b: 8 cot by 14 bi. 8 cot

6. 24 bi. 8 cot. by 14 bi. 13 cot.

9. 57 bi. 5 cot. by 42 bi. 8 cot.

7. 99 bi. 19 cot. by 49 bi 19 cot.

8. 115 bi. 14 cot by los bi 7 cot.

0. 8J bi. by 3J bi 10. loj bi. by 15 cot.

U. 252 cubits by 164 cubits, 12. 408 cubits by 308 cubits.

XXXIII. MEASUREMENT OF SOLIDITY.

190 In Arithmetic we consider the volumes of reotangnlET
solids only.

Example. A rectangular box, a bnck, are rectangular solids.

The length, breadth and thickness (or height or depth) of a

rectangular solid are called its dunonsions.

191 . The unit of volume is a cube each of whose edges is

the unit of length.

Volume or cubic content is measured by the number of

units of volume which it ^contains.

192. To find the volume of a rectangular solid or rectangular

parallelopiped.
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Let the annexed

figure represent a rect-

angular parallelopiped,

of rrhicli the length
AB is 4 ft I breadth BC
IS 3 ft and thickness
AD IS 3 ft. Divide AB
BC, AD respectively

into 4i 3 and 3 equal
parts, and through the

points of division draw
planes parallel to the

s'des Then the solid

n <11 be divided into a number of equal blocks, each of nhicli is a

tu^iefool ; and since there .are two layers, m each of which there
are 4x3 blocks, w e see that there are 4x3x3 blocks altogether,

and the solid therefore contains 4x3x3 cubic feet.

The volume of the solid•4x3x3 cu. ft.

And generally, in any rectangular solid.

The measure ofvolume= measure oflength x measure ofbreadth
X measure of thickness.

Or, more briefly,

Volnme •• length x breadth x ibickness.

Whence, thickness'-volume-^Ocngthxbreadth) : etc.

Exanplei Find the cubic content of a rectangular V'o-k n''

n-arble whose dimensions .are 3 ft. 2 in ,3 ft. 3 in. and i ft. 6 in

Volume=3ix3ix I* cu. ft.«=io{i cu Ft.

Exan-pki How many bric}.s will be required to build > wall

33 ft long, 10 ft high and 3 ft thick ; each brick with its share
of the mort.ar being 6 in long, 3 in wide and 2 in deep ?

Number of bricks**
V olume of the wall

volume of each brick

30 X10X2
192C0

Exairplt 3 A rectangular cistern is 6 ft long and 4 ft. hrnac.

i hat IS the depth of water in it, when it contains 72 cubic feet of

vater?

Depth
volume of v’ater^ 73

area of tLs oasc 6x4
**3 ft

Example n A box with a lid is to be made of half-an inch

. p'.ank ; its internal dimensions arc to be 23 in , 15 in, and 9 in

How many cu. in, of wood will be required 7
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The external dimensions of the box are si In.| i6 in, and
10 in. ; . . Its external volume=2i x i6 x lo cii. m.^3360 cu. in ,

and Its internal volume^sox 15x9 cu in.=27oo cu. in. Volume
of wood required for the box=(3360— 2700) cu. 10.^3660 cu. in.

We may obtain the area of the plank required by dividing the

volume of the wood by the thickness of the plank.

EZAHFLES. 119.

Find the cubic contents of the rectangular solids having the

following dimensions ;

1. 10 ft.i 8 ft
, 5 ft. 2. 7i ft

1 si ft I 4i ft-

3. 3 yd ] 7 ft I 30 in. 4. S ft. 10 m.) 3 ft., 6 in.

6.

7 yd. 2 ft. 9 m ) 6 yd. i ft. 3 in , 10 ft. 10 m.

6, Find the cubic content of a cube whose edge is 3^ ft,

7 , How many pounds of water will fill a cistern 2 yd. long,

3 ft. broad and 9 in. deep, having given that a cu. ft of water

weighs 1000 oz ?

8, How many bricks, each 9 in. by 6 in by 4 in., are required

for a wall 22 yd. long, 8 ft. high and 2 ft 6 in. thick, leaving in it

a doorway 6 ft. by 4 ft

8. How many times can a bucket, holding 2 cu. ft of water,

be filled from a tank 30 ft. long, 25 ft ivide and 10 ft deep 7

10 In what time will a cistern 16 ft. by 12 ft by lo ft., be
filled by a pipe which discharges 40 cu ft of water per minute 7

U. How many sheets, each 4 ft long, 2 ft broad and i of an
inch thick, can be made from 4 cu ft. of iron 7

12 Find the total weight of 27 sheets of copper, each 6 ft.

long, 4 ft. broad and i of an inch thick, a cubic foot of copper
weighing 2 cwt.

13. How many times can a pint-bottle be filled from a cistern

138 637 in by 70 in. by 10 in., having given that a gallon contains

277*274 cubic inches 7

14 A cu inch of gold is hammered into a plate 6 in. square ,

find the thickness of the plate as the decimal of an inch.

16 . Water is flowing into a reservoir which is 5 ft. square ,

how many cu. ft. of water will have flown in when the depth of

water is aj ft 7

16 . A cistern, 12 ft. long and 8 ft, 6 in. broad, contains water
,

how many cu. ft. of water must be drawn off to make the surface
sink half an inch 7
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17. A room, 40 fl. lol in. by 35 ft 8 in., accommodates 100

persons ; what must be tiic height of the room if e.ach person has

cu. ft. of air ?

18 . What length must be cut off a rectangular marble slab,

li ft. broad and S in. thick, in order that it may contain 2 cu. ft, 7

ID Find the cost of digging a c.an3l j mile long, 6 ft. wide

and 5 ft deep, .it 4 .inn.is per cu. yd.

20. A hike, whose .irca is 30 acres, is covered with ice 6

inches thick ; find the ueight of the ice in tons, if a cubic foot of

ICC weigh 900 Or Avoir

2L There .ire 1530 cu. ft. of air in a room 9 ft. high ; find the

cost of carpeting it at Rl per sq ft

22 , A square room, 10 ft high, contains 4000 cu ft. of air ;

how many yards of paper, 2 ft. wide, will be required for covering
Its walls 7

23
_
A solid st.ick, 41ft. Sin. by 16 ft. Sin, by 14 ft. yin,,

contains 13500a bricks, each 10 in long and 3I m. thick
;
find the

width of each brick.

24 A piece of ground is too yd long and 75 yd. wide. To
what uniform depth must it be cicavatcd that the earth taken out

may form an embankment of 35000 cubic yards, supposing the

earth to be increased one-ninth in volume by removal 7

26 , A box (w ith cover) is made of an-inch-and-a-hnlf plank ;

Its external dimensions arc 4 ft., 3ft 6 in. and 3 ft 3 in , find the

weight of the box, supposing a cu. ft of the wood to weigh 36 lb,

26 . The roofof a xcLindah is supported by 16 teak beams,
each 9 ft long, 3 in broad and 5 in deep. If the weight of a
cubic inch of teak is of that of a cubic inch of water, and if a

cubic foot of water weighs 1000 or., find the weight m lbs of the

timber in the verandah

27 . A crow wishing to quench its thirst came to a vessel which
contained 28 cu in of w ater. The crow being unable to reach the
water, picked up so cral small stones, each three quarters of a
cubic inch in size, and let them drop into the vessel until the water
came to the top of the x-csscl. If the size of the vessel was such
th.it It w Diild exactly hold 73 cubic inches of water, find the
number of stones dropped in by the crow

28 The top of a t.ink is a rectangle whose sides are 15 ft. and
9ft, It IS of the same horizont.iI section throughout its depth.
What must be its depth in order that it may contain 12960 gallons
of water, one gallon containing 277 274 cubic inches 7

29. A moat is to be dug all round a rectangular fort, 200 yd,

long and 150 yd broad ; it is to have vertical sides and to be 27 ft
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Tide and 10 ft. deep throughout. Find the cost of digging it at

4 annas per cubic yard.

30. A. room, 2i ft. long by I3f ft wide, is surrounded by walls

li ft. thick and 14 ft. high. There are two doors each 4J ft by
u ft., and one window 3 ft by 4J ft. Find (1) the cost of buildmg
the walls at the rate of £5 la. per cubic yard, and (11) the number
of bricks, each measuring 9 m. by 4 in. by 2} in., required for the

work,

XXXIV. DUODECIMALS.

193. Dnodeoimals or Cross Multiplication is a method
(similar to that of Ait. 189) of finding areas and volumes, made
use of by painters, bricklayers, etc , m measuring work.

In duodecimals, the successive linear units are named and
counted as follows

.

I foot= uimmes-, i seconds
; i second^ 12 ihtrds ; etc.

note. A prime=an inch. A second is often called a part.

The successive superficial and solid units arenamed and counted
exactly in the same way as the linear units . Thus,

I superficial foot =12 superficial pnmes; i supl prime 12 supl.

seconds , etc

! solid foot= 12 solid primes, I solid primes 12 solid seconds, etc.

Primes, seconds, thirds, etc , are indicated by the accent ('),

I '),
etc., respectively.

The whole of the above statement may be briefly put thus :

I linear^ foot 1

I square foot ^ = 12 '= i44
''= i728"'= 20736‘’=etc.

I cubic foot J

194. We can easily convert quantities expressed in duodecimals
to those expressed in feet and inches, and conversely, remembering
that in linear measure the inch is the same as the prime, m squaie

measure, as the second, and in cubic measure, as the third

Example i. 2 ft 3'. 4" =2 ft. 3'iV=2 ft 3^ in

Example 2. 3 sq, ft. 2'. 4". 3'"=3 sq. ft. 28''j®5=3 sq. ft. 28^ m
Example 3. 7 cu ft i'. 2", S'"

6'r=7 cu ft. I73"'i5

=7 cu. ft. 173J in.

Conversely,

Example 4. 4 yd. 3 ft. 2J in.— 15 ft. 2'J= 15 ft. 2', 4".
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Example 3. 2 sq. ft. igf iii.=2 sq. ft. I9"f=2 sq. ft. l'. 7", 8"'.

Example 6. ii cu. ft. loooj in.B>ii cu. ft. looo"'J

• =ii cu. ft. 83". cu. ft. 6'. 11". 4"'. 3«»,

EZAMBXiBS. ISO.

Express m yardsi feet and inches

:

1. 12 ft 7'. s". 2. 20 ft. 8'. 3". g'".

3. 13 sq ft 9'.3"- 4. 22 sq ft 3'. 4". 8"'.

6. 40 sq. ft. i'. 0". 3". 6. 2 sq. ft. 2' 2". 2"'. 2>’.

7 , 30 cu ft. 3'. 4". 8 74 cu ft. 7', 3'. 4"',

9. 10 cu ft 2'. i". 0"'. 4'', 10, 3 cu. ft 3'. 3" 3"'. 3*'

Express in duodecimals

a 2 yd. 2 ft 7 in. 12. 11 yd. I ft. 7i in.

13. 8 ftriil in. 14 10 ft. gl in.

16 . 6 sq yd. 2 ft. 71I in. 16 7 sq yd. 7 ft 6o| in.

17. 2 cu yd. 8 ft 1507 in. 18 I cu yd I ft. 24oJ ID

195 The following' statements can be proved as in Art. 169

Feet into primes give (supl.) primes
,

]J II seconds II II seconds

,

M fi thirds II II thirds ; etc.

Pnmes }) primes II

f

II seconds

;

?f It seconds n JI thirds
, etc.

Seconds 11 seconds II 11 fourths

,

ji II
thirds II II fifths

, etc.

Also

(Supl)feet into primes give (solid) primes;

II II II
seconds ,] „ seconds , etc.

„ primes u primes „ „ seconds

;

II II II
seconds „ ,, thirds ; etc.

Example i. Find the area of a rectangle 7 ft 8 in by 6 ft. 7 m
We multiply all the terms ft,

'

of the multiplicand (commenc- 7 . 8

ing with the lowest) by all the 6 . 7

terms of the multiplier (com- 46 . o =(7 ft 8')x 6 ft.

mencing with the highest). 4.5. 8=»(7 ft 8')X7'.

50 . 5 . 8«»{7 ft. S')x(6ft. ?')•

Area=5o sq. ft 5'. 8"=5o sq ft. 68"=5o sq ft 68 in

C A. 12.
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^xampU 2. Find the capacity of a cubical vessel whose edge

, ft.
’

2 . 3
g 3

4-6 = (2 ft. 3’)x2 ft.

6 9 = (2 ft 3')X3'.

5.

0.9 = (2 ft. 3') X (2 ft. 3').

2 • 3

10 I . 6 = (Ssqft. o' 9'')k 2 ft.

I 32.3 = (5 sq.ft o'
.

9'’)>«3'.

11 . 4 • 8 . 3 = (5 sq ft. o' . 9")x(2 ft. 3'),

Capacity=ii cu. ft. 4' . 8"
. 3'"=n cn ft 675'"=ii cu. ft.

675 in. .

EZAUPIiES. m. ,

Find by Cross Multiplication the areas of the following
rectangles ;

1. 3 ft. 4 m. by 2 ft. 3 m. 2. 8 ft. 9 in. by 7 ft. 8 in.

8. 12 ft. 9 in. by 10 ft. 5 in. 4. 16 ft. ii in. by 12 ft. 10 in,

6. 20 ft. 7i in by 15 ft 4 ra. 6. 40 ft. 6 in by 3ft2jin.

7. 13 ft 8S in by 7 ft 2J in. 8. 12 ft gf m. by 10 ft af in.

9 . 24 ft 6S in. by 9 ft. sfi in. 10. 120 ft. 3J m by 20 ft. in.

Find the volumes of the following rectangular solids :

11. 4 ft. 7 in by 3 ft. 9 in. by 2 ft. 3 in.

12. 6 ft. 8 in by 5 ft. 7 in. by 3 ft 5 in.

13 . 10 ft 8| in by 9 ft. 6 in by 8 ft 7 in.

14 . 12 ft. 3S in by 7 ft. 4J in. by 5ft z\ m.

15. 20 ft. in by 15 ft 8| in. by 10 ft. 2f m.

77. B. For additional examples, see the two preceding sections

XXXV. PROBLEMS AND THE UNITARY METHOD,

196.’ When the value, weight or length, etc., of any number
of units IS given, we can, by Compound Division, obtain the value,
weight or length, etc., of one of the units. And when the value
weight or length, eta, of one unit is given, we can, by Compound
Multiphcahon, obtain the value, wpight or length, etc., of any
number of units of the same kmd.
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The solution by the application of the two above principles is

called the ITnitary method or the Method of Beduotion
to the TTnit. The method mil be fully explained by the follow

ing examples,

197. Example i. If 9 artKles cost R36J wbat is the cost of

I attide 7

The cost of 9 artides*=B36i

.* 1 artide

>=84. Ans

Example z. If l lb. of tea costs zr, 6</| what will 8 lb cost 7

The cost of I Ib. =2r. 6(f
1

3 ... •>{2r. 6if.)xS

^£1. Ans,

BXAMFIiES. 133 .

1. If 7 articles cost Rj loa
,
what is the cost of 1 article 7

2 If 12 maunds of wheat cost R301 wbat will i maund cost 7

3. If 7i yards of cloth cost Ri. 140 , how much will i yd, cost 7

4 If the weight of 16 equal bags of rice be 40 maunds, what
IS the weight of I bag 7

6. If the length of a piece of cloth worth l8r, be iz yards,

what IS the length of a piece of the same cloth worth is. 7

6 If the rent of 13 acres of land is £4. jyr., what is the rent

of I acre 7

7 If the income-tax on R200 be Rs . 3 . 4, what is the tax

on Ri 7

8, If I chair costs B2, 12a , how much will 13 chairs cost 7

0 , If I Ib. of sugar costs 7if, what will 10 lb. cost 7

10 . If 1 bullock can plough 3J bigbas in a day,' how many
bighas can ll bullocks plough in a day ?

11. If a man walk 3i miles m i hour, how far does he walk
in 91 hours 7

12. A servant's wages being yj. 6if, per week, how much ought
he to receive for 7 weeks 7

13 . If the railway fare for l mile is sip., what is the fare for

24 miles 7

14. If the carriage of i maund for 150 miles cost Rz, what will

be the cost of the carnage of lol maunds for the same distance 7
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Eicampk 3. If 5 men can do a piece of work in 3' daysi Low
long will It take i man to do it 7

S men can do the work in 3 daysi

I man (3x5) days,

t.e, i; days. Arts,

Example 4.

many days can
If I man can do a piece of work m ai days, in how
3 men do it 7

I man can do the work in zi days,

3 men days,

>.f., 7 days. Ans,

!Not0. In questions such as the two above, it should be noticed

that to an inorease in the number of workmen corresponds a
diminution in the number of days, and vice versa.

EXAMPLES. IS.^.

' 1 , If 10 men can do a piece of work in 3 days, how long will

it take one man to do it 7

2 . If 12 men finish a piece of work m 5 days, in bow many
days could one man finish it 7

8.

If 3 maunds of rice last 9 persons 30 days, how long v/ould

they last i person 7

4 . If 7 cwt. can be carried :oo miles for 3^., how far can i cwt,

be carried for the same sum 7

6,

If 13 acres can be rented for 7 months for a certain sum,
for how many months can i acre be rented for the same sum 7

6. If I man can do a piece of work in 40^ days, how long will

It take 9 men to do it 7

7 . If 30 bushels feed 28 horses for a week, how many horses
would they keep for 4 weeks 7

8. If I man reap a field in iS days, how long will 4 men be
doing It 7

9 . A ship performs a voyage in 55 days, sailing i knot - an
hour, how many days would she take to perform the same voyage
sailing 5 knots an hour 7

10 . If the carriage of 56 maunds for i mile cost a certain sum,
how much will be carried 14 miles for the same money 7

11. If 18 horses plough a Geld in ij days, how many horses
-will plough it in I day 7
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t

12 , If l8 horses plough a field in 15 daysj in how many days
will 1 horse plough it ?

13 . If I horse can be kept S days for B2. Sa., for how many
days can 4 horses be kept for the same sum 7

198 . Each of the above questions requires either multiplica*

lion or division for its solution. In the following questions the two
processes are combined

Exatnple 1. If 3 yards of cloth cost B4. 8« , what will be the

cost of 35 yards ?

The cost of 3 yards=B4 811

,

I yard =84 So x

.* 35 yaTdsBK4. 8a.

x

=B5z. Sa. Ans

In niuUtplytng by 35 Ike vtethei of muUtpUcahon by factors

si. itild be adopted

Example 2. How much must be paid for 17 maunds of sugar)

when 8 maunds cost R747

The cost of 8 maunds «= 8741

.* 1 maund =’74Xj)

9 maunds«=74Xg-,

=883 4® I

• • • . 17 maiinds>°8i57 4a. (by addition).

Here v)c avoid the multiplication by 17 laltick cannot befactorised.

Example 3 If 6 maunds of wheat cost 87. 8a , how much can

be purchased fo.r 812 8a 7

87. 8a = I20a

812 Sa =20oa

J2oa. IS the cost of6 maundsj

40a. ..... . ........ .2 .. ...]

200a ...10 Ans.

The artifice employed in this example should be carefully noted.

IVe use here 400 as the unit common to 170a. and 200a.

Example 4, If J of an estate be worth 890, what is the value

of s of It 7

, J of the estate is worth 890,

the estate IS worth 890x^1

J of the estate IS worth 89ox$x| or BSo. Ans,
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Example 5, Express i mile m metres) 32 metres being equal
to 35 yards.

35 yards=32 metres)

.
5 yards='^- metreS)

1760 yards=2^5-'-^ metres or idoqj metres.

EZAMfliES ISA.

1. If 30 bullocks cost fiSiO) what is the cost of 77 bullocks 1

2 . If 5 cwt cost S6 4a.j what is the cost of 16 cwt ?

3 . Find the value of 21 yd. of cloth when 44 yd. cost B33.

4 . If 7 pieces of cloth cost B350, what will 13 pieces cost ?

6.

If 13 reams of paper cost £h. lor.) what is the price of

21 reams ^

6. If 23 copies of a book cost B35. 15a) how much will 31

copies cost >’

7. If the cost of 60 eggs be ts, z<l 1 how many can be pur
chased for 5r. ?

8. How many oranges can be bought for B2. 30. at the rate

of 80 gp a. dozen ?

9. If 4 cwt. cost £1. IS. Id, what will 2 tons 8 cwt. cost ?

10

,

If 35 sheep produce 20 lb. of wool) what would 63 sheep

produce ?

11 If 42 men earn B3 4 6 for a day’s work) what would 112

men earn ’>

12 If the railway fare for 100 miles be B3. 8. 6 , what is the

fere for 275 miles ? ^

13. If S persons can be boarded for £3, how many can be
boarded for £7. los. ?

14 'What IS the value of 60a pins at the rate of 2d. per gross ?

16

.

If 7f lb. cost 2j 7d

,

what will iJ cwt. cost ’

16. If I of a maund cost B3 12a.) find the cost of 3$ seers,

17. If ^ of an estate be worth B2700, what is the value of

}

of the estate ?

18. If^ of a cargo be worth £3^7. 7s, what is the value of

I of the cargo

19. The owner of '375 of a ship sold J of his share for B5040

;

find the value of 875 of the ship at the same rate.

20. A man lost | of his money) and then spent | of the remain-
der : after which he had Bi3o left : how much did he lose ?
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21 . A gentleman possessing of an estate sold | of Vk of his

share for B241. 4a. ; what would i of estate sell for at

the same rate ?

22 If a man walk 46 miles m 3 days, in how many days will

he walk II ; miles 7

23 If the rent of 34 acres is fiai. 4a

,

what 'is* the rent of

51 acres ? ,

24 A servant’s wages being £10. Ss per annum, how much
ought she to receive for 7 weeks 7 [i year 1=32 weeks ]

26 . A man’s annual income is &40S8 : what does he receive

for 15 days 7 [i year=365 days.]

26 If 27 bus 2^ pk. cost £10 . 7 . sh what is the cost of a
bushel and a half ’

'

27. If 3 cwt 3 qr. cost £6. 15s., what will be the cost of 2 cwt.7

28 A sack of potatoes weighs 89 seers , if 6 such sacks cost

R22. 4a., what will be the cost of 22 seers 7

29 If 17 ac. 2 ro 38 po. supply 3 horses, how many acres

will supply 16 horses ’>

30 If the carnage of 25 maunds for 500 miles cost S9. do.,

what weight can be carried the same distance for R8 7

31 If a piece of land worth S37; yield an income of Ry 8a,
what should be the value of a piece of land which yields an income
ofRiS i2a 7

32 If 3} acres can be mown in 7 days, how long will it take
to mow 9} acres 7

38. If 350 rupees weigh 9 lb , how many pounds will 625 rupees
weigh 7

34 . In a certain time the population of a town increased from

78960 to 82908 , find by how many the population of another town
of 92360 inhabitants would have increased at the same rate in the

same time

36 A man walks 4 miles in an hour , how many yards does
he walk in a minute 7

36 A railway tram travels at the rate of 20 miles in i4 hours ;

find the rate per minute.

37 . An express train goes 10 times as fast as a man who walks
6 ft. in a second . how many miles per hour does it go 7 '

38 Express miles in kilometres, S kilometres being equal

to 5456 yards

39. If 6^ grammes be equal to 105 grains, express a pound
Avoir, in grammes.
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40. Convert ;£3 • 7 • 6 to Indian money, given R8=ijr.

41. Convert ^ tons to maunds, given 35 seers =72 lb.

42. Express 3i dollars in Indian money, 9 dollars being eqaal

to 20 rupees

43. If 8 horses eat as much as 6 oven, how many oxen will

eat as much as 20 horses ?

44 If 4 men do as much work as 6 boys, how many ilien will

do the work of 18 boys ?

46 . If the price of 7 horses and ; oven is S520, and that of

an ox IS R20, find the pnce of a horse.

_
40 . If the weight of 5 rupees and 3 pice is 1200 grains, and

that of a rupee is iSo grams, find the weight of a pice.

47. If 8 horses and 20 sheep eat the grass of 7 acres in a
certain time, how many acres will feed 10 horses and 24 sheep for

the same time, supposing a horse to eat as much as 4 sheep ?

48. If 15 chairs and 2 tables cost K400, find the cost of 12

chairs and 3 tahles, the cost of 10 chairs being equal to that of

4 tables.

49. If the wages of 4 men be equal to those of S women,
what will 8 women earn in a day, the daily earnings of 10 men
being Ri. 90 ?

60
.

_
If a shop-keeper uses a weight of 15 oz. for i lb., how

much will a customer lose in buying 24 Ib. ?

Example 6. If 35 men finish a piece of work in 8

many men will finish it in 10 days ?

In 8 days the work is done by 35 men.

35x4

or 28 men.

days, how

Aks,

Example 7. If the penny loaf weighs 12 oz. when wheat is

j£4 a quarter, what should it weigh when wheat is £a- i6r. a
quarter ?

' ;S4=8oj. , ,£4. i6r.=96j.

When wheat is 8or. a qr. the loaf weighs 12 oz..

i6a (12 X s) oz.,

965. oz.,j

or 10 oz. Arts.
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Example 8. A garnsoo of 1200 men is provisioned for 60
days , if after 15 days 300 men leave the garrisoni how long will

the remaining provisions last the men left f

The provisions left would last 1200 men 4J daysi

. . they would last 300 men (45 x 4) daysj

, , they would last 900 men daysj or 60 days. Am.

EXAMFliES IS5.

1. If 9 men can mow a field in 4 dayS) in how many days
could 6 men mow the same field ?

2 . If 12 horses can plough a field in 7 dayS) in how many
days could 14 horses plough it ’

3. If 16 men finish a piece of work in 5 days) in how many
days could 10 men do it ’ ' >

4

.

' If 23 men reap a field in 12 days) how many men could
reap it in 20 days ?

6. If 7 cwt feed 15 horses for 8 daysj how many horses would
they feed 12 days ?

6 If 28 maunds can be earned 30 miles for a certam sumi
what weight can be carried 125 miles, for the same sum ?

7 If 16 bigbas can be rented for 9 months for Bio, for how
many months can 36 bighas be rented for the same sum ?

8 A man walks from Calcutta to Hugly in 6 hours, walking

4 miles an hour , bow long would he take if he rode at the r^te

of 9 miles an hour ?

9 If the twopenny loaf weighs 20 oz when wheat is {,1^, l6f,

a quarter, what should it weigh when wheat is ,£8 a quarter ?

10 If the sixpenny loaf weighs 64 oz when wheat is fir. gd,

a bushel, what is the price of wheat per bushel when the sixpenny
loaf weighs 48 oz ?

11 From a mass of silver I can make fi4 plates weighing 3 oz.

each) how many 4 oz plates could 1 make from the same ?

12 A garrison of 1200 men has provisions for 75 days , how
long would they last if the garrison were reduced to 500 men ?

13 . A fortress is provisioned for 4 weeks at the rate of 20 oz.

a day for each man . if only 12 oz, he served out daily for each
man, how long can the place bold out ^

14 . A garrison of 1000 men is provisioned for 70 days : if

after 20 days the garrison is re-enforced by 200 men, how long will

the remaining provisions last ?

16 . If 7 men can mow a meadow m 7 days, working 10 hours
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a dayi how many additional hours a day must they work to do it

in 5 days ?

16 If I borrow R300 for S monthsi for how long should I lend

R400 in return ?

17. If It requires 27^ yd. of carpet 9 in wide to cover a room,
how many yards of carpet 7 m. wide will be necessary to cover
the same room >

^ '

EXASEPLES iSS

1 If 30 seers of com feed 6 horses for' 4 daysi how many
horses would they feed for 12 days ^

2. If 30 seers of com feed 6 horses for 4 days> how many
horses would 25 seers feed for the same time ^

• 3 . If 30 seers of com feed 6 horses for 4 daysj for how many
days would they feed 8 horses ^

4. If 30 seers of corn feed 6 horses for 4 daysi for how many
days would 52^ seers feed the same number of horses ?

6. If 30 seers of corn feed 6 horses for 4 days, how manv
seers will feed 10 horses for the same time ?

6 If 30 seers of com feed 6 horses for 4 days, how many
seers will feed the same number of horses for 9 days '>

7 . If 20 men reap a field of 6 acres in 40 hours, in bow many
hours will 35 men reap the same field >

8. If 20 men reap a field of 6 acres in 40 hours, how many
men will reap the same field in 25 hours ?

9 . If 20 men reap a field of 6 acres m 40 hours, how many
acres will 35 men reap in the same time ?

10

,

If 20 men reap a field of 6 acres in 40 hours, how many
men will reap 15 acres in the same time ?

IL If 20 men reap a field of 6 acres in 40 hours, how many
acres will they reap in 55 hours >

12. If 20 men reap a field of 6 acres in 40 hours, in how many
hours will they reap a field of 8 acres ?

18. When rice is R3 per md , how many people can he fed for

the same sum that would feed 90 people when rice is &2 So,

per md, ’

14. If I Ih of flour cost 9/ when wheat is B3 per md , what
should he the price of a md. of wheat when i lb. of flour

costs la !

16 How many yards of cloth worth 4a. 6p. per yard must

be gi\en m exchange for 30 yards at 30. per yard ?
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16. Find the length of a strip of land 20'yd. widci that should
be given in exchange for a piece measuring 40 yd. by 30 yd,

17. If 3 lb. of tea cost as much as 10 lb of sugar, how much
tea should be given in exchange for 2J lb. of sugar ^

18. A brewer receives 10 doz of brandy in exchange for

'4 barrels of ale worth £3, lox. a barrel , what does the brandy cost

him per Bottle i

18. A man contracts to perform a piece of work in 20 days
and immediately employs upon it 16 men. At the end of 12 days
the work is only half done , what additional number of men must
he employ to fulfil the contract ?

20. A merchant of Calcutta indented from London goods
worth ;£64o, and paid £zo for freight If a rupee is equal to is.

I
gif I for how many annas must he sell goods, for which he paid ir

to the London manufacturer, in order to gam £30 on the whole
outlay ?

2L If a quantity of flour serve 36 men for 15 days at the rate
of 12 or a day for each man, how many ounces a day will each
man get, when the same quantity of flour serves 42 men for the
same time ?

22 When gram is R2 per md. how many horses can be kept
for the same sum that would keep 20 horses when gram is Ri 8a,

per md. 7

Example g. If lo men can do a piece of work in 12 d.ays,

working 7 hours a day, how many hours a day must 6 men work
to do the same in 14 days 7

10 men can do the work m (iz x 7) hours,

2 •.(12x7x5) ....,

• ® ISEjLsA

to complete the work in 14 days, they must work
hours, or 10 hours a day

Example 10 If a number of men can dig a trench 2 to yd.
long, 3 wide and 2 deep, in 5 days of 11 hours each, m how
many days of to hours each, will they dig a trench 42a j'd long,
wide and 3 deep 7

(210x3x2) cu. yd IS dug in 55 hours

• . 1 .... ........ . .... 5205^51(5 hours,

.-. (420 X 6 X 3) ; hours,

or 330 hours ,

the number of days required =33 '
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Example ii. If 8 oxen or 6 horses eat the grass of a field in

10 daysi in how many days will 5 oxen and 4 horses eat it ?

' 8 oxen eat as much as 6 horsesi

I ox eats I horseS)

5 oxen eat horsesi or horses ;

5 oxen and 4 horses eat as much as (\^+4)horses) or^ horses.

NoW) 6 horses eat the grass m lo dayS)

/. I horse will eat 10 R 6

/. horses

or 7II days.

EXAMPLES. ' laT.

1 . If S men can do a piece of work m 8 days, working 7 hours
a day, how many men will do the same piece of work in 4I days,
working 10 hours a day ?

2 . If 9 men can do a piece of work in 7 days, working 10

hours a day,-how many hours a day must 6 men work to do the

same in 30 days ">

8. If 12 men can do a piece of work in 8 days of 7 hours each.

In how many days of 6 hours each can 10 men do the same 7

4. If 20 masons build a wall, 50 ft. long, 2 ft thick and 14 ft

high, in 12 days, m how many days will they build a wall, 55 ft.

long, 4 thick and 16 high ?

6.

If 20 men dig a trench, 100 yd. long, 5 wide and 3 deep.

In 3 days, how many men will dig a trench 150 yd. long, 6 wide
and 2 deep, m the same time

6. If 5 men reap a rectangular field, 200 ft. by 50 ft., m 2 days
of 10 hours each, in how many days of 8 hours each can they reap
another, 30a ft. by 40 ft. 7

7 . If 6 men or 8 boys can do a piece of work in 18 days, in

how many days will 3 men and 5 boys do it ?

8. If 5 men, 7 women or 9 bo^s can dig a ditch in 15 days, In

how many days can i man, i woman and i boy dig it 7

8. 4 men do as much work as 6 boys in the same time, and a
piece of work in which 20 men and 15 boys are engaged take 25
days ; how many days would it take if 1 5 men and 20 boys were
employed upon it 7

10 . If 10 gas-burners, which &re lighted 4 hours every evening

for 15 days, consume a quantity of gas which costs B3, for how
many days can 12 burners be lighted 5 hours every evening at the

same cost 7
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11 . If 3 piece of Riattiag, measuring 7 R. 4 la. by ; ft., cost

R6, i4a,i irhat mil be the cost of a piece of the same matting,

measuring 10 ft. by 6 ft. 6 in. ?

12. If the cost of printing a book of 250 pages, with 21 lines

on each page, and on an average 10 words in each line, be B12J,
find the cost of printing a book of 300 pages, with 14 lines on each
page and 8 words in each line

13 If 8 men, working 7 boors a day, take 12 days to complete
a piece of work, how long wilt 14 boys, working 6 hoii{s a day,
take to do the same iiork, the work of one man being equal to

that of two boys in the same time ?

14 . If the feeding of 8 horses and 20 sheep for a month cost

Rloo, what will be the cost of feeding 6 horses and Jo sheep for a
month, supposing that 2 horses cat as much as i; sheep !

BANKRUPTCIES, RATING, TAXING^ ETC.

199. Example i. A bankrupt’s debts are R7a4o, and his

assets (»,e , the value of his property) are B5430 ,* how much can
he pay in the rupee ?

In the place of B7240 he can pay ^5430,
.’ Ri RfmiorRJ,

, or 12 annas ,

he can pay 12a. in the rupee.

Example 2. A bankrupt’s debts amount to £,'il20, and be pays
l8x. in the pound , what are bis assets ?

In the place of I be pays i8r.,

;^37“ (3720 N l8)r.,

his assets are (3720X l8)r, or ,^3348.

Example 3. A man pays an income-tax of R125 at the rate of

yp. in the rupee ; find bis income

Ri2S 0240007!.

He pays 5^ on Bi,

,
.......... 240oqi!. on B4800

,

his income is R4800,

Example 4. After paying an income-tax of id. in the pound
a man has left , find his gross income.

He has igs 6d left out of £1,

i'ff!

: (780x20)1. or ,S8oo

:

. , bis gross income is ;£8oo,
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Example 5. A man pays an income-tax of (yp, in the rupee on

^
of his income ; how much m the rupee does he pay on his whole

income 7

He pays 6/. in the rupee on | of his income, * c , he pays
of % of his income, or Js of his income But^ of Bl 1=4^ ; he
pays 4^ in the rupee on his whole income.

Example 6. When income-tax is ^ in the rupee a person
has to pay R20 more than when the tax was 4^. in the rupee

,

6nd his mcome

Difference of tax is \p. when the income is Bi,

....(20x16x12)^ B(2ox 16x12),

or B3840
;

his income is B3840.

EXAMBIiSS. ISS.

L Find the income-tax on B3600 at 5^. in the B.

2 . How much will a poor-rate of 2r 6d m the £ produce in a
parish where the whole property is rated at ;£3768. 8r. ?

3 . Find the amount of road-cess, at 6^. in the B, on a rental

of B5500.

4. A bankrupt's debts are B78S0, and his assets B4925 , how
much in the rupee can he pay ?

6.

A bankrupt’s effects amount to B6131 .5.4, and his debts

are B36788 , how much can he pay in the lupee ?

6. If a man has to pay £9 7.6 for income-tax on an income
of ;£75o, what IS the rate of tax per £ ^

7. A bankrupt’s debts are B3798, and he pays I2a. in the

rupee , what are his assets 7

8. A bankrupts assets are £2900, and he pays his creditors

I4f. 6d, in the £ ,
what do his debts amount to 7

8. A man pays an income-tax of B40 at the rate of 4^. in the

rupee ,
find his income.

10. If I pay ;£i6. lor. 6rf. for income-tax, being at the rate of

lod. in the £, what is my income 7

11. After paying an income-tax of Sp. in the rupee a man has
B2805 left , find his gross income.

12. A person after paying ^d in the £ for income-tax has

,£174. 15r, left , what was his gross income ?

13 . a' creditor received i6r. %d in the £, and thereby lost

£135. lor. ] how much was'dueto him 7
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14. A man pays an income-tax of 4^. in the rupee on j of bis

income
; what rate per rupee does he pay on his whole mcome ?

16 A man pays an income-tax of in the rupee on | of his

income , what fraction of his whole mcome is paid as income-tax ?

16. When the income-tax is 9<£ m the pound a person has to pay
;£'40 less than when the tax was is, in the pound , find his income.

17 When the income-tax is jd, in the pound a person has to

pay £25 more than when the tax was sd. m the pound , find his

income

PROBLEMS RELATING TO WORK DONE IN A
CERTAIN TIME.

200. Example l A can do a piece of work m 7 dayS) and B
can do it in 9 days ,

how long will A and B, w orking together)

take to do the work ?

A can do the w ork in 7 dayS) .'. A can do } of it m i day

,

E ... ...... 9 * .*• I * - E .... ..... J f

.’ A and B together can do d-l-}) of it in one dayi

JS
* the whole in days ,

.’J the time required days=3j| days

Example 2 A and B together can perform a piece of work in

5 dayS) and A alone can do it m 8 days what time \vill it take B,
to do It alone 7

A and B can do the work in 5 daysi they can do | of it in i day ,

A alone 8 . .) . , he |

B alone can do (}-i) of it in i day,

* ro
.' the wholem -^®- days, or 13} days A«s

Example 3 A vessel can be dlled by a pipe m 25 minutes, and'
It can be emptied by a waste-pipe in 2o minutes , if both the pipes
be opened when the ^essel is full, how soon will it be empty 7

1st pipe fills of the vessel in i minute,

2nd pipe empties

when both pipes are open

(A~5V) of llte vessel is emptied in 1 minute,

t «-i rnn

the whole will be emptied in 100 minutes.
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Example 4. A and B can do a piece of work in 5 hours ; A and
C in 4 hours , B and C in 3i hours. In what time can A alone do it ?

A and B can do ^ in 1 hour ,

A and C J
two men of .(4 's strength, and B and C can do

J+i in I hour j

but B and C can do ^ in i hour ,

two men of A’s strength can do in l hour,

or in I hour ,

A can do in i hour ,

A can do the whole in hours, or I2^g hours Ans,

Example 5. A does ^ of a piece of work in 20 days ; he then
calls in Bi and they finish the work m 3 days ; how long would B
take to do the whole work by himself >

A does 4 of the work in 20 days,

A can do j'j of the work in l day,

'A does it of the work in 3 days,

but A and ^ do 7 of the work m 3 days,

. £does (•i-5\)oftheworkm 3 days,

is
B can do 7^ I day,

' B can do the whole work m %* days, or 37J days. Ans,

EXAMFIiSS 139.

1 . A can do a piece of work m 10 bouis , B can do it m 8
hours In what time will they do it if they work together ?

2 . If A does a piece of work in 4 days, which B can do in J, and
C can do in 6 , in what time will they do it, all working together ?

' ' 3. A cistern can be filled by one pipe in 3^hour5, by a second
m 3J hours, and by a third in Sj hours , in what time will it be
611ed by all the three in action together ?

4 A can reap a field in 10 days , B can reap it m 12 days j

C can reap it in 15 days
,
how long will it take them all together

to reap it, and what part of the work will be done by each ?

5 . A and B together can dig a trench in 4 days, and'^ alone
can dig It m 6 days , in how many days can B alone dig it ?

6 Two pipes, P and 2 , together can fill a cistern m 20 minutes,
and P alone in 30 mmutes • how long would Q alone take ’
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7. A vessel can be filled by one pipe in 8 mmutes) by a second
pipe in 10 minutes ; it can be emptied by a waste pipe m I2

minutes : m wbat time will the vessel be filled if all tbe three be
^opened at once 7

8. A vessel has 3 pipes connected with it| z totsupply and
I to draw ofil The first alone can fill the,vessel in 4^ ,hourS] the

second m 3 boursj and the third can empty it in bours.J [If all

the pipes be opened when the vessel is half-full) how soon I will it

be empty 7

8. and B can do a piece of work in 6 days ; ^ and C in 5^
days : S and Cm 4 days In what time could each do it ^

10. j4 and J5 can mow a field in 3^ days , ji and Cm 4 days ,

B and Cm S days. In what time could they mow iti all working
together 7

IL ^ does I of a piece of work in 9 days
,
he then calls^m B,

and they finish the work in 6 days. How long would B take,,to do
the whole work by himself 7

12. A does of a piece of work in 13 days , he does the re-

mainder with the assistance of .8 m 4 days. In what time could

and B together do it 7

13. A can do a piece of work in 16 dayS) B in 10 days ; A and
B work at it together for 6 days> and then C finishes it m 3 days
in how many days could C have done it alone 7

14 . A and B together can do a piece of work ih S’dajsifB
alone could do it in x6 days If B stops after 3 days) how long

afterwards will A have finished the work 7

IS A and B can reap a field in 30 days, working toother.
After II days, however, B is called off, andA finishes it by himself

m 38 days more. In what time could each alone do the whole 7

18 A, B and C together can do a piece of work in 6 days,

which B alone can do in 16 days, and B and C together can do in

10 days ; m how many days can A and B together do it 7

17. Five men can do a piece of work m 2 hours, which 7
women could do m 3 hours, or 9 children in 4 hours. How long
would I man, l woman and l child together take to do the work ?

18. A can do a piece of work in 4 hours, B and Ccan do it

in 3 hours, A and C can do it in 2 hours. How long would B
alone take to do it

’’

19. A and B together can do a piece of work in 8 days , B
alone can do it in la days , supposing B alone works at it for 4
days, in how many more days could A alone finish it ’

20. Three taps. A, B and C, can 611 a cistern in 10 min

,

12 mm. and 13 mm. respectively. They are all turned on at once,

a A. 13
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bat after mm. E and C are turned off. How man; minutes
longer will A take then to fill the cistern 7

21. Two pipeS] A and B, can fill a cistern in 3 hours and 4
hours respectively ; a waste pipe C can empty it in 2 hours ; if

these pipes be opened in order at 8 and 9 o'clock^ find when
the cistern will be filled.

22 . A piece of work was to be completed in 40 days , anumber
of men employed upon it did only half the work m 24 days

,

16 more men were then set on, and the work was completed m
the specified time ; how many men were employed at first ?

23 A can do a certain work m the same time in which ^and
C together can do it If A and B together could do it in 10 days,

and C alone in 50 days, in what time could B alone do it 7

24. A and B can do a piece of work in 10 days, B and Cm i;

days, and A and C in 23 days ; they all work at it together for

4 days , A then leaves, and B and C go on together for 5 days
more, and then B leaves : in how many moie days will C com-
plete the work 7

26. A cistern can be filled by two pipes m 30 and 40 minutes
respectively , both the pipes were opened at once but after some
time the first was shut up, and the cistern was filled in 10 minutes
more How long after the pipes had been opened was the first

pipe shut up 7

26 . A cistern has 3 pipes. A, B and C , A and B can fill it in

2 and 3 hours respectively j C is a waste pipe. If all the three

pipes be opened at once of the cistern will be filled up in 30
minutes. In what time can C empty the full cistern 7

27 . Forty men can finish a piece of work in 40 days , but if

5 men leave the work after every tenth day, m what time will the

whole work be completed 7

PROBLEMS RELATING TO CLOCKS.

801. Example i. Two clocks are at I2 noon , one gams 40
seconds and the other loses 50 seconds in 24 hours . after w,hat

mterval will the one have gained 16 minutes on the other, and
what time will each then show 7 What will be the true time when
the first clock indicates 3 F. M. on the following day 7

(i) The one clock gains on the other (404- 50) seconds m
24 hours

,

t,e., It gams | min. in 1 day,

16 days, or days,

or 10 days 16 hours (true time).
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00 Non in'^ days the first clock gains 40 sec. or 7J
inin.j and the second loses ^x5o sec. or 8$ mm

But the correct clock, at the end of the interval 10 days
16 hours) will show 4 A. M

Therefore the first will show 4 h. yj min. a, m. ;

and the second will show 3 h. 51} mm. a. m.

Oil) From 12 noon to 3 F. M. on the following day there are

27 hours.

24 hr. 40 sec. of the first cIock=i day of the correct clock,

I ^r. =l day

. • I hr. da.

27 hr. •...•....«....«.........=^^i^^da

Now WiV^ da.=i da. 2 hr. S9/iVc

When the first clock indicates 3 F. M. on the following day,

the true time will be 2 h. m* I*.

SXAlIBliES. 130.

1. A watch which is 5 minutes too fast at 12 o'clock oa
Sunday gams 2 mm. 15 sec. per day , what time will it indicate

at half past 2 f. m on the following day Tuesday 7

2 A clock which is lo minutes too fast at 9 A. 14. on Monday
loses 3 mm per day , what time will it show at a quarter to 3 p m
on the following Wednesday 7

3 One clock gams 2 minutes, and a second gams 3 minutes
In 24 hours , the first is put right at 12 o'clock on Tuesday, the

second at 3 F M on the following Wednesday ; when will they
indicate the same time ^

4 Two clocks are exactly together at 8 A. m. on a certain day,
one loses 6 seconds and the other gams 10 seconds m 24 hours ,

when will the one be half an hour before the other, and what time
will each clock then show 7

6. A watch which shows correct time at noon on Tuesday
gams 2^ mm. a day what is the correct time on the following
Sunday when it is 9 a. m. by the watch 7

6. Two clocks strike 9 together on Monday morning ; on
Tuesday mommg one wants 10 minutes to 11, when the othesr-

stnkes ii. How much must the slower he put on, or the faster

put back, that they may strike 9 together in the evening 7
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7 . A clock which was 1*4 mio. fast at a quarter to ii P. m. on
Dec. 2] was S mm. slow at 9 A. M. on Dec. 7 ; when was it exactly

right ?

8. A clock which was i'2 min. fast at a quarter to ii F. m.

on Nov. 281 was exactly right at 11-30 P. M. the following day.

How many minutes was it slow at a quarter to z P. m. on
Dec. 7 ?

9 . A clock which is 7^ mm. fast on Tuesday at noon, is

4^ min fast at midnight on the following Monday ; how much
did It lose in a day ?

10

.

A watch which gains 7^ nun. in a day is 12 minutes fast

at midnight on Sunday. What will be the true time when the

watch indicates 4-32 P. M. on Wednesday ?

11; Two clocks, of which one gams 3* mm. and the other

loses 24 mra m 24 hours, were both within i min of the true

time, the former fast and the latter slow, at noon on Sunday last

;

they now differ from one another by 15 min : find the day of the

we^ and the hour of the day.

12 A clock loses 24 minutes a day 'how must the hands be
placed at 9 A. M. so as to point to true time at noon !

13 . One clock gains 124 minutes, and another gams rt minutes

in 12 hours They are set right at noon on Sunday. Determine

the time indicated by each clock, when the one appears to have

gained 2ii mm on me other.

Id. A clock set accurately at i o’clock indicates io_ minutes

to 6 at 6 o’clock ; what is the true time when the clock indicates

6 o’clock?

16 . A watch IS 73 seconds slow at noon on January 1st 18S7

how much must it gam daily that it may be 174 seconds fast at

noon on July ist 7

16 . A watch IS set right at 10 F m on Sunday ,^at 10 a m
on Wednesday it is 5 minutes too fast , what will be the true time

when It is 2 P m. by the watch on Friday ?

17 . A watch which gams 5 minutes m I2 hours is put right on

January 1st 1888 ; when will it again show correct time ?

18 A church-clock was 15 minutes too fast 10 days ago, and
to-day at the same hour it is 13 minutes too slow ; when did it

show true time ? When will it again show true time ?

19. Two clocks, of which one gams and the other loses one
minute m an hour, strike one o’clock together ;

what will be the

interval, measured by a correct clock, between their respective

-striking 2 ?
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Example 3 . Find the time between 4 and 5 o'clock when the

hands of a clock are (i) togetheri (ii) at nght angles, (iii) opposite
to each ether.

n'ote. While the minute-hand passes
over 60 minute-divisions the hour-hand passes
over only 5. Therefore in 60 minutes the

minute-hand gams 55 divisions on the
hour-hand

; and therefore in 12 minutes
the minute-hand gains ll divisions on the

hou^hand.

At 4 o’clock the minute-hand is 20 divisions behind the other,

(0 The two hands to be together between 4 and 5, the minute-

hand has to gam 20 divisions on the hour-hand.

The minute-hand gains 11 divisions in 12 minutes,

I division in

20 divisions in ;

the time required is min. or 2i^i min. past 4.

(ii) When the hands are at right angles there is a space of 15

minote-divisions between them. Between 4 and 5 this will happen
twice / first, when the minute-hand has gamed 5 (t,e., 20- IS) divi-

sions i and secondly, when it has gamed 35 20+1$) divisions.

The minute-hand gams ll divisions m 12 minutes,

I division in

5 divisions in I

and 35 divisions m
The two hands will be at right angles at mm. or

S]|'f min. past 4 ; and also at mm, or 38]’]^ mm. past 4

(ill) When the bands are opposite to each other, there is a
space of 30 divisions between them This will happen when the

minute-hand has gained 50 (> e., 30+30) divisions.

The process will be similar to that in the preceding cases.

The time is 54y\ min. past 4

EZAMFIiBS 131.

At what time are the hands of a clock (1) coincident, (11) at

right angles, (in) opposite each other, (iv) I2 divisions apart,

(v) 22 divisions apart, between the hours of

1. 2 and, 3? Z, 3 and 4 7 3, 6 and 7 7
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4. 12 and I 7 6. 7 and 8 7 6. 10 and ii 7

7. A watch IS 10 minutes too fast at noon
; it loses 2 min, m

one hour ; find the true time when its hands are at right angles
between 2 and 3 o’clock,

8. A clock is 5 minutes too slow at I ; it gains I min, m an
hour ; what is the true time when its hands are together for the
fifth time after i o’clock 7

9 . A clock IS put right at 4 P,m ; it gams min, m an hour
;

what IS the true time when its hands are at right angles for the
fourth time after 4 7

10, A clock indicates correct time when its hands are together
between 2 and 3 o’clock , if it had been losing 2 mm, every hour,
what time did it indicate at 12 noon 7

11 , A clock, in which the hour-hand has been displaced, shows
the tune to be 16 minutes past 3, and the two hands are together j

the time is between 3 and 4 o’clock. Find by how many minute-
divisions the hand has been displaced.

12 , If the hands of a clock come together every 63 minntes
(true time), how much does the clock gam or lose m a day 7

PROBLEMS CONCERNTNG TIME AND DISTANCE.

909. Example l. A passenger tram leaves Calcutta at 4 P.M.
and travels at the rate of 20 miles an hour ; the mail tram leaves
Calcutta at 9 p.M, and travels, on a parallel line of rails, at the
rate of 30 miles an hour : when and where will the second train

overtake the first 7

The first tram has started 5 hours before the second , and Is

therefore (20x 5) or 100 miles away when the second train starts.

Therefore the second train has to gain 100 miles on the first, at the
rate of 10 (».e., 30-20) miles an hour.

Second tram gains lo miles m i hour on the first,

, 100 10 hours ...............

,

the time required is 10 hours after the second train starts,

and the second overtakes the first (30 x 10) or 300 miles from
Calcutta.

I

Example 2. Ahareaputsuedby a greyhound, is 30 yards before
him at starting ; whilst the hare takes 4 leaps the dog takes 3 ,* in

one leap the hare goes i^ yards, and the dog, ai^yards ; how far

will the hare have gone when she .is caught by the bound 7
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Whilst the hare runs (4Xi|) yd, or 6 yd., the dog runs
(jNzijydjOryiyd. Hence

The dog gains lA yd. whilst the hare runs 6 yd„

3 yd 12 yd

,

30 yd. ..120 yd.

;

the required dis'auce is 120 jd.

Example 3 A starts from P to walk to Q, a distance of

jlJ miles, at the rate of 3^ miles an hour , an hour later B starts

ftom Q for P and walks .at the rate of 4I miles an hour : nhen
and where mil A meet B ?

A has already gone 3} miles when B starts Of the remaining

48 miles, A walks 3} and B walks 4} in one hour , that is, they

together pass o\er (3|-(-4^) or 3 miles in one hour. Therefore

48 miles are passed o\ er in^ or 6 hours. Therefore A meets B
in 6 hours after B started And therefore they meet at a distance

of 4}x6 or 234 miles from Q,

Example \ Two trams, yd. and 99 yd. long respectn ely,

run at the rates of 23 rnd 20 miles an hour respectively on parallel

rails in apposite directions : how long do they t.ake to pass each

otW f How long V onld they take to pass each other if they were
running in the same direction i How long would a person sitting

in the first tram take to pass the other 7

(0 The tw o trains running in opposite directions will pass each

other in the time in which (77+99) or 176 yards are passed over

at the rate of (25+20) or 45 miles an hour.

Kow, 45 miles arc passed over in l hour,

> e., 45 X 1760 }d I hour,

176 yd jlohour.

the time rcquired=xlu ^ seconds

(ii) When the trams run in the same direction they pass each

other in the time n which (77+99) or 176 yards are passed over

at the rate of (25-20) or 5 miles an hour. The time required

will be found to be 72 seconds

(ill) First, when the trains ate running in opposite directioiu,

a person sitting in the first tram will pass the other in the time in

which 99 }d (t r
, the length of the second tram) are passed over

at the rate of (25+20) or 45 miles an hour. The required bme
will be found to be 44 seconds.

Secondly, when the trains run in the same direction, 99 yd. are

to be passed o\er at the rate of (25—20) or 5 miles an hour. The
required time is 404 seconds.
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Example 5. A man rows down a river iS miles in 4 hours with
the stream, and returns in 12 hours ; find the rate at which he
rows, and the rate at which the stream flows.

He rows iS miles in 4 boors down the stream ; therefore he
rows¥ or 4l miles an hour down the stream.

Again, be rows 18 miles in 12 hours up the stream ; therefore

he rows or ij miles an hour up the stream.

4J miles an hour is the sum of the rate at which the man
rows and the rate at which the stream flows ;

and l| miles an
hour IS their difference. Hence the rates are 3 miles and miles

an hour respectively.

Example 6 If a snail, on the average, creep 31 inches up a
pole during 12 hours in the night, and slip down 16 inches during
the 12 hours in the day, how many hours will he be in getting to

the top of a pole 35 feet high 7

Length of the pole*°420 in. Now in 24 hours the snail creeps

up (31-16) in or 15 in .

;

therefore in (24x26) hr. the snail creeps

up (15x26) in. or 390 in. , therefore he has (420-390)10.01
30 in. more to get up. And he goes over 31 in. in 12 hr., and
therefore over 30 in. in hr Therefore he reaches the top in

(24xa6+J-^’'^) hr., or in 635J? hours [The number of days (26)

has been so determined that (420 10.-15 in. $126) may be equal

to 31 in. or just less than 31 in.]

EXAMPLES 13S.

1. One man takes 100 steps a minnte,'each 2 ft. Ion g ; another
walks 4 miles an hour , if they start together, how soon will one
of them be 38 yards ahead of the other ’

2. A 'person wishing to go from ji to S walked for 4^ hours

at the rate of i mile in ai| mm., he then rode for 16$ hours

three times as fast as he walked, and then bad to travel by rail

for lof hours three times as fast as he rode ; find the distance

from ji to E,

3. A train leaves Calcutta at 7-30 A. m. and travels 25 miles

an hour ; another train leaves Calcutta at noon and travels

40 miles an hour : when and where will the second train overtt^e

,

thfc first 7

4. A tram going 30 miles an hour leaves Calcutta for Allaha-

bad (600 miles) at 9 F, M. , another tram going 40 miles an hour
leaves Allahabad for Calcutta at the same time ; when and where
will they pass each other 7

5. Two trains, each 88 yards long, are running in opposite

directions on parallel rails, the first at 40 miles an hour, the
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Other at 35 miles an hoar
; how long will the; take to pass each

other ?

6. In the above examplei if the trains run in the same direc-

tioui ho\s long will a person sitting in the faster train take to pass
the other ?

7. A man rows down a river 13 miles in 3 hours with the

stream and retnms in hours : find the rate at which he rowsi

and the rate at which the stream flows.

8. A man rows 12 miles in 3 hours against the stream] the

rate of which is A miles an hour ; bow long will he be rowing 13

miles with the stream ?

8, A policeman goes after a thief who has 100 yards’ start ; if

the policeman run a mile in 6 minutesj and the thief a mile in lo

minutesi how far will the thief have gone before he is overtaken ?

10, A man starts at 7 a.m. and travels at the rate of 4I miles

an hour , at 8-13 a. m a coach starts from the same place and
follows the man] travelling at the rate of 6^ miles an hour ; at

what o'clock will the coach overtake the man ?

11. A starts from Allahabad to Cawnpore and walks at the

rate of 5 miles an bout ; £ starts ftom Cawnpore 3 hours later and
walks towards Allahabad at the rate of 4^ miles an hour , if they
meet in 11 hours after 3 started) find the distance from Allahabad
to Cawnpore

12 A starts from Calcutta to Hugh '(24 miles) kt 6 A. m,
walking 4 miles an hour

, B starts from Calcutta an hour later -

and reaches Hugh one hour before A , where did they meet ?

13. A man walks to a town at the rate of miles an hour and
tides back at the rate of 6 miles an hour

,
how' far has he walked]

the whole time occupied having been 3 hours ib minutes ?

14. A and B run a mile in opposite directionK^hile A runs

6 yards B runs 3 , B gets 9 seconds’ start, during which time he
runs 22^ yards , find when he will pass A.

16 . A train leaves Calcutta at 7 A. M. and reaches Burdwan
at II A, M. , another train leaves Burdwan at 8 a. M and reaches
Calcutta at 10-30 a. m, : at what hour do they meet

'

18 . A tram starts from P for g travelling 20 miles an hour
,

l| hours later another train starts from P and travelling at 1 the
rate of 30 miles an hour reaches Q 2| hours before the first tram ; ’

find the distance from P to Q.

17. A horseman leaves Madras at 10 a.m. and in 3 hours over-
takes a coach which left Madras at 9 A.M. If the coach had been
2 miles farther on the road when the horseman started, it would
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have been overtaken In 7 houisi Find tbe rates of the horseman
and the coach.

18. A and B start at the same time from Patna and Bankiporej
and proceed towards each other at the rates of 3 and 4 miles per
hour respectively. They meet when B has walked one mile farther
than A. Find the distance between Patna and Bantopore.

18s. A, B and C start from the same place at Intervals of an '

hour and walk at the rate of 3t 4 and j miles an hour respectively.

A starts first] but when he is overtaken by B be returns towards
the starting-place , find the distance from the starting-place where
he would meet C.

18. A man ndes at the rate of 11 miles an hourj but stops 5
minutes to change horses at the end of every 7th mile ; how long
will he take to go a distance of 94 miles i

20 . A man rides at the rate of 10 miles an hour) but stops 10
minutes to change horses at the end of every I2th mile , how long
will he take to go a distance of 96 miles ?

21 . If a gun fire 7 shots every 9 minutes) how many will it

fire in an hour ?

22 . A monkey) climbing up a greased pole) ascends 10 ft. and
shps down 3 ft. in alternate minutes. If the pole is 63 ft. high)

how long will It take him to reach the top 7

23. A vessel has 3 'pipes attached to it) i to supply and I to

draw ofif. The supply-pipe can fill the vessel in 40 minutes, and
the waste-pipe can empty it in an hour. If the supply-pipe and
waste-pipe are kept open in alternate minutes, in what time will

the vessel be filled.?

24 . AJjoy'and a girl began to fill a cistern ; the boy brings a
quart at the end of every 3 minutes and the girl brings a pint

every 3 minutes. In what time will the cistern be filled, if it holds

4} gallons F

203. Example. A, B and C start from the same point and
travel round an island 30 miles in circumference,yj andB travelling

In the same direction and C in the opposite direction. If A travels

at the rate of 5, B at the rate of 7 and C at the rate of S miles an
hour, in how many hours will they all come together again 7

B gams 2 miles on ^ in i hour ; .'. he gains 30 miles or com-
plete circuit m *1,1 hr., that is, A. and B are together at the end of

every 15 hours. A and C together pass over 13 miles in i hr.

;

they come together every hours. And therefore A, S and C
will come together at the end of any number of hours which is a

common multiple of i; and fg j but'the L, C, M. of 15 and fg is

30 therefore At B, C are first together at the end of 30 hours.
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SXAMSXilBS. 183.

1. A and B start together from the same point to walk round
a circular course] lo miles long ; A walks 4 miles and B 3 miles

an hour. When will they next meet) (i) if they walk in the same
direction) (11) if they walk in opposite directions ?

2 A takes 3 hours and B takes 5 to walk round a park If

they start together) when will they next meet) supposing (i) that

they walk in the same direction, (11) that they walk in opposite

directions ?

3. A, S,C start from the same point and travel in the same
direction round an island 63 miles in circumference, A at the
rate of 10, B at the rate of la, and C at the rate of 16 miles a day

,

m how many days will they come together again ?

4 . A can go round an island in 15 dayS) B can go round it in

20 days and C in 25 days. If they start simultaneously from t£e

same point) A and B travelling in one direction and C in the

opposite direction, in how many days will they come together

.again? In how many days will they come together again at the

starting point ?

6. Three boys agree to starf together from the same pobt
and run round a circular park 6 miles in arcumference ; they run
at the rates of 3, S and 7 miles per hour respectively ; in how
many hours will they come together again ? In what time will

they come together again at the point from which they started ?

RACESANB\GAMES OF SKILL.

S04. Example i. A can beat B by 40 yards in a mile race ;

B can beat 17 by 20 yards in a mile race ; ifA and C run a mile,

by how much will A win ?

A can run 1760 yards while B runs 1720,

A ^2 B ...... 40,

A ..... B ...... 1760,

[but B 1760 .......... C ...... 1740,]

A —... c...... 1740,

.*. A 1760 C ilAJJAA or 1700/1 yards.

A will win by (I76o-l7oo/j)'or sg/j- yards.

Example 2. A can give B 20 yards and C 30 yards in a race

of 200 jaxis ; how many yards can B give C in 300 yards ?
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[ITote.
—“A can give B 20 yards m 200 yards” means that in a

race of 200 yards A can give S 20 yards' start. Consequently
while A runs 200 yards B runs 180 yards.]

While A runs 200 yards B runs 180)

and A .... 200 •.*•••• c 170,

m m S •••'... 180....... c 170,

• •••••«•• S •••! 60 •••••• c

• • •!•••••« B •** ,c li§££ or 283J yards.

B can give C (300—283^) or i6| yards in 300.

Example 3. In a game of skill A can give B, and B can give

C| 10 points out of a game of 50 ; how many should A give C F

[Note .
—"A can give B 10 points out of a game of 50” means

that while A makes 50 points B can make (50—10) or 40 points.]

C can make 40 points while B makes 50,

V r A B t.

.*. c .•••• ^0 \

but A
C 50,

.'. A can give C (50-32) or 18 points in 50.

sxAiyi:x>i>cs. i34.

1. In a mile race A giyes B 60 yards’ starti and beats him by
28 yards. If A runs the mile in 5 minutes; how long will B take ?

2. In a mile race A can beat B by 40 yards, and B can beat

C by 40 yards ; how many yards’ start can A give C that there

may be a dead heat 7

3. A can give B 6a yards, and C 80 yards in a race of 500

yards , by how much could B beat C in a mile race 7

d. .,4 runs 15 yards while B runs 12 ; ^ runs 10 miles while C
runs 12 ; if C runs a mile in 10 minutes, what time will A take

to do it 7

5. At a game of skill A can give ^15 points out of 50, and
A can give C 10 points out of 40 : which is the better player, B
or C, and how many points can he give the other in 75 7

6. A and B run a mile race ; A runs the whole course at the

rate of 100 yards per minute , B running at the rate of 80 yards

per minute for 3 minutes, quickens his speed to I2o yards per

mi nute : which wins 7 byhow much 7 and by what time 7
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7. Id a game of billiards A can give B lo pomtSi and C
14 points in 50 ; how many can B give C so as to make an even
match ?

8. A can give B 300 yards m 1 milei and C can give B 700
yards in 2 miles , if A and C run a milei which will win and by
how much ?

9 A can give B 100 yards' and C 150 yards’ start in a mile ;

B can give C a start of 3 seconds in a mile : how long does each
take to run half a mile ?

10. In a mile race A gives B 50 yards' start, and beats him
by 38 yards ; B giving C 40 yards’ start is beaten by 60 yards ,

if A and C run over the same course, which will win and by how
much?

IL At a game of rackets A can give B 8 points in 40, and
B can give C 10 points in 50 , how many points could A give C
in 23?

12 . A can give B 20 yards’ and C 30 yards’ start, while B can
give C 2 seconds' start m a race of 230 yards ; how long does each
take to run 100 yards ?

13 . One boy runs 200 yards and another 180 yards m a minute.
How many yards' start must the second have that they may run a
dead heat in a mile race 7

14. In a game at fives A can gives B 3 points out of 13, and A
can give C 7 points ; how many points can B give C so as to make
an even match 7

16. A and B run a mile and{/d wins by half a minute. A and
C run a mile and A beats Cby 88 yards. B and C run and B wins
by 20 seconds In what time can each run a mile 7

16 . A beats B by 20 yards, C beats D by 6o yards, and B
beats D by 40 yards, in a mile race. If A and C run, which will

win and by how much 7

CHAIN RULE.

SOS Example z. If 8 rupees are worth 13 shillings, and 23

shillings are worth 6 dollars, how many dollars are equal to 43

rupees 7

S8 =isf., '. Ri

23r.«= 6 dollars,' . ij =*'1 dollars.

.-. R45'=45>'¥j

dollars, or 20^ dollars
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Example 2. If Ala 3 days can do as much work as £ in 4
dayS] and i? in 5 days can do as much as C in 6 daysi how long wiu
A require to do a piece of work which C can do m 16 days ?

What C can do in 6 da. B can do in 5 da.;

. C •t*.**..*** 1 B ^ *....;

and B
• • •••••tee S ••••eeeeeae** Z •••e ^

What Ccan do in z6 days S can do in 1 6 x ^ daysj

• • C ••«e*4 e*4a*«»*«>w*Rea* A eeitMeeteet i6x|x} days

or 10 days.

EZAMFIiES. 135.

1. If 25 rupees are worth 46 shillings, 20 shillings are worth
2'; francs, and 240 francs are worth 47 dollars, how many dollais

Sre equivalent to 40 rupees ?

2 . If Bi8=iSr., £3920 thalers, and 2; thaleTS=93 francs,

express a franc in Indian money.

3 . If 72 carlini=2S shillings, 4 shillmg5>=5 francs, and
8 scudi=4i francs, how many scndi are equal to 1296 carhni ?

4. If 5 chickens cost as much as 4 ducks, 6 ducks cost as

much as 3 geese, and 7 geese cost as much as 5 turkeys, what ts

the price of a chicken when a turkey costs SB ?

6.

If 5 lb. of tea be worth 3 lb. of coffee, ; lb. of cofCee be
worth 2 lb of sugar, and 7 lb. of sugar be worth 30 lb. of rice,' how
many pounds of tea most be given in exchange for 20 lb. of rice ’

6. If 12 oxen eat as much as 29 sheep, 1$ sheep eat as much
as 25 hogs, 17 hogs eat as much as 3 camels, and S camels eat

as much as 13 horses, how many horses will eat as much as

1632 oxen ?

7 . If A can do as much work in 4 days as B can do.in 5, and
B can do as much in 6 days as C in 7 , in what time will C do a

piece of work which A can do in a week 7

8. IfA can do as much work m i^ days as 'B can do in 2, and
B can do as much in 2^ days as C in 3 , in what time will A and S
together do a piece of work which C can do in 10 days 7

8. While A does ^ of a piece of work B docs i, and while B
does i C doe6 \ j in how many hours will C finish a piece of work
which A finishes in 20 hours 7

10. If 3 ducks are worth 4 chickens, and 3 geese are worth
xo ducks, find the value of a goose, a pair of chickens being

worth 40. 6p,
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- XXXVI. COMPLEX PROBLEMS.
806. Is the problems in the preceding section we have found

the change in one quantity corresponding to the change in om
other. In the following examples we shall have to find the change
in one quantity corresponding to the changes in iwo others.

Example l. If 15 horses can plough 12 acres in 10 daysj in

how many days can 9 horses plough 18 acres ^

ij horses can plough 12 acres m 10 days,

1 horse 12 acres in (10 x 15} days,

1 horse ............... i acre in days,

9 horses ............... i acre in days,

9 horses iS acres in days,

or 25 days. Ans,

Note. We might use 3 horses and 6 acres as common units

with advantage. Thus

:

15 horses can plough 12 acres in 10 days,

.*. 3 horses 12 acres in 10x 5 days,

3 horses 6 acres in days,

9 horses 6 acres in days,

9 horses 18 acres in days,

or 25 days. Arj,

Example 7 . If 6 men earn Bij in 10 days, how much do
.8 men earn in 7 days ?

In 10 days 6 men earn B15, '

In 1 day 6 men earn B{n

In I day l man earns Bglv or

In 7 days i man earns J,

In, 7 days 8 men earn SfifiorBi4. Ans.

Example 3. If 6 men can do a piece of work in 8 days, how
many men can do a piece of work 4 times as great m |'of the tim^

The work can be done in 8 days by 6 men,

.' »...§ 18 men,

. , 4 times the work.......M....... ...... ^............72 men. AttSi

Example 4. If the sixpenny loaf weigh 8 oz. rwhen wheat is

ijr. a bushel, what ought a bushel of wheat to be when the foo^
penny loaf weighs 12 oz. ?
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Sixpenny loaf weighs 8 oz. when wheat is ijr.

penny loaf weighs S oz* •••••••

penny loaf weighs I oz

fourpenny loaf weighs I oz*

fourpenny loaf weighs 12 oz

•I

*•»

or 6s, Sd, a bushel.

If 5 caunouj which lire 3 rounds m 5 minutes,(kill

135 men in hours, how many cannon, which fire 5 rounds] in

6 minutes, will kill 250 men in i hour ?

In 54 rounds

... I round
sxei,
‘*T-WV“

cannon.13J men are killed by 5

135 5x54 i.,

I round i man is .... I

50 rounds ilffto

JO rounds 250 men are ............

or 10 cannon.

EXAMPLES. 136.

1. If 5 men earn £3 in 12 days, in how many days will 8 men
earn ,£4

’

2. If 10 horses can plough 50 acres in 20 -days, how many
acres will 12 horses plough in 15 days ?

3. If 24 horses eat 9 bushels of corn in 21 days, for bow many
days will 33 bushels feed 7 horses ?

1 4. If 30 men can build a wall 20 fl high in 15 days, how many
men will it take to build one 25 ft high in 7^ days ^

6.

If 12 horses are fed for 17 days at a cost of Rtio. Sn., how
many horses can be fed for 27 days at a coat of Ei 17 ?

6. If 10 fires consume 75 maunds of coal in 14 days, in how
many days will iS fires consume 100 maunds 7

7 . If the carriage of lo md. 20 seers for 250 miles be B41. on.

3^., what should be^jiid for the carriage of 12 md. for 200 miles 7

8. Ifthe wages of 13 men for 25 days amount to ^203 2a., how
many men must work for 16 days to receive &300 ’

9 . What IS a month’s rent for ilfij bighas of land, if R22. Sa.

per annum be given for 9 bighas 7

10. If 14 person can live on E1400 for 28 months, how long

can 18 persons hve on R1350 f

11. If 5 men dig a trench 7J yd. long in 21 days, how many
men can dig a similar trench 20 yd. long in 3; days 7
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12. If 20 pumps can raise 1250 maunds of water m J hoars>
how many pumps can raise 750 maunds of water in 10 hours ?

13 . If 20 men do a piece of work m 13 days, in what time can
15 men do another piece of work ai times as great ?

_
14. If 10 men do a piece of work in 8 days, how many men

will do a piece of work, 4 times as great, in ^ of the time 7

16 . If the fourpenny loaf weighs 10 or. when wheat is 505
a quarter, what should a threepenny loaf weigh when wheat is 55J
a quarter 7

10 . If the 3 lb loaf cost id, when com is 30s, per bushel, how
much ought the 5 lb. loaf to cost when com is 36r per bushel 7

17. If I get I Ib. weight of bread for y^d. when wheat is ijr.

a bushel, what ought a bushel of wheat to be when 1 get 12 oz. of

bread for 4d 7

18 . If 14 men in 20 days of 12J hours each earn S456 4a,,

how many hours a day should 24 men work to earn R347. Ba. m
21 days, at the same rate 7

19. If IS men can do a piece of work in 12 days of 6 hours
each, how many men will it take to do 5 times the amount if they
work 20 days of 10 hours each 7

20. If a man complete a journey of 1980 miles in 18 days,
travelling 11 hours a day, in how many days would he travel 540
miles, going 6 hours a day at the same rate 7

21. When nee is B2 So a maund, 10 men can be fed for 12

days at a certain cost ,
how many men can be fed for 4 days at

the same cost, when rice is S3 a maund 7

22 . When flour is II4 a maund, 16 men can be fed for 5 days
at a cost of E8 , for how many days can 12 men be fed at a cost

of fiio. 8a , when flour is &$. So. per maund 7

23 If IS men can build a wall 270 ft long, 5 high and 2 thick,

in 18 days, in how many days will 16 men build a wall 180 ft.

long, 4 high and 3 thick 7

24 If 10 men working 6 hours a day dig a trench 105 ft. long,

4 wide and 2 deep, m 6 days, how many hours a day must 264 men
work in order to dig a trench 126 ft. long, zo wide and 11 deep
In 10 days 7 <

26. A garrison of 1200 men is provisioned for 50 days, allowing

10 oz per man per day ; if it is reinforced by 300 men, to what
must the daily allowance be reduced that the provisions may last

the increased number of men 60 days 7

26 . If the carriage of goods weighing 2 cwt 3 qr, 6 lb. for

300 miles cost £6. 10, 10, what will be the charge for carrying

C A 14
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2 wagoa-loads of the samei each weighing 14 cwt. o qr. 4 lb.|

4SO miles ?

87. If the gas for 6 bumerS) 6 hours every dayi for 8 days
cost E4 8a

,

how many burners may be lighted 5 hours every
evening for 10 days at the cost of B6. 4a. ^

28. If 3 cannon, firing 4 rounds in 6 minutes, kill ajo men in

halfan hour, how many cannon, firmg 3 rounds in 5 minutes, will

kill 600 men m an hour ?

29. If IS men can make an embankment, q66 yd. long, in

8 days, workmg loj hours daily, how many men would be required

to make an embankment, 575 yd. long, in I2 days, workmg
hours daily, 8 eictra men being taken on during the last 2 days ?

30. If 50 men, working 8 hours a day, dig in 5 days, a trench

of 275 cu. yd , in how many days of 10 hours each could 40 men
dig a trench of 330 cu. yd., when the hardness of the ground in

the first case is twice that in the second, and 3 men of the former
company can do the work of 4 men of the latter ?

31 . If 6 men, working 8 hours a day, can mow 60 acres in

4'days , in how many days will 4 men, two of whom work 10
hours and two 7 hours a day, mow 85 acres ?

• 82 . If 6 men and 8 boys can reap a field of 15 acres in 4 days,

how many acres will 7 men and 4 boys reap in g days, two boys
reapmg as much as a man in the same time ?

33. If 4 horses eat as much as 18 sheep, and if 5 horses and
30 sheep can be kept for 15 days at a cost of R31 .3.6, at what
cost can 7 horses and 15 sheep be kept for 20 days ? ,

34. The rent of a farm of 41^ acres for 39 months was
R89. 6a , what would be the area of another farm, the rent of

which for 33 months was U103 2a, 4 acres of the latter being
worth as much as 3 acres of the former ?

36 . A vessel with a crew of 27 men, provisioned for 90 days
at the rate of 22 oz a day per man, was, after 27 days, forced by
stress of weather to lie at anchor for a fortnight, at the end of

which time 3 men died , how must the provisions be apportioned

'that they may hold out the extra time 7

36. If 10 men or 16 boys, working 6 hours a day, can do a

^piece of work in 20 days, how many hours a day must 7 men and
3 boys work to do another piece of work 3 times as great in

15 days ?

37 . If 5 men, 8 women or iz boys can do a piece of work in

16 days, working 7 hours a day, how many men, with the assistance

of 4 women and 6 boys, will be able to do another piece of work

ai times as great in 33 days, working 5 hours a day 7
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S07. The following problems are of a different class.

Example i. The price of s horses and 6 oxen is fi680| that of

4 horses and ^ oxen is fidlo , find the price of an ox.

The price of 5 horses and 6 oxenc>S6SO)

20 ..........24 ...... =R2720, (i)

Again 4 7 i=S6iOj

.'. .3S ..— ‘•ilaoso (11)

The pnce of 11 oxen=S3oso-R2720 [subtracting (i) from (li)]

=8330

.

the price of l ox <«R30.

Example 2 3 men and 5 boys can do of a piece of work in

3 days , 4 men and 8 boys can do of it in 2 days , m what time

can a boy do the whole work ?

In 3 days 3 men and 5 boys can do

... I day 3 u S igi

... 1 day 12 20 /... ..,...>m(i)

Again ... a days 4 S

... I day 4 8 ixi

... I day 12 34 ..... eeee*****(«)

In I day 4 boys can do (^— of the work)

[subtracting (1) from (11)]

•aee*eaa«e«4 4 boys can do of the work)

.' I boy can do^ of tbe work)

1 boy can do the whole work in 30 days.

EXAIISFX.es. 18Y.

1 . If 9 horses and 7 cows cost R770, and j horses and 9 cows
cost R530 : find the price of a cow.

^
2. The price of 5 maunds of dour and 6 maunds of rice is IU9,

and that of 7 maunds of dour and 4 maunds of rice Is B37 ; &d
the price of one maund of dour and of one maund of rice.

3 . If 10 rupees and ii shillings weigh 2760 grainS) and 8

rupees and 10 shillings weigh 2312}^ gramS) find the weight of a
rupee and of a shilling,

4. If 7 sheep and 9 pigs cost B1071 and 9 sheep and 7 pigs

cost Bioi) how much will i sheep and i pig cost 7

6. The cost of 4 chairs and $ tables is R12O) and that of $

chairs and 4 tables R105 ; find the pnce of a chair and of a table.
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2 men and 3 boys can do | of a piece of irork in 6 days
;

3 men and 5 boys can do if of it in 4 days. In what time can a
boy do the whole work ’

7. 7 men and 8 boys can do a piece of work in 2 days
; 4 men

and 12 boys can do of the work in i day. In what time can a

man do the work ?

8. 3 men and 6 boys can do | of a piece of work in 3 days ;

10 men and 18 boys can do the whole work m 2 days. In what
time will a man and a boy be able to do double the work ?

9. If 6 men and 2 boys can reap 13 acres in 2 daysj and 7 men
and 5 boys can reap 33 acres in days, how long will it take 2 men
and 2 boys to reap lo acres ?

10. If 2 boys and 1 man can do a piece of work in 4 hourS)

and 2 men and i boy can do the same m 3 hours, find in what
times a man, a boy, and a man and a boy together, respectively,

could do the same.

11. On a piece of work 4 men and ; boys are employed, who
do i of It in 6 days ;

after this, i man and 2 boys more are put on,

and i more is done in 3 days ; how many more men must be put

on to finish the work in one more day ?

12. A cistern containing 210 buckets may be filled by two
pipes. When the first pipe has been open 4 and the second

j hours, 90 buckets of water were obtained When the 1st was
open 7 and the 2nd 3i hours, 126 buckets were obtained. In What
time will the cistern be full, if both pipes work ?

XXXVII. RATIO AND PROPORTION.

208. The ratio of one quantity to another of the same kind

IS that which expresses the relative greatness of the first quantity

with respect to the second ,

Hence, the ratio of one quantity to another (of the same kind)

is determined by the fraction whose numerator is the measure of

the first quantity and whose denominator is the measure of the

second quantity, both the quantities being expressed in terms of

the same unit.

Thus, the ratio of 3s to sj. is determined by the fraction | , of

2 yd. to S ft* fraction f.

The first of the two quantities forming a ratio is called the

antecedent and the second is called the consequent of the

ratio ; the two together are called the terms of the ratio. The
ratio of 3J. to Sr. is written 3f. ; Sr.

Note. The inverse ratio of 3r. to sr. is the ratio of sr. to 3s.
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$S09. The valne of a ratio does not depend upon the nature
of the quantities involved. Thus, the ratios, 2 yd.

. 5 yd , 2r. I Jr.,

2 lb. . J lb., are all equal, each of these being determined by the

fraction |. Hence, in investigating the properties of ratios, we
usually consider the terms to be numbers, because numbers
measure quantities of all kinds.

910 The value of a ratio is not altered by multiplying or

dividing both its terms by the same number. Thus the ratios,

2 1 3, 4 1 6, So 1 120, are all equal.

Sll. Ratios are oompounded. by taking the product of the

antecedents for a new antecedent and the product of the conse-

quents for a new consequent. Thus the ratio compounded of the

ratios, 2
‘

3 and 6 1 7 is 2x6 1 3x7 or 4 ; 7.

919. Four quantities are said to be in proportion or pro-
portionals when the ratio of the first to the second is equal to

the ratio of the third to the fourth.

Thus 3, 4, 9, 12 are in proportion : since the ratio of 3 to 4 is

equal to the ratio of 9 to I2

W.S. When four quantities are in proportion, it is not necessary

that all of them should he of the same land , it is only necessary that

the first two should he of the same kind, as also the second two.

The existence of proportion among the numbers is denoted
thus :

—

3 : 4=9 : 12.

which IS read "3 to 4 equals 9 to 12”
,

or thus .— 3 ; 4 .. 9 . 12,

which is read “3 is to 4 as 9 is to 12 "

Of this proportion 3 and 12 are called the extremes, and

4 and 9, the means , 12 is caUed a fourtb. proportional to

3, 4 and 9.

913. When four quantities are m proportion so that

first second 11 third 1 fourth ;

then also, second 1 first 1 1 fourth . third ,

and fourth . third 11 second 1 first

Also, if the quantities are all of the same kind,

first 1 third 11 second 1 fourth.
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914

,

When four numbers are in proportion) the product of
the extremes is equal to the product of the means.

For example, 3 4=6 8, and we have 3X8=4X6.
Hence also, an extreme= product of the means—the other

extreme ; and, a mean=product of the extremes -J-the other mean.

915

.

Th’ree quantities of the same kind are said to be in
oontlnued proportion^when the ratio of the first to the second
Is equal to the ratio of the second to the third. The second
quantity is called a mean proportional between the first and
third; and the third quantity is called a third proportional to
the first and second.

Thus, 2) 4 and 8 are in continued proportion ; for 2 I 4=4 8 ;

4 IS a mean proportional between 2 and 8 ; and 8 is a third pro*

portional to 2 and 4.
f

It IS obvious that the square of the mean proportional between
two numbers is equal to their product.

916

.

Example l. Find a fourth proportional to 3, 9 and 4,

3 ; 9=4 ; number required,

number reqnu:ed=*|*= 12,

Example 2, Find the number which has the same ratio to 20

that 3 has to

3 ; 5<xnumber required 20,

number required—- 12.

Example 3, Find a mean proportional between 3 and 12,

Square of the number required— 3 x 12— 36 ;

the number required— 36=6.

C
, Example 4. ^4 , C, D are quantities of the same kind j and

the ratio of ^ to £ is 3 1 4 , of^ to C is 5 i 7, and otCxo D is-

8 1 9. Find the ratio of A to D.

KT -^3
Now,

jff 5 , C 8
-3i=- and Ts—- tC 7 JO 9

. A^B C 3?„8 A 10
•• B^ D'"4^7^^°'^ D^ii '

that xsiA : : 10 : 21.
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Note. We find the continued ratio of A, B, C and D, that

iS) we compare A, St C and A thus :

We change the terms of the

ratios in such a way that each
antecedent may be equal to

the preceding consequent.

:.A:s:c:D^i . 4 : ¥ : SS
=30 . 40 : 56 : 63

;

which IS read “..4 is to £ is to C is to i? as 30 is to 40 is to J6 is to 63,"

And A,B,C,D are said to be in proportion of or propor-
tional to 30, 40, 56, 63

Example J. A mixture (42 gallons) contains wine and water

m the ratio of 5 to 2 , find the quantities of wme and water in the

mixture.

If the mixture be divided into 7 (>.«, 5+2) equal partS) 5 of

the parts will be wine and 2 water.

The quantity of wine='i^x5 galIons=30 gallons j

and the quantity of water=-*^X2 gallons^ia gallons.

Example 6. A mixture (40 gallons) contains wine and water in

the ratio of 3 to i . how much water must be added to it thit the

ratio of wine to water may be S 1 ?

We find) as in the piecedmg example) that the mixture contains

30 gall, wine and la gall water. Now while the Wine remains the

same 30 gallons) the water is to be increased so that the ratio of

wine to water may be 5 . 2 ;but 5 ; 2=30 . 12; (12-10)

gall, or 2 galL of water must be added

a B— 3.4)
B'. c=5 ; 7-1 ; 4 :-=,?)

c

:

2)=8 : o-i : ; a».

<E!XAl£fZ.NS. 138.

Find the value of each of the following ratios in its simplest form

:

1. 15 : 31. 2. »39 ; gfis. 3. £3 : £s. tos,

4. 360 in. : 270 in. 6 . 350 lb. : 725 lb. 6.
2’. 5' ;

3*.

V. 3f:sf. 8. 2|: 43. 8. 3yd.:7ft.6te

Express in its simplest form the ratio compounded of the ratioS)

' 10. 7 1 9 and 4S : 28. 11 i ; 2) 2 : 3 and 3 : 4.

12. 2i ; 3i and '3 ; •23. 18. 4 I 7) 5 i 8 and 21 1 30.

Compare the ratios)

14. 3 .* 5 and 7 . 8. 16. 13 ’ 21 and 18 .* 29.

18. 2 : 3) 3 1 4 and 4 : 5. 17. 3 ; 7) 5 ; 9 and 7 ; II.
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Are the following m proportion ?

18. 6,11,18,33. 19 5 i 7i 20) 27. 20. B3, Ra 4<j , 4, 3.

Find a fourth proportional to

2L 7, 9 and 8. 22 . 2^, 3 and 4}. 23. '2, *02 and '002.

24. R380, SiS7o and 12 lb. 26 4 yd., 2 yd. 2 ft. and £2.

26. 12 acres, 27 ac and 20 men. 27 . 12 men, 9 men and £3.

28. 6 milK, 20 mi. and 9 hours. 20. 3 cwt., 84 lb. and £1. 8r.

Find a mean proportional between

30. 7 and 28. 81 13 and 117. 32 . 9464 and 5600.

33. .34. aiandsf. 36. ’3 and '012.

Find a third proportional to

88. 2i and 7^ 37 . 7 and s| 38. R2 and Si. 4a.

30 . Compare the rates of two trains, one of which runs 17
miles in 2 hours and the other 12^ miles m 2^ hours.

40 . A ‘ B=3 ; 4, 5 ; C=i . I ; find the ratio ofA to C.

4L If A of B, and 5=2^ of C, find the ratio ofA to C,

42. If, when A earns R41 B earns Bs , and when B earns B6,
C earns 87 , and when C earns 88, J) earns 89 ; compare the
earnings of A, B)C and V,

43. Two sums of money are proportional to 7 and 8 ; the first

is £2 , what IS the other ?

44 The weights of equal volumes of gold and water are as

37 IS to 2. If a cu tt. of water weigh 1000 or., find the weight of a
cu. ft of gold.

46. The ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter
is 22 : 7 ; find the circumference of a circle 10 ft. 6 in. in diameter

46 . One man adds 5 seers of water to 13 seers of milk, and
another 3 seers of water to 12 seers of milk , compare the amount
of milk in the two mixtures.

47 While A makes a profit of £'i, B makes £^ ; and while
B makes a profit of £S\C makes £b , ifA makes a profit of £20,
how much does C make in the same time ?

48. A mixture (30 gall ) contains wine and water in the ratio

of 3 ; 2 , find the quantities of wine and water in the mixture

48. A mixture (30 gall ) contains wine and water in the ratio

of 7 to 3 , how much water must be added to it that the ratio of

wine to water may be 3 . 7 ?

60 . A greyhound pursues a bare and takes 4 leaps for every

3 leaps of the hare, but 3 leaps of the houndlare equal to 4 of the

hare j
compare the rates of hound and hare.
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XXXVIII. RULE OF THREE.

81T. Problems which we have solved by the Unitary Method
may also be solved by the method of findings a fourth proportional

to three given quantities.

,
Example i. Find the price of 12 maunds of sugarj when the

price of 5 maunds is R60.

Here we observe that if the weight be increased 2, 3...timeS) the

price will also be increased 2| 3.. times j therefore the ratio of the

two weights IS equal to the ratio of the two corresponding prices.

Hence 5 md. . 12 md. . ; B60 . the answer ,

.’. the answer«=Sl2ii!l=Bi44.

Example 2 If 12 men can do a piece of work in 5 daysj in

h^w many days will i
;
men do it ?

Here we observe that if the number of men be increased 2, 3...

timesi the number of days will be decreased 2i 3...times , therefore

the inverse ratio of the numbers of men is equal to the ratio of

the corresponding numbers of days.

, Hence 15 men ; 12 men ,1 5 days i the answer ,

the answer *«*1?^ days= 4 days.

fSl8, The above method of solving a problem by finding a
fourth proportional to three given quantities is commonly known
by the name of Buie of Three.

In the first problem we have an example of what is called the
Rule of

_

Three Direoti because there the direct ratio of the two
weights is equal to the ratio of the corresponding pnces.

In the second problem we have an example of what is called the
Rule of Three Inverse, because there the Inverse ratio of the
numbers of men is equal to the ratio of the corresponding numbers
of days.

S19. It IS obvious that the second term in a proportion is

greater or less than the first according as the fourth is greater or
less than the third Hence we may lay down the following general
rule for arranging the terms in a Rule of Three question.

Denote the answer by the letter x place it for the 4th
term , and of the three given quantities place that which is of the
same kind as the answer, for the 3rd term Next from the nature
of the question determine whether the answer will be greater or
less than the third term, and place the greater or less of the two
remaining quantities for the 2nd term according as the answer is

greater or less than the 3rd term ; then place the remaining
-quantity for the first term.
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Zl'ote. In worlnng) the two first quantities in the proportion

must be replaced by the numbers which measure them m terms of

the same unit.

Example If the third class railway fare for no miles is

Bi. II. 6] what IS the fare for 350 imles 7

mi. mi. B. a. p.

no ; 350 ; : I . II . 6

;

n : 35 :: 1. 11.6 :x;

, Bi ii.6)(35 B60.2.6
••

Fi il—
•=B5 .7.6. Ans,

Or thus : V Bi . n . 6=330^.

;e

=

2i = 10sq^.

=B5 .7.6.

The latter method is the one more generally adopted. The
learner should observe that the 3rd term being expressed m pies

the answei obtamed at the first mstance ts also rn

y '

Example 2. If a quantity of rice serve 100 men for 15 weelcs,

how many men will it serve 6 weeks 7

weeks weeks men

6 ; 15 loo : x, .

».<.j 2 : s 1 i 100 : X

;

.’. x—^l^ men=250 men.

Example 3. A bankrupt's debts amount to £i3^0j and his

assets (i.e,, the value of his property) are £ggoi how much can he

pay in the pound 7

£. £ £.

1320 • 1 990 1 -X)

Example 4. A^malFi after paying an mcome-tax of ip. m the

rupeei has B4794 left , what is his gross income 7

'

Bi—

I

92)i. ; Bi-4^.—Bi8^.

p. p. B.

188 : 192 :: 4794 ; x,

47: 48 :: 4794 : x ;

.'. x=B*fl^V^=B4896. Am,
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Examph 5. If 8 oxen or 6 horses eat the grass of a field in

10 dayS) in how many days will ; oxen and 4 horses eat it ?

oxen oxen horses

8 ; s :: 6 :

jr=fi|4 horses «=^4 horses.

5 oxen and 4 horses will eat as much as (^4-4) or ^ horses,

horses horses days

Now, : 6 :: 10 : x,

ar— days»yS^ days. Ans.

Examph 6. A can do a piece of work in 7 days, and B can do

it in 9 days ; how long will A and working together, take to do

the work i

A can do ^ of the work and B can do } of the work in I day ;

A and B together can do (^+J) or Jg of the work in i day.

work work day

iS : I :: I :

.'. x'-JJ days-’Sjtdays. Am,

Examph 7. At what time between 2 and 3 o'clock are the

hands of a clock at right angles to each other i

The minnte-hand gains II divisions on the hour-hand in 12

minutes ; and here it has to gain (10-I-15) or 25 divisions,

div. div. min.

II : 25 11 12 1 X,

niin >=271®! mm.

;

the two bands will be at right angles to each other at

27/t minutes past 2.

Examph 8 A can beat B by 40 yards in a mile race ; B can

beat C by 20 yards in a mile race ; if^ and C, 01. by how
much will A win 7

While A runs 1760 yd., B runs 1720 ;

and B ...... 1760 yd,, C 1740.

1760 1 1720 11 1740 I X,

U, 44 1
'

43 ;; 1740 ; x,

• • ar=iS^t-'l!lyd.=l7oojl'jyd.

.*. While B runs 1720 yd., C runs 1700A yd. ; but while B
runs 1720 yd , A runs 1760 yd. ; while A runs 1760 yd., C runs
1700^*1 yd. .'. A will win by (1760- lyoaj'r) or 591*, yd.
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Example 9. A starts from P to walk to Q, a distance of 51I
mileS) at the rate of 3I miles an hour , an hour later B starts from

Q for P and walks at the rate of 4^ miles an hour : when and
where will A meet B ?

A^ has already gone 3i miles when B starts. Of the remaining
48 miles, A walks 3f and B walks 4} in one hour , that is, they
together pass over (3^+4}) or 8 miles in one hour.

miles miles hour

8 : 48 :: I : 2r,

hours=6 hours.

A meets B in 6 hours after B started. And therefore they
meet at a distance of 4^x6 or 25^ miles from Q.

[For Examples for Exercise see Section xxxv.]

XXXIX. DOUBLE RULE OF THREE.

8{iO. Complex problems which would reqmre two or more
applications of the Rule of Three are usually solved by a shorter

method, commonly called the Double Rule of HJiree. The
method will be best explained by means of examples.

Example I. If 9 men can reap 6 acres m lo days, how many
men will reap I2 acres in 15 days ’

acres 6 [ I2\

days IS 10/
9 men x.

We denote the answer by x and place it for the 4th term, and
place 9 men (which is of the same kind as the answer) for the 3rd
term We next take 6 acres and 12 acres (a pair of quantities of

the same kind), and consider whether the answer will be greater

or less than the 3rd term in the question “if 9 men can reap 6 acres,

how many men will reap I2 acres, supposing the time to be the

same in both cases >" and we find that the answer will be greater ,

we therefore f
” Vi* acres for the and and 6 acres for the 1st term

Then we take 10 days and 15 days (another pair of quantities of

the same kind), and consider whether the answer will be greater

or less than the 3rd term in the question “if 9 men can reap in

10 days, how many men will reap in 1 5 days, supposing the number
of acres to be the same in both cases and we find that the answer
will be less , we therefore place 10 days for the and and 15 days
for the ist term, under those already obtained. We now multiply

the numbers in the ist term for the final ist term and the numbers
in the and term for the final and term. Thus

6x15 : 12x10 :: 9 : X,

men=i2men. Am.
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ITote. Each pair of quantities of the same kind should be
replaced b; their measures m terms of the same unit.

Remark. Each additional pair of quantities of the -same kind

would be treated in a like manner.

Example 2. If 72 men can dig a trench, 324 yd. long, 12 yd,

wide and 8 ft. deep, in 9 days of 12 hours each , how many men
can dig a trench, 1458 yd. long, 40 ft. wide and 3 yd. deep, in

36 days of 9 hours each ?

ft. long 324 3 1458x3'

ft. wide 12x3 40

ft. deep 8 3x3

days 36 9

hours 9 12 J

^=i^lfJlli?J#ll^?S«nien=i35 men.

Or better thus :

cu. ft. (324x3) X (12x3) X 8 : (1458 X 3) X 40 X (3x3)'

hours 36x9 19x12

Example 3. If 10 men can perform a piece of work in 24 days,

how many men will perform another piece of work 3 times as great

in of the time ?

work I

days ^4
11 10 men 1 x,

24 <^

• 3x24x10 3x24x10x5 J.
.. x=-'— men = -- ^ men=i50 men. Ans.

•E-
,

24

Example 4 If the sixpenny loaf weigh 8 or, when wheat is

i5r a bushel, what ought a bushel of wheat to be when the foni>

penny loaf weighs 12 or. ?

pence 6 1 4\ .. .

ounces 12 ; 8/
" 5 • >

Sti. Ans.

Example 5. If 5 cannon, which fire 3 rounds in 5 minutes,

kill 13s men in hours, how many cannon, which fire 5 rounds
in 6 minutes, will kill 250 men m i hour f

[The first 5 cannon, each firing 54 rounds, kill 13S men ; it is

required to hnd how many cannon, each firing 50 rounds, will

kill 250 men ]

rounds 50 ; 54'^

men 135 ; 250J

cannons* 10 cannon.

S cannon 1 x,

Ans,
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9X1. Examples in Double Rule of Three can be worked more
conveniently m a little different manner. In this method the first

work and second work are respectively taken for the third and
fourth term's of the proportion, and the first cause and second cause

respectively for the first and second terms , for, the ratio of the

two causes is equal to the ratio of the corresponding works. We
shall apply the method to the first two of the foregoing examples.

Example i. 9 men in 10 days will do the same amount of work
as (9X 10) men will do in i day ; and men in i; days will do the

same amount of work as (;r X 15) men will do in I day.

9x10 : jrxij 6

1

12,

a:xiSx6=9Xioxi2,

“en=i2 men. Arts.

Example 2.

72X9XI2;*X36x9;; :(i458 x 3)x40X(3 X 3),

= 135 men. Ans.

[For Examples for Exerpise see Seotion xxxvi.]

m;isobi:.IiANeoxjs examples, m.
1 . Find ^ the least number which bemg added to 1409 will

make the result divisible by 23.

2. A boy receiving 82. 40. a week has 80. stopped every

fourth week , if there are 48 weeks in the school-year, how much
does he get in 2 years ?

3 . What are the prime factors in 4;o9oo45, and what is the

smallest whole number by which it must be multiplied m order

to become a perfect square 7

4:. Find the least fraction which, being added to

—^X f, shall make the result'an integer.

6.

Find, by Practice, the value of 37J md. of sugar at Eg, 13a.

bp. per md.

6. If 27 men can perform a piece of work in 15 days, how
many men must be added to the number that the work may be
finished in | of the time ?

7, Find the greatest and least numbers of four digits exactly
divisible by 34.

8, I distribute a sum of money among 32 men, giving S50.
70. 6p. to the first, 851. 70. 6p. to the next, 832. 70. 6p. to the next,
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and so on) increasing the sum by Ri each time ; hoxr much would
each get if I divided the money equally ?

9

.

Determine the least number) by which 378 mast be multi*

plied to produce a number exactly divisible by 336,

10. A screw advances '392 of an inch at each tom ; how many
turns must be taken for it to advance 9*8 inches ?

11 . Find, by Practice) the cost of 35 cwt. 2 qr 7 lb at £7, us,

Hd. per cwt

12. If 12 iron bars, each 4 ft. long) 3 in broad and 2 in. thick)

weigh 576 lb ) how much will II weigh) each 6 ft long) 4 in. broad

and 3 in. thick ?

13 . The population of a town is S72O) and there are 320 more
men than women

;
how many are there of each sex 1

14. A labourer) who works on week days only) earns 70. gp,

a day , supposing that the ist of January 1885 was on a Sunday)
find the amount of his earnings during the year.

16 Four bells ring at intervals of 3) 3J) 3^ and 3| seconds
respectively, beginning together ,

how often during 24 hours will

the four bells ring together again ?

16. By what number must i-hJ of J be multiplied m order
to produce the least possible integer 7

17. A certain number of men snbscnbed ;^63. or. gd, each
subscribing as many pence as there were men ; how many men
were there 7

18. If MtSsyi of a barrel of beer be worth 72 of £2. lor., what
IS the value of ^25 of the remainder 7

19. To the fourth part of a certain number I add 79, and
-obtain 100 as the sum , what is the number 7

20. Divide Aioi. 15A 3^. among 20 men, giving to each of 5

of them twice as much as to each of the others.

21. 720 gallons of cocoanut oil and 450 gallons of castor oil

are to be put into an exact number of barrels, all of the same size,

without mixing the two oils together ; find the least number of

barrels required.

22 . Express! of 7* 6<i+i'25 of sr.-’s4sof gj. 2(£astbe
-decimal of £10.

23. The perimeter of a rectangle is no ft ; the difiference of

two sides is ii ft. : find its area as the decimal of an acre.

24. If a man can perform a journey of 170 miles in 4I days
of II hours each) in how many days of 8| hours each, will he
perform a journey of 470 miles 7
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26. To a certain number I add 3, and multiply the sum by 4,

then divide the product by 5, and get 7 as quotient and i as
remainder ; what is the number 7

26 . A man bought 40 pieces of ribhonj all equally long, for
B137. 8a. at 2a. a yard ; how many inches were there in each
piece ?

27 What is the least debt in dollars (41. 21I. each) that can
,

be paid in moidores ?

28 What IS the capacity of a vessel, out of which, when^it is

half full, gallons being drawn, there remains ^ of the whole
content 7

29 . A square space, containing 113 sq. yd 7 sq ft., isllto be
lengthened by 3 ft in one of its dimensions, and to be shortened
by 3 ft. m the other , what will then its area be 7

' 30. If a person walks 7 miles m 2^ hours, how long will a
second person take to walk 10 miles, supposing that the first walks

2f miles while the second walks 2I 7

31. Fourteen years ago a man was six times as old as his son
whose present age is 20 years ; what is the present age of the

father 7

82 . A man buys 20 seers of milk at 3a 6p. per seer ; bow
much water most he add to it that be may gain Ri, 40. by selling

the mixture at 30. per seer 7

33. I had coins of one kind weighing 229$ grains , and of

this I spent coins weighing 1035 grains ; show that a single coin

cannot weigh more than 45 grains.

34 Two clocks.begin to strike I2 together one strikes at

an interval of 2'9t6 seconds, the other, of 2 083 seconds ; what
decimal of a minute is there between their seventh strokes 7

36 . Find the cost of painting the walls of a square room, 10 ft.

high and 16 ft. long, with one door 8 ft by 4 ft , and 2 windows,

each 5 ft. by 2, the amount saved by each window being Bi. 14a.

What additional height would increase the cost by R12 ?

36 .' A merchant of Calcutta indented from London goods
worth ,£226, and paid ,£34 for freight and packing. He sold half

the goods at a gain of 2 annas per rupee , at what gain per|rupee

must he sell the remainder that he may clear R500 on the whole
outlay 7 [Bi = 1j. ]

37 . Find the greatest fraction, the numerator of which is

composed of 3, 5, i, o and the denominator of 3, 2, 8, a
36 . Two persons buy 600 oranges each at 24 for a half-rupee

;
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one sells them at Ja. 6^ a dozen, and the other at 8a, 3^, a score

;

who gains more, and by how much i

30 . A number is e'tactly divisible by 7 and by 13, and it is

known that the number is between 400 and 500, what is the number ?

40. What fraction of { of a rupee is j of 85; and what
fraction of their sum is their difference ?

41. Find the length of the inner edge of>a cubical cistern

which will hold 256 lb. of w.'tter, supposing that a cn. ft. of water
weighs 1000 oz.

42 . A person after paying an income-tax of i anna in the k,
devotes of the remainder of his income to purposes of chanty,
and finds that he has RjiyS left , what is his income ?

43 . A person has a number of oranges to dispose of ; he sells

half of what he has and one more to d, half of the remainder and
one more to 71 , half of the remainder and one more to C ,

by which
time he has disposed of all he had : how many bad he at first i

44. A certain number of men, twice as many women and
three times as many children earned B16. 2a, in 3 days ;

each

man earned 120., each woman Sa.and each child 5a. a day ; how
many women were there ?

46

.

Find the greatest weight that will measure (i e

,

divide

exactly) a lb Avoir., and a lb. Troy.

46. If II of a number exceed *83 of half the number by *2002,

what must the number be ?

47. How many bricks, 6 in. by 3 in. by 3 in., will ' be required

for a wall, 16 ft. by 10 ft. by 2 ft , allowing of the space for

mortar ?

48 . A creditor received on a debt of ^3600 a dividend of

ga lo/f. in the B ; and a farther dividend of 6a upon the

remainder. What did he receive altogether, and what fraction

was It of the entire debt ?

40 ^ has R150, B has B120 , if cV”Sl6 more than what

he has, then B and C together would have as much as A : how
much has Cl

60 . Divide £,%o, lor, 8if. into two sums of money, one of which

contains as many shillings as the other contains fourpences.

61. 378 oranges and 462 mangoes are to be distributed among
boys so that each boy gets as many oranges and as many mangoes
as any other boy , find the largest possible number of boys, and
the least possible number of fruits each boy may get.

62. What number is greater than its fifth part by 1

7

c. A. IS
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63, Find how much card-boaid is Required to make a cubical

box and its cover, the edge of the box is 9 in., and the nm of the

cover extends 3 in. deep down each side.

64. A work can he completed in 36 days by 30 men working

6 hours a day , in what time would 18 men and 60 women, working

9 hours a day, complete it, supposing that 3 men can do as much
work as 5 women ?

66. A gentleman's monthly expenses are Ri 50 less than his

income ; if his income be increased by Rioo a month and expenses

decreased by B;o, how much will he be able to save in a year ?

66. Three persons A, S, C start on a tour, each with £,20 in

his pocket, and agree to divide their c\pcnses equally. When
they return, A has;£3. iir 9if,j!?has {fl 5r. and C has lyr. 31/.

What ought A and B to pay to C to settle their accounts ?

67. A man walks at the rate of 128 yards per minute ; find

the least whole number of minutes he will take to walk over an
exact number of miles.

68 Simplify (3‘5-2‘3)(3'5+2‘3)-*-3’5 of 2‘3X 32‘53.

66. The external dimensions of an open box are $ ft., 4I ft.

and 3 ft. ; find the cost of painting the outside at 3 annas per sq. yd.

What will be the cost of painting the inside at the same rate, if

the box IS made of 4'inch plank ?

60. Three men can do as much work as 5 boys ; the wages
of three hoys are equal to those of two men. A work, on which

40 boys and 15 men are employed, takes 8 weeks and costs ;C35o ,

how long would it take if so boys and 20 men were employed, and
how much would it cost 7

OL What quantity of water must an inn-keeper add to a barrel

ofbeer, which cost him £50, to reduce the price to £1. Sr. a gallon 7

62. A certain number of men mow 4 acres in 3 hours, and a

certain number of othqi^umow 8 acres in S hours ; bow long will

they be mowing 11 acres rif they all work together 7

63. At 10 minutes to 2 in the afternoon a clock is 55 seconds

slow, and at 6 in the evening it is 30 seconds slow : at what hour
will it show true time 7

64. A train leaves Calcutta at 7 A. M. for Goalundo, 153 miles

distant) and travels at the rate of 20 miles an hour ; anodiet train

leaves Goalundo for Calcutta at 11-30 a m. and travels at the rate

of 22 miles an hour ; when, and where, will the trains pass each
other 7

66. A dstem, 6 ft. long, 5 ft. wide and 4 ft. deep, contains
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pulp for making paper. If '§ of the volume of the pulp be lost

I in the process of dryingi how many sheets of paper) 16 m. hy
* la in.) will be obtained) if 400 sheets in thickness go to an inch 7

60 . If j men and 5 boys can reap 168 acres in 18 days, how
many days will 15 men and j boys take to reap 700 acreS) one
man being able to do three times as much work as a boy 7

67 . Find the value of § of a guinea -f]*! of Sr. 3if.+Tfii of

ISS,

,

and reduce the result to the fraction of a guinea and a half.

68. Two pipeS) A and jS, dll a cistern m 2J and 30 minutes
respectively. Both pipes being opened, find when the first must
be closed that the cistern may be just filled in is minutes.

69 If I of a sheep be worth | of a rupee, and f of a sheep be
worth ^ of a cow, how much must be given for 106 cows 7

70 The cubic content of an open cistern, 6 ft. long and 4 ft.

broad, is 20 cu. ft. | what will be the cost of lining the inside of it

at IS. per sq. ft 7

71 Two persons walking at the rate of 3! and 4 miles per
hour respectively, set offfrom the same place in opposite directions

to walk round a park, and meet in 20 minutes. Find the length

of the path round the park.

72

.

If It takes I20 men to supply, in S days’ work, a fortress

with provisions for J months, when the garrison is 650 strong, how
many will be required to supply it in 3 days for 4 months, after

the garrison had been reduced by 130 men 7 ’

73. A bag contains a certain number of shillings, twice as
many sixpenny pieces and 3 times as many fourpenny pieces ; the
whole sum amounts to 2 guineas : find the number of each.

74 . Aroom, whose height IS 9 ft.) and length twice Its breadth,
' takes 189 yards of paper, 2 ft. wide, for its four walls } find its

length.

76 . A can do a piece of work in 20 days ; A and .B together
can do it in 11} days. A works alone for 8 'days, A and C together
for 6 days, and S finishes it in 3 days. Find in what time S and C
together could do it.

76 . One clock gams 8 min., and another loses 4 min.. In 24
hours. They are set at right at noon on Sunday. Determine the
time indicated by each clock when the one appears to have gained
12 minutes on the other.

77. The whole time occupied by a tram 1 10 yards long, travel*
hng at the rate of 30 miles an hour, in crossing a bridge is 12

^ seconds ; find the length of the bridge.
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78. If a family of 9 persons spend B480 in 8 montlis, hovr

ffiucli will serve a Smily (living upon the same scale) of 24 persons

for 16 months ?

«

>70 "Tmnlifir V79. Simplify
of

80. A room twice as long as it is broad is carpeted at 97. a

sq yd I and the walls are painted at 17 bd a sq yd , the respective

costs bemg ;£44. 27. and £8 87. Find the dimensions of the room.

81. A cistern would he filled hy a tap, A, in 34 hours, or emp-
tied by a tap, S, in 3 hours The cistern being half fiill, A is

turned on at 8 o’clock, and B at i; mm. to 9 ; find -when the

astern will again be half full

82 . If 2 guineas make 3 napoleons, and i; riic-dollars make 4
napoleons, and 6 ducats make 7 nx-dollars, how many ducats are

there in ^£490 ?

83 . A person rows a distance of 3 miles down a stream in 40
minutes, hut without the aid of the stream it would have taken

him an hour j
what is the rate of the stream per hour ? and how

long would it take him to return against it ?

84. A boat propelled by 6 oars which take 25 strokes per

minute travels at the rate of 7^ miles an hour ; find the rate of

a boat propelled by 4 oars which take 32 strokes per minute ; the

work done by each oar during one stroke in the latter case bemg
a quarter as much again as in the former case.

86.

A wagon, loaded with 1246 equal packages, waghs
26 tons 14 cwt , if the wagon itself weighs twice as much as the

packages, find the weight of each package.

86. A did § of a piece of work m 6 hours, B did | of what
remained in 2 hours and C finished it m half an hour. How
long would they have been doing the whole if they had worked

together ?

87 . A clock loses s-^inutes a day. It shows correct time at

noon on a Monday After how many days will it again show
correct time on a Monday ?

88. A privateer, running at the rate of 10 miles an hour,

discovers a ship, 18 miles off, maldng way at the rate of8 miles an

hour ; how many miles can the ship run before she is overtaken ?

89. If the wages of 25 men amount to II766. loa Zp. in 16

days, how many men must work 24 days to receive ^103$, the

ddly wages of the latter being one-half those of the former 7
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80. 55 gallons of a mixture of wine and water contain

}
gallons more wine than water , find the ratio of wine to water

in the mixture.

91. Bring f
“ —21— x cwt. to the frao

4?/ 29 ^206/

tion of 4I tons.

92 . A can do half a piece of work in 3 hours, being twice as

much as B can do
, A, B and C can together do the whole in

24 hours , in how many hours will <7 do a piece of work which
B can do in 9 hours

'>

93 How many seconds will a tram, 184 feet in length, travel-

ling at the rate of 21 miles an hour, take in passing another tram/

223 feet longi proceeding in the same direction at the rate of

16 miles an hour?

94. A can give B 20 yards' start in a mile race and can give

C 40 yards' start , how much start can B give C m a mile race ?

05 A piece of work must be finished in 36 days, and 15 men
are set to do iti working 9 hours a day ; but after 24 days it is

found that only \ of the work is done. If 3 additional men be
then put on, how many hours a day will they all have to labour, in

order to finish the work in time ?

86. Two equal wine glasses are filled with mixtures of wine

and water in the ratios of 2 of wine to 3 of water and 3 of wine

to 4 of water ; when the contents are mixed in a tumbler, find the

strength of the mixture

97 . Divide B47 between A, B ahd C in such a manner that

B may receive R2 more than 3 times, and C&3 more than 4 times

the amount to be received by A,

98. At what times between 2 and 3 are the hands of a clock

54 minute divisions apart ?

99 Three boys agree to start together and run, until all come
together again, round a circular court 15 yards in circumference.

One runs at the rate of 6, the second, y, and the third, 8 miles

an hour. In how many seconds will the race end 7

100. In a game of skill A can give B, and B can give C, 10

points out of a game of 50 ; how many should A give C ?

101. If 7 cows and 20 sheep be worth ,^12, and 3 cows and
16 sheep be worth find the price of a cow and of a sheep.

102 Two equal wine glasses are respectively i and J full of

wine ,
they are then filled up with water, and the contents mixed

m a tumbler . find the ratio of wine to water in the tumbler.
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103, Express of S17. 8a,+'§ of !• 141. 6d. as the fraction

of E170, a rupee being worth 2 shillings.

104. A can do a piece of work in 8 days, which B can destroy
in 3. A has worked 6 days, during the last 2 of which B has been
destroying , how many days must A now work alone in order to

complete his task ?

106

.

Atrainiloyd long overtook a person walking along the
line at the rate of 3 miles an hour, and passed him completely in

9 seconds ; afterwards it overtook another person and passed him
in 9§ seconds. At what rate was this second person walking ?

106. In a hundred yards’ race A can give B four and C five

yards’ start , if B were to race C, giving him i yard in a hundred,

f
which would win?

107 . If 6 men and 2 boys can reap 13 acres in 2 days, and 7
men and 5 boys can reap 33 acres in 4 days, how long will it take
2 men and 2 boys to reap 10 acres ?

108 . Gold and silver are mixed together in a mass of 30 oz

,

so that for every 6 parts of gold there are 4 parts of silver. How
much gold must be added to the mass, so that for every 5 parts of

gold there may be 3 parts of silver ^

100. A publican bought 10 gallons of wine at ,£1 . 7 . 6 per
gallon

s he mixed some water and filled quart bottles with it

.

how much water must have been added, supposing that the cost

price of the contents of each bottle was thereby reduced to 51. Sftf, ’

110. If 12 oxen be worth 29 sheep, 15 sheep worth 25 hogs,

17 hogs worth 3 loads of wheat, and 8 loads of wheat worth

13 loads of barley ; how many loads of barley must be given for

340 oxen ?

111, A and B are two sponts attached to a cistern, A can fill

it in 10 min., and ^ can empty it in 1 5 mm. IfA and B be opened
alternately for i minute each, in what; time will the cistern be
filled ?

112 A race course is one mile long ; A and B run'a race and
A wins by 80 yards ; A and C run over the same course and A
wins by 20 seconds ; B and C run and B wins by 3 seconds. In

what time can A run a mile ?

113. If I can walk a certain distance in 112 days when I rest

3 hours each day, how long will it take me to walk twice as far, if

I walk twice as fast and rest twice as long each day F

114 , A cask contains 12 gallons of a mixture of wine and
water in the ratio of 3 to i ; how much of the mixture must be
drawn off, and water substituted for the mixture in the cask to

become half and half?
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116

.

A rectangular court is 50 yards long and 30 yards broad
It has paths joining the middle points of the opposite sides, of

6 ft in breath, and also has nrithin it a path of the same breadth
running all round it. The remainder is covered with grass If the
cost of the pavement be is, Sti per sq ft. and of the grass 3r. per
sq. yd.) find the whole cos\ of laj^ng out the court.

116. To complete a piece of work, A would take twice as long
as B and C together) and S 3 times as long as A and C together ,

A,B,C together can do it in 12 days. In what time could each do
It by himself ?

117. A down-tram usually travels at the rate of 30 miles an
hour and meets an up-train 50 miles from the terminus. On one
occasion, on account of an accident, it only went at the rate of 20
miles an hour and met the np-train 4i§ miles from the terminus.

Find the speed of the up-train.

118 . A can walk J miles an hour, and the rates at which A and
B walk are in the ratio of 7 to 6 , how many seconds’ start must
A give B that he may just beat him in a 3-mile race

’>

119 . If 5 pumps, each having a length of stroke of 3 feet,

working 15 hours a day for 5 days, empty the water out of a
mine ;

how many pumps with a length of stroke of 2} feet,

working 10 hours a day for 12 days, will be required to empty the

same mine ; the strokes of the former set of pumps being per-

formed four times as fast as the other ?

120. If 7 horses and 12 cows cost as much as 10 horses and
6 cows, compare the prices of a horse and a cow.

XL. DIVISION INTO PROPORTIONAL PARTS.

SSS. To divide a given quantity into proporttonal parts is to

divide It into parts which shall be proportional to certain given

numbers.

Example i. Divide 6873 among A, B, C, so that their shares

may be in the proportion of 2, 3 and 4

If we divide S873 into g (« e, 2-h3-h4) equal parts, then A will

have 2, B will have 3 and C will have 4 oj these parts.

Hence A's share=RAJIIx2‘3Ri94.

B's share >=R^II x3=R29I.

C’s share»BA2Sx4=&388.

Example 2, Divide ;£z87 into parts proportional to i^, 2 and 3}

I* ; 2 : : 2 : ^ . ^-=9 : 12 . 20.

Now proceed as in the preceding example.
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Example 3 A ceitain sum of money was divided between
B, C ID the proportion of 5i 6 and 9 ; A received £45 ; what was
the sum divided

'

Since 5+6+9=20, if the whole sum were divided into 2o equal
parte, ^'s share would contain 5 of these parts. Hence the value

of one part=;£-*/ ; the whole sum=;£ij4x20=;5l8o.

Examplf 4. Divide B50 among j4 , 5, C so that Es share

may be half as much again as A’s, and Cs share ^ of A's and iS’s

together.

5’s share=i4 of A’s share ;

A’s share+5’s share=i4 ’s share+i^ of A’s share

=(i + i|) ofyi’s share=2i of A’s share;

Cs share=§ of aj of A’s share=§ of A’s share ;

A’s share I 5's 1 f7s=i 1 ij I | ; etc.

Example 5. Divide 52 into 3 parts such that i of the first part

of the second part =5 times the third part,

i of the 2nd part^i of the 1st part,

the 2nd part=f of the ist part.

Again, 5 times the 3rd part=i of the ist part,

.* the 3rd part=iV of the ist part.

ISC part : 2nd part 3rd part.

= ist part ; ^ of the 1st part • iV of the 1st part

Example 6. II82 is given to 5 men, 8 women and 10 hoys, in

such a way that a woman is to receive twice as much as a boy, and
a man as much as a woman and a boy together , what do the

women receive 7

8 women receive as much as 16 boys ;

' and 5 men receive as much as 5 women and 5 boys,

or as 10 boys and 5 boys,

or as 15 boys ,

men’s share , women’s . boys’=i5 ; 16 ; 10 ; etc.
I

Example 7. How many rupees, half-rupees and quarter-rupees,

of which the numbers are proporuonal to 3, 4 and 5, are together

worth 1^50 7
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Values of three groups of coins arc

as 3 rupees * 4 half rupees ; 5 quarter-rupeeS]

hr as 13 quarter-rupees i S quarterrupecs ! 5 quarter-rupees,

or as 13 . S : s ;

the amount in rupees »RfSNi3>=B24;
the amount m half-rupees>=R1Jx 8“Ui6

j

and the amount in qr.-mpees—BIgx 5>=Blo.

Therefore there are 24 rupees, 32 half-rupcesi and 40 qr.-ropees,

Example S Divide ;£ioo between A, B, C, D, so that

A's share ; i5's«»2 ; 3, ; C’s=4 ; 5, and C’s ! Z?’s'=7 8.

We find as in Ex 4, Art. 216, that the shares of A, B, C, Dare
proportional to 56, S4, 105 and 120 , etc.

BXAllFXiBS. 140.

I. Divide B15. tos into parts proportional to i, 2, 3, 4.

S’. D.vide ;^i8 gi. into parts proportional to 3, 3j, i, J.

3, DiMdc 3fi tons in the proportion of 3 5, 2‘35) 3ii 3jj.

4. Divide 532! into parts nhich shall have the same ratio to

one another .ns h, j, (.

6.

Divide £4. lys. bd into t«o parts one of which is £ of the

other.

6. A sum of money w.ns divided into parts prnportinnal to 3f,

4i 5‘S i the smallest part was R30 , what was the sum divided?

7. A sum of money was divided between A,B,C,m proportion

to their ages which were 10, 12, 13 years respectively
, A'b share

was Z55 I find the other shares.

8 . Gunpowder is composed of saltpetre, sulphur and charcoal,

m parts propnriion.nI to 75, 10 and 15 , how man) pounds of

charcoal .nr? tlicrv in 6 cwt of gunpowder?

B Mow much of the above gunpowder can be made with 2; lb.

of sulphur?

10.

In a certain battle an army lost 4 men wounded and
2 killed out of every 25, and it mustered 38,000 men unhurt ,* what
was the nuniber of men in the army at first ?

II. Divide Bgo between three persons, so that for every rupee
given to the fiist, the second mayget I3 annas and the third may
get S annas.

12.

Divide B36 between A, B and C, so that A gets 2 of B's

share, and C gels § of A's share.
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13. Divide B360 among A, B, C, so that A may get 3 times
as much as B, and 3 and C together ^ as much as A.

14, Dmde B32 between A, B, C, so that A may receive 3 times
as much as B, and C i of what A and B together receive.

16.

Divide between A and B, so that i of A’s money may
be equal to J of ^'s.

16, Divide 30 into 3 parts such that i of the first part^l of

the second=J of the third.

17, fi2i IS divided between A, B, C ; A's share is | of Bs ;

It is also I of B's and Cs together ; find each one’s share

18, Divide £1. ly. 4iei. between A, B, Ci D, so that ^’s share
may be -fa of B’s, Cs share of A’s, and B’s share the sum of

^’s and C’s.

19, Divide £2, 6s. between 5 men, j women and 10 boys, so
that each woman may have f of each man’s share, and each boy §
of each woman’s share,

20, &i 10 IS to be divided among 10 men, 16 women and 20
children

,
if each man’s share is to be equal to the shares: of 2

women and the 16 wome are to have twice as much as the 20

children, how much will each woman receive ?
'

21, A number of men, women and children are in the propor*

tion of 3, 4, 5 j divide ^^3. 5s sd among them, so that the shares
of a man, a woman and a child may be proportional to 4, 3, i.

22, Divide £39 among A, B, C, so that A's share B’s share

=3 ; 2, B’s share ; Cs share=:4 ; *.

28. A certain hind of brass is composed of copper, zinc, lead

and tin ; the ratio of copper to zinc is i ; 2, of zinc to lead 3 5

and of lead to tin 7 i 8 ,
find the quantity of zinc in i cwt. of the

brass.

24, Four towns are to provide according to their population

a contingent of 140 men. The populations of the towns are 1058,

1587, 2116 and 2645 respectively ; find the number of men to be
provided by each town.

26. 700 coins consist of rupees, half-rupees and quarter-rupees

;

the values of the rupees, the half-rupees and the quarter-rupees

are as 2 i 3 I 5 ; find the number of the rupees.

26. How many rupees, eight-anna pieces and four-anna

pieces, of which the numbers are proportional to 2i, 3 and 4, are

together worth R80 ?

27. If 2 men do as much work as 5 women, and 6 women as

much as 10 children, divide a week’s wages of R38 among 8 meu

9 women and 15 children.
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28, The sum of three fractions is }§| ; 14 times the first-’is

times the second— 18 times the third ; find the fractions.

28. Divide ili42 amongf so that for every 1^5 given to

A, B may get 83, and for every Sy given to B, C may get Bj.

SO. Areas of circles are to one another as the squares of their

radii. Divide a circle of i ft radius into three equal parts by
concentric circles,

81 . Ifthe weight of pure silver and of alloy in a rupee be in

the ratio of ii to 1, and the pnce of pure silver be ,82. 10. 5^
per ot Avoir , find the weight of a rupee (in grains) supposing its

value to be that of pure silver it contains.

32 , An estate is divided amongst 3 persons in the ratio of y,

8 and 10, Find the value of the estate when B2500 added to the

largest share would make it equal to half of the whole.

33. A number of mangoes is to be divided amongst 4 persona

in shares which are, as i, { and } ; what most the number a(

hast be that this may be done without cutting any of the mangoes ^

XLI, FELLOWSHIP OR PARTNERSHIP.

283. Suppose' that three persons A, B, C are partners m
trading, and that A has a capital of B3000 in the business, B has

R5000 and Chas R6000 , and they gam R1400 ’ how should the

profit be divided 7

It IS obvious that the profit must be divided into parts propor-

tional to 3000, 5000 and 6000 ; which may be done by the method
explained in the preceding section.

The above is an example of what is called Simple Fellow-
ehiP) the capitals contributed by the several partners being
supposed to continue in the business for the same penod of time.

224. Suppose, again, that A, B, C are partners in trading, and
that A has a capital of R3000 in the business for 3 months, B has
85000 for 6 months, and C has R6000 for 7 months, at the end of

which time the gain is R720 ; how should this be divided ’

Now, a capital of 83000 employed for 3 months may be taken

to be equivalent to a capital of R9000 (re, 83000x3) employed
for I month , 85000 for 6 months may be taken to be equivalent to

830000 (r,A, i^ooox6) for i month, and Sfiooofory months,
equivalent to 842000 (i.e., 86000x7) for i month. Hence the

profit must be divided in the proportion of 9000, 30000 and 42000 ,

which may be done in the nsual way.

Consequently, if the capitals of partners be employed for difier-

ent periods of time, the period of time must be made the same
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for all| by multiplying ciich capital by the measure of the corres-

ponding period of time.

Koto. In working) the several sums of money must be express-
ed in terms of the same unit, as .also the several periods of time.

The above is an example of what is called Compound
Fellowsbip, the capitals contributed by the several partners
being employed in the business for diflierent periods of time.

EXAMPLES. 141

1. A, B, C enter into partnership , A furnislies R3S0, B R500
and C 11750 ,

what should be the share of c.ach in E32o profit ?

2 A bankrupt owes naooo totno creditors, namely, Uizoo
to one, and RSoo to the other , his assets are II700

,
what does

each creditor lose ’

3. A, B, C, D engage in business with a joint capit.al of

;£75So,atthe end of a jear/i rccenes ,£200, B £,211,0 £izo
and D £200 , how much capital did C put in ?

4.. A, B, C are partners, A receiving ? of the profits, and B
.and C sharing the remau dcr iqtially A's iiici me is increased by
B7S when the profits rise from ^’5 of the capit.al to Find
the respective capitals inacsted.

6 A and arc partners m a business in which ^ has 7^ annas
share and B annas

, B, being the working partner, receives A
of .all the profit

, the rest is diaidcd in proportion to the capital ,

what docs B icceive out of RfioSo ’

0 A, B, C engage in business with a joint capital of ;£iSooo ;

A gives £2000 more than B, and B £20:0 more than C ; di\ ide a
profit of ;£loSo between them

7. A, B, C enter into partnership , A puts m £^o for C months,
B £10 for 6 months and C ;^30 for 8 mopths. They gain”/.54. lor

How should the profit be divided ?

8 A, B,C pasture in the same field, A has in it 10 oxen for

7 months, B has I2 oxen for 5 months, and C h.as 15 oxen for

Smohlhs Tlie rent IS R17. Sa. How much of the rent should

each paj ’

9 A starts business v ith a capital of ,^2200 on the l6th of

April, and on the 3rd of July admits a partner B with a capital of

£iSoo. I he profits amount to ;£449 l6r. by the 31st of December.
What IS each person’s share ’

10 . I? and E become partners, D bringing 115400 and E
B4500. At the end of 3 months D doubles his capital and a new
partner F is admitted who brings B5700 ; and at the end of
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5 months E trebles his capital The year’s profits amount to

S1200
, how ought this to be divided ?

11 A. and B start a business with capitals as 5 i 7. They
withdraw respectively | and | of their capitals at the end of

4 months. At the end of the year a profit of ;£226 is divided
;

find id’s share.

12 . A and B entered into partnership with £^oa and j£6oo

respectively After 3 months A withdrew f of his stock but after

3 months more he put back f of what he had withdrawn. The
profits at the end of the year are fyTS) : how much of this should

A receive ?

13. A and B start a business, A puts in double of what B
puts. A withdraws i of his stock-at the end of 3 months but at

the end of 7 months puts back | of what he has taken out, when
B takes out ^ of his stock. A receives R300 profits at the end of

the year
,
what does B receive ?

14. A and B hire a meadow for 6 months. A puts in 21 cows
for 4 months

,
how many can B put in for the remaining 2 months,

if he pays f of what A pays ?

XLII. ALLIGATION.

SSS. The following are examples ofAlligation or the mixing
of things of the same kind but of different qualities.

ExampU I. How must a grocer mix teas at 2r. (id a lb. and
3r. 9rf. a lb. so that the mixture may be worth 3r a lb

When the mixture is made and sold at 3j. a lb , each lb. of the
cheaper tea in it brings a gain of (id,, and each lb of the dearer

tea bnngs a loss of %d Therefore 9 lb of the cheaper tea brings a
gain of 54if and 6 Ib. of the dearer brings a loss of ^id. Hence,
in order that thete may be neither any gain nor any loss, for every

9 lb of the cheaper tea we most take 6 lb of the dearer
, therefore

die proportion is 9 parts to 6, that is, the teas must he mixed tn the

inverse ratio oj the differences of the two prices and the mean price.

Example 2. In what proportion should teas at 2s. 6if , 3s., 4s, 3d.

and 4s. tjd, a lb. be mixed to make a mixture.worth 4r a lb 7

The first two prices are under, and the last two above, the mean
price We take equal quantities of the teas at the first two prices,

and the mixture is worth 2s. gd. a lb. , we also take equal quantities

of the teas at the last two prices, and the mixture is worth 4s. 6d
a lb Now we mix 'these two mixtures as in Ex, i, and we find

that these most be taken in the proportion of 6 to 15 or 2 to 5.

Consequently the teas are mixed in the proportion of i, i, 1. 1,
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Note. Instead - of taking equal quantities we migbt take the

teas in any proportion to make the first two mixtures , and conse-

quently an example of this kind (in which the number of ingredi-

ents IS more than two) may have an unlimited number of solutions,

Examph 3. In what ratio must a grocer mix sugar at 6a. per '

seer with sugar at 4a. per seer so that by selling the mixture at 5a,

3^. per seer he may gain ^ of his outlay ’

I^ of the cost price of a seer of the mixture^Ja "ip, ; cost

price of a seer of the mixture “Sfl 3^.—lj—4a. 6^. Now proceed-

ing as in Ex. 1, we find that sugar at 6a. per seer must be mixed
with sugar at 4a. per seer in the ratio of (4a. 6^.— 4a.) to (60.-40,

6^) i.t., of I to 3.

EZA-HPIiES. 149.
/

1. How must sugar at 40. per seer be mixed with sugar at Jo,

per seer^to make a mixture worth 40 per seer ?

2 . In what ratio must tea worth ^s, id, per lb be mixed with

tea worth 3r. 8rf. per lb. to make a mixture worth 3f. per lb ?

3 . Tea at 2S, 6d. per lb. is mixed with tea at 4r. zd. per lb
,

and the mixture is sold for 3s. 5<i a lb. , how were they mixed ?

4. In what ratio must a grocer mix coffee at 3f. per lb. with

chicory at yd. so that by selling the mixture at zt. per lb. he may
gain ^ of his outlay ?

6.

A grocer boys black tea at zs. 6d. per lb. and green tea at

3s, 9d, per Ib. ; bow must be mix them so that by selling the

mixture at 3r. per lb. he may gain ^ of his outlay ?

6. In what proportion should water and wine at izs, 6d, a

gallon be mixed to reduce the-price to lot. a gallon ?

7. Currants at jd. per lb. are mixed with currants at 9d, per

lb. to make a mixture of 17 lb. worth id. per lb. ; how many
pounds of each are taken 7

8. A /person bought 60 md. of nee of two different sorts for

RiS3. 120. The better sort cost R3 per md. and the worse R2. 40,

per md. How many maunds were there of each sort 7

8. A liquid P is if times as heavy as water, and water is i|

times as heavy as another bqnid Q ; how much of the liquid A
must be added to 7 gallons of the liquid Q so that the mixture may
weigh as much as an equal volume 0/ water 7

10. A mass of gold and silver weighing g lb. is worth .;£3i8.

131. 6d ; if the proportions of gold and silver in it were inter-

changed, It would be worth £129. lor. 6d,

;

supposing that the
price of gold is £3, 17s, lo^d. per oz., find the proportion of gold
and silver in the mass, and the pnee of silver per oz.
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11. A merchant has wines worth js., gs., iis. and 15^, a gallon

respectively : how must he mix them to obtain a mixture worth ,

lor. a gallon, using equal parts of the first two kinds, and also

equal parts of the last two kinds J

12. In what proportion must a grocer mix teas at 2s. 6d., 3s,

and 4r. 61/. per lb. to make a mixture worth Ar. per lb., using equal

parts of the first two kinds 7

13 . A man has whisky worth 22s. a gallon, and another lot

worth iSr. a gallon , equal quantities of these are mixed with
water to obtain a mixture of 50 gallons worth i6r. a gallon ; find

how much water the mixture contains.
1

14. A grocer boys teas at 2s 6d, 3s. and 3^ gd per lb. res-

pectively : how must he mix them so as to obtain a mixture
worth 3a 3d, per lb

,
using the first tw6 kinds in the proportion

of 2 to 3 ?

15 . A grocer wishes to mix teas at 2s , 3a, 3a 6d. and 4a per
lb. respectively

; how must he mix them (using the first two kinds
in the proportion of 2 i 3, and the last two in the proportion of

3 ; 4) so that by selling the mixture at 3a 4d, pec lb. of the
receipts may be clear profit 7

XLIII. AVERAGE VALUE.

SiSG. The average or mean value of any number of quanti-
ties of the-same kind is their sum divided by the number of them.

Example. Find the average age of four boys who are 10, 11,

13 and 14 years old respectively.

Average age=J^tt^+»8tv* years=l2 years.

EXAMPLES. 143.

Find the average of the numbers,
" 1. 1, a, 3j 4i S- a. 8, 10, 13, IS, 17, 20.

3. 3ii 7l, 8i, 9i, 10. 4. I 3, 7-6, 8 9. 3-1, -8.

5. Find the average age of five boys who are 15, 13, 11, 9 and
8 years old respectively,

6. What was the average daily expenditure of a man in 1880,
who spent E765 . 10

. 9 in the first half-year and E881 ,3,3 in

the last 7

7 . The population of a town-was 28750 in 1870 and 30000 in

1880 ; find the average annual increase between the two dates.

8. Of 20 men 12 gain £3. 7A each and 8 men gam £2, Sa
each ; what is the average gain per man 7
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9

.

Five men weighed respectively 8 st. 8 lb., 9 st 4 lb., 10 st,,

.10 st. 10 lb. and ii st 6 lb.; what is the average weight per man ?

10. If 20 'chairs are bought at R5 each, and i; at &4 8a. each,

and 15 more at K4 each, what is the average price of a chair ?

11. A train travels i mile in the first 10 mm., i^ miles in the

next 10 min ,
2 miles in the next, 1^ miles m the next, and l mile

in the next : what is the average speed of the train per hour 7

12 . The average weight of 6 men is 10 st ;
two of them

weigh 9 st. 7 lb each , find the average weight of the others.

13. The average age of 8 men, 7 women and i boy is 45 years,

that of the 8 men being 48 years and of the 7 women being 46 i

determine the age of the boy.

14,. The average age of 5 children is 7 years, which is increas-

ed by 6 years when the age of the father is included ; find the age
of the father.

IG. . The average weight of 7 men is diminished by 3 lb. when
one of them who weighs to stones is replaced by a fresh man

,

find the weight of the new man.

10. The average age of a class of 20 boys 15 I2 years ; what
will be the average age if 5 new boys receive admission in the

class, whose average age is 7 years 7

17. If the chairs in Question 10, are sold so as to gam J of the

, cost price, what is the average selling price of a chair ^

18. The average price of a chair, a table and a cot is R19 ;

the average pnce of the table, the cot and a book-shelf is E22 ;

if the price of the book-shelf be S>i6, find the price of the chair,

19. The average temperature for Monday, Tuesday, Wednes-
day and Thursday is 60"

, the average for Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday is 63* ; if the ratio of the temperatures for

v^Monday and Friday be at 1 25, find these temperatures.

I
[XHV. PERCENTAGE.

227. The term per centum or per cent, means for a

hundred.

Suppose that a trader who has a capital of R4000 gams R200 ;

be gams R5 for every hundred of his capital. This is expressed

by saying that the trader^s gain is $ per cent.

Note. The symbol % or the letters p, c. are used as an abbre-

viation for the words per cent.

Example i. What fraction of a number does 5 p. c. of it denote ?

5 p. c. of a numbersygg of the numbers^ of the number.
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Example 2, How much is 6i p. c. of 5320 ?

The percentage=^ of 8320 of 8320=820.

EZAMPItES. 144.

What fractions are denoted by the following rates per cent, i

1. I2». 2 . 33i. 3. 4 . §. 6. 123.

Find the value of

0 . 5 p. c. of S700. 7. 7j p c of ;Ji4o 8. i p. c. of ;^20.

3. 35% of 34S0 men. 10 of a sq. ft. 11. 8 5% of 50 cwt.

12. A man’s income is 83000 a year ; if he spends 6^ p. c. of

it each month] how much does he save in a year ?

13. Fire per cent of the total population of a town are

Englishmen ;
the rest are Hindus , if the population of the town

be 37S20, what IS the number of Hindus ?

14. A man’s income in 1871 was £$00 ,
in 1S72 it was in-

creased by 20 p c ; what was his income in 1872 ?

IS Find the difference between f of 870 and | p c. of 870,

16. A testator bequeathed by will J of bis estate to his sonj

60 p & of the remainder to his daughter] and the remainder to his

widow , the son got £7$ more than the daughter How much did

the widow receive ?

Example 3,

The fraction

What rate per cent, does the fraction | denote J

3 3x100
_ 37*

*8 8x100 100 100’ '

rate per ccnt.=37?

Exairph 4.

The fraction

What per cent, of B40 is 83 ?

, 3 ^ 300 _y<?-„ li
40 40x100 100 roo

’

rate per cent =7!.

EZAMFIiES 146.

What rates per cent, do the following fractions denote ?

1. J. 2 . 3. ^(f.
4 . j. 6. f.

e. sV 7. f. 8. D. u 10. il
What per cent, of

IL 826 is 813 ? 12. 840 IS 88 ? 13 . £3 is I2r. ?

C. A. 16
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14, ‘2J IS ^ ? 16. is ‘7 ? 16. ‘i> is ‘3 1

17. Of 3420 men m a town, 420 died ; what per cent, survived ?

18. Out of a debt of SaSoOf S1900 is paid ; what per cent, of

the debt still remains unpaid 7

10 , The number of boys in a school in January was 320 ; in

February it increased to 360, Find the increase per cent.

20. A mass of gunpowder is made with 2 lb. oz. of nitrei

5 oz. of sulphur and 7I oz. of charcoal ; find the percentage
composition of the powder.

,
1

21. Standard gold contains 11 parts pure gold out of 12

;

what per cent, is dross ’

Example 5, Of what Sum of money is &30, 3 p. c,|7

5 p. c. of the sum=&30,

or yJn of the snm=R3o ;

the sttm>=fi3ox 1-$A=B6od.

EXAMFXiES. 14G.

Of what number is

1- 22, 10 p. c. ? 2. 57, 4f p. c. ? 3 . 30, 120 p. c. ?

4. 81
,

1

p. c 7 6,1 2j, 2i p. c. 7 6. 3|, ’27 p. c. 7

7. A man spends E3250 a year, which is 66|p. c. of bis

yearly income ; find his income.

8. A man spends 60 p, c. of his income aitd saves Ezooo
;

' what is his income 7

9. The population of a town increased 7 p. c. from 1880 to

1883, and Its population in the latter year was 13910 ; what was
Its population in 1880 7

10. If a tax of 10 p, c. on the income of a man yields E300,

how much will an income-tax of 5 pies in the E produce 7

ih;isciei.lahbotjs examples. 147.

1, The price of a bottle of red ink is 20 p. c. more than that

of a bottle of black ink. If a bottle of red ink costs 12 annas,

how much will a bottle of black mk cost 7

2. A trader in his first year gains 8 p. c. of his capital, but in

the second year loses 10 p. c. of what he had at the end of the

first year, and his capital is B224 less than at first ; find his

original capital.
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3. A trader’s capital increased 10 p. c. every year ; atithe end
of 3 years it was K5o5o ; what was his 'apital at first 7

4 . In a mixed school 25 per cent, of the scholars are infants

under 7, and the number of ^rls above 7 is | of the boys above 7,
and amounts to 36 ; find the number of children in the school.

5. A man spends ;p c. of his income in insuring life, and this

part is exempted from income-tax , his income-tax which is laid at

4 pies in the rupee, amounts to S30 Jo , find his gross income,

6. Three caslrs contain equal quantities of wine ; a mixture is

formed by taking 25 p c. of the first cask, 3; p c. of the second and

45 p c. of the third , nhat per cent, of the whole quantity is taken 7

7. Two mixed schools have 90 and 120 children respectively

;

in the first 60 p c and in the second 50 p. c. of the children are
boys ; what per cent, of the children in the two schools are boys 7

8. In a town the numbers of male and female inhabitants are

3450 and 3020 respectively , the decrease in the former is 10 p. c.

while the increase in the latter is 5 p c. Find the increase or

decrease per cent, of the total population.

8. In a mixture of coffee and chicory the coffee is 40 per cent.;

to 500 lb. of the mixture a quantity of chicory is added, and then

the coffee is 36^^ p. c. How many pounds of chicory are added 7

10. If ^’s income be 10 per cent, more than it’s, how much
per cent, is ^s income less than ji's 7

11. A sells his goods 10 per cent, cheaper than S, and 10 per
cent, dearer than C

,

how much per cent, are Cs rates lower
than i7’s 7

12. The price of sugar being raised 10 p c., by how much
per cent, must a man reduce his consumption of that article so as

not to increase his expenditure?

XLV, COMMISSION, BROKERAGE. PREMIUM.

S38, Commission is the sum of money paid to an agent
for buying or selling goods or property of any kind. It is usually

a percentage upon the value of goods bought or sold.

The agent is sometimes called a broker, especially when he
buys or sells Government Promissory Notes, Shares of Companies,
etc., and the commission, brokers^

Premium is the sum of money paid to an Insurance Company
which, in consideration thereof, undertakes to make good a loss

incurred through fire or shipwreck, or to pay a certain sum of
money after a man’s death to his relatives. The instrument
containing the contract is called the Policy of Insurance

;

and the stamp doty on the policy is called the Policy duty.
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Premiun^ is usually a percentage upon the sum of money which
the insurer or his relatives are to receive.

Commission, Brokerage and Premium are therefore names
given to a percentage in particular cases.

Example l. An 'agent buys goods worth &750, and receives

a commission of 2^ per cent. ; how much does he get ?

Commission of =Si8. 12a.
loo ’ 4

Example 2. A cargO) valued at ^^ydo, is to be insured at 5 p. c,

premium ,
what sum must be insured that, in case of loss, the

value of cargo and the premium paid may be recovered ?

If every ;£95 (;£ioo-;£5) be insured for ;£ioo, then in case of

loss both the value of goods and premium paid will be recovered.

Now since £gs must be insured for £100,

£1

i£76o

or ;f8oo, Ans,

EXAMPIiES. 148.

1 . A broker purchases goods worth &5000 ; what is his com* ,

imssion at 3^ per cent. ?

2. What IS the cost of insuring cargo valued at £7000, the
premium being 3^ per cent. ?

3 . A commission agent sells 720 bales of jute at E7 per bale ,

what commission does he receive at per cent. ?

'4. An agent boys a house for B6750, and receives commission
at R3. 12a. per cent. , what has his employer to pay altogether ?

6.

A broker received J p. c. for buying Government Promis-
sory Notes. His brokerage amounted to S3 5 , what was the value

of the Promissory Notes bought ?

6. A ship IS insured for | of its value at if p. c., and the

premium is ,£20 , what is the ship worth ^

7 . The premium on a policy of insurance at 4 p. c. is B120 ;

find the amount of- the policy.

8. How jnuch must be paid to insure a cargo worth ;£572o,

the premium being 25^., policy duty is. 6ti, and brokerage gs ,

per £100 respectively ?

9. For what sum must a merchant insure a cargo worth R9760
at 2| p- c. so that in case of loss both the cargo and premium may
be recovered ?
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10. Goods worth £y7iio are insured at 3} per cent.) so that

in case of loss both the value of goods and premium may be

recovered , find the amount of premium paid

11.

' Cargo worth £saoa is to be insured, so that in case of loss

Its value and all the expenses connected nith its insurance may be

recovered. The premium is percent., policy duty Jg per cent,

and brokerage ^ per cent. , for what sum must the cargo be insured

and what is the amount of the whole expense paid on insurance 7

XLVI PROFIT AND LOSS.

!}39. Under this head we estimate a profit or a loss, not abso-

lutely, but in relation to the cost price, that is, as so much per

cent on the eos/frtu.'

Example l. If chairs are bought at Bj each, and sold at

B5. 90. each, what is the gam per cent. ’

The gam is pu. on B5 or Soa.

,

and we have to find what per

cent, of Son. is ga.

Now, the fraction i- 80x100 100 100

the gam is iij per cent

Example 3. A horse is bought for B80, and is sold at a profit

of 3$ p, c. ; what does the profit amount to, and for how much is

the horse sold 7

Profit“25 p. c. ofi88o=iVir of880=820.

The horse is sold for 880+820, or 8100

Example 3. Some goods are bought for B90 j for how much
must they be sold so as to gain 10 per cent ^

The selling pnce=iio p. c. of cost price

=}B§ 07890=899-

Example 6
, By selling sugar at B12 per md. I gam 20 p. c.

;

at what price per md. did I buy it 7

120 p. c. of the cost pnce=selling price,

or of the cost price=8l2 ;

the cost price=Blsx}§§=Bio.

Example 5. If 10 p. c be lost by selling an article for B72, for

how much should it have been sold so as to gain 5 per cent 7

90 p. c. of the cost price=872,

IS =812,

•. 105 =884. Ans,
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Rxamih 6. By selling a house for £6^ there is a loss of 8 p. Ci

;

what would he the loss or gain per cent, by selling it for ;£73 ?

£6^=f)2 p. c. of the cost price,

;£78=SW^
=104

There would be a gam of 4 per cent.

EZAMPX.es 149.

1. I sell for E20 that for which I gave R16 ; what is my gam
per cent. ?

2. At what rate per cent, is the loss on selling for ;£ii
. 9 , 8^

what cost £ii .6.3?
3. I sell 30 articles for the same money as I paid for 25 ,

what do I gam per cent on my outlay ?

4 . If the selling price of | of a number of toys be equal to the
cost price of the whole, find the profit per cent.

6.

70 gallons of wine are bought for ;^so, and 9 grllons are

lost by leakage ' the remainder is sold at is lolA a pint , find

the gain or loss per cent, on the outlay.

6. Certain articles are bought at £12. 1 is. for loo, and are sold

,at 3^ guineas for a dozen , find the gam or loss per cent.

7. A person by selling 48 yards of cloth gained the cost of

16 yards ; find the gain per cent.

8. 320 maunds of rice were bought at fis per rnaun^ and sold

at a loss of 5 p. c. , find the total loss and the selling price per seer.

9. A merchant buys certain goods at ;£6 . 19 . 3 per cwt. and
pays 15s. per ton for expenses', at what pnce per lb. must he sell

them so as to g^m 15 p. c. on his total outlay f

10 If oranges are bought at the rate of 15 for a rupee, how
many must be sold for a rupee so as to gam 25 p. c. ?

11. The cost price of a book is ys. 6ii. ; it the expenses of sale

be 5 p c. upon this, and the profit 3o p. c., what would be the

retail pnce ?

12. 24 gallons of ale are bought at zs, a gallon and 30 gallons

of porter at is, a gallon, and they are mixed together. If 13

gallons of the mixture be lost by leakage, and 20 gallons sold at

3r. 3d a gallon, at what price per gallon must the remainder be

sold to gam 3o p, c. on the whole outlay ?

18 . A man having bought a quantity of tea for S75, sells i of

it at a los£ of 4 p. c. ; by what rate per cent, must he raise that
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selliagpricei in order that by selling the rest at the incteased price

he may gain 4 p. c. on his outlay ?

14. I bought note paper at the rate of 8 annas for 5 quires, and
sold it so as to gam as much on the cost of 32 quires as 8 quires

were sold for ; at what price did I sell the paper per quire ?

16. A horse is sold for B440, at a loss of 12 p. c. , bow much
did It cost ?

16. A quantity of sugar is sold at 6a. 9/. per seer , the gain

IS 12^ p. c. and the total gam is &15. What is the quantity of

sugar sold ?.

-17. If oranges are sold at the rate of ii for the rupee, and
the gam is 8^ p. c., at what rate were they purchased ’

18. A bankrupt’s stock was sold for ^520; at a loss of 17 per

cent, on the cost price ; had the stock been sold m the ordinary

course of trade it would have realised a profit of 20 per cent.

How much was it sold under the trade price ^

16. A horse was sold for B240 at a loss of p. c ; for what
should It have been sold to gam 26 p. c, ?

20. By selling tea at 3r. per Ib. a grocer gains only ; p. c.

;

by how much must he raise the price so as to gam i; p. c. i*

21 If by selling 7 mangoes for . 2 4| there be a profit^

of ifij per cent., at what price per dozen must they be sold to gam'
20 per cent ?

22. If a man lose 4 p. c. by selling oranges at the rate of 12 a
Tupee, how many a rupee most be sell them so as to gam 44 p. c. ?

23. If by selling goods for B141 there be a loss of 6 p. c

,

what will be the loss or gam per cent by selling them for B159 7

24. Goods were sold for R37 8a. with a gam of 12J p c. ;

what would have been gained or lost by selling them for B33. 8a. ?

26.

Tea which cost B60 per md. is retailed at B2. 8b. per'seer,

and there is a waste of 10 p.c. , what is the rate of profit per cent. ?

26. Sulphuric acid worth 3tf per lb. absorbs moisture and
becomes 2J p c heavier , what is it then worth per lb. ?

27. A merchant sells tea to a tradesman at a profit of 40 p. c.,

but the latter becoming bankrupt pays only izr m the £ , how
much per cent does the merchant gam or lose on his outlay 7

28. A tradesman’s pnces are 30 p c, above the cost'price , if he
allows his customers 10 p c on his bill, what profit does he make 7

29. How much per cent, must,a tradesman add on to the^ cost

price of bis goods, that he may make zo p. c profit after allowing

bis customers a reduction of 5 p. c on his bill 7

30. The pnce of flour being raised 2oper cent., by how much
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I

per cent, must a man reduce bis consumption of that article so as

not to increase his expenditure 7

31 . An article when sold at a gain of 5 p. c. yields 1^15 more
than when sold at a loss of 5 p. c. , what was its prime cost ?

32 . A man sells an article at a loss of lo p. c. , if he had
received B5 morei he would have gained 12^ p. c. What did the

article cost him ?

33 A piece of cloth is sold for B40 los at a profit of 30 p. c.

If It had been sold at Si 12a, per yardi the profit would have
been S12. 8a , how many yards are there in the piece 7

34; A man embarks his capital in three successive ventures.

In the first he clears So p c , and in each of the others he loses

1 5 p. c , what per cent does he gam or lose on his onginal outlay 7

35. A boy buys a number of apples at 6 for 4a. and a third of
the number at 4 for 2a at what rate must he sell them to gain

20 p. c. on his outlay ’ Supposing his total profit to be £4, how
many did he buy 7

38

.

How must a grocer mix teas at is a lb. and 3s, 6dL a lb

,

so that by selling the mixture at 3r 8rf. a lb. he may gam 10 p. c. 7

37 . I must sell my stock of sugar at 3a. 6p. per lb. to gain

33^ per cent , by mixing it with an inferior sugar in the propor-

tion of 4 to I I gain 33i p. c. by selling at Si. 9a. 6/. for 7$ lb.

Find the cost of the inferior sugar per lb.

38. A grocer proposes to sell his tea at 10 per cent, profit,

but adulterates It by adding of its weight of an inferior tea

which cost him J of the pnce of the better , what profit per cent,

does he make ’ Also in what proportion must he mix the two
kinds so as to gain 20 per cent. 7

39. A merchant buys 1575 cubits of cloth. He sells ^ of it

at a gam of 6 p c
, ^ at a gain of 8 p. c

, ^ at a gam of 12 p. c.

and the rest at a loss of 3 p. c. If he bad sold the whole at a
gain of 5 p, c. he would have received B120. 12a. more than he
,did. What was the prime cost of a yard 7

40. How must wine at 2or a gallon and brandy at 45r. a
gallon be mixed, so that by selling the mixture at 351. a gallon
there may be a gam of 1$ p. c. on the pnce of the wine and 20 p.c.

on the pnce of the brandy 7

41 A mixture of two kinds of wine, at 2or. and 2tr. a gallon,

is sold at a gam of 10 p. c. If the two kinds had been sold

separately at a gain of 15 p. c and 8 p c. respectively, the total

profit would have been the same. In what proportion were the

two kinds ofwine mbied together ’ >

42. A tradesman by means of false balance, defi^uds to the

extent of 10 p. c. in buying^ goods, and also defrauds in selling.

What per cent, does he gain on his outlay by his dishonesty 7
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43 , A man sella a liouset at a lossi for 8400 ,
had he sold it

for S500 his gain would have been § of his former loss
;
find the

cost price of the house.

44. A merchant has goods worth £300 ; he sells one-third

of them so as to lose 10 p, c. By how much per cent, should he
raise that selling price in order to gain 10 p, c. on the whole ?

' XLVIl. SIMPLE INTEREST,

SS30. Interest is money paid for the use of money lent. The
money lent is called the Frincipal. The Amount is the sum of
the principal and interest at the end of any time. The rate of
interest is the money paid for the use of a certain sum for a
certain time. ThuS) if I borrow a sifm of money on the condition
that for the use of every rupee in the loan for a month I shall pay
an interest of ^ anna, I am said to borrow af Me rate of\ anna per
rupee per month. Again, if 1 borrow on the condition that for the

use of every Bioo in the loan for one year 1 shall pay an interest

of B5, 1 am said to borrow at iht rati of j per cent, per annum.

ITote Per atmutn meansfor ayear.

331 . When interest is calculated simply on the original pnn>
cipal It IS called Sixapls Interest.

Kote 1. The term interest is generally used m the sense of

simple interest.

Example 1. Find the simple interest on E24 for 5 months at

i anna per rupee per month.

Interest on Rl for l month ’=\a

Bi24 foi I month «°B^X24,
.'. R24 for Smooths ==B^X24X5

»il3. 12a.

Hence, to find the interest we multiply the principal by 5 and
by ^1 that is, we multiply it by The work in practice should
-stand thus :

B,
• 24

_5
32} 120 (B3, 12a,

96
24
jfi

3«4'(i2

32

. 64

Ans.
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EZAMPIiES. 150.

Find the simple interest on

1. S58 for 4 months at 6p. per rupee per month.

2. B76 for 9 months at 2 pice per rupee per month.
' 3 . B240 for I year at per rupee per month.

4, B375 for 15 months at f anna per rupee per month.

6. B29 for 3 years 3 months at 2p, per rupee per month.

6. B720 for 18 months at per rupee per month.

Example 2. Find the simple interest on B728 for 5 years at

4 per cent, per annum.

Interest on Bioo for i year =B4,
Si for I year =By^,

.
.* 8728 for I year

B728 for 5 years

=Bi4S. ga. 7iP‘

Hence we deduce the following rule :

Multiply the prinapal hy the rateper cent, and hy the number
ofyears, and divide the product by 100.

The work should stand thus :

We divide B14560 by 100 by
cutting o£f the two figures on the
right , thus the quotient is B143
and B6a is the remainder , this

remainder is equal to 960a ; this

divided by 100 gives 9a. as quo-
tient and 60a as remainder

;

this remamder is equal to 72qp ;

this divided by 100 gives 7 2p
as quotient.

B
728

4

2912

I
100 ) Bi45^6o .

16

a. gpa
12 >

p. 7,20

Interest=Bi45. ga. 7’2p.

=Bi45. 90- 7¥’
Eote 2 . The amount maybe obtained by adding the interest

to the principal. Thus the amount in the-above example

=B728-bBi4S. ga. 7\P-

=B^3. go, 7^p.

If the amount only is wanted we may also proceed thus :

Interest on Bioo for 5 years 4 p. c. =B2o.
The amoimt of Bioo m 5 years=Bi20,

• .................... Bl ......n.......

.• B728 =8128*122
' =B873 . ga. 7\p.
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EXAHFIiSS. 151.

iV. B, The rote pec cent, is uoderstood to be ptr amtum unless

otherwise stated.

Find the simple interest on

1. Bsoo for 3 yr. at 4 p. c. 2. £300 for 4 yr. at 5 p. c.

S. B750 for 7 yr. at 6 p. c. • 4. ;£is8 for 15 yr. at 3 p. c.

6 B450 for II yr at4j p c. 6. ;£8oo for 3J yr. at 4 p. c.

Find the simple interest and the amount of

7. 8495.40. for 2|yr. at 3%. 8. ;£325 SJ.for 4 yr- at 2i%,

0. B225, 11a. gp. for 4 years at 1 per cent, per month.

Find the amount only of -

10. S250 for 2 yr. .at 7 p. c. 11. £304 for 5 yr. at 44 p

12. 8335 fat 34 yaars at J per cent, per month

13. £720. 8r 6d. for aj years at 2§ per cent.

14. ;£329 91. 4hi for 7J years at 3J per cent.

16. £220 for 7 months at 4i per cent.

Note 3. When the rate per cent, and the number of years

(or either of them) are fractional numbers) it is convenient first

to multiply these twO) and then multiply the pnncipal by the

product.

Example 3 Find the simple interest on 8345. loo. 3p, for

2 years 6 months at 5^ per cent.

NoW) 2 years 6 months =2i years ,

and 2}x5j

8. a. P-

34S • 10 . 3

5

1728 . 3 ">3

7
,

12097 , 6 • 9
3

8)36292 . 4 • 3

845J6 . 8 .
6|i

See Example 2.

16

o. S.84
12 =845. 5«.

p. 10J4I
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EXAlVCPXiES. 15%.

/f. B. When the time is given in mnitht and iayt, 12 months are

reckoned to the year, and 30 days to the month.

Find the simple interest on

1. R37S for 3J years at 2I per cent.

2. ;£4So for 6i years at 3J per cent

3. ;£875 for 3 years 4 months 15 days at per cent.

Find, to the nearest pie, the simple interest on

4 . £309. ion 3^ for 5 months 10 days at 4| per cent.

6. B2i> 15a. o/p. for 2 years 9 monthh.at 3^ per cent.

6. Sioi. i3<i. for I year 7 months 6 days at ^ per cent, per

month.

Uoto 4 . When interest has to be calculated from one day of

the year to another, it is customary to include otit only of the days
named.

Example^, Find the interest on ;£320 from January 4th to

May 30th, at 3 per cent.

Number of days—27+284-31+30+30— 146 ,

146 days=i|J of a year-f yr. ; and 3Xf=f-

;C-

320

6

5 ) 19^0

;£3.84
20

r. 16 80
'vi

d. 9^60 the intetest=;f3. i6j' ^\d.

Note 6. It should be noted that factors of 365 are 5 and 73

NNAHFIiFiS. 153.

N. B. When the time is given in dayt or ytan and days, the year

is taken to consist of 365 days.

Find the simple interest on

L £,>,00 from April 4th to June i6th at 3 p. c.

2. S750 from Feb. 23rd to Sep. 30th at 4I p. c.
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5, S321 8a, from Dec. loth, iSS/j toMay 4tb| l8S8,at 3I p.a

;£S47- 15^- Jan. 1st to April ist at 2| p. c.

6. K349. 8a. 9^. from June ist to Oct. 4tb at s| p. c.

6. K309. I2a, for I year 73 days at 2$ p. c.

939. Inverse questions on Simple Interest,

Example i. At what rate per cent, will B425 amount to S476
in 3 years 7

Interest on 11425 for 3 years*=Rsi, (i e. S476-B425).

: Sr for 3 yeaiSBRiVi,

Si for I year =Bni%g,
a a aeeseaaeeaMei*fiioo for I year

=S4,
the rate per cent. =4.

' EZAMFDBS. 154.

At what rate per cent will

1 S300 amount to B337. So. in 5 years 7

2, B825 amount to 8905. 70. m 3 years 7

3

.

> ;£i 42. ioj. amount to £163 13s, in 4! years 7

4 The interest on 822214 4a amount to B462. 12a. gp, m
7 months 10 days 7

6. A given sum of money double itself in 2o years 7

6 . The interest on any sum of money be fths of the amount
iu 20 years 7

7. The interest on ;£l368, I5T, become ;^i4, 4r. jhd from July
5th to Nov. 20th 7

8. At what rate per rupee per month 'will 8250 amount to
R312 8a in 8 months ’

Examples, In yrorj will ^^300 amount to £ffi3 at

5 per cent. 7

Interest on ;£3oo for i year
; and interest on

;£3oo for the required number of years-;£4os-;£3oo=;fioS
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IBXAMPLES. 155.

In wliat time mil

1. E475 amount to Sj33 at 4 p. c. 7

2. R266 . 10 . 8 amount to Rags . S . 4 at 3 p c. 7

3. £1451 . 6 8 amount to ;£i667
.
4 . 4| at 4^ p c. >

4 . In how many yeara and months will the interest on ;£3i25

amount to £556 . 12 . 9I at 3i p. c 7

6.

In how many yearsj months and days will R425 amount
to R474 . 3 8 at 5 p c. 7

6. In how many days will theinterest on ;£i2i . 13.4 amount
to ;£2 . o , 5 at 6^ p. c. 7

7. In how many years will a sum of money treble itself at 3| p.c 7

8. In what time will the interest on any sum of money at

6} p. c. be '1875 of the principal 7

0

.

In what time will the interest on any sufn of money at

5 p. c. be i of the amount ’ '
•.

10. On Feb. ist, 1818, a person borrowed ;£400 at 6} p. c.)

promising to return It as soon as the interest amounted to ,

on what date did the loan expire 7

11 . In how many months will R3200 amount to R4odo at

3 pies per rupee per month 7

Example 3. Whatprincipal will amount to Riooo in 10 years

at 2i per cent.7

Interest on Rioo for lo years at 2| p. c. °>R23 ;

Rioo amount's to R125 in 10 yr. at afr p c.

Of the amount R125 the principal—Rioo,

Bt “Bits,
.' Riooo

==R8oo. Ans.

,
BZAHFXiES. 156.

What principal will amount to

1. Rgoo in 5 years at 4 per cent, ’

2. ‘R4546 . 10 . 8 in ij years at 5J per cent, 7

3. ;£i9o. 15J. in 3 years at 4 per cent. 7
,

A ;£ii 53 .

9

.'41 in 3 years 7 months and 2| per cent. 7

5

,

R459 . 2 . 8 in 2 years 4 months and 12 days at 6| per cent.
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6. 8737. 8a. in too days at 3f per cent 7

7. S809 at 5I per cent, from April 20th to July 2nd 7

8. S2S5. 7a. 6p. in i^ years at 3 pice per rupee per month 7

What principal will produce

9 . R37. 8a. interest in 4 years 3 months at 3^ per cent. 7

10. £23 . 7 . it interest in 15 years at 4§ per cent. 7

11. Find, to the nearest pie, the sum that must be invested at

3i per cent, for 13 years to amount to Rlooo. >

12 . Find, to the nearest penny, the principal whose interest

amounts to £100 in 2 years ; months and 10 days at 4 per cent.

MISCELLAlTEOtrS EXAMPLES. 157.

1. The interest on a sum of money at the end of 6 years is

gths of the sum itself , what rate per cent, was charged 7

2. A money-lender lent a sum of money for 3 years 7 months
at 1^ pice per rupee per month At the end of the time he received

Riooi . 14 . 6 , what was the sum lent 7

5. A sum of money increases by of itself every year, and
in 7 years it amounts to R902. 8a. , find the sum.

4. £273 increases by of itself per year i how long will it

take to amount to ,£357. .lor 7

6. A sum of money amounts in 6 years at 5 per cent, simple
interest to ^442 ; in how many years will it amount to B510 7

6. 8500 is borrowed at the beginning of the year at a certain
rate of interest, and after 7 months R3C0 more is borrowed at half
the previous rate At the end of the year the interest on both
loans IS R34 6a What is the rate of interest at which the first

sum was borrowed 7

7. What sum of money laid out at 3i per cent, will give Si
interest a day 7

8. The prinapal and interest for 5 years are together S5S0,
and the interest is f of the pnnapal ; find the pnncipal and the
rate per cent, per annum.

9. The principal and interest for a certain time at 3i per cent,
are together £430, and the interest is f of the principal ; find the
time.

10 What sum lent out at 5 per cent, will produce in 4^ years
the same amount of interest as Bsoo, lent out at 6 per cent, will

produce in 4 years 7
y

IL If an investment of £73 becomes £78, 13s, in 8 months,
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what sum invested at the same rate of interest will become £201,
I7r. 6d in lo months ?

12. A bequeaths to ^ a certain sum of money, which after

paying a legai^ duty of 10 per cent jields an income of ;£8io when
placed at interest of 3 per cent. Find the amount bequeathed.

13. A person who pays 4/ in the fi. income-tax, finds that a
fall of interest from 4 to 3| per cent, diminishes his net yearly

income by B47. What is his capital ?

14. A sum of money doubles itself in 20 years ; m how many
years would It treble itself ?

XLVIll. COMPOUND INTEREST.

1S33 . When tnUrefi, as soon as it becomes due, is added to

the principal, and interest charged upon the whole, it is called

Compound. Interest.

Example, Find the compound interest on B321. 80. for 3 years

at 2^ per cent, per annum.

Now, Bjai. 8a.=S3ai'S, and 24 p. c.=2‘5 p. c.

B.

3*1‘5

a-5

Division by 100 is 16075
efi'ected by movmg 6430
the deamal pomt 8'o375=int. for ist year,
two places to the

Ipft.

329 'S375=amt. in i year.

16476875
659075°

8 '

2384375=int. for 2nd year.

329-5375

337 7759375=aint. in 2 years

515
1688S796875

6755518750

8-444398437 5 “int. for 3rd year.

337 7759375

346 2203359375=amt in 3 years.

3^1*5 = principal.

24720335g3^ 5=Total Interest which
=E24. iia. 6*3045^. Ans,
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IToto 1. The compound interest might also be obtained by
adding together the interest for the 1st yean interest for the 2nd
year and interest for the 3id year. If the interest for the 2f years
trore required, it would be obtained by adding together the interest

for the 1st year, interest for the and year and f of the interest for

the 3rd year,

Kote 2 . If the interest is payable holf-yearly> the result may
be obtained by finding the interest for double the number of years

at half the rate per cent.

£:XAS[PZ.SS. 158 .

S. B. The interest is noderstood to be payable yearly unless other-
wise stated.

Find, to the nearest pie, the compound interest on

1. fi^oo for a yr. at J p. c. 2 R320 for 2 yr. at 4 p. c

3 . B500 for 2I yr. at 3 p c. 4 . Riooo for 3 yr. at 4| p. c.

Find, to the nearest penny, the amount, at compound interest, of

fi, /650 in 3 yr, at 4 p. c. fl ^320 8s. in 2 yr' at 3§ p. c.

7. ;£6oo m 2j yr, at 3 p. c. 8. ,^250 in 2} yr. at p. c.

9 , Find the compound interest on B350 for I yr. at 4 p. c. per
annum, the interest b fisgpayable half-yearly.

10. Find the compound intere-* > £200 for i§ yr. at 10 p, c.

per annum, the interest b
,

a^aoie quarterly.

234. The following method of finding the amount at com-
pound interest is often useful.

Example I. Find the amount, at compound interest, of^Sjooo
in 3 years at 4 p. c.

Amount of Sioo at the end of i }rr.=Sio4 ,

.Si

any sum...... ofthe sum.

Also, amount of any sum at the e i' z y» of the amount

at the end of istyr.

of of thatsum

of that sum.

amountjin 3 years^dj^)* of that smn ;

and so on.

c, L 17

Similarly,
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Hence, to find the amount of S5000 m 3 years, we have to

multiply Rsooo by (104)®, and divide the product by (100)®,

Process : B 5000

104

520000
104

208

52

54080000
104

21632
540S

B5624 320ooo=amt m 3 years, which
— B5624. 50. V4^. Ans,

Division by (100)* IS effected by marking off 6 decimal places in

the final product.

Example 2. Find the amount ofS400 for 2^ years at 6 per cent,

compound interest.

Amount = 8,40° x x x igg =« etc.

Example 3. What principal will amount to 8551. 4a. in 2 years

at 5 per cent, compound interest ^

Principal X ({§§)*=85 5 1 '25,

Principal
' =8551 25x{}8g)®.

=8500.

EXAhlFIiES. 159,

Find, (by the method of Art. 234) to the nearest pie, Lhe amount,

at compound interest, of

1, 81000 in 2 yr. at 5 p c. 2. 8300 in 3 yr. at 3 pc
3. 8700 in 2^ yr. at 4 p. c. ,4 8750 in 3 yr. at 4J p. c.

6. 82000 m 2^ yr. at 4 p, c. 6. B4000 in 2g yr. at 3 p. c.

7. Bi in i| yr. at 3J p. c. 8. Sio in 3J yr. at 3i p. c.

9. 83000 in i| yr. at 6 p c. per annum, interest being due
half-yearly.

10. 8350 inifyr. at 4 p. c per annum, interest being due
quarterly.^
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What sum lent at compound interest will amount to

IL ;£ioo in s yr. at s p. c ? 12. 6s, m 3 yr. at 5 p. c. ?

13. j^syo Sr. in 2 yr. at 4 p c.

»

14. ;^34i3 . 1 6f. in 2J yr. at 4 p. c. ?

16 . ;£iooo in $4 yr. at 6 p. c. ? 18 £t in 3| yr at 8 p. c. ?

lailSCEIiIiANEOTTS EXAHFIiES. 160.

1. Find the difference between the simple and compound
interest on Bjoo for 3 years, at 4 p. c.

2. Prove that the amount at compound interest for 2 years

at 2 per cent, is 1 0404 times the principal.

3. Prove that the difference between the simple and compound
interest for 3 years at 5 per cent is '007625 times the principal.

4 The difference between the simple and compound interest

on a certain sum of money for 2 years at 4 p c is Bl ,
find the sum.

6.

A person at the beginning of each year lays aside Riooo,
and employs the money at 5 p. c. compound interest ; how much
mill he be worth at the end of 3 years f

6. The population of a town is 64000 and its annual increase

IS 10 per cent. , what will be the number of its inhabitants at the

end of 3 years ?

7. A merchant commenced with a certain capital, and gained

annually at the rate of 30 per cent. At the end of 3 years he is

worth 821970, What was his onginal capital?

8. A money-lender borrows money at 4 per cent per annum,
and pays the interest at the end of the year

;
he lends it at 6 per

cent, per annum payable half yearly, and receives the interest at

the end of the year
; by this means he gams 8104. 8a. a year

;

how much money does he borrow?

XLIX. PRESENT WORTH AND DISCOUNT.

285. The Present Worth or Present Value ofan amount
due at the end of a given time is that sum which with its interest

for the given time will be equal to the amount,

Disoount IS the allowance made for the payment of a sum of

money before it is due

From the definition of present worth, it follows that a debt
which IB due at some future period is equitably discharged by paying
the present worth at once. Hence discount is equal to the interest

on the present sverth, Asi Amount’=Fresent Worth+Discount,
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Example i. Find the present worth of B825, due a} years

CC) reckoning interest at 4 pet cent.

B. This corresponds to Ex, 3, Art. 232.]

Sioo amounts to Siio in 2^ years at 4 p. c.

Present worth of Biio^SioO)

ai =Bi?8.
.* a82S=BiiiS?gaA

=By5o. Arts,

[Discount=-R825-ft75o=B75. ]

FiXAMPtiES. 101.

Find the present worth of

1, B204, due 4 years hence, interest at j per cent.

2. B1518. 12a., due in 4 years, at jf per cent.

8.

&3776. 4a., due l3 months hence, at 4 per cent.

4. ;£iS32 . ir. 6d., due 3 years hence, at 4I per cent.

6.

;£i6o7. i8f. 4rf
,
due 4it hence, at 3 per cent.

6. ;Sli56. it, SA, due 3J years hence, at 4J per cent.

7. B1626, due 4 months lo days hence, at 4I per cent,

8. iliS3, due 25 days hence, at 4 per cent.

9. B2484S. 15a., due 3 years hence, at 7^ per cent, compound
interest.

10.

,£1050. 12i. 6<£) due 2 years hence, at 2j^ per cent, compound
interest.

Example 2. Find the discount on B600, due 4 years hence,

interest being reckoned at 5 per cent.

Interest on Rioo for 4 years at s p. c.=R20.

,*, Discount on Ei2o~B2o,
,

'

.'

=Bloa Ans,

[Present worth=B6oo—Sioo=Esoo.]

RXAMPDSS. 162.

Find the discount on

1. R355. 4a., due 4 months hence, at 4I per cent, interest,
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3. B2830, 30, due ^ montbs beocei at 5 per cent.

3. B6901. 14a.| due 9 months hence, at 3 per cent,

4 . B2980. 6a due 11 months hence, at 4 per cent.

£370 4s. 8}^., due 15 months hence, at 4f per cent.

e. £2j^ 6s. Sd , due ij years hence, at 4I per cent

7. ,£241. 12r. 4(1, due 146 days hence, at 4^ per cent.

8. £i2I. i5r, due J months hence, at 3^ per cent

9. &5208. 120 1 doe 3i years hence, at 4^ per cent

10. B2J16. 4a , due 3 yr. 9 mo. 18 da. hence, at 6^ per cent

11 . B6077. Sn. 6^ , due 4 years hence, at 5 p. c. compound
interest.

;£4I3. 8r. 9d, due 2 years hence, at 5^p. c. compound
in est

336. Invorse Questions.

Example I. If the discount on B282. 8a. is B32. 8a , reckoning
interest at 4 per cent, when is the amount due ?

[17 B. This conesponds to Ex. 2, Art 232 ]

Amount ==°B282. 8a. ; discount =B32. 8a j present worth
>-B25o.

Interest on B230 for the required number of years =il32. 8a
and interest on B250 for i year at 4 per cent^^Blo ;

/. the required number of years“^|^^- '=3}"

The amount is due 3} years hence.

EZAhlFIiES. 163.

When IS the sum due, if the

1, discount on Bioio. loa. at 5 per cent, interest is B91, 14a. 7

2 , discount on B1518. 12a at 5§ p. c. is B268. 12a. 7

3 . discount on 520 . 17 . 6 at 4^ p. c, is £'!o . 17 . 6 7

4. discount on ,£5747 at 3} p, c is ,£147 i

6, present worth of B3850 at 4 p. c. is B3500 7

6. F. W. of B15941. 6a, (p. at 3|ip. c, is B13750 7

7. F. W. of ;£8776. 6s, io|(/, at zi p. c. is ,^8721. l6r. Sii; 7
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Example 2. If'tbe discount on ^528. 12a., due 3-^ years hence,
be Ey8, 120 , at what rate per cent is the interest calculated 7

[i\^ B, This coiiesponds to Ex, i, Ait 232.]

A.mount=°SS28. 12a. 5 discount=B78 laa. ; present worth
-B450.

Interest on'B45o for 3} years^ByS. 12a.

;

Bi for 3i years“B^j
450

Bi for r year =B - ;450x34

. Sioofor I year
, 450x3! *

Rate per cent. -5.

EXAMPLES. 164.

What IS the rate of interest, if the

1. discount on £1350, due 2 years hence, is Bioo 7

2. discount on B7480, due 4 years hence, is B680 7

3 . discount on;S397 . 2 . a|, due 4 years hence, is ,£71 . 12 . z|7
4. discount on ^538 . lo

. 7i\(, due 2® years hence, is

£yi • 17 • 3A 7

6. present worth of B1260, due 4 years hence, is B1125 7

0 . F. W. of B2673, 2a., due 34 years hence, is B2275 7

7 . P. W. of ,£2857. IQS , due 12J years hence, is £2000 7

{SST. MlBoellaneous ciuestione on P. W. and Discount,

Example i. On what sum of money, due at the end of 2 years,
does the discount, at 4 per cent., amount to B20 7

Here, interest on F. W. for 2year5=B2o.

Now, B8 IS the interest for 2 years on Bioo,

• . B4 ....................................... B30,

'. B20 B250 ;

the P. W.=R25o ; and amount ^^Bzya Ans,

Example 2. If the interest on B5oo at 5 per cent, be equal to
the discount on 8575, when is the latter sum due 7
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Herej &5oo»P, W. of S57S j R75>=>interest on B500.

Nowi the interest on Bfoo for the required nnmher of years

=6751 but the interest on R500 for i year at S per cent^Raj ;

the required number of years=g^=3.

. . The sum is due 3 years hence.

Example 3. The interest on a certain sum of money is Raai
and the discount on the same sum for the same time and at the

same rate is R20 , find the sum.

Int. on the sum >=Int. onP. W- + Int. on Disc.

c=Disc. on the sum+ Int. on Disc.

Int. on the sum '-Disc, on the sum= Int. on Disc.

Hence Ra =Int. on Rao

Raa e Raaa Atu.

Hote. It should be carefully noted that llte difference between

the interest and discount on a sunl of moneyfor a certain time and
at a certain rate is equal to the interest on that discount for that

time and at that rate.

HXAHPDBS. 165.

I On rrhat sum of moneyi due at the end of 16 months) does

the discount) at 4I per cent ) amount to R484. 8a. ?

'2 If the discount on a pertain sum of money, due 8 months
hence, at al ^er cent ,

be R883. 10 8, what is the sum 7

3. The discount on a certain sum of money, due at the end of

2i years, at 3| per cent , is ,£32. lor. : find the sum.

4. If the interest on Raays at zi per cent be equal to the

discount on R2593 8a for the same time and at the same rate,

when IS the latter sum doe 7

6. If the interest on ,£800 at 3 per cent, be equal to the

discount on ,£838, when is the latter sum due 7

8. If the interest on ,£148 for 5 years is equal to the discount

at the same rate on ,£173. i8r, due 5 years hence, what is the rate

of interest 7

7. The interest on a certain sum of money is Riao, and the

discount on the same sum for the same time and at the same rate

is Rioo, find the sum.

8. The interest on a certain sum of money is R336, and the

discount for the same time and at the same rate is R300 , find

the sum. '
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9. The discount on a certain sumg due 2 years henceg is Bjog
and the interest on the same sum for 2 years is Bjd. 4a ; hnd the

snmg and the rate per cent, per annum.

10. The interest on a certain sumg at 5 per cent.g for a certain

time IS ;£50g and the discount for the same time at the same rate

is ;£40 : find the sumg and the time.

11 If the difference between the interest and discount on a
sum for 3 years at 3 per cent, be Big what is the sum ?

12

.

If the difference between the interest and discount on a
certain sum of money for 9 months at 4 per cent, be 1 5r.g find the
sum.

13 . offers for a house BSoOg and S offers B815 to be paid at

the end of 4 months. Which is now the better offerg if the rate of

interest is 5 per cent, per annum ?

14 . A man buys 230 md of sugar for Bajoo payable at the

end of 6 monthsg and the same day sells them at Bio per md.
ready money ; what does he gain by the transactlong reckoning
interest at 5 per cent, per annum ?

16

.

A tradesman marks his goods with two pricesg one for

ready money and the other for 6 months’ credit ; what ratio should
the two prices bear to each other, allowing interest at 4 per cent. 7

If the credit price of an article be Bsog what is the cash price 7

16 . Five copies of a book can be bought for a certain sum
payable at the end of a year and six copies of the same book can.

be bought for the same sum in ready money : what is the raU 0}
mttresi 7

17. The discount on B550 for a certain time is B50 ; what is

the discount on the same sum for twice that time 7

18. The interest on £720 for a certain time is ;£i8 ; find the

discount on the same sum for the same time.

19. If the discount on a sum of moneyg due 6 months henceg

at 8 p. c. be 10 ii^ ; find the F. W. of the sum.

20 . A man bought an estate for £2000 and sold it immediate-

ly for £2287 los. payable at the end of 5'months If the use of

the money be reckoned at 4 per cent, per annumg what is now his

gain per cent 7

91 ;£259 7S. IS due 4 years hence and ;£i73 . i8r., ; years

hence : what sum at the present time is equivalent to both these

sums, calculating interest at 3} per cent. 7

22. What sum must be paid now in order that a person may
receive B2000 at the end of every'year for the next 4 yearsg the

rate of interest being 5 per cent, f ,
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COMMERCIAL DISCOUNT.

S3S. A bill IS a promise (m ivntmg) to pay a certain sum of

loney at tbe end of a certain time.

Example Each of the following is a bill : a Bill of Bz-
change or Htmdi (which is a document m which one person

directs another to pay to him or to some other person) a sum of

money at the end of a certain time) ; a IhtomiBsory Kote
(which is a document m which one person promises to pay
another a sum of money at the end of a certain time).

S39. When a hanker or money-lender purchases a bill) that is,

advances money at a certain rate per cent on the security of a
bill) mstead of deductmg discount he usually deducts interest for

the time specified adding the 3 days ofgrace. The purchaser of a
bill may sell it at any time before it is due In this case also, the

second purchaser deducts interest on the amount for the time tbe

bill has still to run adding the three days of grace.

17oi;e 1. There is a custom^ which has the force of law, by
which a bill (t/ not payable on demand) always runs three dtg>s

(called the days of grace) beyond the time specified. Thus a

bill drawn on the 15th January, at 3 months would be nominally
doe on the 15th April, but actually due on the 18th Moreover,
calender months are always reckoned, so that a bill drawn on
the 31st January, at 3 months, would be nominally due on the

3otb April and actually on the 3rd May.

Bote 2 In working an example the 3 days of grace should

be added only when tbe information given in the question is sufii*

cient io enable us to determine the exact number ofdays that must
elapse before tbe bill falls due, and not olherwtse.

Example. A bill for ,£505 drawn on the yth March at 4 months
Is discounted (r e ,

sold) on the 28th April at 5 per cent , how
much does the holder of the bill receive, interest being deducted ?

The bill IS nominally doe on the yth but actually doe on the
loth July ,

therefore the bill has still to run from aSth April to

loth July, that is, for 73 days or i of a year (including one only

of the days named).

Now, interest on £io$ for J yr. at 5 p. is.

The holder receives £soi~£s. is., ue
, ;£499. igr.

Bote 3 A banker In purchasing a bill obtains a small advan-
tage by deductmg interest instead of discount.

The mathematical discount is called True Discount.
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Banket's discount (t.e., interest) is called Commeroial or

Practical Discount.

The ianie/^s gaift^the difference between the commercial and
true discount.

Kote 4. In Anthmetic ‘Discount’ is always understood to

mean true discount (and not commercial discount). Therefore in

working examples true discount is always to be calculated unless

commercial discount is expressly mentioned.

940. A second hind of commercial discount {nhich. has no
reference to time) is the deduction which is made by a tradesman

for immediate payment of his bill. Thus when a tradesman gives

notice upon his bill that he will allow lo per cent, discount for

immediate payment) he deducts Rio for every Rioo in the amount
of the bill. The calculation of this discount is therefore the same
as of finding the simple interest on the amount of the bill for i yea?

at 10 per cent.

EZAIIPDES. 166.

1 . Find the difference between the commercial and true dis-

count on a bill of R6002. 8a 1 due in 4 months) at 6}^ per cent.

2. A bill is drawn for £2^1 on June I2th at J montbs) and is

discounted on Sep. 3rd at 5 per cent. ; how much does the holder

of the bill receive) banker's discount being allowed ?
'

8. Find the banker’s discount on a bill of ;£73o drawn on

July 31st at 2 months and discounted on Sep. 3rd at 4 per cent.

4 . What does a bill-discounter give as the present worth of a

bill for R91. 4a. drawn on Sep. 4th at 5 months and discounted

the same day at 6^ per cent ?

6.

Abillof R182 8a ) nominally due on the ijthof May)is
discounted on the 23rd April of the same year at 3 per cent.; what
does the banker gain thereby ?

6. A bill IS drawn for £36s on March 31st at 3 months and
discounted on June 13th at 4 ,per cent. , bow much more was
charged than the true discount ?

7. The difference between the commercial and true discount

on a bill for 7^ months at 5 per cent is Ro , find the amount of

the bill.

8. The amount of a tradesman’s bill is R37S ; if he allows

lo per cent discount) how much does he accept for immediate
payment 7

9. A tradesman accepts ;£4o for immediate payment of a bill

for £50

,

what rate of discount does he allow 7
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10. If the credit price of five copies of a book is equal to

the cash price of six copies of the same book, irhat is the rate of
dtscomt ? [cf. Question 16, Ex. 165.]

11. A tradesman’s prices are 25 p, c. above the cost price , if

be allows his cnstomers a discount of 10 p. c. on his bill, what

profit does he make ?

12. How much per cent must a tradesman add on to the cost

price of his goods, that be may make 20 per cent profit after

allowing his customers a discount of 10 p, c. on bis bill 7

L. EQUATION OF PAYMENTS.

Sdl. When several sums are due from one person to another,

payable at different times, we may be required to find the time at

which they may all be paid together, so that neither the creditor

nor the debtor may lose. The time so found is called the equated
time of payment.

We give below a rule for finding the equated time, which will be
found sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes.

Rule Multiply each debt by the number of months [or days]

after which it is due .* then divide the sum of the products by the

sum of the debts ; the quotient will be the number of months
[or days] m the equated time.

Example, If 8400 be due from ^4 to ^ at the end of 8 months,
and S600 at the end of 10 months, when may both sums be paid
in a smgle payment 7

Number of months in the equated Arts,

examples. ICT.

L R200 IS due in J months and R400 in S months ; find the
equated time of payment.

2. R4S0 IS due 2 months hence, B400 is doe 3 months hence
and B250 IS due 4 months hence , what is the equated time 7

3 . Find the equated time of payment of ;£6oo, one-half of
which IS due in 6 months, ^ in 9 months, and the rest in a year.

4. A owes B a debt payable in 4]^ months, but he pays ^ m
3 months, and i in 4 months : when ought the remainder to be
paid 7

6. A owes B on the loth of April B900 doe 40 days hence ;

he pays B400 on the loth of May and B300 on the 20th of the
same monlh : on what date ought he to pay the rest 7
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LI. STOCKS.

949. Stock IS the name given to the money borrowed by
any Government to meet national expenses) or to the Capitalt of
Trading Companies.

The money borrowed by a Government is called the National
or Public Pebt. The money lent to the Government is said to

be in GoTernment Securities or GoTernment Promissory
Notes in India) and in the Ehinds in England. A part of the

National Debt in England is called the Consolidated Annui-
ties or Consols.

When any Government raises capital by borrowing) it reserves

to itself the option of paying off the principal at any future time)

but promises to pay the interest at fixed periods. In India and
England the interest is paid half-yearly.

The capital of a Trading Company is divided into Shares,
generally of Bioo or ;£iao each , those who join the company by
buying one or more of these shares are called Shareholders. The
shareholders are not required to pay the full price of their shares
at once) but they have to pay it in instalments, as the business of

the company progresses and Calls are made The part of the
capital of the company, which has thus been paid at any time, is

called the Paid-up CapitaL The profits of the company are
divided periodically among the shareholders ; and the moneys
hus received are called Dividends.

When all the capital of a company has been subscribed and the

company is in need of more capital, it is not usual to issue more
shares like those issued at first. The company generally borrows
money at a fixed rate of interest and agrees to pay the interest on
this money before any dividend on the original shares is paid,

Money so borrowed is called the Preference Stock of the

company, the original capital being called the Ordinary Stock.

The bonds which are given by Joint-Stock Companies, Munici-
palities and similar other bodies for borrowed capital are called

Debentures,

Stock IS transferable by sale ; but its price varies from

a variety of causes. When the market value of Sioo stock is Sioo
cash, the stock is said to be at par ; when'Kioo stock is sold for

Bps, it IS said to be at a diBCOunt of 2 per cent , or, at 2
below par; when it is sold for Bioa, it is said to be at a

premium of 2 per cent , or, at 2 above par.

Purchases and sales of stock are usually made through Brokers

ho generally charge per cent, on the stock bought or sold. Thus,
I e market value of Bioo stock is B97I, the purchaser has to

< ay B(97J + J) and the seller receives B(97i- J).
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ITote. By “the 3 per cents." or “3 per cent, stock" is meant a
stock, on Rioo (or ;£ioo) of which is paid a dividend of S3 (or £$)
per annum.

JV, B. Unless the brokerage is mentioned, it need not be taken into

consideration in working examples in stocks.

%44. Example What ,15 the cost of ftisoo stock in the

4 per cents, at pyj, brokerage being | per cent. ?

CostofSioo stock=S(9y|+i}c°Bg8,

Si5oo.......>-B98xi5 >=^1470. Ans,

Example a. How much stock at 97^ (brokerage included) can
be bought for 8390 ?

Amount of stock bought for 897^>3Bjoo,

97s

' . 839o=Bi5|^“

=^8400. Arts,

N, B. It is obvions that we have nothing to do with the rate of

interest 10 any of the two above examples.

EXAUFIiBa 168.

1. Find the cost of 82000 of 4 per cent, stock at 95,

2. Find the cost of ;£2;o m the 3 per cent, consols at 3 below
par, brokerage being p. c.

3. How much money can be obtained from the sale of 84500
stock in the Calcutta Municipal Debentures at 822 •mlurn ?

{ Brokerage } p. c.)

4. Find the price of the 4 per cents, when 8800 stock can be
purchased for 8750. (B. | p. c.)

6. Find the price of the per cents, when 81700 is obtained
from the sale of 8160a stock. (B | p. c.)

How much stock can be purchased by investing

e. 81350 in the 4 per cents, at 810 discount ?

7. 85062. So. in the 5 per cents, at i2§ above par ? (B. } p. c.).

8. £6gog 18s. in the consols at 92j ? (B. as. 6d. per cent.)

D. A person lays out B3750 in the purchase of 4 per cent Govt.
Securities at 93§ and afterwards sells at 95$ , what profit does he
make; the usual brokerage being charged on each transaction ?
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10. A person buys ;£iooo 3 per cent, stock at 98I, and sells

out at 96$ ; how much does he lose by the transaction ? (B. i^%),

11, A person bought Russian J per cent stock at 72) and
sold It when the price has risen to thereby clearing ;£65 ,

how much money did he lay out

»

12, A person holds ;£4Sao consols ; if he sells out at 87I and
invests the proceeds in the 2^ per cents, at 8i| how much of the

latter stock will he hold ?

13, A person invested ;£533o in the 3 per cents, at 91, and

when they had risen per cent, he sold out and invested the

money in the stock of the Dominion of Canada at io2| , how
much Canadian stock does he hold ?

Example 3. What annual income will be derived from R372S
of per cent stock ?

Income from Rloo stock

S'* = ^SleisDI

.................. R3725‘****** R167. ion. jins.

N. B. ,This IS merely a case of finding the interest, where the given

stock IS the pnncipal.

Example 4. What annual income will be derived from R2043
3a. mvested m the 4 per cent Govt. Securities at 102 (B. 1%) f

Cost of Rioo stock >=Rio2|,

,*, Income on Btioa}- money =R4)
" Si

a2042i =S*%’V^=S8o. Am.

Example J. A person transfers RBooo stock from 4 per cent
Govt Securities at pSf to 6 per cent Municipal Debentures at

*3iui > alteration in his income, the usual brokerage
being charged on each transaction.

Income from the 4 per cents.=a8ooo>:i^g=R320,

Money obtained from the sale of 4 per cents.=S8ooQX^.
ZOO

Income from RiSi^ invested m 6 per cents.=R6,

Ri =R
I3ii’

^

1^8000x981 _p6x 8000x98^
100 131JX10Q

“R360.
The alteration in income is R36o-R3ao, or R40 tmrecue.



Example 6. How much money must a person invest m the 4^
per cent. Preference Stock of the 0. R. Ry. Co at 94^ (brokerage
included) to obtain an annual income of i^oo ?

Money to be invested for £4^ income -'S94J1

• B600
4s

=Bi26oo. Ahs,

Example 7. Find the price of 4 per cent, stock when from the
investment of ^3900 a person obtains an annual income of B160,
brokerage being neglected.

Cost of stock producing B160 income=R39oo,

.• Bi “BSA'a”-.

R4

=897*. Am,

EXAMFIiES. ICO.

1 . Find the half-yearly dividend on B3S00 4 per cent, stock.

2. What annual income will be derived from 8^250 of 4i per
cent, stock, after paying an income-tax of 4^. in the B ?

5. What amount of 3J pet cent, stock must be bought to

produce a quarterly income of ,£373 ?

4. What annual income will be derived from the investment

of B5910 in the 4i per cents, at 98! ? (B. )

6, A person invests ,£25935 in 3 per cent, stock at 90 If the

first year^ dividend be invested in the same stock at 91, and the

dividend for the second year at 95, what will be his income for the

third year ?

6. If I invest 816420 in the Bl. I. Ry. Preference Stock which
pays 5 per cent, and is at lozi, what will my clear income be,

after paying an income-tax of 5;!. m the 8 ? (B } p. c.)

7 . If I lay out 82400 in the 4k per cents, at 96, and after

receiving the half-year’s dividend sell out when they have sunk
to 94, how much do I gain ?

8. A person bought Bengal Bank shares at 113, and after

receiving the half-year's dividend at the rate of 12 per cent, per
annum sold out at nji, and made a profit of B17S. 8a. m all ;

how many shares did he buy 7

8. If a person invest 818810 m the 4 per cents, at 104}, at
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what price must be sell out after receiving the half-year’s dividend

to make a profit of B>45a ?
'

10. A person transfers ;£iiooo from the 4 per cents.^ at 92 to

.the 5 per cents, at no , find the alteration in his income.

11 . How much stock can be purchased by the transfer of II4000

stock from the 3 per cents, at 90 to the 3i per cents, at 96, and
what change in annual income will be produced by the transfer ’

12. A person invested EsSoo m the ; per cent. Calcutta

Municipal Debentures at pari and after recewmg the half-yearly

dividend he sells out at premium) and invests the entire

proceeds in the 4 per cent. Government Securities at 95^ ; what
change is made thereby in his income ?

13 . A person laid out B14500 in the 3^ per cents, at 72^) and
when they had fallen to 68 he sold out and invested the money
in the 4 per cents, at 75{ ; find his gain or loss in income.

14. A person has an annual income of 81480 from stock in the

4 per cents. ; this stock he sells out at invests the money
in a railway stock (paymg 5 p. c.) at 119^ ; find the alteration

in his income. (B. i p. c.)

16

.

How much money must a person invest in the 3 per cent,

consols at 91I to obtain an annual income of ;£iooo 7 (B. | p. c.)

16 . How much must a person invest in the 4 per cents, at 93}
in order to have a clear income of 8940 after paying an income-tax

of 4^. in the 8 7

17. How much 3 per cent, stock at par must a man sellpn order

to purchase enough 4 per cent, stock at II4'(V to produce an,income
of 8252] a brokerage of } p. c. being charged on each transaction 7

18. Find the price of the 4 per cents, when the investment of

83750 m them produces an income of 8160.

10 . What IS the price of the 4^ per cents, when a man has an
income of 8270 by investing 87^0 in them 7 (B, i p, c.)

20 A man invests ;£i57o in the New 4 per cent. Egyptian
Annuities) and has thereupon a clear annual income of £76/
after paying an income-tax of is. m the , find the price of the

Annuities. (B. | p. c.)

Example 8. What rate of interest is obtamed on money !aves^
ed in the 4 per cents, at 79^ 7 (B. | p. c.)

Interest obtained on 880 money=84)
: 820 =8i)
.' 8100 85.

Bate of interest obtained 15 5 per cent.
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Example g. At what price (mcludisg brokerage) would apetsoD
have to purchase the 4^ per cents, to get 5 per cent, for his money I

S5 = interest on Kioo moneyj

Bi B20

B4i *= R90

the stock must be bought at 90

Example 10. What is the better stock to invest ifi| 4 per cents,

at 9S or 4^ per cents, at 105 i

In the first casei interest on B95 money ==B4i

/, Bl ;

in the second casej BioJ °°B|i

. . ..............a a........

It will be found that is greater than ^

;

and therefore the
second is the better investment

Example li. A person finds that if he invests his money in
the 4 per cents at 98 his income will be B42 less than if he invests
it m the 5 per cents, at 112 ; find the sum to be invested.

In the first cases income from Bi ,

in the second cases Bi 1

'
difieience of income from Bi=Bi{5-BuV'=Bix5yx*

of income h-omBii

a*. Bl = BU|si,

B42 = -...a... BJ-Wf/isia

or B10976 yfns.

EXAJaFLBB. 170.

What rate of interest is obtamed by investing in the

1 . 4 per cents, at 90 ? 2. 3 per cents at 70 ? (B. J p c.)

3 . A person buys ;£8oo 3 per cent, consols at 851 and ;£soo
more when they are at 97 , how much per cent, will he get for,si»s

money after deducting an income-tax of id m the ?

4 . What rate of interest do I get upon my moneys )f I buy
Railway Shares of B75 each (which pay 4 per cent

) at 85 and pay
an income-tax of Ip. in the B l

5. At what price would a person have to purchase the 4 per
cents to get Ji per cent, on his money ?

6. What IS the price of stocks when the 4^ per cents, pay
interest at the rate of 6 p. c. on the money invested ? (B. } p, c.).

C. A. 18
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7. When the 4 pei cents, are at 88, what ought to be the price

of the 4| per cents, to give the same rate of interest ?

8. A. man invested in the 4 per cents. ; if, after deducting an

income-tax of 6/f in the rupee, he obtained 4^ per cent, interest

on the money invested, at what price did he buy ?

0

.

If Bank stock bought at 14 per cent, discount pay 6^ per

cent, on the investment, how much per cent, would it pay if it

were bougHl at 28 per cent, premium ^

10. Which IS the better investment, 4 per cents, at 82 or j pet

«ents. at 102 ?

IL Which IS the better stock to invest in, 3| per cents, at 82^
or 4 per cents, at ioo| ? (B. ^ p. c.)

12. Find the difference per cent, in income between investing

<in the 4 per cents, at 88 and 4^ per cents, at 90

13 . A person finds that if he invests his money m the 4J per
cents, at 96 his income will be greater by Eio than if he invests

it in the 4 per cents, at 88 ; find the money to be invested.

14. By investing a certain sum of money in the 3 per cents, at

7 3 a man gets 13. 4 less in income than he would get by investing

•the same sum in the 3^ per cents, at 84 ; find the sum invested.

MISOBLLANBOTTS EXAMPLES. 171.

1. A person invested money in the 4 per cents, when they were

nt 95, and some more when they were at 90 , find the advantage
per cent of the second purchase over the first.

2 . A perton invests Brififioo in the 3 per cents, at 83, and

when the funds have risen 7 per cent, he transfers j of his capital

to railway stock at 67^ i what dividend ought the latter to pay that

he may thereby increase his income by B50 7

3 . Which IS the better investment, £12^6 in the 3J per cents,

at 87, or in the railway shares at ;£S9 per share, the dividends in

the latter case being 3f per cent, on the sum invested 7

4. A person possesses ,£3200 3 per cents., which he sells at

99I , he invests the proceeds in railway shares at £56 a share,

wbi^ shares pay 5 per cent, interest on £^i, the amount paid on

•each share. By how much is his income altered by the transaction 7

6. A person has Etooo stock in the 3 per cents, which he sells

«and re-invests in the 3i per cents, at 8;^ and increases his income
tby il5 ; find the price of the 3 per cents.

6. By selling £1500 3 per cents, at 93 and re-investing it I

increase my income by;£i3ayear. If the dividend on the new
shares is 8 per cent., what is the price of them 7

7. What sum must be invested in the 3 per cents, at 90 to

.amount in 23^ years at simple interest to ,£3210 cash ; the price of
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the stock remaining unchanged ? How many years sooner would
the amount be realized if the price of the stock rose to 96 ?

8. A gentleman in India has been receiving 12 per cent on
his capital , he goes to England] invests it in the 3 per cents, at

94I1 and his income in England is ;£24oo a year ; what was his

income m India ? )

9. How much 3 per cent, stock must be sold at 87^ to pay the

present worth of B1645. 14a. due 10 months hencej at 3f per cent.?

10. Municipal Debentures ate at 119 when the Government
Securities are at 93}) what should be their price when the Govern-
ment Securities are at 71^?

11. What is the price of the 4 per cents, when of the sum
invested is received as annual interest after deductmg an income-
tax of 4 pies m the rupee ?

13. A person mvests ^23800 partly m a 4} per cent, stock at

97i and partly in the 3 per cents, at par . if be holds twice as

much 3 per cents as 4}, find the income that be obtains from the

whole investment.

13. A man having money invested m the 3 per cents.| from
which he derives an income of ;£%4< sells out at 901 and invests in

shares that pay ; per cent mterest . if bis income be now increased

by at wbat price does he buy the shares ?

14. What sum must have I invested in the 3^ per cents, at 91
ift after investing more m the 3 per cents, at 75, and paying
an mcome-tax of yd in the £, on my total gross receipts, I find my
net income to be ,^524. 5/. 7

16

.

A person who has a certain capital calculates that if be
invest half his capital m the 3 percents, at 90, and half in the 4 per
cents, at par, his total income will be Biioo , what is his capital?

16. A invests ;£35oo in buying equal amounts of 3 per cents

at 78^ and 6 per cents, at roqf. B invests the same sum, half in

one stock and half in the other. Find (1) the difference m their

incomes, (11) the ratio of their rates of interest.

17. Four per cents, are at 95, and 4I per cents, are at loj.

One person buys Ezoo stock in each, and another person inVests

B200 in each : compare the rates of interest obtained by the two
on their whole investments.

18. A shareholder receives one year a dividend of 10 per cenL
on his stock and pays an income-tax of 4 pies in the rupee. The
next year he receives a dividend of 12 per cent and pays an income
tax of j pies in the rupee. If his mcome is E394 .3.4 more in

the latter than m the former year, how much stock does be hold ?

19. 20 shares in a company are worth S1600 when the dividend

is at the rate of 5 per cent. , how many shares ought to be worth
H960 when the dividend is at 6 per cent. ?
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20. A person invested &28oo in the purchase of 4 per cents,

at 90 and 4I per cents at 95. If his total income is S130, how
mnch of each stock did he buy 7

21 . A man invests ;£i6oo in the 4 per cent, stock at So and 7}
per cent, stock at 125 ; what sums must he invest in the respective

stocks to make 5| per cent, on his money 7

22 . A person, by selling 4 per cents, at 87 and investing the
proceeds in the 5 per cents, at 96, finds that his income is increased
by S17 : how much 4 per cents, did he sell 7

23 . 4 per cent, stock, bought at 9$$, is held for 6 months at

the end of which time the interest is paid , it is then sold at the
same price at which it was bought : find the rate per cent, per
annum of interest obtained for the money used. (Usual brokerage).

24 . A person invests &255 in the 4 per cents, at 85, and sells

part of his stock when they have risen 5 per cent, and the remain-
der when they have fallen 8 per cent. , he lost Rii by the transac-

tion ; how much stock did he sell out at first ^

26

.

5 per cent, stock is sold at 108, and with the proceeds

4 per cent stock is bought at 91^ ; after a time 4 per cent stock is

sold at 95f and the original stock purchased at 109, leaving a profit

of fiiiop on the transaction : find the amount of j per cents, sold.

26 . If the 3 per cents, be at 95, and the Government offer to

receive tenders for a loan of £5i°°Oi°t)o, the lender to receive

,£5,000,000 stock in the 3 per cents, together with a certain sum in

the 3i per cents., what sum in the 3J per cents, ought the lender

to accept 7

27. The present income of a railway company would justify a

dividend of 6 per cent , if there were no preference share , but as

,£50,000 of the stock consists of such shares which are guaranteed
per cent, per annum, the ordinary shareholders get only 5 per

cent. : find the amount of the ordinary stock of the company.

28 . A person buys 6 per cent, bonds, the interest on which is

payable yearly and which are to be paid off at par i year after the

time of purchase , ifmoney be worth 5 per cent., what price should

be given for the bonds 7

LII. EXCHANGE.

245 Exchange means the giving or receiving a sum of

money of one country equal in value to a given sum of money of

another country.

The par of exchange between two countries denotes the

ifitnnsic value of a com of one country, as estimated in terms of a

com of the other country.
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The ooiirse of exohBnge is tlie actual or marhetabU value

at any time of a com of one country, as estimated m terms of a

com of the oth^r country.
^

Thus, the quantity of gold in the English Sovereign being l z6i

times the quantity of gold in the French Napoleon, at par of ex-

change £i IS equal to 1*261 Napoleons , but in the course of ex-

change Zt may be equal in value to a little more or less than 1*261

Napoleons

Arbitration of oxolinnge is the determination of the rate of

exchange, called the arbitrated rate, between the first and last

of a given number of places, when the rates of exchange between
the first and second, the second and third, etc , of these places are

known.

9iG, Money transactions between one country and another
are usuallycarried on by means of Poreign BiUs of Esohange
or briefly Foreign Bills

The following is the usual mode of proceeding :

' Suppose I want to transmit ;£ioo to a merchant in London.
I go to a banker and buy a bill for the given amount, payable in

London, at the current rate of exchange
, 1 then send the bill to

the merchant m London, who presents it to the person on whom
It IS drawn and receives the amount

!}4T. The following table gives the principal foreign monetary
systems.

France
]

Belgium I franc Ka 100 centimes
Switzerland J

Italy I lira ea 100 centesimi

Spam I peseta sss too centimes

Greece 1 drachme ss 100 lepta
=9I«-

Servia I dinar s» 100 paras
Bulgaria 1 leva » 100 stotinkis

Roumania I ley &s 100 bams
Germany I mark S9 100 pfennige = Il|rf

Austria I florin or gulden = loo kreuzers = ir ii|<f

Turkey I Turkish ponnd = 100 piastres = i8j oid
Holland I florin ea loo cents = IS. id.

Portugal I milreis PS 1000 reis 6d.
Sweden T
Norway I crown 100 ore = lj old
Denmark J

United States I dollar (S) B 100 cen^s =4J zrf.

Rnssia 1 rouble 100 kopecks >=Ri.i2,a
China • •• I tael => 10 mace «9t 100 candareens=>R3.
Japan I yen 100 sen =>R2 .7.6,
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ITote. In the countries trhose names have been printed in

Italics in the above tablet as in Indiai the standard coins are stlvtt
j

in England the standard com is ^old ; hence the valu^ of the Rupeej
etc , m English money varies with the amount of silver which can

be bought for a gold sovereign. For some years past the value of

silver as cmnpared with gold has been steadily declining. A few

years ago a Kupee was equal in value to about u.; now it is equal

to IS, 4^

Example I. Calculate the par of exchange between the

sovereign and the rupeej supposing pure gold to be worth 15 times
its weight of pure stiver, having given that 46|j sovereigns are

coined from i lb. troy of standard gold, {j fine, and that a rupee
weighs 180 grains of silver and is ^ fine.

The sovereign weighs
12 X 20 X 24 12x20x8x40

gr. or gr

and therefore it contains II) gr. or gr.

of pure gold.

The rupee weighs 180 gr.; and therefore it contains (180 x gr.

or 165 gr. of pure silver, which is equivalent to gr. or ii gr.

of pure gold.

Now the number of rupees equivalent to a sovereign is the

same as the number of times 11 gr. is contained in P-
Hence the sovereign mpees

>3 io'27...rupees.

Example 2. Find the relation between the rupee and the
shiljmg as determined from the intrinsic value of the two coins ,

having given that a rupee weighs 180 grains, and is fine ; and
that I lb. troy of silver, fine, is coined into 66 shillings.

We find, as in the preceding example, that the rupee contains

165 gr. of pure silver. The shilling contains x J5) gr.

or gr. of pure silver

I rupee~{i65— shillings

o2*043.‘..shillings.

Example -i. Exchange Bsjo for English money at is. Sol per

rupee.
’ Ri =w. 8(f.,

Rsso=u. 8d.xS5o

. =1^45. r6x. 8d. Ant.

Example 4. Determine the course ofexchange between India

and England, when Indian money is at a discount of 25 p. c.,

having given that at par i rupeeea shillings.
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[Indian money being at a discount of 25 p. c. means that it is

worth 25 p. c. less English money than it would be if it were at pari]

At par 81=2x1
.. at 25 p c. disc. 8i=2x-^of2x

=ix. 6rf

The course of exchange is ix 6ii per 81.

Example 5 If the rate of exchange between Calcutta and
London is at ix gd. per rupeci and that between London and Pans
IS at 25 francs per £ii what is the arbitrated rate of exchanger

between Calcutta and Fans 7

Bl=ix. 9(/=j^/|,=^X25 francs=2i®j francs. (See Art. 205.)

.'. The required rate is 2)^ francs per rupee.

EZAHFI.E8. ITS.

1. Convert 83782 to English moneyj the course of exchange
being lx. s^d per 8.

2. Exchange ;£329. yx 6d. for Indian money at 81 1. 40. per £.

S A Spanish pistole is worth 1 jx. and an Austrian ducat
9x. sd I how many ducats are equivalent to 226 pistoles ?

4 . A French Ifapoleon or ao-franc piece is worth £'yg ; find,

to the nearest farthing) the value in English money of 123 21 francs.

6

.

A bill bought in Calcutta at ix. 6di a rupee, is sold in New
York at 4x 3d a dollar , determine the course of exchange between
New York and Calcutta.

6. If 3=20 thalers , 25 thaler5=93 francs , 27 francs

= 5 scudi and 62 scndi=J3S gulden , how many gulden can I get

in excha efor;£ii?

7 . Find the arbitrated rate of exchange between Vienna and
Calcutta in rupees for J florin, when the exchange between
Calcutta and London is 83 for 5x , between London and Fans is

2$ francs for ;£l) between Fans and Berlin $ francs for 4 marks,
and between Berlin and Vienna 2 marks for_l flonn.

8. If a thaler is equivalent to 40 kreuzers, 10 silber-groschen

and half a gulden, and if 30 silber-groschen make a thaler and 60

kreuzers make a gulden, how many gulden are worth 8 thalers 7

9. If 81 in England exchanges for zx. si/li and >f in

India exchanges for B13. 50. 6/ , how much do you lose in B960
by the two exchanges 7

10 A person in Calcutta wishes to remit a debt of 240 dollars

to New York when the exchanges are 1 dolIar=B2 13a.,

81 = IX 6d. and 25X =6 dollars. Is it more advantageous for him
to remit directly to New York or circuitously through London 7
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11. A merchant !n London is indebted to one at St. Petersburg

15000 roubles : the exchange between St Petersburg and London
IS 5orf. per rouble, between St. Petersburg and Amsterdam gii FI.

per rouble, and between Amsterdam and London 36J. srf FI. per £
sterling What difference will it make if the London merchant is

drawn upon through Amsterdam or direct ?

12 . If in London I get £l for 25 francs 20 centimes, what
shall I gain or lose per cent by taking French money into Bavaria

when the exchange is ll gulden 40 kreuzers for ;£l, and 8 gulden

20 kreuzers for a Napoleon? (1 Napo.=20 fr. , i fr.“ioo cen

times , I guld =60 kreuz

)

13. The Indian bazar maund is equal to Saf lb Avoir , and the

rupee is equal to 2r If l md of wheat cost R3, what will be the

pnce in English money of 1 cwt ?

14 . Exchange 380 dollars for English money when it is at a

discount of 5 per cent., given that at par i dollar=4.r. id.

16. Exchange E660 for Engbsh money when it is at a premium
of IQ per cent., it bemg given that at par &i ir.

18 If India exchanges with England at a loss of IJ per cent,

when the course of exchange is is, 5ii per E, what is the par of

exchange ?

' 17. A merchant in Calcutta wishes to remit to London B900,

a rupee being equal to is , for what sum m English money must
he draw his bill when bills on London are at a premium of I2i

per cent
">

15. I pay Esiooo to a bank for a bill of exchange payable in

London. The rate of exchange is is, lojif. for the rupee, and the

bank charges me 2 per cent on the amount payable in England.
How much will my agent in London receive ?

10. A person in London owes qnother in St. Petersburg 460
roubles, which must be remitted through Pans. He pays the

requisite sum to his broker when the exchange between London
and Pans is 23 francs for £1, andbetween Pans and St PetersWg
2 hrancs for one rouble The remittance is delayed until the rates

of exchange are 24 francs for £1, and 3 francs- for 2 roubles.

What does the broker gam or lose by the transaction ?

20 The exchange of Calcutta on London at 3 months is is. Hjd,

per E , find the exchange at sight, reckoning 5 per cent, per annum.

2L Calculate the par of exchange between the gold mohur,
weighing 180 grains, fine, and the U. S. eagle, weighing 258
grains, * fine.

22 Calculate the par of exchange between the Napoleon and
the rupee, supposing pure gold to be worth 15 times its weight
of pure silver , being given that 16197I of French standard
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gold) fine, IS coined into IJJ Napoleons, and that a rupee con-

tains 180 grains of silver, fine

23. From 3465 grains of fine silver are coined 14 thalers ; find

the value of a thaler, when a pound Troy of Indian standard silver,

of which 1 1 parts out of 12 are fine, is worth B32

2i If I lb of English standard silver, of which 37 parts in 40
afre pure silver be worth 62s., find the value of a Hyderabad rupee
which weighs 7 dwt 17 gr., and has a fineness of 30 parts in 31.

25 , The gold coinage of one nation contains i part of silver to

II parts of gold , that of another nation, i part of silver to 23
parts of gold It is found that 59 of the first weigh as much as

123 of the second The intrinsic value of silver is ohe-sixteenth

that of gold Determine the par of exchange,

LIII. METRIC SYSTEM AND DECIMAL COINAGE.

S4S. The Metric System of weights and measures, which
originated in France, has been introduced to a greater or less

extent into almost all the countries of Europe. It is also nearly

always used in scientific treatises.

The Tables of weights and measures in the metric system are

constructed upon one uniform principle, by attaching the followmg
prefixes to each of the umis

Greek Prefixes. Latin Prefixes.

Deca means 10 times, Beoi means loth part of.

Heoto „ 100 „ Centi „ looth „ „
Kilo „ 1000 „ Mill! „ loooth „ a

Hyris „ 10000 „

In this system the fundamental unit of length is the Metre,
whence the system is called the metric system. The metre is

equal to 39 370... inches, and was originally taken to be the

ten millionth part of a quarter of the terrestrial mendian. An
error has however been since found in the measurement of the

terrestrial meridian, and the metre therefore is not exactly the

length It was stated to be. The metre was computed to be
3937079. inches The latest determination makes it 39*370113...

inches, but the last two figures are uncertain

Table.

10 millimetres (mm.) 1 centimetre (cm.).

10 centimetres = i decimetre (dm ).

10 decimetres = i metre (ra ).

10 metres i decametre (Dm.).
10 decametres =- i hectometre (Hm.),
10 hectometres i kilometre (Km.).

10 kilometres ^ i roynametre (Mm.),
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I metre“ 39| inches nearly= about yards ; i cm.=| inches
nearly , i dm =4 inches roughly ; 1 kiioinetre=about 5 furlongs

I inch=2‘54oo...centimetres.

Examplt, 23564 m. 7 dm. 9 cm. 8 mi'n.°>23564798 mm.

=23564798 cm.=235647‘98 dm.=23564798 m.=2356*4798Dm.

=23564798 Hm.=23‘564798 Km.=2‘j564798 Mm.=2 Mm.
3 Km. 5 Hm. 6 Dm 4798 m.

The unit of area is the sgnare metre. In measuring land

the unit used is a square decametre, called an arei and the only
multiple and submultiple used are the hectare (=100 are5=a
squaie hectometre) and the renltare (=fJo of an are=a square

metre)

TABt.E.

100 sq, millimetres (mmq.)
ICO sq. centimetres

loo sq. decimetres

loo sq. metres
100 sq, decametres
loo sq, hectometres

100 sq. kilometres

I sq. centimetre (cmq.).

I sq decimetre fdmq.).

I sq metre {mq.\
I sq. decametre (Dmq.)
1 sq. hectometre (Hmq.).
I sq. kilometre (Kmq )

I sq. myiiametre (Mmq.).

I centiare (ca.) = i sq metre.

100 centiares = I are (a.) [= I sq. decametre]
100 ares = i hectare (ha.) [=i sq. Hm.]

I sq. metre=i 55oosq inches, isq incb=6 4516 sq centimetres.

I are=lo76'4 sq. feet nearly ; 1 hectare=2j acres roughly.

Example 1. 2 Dmq. 64 mq. 9 dmq. 34 cmq =2640934 cmq.
=26409'34dmq =264’a934 mq.=2’64o934 Dmq.=lJ2640934 Hmq.
=‘0002640934 Kmq.

Example z, 73204 ca.=732‘04a.=7‘3204ha.=7 ha 32 a. 4ca

The unit of volume is the oubio metre. The multiples of

the cubic metre are seldom used. In measuring wood the cubic
metre is called a Bteiej and 10 steres make a decasfcre.

Table.

1000 cu. millimetres = i cu. centimetre.
1000 cu. centimetres = i cu. decimetre.
1000 cu. decimetres- = I cu. metre.

1 cu. metre=i stere ; 10 steres=i decastere.
I cu. metre or stere= 35'3 cu. feet (nearly).

Example, 27‘03567 cu. m.=27035‘67 cu. dm.= 27035670 cu. cm.
=27 cu. m. 35 cu. dm. 670 cu. cm.
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The unit of capacity] both for liquids and dry goodsj is the
litre] and is equal to a euiti: de^metre.

Table.

10 millilitres (ml.) = l centilitre (cl.),

lo centilitres <= 1 decilitre (dl.).

10 decilitres i litre (lit.)

10 litres I decalitre (Dh)
10 decalitres s l hectolitre (HI.).

10 hectolitres >> l kilolitre (KI ).

Since 1 litre=^ I cubic decimetre) 1000 litres= l kilolitre) and
1300 cubic decimetres^ I cubic metre] i kilolitre'=>I cubic
metre.
- I litre°>6i 024... cu inches=l*739... pmts=ij pints nearly)
1 kilolitre< 3 s *3 cu. feet (nearly)

Example. 302S'407 lit.=30*S4 07 dl.=30254o 7 cl.=302S407 ml.
=302‘5407 DL=30‘234o7 H1.=3‘0254o7 K1.=3 K1 2 Dl. 5 lit. 4 dl.

7 ml
The unit of weight is the gram fotgtamme) which is the weight

of a cubic cenitmeire of distilled water at its maximum density.

Table.

10 milligrams (mg - i centigram (eg.).

10 centigrams »= i decigram (dg.).

10 decigrams => 1 gram Cgr.).

10 grams «• 1 decagram (Dg.).
lo decagrams = i hectogram (Hg ).

lo hectograms «= i kilogram (Kg or Kilo.).
10 kilograms = l myriagram (Mg.).

Since I litre^iooo cubic centimetres] and i kilogram^’icoo
gramS] .'. the weight of a litre of water= l kilogram. The
weight of a kilolitre (i cubic metre) of water is 1000 kilograms
and is called a tonneau de mer or tmllier. A quinM=\oa
kilograms.

I gram = i5‘432.. grains or 13J grains roughlyj 1 kilogram—
2 2046... lb. Avoir —2j lb Avoir, nearly

!S48a The Metric uuits, with their relations with one another
and their equivalents m British unitS] are collected together
below for ready reference

I. Unit of Length is the M«tre—39‘37oli3.. inches

=391 inches nearly

II. Unit of IS the Are —1 sq. decametre
= 1076 4 sq feet nearly

acre roughly

III, Unit of Volume is the Stere — i cu. metre

=3S'3 cu feet nearly.
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IV. Unit of Capacity

t

both for liquids and dry goods,

IS the Iiitre= i cu decimetre
=6i 024...CU inches
= l 759...pmts or if pints nearly
= 22 gallons nearly.

V. Unit of Weight is the Gram=the weight of a cu. centimetre

of distilled water at 4'C.

= 15432.. grams
= 1 5J gram nearly
=•0022. ..lb. Avoir

Fronch IConey.

10 centimes (c )
= I decime.

10 decimes = i franc (fr.).

Accounts are kept m francs and centimes only ; thus “3278
francs" is read 32 francs 78 centimes.

The Franc is a silver com composed of 9 parts of silver and

1 part of copper, and weighs 5 grains It is equal to 9|i/. nearly

The Napoleon is a gold com=20 francs.

The Proposed Decimal Coinage of Great Britain.

10 mils (m.)-i cent (c.) , 10 cents=i florin (f.) 5 10 florms=;£i.

!!49. The great advantage of a deamal system of weights and
measures is, as we have seen, that a compound quantity can be
reduced to a simple quantity, and met vetsa, without going
through the processes of multiphcation and division. Hence
compound rules are replaced by the corresponding simple rules.

Example l. Express 7 hectares 34 ares 6 centiares as a

decimal of a sq. kilometre.

7 ha. 34 a. 6 ca.=734o6 ca =73406 sq. metres=734’o6 sq. decametres

=7'34o6 sq. hectometres='o734o6 sq. kilometres.

,

Example 2. A wheel makes 1230 revolutions in passmg over

2 kilometres 5 hectometres 9 metres 2 decimetres ; what is its

circumference ?

2 Km. 5 Hm. 9 m. 2 dm.=2509 2 m. ; 25og'2.M23o=2‘04 ;

the circumference reqd.=2'04 metres=2 metres 4 centimetres

Example 3. A cubic foot of alcohol weighs 94 lb ; find the

weight of a litre in grams, supposing a litre to be equal to '035

cu. ft., and a gram 15*43 grains.

Weight of a litre of alcohol=’o35X94 lb.

•= '035 X 94X 7000 grains

_*035x94x7000

=i4g2
*

5...grams.
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Example 4. Cloth is sold at 21 ft. 80 c. per metre ; what is

the corresponding' price per yard in English moneyi if he worth

25 fr. 25 c. ? [l metre*=39’37 inches.]

36
I yard=36 inches

—

metres ;

cost of I yard
36x2180

39‘37
centimes =>

. 36x2180

*3937x2525

=i5r. nearly.

Example 5. Add together yf. 2c. 3m , £g. 2f. oc. 4m.| and
7f 3C.

mils

3723
9204
730

13657 mils=;£l3. 6f. 5c. 7m. Am,

Example 6. Multiply yf. 9c. 3m. by 32.

mils

793
32

1586

2379

25376 mils=;£25. 3f. 7c. 6m. Am,

1S50. We can easily deamaltse a sum expressed in £, s, d, and
change decimal coinage into £. s. d.

Example i. Express £^, 15J. ^\d, in decimal coinage.

4 2'0

»2 7 S

20 1 5*62 5

;£778i25—£7. 7f. 8c. l’25m. Am.

Express £^ 3t 9c. 8m. in £, s d.

£9’

39^M
J. 7 960

12

d ii"52o

• £9- 3£ 9C' 8m.— ;£9. ^s, ii’ a.

Example 2.
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EXAmpL:E;s. i72a.

Reduce

1. 2305000 miUimetres to kilometres.

2. 304007 centimefctes to kilometres, etc.

3. 1203270 millimetres to decametres, etc.

4. 75 kilometres 7 decametres 305 metres to millimetres.

6. 3070 5086 decametres to kilometres, etc.

6, 23 sq. kilometres 8 sq. decametres 7 sq. meties to sq,

metres.

7. 50 sq.' kilometres 6 sq. hectometres 4 sQ. nietres to sq,

decametres.

B, 40740 centiares to hectares, etc.

B. 8 hectares 7 ares to centiares.

10. 36*307 sq. hectometres to hectares, etc.

11. 301203s cu, centimetres to cu. metres, etc.

12. 5 cu. metres 27 cn, decimetres 4 cu, centimetres to cu,

nullimetres.

18

.

40700302 millilitres to kilolitres, etc.

14 , 3040600 centigrams to mynagrams, etc.

16. 1375 centimes to francs, etc.

10 . A man walks 7*92 kilometres in 2 hours , how many metres

does he walk in a second ?

17 . The circumference of a bicycle wheel is 4 metres 8 centi-

metres : how many times will it revolve in going 16*83 kilometres ?

18. If 23 horses eat 676 kilo, S75 gr. of corn m 9 days, how
long will 240 kilo. 560 gr. serve 16 horses ?

19. The weight of 226 equal parcels is i tonneau 921 kilo

grams ; find the weight of each.

20 . If 27 decalitres 8 centilitres of wine cost 67 francs 52 cen*

times, find the cost of 13 litres,

21. An estate containing 30 hectares 3° area is divided into

1000 fields of equal area , find the area of each.

22. How much wheat at ig francs 55 centimes per hectolitre

ought to be given in exchange for 312 hectolitres 80 litres of barley
at I franc 25 centimes per decalitre ?

23. Express a yard in terms of the metre, supposing a metre
to be equal to 39*37 inches.

24. Express a kilometre as a decimal of a mile, if a metre be
39*37 inches.
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25. The standard height of the barometer is 760 mm. Find
this height in inches, [i metre=39‘370i inches ]

26. Express a pound Avoir, in gramsi a gram being equal to

J 5’43 grains.

27. If a cubic inch of air weigh *31 grains, what will be the

weight in grams of a litre of air, having given that a cubic

metre is equal to 35"3 cubic feet, and a gram I5‘43 grams,

28 A gallon of water weighs 10 lb. ; find its volume in cubic

centimetres, supposing a kilogram to be equal to 2} lb.

29. Mahogany is 5$ lb. to the cubic foot ; find the weight of a

dcciistcre of Mahogany in tonneaux and kilograms, supposing a

cubic metre to be 3S’3 cubic feet, and a kilogram 2J lb

30. An inch is 2*54 centimetres, and a kilogram is 2"2 lb ,

find the pressure of the atmosphere in grams per sq. centimetre,

supposing It to be i; lb. Avoir, to the square inch.

31. If a kilolitre be 22a g.illons, find the value, in English
money, of a pint of liquid which is worth 33 friincs the decilitre,

1200 francs being equal to ,£47.

32 A decimetre is equal to 3 937 inches, and a cubic inch of

water weighs 252 45 grains Express a kilogram in pounds Avoir,

correct to two decimal places.

33. A gallon contains 277*274 cubic inches, a cubic decimetre
IS 61 cubic inches, and a kilogram is aj lb ; calculate the weight
in pounds of a gallon of water,

34. The area of a room is 43*68 sq, metres, and its length

IS 832 centimetres ; find its breadth.

36

.

Find the length of a piece of ribbon which has a surface

of 15 75 sq. dm., and which is 1*5 cm, broad.

36. Find the value per metre of clntli, when a piece 37 m.
2 dm. 5 cm. long is worth 186 fr, 25 c.

37. Find the number of cubic erntimetres (1) in a litre,

(2) in a stere. <

38 . A plank is 3 m. long, 5 dm. broad and 2*5 cm. thick
,

find the volume of the plank

SB. A room is 7*24 metres long, 4*21 metres broad, and
contains 121921600 cubic centimetres of air ; find the height of the
room, '

40. Find the weight of a litre of water in grams,

41. Given that I lb. *>7000 grams, and .1 gram = 15*4

find the number of grams in an ounce, correct to 2 decimal

places
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42. Specific grcevity of a substance being the ratio of the

weight ’of any volume of the substance to the weight of the same
volume of water, find the specific gravities of mercury and alco'hol)

having given that a decalitre of mercury weighs 136 kilograms

and a centilitre of alcohol weighs 8 grams.

48. A plate of iron 35 cm. long and 43 cm. broad weighs

26961 grams. Find the thickness of the plate, if iron is 7*6 times

as heavy as water.

4:4 . If a gallon of water weighs 70,000 gtrains, and l kilogram
= 15432 grains, bow many times can a litre measure be filled from
a 3-gallon cask and what decimal of a litre will be left in the cask >

46

.

If the weight of a cubic foot of w.’iter=62j lb., and

I kiIogiam=2‘2 lb
,
find the number of cubic feet m a cubic

metre.

46 . Reduce 5 m. 2 dm. 3 cm. to yards, feet and inches, taking

I metre as equal to 39*37 inches.

47. Find the area of a field 145 metres long and 84 metres
broad, and express it in ares.

48. A cistern 12 metres long and 7 metres wide holds 103656
kilograms of water. Find the depth of the water.

49 . Given that a cubic foot of water weighs 1000 ounces,

and an inch =2*54 centimetres, find the nearest whole number of

grams in I lb.

60 Given that iron is 7*5 times as heavy as water, find the

weight in kilograms of a sheet of iron 3*4 metres long, 2 5 metres
broad and i centimetre thick.

61. A rectangular cistern 3*2 metres long and 2*3 metres
broad has a capacity of 1104a btres. Find the depth of the cistern.

62. If 1 fraac=9'4 annas, and i kilogram=i'07 seers, find

in francs the price of a kilogram of an article which costs a rupee

a seer,

63 , A sq. yard='84 sq metre, and ;£i=25 francs. An estate

mea^rmg 1^8 hectares is sold for five million francs. What is

this in pounds per acre ? [i acre=484o sq yd.]

64 , A room is 18 metres long and 9 metres broad. Find its

area in square yards (correct to two places of decimals), taking a
metre to be equal to 39*37 inches.

66. A room is 10 feet 6 inches long, and 5 feet 4 inches broad.

Find Its area in square metres, taking a metre as equal to 39*37

inches.

63. Given i metre= 39*37 inches :

(1) Express an inch in centimetres correct to two places of

,
decimals.
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00 Express a sq. metre in sq. inches correct to two places

of deamals.

Oii) Find the nearest whole number of cubic inches in a litre.

.
(iv) Find the nearest whole number of litres in a cubic foot.

fi7. Given i inch=2‘s centimetres approximately) the weight

of a cubic foot of waterc=62lt lb., and 1 lb =>7000 grains, find the

nearest whole number of grains in a gram.

58. Given i gram •>I5'43 grains approximately, and i tola

»i8a grains, express a seer of 80 tolas in grams, correct to two
places of decimals.

60. Find the weight of a hectolitre of mercury which is i3'6

times as heavy as w.iter,

60, Given i gram =15*432 grams, i lb.=7000 grains, and
I seer= 1440a grains, shew that, approximately, 5 kilograms
=ll lb , and 14 kilagrams=l5 seers,

6I1 Given I metre =39*37 inches, shew that 981 centimetres

, =32 feet nearly.

62. The driving wheel of a locomotive is 12*5 metres in cir*

cumference, and it makes 2*5 revolutions in a second , how long
will It take to travel 100 miles, if i mile =1*6 kilometres.

63. Find the value of

o 34 kilograms 4-9*4 gram54-6oo milligrams as the decimal
of a pound ,

given i gram =15*432 grains, and I lb. =7000 grains

64. Find, to the nearest litre, the content of a tank 3*21

metres long, 2*15 metres broad, and 54 centimetres deep.

LIV, INVOICES AND ACCOUNTS.

251. (i) Specimen ofan Invoice.

Calcutta, April 23, 1889,

Charles Smith, Esq

,

Bought of William Moran & Co

,

7, Bankshall Street.

8 yd. of fiannel at Bj 40 per yd
a.

i

a,

6 0

10 yd. of calico at 3a (>p, per yd. v * 3

2 pairs of gloves at Bi. 9a, 5^. per pair
1

3 3 6

. B
1

|6 6

C. A. 19
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(ii) specimen ofan Account,

Calcutta, June 30, 1889.

Charles Smith, Esq

,

To William Moran & Co.,

7 3 Bankshall Street.

i88g 1 R. o. /5.

April 23, To goods, as per invoice ‘S 6 6

May 7, To ditto 3 7 3

}} I3i To ditto 9 0 0

June II, To ditto 7 6

R
1 a

(ill) Specimen ofa Detailed Account,

Calcutta, June 30, 18S9.

Charles Smith, Esq.,

To William Moran & Co.,

7, Bankshall Street

R. 0. p-

April 23) 8 yd of dannel at aI. 40. per yd. 10 0 0

a 10 yd. of calico at 3a, ftp, per yd 2 3 0

j] 2 pairs of gloves at Ri 9a 9^. per pair ... 3 3 6

May 7, 3 dozen stockings at R6 per doz 18 0 0

II I3i 13 yd. of linen at 8a ftp per yd •6 14 6

June 12, 20 yd. of carpet at R3. 8a. per yd 70 0 0

4 pairs of socks at Ri per pair 4 0 0

R 114 It 0

ITote. Invoices and Accounts are called Bills. Eadi sepa-

rate entry in a bill is called an item. When an account is sent to

a buyer it is said to be rendered.

LV. PROBLEMS IN HIGHER ARITHMETIC.

Example I. A person has a number of oranges to dispose

of ; he sells half of what he has and 2 more to H, ^ of the remainder
and 4 more to B, ^ of the remainder and 6 more to C ; by which
time he has disposed of all he had. How many had he at first ?

When he had given ^ of his oranges to C he had 6 left ; there

fore this is (l-|) or | of the number he had before C came, and
therefore he had 6 x | or 8 before C came ; therefore he had (8+4)
or 12 before he had given 4 oranges to B \ but this is the number
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he had left when he had given ^ of his oranges to B ; therefore this

is (i - J) or $ of the number he had before B came, and therefore he
had izxg or 18 before i9 came ; therefore he had (18+2) or 20
before he had given 2 oranges to but this is the number he bad
left when he had given i of his oranges to ^ , therefore he had
30 X 2 or 40 before came that is, he had 40 oranges at first.

Example 2. The expenses of a family when nee is at 12 seers

for a rupee are &80 a month , when nee is at 1 5 seers for a rupee
the expenses are B77 a month ; what will they be when rice is at
18 seers for a rupee ?

The prices of a seer of nee in the three cases are and
BtV respectively ,

' the pnee of a seer is first reduced by
•’V “r Now, whfcn

the saving on a seer of nee is the total saving is R(8o-77)
or B3 , 11hen the saving on a seer is B^V the total saving will

beBSfsfiorBs. ..Thereqd expen5es=B(8o-S)=>B7j.

Or thus When the saving on each seer of nee is Bg^; the total

saving IS B3 ;
*, the number of seers of rice required by the

family per month»B3—BbV°=i8o > and the pnee of i8q seers at

12 seers for a rupee is BiS , . the other expenses of the family

“R(8o- i5)<»S6s. Again, the pnee of 180 seers at 18 seers for a
rupee IS Bio, the total expenses when nee is at 18 seers for a

1 tpee will be B(65+io) or Byj,

Example 3 A labourer was engaged for 36 days, on the agree-
ment that for every day he worked he should have 40., but that for

every day he absented himself he would be fined 2<», He received
By. So. at the end of the time ; how many days was he absent ?

If he had worked all the 36 d^s he would have received B9 ;

through absence he lost (B9—By. 81

)

or Bi. 8a, But for each
day of absence he actually loses (4a.-l-2a.) or 6a, ; the number
of days he was absent >=Bi. 8a,-r6a >>4,

Example 4. I have to be at a certain place in a certain tame,

and 1 find that if I walk at the rate of 4 miles per hour I shall be

5 minutes too late, and if at ihe-rate of 5 miles per hour I shall

be 10 minutes too soon ; what distance have I to go ?

If 1 walk 4 miles an hour I require 15 minutes more time in

going the distance than if 1 walk 5 miles an hour. And in walk-
ing I mile 1 require 3 minutes mote at the former rate than at

the latter. Hence 1 have to go a distance of S (i.e., I5-^3) miles.

Example 5. I have a certain snm of money to be distributed

among a certain number of boys, and I find that if I give B3 to
each I shall spend B4 too little, but that if I give B; to each
I shall spend B6 too much. How much have 1 to spend ?
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If I give 11 ; instead of33 to each I require R2 more per head
and (&4+B6) or Bio more on the whole; the number of

boys=Bio-5-R2=S ; and I have to spend (B3X5+B4) or B19,

Example 6. A Ib. of tea and 4 Ib. of sugar cost 51. ; buti if

sugarwere to rise ;o per cent, and tea 10 per cent,(they would cost

6s, 2d, ;
find the cost of the tea and the sugar per lb.

If both tea and sugar were to nse 50 p, c., the cost of i lb. of

tea and 4 lb. of sugar would be js. 6d.

;

but tea rises only 10 p. c,,

40 p. c. of the cost of a lb. of tea^yr. 6^.— dr. 2ifL=i.f. 4if.

;

the cost of alb. of tea«3i. 4<f. ; .*. the cost of 4 lb. of sugar

4d.=is, &d. ; and i ib. of sugar costs sd, •

Example 7. Three tramps meet together for a meal ; the first

has 3 loaves, the second 2, and the third, who has his share of the

bread, pays the other two 5^. , how ought they to divide the money 7

Each eats § loaves ,
*. the first has given (3

-
1 ) loaves and the

second (2- f) loaves to the third ; .*. the jrf. given by the third

ought to be divided in the ratio of (3— |) to (2- 1;, »«., of 4toi ;

the first will take 6,d. and the second sd.

Example 8. The sum of the ages of A and B is now 45 years,

and their ages ; years ago were as 3 is to 4 ; find their present ages.

S years ago the sum of the ages of A and B was 35 years j if

35 years be divided in the ratio of 3 to 4, the parts are i; years

and 20 years. The present age ofA is (15+5) or 20 years, and
that of B is (20+5) or 25 years.

,

Example 9. A is twice as old as B, and 4 years older than C

,

the sum of their ages is 71 years ; find the age of each.

If C were as old as A, the sum of the ages of At B and C would

be 75 years ,
now, dividing 75 in the ratio of 2, i and 2, we find

that the parts are 30, 15 and 30 , A'e age is 30 years, jS's 15

years, and C’s (30-4) or 26 years.

"i^Example lo. ' A and B begin business with equal capitals.

At the end of the year A has gained B600, and B has lost A
his capital ; A has then twice as much as B. Find how much
each had at first.

(ft of S's capital) X 2= id’s capital+Bfioo,

(ft of id’s capital) X2=
or of .d’s capital =

f.B., id’s capital+'£ of id's capital^id's capital+Sfioo,

.'. I of id's capital^Bfioo,

id’s capital=>E6oox|—B75a Ans,
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Example, ii. Divide 250 into two parts snch that, 3 times the
first part and 5 tiroes the second part may he together equal to 950.

3 times the ist part + 5 times the 2nd part=95o ; ...()

and the ist part + the 2nd part=25o,

3 times the ist part -( 3 times the 2nd parted 750 ; ,..(ii}

2 times the 2nd part=2oo, [subtracting (11) from (1)]

the and part=100 ;

and the 1st part=25o— roo*»i5o.

Example 12. Mangoes are bought at Bio per loo ; at what
rate per 100 must they be sold that the gam on Bloo may be equal

to the selling price of 250 mangoes ?

Bloo IS the cost price of looo mangoes j (1000—250) or 750
mangoes must be sold for Bioo , the selling price of 100 mangoes
»BiooxJJg=Bi3i.

Example 13, Two passengers going to the same place have
fi md. of luggage between them, and are charged for excess of

luggage B4. 8a, and B3 respectively , had the luggage all belonged

to one person he would have been charged B8. 40. for excess.

How much IS allowed free ?

B4. 8a.+B3 IS the charge on 6 md. less twice the free allow*

ance, and B8. 4a. is the charge on 6 md. less the free allowance j

the charge on free alIowance»B8. 4a. -(B4. 8a +B3)*=’i2a.

(B8 4a.+ l2a.) or B9=>charge on 6 md. ,
.'. 12a ^charge on

i md. Therefore i md is allowed free.

Example 14. Two guns are fired from the same place after an
interval of 6 minutes, but a person approaching the place observes
that 5 min, 51 sec. elapse between the reports

,
what was his rate

of progress, sound travelling 1125 ft. per second 7

In 5 min. 51 sec. or 351 sec. the man travels a distance which
sound will travel in (6 min. - $ min 51 sec ) or 9 sec. But in 9 sec.

sound travels 1125 xq ft ,
' m 351 sec. the man travels 1125 x 9 ft.;

in I hour the man travels miles or 19^11- miles.

f s

Example 1^, B49 was divided amongst 150 children, each girl

had 8a, and each boy 4a. , how'many boys were there r

If 4a be given to each child, B37 8a will be spent, and the

hoys will have got their shares The remaining sum, Bii. 8a.,

must therefore be distributed amongst the girls only, giving 4a,

to each. Hence the number of girls is the same as the number op
times i^a. is contained in Bii. 8a. ; therefore the number of girls

is 46, and therefore the number of boys is 104.
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Tfais example may also be solved by the method of Art. 225,

Thus . When ft49 is divided amongst 150 children] each gets

on the average Hence the question may be put thus—“Each boy
IS to have 4a. and each girl 8a , in what ratio should they be mixed
that each may have on the average ?” Therefore by the

method of Art. 225 we find that the ratio of the numb&r of boys
to the number of girls must be (8- Vs®) (Vi’'“4) or 104 ; 46.

But 104+46=150 the number of boys°° 104, and the number
of girls=46.

Example 16. A free^hold estate is bought at 20 years’ pur-

chase , find the rate of interest obtained on the money invested.

[“A free-hold estate is bought at 20 years’ purchase” means that

it IS bought for 20 times the yearly rent derived from the estate ]

If the value of the estate is B201 the rent is Ri t
.‘ if the value

of estate is RioO) the rent is R5. Therefore the rate of interest

obtained is 5 p. c.

Example 17, If 36 oxen in four weeks eat up the grass on a
field of 12 acres and what grows upon it during the time ; and 21

oxen eat up the same in 9 weeks ; how many oxen wilt it mam
tain for 18 weeksj supposing the grass to grow uniformly during
the time ?

Origl. growth+4 wk.’s growth maintains 36 ox.

alsO] ongl. growth +9 wk’s growth... 21 ox.

.’ I ox

Hence, subtracting 2nd line from the 4lh,

5 wk.’s growth maintains i ox

I wk.'s growth I ox

16 wk.’s growth i ox

but origl. growtfi^ 4 wk ’s growth i ox

.'. origl. growth =42 wk’s.

Now, I wk’s growth maintains for 9 wk I OXt

.‘. I wk’s growth ...... Jox,

(12 + 18) or 30 wk's growth ..... 1 5 ox.,

origl. growth+ iS wk’s growth ..... 15 OX.

Answer, 15 oxen,

exaivi:px.es. 173.

1 . A person has a number of oranges to dispose of ,* he sells

half of what he has and one more to A, half of the remainder and

for 4 wk.,

for 144 wk.

;

for 9 wk.j

for 189 wk.

for 45 wk

,

for 9 wk,

for 144 wk

;

for 144 wk

:
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one more to Bt half of the remainder and one more to C, and half
of the remainder and one more to 21 , by which time he has dis-

posed of all he had. How many had he at first f

2 . A thief having stolen some money from the palace of Siraj*

Uddowlah was caught on his way back by the head kkoja who let

him off on getting half the money and R20 more , he was caught
again by the sentry at the palace gate, 'who got a third of what he
then possessed and Rio more , lastly he was let offby the kotwalxa
his rounds on getting | of what he still had and R6 more. The
thief came home robbed of all he stole. How much did he steal 7

8. The expenses of a family,^when rice is at 8 seers for a

rupee, are R75 a month . when nee is at 10 seers for a rupee, the

expenses are R72 a month (other expenses remaining unaltered)

:

' what will they be when rice is at 12 seers for a rupee 7

4. A labourer was engaged for 15 days, on the agreement that

for every day he worked he should have 6a ,
but that for every

day he absented himself he would be fined 2a He received R4. 2a.

at the end of the time , how many days was he absent ’

6.

I have to be at a certain place in a certain time, and I find

that if I walk 3 miles an hour 1 shall be 10 min. too late, and if I

walk 4 miles an hour I shall be mm. too soon , what distance

have 1 to go 7

6. I have a certain sum of money to be distributed among a
certain number of boys , and I find that if 1 give R2 to each I shall

spend R4 too little, but if I give R3 to each 1 shall spend R3 too

much. How much have I to spend 7

7. *I have a certain sum of ifioney wherewith to buy a certain

number of nuts, and I find that If I buy at the rate of 40 a penny
I shall spend 5^. too much, if 50 a penny, \od too little. How
much have I to spend 7

8 A lb. of tea and 3 lb. of coffee cost 5j., but, if coffee were
to rise 33i p. c. and tea ;o p. c., they would cost 72. Find the

cost of tea and coffee per lb.

8. 3 lb. of tea and 4 Ib. of sugar cost 8r. , but, if sugar were
to nse 25 p c. and tea were to fall 25 p. 6, they would cost is.

Find the cost of tea and sugar per lb
^

10 Three tramps meet together for a meal ; the first has 3
loaves, the second 4, and the third, who has his share of the bread,
pays the other two 7 half-pence ; how ought they to divide the
money 7

11. Two settlers in New Zealand own adjoining farms of 700
and 500 acres respectively. They unite their farms, taking at the
same time a new partner who pays £1200 on thd understanding
that i of the land will in future belong to each. How is the £,\20o“
to be divided between the onginal owners'?
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' 12. The sum of the ages of A, B and C is now 90 years, and
their ages 10 years ago were as 3 : 4 I 5 ;

find their present ages.

13. A is'twice as old as B, and 5 years older than C ; the sum
of their ages is 45 years j

find the age of each.

14. Divide E80 between A, B and C in such a manner that

A may get 3 times as much as S, and B Rio more than C.

16

.

A and B begin business with equal capitals. At the end

of the year A has gained R130, and B has lost -fg of his capital

;

A has then twice as much as B. Find how much each had at first.

16. A and B begin business with equal capitals At the end
of a certain time A has gained ^ of his capital, and 3 has lost

B200 , B has now ^ of what A has. How much had each at first ?

17. Divide 155 into two parts such that, twice the first part

and 3 times the second part may be together equal to 370.

18. Divide 100 into two parts Such that, | of one part and |
of the other part may be together equal to 40.

19. Divide 350 into two parts such that, 3 times the first part

and i of the second part may be together equal to 250.

20. Mangoes are bought at 85 per 100 , at what rate per 100

must they be sold that the gam on Rioo may be equal to the selling

price of 4C0 mangoes ?

21 . Sugar is bought at 4a per seer ; at what rate per seer

must it be sold that the gam on Rio may be equal to the selling

price of 8 seers ?

22. Two passengers going to the same place had 8 md. of

luggage between them, and were charged for excess of luggage R8
and R4 respectively ; had the luggage all belonged to one person

be would have been charged R14 for excess. Find how much is

allowed free, and how much luggage each had.

23. Two guns are fired from ihe same place after an interval

of 10 minutes, but a person approaching the place observes that

9 mm. 30 sec. elapse between the reports , what was his rate of

progress, sound travelling I121 ft. per second ?

24. Two guns are fired from the same place at an interval

of 15 minutes, but a person going away from the place hears the

reports at an interval of 15 mi'n 30 sec., if sound travels 1125 ft.

per second, find his rate of travelling per hour.

26. Two guns are fired from a place at an interval of 28
minutes, but a person approaching the place, at the rate of 13}?
miles an hour, hears the reports at an interval of 27 min. 30 sec.

Find the velocity of sound per second.

26 . Cannons are fired at regular intervals in a town, and a
person ndmg towards it at the rate of 9 miles an hour hears the
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reports at intervals of ij minutes ; at irhat intervals must the

cannons have been fired, sound travelling 1120 ft. per second ?

27. Cannons are fired at intervals of 10 minutes in a town
towards which a passsenger tram is approaching at the rate of 30
miles an hour , if sound travels 1136 ft. per second, find at what
intervals the reports will be heard by the passengers.

28. B60 was distnbuted among 50 children, each girl had Ba
and each boy Bi ; how many boys were there 7

29. 35 fruits, consisting of mangoes and oranges, were bought
for B2. Za. • if the mangoes cost 2a each and the oranges 6p, each,

find the number of oranges bought.

30. A lump compesed of gold and silver measures 6 cu inches

and weighs 100 oz. , if a cu. inch of gold weighs 20 oz. and an
equal bulk of silver 12 oz., find the weight of gold in the mixture.

,
31. 19 grains of gold or 12 grains of silver displace one gram

of water. If a nng, composed of gold and silver, weighs 8S grains

and displaces 5 grains of water, how many grains of silver does
it contain 7

32 . A farmer has oxen worth £i3. 10s. each, and sheep worth
£2, 51. each

, the number of oxen and sheep being 35, and their

value £191 tot. Find the number he had of each.

33. If an income-tax of in the £ on all incomes below
£ioa ‘

a year, and of ir. in the £ on all incomes above ;£ioo a year
realises hiZTi'o on £sooooo, how much is raised on incomes below
£too a year 7

34 How many years’ purchase should be given for a free-hold

estate so as to get J per cent, for the money 7

35. An estate is bought at 25 years' purchase for B4o,ooo,
one-fourth of the purchase-money remaining at mortgage at 6 per
cent The cost of collecting rents is Bioo per annum. What
interest does the purchaser make on his investment 7

36. If10 oxen in 5 weeks eat up the grass on a field of 7 acres
and what grows upon it during the time, and 11 oxen eat up the
same in 4 weeks, how many weeks’ growth is on the field 7

37. If 20 oxen in 4 weeks eat up the grass on a field of4 acres
and what grows upon it during the time , and 17 oxen eat up the
same in 10 weeks

;
how many oxen will it maintain for j weeks,

supposing the grass to grow uniformly during the time 7 ,

38 . In a certain meadow there is a crop of 523 stones of grass,
which grows uniformly. If ii oxen turned in would consume all

the grass in 48 days, but 6 oxen would require 98 days, what
weight of grass would each ox eat m a day 7

39. If 25 horses eat the grass of 33 acres of one field in ii
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dayS| in what time would 20 horses eat the grass of another
field of j6 acres, where there is at first twice as much grass per
acre as 10 the former field, the growth of the grass being neglected.
What must be the ratio of the rates of the growth of the grass m
the two fields so that your result may be accurately true 7

40. A well IS fed by a spring which flows continuously and
uniformly into it. When there are lopoo cu. ft of w iter in the

well, 7 men can empty it in 20 days ; and when there are

Ijiioao cu. ft. of water m the well j men can empty it in 50 days.

How many cu. ft. of water flow into the well in one day 7

41. A cistern has one supply-pipe (/4 ) and 2 equal waste-pipes

(B, C) attached to it A is opened, and when the cistern is partially

filled B IS also opened, and the cistern is emptied in 3 hours.

Had C been opened along with B the cistern would have been
emptied in l hour. How long after A was B opened 7

42. A cistern has two pipes attached to it, one to supply and
one to draw off. If both the pipes are opened together, the cistern

Is filled in 9 hours
;
but if the waste-pipe is opened one hour after

the supply-pipe, the cistern is filled in 7 hours. In what -time can
the supply-pipe fill the empty cistern 7

43. A leaky cistern is filled in 5 hours with 30 pails of 3
gallons each, but m 3 hours with 2o pails of 4 gallons each, the

S
ails being poured in at intervals. Find how much the cistern

olds, and in what time the water would waste away.

EXAMFIiES FOB BXHBCISE. 174b.

( Fxrst Senes.

)

L State in words 10030200720021.

2. Find the value of 66674—9645 — 201-I-843-8761,

3. Reduce ,£49. 6s, 2^ti, to farthings.

4. Find the prime factors of 51425.

6.

Reduce |8o5} to its lowest terms.

6. Find the sum and difference of 23*001 and '0414,

7. Find the value of | of R7. 7a. ip.

8. Write in words 3200x03102 according to the Indian
nunqeration.

9. The greatest prime number known is expressed by
1251*4-2920’

; find the number.

10. What sum will remain when four bills, amounting to

R5 . 7 . 6, R3 , 4 . 9, R2 . 15 . 3, and Rio . 13 . 3 respectively, have
been paid out of R25 7
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11. Find the G.-C. M of 23791 and '8029,

12. Subtract

13. Multiply -038 by ‘0042, and divide 113217 by 6'25.

14. Find the value of '00625

15. Subtract one crore five lacs three thousand and twenty
from twenty-nine million twelve thousand and four.

16. Multiply 765389 by 64164 in 3 lines

17. I go to town with £g is 31/. What have I left after
buying a dozen chairs at 13J. 7|/f each ?

18. Find the L C. M of 9669 and 16115.

19. Add together 3J, i/^ and 5V
20. Express as a decimal ooo3 -{-/iVs'~‘o°^9 +ISn-
21 . Reduce | of of 191. 6rf. to the fraction of f of A- of

£1. 8r. /id.

22. Express 944 in Roman notation, and CDXCIX in Arabic
notation.

33. Multiply 387659 by 85672 in 3 lines.

24. How many cows at Rio 1411. each can I buy with the
proceeds of selling 87 horses at R115. 2a. each i

26

.

Simplify

26. Multiply '006134 by 8o'032, and divide the result by '0032.

27. Reduce (
8

-i- 1 of ip, to the decimal ofRi. 40.

28. If a rupee is worth 2j. o|if., and a dollar 4s, '4iif., find the
least number of rupees which mahes an exact number of dollars.

29. What number multiplied by 76 will give the same product
as 153 multiplied by 380 ?

30. Find the greatest number which will divide each of 3456,
26244 and 99225 without remainder.

31 . Reduce 57 tons 9 cwt. i qr. 10 lb. to drams.

32. Simplify f x | of ij.

33 . Find the least fraction which being added to J of
will mahe the sum an integer.

34. A did 0025 of a piece,of work, and S 7855. How much
was left undone 7

36. Find the cost of 3’i23 jaids at £ 375 a jard.
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36 . What number is the same multiple of^s that 3456 is of 9 i

37. If my income is £3500 and I save R year, what is

my average daily expenditure ?

39. If the sum of 21^ and 3/1- be added to the product of zj

and by how much will the result differ from 28 7

40 . Reduce 32W ^0 a decimal.

41. Find the vulgar fraction equal to '27899

42. Find the value of | of &3 . 7 . 6+'375 of E6 . 8 , 6.

43. Find the least number which being subtracted from

97856 will make the result divisible by 141.

44. Reduce 3 acres i rood 2 perches to square feet.

46

.

Arrange f, in order of magnitude.

46. Divide f-f J of 12 by | of 1-^12,

47. Add 3
'

725 +'oo2+'272S.

48 . Reduce '03 of S3 to the decimal of J of Bi'5,

49. Find the least number of weeks m which an exact

number of half-guineas can be earned) the wages per week being

7'S shillings.

60 . What IS the least number ‘which being added to 30321
will make the sum divisible by 681 7

61. A bill of £6, IS. lid, has to be paid by several persons in

equal shares ; if three of them together pay £1. 13s. 3d, how
many are there to share the cost 7

62 . Simplify2}?xii|^|Jx2jS.

63. Divide 352 95624 by '000504.

64. Express i'4-ri'i3 as a decimal.
,

66.

Reduce 'S43 of igs sJrf. to pence

66. Find the greatest unit of time by means of which 2 hr.

3 min. and 1 hr. 4 min, 30 sec can both be expressed as integers

67. I multiply a number by 36 and divide the result by 12

and obtain 374181 as quotient. was the number 7

68. A and S together have S36. 130. gfi, and A has S3. 3i>-

37f, more than B ,
find how much B has.

69. Reduce iVoVa to >ts lowest terms.

60. Express 3JI poles in poles, yards, etc.
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61. What are the nearest integers to SiSr and 7A ?

62. Find the difference between the product and quotient of

5‘3I2 by "oias.

63. Simplify (a‘s6A~v697)+l‘3^(2-4+j’^).

64

.

If in a division sum the divisor be 7 times and the

quotient 5 times the remainder) what is the dividend when the

remainder is 360 F

66.

Reduce 300/1031840 grains to pounds Troy.

66. Find the cost of 13724 articles at S8. oa. jifi. each.

67. Multiply 7}+^ by

68. What fraction of a journey of 15 miles have I gone on
reaching a place 6| miles distant ?

69. By what must l35o}J be divided that the quotient may
be 459i ?

70. If a metre be 39*37 incheS) bow many metres make
3 miles ?

71

.

When 2080400,1s divided by a certain number) the

quotient is 381 and the remainder 1664. What is the number F

72 Reduce 67501 inches to poles, etc.

78. If 2^^; tons cost 8964. 30, , what is the cost of i too F

3
- 4H^i oI 4t74 . Simphfy

3X2J-4J lli-6iV
76

.

Divide equally amongst 5 boys f of £4. as. l^d.

76 . Divide '7029 by *0165.

77. What decimal of B3 7a. must be taken from R4, 15a, to

leave R2 5 F

78

.

If when a number is divided continuously by 5, 6 and 7,

the remainders are 2, 3 and 4 respectively, what would be the
remainder if the number were dmd^ by 210 F

78 . If I md. cost Rii. la., fin'd the cost of -/j’f of a md.

80 . The 1st of January 1893 was on 3 Sunday; on what day
of the week will loth February fall in the year 1S94 F

81 . Find the value of w?—^of^i^

82. If from a rope 7 ft. long as many pieces as possible are

cut off, each i| ft. long, what fraction of the whole will be left.F
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83 . Reduce •i42857+‘8s7i42-‘2857i4 to a vulgar fraction.

I’! 3‘25
84 . Simplify86.

Find a number such that if it be added 35 times to 25 the

sum will be 25340'

86. If a person spends in 4 months as much as he earns in 3,

how much can he lay by annually, supposing that he earns

los, every 6 months ?

87

.

Simplify
(3^-2^)^fofg

88.

How many steps does a man whose length of pace is 32

inches take m 4} miles ?

89. Divide ‘75445 by ‘00625.

80 . How many inches are there in ‘1215625 of a mile ?

91

.

Subtract ‘432 of an acre from 2^ roods, expressing the

result m sq. yards and the deamal of a sq yard.

92

.

A man buys loo md. of nee ; he loses as much by selling

60 md. at R3 a md. as he gams by selling the rest at R4. 4a. a md.
Find the cost price of a md.

93

.

By what pnme numbers may I09 be divided so that

the remainder may be 4 ?

84 . Add

86. How many times can ‘053 be subtracted from I4’578, and
what will be the magnitude of the remainder ?

96

.

Express ‘23^ of 40. 7^.+'5i6 of 100. as the decimal of

Bi. 4°-

97

.

Simplify
(3 2-2‘9)xi47

’003 X 0005
'

98

.

‘Three bells toll at intervals of i‘2, i‘8 and 2-7 seconds
respectively, beginning together 5 how often will each toll before

their tolling together again ?

99. The remainder after a division is 97, the quotient is 521,

and the divisor is 9 more than the sum of both ; what is the

dividend ?

100. Two pieces of cloth of the same length cost tis. gd.

and £7. 4J. respectively ; the price of the first was 3j. per

yard : what was the pnee of the second per yard ?

lOL Divide ^ of f of f of 42 by the snm of 2^ and 4f.
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102. Simplify —
103. Reduce g| to a decimal.

104. Multiply aS’S by 25*3 and divide tbe product by 6'48,

106

.

The distance betvreen tvro tickets was marked out for

22 yd., but tbe yard measure was of an inch too short ; what
was tbe actual distance f

loe. If a number of articles at R4. os. each cost Byajp
140. how many are there i

107 . Simplify of of of 117^

108 . Find the value of
t74X 174

j. g
*426 -‘174

109 . Subtract ; 142857 from S’UaSs;.

110. Divide 1 00625 by 132*5 to £ve places of decimals.

IIL Rednce 4 hr. 48 mm. to the decimal of 6 hr.

112. A man owns of a housei and sells ’ijji of his share

;

what fraction of the house does he still own ?

113 How many revolutions will be made by a wheel, which
revolves at the rate of 243 revolutions in 3 min

,
while another

wheel revolving 374 times mil mm. makes 544 revolutions ?

114. Multiply 10 sq yd 4 ft 76 in by 132.

116 . Reduce to its lowest terms

116 Fmd the least number which, when divided by each of

Ai *25, and *03, gives a whole number as quotient in ead case,

117. Simplify
Mx

.
5

.

3j-26jx2j65
5
*

34-26§

118. Find, to the nearest pi^ the Value of ‘1234 of S12 5.

119 A kilolitre contains 35 32 cubic feet, and a gallon contains

277*274 cnbic inches ; find to the nearest integer the number of

gallons in a kilobtre.

120 A farmer has 899 sheep and 493 Iambs He forms them
into flocks, keeping sheep and lambs separate, and having the

same number of animals in each flock. If these flocks are as large

as possible, how many flocks will there be altogether ?

121. If 257 pounds of tea cost ,^34. i6s, find the price of

a pound to the nearest farthing.
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133.

amplify

128. How many whole cakes will be lequired for 50 children
if each is to have 2? of of 2| of $ of of t'j of a cake ?

124. Find the value of 37f-A o[ 04

’37S+’o4

126

.

Find the circulating decimal which will become 2 when
multiphed by 2|-f4'5.

126. A German mark is worth ;£‘04895 ; find to the nearest
farthing the value of 3725'3g marks.

127. To a certain number I add 2,

1

multiply the sum by a.
I divide the product by 3 i

and I take 3 firom the quotient ; t^
remainder is 17. What is the number 7

128 . On what day of the week will Feb. 10 fall in the year
1960 ?

129. Find the greatest prime number which used as divisor of
12260 will leave remainder 17.

180. Find the value of^ of1?-:-?°: f-.

‘21 {14. 2a. 8p.

131. What is the number whose half exceeds Us fifth part
by 6 ?

132. Simphfy ‘428571 x ‘49 x ‘20571428.

133 . How many times does a carriage wheel, whose circum-
ference IS 17‘iaS feet, turn round in a distance of I2‘45 miles ?

134. Determine the prime factors of 282660 and 40299.
Hence deduce the G. C. M. and L. C. M. of these numbers.

135. Find the least integer which, when divided by and
if, will give a whole number as quotient in each case,

136 . Simplify ? of of ^+S(|x

187. Reduce to a decimal.

138, If a cu. yd. of clay make 460 bricks, each loij cu. in.,

how much does clay contract in baking 7

189. Multiply 324 567 by I3‘2i2 in 2 lines.

140. One pendulum oscillates 6 times m 3‘2 seconds, and
another pendulum 8 times m 3 6 seconds

, if started simultaneously,
how often will they bck together in an hour 7 '
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EZAKPIiES FOB EXEBCISK 174b.

(Second Series.)

1. Write down~llre greatest and least numbers of four digits

that you can form with the figures, 3, o, 2, 1.

2. Simplify K3 +J<3+J(3+l4))3^i-
3. The telegraph posts on a railway line are 66 yards apart

find the smallest number of miles that corresponds to an exact

nnmW of posts.

4. A bath is supplied with water from two pipes, one of which
can fill It in 12^ min, the other in 15 min ; there is also a dis-

charging pipe which would empty it, when filled, in 10 min. The-

first pipe 15 open alone for 4 min , and then the first and second
open together for 1 min. ; if now the third pipe is opened as well,

how long will It take to fill the bath ?

6. The wages ofA and jB together for 20 days amount to the-

same sum as the wages of A alone for 35 days. For how many
days will this.sum pay the wages of B alone ?

6 A cask contains j parts wine and 3 parts water ; how much
of the mixture must be drawn off and water substitntediin order

that the resulting mixture may be half and half >

7. A person borrows ,£130 on the 5th of March, and pays back
;£x33. xSr. on the loth October , find the rate of interest charged.

8 The digits in the units’ and lacs’ places of a number are

3 and 8 respectively ; what will be the digits in the same places

in the remainder when 99999 is subtracted from the number P

9. / A whole number diminished by i of itself, when divided by
307 gives a quotient 12 and a remainder 96 , what is the number P

10 The length of a rectangular tennis-court is 5 yards longer

than Its breadth, and its perimeter is 130 yards
, find its area.

11. The train which leaves Calcutta at 4-30 P M. arrives at

Burdwan at 8 F, M. ; and the train which leaves Burdwan at

4-50 F. M. arrives in Calcutta at 8 30 P. M. ; when do they pass

each other 7

12. The rent of a farm consists of a fixed sum of money
together with the value of a certain number of maunds of wheat

;

when wheat is B2 a md. the rent is B4D ; when wheat is B2. 4a.

a md. the rent is B42. Su. What will be the rent when wheat is

B2, 100. a md. 7

13. Assuming that the circumference of a circle is to its dia-

meter as 22 is to 7, and that the arcumference of the earth is to

Its diameter as x6o metres to 167 feet, determine to 4iplaces-of

decimals the ratio of a metre to a foot.

c A. 20
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14

,

The interest on a given sum of money for one year is

;£5 8r. 4(f.| the compound interest for two years is ;£ii. is. Find
die rate per cent.

15 . If when a number is divided continually by 5, 6 and 8

the remainders are i, 3 and 4 respectively] what would be the

remainder if the same number were divided by 240 7

16. Divide 1255 by 1*004 and hence deduce the quotient of

12*35 by 1004 and'01255 by 100400a

17 . I bought a certain number of chairs for R45 ; also a certain

number for K2S. 20. at the same rate ; find the greatest possible

price of each chair.

18. A clock which gains^ 2^ min. in a day, is 3 mm. slow at

noon on Sunday ; when will it show correct time, and what time
will It indicate at 6 on Monday evening 7

18 . A person bought 4 railway tickets to go 60 miles. Two
were for the 1st class, one for the and, and the fourth, a half first

class ticket) for a child. The cost of a and class.ticket was ) of

that of a first class, and the whole sum paid was £x, ti. & Find
the price of each ticket, and the rate per mile for the first class.

20, There are two mixtures of wine end water, in the ratios of

3 ; 2 and 4 : 5 respectively ; if one gallon of the first be mixed
with a gallons of the second, what fraction of the resulting mixture
will be wine 7

21, A book sent from England costs me (including ir. 6d,

postage} i6j. id.) my book-seller allowing me two pence in the shil-

ling discount on the published price. What is the published priced

22 , What number is the same multiple of 7 that 3975 is of 1 5 7

28.

24 . On laying down a bowling-green with sods a ft. by 9 in.,

it IS found that it requires 120 sods to form one strip extending the
whole length of the green, and that a man can lay down one strip

and a half each day
; find the space laid down by 5 men in 2 days.

25 A can do a piece of work m 3 days, B can do 3 times as

much in 8 days, and C 5 times as much in la days. In what time
will they do it together, supposing them to work at the rate of

9 hours a day 7

26. A farmer pays a corn-rent of 5 quarters of wheat and
3 quarters of barely, Winchester measure 5 what is the money
value of his rent, when wheat is at 60s,, and barley at 541 per
quarter, Imperial measure 5 32 Imperial gallons being equal to 33
Winchester gallons 7
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27. Six coins of equal weiglit, made of gold and silver mixed,

were melted together and re-cast. In one the gold and silver were in

the ratio of a 1 3 ; in two others, of 3 1 J ; and in the rest, of 5 1 4,

In what ratio will the gold and silver be mixed in the new coins ?

28. A tradesman, selling goods for a certain price to be paid

SIX months hence, offers to give one-tenth more of the same goods
for the same price in ready money. What is the rate of discount t

29. Find the greatest and least numbers of 6 digits which are

exactly divisible by 239.

30. There is a number, to which 3 is added and of the

result taken , to this 5 is added and ^ of the result taken, giving
li ; what IS the number ? ^

31. Find alUhe numbers of 5 digits divisible by g, which have
unity for their first and last digits and 2 for thehr middle digit.

State the principle upon which you proceed.

32 On a stream, £ is intermediate to and equidistant from
and C

; a boat can go from A to S and back again in J hr.

15 min., and from A to C la 7 hr. How long would it take to go
from C to A ?

33 . If the price of bncks depends upon their magnitude, and
if 100 bncks, of which the length, breadth and thickness are 16, 10

and 8 inches respectively, cost Ba. 9a, what will be the price of

921600 bncks which are one fourth less in every dimension 1

34 . There are two mixtures of wine and water, the quantities

of wine m them being respectively *25 and 75 of the mixtures

If a gallons of the first be mixed with 3 gallons of the second,

what will be the ratio of wine to water m the compound ?

36 How much per cent must be added to the cost price of

goods that a profit of 20 per cent may be made after throwing off

a discount of 10 per cent, from the labelled price 7

36 Determine the least number, by which 616 must be multi-

plied so as to produce a number exactly divisible by 770,

37 . Multiply the sum of 2 4 and ^7^5 by i‘3, and add the

result to the difference of 2 t64 and I'fipy

38 The floor of a room is 50 ft. long and 40 ft. wide. Find
the cost of supplying it with carpet, 2 ft. wide, at &3 per yard, and
oil-cloth, 2 yards wide, at Bi per yard , the oil-cloth to be laid

along the sides and ends a yard and a half wide, and the carpet

to extend one foot over the oil-cloth everywhere,

38 . On a certain evening half an hour after sunset a watch
was set at 12 o'clock. The morning following it was 8 minutes
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past 4 by a common clock when it was 4 minutes past 8 by this

watch. Find the time of sunset the previous evening.

40. A has shares in an estate to the amount of (HS'r'SS) hf it.

B has shares in the same estate to the amount of *472 of it. Find

the difference in value between the properties of A and B, when
o}6 of the estate is worth ;f373*3.

41. Three equal glasses are filled with mixtures of spirit and
water • the proportion of spirit to water in each glass is as follows

:

in the first glass as 2 1 3, m the second glass as 3 1 4j and in the

third as 4 1 5 The contents of the three glasses are emptied into

a single vessel ; what is the proportion of spirit and water in it ?

42. If the true discount on a bill of ;£i464i be';£464i at 10 per

cent, compound interest, how many years has the bill to run ^

43 . Twenty-fifth part of a certain number is equal to the

seventh part of 42 ; what is the number ?

44 . Simplify iVi(4i of 6? 4J of (6|+ i»i).

46

.

A company of Sepoys proceed in 5 equal rowsi and after

sometime arrange themselves into 7 equal rows. Find the least

number above 1000, which the company may contain.

46. A IS twice and B is just as good a workman as C. The
three work together for two days, and then A works alone for half
a day, and B for a day. How long would it have taken A and C to-

gether to complete as much as the three will have thus performed^

47 . A steam-ship whose speed averages 14 miles an hour,
reaches a certain port in i2 days , how many days afterwards will

a sailing vessel arrive, which started at the same time and sailed

on an average 8 miles an hour 7

48. From a cask of wine i is drawn off and the cask is filled

up with water ; J of the mixture is then drawn off and the cask
is again filled up with water ; after this process has been repeated

4 times, what will be the ratio of wine to water in the resulting
mixture ?

49. The sum of ,^2100 is due in 4 years, but it is pmd by
instalments as follows ,£275 at the end of 2 years, >^460 at the
end of the 3rd year, ;£5oo at the end of the 4th year, and £(>00 at
the end of the 5th year What amount should be paid at the end
of the 6th year, in order to clear off the balance, simple interest

being reckoned at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum ?

60. Twenty times a certain number is equal to 7 times 40

;

what IS the number ’

61. What IS the least number of shot, each i| oz., that will

-weigh an integral number of pounds ?
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62 . A rod of trick work contains 306 cu. ft. ; find the cost of
building a brick wall| 68 yd. by 6 ft. by 2 ft. 2 in.| at R18 per rod.

63 . How long Mould a column of men, extending 3420 feet

in length, take to march through a street, a mile long, at the rate

of 58 paces m a minute, each pace being 2} feet?

64. 195 men are employed to work on a railway embankment,
it miles long, which they are expected to finish in 4 weeks. But
at the end of l week it is found that they have finished only 520
yards. How many more men must be engaged to finish it in the

required time ?

66.

i4 IS a cask containing 125 gallons of wine i B is another
cask containing 175 gallons of water. 100 gallons are drawn from
each, mixed together, and the casks are refilled with the mixture.
This operation is once more repeated. Find the ratio of wine to

water in each cask non.

66. A person who pajs 5/?. m the income-tax finds that

a rise of interest from 6 to di per cent, increases his income by
,£'23. lor. What is his capital ?

67 . From a certain number I take 320 ; to the remainder 1

add 24 , I multiply the sum by 8, and find that the product is

equal to the sum of 304 and 760 ; what is the number ?

68. What decimal of 2 25 units is 05 of a unit 7

69. A jar con be exactly filled by glasses holding 3 pints each

,

It can be exactly emptied again by glasses holding 5 pints each ,

given that the capacity of the vessel is between ll and 12 gallons

,

find the exact capacity.

60. Two clocks are set right at noon on Monday. One loses

and the other gains l min. a day. What time will be indicated

by the latter, when the former points 10 h. 49^ m. V M. on the

following Saturday ?

61. Three gardeners working all day can plant a field in

10 days, but one of them having other employment can work only
half time. How long will it take them to complete the work ?

62 One vessel contains 20 gallons of wine
, another contains

20 gallons of water. One gallon is taken from each, and poured
into the other. This is done 3 limes. Find the strengths of the
two mixtures.

63 . A gentleman bequeaths hts property to his children to be
so divided that their shares shall be equal on their coming to age
at 21, counting interest and discount at 5 per cent. He dies worth
,£13240, leaving three children aged 23, 21 and 19 respectively.
How much should each receive ?

f
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64. To a certain number I add 7) I multiply the sum by 5,

I divide the product by 9i and take 3 from the quotient
; the

remainder is la : what is the number 7
66.

Simplify (•S+7S)(2'S-*4)-i-( ^25+^)-

66. Find the weight in tons per sq. mile of a ram fall of

7 inchesi having given that a cu. ft. of water weighs 1000 oz.

67 . A, B and C are employed on a piece of work. After

IS days A is discharged, ^ of the work being done. B and C
continue at the work, and after 20 days more B is discharged, ^
more of the work being done. C finishes the work in 30 days.

In what time would the work have been done, ifA and B had
continued to work 7

68. If one man walks id; miles in 6 days, how far will another

man walk in 13 days, if the first man walks 3f miles in the same
time that the other man takes to walk 4 miles 7

69. If 3 cubic inches of iron and 2 cubic inches of water

weigh as much as 2 cubic inches of iron and 9 cubic inches of

water , find the ratio of the weight of a cubic inch of iron to that

of a cubic inch of water.

70. I buy goods for &600, and sell them directly for BG80,

giving three months' credit ; what is gamed per cent, per annum 7

71. From the tenth part of a certain number I subtract 10,

and find that the remainder is 10 ; what is the number 7

72. ^ of a number exceed the sum of its third and fourth parts

by 26 ; what is the number 7

73 . Two cog-wheels, having 75 and 130 teeth respectively,

are working together , after how many revolutions of the smaller
wheel will the teeth which once touch, touch again 7

74. A tram leaves -P for Q, at the same time that a tram leaves

Qtor Pj the trains meet at the end of 6 hours, the tram from
P to Q having travelled S miles an hour more than the other. Find
the rates of the trams, the distance from P io Q being 162 miles.

76 . If 1000 rupees a month be equivalent to ,£1112. lor. a
year, what is the value of a rupee in English money 7

76 . Divide £20 among 2 men, 3 women and 4 children, so

that each woman gets twice as'much as a child, and each man as

much as a woman and a child together.

77. If the interest of ,£253. 2s. firf. at S p. c. be equal to the
discount on ^£257. 6s, io|if. for the same lime and the same rate,

when is the latter sum doe 7
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78, Find a number such that if it be subtracted 3$ times from
7201 the remainder will be 9;!.

78. How manf parcels of gold dust) each weighing 17*36

grains, can be made up out of i lb. 2 oz. 1 dwt, 3 gr. , and how
much will remain over i

80, A room is 20 ft. long, 15 ft. wide and 10 ft. high. There
are in it 4 doors, each 7 ft, by 4 ft ; the fireplace is 6 ft. wide

and 4 ft. high ,
a skirting 2 ft deep runs round the walls. Find

the expense of papering the room at 6 annas a sq. yd.

81. If the hands of a clock coincide every 6 min. (true time),

how much does the clock gam or lose in a day?

82 A can copy a certain manuscript in 17 hours by wnting at

the rate of 3 lines per minute ; B can copy the same in 24 hours.

After 476 lines have been copied by A, in wha| time can B
finish It ?

83. A town contains 13 Hindus to every 3 Mahomedans and
to every 3 Christians ; if there are 4800 Hindus, find the number
of Christians.

84 Two sums, each of /138 2r 6rf, being due, one at the

present time and the other 12 months hence, how much ought to

be paid 6 months hence to clear ofiT both debts, interest being 4 p.c.

per annum ____________________
86. The difference between two numbers is 373, and one of

them IS 7809 ; what is the other ?

80. Simplify

iSSi of Wa of ;C33"i+6H ot

£

3- of of £3 2J.}.

87. A fruit-seller has 1134 mangoes and 630 oranges. He
forms them into heaps keeping the mangoes and oranges separate,

and having the same number of fruits in each heap If these

heaps are as large as possible, how many fruits are there in each 7

88. A cistern, the cubic content of which is 360 cn ft., has
two pipes which can empty it in 3 and 4 hours respectively. It

has also a third pipe with an orifice of I sq ft., through , which
water flows into the cistern at the rate of i yd per minute. If all

the three pipes be opened together when the cistern is full, in what
time will It be emptied ?

89 . If 4 men or 6 women can do a piece ofwork in 20 days,
in what time will 3 men and 2 women do it ? On what supposition
will the numerator of the fraction in your answer represent the
number of ^ours they worked on the day to which the fraction

refers ?

90 . Divide £1140 among A, B, C, in such a way that A may
get halfias much again as B, and B half as much again as C.
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8L A dealer buys lo horses at B400 each, 8 horses at Rjoo
-each and 4 horses at B6oo each He keeps the horses for 6 months,

during which time each costs R15 a month, and sells them cleanng

laj p. c. on his original outlay after payipg all his expenses. Find

the average selling price of each horses

92. A carriage and a horse are together worth R1200 5 if the

carriage is worth Saoo more than the horse, how much is the

horse worth ?

93. The population of a town is 60,000 ; if the births are i in

20, and the deaths i in 30 annually, what will the population

become in one year?

94. A cistern, 9 ft. by 6 ft. by 5 ft , is emptied in 1 5 minutes

by a pipe whose cross section is 36 sq. in. ; how fast does the water

-flow in the pgie ’

95. A race-course is aj miles round. Four men start to walk

round it They walk at the rate of 3J, 3|, 4^ and 5 miles per hour.

How long will It be before they all meet again at the starting

point ?

96. 40 lb. Troy of standard gold containing ii parts in 12 of

pure gold, is coined into 1869 sovereigns , calculate in grams the

weight of pure gold in a sovereign.

97. Divide By. 5<». into two parts, one of which is | of the other.

98 . If mangoes be bought at the rate of 13 for a rupee, how
must they be sold to gain 30 per cent ?

99. A has £324 ,
B has less than A ;

and C, if he had

£20; more than what he has, would have as much as the double

of A and B together . how much has C ?

100. In how many years will the error amount to a day in

considenng the year to consist of 36 days instead of 365’2422i8?

101 . The circumferences of two wheels measure 168 and 401

inches respectively
,
find the largest cogs which can be cut in each

that they may work together,

102 . The hands of a clock which gams uniformly at the rate

of 15" a day were set at sunset on the evening of the first of the

month at 6 o’clock The true time of sunrise on the 3rd was

known to be a quarter to six, but the clock indicated a quarter past

SIX. Find the error made in setting the clock on the 1st.

103. A train travels 30 miles an hour when it does not stop,

and 25 miles an hour including stoppages ; in what distance will

the tram lose one hour by stoppages ?

104. Divide B123 among C, so that as often as ,4 'gets

B3 B shall get BaJ, and as often as B gets B4 C shall get Bs^.
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106

.

A merchant bays 4000 maunds of nee, i ofwhich besells

at a gain of c., i at a gam of 10 p. c , | at a gam of 12 p c.,

and the remainder at a gam of 16 p. c; If be bad sold the whole
at a gam of 11 p c , he would have m'ade £728 more. What was
the cost of the rice per maund ?

106. A man sold 16 oranges to to .8 4 more than to to f
5 less than to B , had he sold 3 less to each he would have left

only one-third of what he had , find how many he had at first.

107. S,.p.*

108. A room is 18 ft. long , and the cost of carpeting it is

S72 If the breadth of the room were 4 ft. less, the cost would
be S54 ; find the breadth of the room.

109

.

A can mow 2^ acres of grass in 6§ hours, and B 2J acres

in 5n hours , in what time wiU they together mow a field of 10

acres, and how many acres will each mow i

110. The cost of 12 md of wheat and 10 md of gram is Sjo
when gram is at S2 per md. What is the price per md. of gram
when 8 md of rice and 6 md. of, gram cost £34, the pnee of nee
being i higher than that of wheat r

111. Divide Sao. 4a among 5 persons so that the share of each
(except the first) maybe double of the shares of all who come before,

112. A merchant bought a 50-gaIIon cask of wine for B741.
Supposing It to have lost 4 gallons, at what price perdozen bottles

(nine bottles holding a gallon) should be sell it m order to gam
IS p, c. upon the whole original cost ?

113

.

A man lost as much by selling 20 chests of tea at B620
per chest as he gained by selling 25 chests at 6692 per chest

;

what did each chest cost him?

114 A man left his property to two sons and a daughter ; to

the elder son be left i of his property, to the younger son and
to the daughter the rest, which was R400D less than what the two

sons together received : what was the entire property ?

116. Three lines of paling run side by side for a distance of

864 yards The rails are respectively 4, 6 and 9 feet apart. How
often will a person walking outside the pahngs, on looking across

them, see three rails in a bne ?

116. Three persons, A, B, and C, who can walk respectively

2, 3, and 4 miles per hour, start from the same place P at intervals

of an hour. A starts first, and as soon as S has caught him up,

B returns to the station P ; find where be will meet C.
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117. A fraudulent tradesman uses a yard measure one incli

too short ; rrhat does he gam by his dishonesty in sellmg 20 yd,
of doth at fti. 2a per yard ?

118 A, S, C had each a cup of tea, containing 4 02 , 5 oz, and
6 02. respecdvdy. They blended their teas and then reSUed their

cups from the mixture ; bow much of the teas of A and S ate

contained in C's cup ?

119

.

If by selling mne at per gallon 1 lose 25 per cent.,

at what price must I sell it to gam 25 p. c. ?

120

.

A man, having lived at the rate of £yia a year for 6
years, finds himself in de^, and reduces his expenditure to £2 i;o

a year ; he is out of debt m 4 years t what is his income 7

121

.

Express the sum of •§71428 of a viss,
|
of
^

of^ of

a aiaund and tliWr 0^ ^ <twt. as a decimal of one ton, [One dss
“3 Ib. 2 02. ; one maund>=82f lb,]

122. A rectangular cistern, I2 ft. long, 10 ft. wide and 4 ft.

3 in. deep, is filled with liquid which weighs 2040 lb. How much
deep must another cistern be, which will hold 196 lb. of the same
liquid, its length being 7 ft, and width 3ft 6 in. 7

123. A can run 100 yd. in 12 sec., and S m 13 sec. How
much start in distance must A give B m order that they may ron
a dead heat 7

124

.

The Fort-Banacks are lighted with gas from 100 burners.
Find the cost of lighting ihem per night of 10 hours, at the rate
of for 1000 cu. ft. of gas, assuming that for the first 3 hours
each burner consumes i cu, in. per second, and during the remain-
der of the night the light is so reduced that the consumption of gas
by each burner is only | of that quantity per second.

I2fi. 120 corns consist of crowns, half-crowns and flonns ; the
values of the crowns, half-crowns and florins are as 2; 10 1 6 ;

how many half-crowns are there 7

126 , A merchant sells 60 md. of nee at a profit of 8 p, c. and
94 md. at a profit of 10 p. c. , if he had sold the whole at a profit

of 9 p. c. he would have received 17 annas less than he actually

did ; how much per md. did he pay for the rice 7

' 127. A man having a certain number of mangoes to dispoM
of, sells half of what be has and one more to A, halt of the remain-
der and one more to B, half of the remainder and one more to C,

half of the remainder and one more to Z? 5 by which time he has
onlyone left ; find how many he had at first.
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128. Simplify f+f-J of -^^+*064743589.

120, A dollar being worth 41. sii, and a rouble 3r.

find the sum of money which can be paid by an exact number of

either dollars or roubles, the number of roubles exceeding the

number of dollars by ao.

130. A can do a piece of work in i; days, B in is days and C
In 10 days. All begin together , A leaves after 3 days, and B
leaves 3 days before the work is done. How long did the work last ?

131 . A tank is 300 yd. long and i;o yd. broad ; with what
velocity per second must water flow into it through an aperture

2 ft, broad and ij ft. deep, that the level may be raised i ft, in

9 hours ?

132. The height of the top of a flag-staff standing on a tower

is no ft., and the height of the tower is 6 ft. more than 12 times

the length of the flag-staff s what is the length of the flag-staff?

133. A merchant buys some cloth at such a price that by
selling It at S4. 6a. per yd. he will gam j p, c on his outlay.

What percentage will he gain or lose if the cloth be sold at 63. 14s.

per yd. f

184 . 1 wish to buy an equal number of 3 kinds of toys, worth

respectively is,, is, 6d. and 2s. 6ii, each ; how many can I get for

£10 i

136

.

In a hook on Arithmetic an example was printed thus :

“Addtogetheri, ^,--

the denominator of one fraction being accidentally omitted The
answer given at the end of the book was , required the miss-

ing denominator.

136 . Find the side of a square courtyard, the expense of

paring which at 3s. gd. per sq yd was £42 3s. gd,

137 . A and B start at the same time from Calcutta to Hugh
and from Hugh to Calcutta respectively, each walking at the rate

of 4 miles an hour. After meeting B, A increases his rate to 4^
miles an hour, and arrives at Hugh in i| hours from that time.

After meeting A, B reduces his rate to 3j miles an hour In

what time will he reach Calcutta?

138 . If the rent of a farm of 24 acres be £39, what wilt be
the rent of another farm of 36 acres, 5 acres of the former being
worth 6 acres of the latter ?

139. A purse dontains ,£8. 7 . ii, made up of pennies, shillings,

half-crowns and crowns, the numbers of which are proportional
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to 7, 3) 2 and 5
respectively , how many of each coin are there in

the purse ?

IdO. Calculate the profit per cent, made by a book-seller,

assuming that he pays iir. i^d, for a i6-shilhng hook and receives

25 copies for 24.

14L A. person mikes together to lb of tea at Ri. 40- a lb.,

12 lb at fit. 6a., and 14 lb at &i. 8a. He reserves 6 lb. of the

mixture for himself and sells the remainder at &i. I3°- Rib,

How much does he gain in money i

142 . Multiply '047321 by I2i72'8i44, using only 3 lines of

multiplication.

143. Three men, the length of whose strides are 2 ft 6 in., 3 ft.

and 3 ft, 6 in., walk a mile. How often do they step together ?

144 . A and B start on a bicycle race. A has 10 minutes'

start, during which he goes 2I miles , B rides at the rate of

16 miles an hour. Which will win in a race of 40 miles 7

146 . If 3 soldiers or 10 coolies can dig 150 cu. fb of earth m
^
days, how many coolies must be employed to assist 7 soldiers

in removing 580 cu, ft. of earth so as to get it done in 4 days J

146. 12s, IS divided among men, women and children,

whose numbers are proportional to 3, 5 and 7 respectively
; if a

man receives sld) a woman 3}<f. and a child 2}</., find the number
of men.

147. An article was sold so as to gain 5 p c. on its cost price.

If It had been bought at $ P- c less, and sold for is, less, 10 p. c,

would have been gained. Find the cost pnce.

148 A wine merchant bought 7 gallons of wifie at lyr. a

gallon and 5 gallons at l5r a gallon; he mixed the whole and
added some water. The whole mixture he put into quart bottles

which cost'' him 8r 6d, and sold each bottle at 4r. and gained
;£i. 17J. 6,f. on the whole. How much water did he mix 7

j rS
149. Find the value of of ;£r+Jof;£i4o. loj. 6rf.-h|of2iJ.

7i

160. The weight of water contained in a rectangular cistern,

8_ft. long, 7 ft. wide, is 93J cwt. Find the depth of water in the

cistern, supposing a cu. ft. of water to weigh looo oz.

161 25 men are employed to do a piece of work, who could
finish It in 20 days ; but the men drop off by 3 at the end of every
10 days ; in what time will the work be finished 7

162 . If 48 men, working 8 hours a day for one week, can dig

a trench 235 ft. long, 40 ft. wide and 28 ft. deep ; in what time can
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12 men, worlcing lo hours a day, form a railway cutting of 131,600

cu yards ? [A wecl«*=6 working days.]

163. The sum of areas of two circles, of which the diameters

are as 3 is to 4, is equal to the area of another circle 10 ft. m
diameter ; dnd the diameters of the two circles, having given that

areas of circles are to one another as the squares of their diameters.

164. A merchant sells sugar to a tradesntan at a pro6t of

50 per cent. ,
but the tradesman becoming bankrupt pays only

5 annas in the rupee. How much per cent, does the merchant

gain or lose by the sale 7

166

.

How many parcels of 6 lb. and 8 lb. each can a grocer

make out of a hogshead of sugar, weighing 4 cwt. 3 qr. 14 lb., so

as to have the same number of parcels of each sort 7

166 . A had tor. in his purse, and B having paid A 0

jfi. Its. 6d finds that he has remaining^ of the sum which
now has , what had B at first 7

167. A number is exactly divisible by 11 ; but when divided

by 5, 6 or 8 leaves always the remainder i : find the least number
which satisfies these conditions.

168 . A boat’s crew row over a course of 2} miles against a

stream, which flows at the rate of 3 miles an hour, in 30 minutes.

The usual rate of the stream is one mile an hour. Find the time
which the boat would take in the usual state of the river.

160 . If the cost of II miles of iron rails be R55C00 when iron

IS selling at S95 a ton, what will be the cost of 19 miles of the

same rails when iron is selling at R105 a ton 7

160. A circular plate of gold, ,10 in. m diameter and 2 in.

thick, IS melted and formed into two other circular plates, each
1 in. thick, whose diameters are as 3 to 4 , find the diameters.

161 A man buys goods for B750, and sells i of them at a loss

of 4 p. c. ; by what increase per cent, must he raise that selling

price in order that by selling the rest at the increased rate he may
gam 4 p. c on the whole transaction 7

162. A person gives 53 guineas for 184 gallons of wine , how
much water most he add to it, if he wishes to sell it at sr. 3d, a
gallon and make a profit of 7 half-guineas 7 '

'

163 . A vessel containing 2i’8437S gallons of water is emptied
by a pitcher which contains when full '078125 gallon ' How many
times can the pitcher be filled entirely, and what fraciion ofa pint

mil it contain when the last quantity of water is poured into it 7
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164 . A room is 8 long ; the cost of caTpeting it is S94. 8a.,

and that of papering is R86. loa If the breadth of the room were

I yd. more and its height i ft. less, the cost of carpeting would be
Hilo. 4a, while the cost ofpapenng would remain the same. Find

the breadth and height of the room.

166 . A and B run a race ; A has a start of 40 yd , and sets off

; mm. before B, at the rate of 10 miles an hour. How soon will

B Overtake him if his rate of running is 12 miles per hour ?

168. If the gas for 5 burners, lighted 5 hours every evening

for 10 days, cost E3 12a., what mil be the cost of 75 burners

which are lighted 4 hours every evening for 15 days ?

167 Find the three highest integral numbers whose sum is

under a thousand, so that the first may be g of the second and

second ^ of the third.

168 . A tradesman sells one kind of sugar at 3a. per seer and
loses 20 p. c ,

and another kind at Sa. per seer and gains 25 p. c

He mixes the two together in equal proportions and sells the

mixture at 6a. per seer. What is now his gam per cent. ?

169 . Two equal sums are divided, the one among 36 men, and

the other among a certain number of women
,
each man received

Ri. 4a and each woman lo annas less ; how many women were

there ?

170. Simplify
61

'’"'’I of2*
171 Three equal circular wheels revolve round a common

horizontal axis , the first makes a revolution m 5^ minutes, the

second in 2^ minutes, and the third in minutes Three marks,

one in each whehl, are in a horizontal line at a certain moment.
What IS the shortest interval after which they will be in a hori

zontal line again ?

172 A can do a piece of work in 6 hours, ^ in 8 hours and C
in 10 hours , how long will it take C to complete a piece of work, i of

which has been done by A working 7 hours and B working 8 hours i

178 A walks li miles in 40 min , taking exactly a yard eqph

step ; in what time will B walk 4§ miles when his stride is 40 in

and he takes 21 steps while A takes 22 ^

174. Three persons. A, B, C, agree to pay then hotel bills in

the proportion 4 . S 6, A pays thc_ first day's bill which amounts
to £i 5^. 5<f.

i B the second which amounts to £1 i6s, \d ;

and C the third which amounts to £1. 185. 6d, ; how must they

settle their accounts 7

176. A person bought a French watch beating a duty of
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25 per cent., and sold it at a loss of 5 per cent. ; had he sold it

for ;£$ more, he trotild have cleared i per cent, on his bargain.
What bad the French maker for the watch ?

176 An egnalnomber of men, women and bojs earn ili65 in

6 days If a woman earns 130 a day, a man So. more, and a
boy So. less, how many are there of each ?

177, What sum increased by | of { of of itself amounts to

^£2463 ?

17S The length, width and depth of a cistern are 8 ft., 5 ft.

4 in and 4 fb 6 in respectively. How many gallons does it contam.
having given that a cu ft of water weighs 1000 or. and that a
pmt of water weighs a pound and a quarter ?

178. ji and B are termini of a railway 144 miles long. A
fast train starts from ii at 9 A M ; another fast tTain,_ travelbng at

the same rate, starts from A at 10 A.M. A slow train starts from
B at lo^a A.M ; the fast tram from A meets the other fast tram
at n-30 A M

, and the slow train at 12-32 P M Find the ratv at

which the trains travelled.

_18p. If loj/f, ;^i=4-84 dollars, and i doIIar»5’2
francs, find the value in francs of 10 lacs of mpees

181. Three merchants, A, B, C, trading with a capital of£^^$0,
find after a certain time that their respective shares are increased

by £(A 7 . 6, £3^ .8.7 and ,£66 . 13 . II ; how much did .,j*sub-

senbe to the onginal capital ?

182 A grocer buys 200 lb. of tea, and sells iSo lb for the same
amount that he gav e for the whole. The rest he sells at a profit of

20 per cent. What is his gain per cent, on the whole outlay ?

IBS The large wheel of an engine is 20 ft , and the small
wheel 12 ft., m circumference If the large wheel slips on an
average 2 inches in every revolution, how man) revolotions will

the small wheel make more than the large one in going a distance

of 12 mi. 172S yd ?

184 . Calculate correctly to 7 places of decimals the value of

9 39’ 5-5' 7 9
’^

185 The circumferences of the wheels of a carnage are 6^ ft

and 8'^ ft
,
what is the least distance in which both the wheels

will simultaneously complete an mtegral number of revolutions r

How often will the lowest points of the two wheels at starting

touch the ground together in 10 miles ?

188. In a 200-yd. race ..d beats by 20 yd., and C by 40 yd,

By how many yards can B beat C in a 100-yd. race ?
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187. On a piece of work 2 men and 5 boys are employed, who
do i of It in 6 days ; after this i man and i boy more are put on,

and i more is done m 3 days ; how many more men must now be

put on if the work is to be completed in i day more ?

188 . A, B, C inTest capital to the amount of ;£8oo, ;£6oo and

£S°° 5 ^ ^ profits which amount to ^£330 ; find

Cs share of the profits.

189 . A tradesman defrauds his customers (i) by an adulteration

of the article to the extent of 7 per cent, (iij by using a balance

which indicates l lb. when the amount in the other scale is really

15 oz. Which of the two practices is the more fraudulent, and

to what extent is the customer cheated when he orders i lb of the

commodity ?

180. Find the distance between two towns when S309 ja

is paid for the fare of 17 first class passengers at la 8/>. a mile,

of 26 second class at la. 2p. a mile, and of 40 third class at

a mile

101, Find the value of
\2|of3i- 4^ 7rf-

* ^ !"
- of 24 weeks 4 days 19 hours.

5 ft. S in.
^ t j y

102. How many poles of fencing are required to enclose a

square park containing 27 ac. 12 po. i yd ?

183. A, B, C can do a piece of work in 6, 8, and 10 days

respectively. They begin to work togethere , A continues to work
till It is finished, B leaving off 2 days, and C i day before the work
is completed In what time is the work finished ?

lOd. If the supply of a number of persons with bread at

the loaf for 31 days cost £2j i8f , what trill it cost to supply 3*of

that number for 20 days at 6J<f the loaf ?

19 S. A, B, C purchase a farm for Sioooo, of which A pays

{I4000 , they sell it so as to gain a certain sum, of which B takes

R27S and C R175 ; find A's share of the profit.

100 One company guarantees to pay 5 per cent, on shares of

1000 rupees each ; another guarantees to pay 4I per cent, on shares

of 75 rupees each ; the price of the former is 1245 rupees and ofthe
latter 85 rupees. Compare the rates of interest which the shares

return to the purchasers.

107. If 5000 people took m hand to count a billion of

sovereigns, and beginning their work at the commencement of the

year 1832, could each count on the average 100 sovereigpis in a

minute (without intermission), when would they finish their task 7
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198. The total area of three estates is 176S acres If the
areas of the two smaller estates be Respectively three-fifths and
two thirds of that of the largest, find the acreage of each.

189. There are 3 pendulums, the first makes 35 beats in' 36
seconds, the second 36 beats in 37 seconds, and the third 37 beats
in 38 seconds. Supposing they commence together, find how
many times they will again beat coincidently in 24 hours.

200. Sound travels at the rate of 1142 ft. per second ; what
Is the distance of the thunder cloud, when the thunder succeeds
the lightning at an interval of 9 seconds ?

201. If 4 men and 6 women can do a piece of work in 5 days,
which 5 men and 10 children can do in 4 days, or 3 women and
4 children can do in 10 days , find (1} how many men, (ii) how
many women, (111) how many children, could do the work in on e
day.

202 . ^ and B enter into partnership ; A puts into the business
Bjooo more than B, who, as acting partner, is to have a salary of
Bias a month ; at the end of 2 years the gross profits computed at

^ of the capital per annum, are found to be B7C00, from which B>e
salary is to be paid ; find each one’s share of the net profit.

203 The 3 per cents are at 85J , what price should the 3*
per cents, bear, that an investment may be made with equal
advantage in either stock 7 And what interest would be derived
by so investing 5000/. 7

204 Find the least sum of money that must be subtracted
from £660. ys. 4d to make the remainder exactly divisible by 39,

206

.

What decimal must be added to

«2'i+A)+A(¥-l)
to produce unity 7

206. If goid can be beaten out so thin that one tola will form
a leaf of 20 sq. yards, how many of these leaves will make up the
thickness of a sheet of paper, the weight of a cu inch of gold being

52^ tolas and 432 sheets of the paper in thickness going to an
inch 7

207

.

A race-course is ^ a mile long : A and B run a race and
A wins by 10 yards , C and D run over the same course and C
wins by 30 yards , B and D run over it and B wins by 20 yaids ;

ifA and C run over it, which would win, and by how much 7

20B. Four men are employed to reap a field and after work-
ing 5 days they have cut 10 acres , 2 more men are then put on,

and the whole is finished in 3 more days. How many acres are-

there in the field 7

208

.

A^ B and C are employed to do a piece of work for BS29

C, At 21
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A and B together are supposed to do if of the work, and B and C
together of the work : what should A be paid ?

210. If B16430 be invested in the Govt, per cent, loan at

106, what IS the monthly income derived 7 Supposing that the

loan IS paid off at par in 10 years, what would be the rate of

simple interest on the sum invested 7

211. 120 tons of coal are purchased for ,£87. 16. 9 ; find) to

the nearest farthing, the price at which they must be retailed

per ton so that no loss may be incurred ; and at that price what
profit will accrue 7

212. Reduce to a decimal correct to 6 places ;

-L+_L+J-+-L+
1-3 3 3“ 5 3* 7.3^

213. Find the greatest unit of tune by means of which ii hr.

31 mm. 18 sec. and 23 hr. 4 min. 27^ sec can both be expressed

as integers.

214 . A man does ^ of a piece of work in 18 days, and then

gets a boy to help him. They work together for 3 days, when the

hoy leaves, and the man finishes the work in 7f days more. How
long would It take the boy to do the whole >

216 . If 10 horses and 98 sheep can be kept 9 days for

£37.17 6 ; what sum will keep 45 horses and 216 sheep for 40
days, supposing 5 horses to eat as much as 76 sheep 7

210 A starts business with R1200, and subsequently admits
B who brings Sidoo At the end of the year A receives f of the

profits t when was B admitted 7

217 . A man who has a certain capital calculates that if he
Invest it in 3i per cent stock at 91, his income will be £21 more
than if he invest it in 3 per cent, stock at 88. What is his capital 7

218.

A tradesman buys 200 lb. of tea for £16
, intending to

gain one-fourth of his outlay by sale , but two pounds’ worth at

this calculation being damaged, at what price shall he sell the
remainder per lb. to gain as much upon the whole outlay as he
intended 7

210. Express (i®fl+2i)-(2|-i|)x {(sJ X75)-ri6iV} m its

simplest form.

220. The diagonal of a square court-yard is 100 ft. ;• find the
area.

221. Sound travels at the rate of 1140 feet a second. If a

shot be fired from a ship moving at the rate of 10 miles an hour,
bow far will the ship have moved before the report is beard

14J miles off?
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222 . The length of the minute-hand of a church clock is

feet ; what distance will the end of it travel through in 35 days,

if 7 tunes the circumference of a aide be 22 times us diameter ?

223 Three men A, B,C, undertake to complete m 20 days a
piece of work for £247. Sa, A furnishes 10 men for S days and
6 men for the remaining days , S furnishes 7 men for 7 days and
12 men for 12 days , C furnishes 15 men who work on alternate

days only until the work is completed. Find A's share of the sum.

224 A person having 88,500 in 4 per cent Govt, bonds sells

out when they are at 8^ per cent discount, and with the amount
thus realised purchases 5 per cent bonds which are at 6| per

cent premium . what does be gain or lose in annual income by the

'

change 7

22s. A contractor employs 100 men, 40 of whom work 10

hours on we^ days and only 5 hours on Sunday , the rest work
8 hours a day. If the wages of the former be 5ff. per hour and 'of the

latter 4/I. per hour, what is the amount of wages paid in 4 weeks 7

220. Two chests of tea of the same size and quality are

consigned to A, B, C. A at first was to have | of a chest, B |,

and C the rest. But A^ B purchase .ft, ft of Cs share respectively.

How much will each have

227. Find the side of the largest square ble, with which a

court, 33 yd. 1 ft. 7 in. long and 20 yd. 11 in. broad, can be paved.

228 . In a bicycle race of 2 miles over a circular course of

I furlong, the winner in his last round overtook the second at a

point in his 1 5th round. Their paces were as 159 to 149. At
what distance was this point from the winning post 7

220. If 3 men can do as much as 7 boys in a day, how many
days will it take 25 boys to finish a piece of work of which 12 men
have done a quarter m 13 days ?

230. A, B, C hold a pasture m common for which they pay
B16 per month , they put on it jo, 50 and 40 sheep respectively.

A sells I of his flock to B after 4 months, and after 3 months
more C sells § of his to A, How much of the rent should each
pay at the end of the year 7

231. A person bought lo Bank of Madras shares at 81540
each and for 5 years got interest on his investment at the rate of

5i per cent. He then sold his shares at a loss of 22I per cent
How much did he make by the transaction, and what rate per
cent, per annum had he for his money 7

S32 . A certain number of cows and twice as many sheep
were bought for B94 6a, , the cows cost 810 3a 6/! each and the

sheep 84. 50 3^ each : how many sheep were bought '7
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283. The master of a ship, worth ;£5 i6 i. 3^- 9^, is himself

owner of f of | of f of her. He sells her for | of her value ; what

Is his own share 7

234 . The height of a square room is one-half of its breadth,

and the cubic content of the room is io8 cu. yd. ; find its dimensions.

235. Two pipes, A and B, would fill a cistern in 37J mm. and

45 min. respectively. Both pipes being opened, find when the

second pipe must be turned on, that the cistern may be just filled

In half an hour.

236 . If 13 locomotive engines, each of 290 horse-power, work-

ing II hours a day for 7 days a week, can convey 7315 tons of goods

to a distance of 221 miles in a given period, how many hours'

work a day for 6 days a week must be done by 7 locomotives of

319 horse power each, in order to convey 4845 tons of similar goods

to a distance of 154 miles in an equal period 7

237. How must teas at 2r a lb. and 2s gd a lb. be mixed

so that by selling the mixture at 2s. id. a lb. there may be a gam
of 2d. per lb. 7

238 . If I sell 40 shares of &2So each in the Oriental^ Bank
at 121 per cent, premium, how many shares of Riooo each in the

Madras Bank at 72 per cent, premium can I buy, and how ^much
will be left 7

236 . Equal quantities of sugar, flour and rice were bought

for B720. ga , the price of a md. of sugar is twice as much as that

of a md. of flour, and the puce of a md. of flour is twice as much
as that of a md. of nee : find the cost of the sugar.

240, Find the value of •- of I2J. g^d
'

2-1742 2 78

241. A tea-merchant has a rectangular space for stonng tea

It is 1 5| ft. long, io| ft, broad and 9J ft. high He wishes to fill

this space with packets of a cubical shape, all of the same size.

What IS the largest size of such cubical packets that can be made
to fill It exactly, and what would be the number of such packets 7

242 A hare starts 40 yards before a greyhound and is not

seen by him till she has been up 30 seconds. She runs at the rate

of 12 and the hound at the rate of 15 miles an hour ; how long will

the chase last, and what distance will the bound have run 7

243 . If 3 tRCR and 5 boys can reap 2o acres in 10 days, and if

5 men and 3 boys can reap 34 acres in 1 5 days, how many boys
must assist 9 men, in order that they may reap 45 acres in 9 days 7

244. A grocer bought 60 lb. of sugar of two different sorts

for E16. 4a. The better sort cost Jo. per lb
,
and the worse 4a.

per lb. Find how many pounds there were of each sort
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246. How much stock in the 3 per cents, must I sell to pay off

a debt of £^Jo, the price'of the stock being g/iit and the commis*
' sion of I on ;fioo of stock being also taken into consideration 7

, 246. How many four^nna pieces can be coined from g lb, of

standard silver 7

247. Find) by Practice, the dividend on a debt of £3471, at

13s. 7\d. in the £.

248. The sides of a square are divided each into 8 equal parts,

and lines are drawn through the points of division parallel to the

sides. If the area of the square be 256 sq. ft., 6nd the length of

the side of each of the smaller squares, into which it is divided.

249. A and B ran a mile race . at first ,.4 run 5 yards to ffs

4, but after A has run half a mile he tires and runs 3 yards in

the time in which he at first ran 3, B running at his original rate.

Which wins, and by how much ?

260. If the carnage of 15a ft. of wood, that weighs 3 stones

per ft , cost B30 for 40 miles, how much will the carnage of 54 ft.

of wood, that weighs 8 stones per ft ,
cost for 25 miles 7

261. A greengrocer .sells potatoes at 2r., 2r bd and 3x. 6d. a
bushel, selling equal quantities of the first two kinds

, what quan-
tities of each kind does he sell, if the total quantity sold is 60
bushels, and if the average price obtained is 3X. a bnsbel ?

262 . A person invests 125a gold mohurs in the Govt, five per
cent, rupee stock at 105. The stock is converted subsequently to

4| per cents, at 95 Find the difference in his income, each gold
inonur being considered equivalent to Biy.

-263. If a person whose income is RiSzS a yearspend R44 lo.

a week for the first zo weeks, to what must he limit .his daily

expenditure for the rest of the year so as not to be in debt at the
end of It 7

264. What number multiphed by itself will give 7

265. A cubical block of marble whose edge is z ft is placed
within a rectangular cistern 4 ft. long, 3 ft. wide and z ft. deep,
which IS then filled with water ; how mai^ pounds of water must
be taken out to reduce the surface 6 in. 7 U cu. ft, of water weighs
6zJ lb ]

260 . A and B can do a piece of work in 2| days, but when
B works half time the work is done in 4 days. Show that B is

twice as good a workman as A.

267 . If 2 men and 5 women can do a piece of work in 8 days
of 9 hours each , how long will it take 3 men and 6 women to do
a piece of work twice as great, working 8 hours a day, the work
of a man being double that of a woman 7
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268

.

Gold IS 19 times as heavy as waterg and copper 9 times.

In what ratio should these metals 'be mixed that the mixture
may be 15 times as heavy as water ?

268 . Wheo the 3 per cents, were at 90 I found that by selhng

out and investing m the 4 per cents, at 93 I could improve my in>

come hy B243. What was the amount of my stock in the 3 per
cents. ?

260. A person has in his drawer 1 5 piles of rupeesj each con-

taining 20 , his servant steals them and puts in their placets
pileS) each consisting of 19 double-pice with a rupee at the top,

How much does the person lose 7

26L A person owes the sum of £31500, and £8500 ; and his

property amounts to £14125 only. How much is he able to pay
in the rupee ; and what is the loss upon the second debt ^

262. A rectangular piece of ground of 243 sq. yd. is one-third

as broad as it is long , what is the distance round it 7

263 A passenger tram going 41 miles an hour, and 431 ft.

long, overtakes a goods tram on a parallel line of rails. The
goods train is going 28 miles an hour, and is 713 ft. long. How
long does the passenger train take m passing the other 7

264. The distance by rail from Turin to Venice is 420 kilo-

metres, and the first-class fare is 56 lire ; find at the same rale in

Indian money, the fare from Calcutta to Benares, a distance of480
miles, reckoning 7 lire equal to £3 and 8 kilometres to 5 miles.

266

.

40 1b of coffee, at 2t td. alb., were mixed with a certain'

quantity of chicory at u. 9<f a Ib ,
and the resulting mixture was

worth 25 a lb How many pounds of chicory were there in the

mixture 7

266 . How much money most be invested in the 3 per cent,

consols when they are at 92I, to produce the same income as

would be produced by £1520 invested m the 3| per cents, at 95 7

267 . If £20 .7.6 be gamed by selling an article for

£79 . 10 9, how much would have been gained or lost by selling

It for £59

.

7.67
268. Find, by Practice, to the nearest penny, the rent of

37S'367S acres at £2 . 19J. lolrf. per acre,

269. Determine, by Duodecimals, the area of a rectangle

whose adjacent sides are respectively 9 ft. 3^ m. and 6. ft. 4^ in.

270. A can beat, ,5 by 5 yd. in a loo-yd, race, and B can beat

C by 10 yd. in a 200-y'd. race ; by how much can A beat Cm i

400-yd. race 7

271. If 210 coobes, m 7 days of 10 hours each, dig a channel
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I mile long, 6 feet broad and 2 feet deep , in how many days of 7
hours each should 3; coolies dig a channel, 66o feet long, 7} feet

broad and 2} feet deep 7 And how many cubic feet does each

cooly dig in an hour 7 ^

272. The average of eleven results is 30 ,
that of the first five

is 25, and that of the last five is 28. Determine the sixth result.

273 What amount must be invested in the 4^ per cent stock

at io3|, in order to obtain, after deducting an income-tax of 3}- per

cent, a clear income of &4000 a year 7

274. 4 thalers, 6 half-crowns and 8 florins amount to ;
what

IS the value, of a thaler 7

276

.

A reduction in the income-tax diminishes a tax, which
Is ElS when the tax is 8 pies in the rupee, by R3 . 12 . o , what is

the diminished rate of the tax 7

276. The length of a room is twice its breadth and 4 times its

height] and it contains 216 cu yards of air ,
find its length.

277. A can reap a field in $ days, and B m 6 days, each

working II hours a day , in what tiine could they together reap it,

working 10 hours a day 7

278 . If 38 men working 6 hours a day can do a piece of work
in 12 days, find in what time 57* men working 8 hours a day can do
a piece of nork twice as great, supposing 2 men of the first set to

do as much work id i hour as 3 men of the second set can do in

it hours.

270 . The average' weight of 5 men is 5 st. 7 lb , the average 1

weight IS diminished by 7 lb when the weight of a boy is included '

what IS the weight of the boy 7

280

.

A share-holder in a commercial company receives one
ybar a dividend of 5 per cent on his shares. The next yearhe
receives a dividend of 7^ per cent and finds that he is E412. 80.

richer. Find the amount of his shares.

281. To march at quick step is to take 108 paces of 2 ft 8 in.

per minute , what rate is this per hour 7

282 . A society subscribed B2i,-;a. 4^ to a charity, each
member paying as many pies as there were members in the
society ; find the number of members.

283 . Find, by Duodecimals, the volume of a block of marble,

3 ft. 7 m. long,' 2 ft. 3^ m. wide and i ft. 2| in. deep.

284 A train, 880 feet long, overtook a man walking along the

line at the rate of 4 miles an hour, and passed him in 30 seconds ;

the train reached the next station m 15 minutes after it had passed

the,man. In what time did the man reach the station r
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285.' If 40 men and 50 boys can do a piece of work in 6 days,

working 6 hours a day, in how many days will 8 men and 20 boys

<do a piece of work half as large again, working 7 hours a day,

^assuming that a man does as much work in 3 hours as a boy in

5 hours f

288. The average age of 8 men is increased by 2 years, when
one of them, whose age is 24 years, is replaced by a fresh man

;

what is the age of the new man ?

287. If the price of the 4 per cents, just before the payment of

a half-yearly dividend be 93i what ought to have been the price

3 months previously, supposing no change in the value of money
to have taken place during that interval ^

288. The weekly wages at a mill amount to ^186. 41. In

the mill a certain number of women are employed at ss. lod. a day,

'Sve times as many men at 5r. td a day, and 6 times as many boys

at 2r. ^d. a day : how many men are employed 7

289 . If the income-tax be "jd in the £ in the first half of the

year, and 3|if. in the second, what is the net income of a gentleman
whose gross annual receipts are ;£i542 . 10 . 6 ?

200. An open cistern, made of sheet iron a quarter of an inch

thick, IS internally 62^ in long, 36 in. wide and 24 in. deep , find

the weight of the astern when full of water, if iron weighs 7 times

as much as water and a cu. ft. of water weighs 1000 or.

201. In a two-mile race A wins, B being 22 yd. behind, and C
106 yd. behind B. By how much would .S'beat C in a three-mile

race in which A does not run 7

202. If the wages of 18 coolies for a month amount to S8j
when nee is 24 seers per rupee, what ought the daily pay of a cooly

be in proportion when the pnee of rice is K2. loo. per maund 7

293. A and B started on a race and ran a distance exactly
together. Then .SJiegan to fail and gave up the race when he had
run 56 yards farther, A having gone during the same time 320
yards. The average of the entire distances run by the two men
was 1188 yards. What distance had they run together 7

294. The ;£23 shares of one company pay a ditddend of
per share ; the ,£15 shares of another yield ,£725 per share. The
market value of the former is ,£24 92, of the latter ;£i7. Compare
the rates of interest returned to the purchasers.

206. A man bought too oranges at 2 a pice, and lod more
at 3 2 pice, and mixed and sold the whole ,at 5 for 2 pice ; how
much did he lose 7

206. Find, by Practice, the cost of fencing 3 mi. 3 fur. 180 yd.

I ft. 6 in. of road at ^£479. 155. per mite.
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297. An open dsternj made of sheet iron | inch thick) is

externally 10 in longi S in. broad end in. deep ; find the price

of the cistern at S8 per cw(., if a cu. ft. of iron weighs 4^ cwt

298. A does half as much work again as S in the same
timei and B does one-third as much again as C ; working together

they can do a certain work in ; days ; but if after working 2 days
A leaves off, how long will S and C t^e to finish it 7

299. When nee is lo seers the rupee, 7 persons can be fed for

30 days at a certain cost For bow many days can 6 persons be
fed at the same cost when rice is 14 seers the mpee 7

300. If the daily wages of a labourer rise from 4a 9^, to 6a,,

what percentage of the increase in the price of food and other

commodities will cause his position to be unaltered 7

SOL A person buys 5 shares in a company, and sells three of

them at a gain of 10 per cent, and the remaining two at a gam of

l6| per cent. The gam on the latter sale is . 19 . yi more
than on the former. How ranch did he pay for each share 7

302 . A man buys 25 seers of milk at la. 6/, a seer, and sells

It at la. 3^. a seer, making a profit of 5 annas ; how many seers

of water did he add to the milk?

303 . Now that the income-tax is 5 pies m the rupee, a
person’s net income is H374 per mensem ; what will it be when
the income-tax is raised to 7 pies 7

304 . Find, by Duodecimals, the area of a square whose side

IS 12 ft. 8 in 4 pt.

306

.

A train starts from A at 12 o’clock and runs towards C,
which is 100 miles distant, at the rate of 30 miles an hour

; at the
same lime the mail coach starts for C, from which is half way
between A and C, and runs at 10 miles an hour ; at what distance
from C will It be overtaken by the train 7

306. If 13 soUd inches of copper balance 17 of iron, and 15 of
iron balance 16 of tin, and 19 of tin balance 12 of zinc, how many
solid inches of zinc balance 2470 solid inches of copper 7

307. If the income-tax be 6 pies in the rupee for the first half
of the year and 3 per cent, in the second, what is the gross income
of a gentleman whose net annual receipts amount to B1454 la. 7

308. What sum must a person invest in the 3 per cents, at

90, in order that by selling out £1000 stock when they have risen

, 93ii remainder when they have fallen to 84^, and
investing the whole proceeds in the 4 per cents, at par he may
increase his annual income by £g. yx. 7
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809. Divid^RiiS.aa. among 20 boys and 25 girls, so that

each boy may receive 12 annas more than each girl ; how much
will each boy receive !

310. Three-fifths of the square of a certain number is lafi'is ,

what IS the number ?

311 . An open cistern whose capacity is 432° gallons is exter

nally 14T137 ft. long, io‘25 ft. wide and 5*16 ft. deep ; the sides

are in. thick
,
find the thickness of the bottom, having given

that a gallon contains 277*274 cu. inches.

812 ^ and B walk a race of 10 miles ; ji gives B 20 minutes'

start
;
A walks uniformly a mile in 17^ minutes and catches B at

the 8th mile-stone . find by how much B lost in time and space.

313 . If 17 men can build a wall 100 yd. long, 12 ft. high and

2^ ft. thick, in 2$ days, how many men will build a wall twice the

size m half the time ’

314. In 1861 three towns had populations of 17650, 19600, 18760

respectively. In 1871 the population of the first had decreased iS

per cent., that of the second had increased 21 per cent., while the

population of the third had increased by 4690 , find the change
per cent in the total population of the three towns.

315 . A gentleman invests R5600 in the 5i -per cent Govt
paper, and derives therefrom an annual income of R275. At what
premium was the 5^ per cent, paper at the time he invested ?

316 . Find the circumference of the wheel of a locomotive,

which makes 5 revolutions in a second, and which performs a

journey of 30 miles in 44 minutes.

317. A man has an income of ,^200 a year ; an income-tax is

established of yrf in the £, while a duty of per lb. is taken
off sugar ; what must be his yearly consumption of sugar that he
may just save his income-tax i

318 . At BfC are three spouts attached to a cistern. A can
fill It in 20 min., B in 30, and C can empty it in 40 min. If A, B
and Gbe opened successively for one minute each, in what time
will the cistern be filled ?

319 . A besieged garrison consists of 300 men, 120 women and
40 children, and has provisions enough for 200 men for 30 days.

If a woman eats 3 as much, and a child It as much, as a man, and
If after 6 days 100 men with all the women and children escape,
how long will the remaining provisions last the garrison ?

820. The price of rice being raised 50 per cent., by how much
per cent, must a house-holder reduce his consumption of that

article so as not to increase his expenditure ?
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32L' The owner of 4 per cent. Govt paper, brining in ^8976
per annum, exchanges it for 5 percent, paper. His annual interest

IS increased by 844. What is the increase or decrease of his

nominal capital f

322

.

A bill on London for drawn at 6 months after

sight, IS purchased at Madras, the rate of exchange being 2s.

the rnpee. Four months before it becomes doe, it is discounted

in London at the rate of 2| per cent, (per annum) discount.

What was paid for the bill in Madras, and what does it realise in

London i

323. A man laid out £30 15s. in spirits which he bought at

15s. a gallon
,
he retailed them at tjs 61/ a gallon, making a profit

of £4- 5r. how many gallons must he have lost by leakage ?

324. Arrange ^/a, ^3 and ^ in order of magnitude.

326 . Two trains, running at the rates of 25 and 20 miles an
hour respecbvely on parallel rails m opposite directions, are

observed to pass each other in 8 seconds, and when they are run-

ning in the same direction at the same rates as before, a pefson

sitting in the faster train observes that he passe5.tbe other in 31J
seconds

,
find the lengths of the trains

326 If 6 dollars and 6 roubles are together worth £j. 13s, gd.,

and 4 dollars and 8 roubles are together worth £1, iis, Sd,, what
is the value of 6 dollars and 8 roubles ?

327. In an examination A obtains 10 per cent, less than the

minimum number of marks required for passing obtains 11}
per cent, less than A , and C 41^^ per cent. less than the number
of marks obtained by A and B together. Does C pass or fail 7

328 . I have II6500 to invest in public securities. Will it be
most to my advantage to invest it m the 5 p c. Govt loan which
is at loj per cent discount, or to purchase at par Treasury Bills

which bear an interest of 3 pies per cent, per diem 7 Calculate

the difference.

329. If the par of exchange be two English shillings for the

Indian rupee, but if an Indian bill of exchange for E;4o. 12a. be
negotiated in London for £31. lor., how much per cent, below par
is the rate of exchange 7

330. On Monday January 3, 1888, a man commenced to sub-

scribe for a daily pice paper (published on week days only)
, what

had he spent by June 13th of the same year 7

83L A gentleman’s income IS diminished by ;£l50 ; but the

income-tax being raised from id, to jd in the £, he pays the same
amount of tax as before , find his present income.

332. A and B start to run a race , their speeds are as 17 to i&
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A tuns 2| miles !d i6 min. 41 sec ; S finishes the course in

34 min. • determine the length o£ the course.

333 . If S men and 8 boys reap 9 acres in 10 days, and 4 men
and 4 boys reap 3 acres in 3 days, hovr many acres mil 2 men and

3 hoys reap in 7 days ?

334. To 432 gallons of a mixture of hrandj and mm, irhich

contains 8f per cent, of brandy, some water is added, and the

proportion of brandy 10 the mixture is thereby diminished 10 yj
per cent. How much water is added ?

335. A person who has £igoo Russian 4 per cent, stock sells

out at 104 and devotes ,^962. 13s. 4c{ to the purchase of 3 p. c.

consols at 95, and lends the rest of the sum realised on mortgage.

What interest must be ask for his money that bis income may he

the same as before ?

336. If the rate of interest for money be 3 per cent., what
should be the rate of exchange for bills payable at sight m England
when the rate for those payable 4 months after sight is ir. SJif,

per rupee ?

337. A merchant buys 60 yards of cloth ; he sells half of it

at a gam of 3 annas per yard, and the remainder at a gam of

2 annas per yard, and realises S44. la. What was the cost price

per yard ?

338. A man buys a number of mangoes fjir Ep, the price in

pies of each mango being equal to the square root of the number
purchased

;
find themumber purchased and the price of each.

338 . A train which travels at the uniform rate of 3o’S ft. a

second, leaves Madras at 7 a, M. ; at what distance from Madias
will It meet a tram which leaves Arconum for Madras at 7-20 a. m.,

and travels one-third faster than it does, the distance from Madias
to Arconum being 42 miles 1

340. If 5 men, 2 women and 3 hoys, or 6 men and 4 boys,

can mow 3 acres in 5 days , how many acres would 3 men, 2 women
and one boy mow in ii days, supposing a roan to do as much
work as 3 hoys ?

341. A person loses in his first year 23 per cent, of his capital,

but in the next year he gains 40 per cent, of what he had at the

end of the first year, and his capital is now Eyao mote than it was
at first ; find his onginal capital.

342. A person invested equal sums of money m the 3 per

cents, at 97^, and in the 3J per cents, at loaj ; his resulting income
was £259- los. How much did he invest ?

343. A merchant in London recmves two bills, drawn at 4
months after sight, each for E5000 : one he discounts immediately,
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the rate of interest bein{^ 3 P^r cent, per annum ; the other he keeps
till maturity and then exchanges at the rate of is, 9tl per rupee,

and finds that he has got as much as he did for the first bil]. What
was the rate of exchange when the first bill was discounted 7

844 . A man, having bought 128 yards of cloth for S80, sells

one-fourth at a loss of 2 annas per yard ; by how much must he
raise that selling price, in order that, by selling the rest at the

increased rate, he may gain 2 annas per yard on the whole?

346

.

Incomes below ,^150 a year being subject to srf. in the

/ income tax, and incomes above ^£150 to jd in the £ , find what
income above ,£150 a man must have, that he may be just yjrf.

a year poorer than a man who has ,£149. lor. a year.

346. A and S run a mile, and A wins by 160 yd. ; A and C
run over the same course and A wins by 20 mm. and C run over

It and B wins by 12 mm. In what time can A run a mile 7

347. If 16 darics make 17 guineas, 19 guineas make 24 pis-

toles, 3C pistoles make 38 sequins, then how many sequins are

there in 1581 dancs 7

348. What sum must be paid on the insurance of a dargo of

the value of B33575. 40. so that in case of loss the cargo and all

expenses of insurance may be recovered 7 The premium is at the

rate of 4723 per cent, policy doty 3} annas per cent, and agent’s

commission } per cent.

349. A person has ,£26041 of a 4 per cent, stock He saves
each year } of his income, which he invests at 4 per cent. What
IS his income in the 4th year 7

360. If gold be at a premium of 5 per cent and a person buy
goods marked 30a rupees, and offer gold to the amount of 300
rupees, what change ought he to receive in notes, 5 per cent, being
abated for ready payment 7

FBOBIiEMS 175.

1. By what number less than 1000 must 4389 be multiplied

so that the last three figures (to the right) of the product may
he 438 7

2 If 5 cwt 3 qr. 14 lb cost £6 per cwt„ what will be the

cost per pound when the cost of the whole has been reduced by
£7, 16s, 8(7. 7

3 . On measuring a distance of 32 yards with a rod of a certain

length It was found that the rod was contained 41 times with half

an inch over ; how many inches will there be over in measuring

44 yards with fihe same rod 7
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' ’4 f Find the least number above looo, which when divided

b; 5 or by 6 or by 9, will leave the same remainder 3.

6.

A bill of £ioa was paid with guineas and half-crownS| and

48 more half-crowns than guineas were used
;
find how many of

each were paid,

6, A has twice as much money as B. They play together, and

at the end of ihe fiist game B wins from A one-tlurd of A^s money
,

what fraction of the sum which B now has must A win back in

the second game that they may have e'cactly equal sums ?

7 , What IS the smallest whole number which is exactly

divisible by ij's, and 3} ?

8. A pays 3.4 more rates than B, their incomes being

equal
,

living in different towns they are rated at 2/. and is. 41/,

in the £ respectively ;
what is their income f

9. A pint of water weighs a pound and a quarter, and a cu.

foot weighs 1000 oz ; how many gallons are there in a cu. foot ?

How many gallons will fill a cistern ; ft long, ai feet wide and
2 feet deep ?

10. A gallon contains 277*27400. m. ; a cu. ft of water weighs

1000 01. How many gallons weigh a ton ? and what is the weight

of a pint i

11. If 162 gallons fill a cistetn ft. by 4^ ft by i| ft
,
find

the number of cu. inches m a pint

12 . If a cu, inch of water weighs 252'458 grams, which is the

more accurate of the following rough statements :—a cu. ft of

water weighs loco oz
,
a cu yd. weighs { of a ton ?

13. If a decilitre he '052 gallon, find the value of a pint of

liquid which is worth 2 francs the decilitre ; 1200 francs being

equal to £49.

14 . Three men are employed on a work, working respectively

8, 9, 10 hours per day, and receiving the same daily wages. After

three days each works one hour a day more, and the work is

finished in three days more. If the total sum paid for wages be

^2,7. fij, how much of it should each receive ?

16. The sum of two numbers is 5760, and their difference is

equal to one third of the greater , find the numbers.

16, Two casks contain equal quantities of beer ; from the first

34 quarts ore drawn, and from the second So , the quantity remain-
ing in one cask is twice that m the other. How much did each
cask originally contain ?

17 . Shew that if the price in rupees of a cwt. of goods is

-divided by 7, the result is the puce in annas of a lb. weight of the

goods.
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18. If K72 be divided among ; meni 7 women and 13 boys
so that 2 men receive as much as 5 boysj and 2 women as much
as 3 boysi bow much will each mani woman and boy receive 7

19 How many revolutions will be made by a wheel which
revolves at the rate of 329 revolutions in 3 min. while another
wheel revolving 431 times m 4 min. makes 2586 revolutions 7

20. If a train goes 22I miles an hourj how many revolutions

does the driving-wheeli li ft. in circumference) make in a second 7

21. A game licence costs i;r., and a cartridge 2(f. A sports-

man kills his bird once in 3 shots. If birds are worth as. 6d. a
brace, how many birds must be shot just to pay expenses 7

22 . A vulgar fraction has for its numerator 1 57, and its nearest
approximate value in thousandths is ‘370 , what is the denominator 7

23. A man after a tour in England finds that he had spent
every day half as many rupees as the total number of days he had
been from home. His tour cost filSoo. How many days did it

occupy 7

24. A plate of metal is beaten to the thickness of i of an inch,
and the weight of a ciicular medal cut from it, whose diameter
15 li inches, is ij oz Troy. If the same plate be beaten to the
thickness of j of an inch, what will be the weight of a medal cut
out of it of the diameter of inches (the areas of circles being
proportional to the squares of their diameters) >

26 . It IS said that 240,000 letters are posted in Berlin daily,

16 o per cent of which are town letters This gives one letter for

ever) 3 persons in Berlin ; what is its population 7

20 . The French unit of linear measure in a titeire equal to

39'37 1 English inches ; the square formed on a line of 10 metres
(called an are) is the French unit of surface. Find the equivalent,
in English square measure, of a hectare (loo ares)

'

27 . A rectangular swimming bath is 60 ft. long and 40 ft.

broad , it can be filled by a supply-pipe in 5 days, and if 6,000
cubic feet of water be thrown in, the rest can be filled in 3 days
18 hours. Find the depth of the bath.

28 . The debts of a bankrupt amount to B21345. 4a and his
assets consist of property worth 89167 too. 8^ and an undiscount-
cd bill 0(85130 due 4 months hence, simple interest being reckon-
ed at 4 p c. per annum. How much in the rupee can he pay his
creditors.

20 . The diameter of the fore-wheel of a carriage is ij It. and
that of the hind-wheel is 3 feet , how far will the carriage have
travelled when the fore-wheel has made too more revolutions than
the hind-wheel 7 (The circumference of a circle .' diameter :

.

3'14i6 : I.)
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80. Tea at 4j. 3irf. per lb. is mixed with tea at 3s. yid. per lb.

so that the mixture contains 72 per tent, of the former. Find the
Weight of a chest of this mixture which is worth £6, i6j. lod

31. A merchant buys China tea at 31. 6d, per lb. To improve
the flavour he adds 2 oz. of Assam tea to every lb. of China tea,

and finds that the mixture costs him 41. per lb. How much per lb.

did he give for the Assam ?

38

.

Standard silver, of which iii pans in 120 are pure silver

being worth R31 per lb., find the value of a Sicca Rupee which
weighs 7 dwt 12 gr. and has a fineness of 979 parts in 1000.

33 . A contract is to be finished in 5 months and 17 days, and

43 men are put on to work at once ; at the end of 3 of the time

it is found that only 3 of the work is done ; what extra number of

hands will be required to complete the contract in the given time,

the last employed men to work 12 hours a day, whilst the first 43
men work until the contract is completed only 10 hours a day ?

34 A man can do as much work in 4 hours as a woman in

fi hours, or as a boy in 9 hours ; how long_ will it take a boy to

complete a piece of work, one-half of which has'been done by a
man working 10 hours and a woman working 16 hours ?

36 . If a piece of cloth, 4 yd long and 15 in wide, cost R3. sa.,

how much should you give for another piece, 19 yd. long and I2 in.

wide, every sq. in. of which is worth f ofthe value of a sq. ft of the

former f

86. A person sets out to walk 26 miles ; for a quarter of the

distance he goes at the rate of 5 miles anhour, for half the remain,

mg distance at 4 miles an hour and 3 miles an hour for the other

half. State the exact time occupied in the journey.

37. How often between 12 and i are the hands of a clock an
integral number of minute-spaces apart ?

^

38. Two clocks be^n striking the hour of noon together on a
certain day, the interval between every two strokes being i" and 2"

respectively. They gain i" and 2" respectively in every 24 hours.

After what length of time will they end stnking the hour of noon
together ?

39. A and B start at the same time on a journey. A walks at

the rate of 4 miles an hour, and S oi 3 miles an hour When A
has gone half way, B gets a ride and goes at twice the rate of Ai
until he has ridden a ^stance equal to of the whole journey be-
yond the spot at which he passes A. B then walte the remainder
of the journey, A having walked it all Will A m B arrive first ?

And what fraction of the whole journey will the other still have
to travel ?

40. If 15 men can dig 600 cu. ft. of earth in ; days, working
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S hours a day, hour many men would be required to dig 1575 cu. ft.

In 14 days, working 9 hours a day, supposing that a man who
works S hours a day does in 3 S hours toe same amount of work
that a man who works 9 hours does m 26 7

41. If 21 horses and 217 sheep can be kept 10 days for the

same sum as it would cost to keep 9 horses and 60 sheep for 27
days, find how many sheep eat as much as 3 horses.

42. In running a four-mile race on a course half a mile round,
A overlaps B at the middle of the 6th round. By what distance

will A win ?

43. A and B start to run a race at 3 o'clock. The winner
comes in at 6f minutes past 3, beating the other by 40 yards. At
4 minutes past 3 the loser was 1140 yards from the winning-post

Find the length of the coarse, and thespeed of the winner in miles

per hour.

44. Five men do '6006 of a piece work in 2'i2 hours, how
long will 6 boys take to finish it, it being known that 3 men and

7 boys have done the whole of a similar piece of work m 3 hours ?

45. If 4 men earn as much m a day as 7 women, and one
woman as much as 2 boys, and if 6 men, 10 women and 14 boys
working together for 8 days earn ,£22, what will he the earnings

of 8 men and 6 women working together for 10 days 7

46. The distance by Railway from Madras to Salem is

206} miles. A Passenger Train travelling 20 miles an hour leaves

Madras at 7 a. M. , and a Special Train at 10 a. m, the same day.

At what rate must the latter travel, so as just to overtake the
former at Jollarpett Junction (132 miles from Madras), and at

what hour must a Goods Train leave Salem for Madras travelling

IS miles an hour, so as to reach Jollarpett at the same time as the
other Trains 7

47. Two trams measuring 330 ft, and 264 ft. respectively,

run on parallel lines of rail When travelling in opposite direc-

tions they are observed to pass each other in 9 seconds, 'but when
they are running in the same direction at the same rates as before

the faster tram passes the other in 27} seconds. Find the speeds

of the two trains in miles per hour,

48. A man near the sea-shore sees the fiasb of a gun fired

from a vessel, steaming directly towards him, and hears the
report in 13". He then walks towards the ship at the rate of

3 miles an hour, and sees a second fiash 5 minutes after the first,

and immediately stops , the report follows in Jo‘5". Find the

rate of the ship, the velocity of sound being 1200 feet per second.

40. A soldier has 4 hours' leave of absence ; how far may he
ride on a coach which travels 8 miles an hour, so as to return to

the camp in time, walkmg at the rate of 4 miles an hour 7

c. A. 22 ,
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60 . Two trains start at the same timei the one from Calcutta

to Allahabad, the other from Allahabad to Calcutta. If the;^ anive

at Allahabad and Calcutta respectively 5 hours and ao hours after

they passed of each other, show that one travels twice as fast as

the other.

61 A cistern is provided with two pipes, A and S. A can

fill It in 20 minutes, and B can empty it in 30 minutes. If A and

S be kept open alternately for one minute each, how soon will the

cistern be filled ’

62. A, B, C are pipes attached to a cistern. A and B can fill

the cistern in 20 and 30 minutes respectively, while C can empty
it in IS minutes. If AfB, C be kept open successively for one

minute each, bow soon will the cistern be filled ?

63. A tram having to perform a journey of 150 miles, is

obliged after loo miles to reduce its speed by one-fifth The result

is that the train arnves at its destination halfan hour behind time.

What IS its ordinary rate ?

64. A down Passenger Tram, 176 yd. long, travelling at the

rate of 20 nules an hour, meets at 7 a. M an up Goods Train,

293I yd long, and passes it in 24 seconds. At 7-30 A. m. the down
Passenger meets the up Mail, 88 yd long, and passes it in I2

seconds. When will the Mail overtake the Goods ?

66.

A and B start together from the same point on a walking

match round a circular course. After half an hour A has walked

3 complete circuits, and B four and a half. Assuming that each
walks with uniform speed, find when B next overtakes A.

66. A certain sum is to be divided among A, B and C. A is

to have ,£30 less than the half, B is to have ,£10 less than the third

part, and C is to have £Z more than the fourth part. What does

ea^ get ?

67. ,£4212 is divided among A, B, C, so that A receives ^ as

much as B and C together, and f of what A and C toge&er
recieve.* Find how mudi each receives.

68. Two-thirds of a certain number of persons received i8if.

each, and one-third received 2j. 6rf. each. The whole sum spent

was £2, ijf. How many persons were there ?

59. A crew which can pull at the rate of 9 miles an hour,

finds that it takes twice as long to come up a river as to go down

;

at what number of miles an hour does the river flow ?

60 . At B, C are partners ; A whose money has been in the

business for 4 months claims } of the profits ; B whose money has

(been m the business for 6 months claims i of the profits ; C bad
^1560 in the business for 8 months : how much money did A and
£ contribute to the business !
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61 . Two poisons A and S rent a field A puts on it la horses
for 2^ months, 20 cows for 4 months and jo sheep for 5 months .

5 puts l 3 horses for 3^ monthS) 15 cows for 5 months ana 40 sheep
for 4^ months. If in one da; 3 horses eat as much as 5 cows, and
6 cows as much as 10 sheep, what part of the rent should A pa; ’

62 A can dig a trench in ^ the time that S can , S can dig

it in I of the time that C can , all together the; can dig it in

6 days. Find the time it would take each of them alone.

63 For 3 guineas can be obtained either la lb of tea and
tj lb of cofiee, or 36 lb. of tea and 9 lb. of coffee , find the price

of a pound of each.

6d. Divide 48 into two parts such that if one part be multi

plied by 3 and the other by 5, the sum of the products shall be iSo.

05 . Divide 20 into two parts such that three times one part

may be equal to twice the other part

66 A decimetre is equal to 3"g37 inches, and a cubic decimetre

of' water weighs 1 kilogram If a cubic inch of water weighs

252 45 grains, express a kilogram m pounds Avoir, correct to two
decimal places.

67 Twenty gallons of liquid contain 60 per cent of nitric

acid and the rest water. How many gallons of water should be
added to the mixture to lower the proportion of nitric acid to

40 per cent 7

68 Divide Kiooo among l man, 3 women and 36 children so

that the man gets 4 times as much as each woman, and the women
together get 12 times as much as each child

69 Two men undertake to do a piece of work for S40. One
could do It alone in 5 days, the other in S days With the help of

a boy they finish it in 3 days. How should the money be divided ?

70 The sum of the ages of A and 5 is now 53 years, and
their ages 10 years ago were as 4 is to 3 , find the present ages.

71. A tradesman's prices are 20 p. c above cost price
j what

profit does he make, if he allows his customers a discount of a
penny m the shilhng 7

72 Four apples are worth as modi as 3 plums, 3 pears as

much as 7 apples, 3 apricots as much as 13 pears, and 3 apples sell

for 2^. 1 wish to buy an equal number of each of the four fruits,

and to spend an exact number of pence . find the least sum I can
spend.

73 . The manufacturer of an article makes a profit of 20 per

cent., the wholesale dealer, of 10 percent , and the retail-dealer,

of 3
per cent. What is the cost of the manufacture of an article

which 15 retailed for Ry. 8a. 59>,.7
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74:. Two cogged wheels, of which one has i6 cogs and the

other 20, work in each other. Ifthe latter turns 6o times m | of a

minute, how often does the former turn in i6 seconds ^

76

.

The price of butter having nsen25p c,the daily allow-

ance of each person in a fanuly is reduced &om i oz to ^ oz. If

the monthly charge for butter is thenceforward i2s , what was it

before the mnges were made I

76 . A bankrupt has book-debts equal in amount to his liabi-

lities, but on ;£4000 of them he can recover only isi in the and
the expenses of the bankruptcy are ;£200 j if he pay 151. 2|d. in

the £, what is the amount of his habilities ?

77. A ship 40 miles ftom the shore springs a leak which ad
mils 3| tons of water in 12 minutes. 60 tons would suffice to sink

her, but the ship’s pumps can throw out 12 tons of water in an
hour. Find the average rate of saihng so that she may reach the

shore just as she begms to sink.

78 . Standard silver is formed by mixing ii parts of fine silver

with one of copper.
_
How many rupees can be coined from i lb.

Avoir, of fine suver, if i lb. Troy of standard silver is coined into

32 rupees 7

79 . If si tolas of gold, 22 carats fine, be worth B49. 8a., of

what fineness must gold be in order that tolas of it may be
worth ft34 8a. 7

80. A man having to walk 36 miles finds that in 3 hr. 20 min.

he has walked $ ofthe remaining distance , find his speed.

81. Supposing the alloy m a rupee to be ^ of the mass, and
the coin to be worth 2 pice if it were all alloy, what would be its

exact value if it were all pure silver 7

82. A mixture contains wine and water in the ratio of 3 1 2 ,

if It contams 3 gallons more wine than water, what is the quantity

of wine in the mixture 7

83. 3 men and 6 boys can do 4 times as much work as a man
and a boy can do, in the same time. Find the ratio of the works
done by a man and a boy in the same time.

84 . A nuxture is composed of 4 parts brandy and i part water

,

one gallon of water is added, and the mixture contains 3 times-

as much brandy as water : find the quantity of brandy in the

mixture.

86. A mixture contains wine and water in the ratio of 3 1 2,

another contains wine and water in the ratio of 4 1 5 ; how many
gallons of the latter must be mixed with 3 gaUons of the former
that the resulting mixture may contain equal quantities of wine
and water 7
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86. A, 3 and C arc three vessels holdinif j, 3 and 4 gallons
respectively. A is empty, 3 is itill of water and C is foil of wine.
A IS filled from B, 3 is replenished from C, and then A is emptied
rnto C, When this operation has been performed once more,
what will be the ratio of the wine in 3 to the water in C ?

87. An alloy of silver is mixed with an alloy of gold in the
ratio of 73 to '37 , the quantity of drr^s in the silver alloy is I2
parts in too, and in the gold alloy 13 p..rts in loo : compare the

quantities of gold, silver and dross in the mixture.

88 . A barters some sugar with B for flour which is worth
2r, %d. per stone, but uses a false stone weight of 13^ lb , what
value should B set upon his flour, that the exchange may be fair ?

88 If the work done by a man, a woman, and a child be in

the ratio of 3, 3, i, and there be in a factory 24 men, 20 women
and 16 children, whose weekly wages amount to S224, what will

be the yearly wages of 27 men, 40 women and 15 children 7

60. A lb. of tea and 3 Ib, of sugar cost R3, but if sugar rose

JO per cent, and tea 10 per cent, they would cost Kj. Sa.
; find

the prices per lb. of tea and sugar.

01. A bankrupt has goods worth £9730 ; and had they rea-

lised their full value, his creditors would have received 13 annas in
the rupee , hut |ths were sold at lyj p. c , and the remainder at

>375 P c.) below this value. What sum did the goods fetch, and
what dividend was paid 7

92 , Gold IS sold at the Mint at ,£3. ^d, per oz., and is

mixed with alloy, worth jx. 2d per os, in the ratio of il 1, If
sovereigns be coined of this mixture, each weighing 5 dwt. 3'47 gr,,

what IS the Mint profit per 100 sovereigns 7

63. A bag contains ifio coins consisting of half-crowns, shil-

lings, sixpences and fourpences, and the values of the sums of
money represented by each denomination of com are the same

,

how many of each are there 7
^

94. In sending 100 cheroots to England I paid freight § of
their pnme cost ; landing charges} of their cost including freight

;

and duty 2} times their cost including freight and landing charges.
Altogether the cheroots duty paid, in London cost me £j, I^at
did 1 give for them in Madras 7

66. A number of rupees is divided amongst four men, A
receives | of the whole, j of the remainder, Cf of what then
remains, and the number of rupees given to B is the square root
of the whole number to be divided. What sum does each receive 7

86. For I ol the distance op a ghaut the use is i foot m 24
(measured along the road) and for the remaining third the nse is

I in 16. The top of the ghaut is 1,400 ft. above the bottom ; what
is Its length 7
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07. In a company of loo people) of whom some are rich and
some are poor, the rich subscribe and give la 3j

5. to each poor

man ; this costs the rich men ^a. \p. each : how many rich and
how many poor men are there ?

08. Given that gold is worth vjs, lod. per oz
,
and silver

4r. lod. per oz., and that the weights of equal volumes of gold and
silver are as ig 1 II ;

find the volume of silver equal in value to

a cubic inch of gold.

00. A tradesman bought a quantity of goods, and sold | of

them at a profit of lo p, c. ;
the price rising, he got I2^ p. c. profit

on the remainder, and on the whole gained £425 : what sum did

he lay out ?

100. A publican buys two butts of wine, one for &1200, and
one for Biioo ; he also buys a third and after mixing the three

retails the wine at fizz. 8a. a dozen, making I2| p c on his out

lay supposing the number of dozens in a butt to be 52, find the

price of the third butt.

101. A merchant sells 49 quarters of wheat at a profit of 7 p. c.,

and a certain number of quarters at a profit of ll p. c. The cost

price of a quarter of wheat being £3 12s. 6d , he would have lost

£7, lOf. ga if he had sold the whole at a profit of 9 p. c. Find the

total number of quarters of wheat sold by him.

102 . The shares in a banking concern are Riooo each, B426.
lofa. are only paid up, and the shares are quoted in the market
at 8460. The dividend is pet share quarterly. A gentleman
holds 100 original shares. Find what interest he makes per cent.

;

,

and how much per cent would he make, if he sold out and invested

'

in 4 per cent. Govt, stock at par ?

103 . A person finds that if he invest a certain sum m railway

shares paying £6 per share when the £iod share is at £132, he
will obtain £10. i6r. a year more for his money than if he invest

in 3 per cent, consols at 93. What sum has he to invest F

104 A person has ^24,180 to invest
; the 5I per cent. Govt,

loan being at loS and the 6 per cent. Municipal loan of Si,o'oo

being at 1020 ; find how he must divide his capital between the

Govt, and Municipal loans, that he may obtain the same income
from each.

lOB. A railway propnetor receives one year a dividend of

6 per cent, on his stock, and pays an income-tax of 4d in the £,
The next year he receives a dividend of 6^ per cent, and pays an
income-tax of 3d. in the and finds that his net income is £24g
more. How much railway stock does he hold ^

106. A man sold at 48 and 95 respectively ;£5oo ordinary stock

in the /4 Railway paying a dividend at the rate of i| and £800
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preference stock in tke £ Railway paying a dividend of 4 per cent.

He then invested } of the money m the Tramway Company where
the {flit share paying mterest at 6 per cent was at £6 premium ,

;£i5o in the C Railway which paid no interest , and the remainder
in Bank shares at par ; what rate of interest must he receive from
the Bank m order to increase his annual income by ;£iz, 5;. ^

107 . There are two railway engines whose rates of motion may
be represented by i and 75. Supposing the slower to have been
12 miles in advance of the faster tram on the same hnei how far

would the faster tram have to travel before it overtook the other 7

108. The value of i lb of gold is 20 times that of 1 lb. of

silver and the weights of e^ual volumes of gold and silver are as

19 1 10 , 6nd the value of a bar of silver equal in bulk to a bar of

gold of value £380

108. A merchant owes a bill of R5i796, payable in 8 months
and another of B.7,822, payable m 12 months , he takes up these

two bills and gives in their place one for Ri3i7]6, payable in

12 months what is the rate ofmterest per cent, per annum 7

110. A Calcutta merchant has to pay Rio,512 8a. to his agent

in Bombay. What must he give for 3 bank draft to that amonnt,
exchange being at 100^ 7

111. A man bequeaths bis property amounting to B49,i66 in

such a way that i of his wife’s share, % of his eldest son’s, f of his

younger son’s and ) of his daughter’s share are all equal Find
the share of each.

112. A and B exchange goods , A gives 13 cwt. of hops, the

retail price of which is 561. per cwt. but m barter he rates them
at ,£3. B gives 10 barrles of beer, the retail pnce of which is ir a
gallon, but the value of which he raises in proportion to the in-

creased price of the hops. How much must B give m money 7

113. A person having to pay Bio.jyz two years hence, invests

in the 4 per cent.' Transfer loan to accumulate interest till the
debt shall be paid, and also an equal sum the next year Suppos
ing the investment to be made when paper is at 86^, and the
price to remain the same , what sum must be invested on each
occasion that these may be just sufficient to pay the debt at the

given time 7

114 A tram has been travellmg zo miles an hour : the steam
power IS doubled, whilst from various causes the resistance of the
tram is increased by one-half (The original steam power is three
times the resistance). At what rate will the trmn now travel 7

116, A sailing vessel reaches Madras from Calcutta in 6 days ,

a steamer whose speed is to that of the sailing vessel as 3 1 z
starts at the same time, but meets with detentions that average 6

hours daily. Which will reach Madras first 7 And by how much 7
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116. A book containiog between goo and looo pages is divided
into four partSi each part being divided into chapters. The whole
number of pages in each of the four parts is the same. Each
chapter in the first part contains 20 pages, each chapter in the

second 40, each chapter in the third 60, and each chapter m the

fourth 80. Find the whole number of chapters in the book.

117. A person buys a piece of land at £2^ an acre, and by
selling It in allotments finds that the value is increased one-half,

so that, after reserving 20 acres for himself, he clears £200 on his

purchase-money by the sale of the remainder. How many acres

were there ? '

118 Find how much rice a family, requires monthly, when a
reduction m the price from 7 to 10 measures for the rupee reduces

the total monthly expenses from 831^ to &30.

119. j4 barters sugar with S, for nee which is worth annas a

measure, but in weighing his sugar uses a false maund weight B
discovers this, and to make the exchange fair raises the

.
pnee of

his rice to 2I annas a measure. Find the real weight of the false

maund which A uses.

120. A person pays an income-tax of 41/. in the £ dunng the

first half of the year and of 3rf in the £ dunng the second half, and
finds that owing to an increase in his income he pays the same
amount of tax for the second as for the first half of the year. If

his gross income for the year is £700, find his net income.

121. The materials of an old building were sold for Ri,;oo
upon condition that they should be removed within 30 days under
a penalty of Rio per day for every day beyond 30 days The pur-

chaser employed 40 men at 3^ annas per day to do the work, and
after selling the matenals for ^2365, be cleared R190 by his bar
gam. Find the number of days the men were at work.

122. A and B enter into partnership ; A supplies the whole
of the capital, amounting to R45,ooo upon condition that the

profits are to be equally divided, and that B pays A interest on
half the capital at 10 per cent, per annum but receives R120 per
mensem for carrying on the concern. Find their total yearly pro
fits when B’s share is equal to i of A's share.

123 If the value of a rupee varies from ij. gd. to if. gld. and
of the franc from 9^1/ to lod ; find the maximum number of francs

which It 15 always safe to give for R500.

124 . If the volume of a sphere=sX3T4i6x the cube of the
radius, find how many spherical balls each i inch in diameter can
be made out of a cubic inch of clay, and' how much clay will

remain over.

126 . Paper-money is at a discount of 10 per cent. A man buys
goods marked £27 (paper-money) and offers that sum in gold. How
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'much paper-money must he receive m changei lo per cent, abate-

ment being allowed for cash ?

126. A reservoir is to be empttedi the rate of discharge of the

contents being diminished by ibo gallons every honr. The first

lialf will be emptied in 3 hoursi the second in 4 hours. How many
.gallons does the reservoir contain?

127 . What must be the least number of soldiers in a regiment

'to admit of its being drawn up 2, 31 4, 6 or 8 deep, and also of its

being formed into a solid square ?

128. A, B and C are partners. A receives f of the profitsi

B and C dividing the remainder equally. ..d’s income 15 increased

by fi4oo when the rate of profit nses from 5 to 7 per cent. Find
the capital of B.

129 . How many yeprs’ purchase should be given for an estate

so as to get 4 per cent, for the money 1

130. An agent has to receive a rent paid in com from a
tenant] and to deliver it to the landlord. At each payment he
uses, so as to benefit himself, a false balance, such that 4 seers

m one scale balance S seers in the other. Com being worth fia.

^a.-a. md., the value of his plunder is &4. What is the corn-rent 7

131 . A zemwdary is bought at 20 year’s purchase for Rayooo,
one-third of the purchase-money remaming at mortgage at 9 per
cent. The cost of collecting rents is B140 per annum. What
mterest does the purchaser make on his investment 7

132 A baker’s outlay for floor is 70 per cent, of his gross
receipts, and other trade expenses amount to i of his receipts.

The price of flour falls 50 per cent , and other trade expenses are

thereby reduced 25 per cent. By how much should he now reduce
the price of a sd loaf to make the same amount of profit 7

133 . 1000 copies of a pice newspaper weigh J of a maund,
and when the paper doty was removed toe profit on the receipts

was increased 5 per cent What was the duty per md on paper ’

134. A horse was sold at a loss of 10 p. o, if it were sold for

R70 more there would have been a gain of 4 per cent. .- for how
-much was the horse sold 7

135. A contractor sends in a tender of B7000 for a certain
-work ; a second sends in a tender of R6950, but stipulates to be
paid 9.3000 at the end of a month ; find the difference between
4he tenders, supposing the work to be finished in 3 months, and
money to be worth 5 per cent, per month simple interest.

136. A labourer was engaged for 20 days, on the agreement
that for every day he worked he should have 40., but that for

every day he absented himself he would be fined in. He received
92. 13a. at the end of the time : how many days was he absent 7
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137. A man was hired to do a certain amount of work, on the

condition that for every day he worked he should have 12a,, hut
that for every day he absented himself he should lose 4a He-
worked 3 times as many days as he absented himself, and received

on the whole Bio. How long was he doing the work ?

138. A grocer buys two maunds of sugar ; he sells one maund
at a profit of 10 p, c , and the other which cost Ba. 8a. more, at

a profit of 15 p. c If the retail price per seer of the latter be i-^a,

more than that of the former, find the cost price of each maunL

139. A shop-keeper buys 2 md. of sugar, and i md. more of

a superior kind, giving Bl. 8a a md more for the latter than the

former. He retails it, when mixed, a 4 annas a seer, and makes
a piofit of 2J p. c. on his outlay. What did he give per md. for

each kind of sugar ?

140 . Two hoys begin to count two equ^l piles of rupees. One
counts 5 while the other counts 4 When tlie former has just

finished the latter has 6 left. What is the number of rupees in

each pile ?

141. The price of a yard ofjean is % of the price of 2J yd. of

longcloth 5 and the weight of S yd. of jean is f of the weight of

8 yd. of longcloth. If the price of 2 lb. of jean be B3, what is the
price of ij lb of longcloth ?

142 . Three tramps meet together for a meal : the first has

5 loaves, the second 3, and the third, who has his share of the
bread, pays the other two 8 half-pence ; bow ought they to divide

the money ?

143 . A and B barter : A has 7 md. of flour worth B3. 8a. a md.,
but insists on having B3. 12a. a md. B has nee worth Bi. 5a a-

measure, which he raises in price in proportion to A's demand.
A receives 16 measures of rice , what cash does he get besides ?

144. A and B barter : A has 200 lb. of tea worth 2s, 6d. a lb.

but insists on 2s. gd a lb.; B has coffee worth is. gd. a lb. ‘ how
much must he raise the price so that A gets ,£5. ar, and 2 cwt. of

coffee ?

146. A river 14 ft. deep, 182 yd. wide flows at the rate of

3 miles an hour ; (i) how many tons, (11) how many gallons of
water, pass a certain point per minute 1 [A cu. ft. of water weighs

62I lb , a gallon contains 277J cu. in.]

146. A four-wheeled carriage travels round on a circular

railway. The circumferences of the two wheels of the carriage

and of the two circles of rails are proportional to 6, 7, 7000, 7014.
Find the number of revolutions made by each of the four wheels-

in a complete circuit ?

147. Eleven boys fired 10 shots each at a target,' and scored
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286 j 20 bull’s-eyes were made and 11 misses ; how many centres

and outers were there ? (A bull’s-eye scores 4, a centre 31 an
outer 2),

148 The sum of £177 is to be divided among 15 meni 20

women and 30 children, in sudh a manner that a man and a child

may receive together as much as two women, and all the women
may together receive ,^60 , what will they each respectively receive ?

148 j1 owed B three-fourths of what B owed C

,

to settle

matters, B gave B2 to A who then paid C ,
what did B owe C ?

160. A man for 4 years spends Sjoo a year more than his

income. At the end of that time, he reduces his expenditure

30 per cent, and in 3 years pays off his debt and saves Biooo.

What is his income ?

161. A tree grows 2 yards in its first year, and afterwards it

grows each year r foot less than it did the previous year The
value of the tree at any time is equal to the number of rupees in

the square of the number of yards in its height ; find the value of

the tree when it has done growing.

1S2 If standard gold, worth /3. lys. lold per ounce be so

far alloyed as to be worth only £3 i6r. iJiT per ounce, find the
least integral number of sovereigns made of the alloyed gold,

which shall be equal in value to an exact number made of the

standard gold.

163. Find the least integral number of ounces of pure silver,

worth B2. 14a per ounce, that, with the proper proportion

of alloy, can be coined into an exact number of rupees

164. Mahogany is 50 lb. to the cubic foot, water is 62} lb., and
iron is 7$ times as heavy as water ; what thickness of iron will

weigh as much as a 6-inch plank of mahogany 7

166

.

A sum of Bfia is to be divided among 10 men, 15 women,
8 boys and 12 girls. For every rupee that a man gets, a boy gets

6 annas, and for every half-rupee that a woman gets, a girl gets

2 annas. The whole money obtained by the boys is equal to that

obtained by the girls. How much does each person get 7

166. A wooden closed box, made of |-inch plank, is externally

15 in. long, ro in, broad and 6 in. high. The box weighs 6 lb,

when empty, and 86 lb. when filled with mercury. Compare the
weights of equal bulks of the wood and mercury,

167 . B430 IS divided among 45 persons consisting of men,
women and children. The sums of the men’s, women’s' and
children’s shares are as 12 1 15 ; 16, but the individual shares of a
man, woman and children are as 61 5^ 4. Find the numbers of men,
women and children. *

168. Bronze contains 91 per cent, of copper, 6 of zinc, and 3
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of tin. A mass of bell-metal (consisting of copper and tin only)

and bronze fused together is found to contain 88 per cent, of

copper, 487; of zinc, and 7‘125 of tm. Find the proportion of

copper and tm in bell-metal

158. An alloy contains iz parts by weight of lead, 4 of anti

mony, and 1 of tin How much of this alloy must be taken, and
how much lead and tin added to it to make up 9 cwt. of type-metal

consisting of 14 parts lead, 3 antimony and i tin ?

160. Three persons A, S, C, finished a piece of work. A worked

at It for 5 days, B for 7 days and C for 9 days. Their daily wages
were as 4 I 3 i 2, and the total earnings amounted to fiy. 6a,

What were the daily wages of each ?

161. Two passengers ate charged for excess of luggage Ei. 8a.

and Ej 4a. respectively. Had the luggage all belonged to one

person he would have been charged Ey. 8a. for excess. How
much IS allowed free, the charge for excess being 12a. per md. 7

163. If the cost of making bread be one rupee per bushel of

wheat, what is the price of wheat when the two-anna loaf is twice

as large as it is when wheat is E5 a bushel ?

168. If the rate of wages very as the price of nee, and if 57

men working for 35 days receive S405. 30. qp. when rice is sold

at the rate of 136 measures for E39
,

find the price of rice per

measure when 70 men working for 19 days receive E353 4a. bp.

164. There is a leak m the bottom of a cistern. When the

cistern was in thorough repair, it would be filled in 2^ hours. It

now takes half an hour longer, If the cistern is full, how long

would It be in leaking itself empty ?

166. A can do f of a piece of work in f of the time in which
B can do f of it, and B can do { of it in | of the time that it would
take C to do another piece of work one-fourth as large again as the

first. If C can finish the former piece of work in lo hours, how
long would It take A and B together to do it ?

166 A and B start on a journey at the.same time. B travels

at 4 of .(4 's rate, and arrives 3 hr. 15 min. after him. In what
time did each complete the whole journey ?

167 . The expenses of a family when rice is at 20 seers for a

rupee are E50 a month ; when rice is at 25 seers for a rupee the

expenses are E48 a month ; what will they be when rice is at 30

seers for a rupee f

168 . A man who can walk down a ghaut at the rate of 4^ and
up It'at the rate of 3} miles an hour, descends and returns to his

starting point after walking for 2 hours 4 minutes. How far did

he walk ?

168. An express tram owing to a’defect in the engine goes at
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§ of its proper speed, and arrives at 6-49 p.M. instead of 5-5 J P.M.

;

at what hour did it start 7

170. A person going from Pondichery to Ootacamond travels^

90 miles by steamer, 330 miles by rail and 30 miles by horse-

transit. The journey occupies 30 hr. 50 min., and the rate of the

train is 3 times that of the horse-transit and li times that of the

steamer. Find the rate of the train.

17L A person walks from A to S at the rate of 3 miles an hour,
and after transacbng some business which occupies him an hour,

returns to yl by the tramway at the rate of J miles an hour. He-
then finds he has been absent 2 hours 20 minutes. Find the-

distance from to S,

172. ‘ The expenses of a family, when nee is 12 seers for a rupee,

are ^50 a month ; when rice is 14 seers for a rupee, the expenses
ate B48 a month (other expenses remaining unaltered) j what will

they be when nee is at 16 seers per rupee 7

173 . A bankrupt has book-debts equal in amount to bis

liabilities, but on B&640 of such debts he can recover only 81 annas
in the rupee, and on. B6300 only annas in the rupee. After

allowing B1054 .11.0 for the expenses of bankruptcy, he finds

that he can pay his creditors 12 annas m the rupee. Find the total

amount of his debts.

174. A train starts with a certain number of passengers. At
the first station it drops i of these and takes in 20 more At the
next It drops 1 of the new total and takes lo more. On reaching
the third station there are 60 left. What number started 7

176 . One pound Troy of standard silver which contains 37 parts

in 40 of fine silver is coined into 66 shillings. If the value of pure
silver rises lo per cent., what must be the reduction of pure silver

in a shilling 7

170. A landlord has an estate worth B40000 a'year, but has
to payl anna in the rupee on the gross income for taxes. He sells

it at 20 years' purchase on the gross income, and invests the-

proceeda in the 4 per cents, at 95. What is the difierence in bis

income 7

177. In finng at a mark A bits in 2 out of 4 shots, .9 in 3 out

of 5, and Cm 4 out of 7. The mark was hit 468 times. Supposing
each to have fired the same number of shots, find how many hits

each made and the total number of shots fired.

178T A shop-keeper buys sugar at Bia. So a md. ; at what
price must he sell it to gain 8 per cent., and allow a purchaser

10 per cent, discount 7

178. ,In a manufactory 100 coolies work for 4 days a week, but
on the remaining 3 days some are absent ; the weekly wages oP
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the coolies are thus reduced in the ratio of 3% ; 35, Find the

number of absentees.

ISO. The manager of a boarding house having already Jo
boarders, finds that an addition of 10 increases the gross monthly
expenditure by R20, but diminishes the average cost per head by
fti. What did the monthly expenses originally amount to ?

181. If 9 oz. of gold, 10 carats fine, and S 0*., II carats fine,

be mixed with 6 oz of unknown fineness, and the fineness of the

resulting mixture be 12 carats, what was the unknown fineness ?

182 . A tradesman’s stock in trade is valued on January ist,

4868, at ,£8,000, he has also ,£330 in cash and owes ,£1,870 j during

the year his personal expenses, £3oO| are paid out of the proceeds

of his business, and on January ist, 1869, 1“® stock is valued at

;£7,9 ;o, he has £570 in cash and owes £1,510. What is the whole

profit on the year’s transactions after deducting 5 per cent, interest

on the capital with which he began the year ?

183. If 20 English navvies, each earning 3r. 6d a day, can do
the same piece of work in 15 days that it takes 28 foreign work
men, each earning 3 francs a day, to complete in 20 days

,
taking

the value of the franc at loi., determine which class of workmen
if IS most profitable fo employ. If a piece of work done by (fie

navvies cost £3,000. what would be the cost of the same work
done by foreign workmen ?

184. A merchant in New York wishes to remit to London
5110 dollars, a dollar being equal to 4r fid English . for what sum
in English money must he draw his bill when bills on London are

at a premium of 9} per cent. ?

186

.

A person borrows £100, and at the end of each year pays

£25 to reduce the principal and to pay interest at 4 per cent, on
the sum which has been standing against him through that year.

How much will remain of the debt at the end of 3 years ’

186 . If a metric system of area were adopted wherein i acre

I rood 3 perches is represented by 5*12, express the unit of

measurement in sq. yards and decimal parts of a sq. yd.

187 . If gold weighs 19 times as much as water, and silver 12

times as much, find how many times heavier than water is a coin
which contains 10 parts of gold and 1 of silver.

188. A certain reef of quartz when crushed yields '0011 per
cent, of gold. If the working expenses amount to 6215 per cent,
of the gross receipts, and the net profit on each iqo tons is £52.
10s, , find the number of grains in a sovereign.

189. A certmn article of consumption is subject to a duty of

6s, per cwt.
; in consequence of a reduction in the duty the con-

sumption increases one-half, but the revenue falls one-third. Find
the duty per cwt, after the reduction.
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190 If the duty on a certain commodity were reduced 2; per
•cent, by bow much per cent, most the consumptiou be increased

that the same revenue may be derived from it\?

lOL If 2 cu. m. of gold together with 3 co, in, of silver are

-equal in weight to 74 cu in of water, and the weights of equal
volumes of gold and water be represented by the numbers 19 and i,

what number represents the weight of an equal volume of silver 7

102. A farmer bought equal numbers of two kinds of sheep,

one at £3 each, the other at £4 each. If he had expended his

money equally in the two kinds he would have bad 2 sheep more
-than he did , 6nd bow many he bought,

193 , A man travels 150 miles in 13 hours, partly by rail and
partly by steamer ; if he had gone all the way by rail, he would
have ended his journey 3 hours sooner, and saved | of the time he
was on steamer , how far did he go by rail 7 '

194 , In a distilling operation, during 3 hours the fluid contain-

'ed 70 per cent, of alcohol, during 2| hours 60 per cent., and during
,the remaining hours 40 per cent. What is the average strength

of the whole fluid dislilled over, assuming that it came over at a
’Uniform rate during the whole time 7

196. During a distillalion the fluid that comes over in 5 conse-

cutive hours contains 47, 35 and 20 per cent, of alcohol respectively.

The rates at which it comes over during these 3 hours are m the
ratios of 2, 3 and 4, What is the percentage of alcohol in the
whole mixture 7

198 . I bought a number of mangoes at 35 for &2. I divided
the whole into two equal parts, one of which I sold at 17, and the
other at iS mangoes perBi I spent and received an integral
number of rupees, but bought the least possible number of man-
goes. How many did 1 buy 7

197. Find the cost m rupees of one mile of railway, which
consists of two rails, each weighing 40 lb. per yard, on wooden
sleepers, weighing 70 lb, each, placed 2 ft. 8 in. apart The rails

cost in England ,^6 . 13 , o per ton and the sleepers 2s, 4id, each.
The rate of freight is . 5 . o per ton, and landing charges
amount to B2. 8a, per ton. Rate of exchange is, 8(7 per rupee.

198 . The length of the E. B, Railway being no miles and the
capital employed in its construction 1500000/., what most be the
gross annual traSlc receipts per mile in order that a dividend of

5 per cent, may be paid to the share-holders after allowing 45 per
cent, of the gross receipts for current expenditure 7 >

199 . A person in India sells a bill on London for 358/, pay-

able at 3 months’ sight at the rate of is. io|(7. per rupee. The
purchaser requires payment on presentation ; what amount does
be receive after discount at 5 pec cent, has been deducted 7
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200. The Guernsey pound contains i8 oz. Avoir
, and th&

Guernsey shilling contains 13 English pence. U a Guernsey pound'
of 'butter cost ij. 6d , Guernsey money, what will he the pnce in

English money of ai lb. Avoir. ?

201. A contractor employs a fixed number of men to com*
plete a work. He may employ either of two k’nds of workmen . the-

first at 26s, 6d, per week each, the second at i8r. 6d, per week
each : the work of the one of the former being to that of one of

the latter as 5 to 4. If he finishes it as quickly as possible, he
spends £270 more than he would have done if he had finished it

as cheaply as possible, but takes 4 weeks less time. 'What would

it have cost if he had employed equal numbers of the two kinds

of workmen ?

202. A manufactory turns out 50 tons of iron goods weekly,

using up for that purpose 51 tons of iron at £6. ijj. per ton, 100

tons of coal at llr, per ton, and £ni worth of other matenals
,

rent, rates and taxes amount to £21^ annually ; wages and inci-

dental expenses to £7^ per week. At what price per cwt. must
the iron be sold in order that the works may gain 8 per cent, per
annum on a capital of £ziooa i [Reckon 52 weeks to the year,]

203. Two lumps, composed^of gold, silver and copper, together

weigh 10 oz. ; one lump contains gold 75 p. c. and silver 15 grains

per oz,, the other contains gold 85 p. c and silver 12 grains per oz

The total quantity of silver in the two lumps is 141 grains. If

the two lumps are melted and formed into one, what per cent, of
gold will n contain ?

204. The only three creditors of an insolvent whose assets

amount to ;Sioo and who can pay only 5<£ in the £, agree among
themselves to take dividends in the proportion of the numbers of

£. s. and A respectively, contained in the amounts due to them.
The dividends thus taken are in the proportion of 12 i 7 i 6.

What are the amounts of their debts ?

205. At an examination ^ of a class gams g of the maximum
number of marks, ^ gams J, f gains J, i gains i, and the rest |,

The average number of*,marks gained by the whole class is 166 ;

what is the maximum f

206. A mass of gold and silver weighing 9 lb. is worth ;f3i8,

I3r. 6di if the proportions of gold and silver in it were interchang-

ed, It would be worth ;£ia9 lor. 6d,

;

it is known that i oz of gold,

and 2 oz. of silver are worth £4. 8s. liif. ; what is the price of gold

and silver per oz. i

207. A person shooting at a target, distant 55o yards, hears

the bullet strike the target 4 seconds after he fires. A spectator,,

equally distant from the target and the shooter, heats the shot

strike the target 2^ seconds after he heard the report ; find th^
velocity of sound.
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208 A boatman rows 5 mi. with the tide ih the time he
would take to row 3 mi against it , but if the hourly velocity

of the current were ^ a mile, he would row twice as rapidly with
the tide as against it Find his power of rowing in still water,

and the velocity of the current.

209. A messenger sets out at the rate of 30 miles a day, but
falls offm his speed 4 miles daily Four days afterwards another
sets off from the same place on the same route, travelling 50 miles

the first day but falling off like the first 4 miles daily. After what
time will one overtake the other ?

210. Six months ago A invested ^£7620 in the 3 per cents at

95j, and six months hence he will receive ^£4300 four per cents, at

127. What IS the present value of his property f

211 Two boats, A and S, row a race A takes 4 strokes to

^’s Si but 6 of £fs are equal to 5 of A's A starts in front of B at

such a distance that B most take 10 strokes to row .over it. How
many strokes must B take before overtaking A ’

212. A, B and C run a mile race A beats C by yards

,

B beats C by 1 1 seconds ;
the pace of ^ is to that of ^ as 45 .44.

In what ome does each run the mile ?

213 Three boys begin to fill a cistern ; one brings a seer
every minute, another 2 -seers every s minutes, and the tWd 3
seers every 3 minutes. If the cistern holds 40 seers, in what time
will It be filled ?

214 A sells his goods 10 per cent, cheaper than B, and 10
per cent, dearer than C ; how much would a customer of B save
by taking Bloo worth of goods from C ?

216. Cannons are fired at intervals of 10 minutes in a town
towards which a passenger tram is approaching at the rate of

35 miles an hour, if sound travels 1142 feet per second, find at

what intervals the reports will be heard by the passengers.

216, A man bought a horse and a carriage for B500, and sold
the horse at a gam of 20 p. c aod the carriage at a loss of 10 p c

,

thus gaming 2 p c. on his whole outlay , for how much was the
horse bought ?

217 If 3 men and 5 women do a piece of work in 8 days,
which 2 men and 6 children, or 5 women and 3 children, can dojn
12 days , find the relative strength of men, women and children*

21B. Three round balls revolve with equal velocities in three
concentric circular grooves They start from a positionm which they
ate all in the same radius of the outermost circle. The innermost
ball occupies 10 seconds in traversing its groove once. After what
time will they all be again on a radius of the outermost circle, tbo
radii of the grooves being proportional to the numbers i, 3, S ?

C.A, 23
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219. Two guns are fired at the same place after an interval of

21 minutes, but a person approaching Uie place, observes that

20 nun. 14 sec. elapse between the reports , what was his rate of

progress, sound travelling 1125 feet per second ^

220. Ash saphngs after 5 years’ growth are worth ij. 3d, and
increase in value ir. 3d each year afterwards. For their growth
they reqmre each twice as many square yards as the number of
years they are intended to grow before cutting. A plantation is

arranged so that each year the same number may be ready for

cutting. Find the greatest annual income which can be obtained
per acre, allowing 20 per cent for expenses
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L UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA- ENTRANCE PAPERS.

1858.

I. Multiply Si8gS7 13a by Rs68. li|a. } and divide the same sum
by the same sum Shew that one of these^ipeiatians is absurd and im-

possible and perform the other.

2 Find the value of the decimal *16834, and deduce the rule anth-

metically or algebraically.

3 Extract the square roots of 3 and of ^ to 7 decimal places, and
explain the rule that in integers the pointing on of the penods begins from

the right hand, and in decimals from the left

4. A plate of metal is beaten to the thickness of } of an inch, and the

weight of a circular medal cut from it, whose diameter is ij inches, 11

li oz. Troy. If the same plate be beaten to the thickness of } of an inch,

what will be the weight of a medal cut ont of it of the diameter of if inches,

I (the areas of circles being proportional to the squares of their diameters) ?

1868, A.

I liVhat do you mean by afnme namier, a factor, a ratu t Resolve

30 and 132 into their prime Actors, and find their ratio in its simplest terms.

2. How much mushn at Ri 5a, ip per yard is equal in value to

143 yards of cambric at R3. 13a, 8^ per yard 7

3 Whether is the product of 2j and 3^ or the product of 2^ and 3{
the greater 7 Extract the square root of the difference.

4. If a person get a bequest of f of an estate of 2,000 acres, and sell

{ of bis share, how many acres does he retain 7

Simplify the expression -

3. Find, 1^ Practice, the rent of 386 acres i rood 31 poles at ,^4. ir.

10}at per acre.

6 A piece of land IS ii'gifi poles broad, ,how long must it be to

contain an acre 7 Divide accurately oxifis by o'^.

7. How much must be paid for ,£1230 stock when it sells at 108 per
cent. 7

1868
, B.

I, A man can count at the rate of too a minute, bow long wall it take
him to count five hundred lakhs 7
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A shop-keepei purchased aS°l yards of cloth for Rgoo and paid

expenses amounting to R103 : what must he charge per yard in order to

make a profit of50 per cent. 7 •

3. Reduce ‘O05 of a pound to the fraction of a penny, and extract the

square root of *00006241.

4. Add together 9 and | of | of
3x 3 7

5. State the rules for pointing in multiplication and division of decimals

;

and multiply ‘256 hy '0025 and divide 0036 by *4 and 4 by ooooi.

' 1880 .

1. If the price of bricks depends upon their magnitude and if 100

bricks, of nhich the length, breadth and thickness are 16, 8 and 10 inches

respectively, cost Ra 93 , what will be the price of 921600 bricks which

are one-fourth less in every dimension ?

2. Explain the method of pointibg in extracting the square roots of

whole numbers and decimals. Find the square root of 57,214,096 and also

the square root of *5 to four olaces of decimals

3. Simplify and ^ + 10^-6,^,

4. A tea.dealer buys a chest of tea containing a maund^ and 16 seers,

at R4. 23 per seer, and two chests more each containing 3 maunds and

at seers, at R4 loa per seer at what rate pet seer must he sell the

whole in order to gain 576 rupees 7

1861

1. Express as a decimal fraction ^ x -=
l-lo}, 4 + 7i

2. Reduce 3; 6d to the decimal of ;£5i imd 0234 to a vulgar fraction

3. If an estate be worth ,^2,374 i6j per annum, and the land-tax be

assessed at ir ii^rf in the £, what will be the net annual income 7

4. How much land may be rented for £i,Jl6 , loi. ficT, if 3 acres are

rented for £^ 131. 41/ 7

5. Extract the square toot of *00099856.

1862

1. What IS the difference between^ ^ and 06 7

5^ 3 to

2. Reduce *14 of a pie to the fraction of a rupee, and find the value
of 0S75 of a pound sterling. 1

3. If the wages of iS coolies for a month amount to R85 when nee is

24 seers Per rupee, what ought the daily pay of a coolie to be in proportion

when the price of rice is R2 los 8/. per mannd 7
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4. A and J3 run a lace A has a start of 40 yards, and sets oS 5

minutas before B, at the rate of 10 miles an hour How soon will £ over-

ahe him if his rate of running is 12 miles per ,hour ?

5. Extract the square root of to J places of decimals.

1863.

I. Find the value in vulgar and deciuial fractions of

2.

Find the fractional value of (2 37979+ 4 22)+(3 041 - •937I '

3 The weight of five casks of coffee being 31 cwt 3 qr. 13 Ib„

calculate the price at 90 shillings per cwt

4. If a man can perform a journey of 170'miles in 4} days of 11 hours

each, in how many days of 8^ hours will he perform a journey of 470 miles 7

S Extract the square root of 9S4 226704

6. What sum of money will produce £43 interest in gt years, at 2}

per cent, simple interest !

1864.

1. How many paving stones, each measuring 14 in.

required to pave a verandah 70 ft.' long and 9 ft broad ?

2. Add together |, j, and y\. And simplify

2i.2i±Si,
ij+3i+9j +J+I

ofA-

by 12 in., are

3. Find the value of 17 cwt 3 qr. 22 lb at £4 fir fiif per cwt.

4. Add together *0125 of a pound, 0625 of a shilling, and '5 of a

penny ; and reduce 1 Ir c^if to the decimal of a pound.

J. Extract the square root of '000195 and divide the result by 140

6.

A company guarantees to pay 5 per cent on shares of Ri,ooo each ;

another guarantees to pay 4} per cent, on shares of R73 each ; the price

of the former is Ri,245 and of the latter H85. Compare the rates of

interest which the shares return to purchasers

1866

1. Find the value of 1

1

1 + 14I +2iA+32sSt, both by vulgar fractions

and by decimals, showing that the two results coincide
;
and reduce

25°, 36' 45" to the decimal of 75*.

2. Find the product of the sum uind difference of '0421 and ’0029,

and divide one-tenth of the square root oi that product by ten times the

continued product of 02, 03 and '07

3. How many yards of matting 3 5 feet wide will cover the floor of a

room 8$ 3 ft long, and 40 5 ft broad , and how much will it cost at

lt2 100 8/ per igiian yard 7

4. If the wages of 25 men amount to Ryfifi. 10a. Sp in 16 days.
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how many men must work 24 days to receive Rl,035, the daily wages of

the latter being one-half those of the former 7

5. What principal in g years 73 days will amount to Rioo. ija,,

at per cent, simple interest 7 A bill for RS1O35 40. drawn on Sep-

tember 12th at S months was discounted on January iSth at 4 per cent. ;

what was the discount charged 7

1866
, A.

I. ' Add together A, A, and I "23.

Simplify
•ooyS-ha-i 4‘255 -I--oo64^

•0 I7S *00032

2. Find, by Practice, the value of I ton 5 cwL 2 qr. 14 lb, at £3,
Ijs. 7<7. per cwt.

3. Find the square root of 1524*9025 and of 152*49025 to three

places of decimals ; and the value of ‘6099 of £1. 51. 3dl

4. Three gardeners working all day can plant a field in 10 days,

but one of them having other employment can only work half time. How
long will It take them to complete the work 7

5. Find the compound interest of ,^55 for one year, payable quarterly

at 5 per cent, per annum.

1886
, B.

1. Reduce 3°. 45'. 36"*25 to the decimal of 36'.

Simplify (J-F-i -bii+f-O-hJ of I of 2f
‘V

2. Find the value of fi cwt. 2 qr. 7 lb at £3, 45. 6}ijl per cwU

5. Find the square of 0*0204 und the square root of 81 *757764 ; and
divide one-tenth of the latter result by one hundred times the formers

4. Divide 0*1001 by 0*000390625, and 10 01 by 390*625.

5. What IS the expense of paving a rectangular verandah whose length

b 42 feet and breadth 15 feet with Burdwan paving stones, iS inches

square, and which cost R15 per score 7

6. The 3 per cents, are at 85I ; what price should the 3} per cents,

bear, that an investment may be made with equal advantage in either

stock 7 And what interest would be derived by so investing 5000/. 7 '

1887.

1. The driving wheel of a locomotive is 226 inches in ciicumfeienee,

and makes 91 revolutions per minute ; at what rate per hour is the engine

travelling 7

2. Divide the least common multiple of 15S, 260, 720 and 429 by
their greatest common measure, and find the ^uare root of the quotient.

3. If a butcher buy 10 cwt. of beef at 44r. 4if. per cwt. and sell it

at the rate of 4]rf. per lb., how much does he lose or gain 7
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4. Find the valne of the following exptessions

SiiliiiSiiilil and
i|x 67

0‘68S of £143. I2S. od +0 '62$ of£11 , l6f. oi

i of 5175

5, Reduce £1, Ss. 6d. to the fraction of i|OOOi and 5$. l|if to the

fraction of ^£150. los , and express the results both as vulgar and decimal

fractions

6 If;f4Sa amount to ;fj23. lor. in 1 year 8 months, calculate the

rate per cent. ,

1868.

1. Find the difference between 1 ‘6 of 3*4 of and i of 3*6 of

£9*1 125, and 6nd the value of—

6-27 xo‘5
. (lofrVIxtiofgij )

(Jof|)x8'36" (iof|)+i-4

2. Extract the square root of i53'I4q6zS, and of 3'3, each to three

places of decimals.
,

3. Ifone man walks 165 miles in 6 days, how far will another man
walk in 15 days if the first man walks 3I miles in the same time that the

other man walks 4 miles ?

4. Three equal glasses are filled with a mixture of spirits and water ;

the proportion of spirits to water in each glass is as follows ;—in the first

glass as 2:3, in the second as 3 4, and in the third as 4 . 5. The
contents of the three glasses are poured into a single vessel ; what is the

proportion of spmts to water in it 7

5. Find the interest on ,^330 from 3td March to 28tb December at

4| per cent, per annum

6. How many yards of carpet 25 inches wide will be required foe

a room 19 feet 7 inches long, and 18 feet 9 inches wide ?

1869.

Simplify
i+i •^i-ixV

and reduce 4 hr. I min. 10} sec. to the decimal of a week.

2. Add together *062435 of 100/ +7 *4375 of lor. + 1 *356 of Js. 6d. +
2*784 of a\d„ and reduce the result to the fraction of 29!. lor. 7}i/.

3. Divide 0007 by *035 and by 3500, and extract the square root of

each quotient to four decimal places.

4 A room is 37 ft 2 in long, 25 ft. 8 in. broad, and 22 ft 6 in.

high ; find the cost of covering its four walls with paper 1^ yd. wide,

at l> tid a yard.

5. In what time will 563/. 131. 4id, amount to £goi. ijs, 4td. at 3^
per cent, t
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1870.

1. Find the cost of matting a toodi whose floor is 8 yards long by yj
yards wide, with mats 2 ft. wide and 9} ft. long, at the rate of 9 anna<

2 pies per mat.

If the same room be 15J ft. high, find how many cubic feet it will

contain.
,

2. Distinguish between a vulgar fraction and a decimal fraction.

Multiply gggtiii by 999.

state the rule for the multiplication of decimals, and apply it to point

the products in (i) 1 33 X 0011 and (11) 29000 X *01,
*

Divide "37 by ‘143, and show thaf
•41 414141

3. Find the square root of 19740t nnd of 4^;, the latter to four places

of decimals

4. Two gangs of six men and nine men are set to reap two fields of

35 and 45 acres respectively The fir-.t gang complete their work in is

days, in how many days will the second gang complete theirs ?

5. Find which is the better investment, 3} per cent, stock at 98}, 01

3| per cents at 105.

6. Find bow many rupees are equivalent to 200^ at the rate of is

per rupee.

187L

1. 6625 railway tickets were sold at a station, fths of which were

9 annas each and the rest 3 annas each. 'What was the amount received

for the tickets 7

2. Find the greatest and least of the fractions f, /i, iVx Add
together 2| of £2. 13J. fijA and [£3. 151. 9}A )-6f and simplify :

—

^ 5
-

4 of li+6xj*i-

3. Divide 027 by I4'4 and I2o8'04 by 01^. Find the value of 11 •137s
of m. 8a. - 56 of fi:7. 8a and reduce Sa. 6/. to the decimal of R3. Ja

~v I a

4. If the carriage of md for a distance of So miles be S3, bow
many miles should 130 md. be earned for R27, 8a. 7

5. 'What sum of money will amount to R3761. 14a. in 3} years at

4} per cent, per annum simple interest 7

1872.

I. A merchant bought goods which cost him R9,Sia In the first

day be sold to the amount of K99Z 8a. 6p , in the second to that of

Ri,992. 8a, jp,, and in the next three days to an amount equal to twice

the two former. Finding that he bad one-fourth of the goods left be
calculated bis profits in the five days. How much were they 7
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2 What (rRCtion ofRio IS Sfi. loa> 3/ ?

Find tbe value of i of Rl. En +

1

of R4> lio. +2 05 of Rs.

Simplify 4jof

3- Divide 274 72 by *0544 ; find the value (correct to six places of

decimals) of (1) (11) 6645-5 3®?^ ! extract the square

root of 951*1056

4< Find, by Practice, the cost of 15 md. 25 sr. Il cb. of oil at

RI2. toa, 3p. per maund,

5, If the interest of Rt,aaa in 5 years be R25D, vrhat will be the

interest of RSiSoo for i year and 6 months ?

1078 .

I, Find the value of (i)
J+?i±3i „ SSi±iL

e.

^ 2 iAofi3l

(ii) 24t of R103, 7e 6/).

If ,V oi 2 maund is worth R45, what is the pnee of | of a maund 1

Bdduce Ax In 2 decimal ; *019 to a vulgar fraction ; and

4 d -3 »4 1 3 of

«

to Its lowest terms.
1*3+2 ioi ’"37of8 8i

3. 'What is the expense of matting a room 31 ft. 5 in. long by zo ft.

4 in. wide, the mat costing 142 per 12 square tad (linear hath=t8 in.) ?

4. In what time will R8,5oa amount to Ri5,767. 80 at 4J per cent,

per annum 7

5 A person owes the sum of R3i,50o and R8,5oo ; and his property

only amounts to Ri4,i25 How much is 'be able to pay in the rupee 7 and
v'hat IB the loss upon the second debt 7

1874

1. What fraction of $ of a rupee is f of R5 ; and what proportion

docs their difference bear to their sum 7

Divide 999*666 by *30036 ; and 2 357142S by 10*2142857.

2. When rice is lo seers the rupee, nine persons can be fed for 30 days
at a certain cost For how many days can six persons be fed at the same
cost when nee is 14 seers the rupee 7

3. A wooden box 3 ft. 8 in. long, 2 ft 3 in, high, and 2 ft. 4 in wide,

11 made of board one inch thick. Find the quantity of wood used ; and
the cubical content of the box.

4. It IS said that 24C^ooo letters are posted in Berlin daily, 16*6 per
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cent of irhicli ate town letters. This gives one letter ibr every three

persons in Berlin ; whet is its population ?

5. What sum will amount to a laih of rupees in ten years at j pet

cent simple interest 7

Find the discount on Si,308 due two years hence at 4^ pet cent

pet annum.

1875.

Find the value of ^^*7 6a, 4^. ofSr2. S“> tiiA+B;S'49S83)
and extract the square root of *049 to four places of decimals.

a. A person received on the death of his aunt of her property and

spent '54 of it in paying off his defats
;
what fraction of his aunffs property

did he then possess ?

3. A room is 30 ft. long, 22 ft. wide, 18} ft high, and has 5 doors and

3 windows ; find the expense of colouring the walls at 3a. per sq. yd.,

deducting 30 sq. ft for each door and window.

4. Find thepnunt morth of Sl%02l due 4 years hence at 3J per

cent

5. If Si6,430 be invested m the Government 4} per cent, loan at

106, what IS the monthly income derived 7 Supposing that the Imin b paid

off at par in 10 years, what would be the rate of simple interest (per cent
per annum) on the sum invested 7

1876.

Simplify
5t~3J+4A

3»+2-r|

Find the value of of R16. 140. -I’lA of fit. on. 3d. 4- ll
ofRg 6a. 6f.

Reduce (16*01 -6'2$) of a rupee to the decimal of R22. la.

2. An equal number of men, women, and boys earned R39. 6a.

in 7 days. Each boy received 2a. a day, each woman 30. 6p , and each
man 4a. 6p, How many were there of each 7

Find the square root of 531 ‘065 to 6ve places of decimals.

3. How many yards of matting 2 ft. 4 in. wide will be required for

a square room, whose side is 9 ft. 4 in. 7 and what will be the price of it

at 20. 3d. per yard 7

Find the Value of 33 cwt 3 qr. 7 lb. at £6. 7r. Sd, per cwt

4. If 4,000 men have provisions for 190 days, and if after 30 days
800 men go away, find how long the remaining provisions will serve the

number left.
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$• At what Tate pet eeot., ample interest, will ^1462. 8a, apiount to

R1725. 12a, in 4 years 7

1877.

t. Simplify — r —f, and find the value of^ ’ 4-f ofs}' Aof4l-2j'

sV of Ifir. iiA of£u IS. 4if. +;f3*2j.

2. Find, by Practice, the vatoe of 739} mannds of sugar at Rl23l>
4a. per hundred mounds.

3. Find the discount on /453. I5r. due 6 years hence at 3} per cent,

per annum.

4. A man sells 3 per cent, stock at JS> and invests the proceeds in

5 per cents. ; at what rate must he buy them in order that his income may
be the same as before 7

5. If 7 men and $ boys can reap 16S acres in 18 days, how many days
will 15 men and 5 boys take' to reap 700 acres, one man being able to do
three times as much work as a boy 7

6. In a rectangular area, 100 yards long and Jo yards broad, there

ace two paths crossing one another, each parallel to one side of the

rectangle, and each 4 yards broad. Find the cost of paving the area with
stone at 120. per square yard, and of covering the paths with gravel at 6a
per square yard.

X878.

,180x36
I Calculate to three places of decimals the value of -

3’>4I59

2. Calculate to five places ofdecimals the square root of I +( 067)'.

3. Keduee R483. 12a. 6/. to the decimal of Ri,29a la. 4^.

4. Find the simple interest on R757. 40. gp. for 343 days at 3} per

cent, pec annum.

Add together, jif, nWi win, rlv. Express your answer as a

decimal.

6. Find, by Practice, the value of 99 ewt, 3 qr. 27 lb. at ,£'5. 2s. 6tf

per cwt.

1878 .

1. What IS the local value of each of the figures composing the number

456'6S4 7

2. £49 was divided amongst 150 children, each girl bad 8a. and each

boy 4a. ; how many boys were there 7

3. Simplify

(j) 8-8 x-5L^2.
2- 6-1
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W t+i-S-f-fxl-i.

(0 •lS96x-472-f2‘7.

(a!) What decimal of £4. 3s, 41? is of £3, 8r. 4d. ?

4> A tank 72 yards long, 50 yards broad, and ll feet deep, is full ol

-water
; how many times can each of 16 water-carts, length j ft , breadth

5 ft., and depth 27 inches, be filled from the tank before the water in it

falls 6 inches r

5 If 17 men can build a wall los yards loP|, 12 ft, bigb and 2) ft.

thick in 25 days, how many will build a wall twice the sue in half the

time ?

6. Find the change of income when a person transfers ,^2,616 51

-from the 5 per cents, at 951- to the 4 per cents, at S3, brokerage as usual.

7 In a game of skill ^ can give S, and B can give C, 10 points out

of a game of 50 ; how many should jI give C 7

1880.

t. Express each of the figures composing the number 123*456 as a

multiple or sub-multiple of 10.

What fraction must be added to 2} of iV 1^1 the sum
. . 34‘f't

may be equal to 3 ?

2. (a) What fraction off of filSy. 5a, is IbtS. So. ?

(6) Of what sum of money will '325 be 13 7

(r) Extract the square toot of 7*0225.

3 Divide ,£^127. Sr. among 2 men, 3 women and 7 boys, giving each
of the boys | of what a woman receives and each of the men twice as

much as a woman.

4. A leaky cistern is filled in 5 hours with 30 pails of 3 gallons each

but in 3 hours a ith 20 pails of 4 gallons each, the palls being poured in a

intervals Find how much the cistern holds, and in what time the wau rt

would waste away.

5 A race-course is } a mile long ; ^ and .5 run a race and A wins

by 10 yards ; C and Z) run over the same course and C wins by 30
yards ; .5 and run over it and B wins by 20 yards ; if ji and C run over

It which should win, and by how much 7

6 A tradesman puts two prices on his goods ; one for ready money,

the other for 6 month’s credit, interest being calculated at 12} per cent

per annum. If the credit puce of an article be £26. 92 , what is iis

cash puce 7

1881.

1. What do you mean by MulttpUtattm t Define qmtunl, factor,

povoer, expression and dimension.
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3 Add together end f ; sod simplify

1+1 3U ~3_i.j-

3. VChat 'decimal of R45 is R3S. so, 6f i Fisd the valae of

of S} annas.

4. Express 37 '8463 as an improper mlgar fraction in itsjowest terms 4

and find, correct to 4 places of decimals, the resnit of dividing the square
root of this number hy the square root of II.

5 A man rrho has a certain capital calcalates that if he invest it

in 3^ pec cent, stock at gt his income mil be £2$ more than ifhe invest it «
in 3 per cent, stock at SS. What is his capital ?

1882.

I. The quotient arising from the division of 6739546 by a certain

namher is 1559 and the remainder is 3107 ; find the divisor

3 Subtract } of | of of £^i. 31 from f of of of loo. ifir.

ti, and express &e remainder as &e decimal of ;^loi Sr 4ii

3. Seven bells begin to strike simnltaneously and strike at intervals

of 2, 3, S, IS, 21, 6s, 77 seconds respectively. After ivhat time mil they
again strike simultaneously, and how often mil each have struck ?

4. (0 SimpWy^iiip+CiVoftVofH)'
If— y

(li) Find the raloe of
^/(n)

Peaces of decimals

5 A besieged garrison consists of 3C0 men, rso tromeni and <to

children} and has provisions enough for 200 men for 30 dajs. Ifa woaan
eats 7 as much as a maO} and a child 7 os much} acd if alter 6 dcjs
roo men with all the women sad children escape, for bow long will toe

remanung provisions last the ganison ?

6« A person begins to speculate wuh a ceitain sum of mone^ ; In bis

first transaction he loses |th of this sum ; in bis second be gains 10 per

cent on hts Investment ; in his third be loses i^xlhs of the sum invested ;

in bis founh he gains 667 per cent. Ifhe iben bns Rio,000, with what
sum did he start ?

18B3,

I, Divide 2l+ 8\*i - J of (7i - 3i) by I r + . .

. y
..

2. Divide the square root of 122*257249 by *36856 and muldply the

q lotient by the square root of *000^2;.
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3. What decimal of a square yard Is 9 square inches 7 Add together

I'03S of Rs , '64 of fil'ag and ‘ol of half a rupee* What is the iralue of

;flO'S4l67

4> Find, by Ptactice, the value of 6 tons 3 cwL si lb. 14 oz. at

£3, lor. per ton.

5, If It costs Ksoo to build a rvall 6 ft. high by l ft. 3 in. broad by

166 it S in. long, what will be the cost of building a wait 3| ft. by 1} it.

by iij ft. 7

6. When will the interest amount to the principal at si pet cent, per

annum 7 What will the interest on Rljo at one anna per rupee per

montii amount to in $ years, and how much is that rate per cent, per

g
annum?

1686 .

I. Of what number is 2} the fth part 7

By what ftaetion must ^ of -fr he divided in order to

give a quotient=| 7

_ ... ‘la of (•oici4-‘oo2)+"36>{ ooa
a. Simplify '

and express your result as a fraction of •6.

Reduce I of l6t, 4J./. to the decimal o(£i, gt. lojif.

3, What circulating decimal multiplied I -f will give 2 for a product?
4f

If '42837! of a barrel of beer be worth *72 of £2. tot., what 11

the value of '625 of the remainder 7

4. Find the price of 10 Ib. ii oz. 16 dwt. id gr. of gold at £3 171.

lol^. per oz.

Extract the square roots of g§ and—^ to 4 places.
is'S

3. If 27 men can perform a piece of work in 13 days, how many men
must be added to the number that the work may be finished in three.fifths

of the time 7

I buy a horse for £40 tend sell it for ,£43 at a credit of Smooths.
What do I gain per cent , reckoning money worth 6 per cent per annum 7

6. Which IS the better investment, bank stock paying lo per cent at

319 or 3 per cent consols at gfi 7

What will be the cost of ,^1,500 3 per cent consols at 89}, brokerage
being I per cent 7 What rate of interest will such investment obtain ?

1886.

I. Divide Eiliii iiilii. tyJ±Lilk±A
ll-i-If Ij-fllfs iVv"!! ’xV't'A'
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* Simplify

3. Reduce £1, III. toiJ, to the firBCtioo of £j, 181. Bjil-

What fraction of£10 must be added to ;£i6. lor 3A to make it ;f2o ?

4. What decimal of g mds. so seers is } of 7 mds. 5 seers I Reduce

si sq. yds. to the decimal of an acre.

5. Find the value, by Practice, of 2 tons 15 cwt. 35 lb. at £13, 6s, 8A
pec ton.

6 What sum of money at 4 pec cent, simple interest will secure the

same income as R25475 at 4} per cent. 7

7. Ifa rupee is equivalent to ix. 6{tf , what is the price of a sovereign

in rupees 7 If, alter buying 250 sovereigns at this price, I sell them again

when toe rupee is equivalent to ix. &f , how much shall I gain or lose by
toe transaction 7

1887.

1. Simplify s—

(«) (4l->J>x(3i-})-^(i3i+7i)off|.

I 0025+•0625-1*
2. Express } of yx. 6ii+l'25 of 5x.

-*
5ii ofgr. 2dl as a decimal

fiachon of ,£10.

3 (0) Find, by Practice, toe value of 5 tons 5 cwt. 2 qr. 17} lb. at

,£3 6s. 8A per ton.

(d) Find the income on which toe income-tax at per rnpee
is £52. 10. 4p

4. If 50 men can do a piece ofwork in 12 days, working S hours a

day, how many hours a day would 60 men have to work in order to do
another piece of work twice ns great in 16 days 7

5. If R450 amount to R540 in 4 years at simple interest, what sum
will amount to R637. So in 5 jears at the same rate 7

6. Extract the square toot of I77'i56i, and of 'a to 3 decimal places.

1888.

2.

Simplify
*xi,Vxi«-A.r2j

Divide iS'olS by *00X43, and extract the square root of I440'g6i6.

3. Add together 55*5002, 3*17, 4*506 and 75*i7i, and find the value

of the following—7365 of ,£3. 6x. 8* + *504 of ,£15 I2X. 6,7. +2*102083

ofj£s*

4. Find, by Practice, toe value of 2 tons 7 cwt. 3 qr. ii lb, at £21,

I2X. 6A per cwt.
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5. A man can walk 600 miles in 35 days, resting g hours each day ;

bow long will be take to walk 375 miles if he rests 10 hours each day, ned
walks IJ times as fast as before 7

fi. If the interest on money be one pie per rupee per month, what is

the rate per cent per annum ?

Amanboldsl5}sharesofabank, andreceivesAig. u. perquarter.

If the interest he receives be 5 per cent per annum, find the value ofa
share,

1889 .

1. Multiply ‘0069347 by 7439‘6

2. Divide aioo 0069S3 by 243*5846 correct to five places of decimals.

3. Find in any way the value of 1,347 cwt. 3 qr. and 21 lb. at

£2. I’ll lold. per cwt

4. Extract the square root of I +(*0634)’ to six places of decimals.

5. Find in English money the value of 8:too,ooo at ir. per

rupee.

1890.

1.

Stmphfy 2| of
^

and find, by Practice, the

vsdue of 3,049 articles at fiy. 130. Jfi. each.

3 Divide 27 03 by '0037, and reduce 7J - 'ioi - •2} to a vulgar

fraction.

3. Find the cost of putting a fence round a square field whose area is

13*225 acres at Ri. 12a per yard.

4. A piece of work can be done in 72 days by 17 men working
together Ifafter 9 days of work those are joined by 4 others, in how many
days will the work be finished 7

5. Find the puce of 4} per cent Government Promissory Notes when
an investment of R59,422. Sa. produces a monthly income of R213 123

1891.

I.

(«)

Simplify the following expression :

—

9
T ~T .X

1
T

2. Find the value of 2*4607 x *o5—3*75 >**012 +2*163 1*03.

3. Find the value of 15 cwt. 3 qr. 9 lb at R25. 120. 7/. per cwt.

4. If a man walking at the rate of 3J miles an hour, walks to a place

in 4 hours 30 minutes, how long will it take a man, walking at the rate

of miles an hour, to walk there and back 7
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5. A man invests a certain sum in 4} per cent. Government Papes
at 104. The price falling to 101, he sells out and loses R600 by the
transaction, eicclusive of brokerage. Find tbe sum invested.

6. A gives B 10 yards^ start and C 15 yard's start in a race oi
loo yards ; bow much should B give C in 150 yaids 7

1892.

I. Simplify
it-ltofjt 41-71+3?
Il}0f^0f{~ |0fl2

2.

Find, to the nearest integer, the value of 7^° ^ ^3 S9S

1*293x12

3> Find the square roots of V97344, of *009604, and of *996004.

4. Find the interest on 10 lakhs of rupees for 10 days at 4} per cent,
per annum.

S* £3i°°Oi which I held in the Four per eenta, was sold for me when
they were at 82} by a broker whose commission is | per cent

; and the
proceeds were re-invested by him in the Four and a half per cents at 98$.
What amount of the latter stock did he purchase 7

1893.
t. Simplify —

(1) I-hi-i-i-kJ-kt+t-i*? J

,2j ILlIi L-.
'

' «*n4 si-ii

2. Divide 1*84626 by 23*4,

Express 45^006 654 as vulgar fractions reduced to tbeir lowest terms,
and their sum os a circulating decimal.

3. Find the cost of 73 cwL 3 qr. I4 lb at 131 M. per cwt.

4. Distinguish between true discount and banker’s discount.

Find the former in the case ofa bill for £3486. 61s Sfi due 16 months
hence, the rate of interest being 5} per cent, per annum

S A man invests 11163000, part in Government 4 per cent, stock at

108, and the remainder in Municipal 5 per cent debenture stock at loqj
Find how much he must invest in each in order that he may have an equal
income from the two sources.

1804.

1. In a compound metal containing tin and copper only, the propor-
tion of tin to copper 137*75 to 92*25 Find to the nearest penny the
value of 8 cwt, 3 qr. of it. Tin costs 140/ ; copper 80/. per ton.

2. A rectangular court is 50 yards long and 30 yards broad. It has
paths joining the middle points of the opposite sides of 6 feet m breadth
and also paths of the same breadth running all round it. The remainder is

C. A. 24
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coveted with glass. If the cost of the pavement be it. Sif. pet squaie

foot and the turf 3t. pet square yaid, find the cost of laying out the couit.

3. Find the value of 'afiyiSyj of £1 in shillings, pence, end decimal

of a penny.

4. Find the squaie root of I -(*0678)' to four places of decimals.

5. At a cricket match, a contractor provided luncheon for 24, and

fixed the price to gam 12} per cent, on his outlay. Three persons were

absent. The remaining 21 paid the fixed price, and the contractor lost

2 rupees. What was t& charge 7

1806.

1. Find the square root of i+}(‘0345)* correctly to four places of

decimals.

2. Find the sum of money which put out at simple interest at 2I per

cent per annum will in 134 days exactly produce S:i24. loa.

(A year contains 36J days.)

3. Ifone pound sterling be worth twenty-five francs and sixty cen-

times ! and also worth six thalers and twenty silber groschen ; how many
francs and centimes is one thaler worth 7

[Af. S, One thalet=3a silber groschen.

One franc =100 centimes.]

4.

Simplify

lir*
li+A +i *4x3 IS

5.

I invest S12805 in the four per cents, at gS}, and when they have
risen to 102| I sell out and invest in the 4^ pec cents, at 105I ; what is

the change in my income 7 (Brokerage i pec cent, on all transactions.)

Or convert into a decimal fraction, pointing out accurately the

recurring portion (if any).

1886.

1. What greatest number and what least number can be subtracted

from 23759143 that the remainders may be divisible by 24, 35, 91, 130,

and 150 7

2. (l) Simplify

(2)

|iof^*4-f(2AHJ)of

Divide ‘0023465 by' 03125.

yj. 6if.

12s. Si’

3. Extract the squaie root of Sf correct to 4 places of decimals.

4. Find the simple interest on R4235. 122. g|/. for 3 years and

7 months at 3^ pel cent, per annum.

5. If by selhng a horse for filioo, I lose 18 per cent. ; how much
per cent, should I have gained or lost, had it been sold for ^1320 7
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6. A man invested the same sum in two different stoeks, 3} per eenti

Government Securities at 103} and 4 per cenb Municipal Pebentures at

165 ; his income from one is ^93 more than from the other ; what sun
was invested in each stock 7 '

1897,

I. Reduce

V rell

decimal of s} tons.

of I cwt 3 qr. 7 lb, to the

(0) Find the vulgar fraction equivalent to the recurring decimal *1jjf

without assuming an; rule,

3.

'What do you understand by an attquot part of a quantity ? Is an
area equal to 15} sq. yd. an aliquot part of an acre 7

Find) by Practice) the income-tax on R1250. loa. at the rate of

5 pies per K, '

3. 'What is meant by the ralu of one quantity to another 7 What u a
prtptrtttn 7

320 people dine together 4 days a week, but on the remaining 3 days
some are absent j the eonsumption of food is thus reduced, for the whole
week, in the ratio of 109 to 112, Find the number of absentees.

4. In what time will K3S46 amount to RJ6S3 at 3} per cent, simple

interest 7

5. A person has stock in the 3} per cent. Government Securities,

which yields R2836 a year He sells out half of the stock at togi, and
invests the proceeds in Howrah Mills shares at 153 ^at dividend
ought the latter to pay that he may thereby increase bis annual income
by R330 7

6. Extract the square root of 3'I4IS9 to 4 decimal places.

1888.

1. What is that least number which being divided by 48, 64, 73, go,

120 and 140 leaves the remainders 38, 34, 62, jo, no and 13D respectively 7

2. (0) Simplify ^ off ({•+iV)4-^ of

(i) 'What decimal of £2 13s. 41! is '0625 of 2'6 of £1. 6s. 8if. 7

3. Extract the square root of 34756, also of (4 02)’ to 4 places of

decimals,

4. 'What sum will amount to R3Q0 in 3^ years at 61 pet cent, per

annum simple interest,

3. A grocer buys 480 mds of sugar for R6133 payable at the 'end of

3 months, and on the same day sells them at K12, iia. per mound ready

money. What pec cent, does be gam or lose by the tcansactian, reckoning

interest at 9 per cent per annum 7 '
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6. Oue-thitd of a certain capital is invested in the 3} per cent.

Government Securities at 1051 one-fourth in the 3 per cent. Government
Securities at 97}, and the remainder in the 4^ percent. Caicntta Municipal

Debentures at tiz^. If the total annual income is RS30, what is be
Capital 7

1899.

I. Find the greatest number which will divide loz8, 1629 and 2130

leaving the remainders 3, 4 and 5 respectively.

(i) Prove that '234=^ without assuming the rule of converting

a recurring decimal into a vulgar fraction.

3. Find, by Practice, or otherwise, the value of 7 tons 2 cwU 2 qts.

at K3. 2a, per maund, assuming that I ton is equal to 27} maunds.

4. Extract the square root of 51076 and of ’051076.

5. A grocer mixed 20 maun'ds of one kind of nee at II4 a maund with

a Certain quantity of a second kind of nee at &3 So a maund, and selling

the mixed rice at II3. 12a, a maund, gained Rio. Find how much nee he
mixed, and the gam pec cent, on his outlay.

6. Find the discount on R1218 due six months hence at 3 per cent,

pec annum simple interest.

1000.

1. Wbat do yon understand by the Greatest Common Measure and
the Least Common Multiple of two or more whole numbers 7 Nine bells

begin to strike simultaneously and strike at intervals of I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

8, 9 seconds respectively. After what interval of time will they next stnke
simultaneously 7

2. (a) Simplify 67^, j.
•' T.ofSi+3{ 5f-4jofJ 117

[b] Reduce '0416 to its equivalent vulgac fraction in its lowest

terms, and explain the reason for the process you employ.

3. Find the value of (l’25)»-l-2’2Sx(i’2S)“-f3’75x(’7S)*-kC7S)*,
without reducing the decimals to vulgar fractions

4. The length, the breadth and the height of a room are 25 ft. 7 ins ,

20 ft. 5 ins. and 14 ft. respectively. Its walls are papered at 31. 6if. a sq.

yd, and its ceiling painted at ir 2d. a sq. ft. Find the total cost

5. The subscriptions to a certain memorial fund amount to R976
ga. and each person subscribed as many annas as there were subscribers

altogether. Find the number of subscribers.

6. Explain clearly what you mean by saying that the per cent.

Government Securities are at loi.

A person invests Rl9,700 in the 3J per cent. Government Securities

at 98J, and when they rise to loiJ he sells out and invests the proceeds

in the 4_J per cent. Calcutta Municipal Debentures at Ildiv. find the

change in his income.
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1901.

1. (a] .583 X •142857, expressing yoni

answer as a deamaL <.

(6) Reduce ;£’3 . isr 4/f. to the decimal of Rioo. L(i=Rl5.]

2. (a) What is meant faf as of a nnmbet ?

Is 2|^ 7d& an aliquot pact of a mile ?

(d) Fmd, by Practice, or othervrise, the Talne of 25 tons 15 cwu
3 qrs. 171 lb. at £2. 131 e,d per ton.

3 If the fbnrpenny loaf weighs 3 lb. 9 ox. when wheat is at 9>. qd.
per bushel, what ought the sixpenny loaf to weigh when wheat is at iir.

lot per bnshel ?

4. (n) Define Ifdtnst* What do yon nndeistand by the expression'
Rattier tcni. fer annum I

(6) At what rate per cent, per annum simple interest will £200
amount to /23S. 131. 412 in 4 years 7 months 7

5. Extract the square root of 7463*4164.

6 A man invests one-third of his capital in the 3^ per cent. Gorem.
ment Securities at gSJ, and the remaining two thirds in the 4} per cent,

Calcutta Mnnidpal Debentures at 105} If the diBetence of the two
annual incomes he ftl997, find his capital.

1002.

I How can_yoa ascertain whether a given vnlgar fiaction can be
reduced to a terminadng or a lecaciing decimal without actually conyerf.
ing it into a decimal 7 What kind of decimal will the fiaction xHia
produce 7 '

(d) Simplify

I 2 4.2 083 0f^^^5^iJHL«it
4 locwunqis. nib.

3--^ •

® 7+1
and reduce the result to the decimal of i*i.

s. The area of a rectangular field whose breadth is 50a yards is 100
acres; Find the cost of cultivating it at S3 2a 8/ per 100 square yards
and also the cost of fencing it round at S2 So per yard.

3. If 12 men and Ifi boys can do a piece of work in 30 days working
7} hours a day, how many bop must assist zi men to do a piece of moK
twice as greatin 25 dap, working 9 hours a day 7 (3 men=5 boys.)

4. Extract the square roots of 5^ and 76 '195441.

5. (n] Define discount.

(d) Fmd the discount on £joo due 3 years 4 months hence at 5 per
cent, per annum simple interest.
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6i Which is the bettet mveetment, the 3} per cent Government
Secnrities at 95}, or the 4 per cent Calcutta Municipal Debentures at

101} ? What viil he the difference in the annual income by investing

Raa, 127 in each of them ?

1903.

I. (a) Simplify

•67 X *67 X ‘67 - •001 *S7

67 X -67 + •067+ ‘M
j

(b) What decimal of a mile is a yard ?

2. (a) What IS meant by the aliquot part of a number 7 Is an acre

, an abquot part of a square mile ?

(1) Find, by Practice, or otherwise, the price of 23 tons 12 cwt

3 qrs. lyj lb. at d/. 13/. 4<f. per ton.

3. Three taps A, B and C can fill a cistern in 3, 6 and 7^ minutes

respectively. They are all turned on at once ; but after one nunute, A
is turned off How much longer will B and C tahe to fill the cistern 7

4. (a) Define the square root of a number.

(2) Extract the square root of 10^, and of af to four places of

decimals.

5. A man buys wine at jr. a gallon ; he mixes it with water, and by
selling the mixture at 41 a gallon gams 12} per cent, on his outlay.

How much water did each gallon of the mixture contain 7

6. (0) Define Present Worth.

[b) A tradesman marks his'goods with two prices, one for ready
money and the other for 3 months' credit, allowing interest at 4} per cenL
per annum. If the credit puce be marked at fija 9a., what ought to

be the cash price 7

180A.

1. Define the G. C. M. and the D. C. M. of two or more numbers.

(a) Find the greatest number of six digits which b exactly divisible

*7i 4Sj 72 anfl 96.

2. Write down the local value of each of the figures in the number
010203.

(0) Simphfy
C0r)»+C02l»+Co3)» £2 3S.

(•001 + -002 + 003)’' ^~£iS 161
of}.

3.

A can do a piece of work in 25 days, B in 20 days, and C in

^ dws. The three work together for 2 days, and then A and B leave

J

but C imntinnes, and after 8f days is rejoined by A, who brings S
ftlong with hiiQi and these three finish the remaiDdei of the wotk
in 3 days. In what time would D alone have done the whole work 7
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4. The Brea of a square cneket field is 9 aCf 3 ra< 8'i6 poi ; find

the length of a side.

5. Define Dmount.

(a) The difference hetireen the interest and the discount on a certain

sum for 3 years 4 months at 5 per cent, per annum is £16. 134. 4dl

Find the sum.

6. A person invests a certain :um in the 3^ per cent. Government
Seennties when they are at 97I had be waited till they had fallen to

97|, he would have had Rs. 40Q more of Government Securities. How
much money did he inveat« | per cent, being charged as brokerage in

both cases ?

1906.

1. When IB one number said to he a meantn of another ? What is a
Pnme Numhtr ?

A man bought two heaps of mangoes, one for Ria So. and the

other for Rrfi os. 9^ If the price of each mango be tbe same, and not
less than two and not more than three annas, find the total number of

mangoes he bought.

2. (1) What IS the meaning of | and of | of f 7

(2) Simplify

3. Extract the square root of 19 951 and of ( correct to three places of

demmals.

4. Find the cost of paving a pathway 6 ft. wide, round and imme*
diately outside a flower garden, 21 yds. long and 10 yds. broad, at 51 pies

per sq. yd

5. Find the price of 35 mds. 13$ srs of rice at R3. 21s per maund.

If It IS sold at the rate of R3. gjs. per maund, what is the profit

per cent ?

6. I pay R45900 to a Bank for a Bill of Exchange payable in London.
The rate of exchange is u. ^d, for the rupee and the Bank charges me
2 per cent, on the amount payable in England. How much will my agent
in London receive 7

1906.

1. (l) When IS one number said to be a mrtUtflt of another 7 How
can you ascertain by inspection whether a given number is a multiple of 3 7

(2) What is tbe greatest number consistingof five digits which can
be added to S321 so that the sum may be exactly divisible by 15, 20, 24,

27, 32 and 36 7

2. (l) What is tbe meaning off of i 7 Give an illustration.
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(2) Simplify

(o) l2X(it-A“A-TiT-ll5HI?f-r^of

1 -S9 XIS 9-41x4 I.

IS-9-4-I

3. The cost of matbng a loom 16 ft. broad and 12 ft. high at 3a. pet

aq. yd. is fiy go 4^. What will be the cost of papering its walls at the

same rale, allowing for six doors, each 6 ft. by 3 ft. 7

4. Extract the square root of *02^ and of | correct to four places of

decimals.

3. A book sent from England costs me (including Kl. 2a. postage)

RI2. 10. But my bookseller allows me a discount of 2tl in the shilling

on the published price. What is the published price in English money,

the rate of exchange bmng ir. 41/ for the rupee 7

6. Define Present Worths

A man bought a horse for 30'guices knd sold him immediately for ,£36.

is. payable at the end of 6 months. If interest be reckoned at 6 pet cent,

pet annum, find his gam per cent, upon the transaction. '

1907.

:. What do you understand by the G. C. M and the L. C. M. of two
or more integers 7 What is a prime number 7 Find the least number which
as exactly divisible by 12, 34, 56 and yS.

2. Simplify ;

—

. . •2X-2X 2+ 'oax -oax *02 . 2|-r*i6
' 6x 6x-6+'o6x ofixTJfi Z3+1I'
. . ^ 3 50 6/ I hr. 16 m. 45 sec.
' ' Ra 3. 12a ~2

hr. 7 m 45 sec."

3. Find the price of 8 mds. 16 srs. 2 chks. of rice- at fi5. ga. per

maund.

4. How many paving stones, each of them I foot long and 9 in. wide,
will be required for paving a street 30 ft. wide, surrounding the outside of a
square grass plot, the area of the grass plot being 10 acres 7

5. If 8 men or 15 women can earn R120 in 30 days, how much can
21 men and 24 women earn m 45 days 7

6. The debts ofa bankrupt amount to ,£2134.. los 6rf and his assets

consist of property worth £gi6, 51 and an undiscounted Bill of ;£S13
due 4 months hence, simple interest at 4 pet cent. How much in the

pound can he pay to his creditors.

1908 .

I. (i) When can a vulgar fraction be converted mto a terminating

decimal 7 What kind of decimal will the fraction produce 7
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(s) Simplify :

—

2t+|ofgi-li
-of

20 1 of I md. 3ot sr.
'OfKs.2. So.

3 '6

+

-15 X 4 4- 24- 2T 17 5625 of 2 md. 20} sr.

2. Find, by Practice, or otherwise, the value of 5 acres 3 roods 7 poles

5} sq. yds of land at j£'l6l. £r, 8dt per acre.

3. (a) The hands of a clock coinmde after every 66 minutes of correct

time. How much is the clock fast or slow in 24 honrs 7

(1) A race course is 44a yds lone. ^ and £ run a race and
/t wins by 5 yds ; .0 and C run over the same course and ^ wins by
4 yds. ; C and X) run over it and D wins by 16 yds. If A and D run over
it which would win and by how much 7

4 (u) What number multiplied by itself will produce 4(7^ ?

{6) Extract the square root of | correct to four places of decimals.

5. A trader allows a discount of 5 per cent to his customers. What
pnce should he mark on an article the cost price of whid is R712. 8a,, so
as to make a clear profit of 33} p c. on his outlay ?

6. A person invests rupees 44100 in the 3} p. c Government Secuti*
ties at 98 and when they nse to 98} he sells out and invests the proceeds
in the 5 p. e. Calcutta Municipal Debentures at llo^. Find the altera-
tion in his income.

ALTERNATIVE QUESTIONS.

2.

A reservoir is 25 ft. 5 in. long and 12 ft JO in. wide. How
many gallons of water must be drawn off to moke the surfiice sink I ft. 7

(A cubic foot of water weighs Jooo ounces and I gallon=10 lb.

avoirdupois).

4.

The discount on a certain sum due 2 years hence is R638. 8a. and
the interest on the same sum for the same time is R718 5a. Find the sum
md the rate per cent, per annum

1009.

1. Multiply €2031 by 461S9, and divide the product by 7429.

2. Simplify—
m Mi-tSf+4j'f) I

‘ lo»-(2t-A)-7 , .
I

•

I+*

(2) 2’I428S7i.:. -6769230^x2 3

3. Find, by Fraetiee, the price of 28 bags of sugar, each weighing
3 cwt. 2 qrs. I lb., at Rg 6a. qjp per cwt

Extract the square root of 137769 395929.

4. The area of a square garden is to acres. On the inside of the
«rden and along four sides of it there is a gravel path 5 feet wide. Find
ue cost of constructing the path at i anna 6 pies per square foot.
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Or,

On what capital will the interest for 2x9 days at 4 per cent per annuo
amount to £14. 2S. 6d, ?

5. Among a certain number of children 9x^09 mangoes and also

8372X oranges may be equally divided. How many are the children ?

Give all possible answers.

Or,

What profit per cent, is made by selling an article at a certain puce, if

by selling at two-thirds of that puce there would be a loss of 20 pet cent

UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA. MATRICULATION PAPERS.

1010

COMFCLSORY PAFBR.

I. Multiply 407566 by 800209 }

and divide 507233438305 by 670549.

Or,

Find the G. C. M. of 2535x2 and 568512 ;

and the L. C. M. 01432, 720, 1152.

a. Reduce to its simplest form •

—

(1)

(2)

4tXI7f X2t
_

•fii X -005

'45

Or,

A contractor engaged to finish six miles of railway in 200 days, but

after employing X40 men for 60 days he found that only one and a half

miles were completed. How many additional men most be engaged that

the work may be fimshed within the given time 7

3. (X) Find, by Practice or otherwise, the value of 45S things at

Rs. 8. 5 as. 4 pies each.

(2) In what time will a sum ofmoney double itself at 6 per cent.-

dmple interest per annum 7

Or,

ne weight of a cubic inch of water is 253'X7 grains and that of a

cubic inch of an is 3X gnuns. Find to three places of decimals how
many cubic inches of water weigh as much as one cubic foot of air.
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Additional Paper.

ii Extract the square root of 6256586734489.

Or,

A cistern contains 243} cubic feet of water. Find the length of the
side of a second cistern 4 ft. 4 in. deep, with a square base, which
contains 4 times as much water as the first.

a. (1} Calculate, correct to three places of decimals, the value of

1+-i.+—^—+

—

-—+&e. toinfimty.
1.2 1.2.3 1*34

(a) A metre is defined to be the ten-millionlh part of a quarter
of the circumference of the earth, and is equal to 39*37079 inches. Find
the dreumference of the earth in miles.

1011.

CoupuLsbRY Paper.

I, Multiply 87904563 by 7059089 ;

and dmde the product by 998875.

Or,

A square grass-plot whose side is 200 yards, is bordered on the ont>
dde by a path 10 feet wide. Find the cost of gravelling ^e path at
fis. 2. 8 as. per too square feet.

2. (I) Simplify !—

F5TA-’*4*8S70fl0,^.

(2) What decimal of a rupee is a pie 7

Or,

What decimal of an hour is a second 7

3. (1) Fmd the value of5mds 25 seers to chts. of milk at Rs. 5.

,
to aa 8 p. per maund.

(a) What sum of money must be put out at 3I per cent, per
annum, simple interest, m order to amount to ,^248. i8r. gd in aj yean 7

Or,

A contractor undertakes to execute a certain work in a given time 1

he employs 55 men, who work 9 hours daily ; when | of the time has
expired, he finds that only f of the work is done ; how many men must
he now employ It hours a day to fulfil bis contract 7
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Additionai, Fapek.

!• Find the square root of

220191808516,

Or,

2619 46783041.

Or,

A general wishing to arrange his men, who were 335^5° numher,

into a solid square, found that there were 9 ''°Bn over. How many men
were there in the front ?

I 424
a. (I) Find a decimal that IS within of^“.

looooo 113

Or,

Find the value (correct to five places of decimals) of

l-i+i-f+J
(a) Assuming a metre to he 39I inches, find the nearest whole

number of litres in one cubic foot.

1912 .

CoMPOLsoKY Pape*.

Multiply 814703 by 703692 ;

and divide 246741768 by 75318

Or,

Reduce to its lowest terms

I4ZS93

514199'

2. (i) Reduce to the Simplest Vulgar Fraction

2-46 -2-36 4j
3+-I27 ^19-

(*) Find the value of

3 cwt. 3 qra 14 lb.

2 cwt. I qr. ao lb
of;f7. i8j. 8(£

Or,

(I) At what rate per cent, simple interest will ;^440. fir. id.

amount to £sii. Vjs pif in 5 years 7

(2) Find the pnce of 12 maunds 8 seers 4 ehhataks of Ghee at

Bs. 36. 4nr. per maiind

3. If the wages of 45 women amount to ;fao7 in 48 days, how many
men mnst work 16 days to receive £16. 132 4^., the duly wages of a man
being double those of a woman 7
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Or,

A rectangular Court-yard 100 feet long In 80 feet wide bas within it a
gravel path 8 feet wide running round it find the area of the path) and
the cost of gravelling it at 5a. 3^. per square yard.

' ADomoKAl, Fapbk.

1. Find the square root of
'

'3W69
‘

39S9*9-

A rectangular Court, three times as long as it is broad, is paved with
2028 stones, each ij feet square. Find the length of the Court.

2. Ifa metre be 3 2809 feet and the length of a line drawn on the
earth iroin the North Foie to the Equator be 10,000,000 metres, find the
circumference of the earth to the nearest mile.

Or.

Find, collect to five places of decimals, the value of

1+l.L+l L+*.£.+*
2 3 2* S 2‘ 7 2' 9 2«

1S13.

COUFDLSOK? FaFEK.

1. (I) Multiply 426042 by 90578.

Or,

Divide 5208465 by 754.

(2) Find the G. C M. of 253512 and 568512.

,
Or.

Find the L C M of 105, 135 and 210.

2. (1) Simplify

(2) Express in decimals the sum of
'

•438 X '15 and^.

.
Or,

(t) Find what decimal of a mannd is a cbhatak.

(2) Find the puce of 432 pieces of cloth at Rs 5. Jat, Sp, each.

3. (I) If Rs. 750 amount to Rs. 873 I2ffs. in 5 years and 6 months,

find the simple interest per cent, per annum.

(2) A can run 8 yards 10 the same time that B can cun g. They

start together ; when B has run 252 yards, bow far behind is .4 ?
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Additiohai. Paper.

1 . Find the square root of 29*192409.

Or,

Find the cost of fencing a square field of lo acres at 6 as. 8 i»ei

per yard.

2. A room is 20 metres in length and 10 metres in breadth. Find

the number of square yards in the area of the floor, taking a metre as equal

to 39*37 inches.

Or,

Define a prime number, and state all the prime numbers between

70 and 90.

1814.

COMFOLSORY Paper.

1. Multiply 777tf$ hy 358, and express the result as a whole number
and a proper fraction.

'

2. Find the G. C M. of 7163 and 13091.

Or,

Find the li. C. M. of 48, 72, So, 108, and 120.

3* Simplify
3I+A+9H . 16|

II*- SH ‘lef-aif

Or,

Find the Puce of 273 maunds, 33 seers, 7 chhataks of Ghee at

Its. 53. 8ar. per maund.

4. Add together 0 022 of 1,0*946 of a shillmg, and 3*48 pence, and
subtract the sum from o 26 of a guinea. Express the answer in pence
and the deamal of a penny.

Or,

Find what sum will amount to Es. 723. our. iq^. in 6 years and

3 months at 4^ per cent, per annum, Simple interest

Additional Paper.

1. Extract the squaie root of 7 correct to 3 places of decimals.

Or,

Shew that 103 is a prime number.

2. Given one centimetie=o*3937 inches, find in squaie metres the

area of a floor whose length is 21 feet and breadth 10 feet 8 inches.
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1815.

COMPOLSORV FAFSB.

I. (i) Multiply 790463 by 93076.

Or,

Divide 277286112 by 35064.

(2) Find the G. C M. of 253512 and 568512.

Or,

Find the L. C. M. of 125, 160^ nud 280.

2. (il Simplify 2-

3 +

5

2-
i+J

(2) Multiply 17 ‘55 by 4 004, and divide the product by o'Sig.

4The Ksults aie to he exptesied in decimals.)

Or,

(I) Express as a recurring decimal

JIS0‘
4+

0 13

(2) Find the price of 729 slabs of marble at Ry. llo. 3^ each.

3. (J) At what rate per cent per annum (simple interest) will a
sum of money doable itself in 10 years ?

(2) Find the cost of papering the walls of a room 12 ft. 6 in. long,

7'ft. 6 in widei and 12 ft high, with half-anna postage stamps measunng
inch by J inch.

Aoditional Fafbr.

1. Fmd the square toot of 170 485249.

2. The palace of the King of Babylon contained' a thousand rect-

angular court-yards, each 60 metres long and 54 metres broad. The court-

yards were all paved with marble slabs, 18 inches long by 18 inches broad.
Required the total number of slabs {Metre=39'37 inches.)

Or,

Multiply 0*48785 by o 85963 by a contracted method so as to obtain

the result correct to five places of decimals.

1916.

COMPDISORY FAVBB.

I. (I) Multiply 560789 by 987065.

Or,

Divide 823479885 by 9897,
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(2) Find the G. C< M. of 36176 and 85085.

Or,

,Find the least whole number which is exactly divisible by i, 2, 3, ^
5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

2. (I) Simplify

3? ' gr -=-7
,
8S

2i 1 of i 204'

(2) What decimal of a sovereign is a penny 7

Or,

(1) Express as a terminating decimal fraction.

,
(2) Find the cost of 153 articles at 1. 2r. 8if each.

3. (t) If 1 have to pay 2 pies as interest on one rupee for one month I

what IS the rate per cent, per annum 7

(2) If 24 men can do a piece of work in 15 days, working 8J

hours a day, how many men will be required to do another piece of work

twice as great in 17 days, working 6 hours a day 7

Adsitiohal Paper.

1. Find the square root of 0 0041409225.

2. Express the value of

0-04375 kilogram + 0-3775 gram + 0-72 milligram as the decimal

of a pound Avoirdupois.

[ I giam=I5 432 grains, and one pound Avoirdupois=7000 grains.]

Or, f

Divide 2-4494897 by 1-4142135 by a untracttd mithed, conect to three

decimal places.

1917.

COMPDLSOKY FaFBR.

1. (a) Multiply 783256 by 347816.

Or,

The quotient after division of a certain number by 372 is 273 and
the remainder is 237. Find the number

(i) Find the G. C M. of 31752 and 415S0.

Or,

The circumferences of the fore-wheel and hind-wheel of a carnage
are 9 ft. 1 1 in. and 12 ft. 9 m. respectively. Find the least distance

over which the carrii^e must travel in order that both the wheels may
make a complete number of revolutions.

2. (o) Simplify 5^+^.
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Or.

Find the value of i of 91. lai -i of 6s, gi. of £1. os. Jd.

(Express the ansvrei in shillings and pencet)

(j) Simplify
'

17oi-»-i6*2

oosx 07
'

Or,

Reduce to lecumng decimals.
'

3. (a) Find the cost of 21 tons 5 ewt. 3 qrs. of coal at Rs. 5 per
ton.

Or,

Find the simple interest on Ss. S92 for 8 months at 6} per cent, per
annum.

(i) By selling goods at Ks 240 a merchant gains 23 per cent. '

Hoir much would he gam per cent, by selling them at Rs. 216 ?

Or,

In an examination J2 per cent of the candidates fail in English

and 42 per cent. &1I in Mathematics If 17 per cent, fail both m
English and Mathematics, find the percentage of those who pass in

both subjects.

• Additional Paper-

1. Find the square root of 57592921.
*

’
,

Or.

Find to within one millimetre the length of the side of a square whose
area is two square metres

^
2. Calculate, to four places of decimals, the value of

I+^+—+ ^-5+—
2 2x4 2x4x6 2X4X6 x8

Or,

Divide *12345678 by X)g876543, correct to four places of decimals.

1018

CoMPOisony Papbb.

I. (I) Esther, Multiply 390626 by 331779-

Or,

Find the G. C M of 78657 and 9(£75.
'

(2) A reservoir contains 218,703 rallons of water. How many
Qstems, each holding 37 gallons, can be filled out of it, and how many
gallons will be left in it when they arc all full 7

c. A. as
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(2) Simplify (i*4-o‘362)-r(o-3i+0'l23-oooos).

(Express the result m decimals)

3. (i) Etiker, What will be the cost of paper 20 in. wide, at iid
a yard, for the walls of a room 2i ft long, 13 ft. wide, and 10 ft. high 7

Or, Find the cost of 3 cwt. 2 qrs 14 lb. of butter at £z 3r.

pet cwt.

(2) Either, What sum of money will amount to Rs, 1,352. 4i>,

in three years at 4} per cent, simple interest ?

Or,

A garrison of 42a have food enough to last them 33 days.

After 3 days they are reinforced by 210 men, bringing no food with tiiem.

Efow much longer will the food last 7

Addittonai. Paves.

1. (i) Find the square root of 1000014129.

(2) Find the dimensions of a tank which is 2 36 metres deep and

which holds 3,000 litres, the length of the tank being three times the

cndtb.

2, Either, Find the value of •

-+—+-^+ —+ . » correct to four places of decimals,
2 30 400 3000

Or, Find the value of
°

conect to four places of

/ p ° 67345

decimals.

1919.

CoMPOMosY Papes.

1. Either, (i) Multiply 9080076 by 6700809

(2) Find the G. C. M. of 96577 and 448477.

Or, (I) Divide 4599559845 I*? 90705.

(2) Find the L. C M. of 289, 323, and 361,

2. (I) Simplify of R, I. locr. 8/, -0*125 of o'l6 of Rs. 23,

(2) What decimal of an hour is a second 7

3. (l) Find the price of 17 cwt. 3 qrs. 14 lb. of sugar at 91.

per cwt.

(2) In how many years will Rs. 5,000 amount to Rs. 6,iod at si
per cent, per annum simple interest 7
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Additional Paper.

1, Either, Multiply 5947*183 by 0*093187 by s contrueted method

so as to retam four places of decimals only.

Or, Find the value of the folloteing series correct to three plaees

of decimals

:

1+ JL+_L_+ ^ + 1

i^ixS^ixsx9 1x5x9x13 1x5x9x13x17

2, Either, Find the square root of0*0804289$.

Or, Find the cost of constructing a path 4 ft. wide round a

rectangular courtyard 10 yds long and 7 yds broad, if each square foot

costs 2a.

1920 ,

CoMTOLsoRir Paper.

Either, (l) Multiply 80070430 by 34070080

(2) Find the G C M. of 47S21 and 68191

Or, (l) The dividend being 545322774 and the quotient 89706,

6nd the divisor

(2) Find the least number which is exactly divisible by the

first nine integers

2 (I) Simplily ||i||-io}}ofJ.
rpTi

(2) Express o 16 of 2 cwt. 2 qrs -f0 16 of 2*6 cwt as the fraction

of one ton Convert the fraction into a recurring decimal.

3 (i) Find the rent of 19 acres 3 roods 20 square poles of land at

£4. jt. per acre.

(2) What sum will amount to Rs, 6375 in 5 years at 5J per cent,

per annum simple interest 7

Additional Paper.

!. Either, Find by a contracted method the value of

0*53209853 xo'43429448

correct to seven places of decimals

Or, Find correct to four phees of decimals the value of
'>^7 + '^s"

2- Either, A clock in the kitchen loses at the rate of 6*5 seconds an

bonr when the fire is alight, and gams at the rate of 3 g seconds an how
when the fire is not burning ; but in the whole day it neither gains nor

loses. How long m the twenty-four hours is the fire burning 7

Or, 40 per cent, of the gross receipts of a tramway company is taken up
in meeting the working expenses, 40 pec cent, of the remainder goes to the
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reserve lundi and the balanee is paid away as dividends to diareholders at

the rate of 3I per cent, on their shares, the total value of which is

Rs. 864000 ; find the amount of the gross receipts.

1921 ^

Compulsory Paper.

I. Eithtr, (1) The divisor being 102003 and the quotient 45067,
find the dividend

(2) Find the G. C M. of 65569 and 94829

Or, (i) Divide 6579820764 by 98076.

(2) Four bells begin tolling at the same time, and they toll at

intervals of 12, 18, 24, and 30 seconds respectively. After what intervs|l

of time will they next toll at the same time ?

(l) Simpbfy
i
of I

2|-3T+4t

expressing the answer (i) as a fraction, and (11) as a recurring decimul.

(2) A post has half of Us length in mud, one-third of its length

in water, and ten feet above water. Find the whole length of the post.

3. (1) Find the price of 25 maunds 15 seers "5 chataks of rice

at& 12. 8 as per mannd.

(2] At what rate per cent per annum simple interest will

Rs. 6000 amount to Rs 7650 in 5 years.

Additional Paper,
^

1. Etfitr, Find the diagonal of a rectangle whose sides are 2'S6 cm
and 4 73 cm.

Or, The third class railway fete in Fiance is 5 centimes pet Kilometre
and in England id per mile Given that 1 yard=o 9144 metre and
,fl=25'i7 francs, find (in English money) the difference of the &ies for

a journey of loo miles in the two countnes, correct within a farthing.

2. Either, find the product of 2 73065 and 0 ’0094738, preferably

by a (ontracted method, correct to four places of decimals

Or, Divide 1^1852 between A,E, and C, so that may have 0*615

of the whole, and J3 0 615 of what is left, and C the remainder to

the nearest pound,

1922

Compulsory Paper.

I. Either, (1) Multiply 70050230 by 5200780.

(2) Find the G. C. M. of 34465 and 54900.

Or, (l) What number multiplied by 238 gives the same result as 408
multiplied by 350 7

(2) Find the least number that can be divided by all the even

numbers up to 20 inclusive.
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*• (I) Simplify

(2f^ind the value of

0 2 of 3 6 of Si - 1 6 of 3 4-3 95.

3 (1) Either, (i) Find the puce of 3 tons 3 cert. 3 qrs 14 lb. at

{,1, y 4* pet ton

Or, (11] Find the price of 1448 articles at ion 8/. each.

(2) What sum mil amqunt to Rs 915 in 4 years at 5} pci cenU

per annum simple interest ?

Additiokai. Paver

I. Either, Extract the square root of 1322756.

Or, Extract the square root of o 223 correct to 3 places of decimals.

2 Either, Find the sum, correct to 3 places ofidecimals, of the series

1+ ^
I

*
I

^ ^
j.*1 I X2^1 X2X3'*’lX2X3X4

Or, the price of cloth having been raised 75 per cent., hoar much
per cent, must a householder reduce his consumption of that article so

as not to increase his expenditure ?

1928

COUFDLSQKY FaVER.

1. Either, (l) Multiply 3806800 by 70S009

(2) Find the G. C M of 34463 and 54900

Or, (i) Hour often can you subtract 46 from 533006, and what is the

&nal remainder ?

(2) Find the least number which will leave a remainder 4 when
divided by both 15 and x8

2. (I, Simplify off) x“^

(2) Find the value of

04x2 5-0 3+0 75 of 4-2 4-o'4.

3 (s) Find the price of 12 mds 8 srs. 4 ch. at Rs 36. 4 as per md.

(2] In what time will a sum of m6ney double itself at 5 per cent,

per annum, simple interest being charged ?

' Additional Paper

I. Either, Extract the square root of 2819041
Or, Extract the square root of0*051 correct to 3 places of decimals.
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3. Either, Find the sum, correct to 3 places of decimals, of the senes

^“i'^ix2”ix2X3''’ix2K3X4 F

Or, By selling a house for ,^2,576 a man gains 12 per cent, on his

original outlay. Hovs much per cent would he have gained had the

house cost him Cioo less ?

1924.

CoMPUisQRY Paper.

I. Either, (l) What number multiplied by 9706 will give 5313008

as product ?

(2) Find the G. C M of 11C44 and 13464-

Or, (i) How often IS the difference of 1325 and 1590 con-

tained in their sum ?

(2) Find the least number ofrupees that can be divided

among 8, 12, or 15 men

2 „) SimpWy

(2) By what must i 0035 he divided to get 3 ?

3. Either, (i) Find by practice or otherwise, the cost of Bmds
1 5 srs. 10 ch. of nee at R5 Vt hp pet mtl.

(2) How much carpet a ft wide will be required for a

room 7 yds long and 16 ft, wide ?

Or, The sum of Bs. 425 was lent at simple interest. At the end
of 9 months the debt was cancel]^ by the payment of

R437. 120 What was the rate of interest ?

Additiomal Paper.

I. Either, Extract the square root of 184389241.

Or, A house was sold for Rs. 4,500 at a pro&t of 12} per cent
What per cent would have been lost if it had been sold for

Rs. 3,800 ? ,

2 Either, Find the sum, correct to 5 decimal places, of the series

Or, Rs. 49 12a. was divided amongst 150 children so that each

hoy received 8a. and eacn girl 4a, How many hoys were

there?
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1886.'

Answers in money most be stated in £, s. d. or in R. a p,
as the case may be, and not as fractions of i or of Rl.)

I. State and explain the rule for the multiplication of vulgar fractions.

Simplify
S(t?~ I of ty)+A' i -20.

2.

Express 14s. Jidl as the decimal of Rt,ooo, the rnpee being

worth ir.

3. Distinguish between pure and mixed leeumng decimals.

Find the value of o 945 of jfa. 3s 6Jif. +o‘372S9 of ,^1. Rr. i^A

4. Find by any method the rent of 1J6 ac. 3 r. 24 p. ii aq. yd. at

fi25. 3a. 4p per acre.

J. A clock which gams 3 m. 56 s m 24 hr. was set coiieetly at noon
on &e 1st ofJannary 1884 Fmd to the nearest minute the next date at

which It indicated correct tune.

6. Twenty men are employed to make a tank 40 tt long, 20 ft. broad,

and 6 ft. deep. They work for 30 days and have just completed one third

of the work, when it is resolved to increase the length of the tank by 10 ft.,

&e breadth by 4 ft. and the depth by 2 ft. How many additional men must

be employed in order that &e work may be completed in 30 days

more 7

7. The difference between the simple and compound interest on a sum
of money for 3 years at $ pec cent, is I2r. 6A Ftnd the sum.

8. The capital ofa certain railway is£1000000 in*20ooo shares of£sa
each, fully paid up. The gross annual receipts are 105000 ofwhich 48
per cent, is absorbed in working expenses, £4600 goes to the ceseive fund,

and the remainder to pay dividend. Fmd what annual income a person

will obtain from the investment of ,£4500 in the undertaking, the shares

being at £62 lor.

g, Ice IS manufactured for 6 pies a pound. Two-thirds of the

quantity made is kept for sale at the factory and the remainder is.sent to

branch shops Ifthe average loss from melting of the former be I2j per cent,

and that of the latter be 25 per cent , find the gam on every ton

made.

10. The average width and depth of a river at its mouth are 240 yd.

and 6 feet respectively, the average rate of flow is 3 miles per hour, and
the amount ot sediment per cubic foot of water discharged is 1} cubic

inches Fmd the amount ofsediment deposited annually
,
and the depth

of the deposit, supposing it' spread limformly (is, to the same depth

throughout) over an area of 146 square miles.
'

' 1888.

5J-4* Jx3f-5iv3rV
2. Simplify
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3. Find the value of liV 101236 of R5. iia. 8/. ; and taking the

tupee as worth is* 4idl, express the result as the decimal of one shilling,

4. Find by any method the value of 9 tons 17 cwt* 3 qr. 25 lb. of

coffee at iSt 4r£ per ton.

5. When iron is at jSs 71 &/ a ton, the cost of laying a railway

10 miles 2 fur. 20 po in length with rails weighing 270 lb each is R67,500.

Find the cost of laying a railway 25 miles 220 yd. long with rails of the

same length weighing goo lb each, when iron is at ,^3. 141. 3af. a ton.

6. Find the present value of £/i82. 6s lojat due 3 years hence at

S per cent compound interest.

7. When exchange is at the rate of is. iid. per rupee, a person in

Madras orders from a bookseller in England a parcel of books, the pub-

lished price of which is The bookseller allows discount at the rate of

2t per cent on the published price, but Includes in his bill a charge of 131.

tor packing, freight, &c When the hooks arrive in India, a further sum of

R2 So, has to be paid on account of landing charges and cost of delivery.

If the books can be obtained from a bookseller m Madias at the rate of

9^ annas per shilling of the published puce, find how much the person

loses by ordering from England.

8. A person holds forty Rgoo shares in a concern which pays dividend

at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum. W])en the shares are at R67J, he

sells out and invests half the proceeds in 4 pet cent, stock at 90. With
the other halfbe buys a house, for which he receives an annual rental of

Ri,440, subject to a deduction of 3a 9/1 per rupee for repairs and taxes.

Find the alteration in his annual income.

9 In a certain year a country produces 50,000,000 bushels of wheat.
Of this quantity 40 per cent is available for export at R3. 2a, per bushel.

In the following year the acreage under wheat has increased 20 per cent,

but the yield per acre is only seven-eighths of what it was in the previous

year, while the quantity required in the country has increased 5 per cent.

If at the same time the export pnce has fallen to R3 per bushel, find the

increase in the value of the wheat availabe for export.

10 The population of a country is 33,264,000, and there are 99 males
to loi females. 2 out of every il boys and I out of every 33 girls of

school-age are under instruction. If the boys of school-age form one*
seventh ofthe male population and the girls of school-age form one-^eventh
of the female population, find the total number of pupils under instruction

1889.

“ Simulift-
v+^-(t-v) .

*5+A lofi
2. Simplify

3. Multiply 4 I’36SI4 i>y '0019, expressing the result as

and find the value of -3472 of £1. 41. - -ojiSi of £2. 6s. 3<4

4. Find by any method the cost of 79 ca. 17 m. 5 v. 25
at R21. loa, Sj>, per candy.

a decimal

;

pal. of salt
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S> Tbe cost ofnee for a fomily of 2 edults and 3 children from January
1st, 18S9, to December nth, iSSg, both days incljuiTe, dunng which time
rice was selling at 15 4 seers per rupee, Was K70 ya What will be the

cost of rice for a family of 3 adults and 5 children from December 19th,

1889, to May nth, 189a, both days inclusire, assuming that the price of
rice will be 14 y seers pec rupee, and assuming also that the quantity

reqmccd pec day by each adult is the same in both cases, and that in

both cases the quantity required by a child is two-fiftbs of the quantity

required hy an adult ?

6. On what sum due t year 4 months hence does the true discount

amount to ;£loa i8r 9^, simple interest being reckoned at 4!- per cent.

per annum 7

7. How much 3 per cent stock must n person sell when the selling

puce IS 91, in order that by invesling the proceeds in the 4} per cents at

113} he may derive from the investment an annual income of &9817. 8a ,

after paying income-tax at the rate of S pies per rupee 7

8. ^ and £ can do a piece of work in 10 days, .8 and C in 13 days,
and (7 and ^ in 20 days They all work at it for 6 days ; then ^ leaves,

and 8 and C go on together for 4 days more. If8 then leaves, how long
will ff take to complete the work 7

9 In a certain year the total amount received by a railway company
for the carriage of passengers was R2751000 Of this sum 6 per cent was
contnbuted by first class passengers, 5 per cent by second class, and the
remainder by third class The fares were 18, 6, and ij pies per mile for

first, second and third class passengers respectively Assuming that the

average distance travelled by each third class passenger was 3$ miles, and
the average distance travelled by each passenger of the other dosses was
ifio miles, find the total number of passengers carried during the year

10 The length of a rectangular field is twice its breadth If the rent

of the field at £3 ys Si an acre is ,^151. 17s. Si, find the cost of
surrounding it with a fence at 4srf per yard.

Ij, Extract the cube root of 9 to five decimal places.

1800

1. Reduce 2149908480 sq. inches to acres, etc. If this is the area ofa
rectangle the length of which is 5 m 7 fur. 5 p. i ft. 6 in , find its breadth.

2. Simplify i!3l+i4«8+i47_3jofl25of-^
2202 12303 441 551 483714

3 Find the value of 237 candies 17 maunds 6vissatR4ioo Xa,

per candy

4. 300 coolies are set to build a tank-bund. In 14 weeks they have
done /a of the work when rain stops the work for 4 weeks and washes '

away f of what they have done. At the end of that time the work is

resumed with only 230 coolies. In wbat time from the Commeneement
will the work be finished 7
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5. Find the amount of 8:5859375 for 3 years at per cent pet

annum, reckoning compound interest

6. Fxplain the difference between discount and interest If the dis<

count on 42830. 151. 'l\d be equal to the simple interest on ,£2784. It, id,

for the same time, find the time, the rate of interest being 5 per cent pet

annum.

7. A person invests ,f34S39 the 3 per cents at 87. After teceivmg

one year’s dividend he sells out at 89 He then invests the whole in

Railway stock, paying 5 pcr cent
, at I15 What will the difference in his

income be 7

8. A cistern 10 ft. 6 in long by 7 ft. 6 in. wide by 3 ft. 4 in. high u
lined inside with lead, 7 ib. of which cover a square foot. Find the

weight of the lead and its cost at 53s. 4ifi per cwt

9. A cash contains 16 gallons of spirit Two gallons are drawn off

and the cask filled up with water. Two gallons are again drawn off and

the cask filled up as before. This is done a third time. Compare file

quantities of spirit and water remaining in the cask.

10. Find the square root of 379749833 ’583241.

1881.

2. Subtract 13 times 817. 6it. up, from 17 times 813. fis. up,

3* 8330. 3a 1p, are to be divided among 193 persons, two of whom
receive Ra each, and ten 83 each. The others receive equal shares.

Find the value of each share.

and simplify (without reduction to vulgar fractions if you can)

2-03+1 345+27-34+16-231?.

5.

How long will it take to walk round a square field 14 acres I

24 poles in extent at the rate of 3 miles an hour 7

rood

6. Find the cost of white-washing a room 22^ ft. by 12 ft. and II ft.

high, at one anna per square yard, making allowance for four windows
each 4 ft. X 2j^ ft and two doors each 8| ft x 4 ft. Find also the cost of a

carpet for the same room with 3 ft. border all round the carpet, cosbng

84 per square yard and the border R6 per square yard.

7. Find the compound interest on j£3l43. fir. 8d, for 3 years at

3 per cent, pet annum.

8. A cistern can be fill.ed by three pipes in 30, 40 and fio minutes

respectively, and emptied by an escape pipe in half an Wr. The three

taps ate turned on at noon, but the escape pipe is at the same time

accidentally left open and not closed for a quarter of an hour. At what
time will the cistern be foil 7

9. I purchase 16 lb of tea at ir. ydi per lb., 14 at 2r. 2dt and 17 at

l>. 8ot Seven pounds of the mixture becoming spoiled have to be sold at
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a low pricci 1)111 by selling half the remainder at ss, per Ib. and the

other half at ss. J^a , I eventually make a profit of25 per cent, on the

original outlay. At what price per pound was the spoiled tea sold 7

10 A person invests a sum of money in the 4 per cents, at loz When
they have risen to 104, he transfem RiSooo stock to another investment

paying 5 pc' cent of which the shares are at 120 When the 4 per cents,

fell to par, he transfers the remainder to the 5 per cents which are still at

the same price and now finds his income K25 more per annum than it was

at first What was the sum originally invested 7

1882.

2. Simplify
S.ofi|-|ofS

3. Find the value of 041^ of ^33 js fiat - 0345 of £32 13s. j

and express £371 an. 6/. as the decimal of a lakh of rupees.

4. Find by any method the cost of making a road 37 m. 6 fi 31 p. 3 yd.

long at K1785 311. 4^ per mile

3. Find the present value of ,^482 6t. I0j<£ due three years hence at

5 per cent per annum compound interest.

6. Fxtract the square root of I3‘69714203I225 to six places of decimals.

7 The annual rainfall of a district is 49 7 inches. Assuming that the

fall IS distributed uniformly over the district, and that a cubic foot of

water weighs 62 5 lb , find the weight in tons of the ram that falls through,

out the year on a square mile

8 When exchange is Is z|if pet rupee, a Madras bookseller sends

to a London publisher a bill for 104 in payment ofbooks ordered Freight

and landing charges amount to S37 So The publisher allows the book-
seller discount at the rate of 35 pec cent on the pubhshed price, and the

latter sells the books at the rate of lo} annas per shilling of the published

price. Find how much he gains on the transaction.

9 In the year 1S91, the cost ofnee for a family of z adults and 4 children

was fiSfi Ja g/ In that year rice sold at 1 1 '2 seers pec rupee, and each

child received two-fifths of the amount given to an adnlt Assuming that

„in 1893 the price of rice will be 13 S seers per rupee, what will be the cost

of nee for the same family from Janusiy 3 to August II, both days inclu-

sive, if the allowance of each adult be increased by one-fourth and die

allowance of each child be three-sevenths of that of an adult 7

10

The capital of a railway company amounts to R18,90,00,000 of

which one-fourth is 3 pec cent, preference stock and one-third 4I per cent
preference stock In a certain year the receipts are Ri,8i,3o,<xx}, and
the working expenses amount to 33 per cent, of the receipts. Of the net

receipts R3,40,000 are added to the reserve fnnd, and the remainder, after

paying dividend on the preference stock, is divided among the ordinary

shareholders. What rate of interest will they receive 7

II. In the ten years from 1871 to 1881 the population of a country

increased at the rate of 9*3 per cent., and in the ten years from 1881 to
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l8gi the rate of increase was io'5 per cent. If the population in 1891

was 3I|023,759, 6nd what it was in 1871.

1894 .

2. Simplify
§•"7 of^+f it~4

3. Find the value of 2-04752 of £,z. 2i. id, - l'73437S of {fi- 8<4

4, Find by any method the value of 59 ca. 14 m 7 v, 27 pal. of salt

at R26. loa Sj> per candy.

5 In a certain year the produce of a tea-estate was sold in Iiondon at

an average rate of ^\d. per lb , and the amount realised was remitted at

an average rate of exchange of la 2\d per rupee. In the following year

the average price realised was only 8|<f. pet lb , but the quantity sold

exceeded by lij- per cent, the quantity sold in the previous year and the

average rate of exchange at which remittances were made fell to li I

If in this year the total amount realised from sales in London was KioSooOi
6nd how much was realised in the previous year.

6, A sum of money was invested for four years, interest payable an.

nually. The rate of interest was 5 pet cent, per annum for the JSrst two
years and 4 per cenL per annum for the Inst two ; and the amount at the

end of four years was £1,164 los. 3|<f. What was the sum invested i

7

Ice IS manufactured for 2I pies per lb and sold at 6 pies pet lb.

Of the total quantity made onc-half is kept for sale at the factory, and the

remainder Sent to branch shops The loss from melting is 12} per cent,

in the case of the former and 25 per cent m the latter ; and the agents at

the branch shops receive commission at the rate of 15 per cent, on the

price of every pound sold by them. Find the profit on every ton of ice

manufactured.

8

Two persons, A and B, set out together on a journey. They
walked at the rate of 3 miles an hour ; and after they had proeeeded for

three quarters of a mile, B returned, walking at the same rate, to the

place of starting Here he was detained three quarters of an hour. Set

ting out again be overtook A, who had been walking all the time, at the

end of 2i hours from the second time of starting. At what rate did he
walk ?

9

A person sold 25 Bank of Madias shares and invested the proceeds
in the Government 3} per cents when they were at 3i premium If his

net annual income from the investment, after paying income-tax at the

rate of 5^ in the rupee, be H876. 9a., find the puce at which he sold each
of his bank shares.

10. In the year 1S91 the population of a country was 35640000008
there were 1025 females to every 1000 males Of the total population

7*5 per cent could read and write, but of the females only I per cent,

could do so. Find what percentage of males could read and write.

11. Extract the square root of 8i*I3i83I597o4ioi to seven places of

decimals.
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1896.

, tofWofA-t
-t+JK-H-iofig"

'

3. Find the value of '041962— 936, expressing the result as a decimdti

4. Find the value of 97 miles 5 liirlongs 170 pnrds of wire at R34.
6a. op. per mile.

5. When iron was at £2 I41 2i. per ton and the rupee at is lli,,
the cost of laying n railway with iron rails weighing 50 lbs. per yard was
R278,25o Find what will be the cost of relaying it with steel rails

weighing 73 lbs per yard, when the price of steel is 17s 6d. per ton

and the rupee is at Ij

6 The reservoir from which a certain city draws its water supply has
a surface area of 3.\ square miles If the city has a population of 4jo,cx)0,

and if the averi^e daily supply is at the rate of zo gallons to each
inhabitant, find what must be the average depth of the resevoir so that

when full it may contain a year’s supply. (l gallon^277 274 cubic inches,

and a year=36j days )

7. Find what sum will amount to £66g lor. 3}^ in z years at 3} per

cent compound interest, payable annually

8. The capital of a certain railway is 273 lalchs of rupees in shares of

9300 each, fully paid up The gross receipts in a certain year amounted
to 12\ lakhs, and the working expenses amounted to 48 4 per cent of the

gross receipts. Of the net receipts the sum of Ri3i,40owas placed in

tne reserve fund and the remainder went to pay dividend nnd the

amount of dividend received by a person holding 1300 shares, after deduct*

mg income-tax at the rate of 3/) per rupee

9 Rupee silver is an alloy consisting of li parts of silver to I part of

copper, and the weight of l rupee is z8o grams. If the price of silver is

2! 6d, per oz. troy, the price of copper 3^^ per lb troy, and if the rate of

exchange is u ijiif per rupee, find the total value in rupees of the silver

V and copper required for coining a lakh of rupees.

10 A merchant pays a lakh of rupees for a season’s goods. He marks
the goods 23 per cent over prime cost, and from what be sells at this rate

realises £112,300 At the end of the season he sells the remaining goods

at reduced rates, one half at a reduction of 23 per cent on the mrmer
prices, one quartet at a reduction of 50 per cent and the remainder at a

quarter of the former prices If the expenses of the business amount to 12

per cent of the sale receipts, what is his rate of profit on the transactions

of the season ?

II. Find the dimensions of a cubical cistern having the same capacity

as a tank 31 feet 6 inches long, 21 feet broad and i foot 9 inches deep.

1896

Stt - X ^ +3s of - ly) of2^
zJ+Si-ifiof loj Six -2*

2, Simplify
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3i Prove that any number of pies can be expressed as thonsandths of

a rupee by multiplying the number fay S ^nd adding to the product ^ of

itsel£ Apply this rale to express 6a. as the decimal of a rupee, and

verify the correctness of your result, obtaining it in anotfaer way. - Find

the value of '0012370 of a lakh of rupees.

4. Find fay any method the cost of conitructing a railway 329 miles

S fur. 176 yds. long at R77,386. 130. 4^. per mile.

3. A contractor undertook to finish a certain piece ofwork in 150 days.

He employed 20 men, 30 women and 75 children ; but at the end of 6o

days, finding that only one-fourth of the work was done, he dismissed all

the women and 50 of the children and employed more men. The work

was then finished 5 days before the stipulated time. Assuming that 3 men
could do as much as 5 women, and 2 women as much as 3 children, find

how many additional men were employed.

6. Find the present value of Rl 1 15. 13a. due 2 years hence at

3J per cent, per annum compound interest.

7. How much 3} per cent, stock of 109} must a person sell in otdei

that by investing the proceeds in 3 per cent stock at 103J he may denve
from the investment an annual income of R6S25. 8a., after paying income-

tax at the rate of 5 pies in the rupee 7

8 A grocer imports sugar at tfir. per cwU, the cost of which he
remits when exchange is at the rate of ir 2|if. per rupee. Freight and
landing charges amount to R38 6a per ton, and import duty at the rate

of los 6p. per cwt has also to be paid At what rate per maund of 25 1b
must the grocer sell the sugar so as to gain 12 per cent, on his total ontla) 7

9. In a certain year the total value of the exports from the Presidency

of Madras showed an increase of I3'5 per cent, as compared with the total

value of the exports for the previous year. Of the various items of export,

coffee which in the first of these two years represented 13*59 par cenL of

the total value of the export, showed an increase of 7*5 per cent. What
percentage did coffee represent of the total value of the exports in the

second of the two years 7

JO. In a certain year the quantity of wheat raised in a country wai
54,000,000 bushels Of this onefthird was available for export at Ra 4a

per bushel In the following year the acreage under wheat showed an
increase of 20 per cent., but the yield per here was only three-fourths of

what It was in the previous year, and of the total quantity of wheat raised

only one-fourth was available for export. If the value of the wheat ex-

ported in this year was 101} lakhs of rupees less than in the previous year,

what was the export price of wheat per bushel 7

II. Extract the square toot of 4985 '067295890281 to 6 places of

decimals.

1897.

2, Simplify
f ofal-f of3^ , 41^3}
f of 2|- of 4^*77
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3.

Find the value of 87SofIt4- Ju. -1^.
+ ‘859375 offil. S«. 4/1.-

*5746 of&3. 10. 6p.

4 Find by any method the value of 21 tons. 17 cwt. 2 qr. 23 lb. of

eolTcc at K1547. 40 8/. per ton.

5 When the price of ^.un is tt measures per rupee, the cost of gram
for 24 pomes for 31 davs is R182 20. Assuming that 5 horses requite as

much as 8 ponies, find the cost of gram for 25 horses for 6 weeks when
the price is 10} measures per rupee

6. The interest on a certain sum of money for 3 months at 5 per cent,

pet annum exceeds the true discount on the same sum due 3 months hence

nt the same rate of interest by no 3/1 Find the sum

7. A person bolding sixty R500 shares in a concern u hich paid

dividend at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum, sold out when the shares were
nt Rfi25 and invested half the proceeds in 3} per cent. Government paper

at 105 With the other half he bought it house, for which be received an
annual rental of K1920, subjeet to a deduction of 4a 3/I, per rupee for

repairs and taxes. Find the alteration in his annual income

8 50 men, joo women and 150 children, working for a certain time on
a tank'bnnd cam together Rllhl 411 If the wages of a man, a woman
and a child be 4a

,
2a 6p and la Cp per day respectively, find how

much IS earned on the whole by each man, woman and child.

9. A merchant buysa quantilyof lea at an average rate of 12a 6/. per

lb. lie assorts the tea into three kinds, uhieb be sells at Rl 2a„ 14a.

and 9a per lb cespeetivel). If in the process of assortment 2} per cent,

of the tea is lost, and if of what remains 36 per cent is of the dearest kind
and 24 per cent, of the ehenpest, find the merchant’s gain per cent on the

transaction

la A merchant in Madras owes 12,270 marks to a merchant in

Hamburg Ifcxebaugeon Hamburg is At the rate of 1*32 marks per rupee,

wlule exchange on London is nt the rate of Is 3jif per rupee, and the

exchange betu een London and Hamburg is 20*45 marks per pound sterling,

find, to the nearest pie, how much the merchant will gain by remitting

through London instead of direct.

II. The length of a field containing 21 ac. 3 ro. 25 sq. po. 3^ sq. yds.

is twice its breadth. Find the length of the field.

1898

2. Simplify
8;-7|+6;-5l i-t

'

(4i+3J)T(3l+i» Jxl'

3 Find the value of '1 1481 of R9 13a. 6/. and express the diflercnce

between of R37. 13a qp and of R37. 2a. ns the decimal of R50,

4. Find the cost of paving a rectangular area 33 feet 9 inches long and
23 feet 6 inches broad at the rate of R5. 130, 6p. per square yard. >

5. Two watches, one of which gamed at the rate of i minute 54 6
seconds and the other lost nt the rate of 1 minute 55*8 seconds daily, were
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set conecti]' at noon on the ist ofJanuary, 1S96. When did the watches

next indicate the same time and what time did each indicate ?

6. Find what sum will amount to R7364. too. gp, in two years at 3}
per cent per annum compound interest.

7. A person invested Rl&,Soo in 3J per cent Government paper at

g6i, and an equal sum in hank shares of the nominal value of Rjoo each.

If, when the bank is paying dividend at the rate of P^t share, his

annual income from the bank shares exceeds his annual income from the

Government paper by R87. Sa., find what he paid for each of his bank
shares.

8. A merchant at Madras imports 600 tons of English coal, the price

of which at the pit mouth is lai 6if. per ton The cost price of carnage
and freight to Madras amounts to i6r. 6\d. per ton and the landing

charges amount to S3 5a. 4^. per ton. If the merchant remits the pnce
of the coal and the cost of carnage and freight to Madras when the ex-

change IS at the rate of is 3j|if per rupee, at what price per maund of

82J lb. avoirdupois most he sell the coal m Madras in order that he may
gam R325S on the transaction ?

9 In 1896 the working expenses of a certain railway amounted to

SO‘8 per cent of the gross earnings and the net earnings to 4*41 per cent,

of the total capital expenditure. In the same year the working expenses

of another railway amounted to 54*9 per cent of the gross eammgs and

the net earnings to 5 25 per cent of the total capital expenditure If

the total capital expenditure on the former railway was 1222 5 lakhs of

rupees, and if the gross earnings of the latter were four-fifths of the gross

earnings of the former, what was the total capital expenditure on the

latter ?

10, In a certain year 2 5 per cent, of the articles given out for delivery

from post offices in the Presidency of Madias were returned undelivered.
Next year there was an increase of 7 5 m the number of articles given out
for delivery and an increase of 10 5 per cent, in the number of articles

returned undelivered. If in this year the number of such articles was
1957176, find how many articles were given out for delivery in each year.

11. Extract the cube root of 1754 ’099916 to two places of decimals.

1888.

2. Simplify
fof3»-?ofi?

5f

+

74
'

3-

offi7 .

(J+tA) ~(4 — rs)

Divide •0003922130575 by \H77Z9 1 and find the value of 2*02376
140. 3?’

4 Find by any method the value of 19 cds. 17 mds. 5 v. 25 pals, of
sugar at R58. 50. 4^ per candy.

5. Find to the nearest pie the amount of ^1750 for 3 years, reckon*
ing compound interest at 3} per cent per annum

6. A person invested a sum of money in 3 per cent- Government
paper at gij, and when the price rose to 945- he sold out and invested the
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amount realised in tbe 4 per cents, at loi}. If from this investment he
dexiv^ an annual income of Raiaj. is 4^ after paying income tax at

the rate of 5 pies in the rupee, &nd what sum he invested in the 3 per
cents.

7. A person A sets out from a place F to walk to a place Q A
quarter of an hour later a second person B sets out from F to walk to

mit after walking half a mile returns to F, where he is detained 10 mmutes.
Again setting out iicom F he reaches Q $ minutes after A. If A walks
throughout at the rate of 3 miles an hour and B at the rate of4 miles an
hour, find the distance between F and Q.

8 In a certain year the total number of passengers earned on a

railway was 12976200 and the receipts from the passenger trafiic amount*
ed to 45 lakhs of rupees. Of this sum l 6 per cenL was contnbuted by
first class passengers, 4 per cent, by second, and the remainder by third.

If the fares for first, second and third class passengers were 12 pies, 4
pies and 1} pies per mile respectively, while the average distance travelled

by each first class passenger was 6a miles, and the average distance

travelled by each second class passenger was 40 miles, find what was the

average distance travelled by each third class passenger.

9 A eofiee merchant in India boys coffee for shipment to England,
for which he pays on the average Rii 150. gp per maund of 25 lb.

The process of curing reduces the weight of the coBee lo per cent, and
for carriage, curing and freight the merchant has to pay at the rate of

R60 per ton of cured coffee. If the coffee is sold m England at the

rate of gxr. pet cwt. and if the amount realised from the sale of it is

remitted when exchange is is 4if. per rupee, find the merchant’s gain

per cent, on his outlay.

10 In a certain country the number of males who can read and write

exceeds the number of females who can do so by 2459600. If the total

female population is to the total male population as 1025 to tooo, and if

f5 out of every too males and I out of every too females can read and
write, find the total papulation of the country.

11 Find the edge of a cubical cistern having the same capacity as a
rectangular cistern 14 feet 7 inches long, 12 feet 3 inches broad and 3
feet 9 inches deep.

1800.

lowest terms.

3 Find the value of *094921875 of RJ3. 5a. qjt., and express R21.

, 13a gp, as the decimal of a'lakh of rupees.

4. Find the cost ofrepainng a road 27 miles 6 furlongs 196 yards long

at fiiySfi. 50. 8/ per mile.

5. When the puce of gram was 10} measures per rupee the cost of

gram for 6 horses and 12 ponies for 6 weeks was RaSx loa Assuming
that the dally allowance for a pony was two-thirds of the daily allowance

C, A. 26
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foi a/ horse, find \rhat will be the cost of grain for 12 horses and 6 ponies

fbr the months of Apnl, May and June if the price dunng that period is

measures per rupee and the daily allowances for a horse and a pony are

the same as before.

6. Find the present worth of R545. no. 8/ due 2 years hence at

4 per cent, per annum compound interest.

7. A sum of money is made up of rupees, half rupees, quarter rupees

and two anna pieces. The number of rupees is ten times the number of

half rupees, sue times the number of quarter rupees and eight times the

number of two-anna pieces, and the value of Ihe rupees exceeds the value

of all the other coins t^ R428 So. What is the sum ?

S A merchant imports sugar at 17s lldl per cwt., the cost of which

he remits when exchange is at the rate of ir 4|rf per rupee. Freight

and landing charges amount to 6:37. So per ton and import duty at the

rate of 8a Zf per cwt. has also to be paid. If the merchant sells the

sugar at the rate of R3 140 6p per maund of 2$ Ib , find how much he

gains per cent, on his total outlay.

9 The capital of a spiniung company amounts to 13 lalchs of rupees

in shares of Rso each, fully paid up The gross value of the goods

manufactured in a certain year was 31*25 lakhs of rupees and the net profits

amounted to 4 per cent of this. If at the end of the year the sum of half

a lakh of rupees was placed in the reserve fund and the remainder of the

profits was distributed among the shareholders, find what rate of interest

was received by a shareholder who at the beginning of the year bought

shares at R62. 8a each.

10 In two successive years the working expenses of a certain railway

amounted to 48 25 per cent and 47't per cent, of the gross receipts for

these years respectively. If the net receipts for the second of the two
years showed an increase of 3'S per cent, on the net receipts for the 6ist,

find what was the rate of increase pec cent, in the gross receipts.

II. A rectangular cistern has a capacity of one million gallons. The
length of the cistern is twice its breadth and its depth is 7 feet 6 inches
Taking a gallon to be 277*274 cubic inches, find to the nearest inch the

length of the cistern. (

1901.

1. The CTOSS earnings of a certain railway company daring the first six

months of the year 1899 were as follows
: January, fiii34267, 130.5^.]

February, R1098763 100. 11/ ; March, R1109S35 6a. gp. 5 April,
Ril4823g 2a 6/. ; May, R1132470 150 8/ ; June, 111087493 I3a W.
Find (I) the gross earnings for these six months, (2) the average daily
earnings.

2. Reduce to its simplest form the expresdon

t+A>=rt-f) . j+f-f
JofiJ—Joflf f+J—

3.

_
Find the value of -0:8984375 of fififi. loa. Zp, and multiply *04657

by *934, expressing the result as a decimal.
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4> Find by any metfaod the value of 179 cds. 13 mds. 7 v. 33 pals, of

salt at R23 5a 4^ per candy.

5. During a certain penod tbe yield of a tea estate containing 187 ac.

I ro 2S po was at the rate of 375 lb per acre per annum, and tbe average

price realised for the tea produced was 7j& per lb. During the same
penod the yield of another estate containing 257 ac. I to, 660 sg yds. was
at the rate of 300 lb per acre per annum, and tbe average price realised

was 8|if per lb If the value of the tea produced on the former estate

dunng tbe period in question was £29,432 So , and if the average rate

of exchange was the same in both cases, what was the value of the tea

produced on the latter estate ?

6. If tbe interest on R1368 12a for 45 days is £3 14a 6J>,, what is

the rate per cent, per annum (363 days) ?

7. A person owned house property yielding n rental of £1730 pec
mensem, of which he had to spend 37^ per cent, on repairs, management,
taxes, etc He sold the property , realising £363,730 which be invested

in 3} per cent Government paper at 96I If be has to pay income-tax at

the rate of 3 pies in the rupee on the interest derived from the investment,

find the alteration in his clear annual income

8. A merchant wishing to clear out his old stock sold one lot of goods
at a reduction of to} per cent , another at a redaction of 25 per cent, and
a third at a reduction of 30 per cent on the usual puces He realised

£682 8a
, £toi2 8a and ^30 for these lots respectively, and found

that on the whole he had a loss of 2} per cent on the pnee paid by him
for the goods 'What would he have lost or gained per cent if be bad sold

all the goods at a reduction of 20 per cent on the usual pnees ?

g. In a certain year three-eighths of the quantity of wheat raised in a
country Was exported at £2 6a per bushel In the following year the
acreage under wheat showed an increase of 12) per cent., but tbe yield per
acre was only five-sixths of what it was in tbe former year, and of the total

amount of wheat raised only one-thud was exported If the value of this

at £2 8a per bushel was 375 lakhs of rupees, find the value of the wheat
exported in the first of the two years

10 A merchant in Madias owing ,£398 3c gd. to n merchant in
liondon, finds that by remitting through Fans, instead of direct, he can
save £38 Sa If exchange between Madras and Pans is at the rate of
171 francs per nmeeand exchange between Fans and London nt the rate of

23*2 Cranes per £1, find the rate ofexchange between London and Madras.

II. Extract the square root of 822633 9194245541 to five places of
deeimals [The remainder must be wntten down ]
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1868.

I. How many yards of matting a feet 3 incbes wide will be required

ibt a square room whose side is 18 feet 9 inches ?

. What will he the cost of a Bill of Exchange on Iiondon fot

1364. I41. 6* at ir lojif. pet rupee ?

3. Reduce to Its simplest form.
3 -i

4. What is the difference between 0^ and ‘O^ ?

3. If an ounce of gold he worth ;C4'i8953, what is the value of

037S3 'b- J

. If A owns ‘24 of a ship, and £ the test, and the difference in the

value of their shares is ;^2876, what is the value of the whole ship 7

7. What sum must he invested in 5} pet cent. Promissory Notes to

produce a monthly income of Rsso ?

8. At what rate per cent would Ri7,aoo amount to ^18,650 in.

S years 7

9. There are two schools, one containing 650 boys and the other

340 boys ; 3 per cent of the former are generally absent and 7 ‘3 of the

latter ; what is the average attendance in each 7

10. If 8 per cent be gained by selling 218 yards of cloth for;£'92. 131.,.

at what price per yard must it be sold so as to gam 17 per cent. 7

II. If 400 men could do a piece of work in 3*4 days, how many men
would do I of the same work in 13 days 7

12. WThat IS the value of a beam of timber whose length is 30 feets

breadth 3} feet, and thickness 2^^ feet, at 31. pif. per cuW foot 7

13. Find the cube root of '4.

1869,

1. Find the G. C. M. of 2231 and 4636': and the L. C M. o£

4, 9, 16, 28, 42.

2, Add together f, ^
3 - Find the value of :

—

l_

3J

2l.3f
9
+?
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4> Convert into vnigai Ersictions the decimals '015625 and '01190476

and lednce the results to their lowest terms.

5. Reduce R6, 7{a. to the decimal of Rio.

6. Divide the sum of R3281 I2i<i. among 4 persons in the proportion

of 3 i S. 8, 9

7. If jf442 amount to £S30. 8r. in 5 years, what is the rate per cent,

-of simple interest ?

8. Find the amount of £1,000 in 6 years, at 5 per cent, compound
interest.

9. If27 men take 15 days to mow 225 acres of grass, how long wiU

33 men take to mow 165 acres ?

la A person has Rioo,oao stock in Government 4 per cent. ; he
sells out all ins stock at 92}, he then le-invests the purchase money in

Bank of Bombay Shares of R5oa each, at R625, which pay 6 per cent,

per annum ; 6nd the alteration in his income v

IZ. Find the square roots of 3129361 and 434'027.

12. Show that the cube root of *63^ is '3

1870.

t. Write down in £gores the following '

—

Six hundred and filty.four thousand three hundred and twenty.thiee

-billions, four thousand and twenty-one millions, &fty thousand three

hundred and one.

Expess in words the number 1327875430029 according to the Enghsh
and Hindu systems of numeration.

2 Find the value of sl-f-Ai-MH+SA’a both by vulgar fractionsand

decimals, and show that the two results coincide

3. Divide the difference of 7} and gl by their sum, multiply the
-quotient by | of 7}.

4. If an ounce of gold be worth ,£4'029 ; what is the value of a bar

of gold weighing I '683 lb. 7

5. If a family of 9 persons spend R4,8oo in 8 months, how much will

serve a family (living upon the same scale) of 24 persons for x6 months 7

6. Three eqnal glasses are filled np with mixtures of spirit and water )

the proportion of spmt to water in each glass is as follows : in the first

glass as 2 ' 3, in the second glass as 3 . 4, and in the third as 4
' 5. The

contents of the three glasses are emptied into a single vessel j what is the

proportion of spirit and water in it 7

7. What are the weights of a sovereign and a shilling, the pound Troy /

of standard gold being coined into ^£46 141 6i , and the pound of silver

nto'66 shill,ngs 7

8. Find the interest on ,£215. I2r. for 3 years 8 months and 10 days at

4} per ceat. per annum.
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9 A ship worth £9,000 being entirely lost, of which one-fourth

belonged to A, one-sixth to B, and the remainder to C ; what loss will each

sustain, supposing £$,400 of the ship were insured 7

10. Extract the square roots to six places of decimals of *099 and

of 3
’

3-
,

11. How much stock in the 3 per cents, must I sell to pay off a debt

of;f550, the price of the stock being 94I, and commission of | on ,£100

of stock being also taken into consideration 7

1871.

1. The distance of the sun from the earth is ninety-one milhons

seven hundred and seventy-six thousand miles, and light travels from the

former to the latter in seven minutes and ^y-eight seconds ; find the

velocity of light per second

2. Find the G. C. M of 441441 and 844272 and the L. C. M. of

7, II, 21, 63, 91, 99. 117. 143 -

3. Define a fraction, and prove that the value of a fraction is not

altered if we multiply both its numerator and denominator by the same
whole number.

{(fMi+
'

A ^4f)
^

4^ tons.

4. State and prove the rules for reducing terminating and circulating

decimals into their equivalent vulgar fractions.

Ex, '03125 and '72$.

Find the value of '03125 of £2 + of £3^,+ •fag of £45.

5. If 10 horses and 98 sheep can be kept 9 days for ,^37. ip. 6J, ]

what sum will keep 45 horses and 216 sheep for 40 days supposing 5 horses

to eat as much as 76 sheep 7

6. If the par of exchange be two English shillings for the Indian rupee,

but if an Indian bill of exchange for £540. 12a. be negotiated in London
for ;f5i. loi. ; how much per cent, below par is the rate of exchange 7

7. Distingui^ between interest and discount. The interest on a
cerfoln sum of money for three years is £825, and the discount for the

same time is £645, simple interest being reckoned in both cases. Find
the rate per cent, per annum and the sum.

8 A person deares to paper his room with postage stamps ; the room
is 14 feet 9 inches long, 9 feet 3 inches broad and 10 feet 6 inifoes high

)

it contains two windows, each 5} feet by 4 feet and 3 doors each 6 feet by

3 feet ; a postage stamp isH loch long and f inch broad. Find the

' number of postage stamps required to cover the room. •

9. A person invests 1,250 gold mohurs in the Government five pet

cent rupee stock at 105. The stock is converted subsequently to 4J pet

cents, at 95. Find the diflerence in his income, each gold mohur being

considered equivalent to £17.
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10. A certain number of persons agree to subscribe os many pies each

as there are subscribers ; the whole subscription being &5>797- oo- ^P'

How many subscribers were there t

1873,

I. Simplify
t +TA^’‘Tl!Vr«S

2. Find the Talue of -375 of a guinea+ 54 of Si yl. t 02^ of £i. 151.

and reduce the result to the fraction of a guinea and a halfl

3 A man owns ^ of a ship and sells ‘357142S of his share ; what
fraction of the ship does he still on n 7

4. If the income-tax be 6 pies in the rupee for the first halfof the

year and 3 per cent in the second, what is the gross income of a gentleman
whose net annual receipts amount to £1,454. tn 7

5. Fire men do '6006 of a piece ofwork in 2 12 hours ; bow long will

6 boys take to finish it, it being known that 3 men and 7 boys have done
the whole piece of work in 3 hours 7

6 If the difference between the simple and compound interest of a
sum of money for 2 years at 5 per cent, be £i. 181 9|if

, find the sum.

7. When the three per cents were at 90, I found that by selling out

and investing in the 4 pet cents, at 95 1 could improve my mcome by £243.
What was the amount ofmy stock in the three per cent. 7

8. A gardener plants an orchard witn 5778 trees and arranges them
so that the number of rows of trees equals the number of trees in each row.
How many rows were there 7

9. How many seconds will a tram 1S4 feet in length, traveUing at the

rate of 21 miles an hour, take in passing another tram 223 feet long
proceeding in the same direction at the rate of 16 miles an hour 7

10. Find the cube root of 1879080904

1874.

I. Simplify the fraction :

—

’t'fA+ at ofXT of sV

I - J ofi"!—iV ot sV”A of V

2 Divide 8 064 by {
846-f-'’/t of *2916}.

3 A man owns le of a house, and sells '135! of his share 3 what
fraction of the house does he still own 7

4. In a subscription list one-half of the snbscnptions ore a guinea each,
one-third a half-guinea each, and the 5 shilling subscriptions which
complete the list amount to ,£^12 ; find the whole amount subscribed.

5, If the work done by a man, a woman, and a child be in the ratio

of 3, 2, 1, and there be in a factory 24 men, 20 women and 16 children,
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whose weeklf wages amount to S204 ; what will be the yearly wages of

27 men, 40 women and Ij children ?

6. The debts of a bankrupt amount to £213^. los. 5d , and his assets

conast of property worth £^16. I$r. , and an undiscounted bill of £ii2
due 4 months hence, simple interest being reckoned at 4 per cent. How
much in the pound can he pay bis creditors ?

7. A merchant buys 4,000 maunds of rice, one-6fth of which he sells

at a gain of five per cent, one-fourth at a gain of ten per cent., one-half

at a gam of twelve per cent., and the remainder at a gain of sixteen per

cent If he had sold the whole at a gain of eleven per cent, he would
have made R728 more. What was t& cost of the rice per maund ?

8. The shares in a banking concern are Riooo each, R426. lo^o.

are only paid up, and the shares arc quoted in the market at R460. The
dividend is R7I per share quarterly. A gentleman holds lOO onginxl
shares. Find what interest he makes per cent ; and what he would make
and how mueh per cent, if he sold out and invested in 4 per cent. Govern-
ment stock at par.

9. A and B are the termini of a Railway 144 miles long. A fast

train starts from ^ at 9 h. o m. ; another fast train, travelling at the same
rate, starts from ^ at 10 h. o m. A slow tram starts from B at lo b. 20 m.

;

the fast tram from ^ meets the other fast train at II h 30 m., and the

stow tram at 12 h 32 m. ; find the rates at which the trains travelled.

10. Arrange m order of magnitude s~

0/(50). V(344), V(24o*)'

1876.

1. Write out in words the following expressions

(b) 8271096. (i) 9032804.

(c) 319080259417. (if) 800464a

2. What IS the rule for the addition of concrete numbers ? Add to-

gether 17 miles, 3 furlongs, 19 poles, 28 yards, z feet, 10 inches ; 4 miles,

3 furlongs, 8 poles, 7 yards, 2 feet and 9 inches.
,

3. Explain what is meant by the following words and give examples :

—

Measure, Multiple, Greatest Cemmon Measure, and Least Common Multiple,

4. How many acres are contained in three countries, of which the
first comprises 723100 square miles, the second 12342, and the third

89704 square miles ?

/ 5. Divide J of I of f of 42 by the sum of 2I and 4$.

6. What are eonttnuedfractions, and when do you make use of them i

Find three fractions approximating to

7. Find the product of 17 302 and *579 to three places of decimals, by
the rule of contracted Multiplication.

8. What sum will discharge a debt of ^ae a year and a half
hence at 4 per cent, per annum ?
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g. Find tlie square root of 74S‘2g and the cube root of 32768.

lOi Dmde a guinea between jl, S, C, D, so that fft share is } more

4han ./f's, Cs } more than and iCs i more than Cs.

11. How much stock can be purchased by the transfer of Reoooo
-Gtock from the 3 per cents at go to 3} per cents, at 96 ; and what change

will be effected in income by it ?

12. Required the number of square feet there are in a piece of slate

4!} feet 1 10. in length, and 1} feet } in in width.

1877.

1. Define the arithmetical terms —notatun, nunuralan, uuil, znt^tr,

fraction, lAsiroct, concrete. Can yen (1) multiply concrete numbers to*

gether 7 (2) divide a concrete number by a concrete number ? Give
examples to illustrate the nature of such operations.

2. Two men A and S start together, and when A has gone a mile

-B has gone tSt of l{ of of of yif- of
Sf ¥ ""»

+l+f
> ofamile:

which is in advance of the pther 7

3.

Express the difference between ^78 of 13s. taiA and ‘3}$ of l6r.

"Set os a fraction of

•42a of^of-:^of-i

^;^of;gi. 171. 6*

4.

A lb of tea and 3 lb of sugar cost R3, but if sugar rose So per

cent, and tea 10 per cent., they would cost R3. Sa. ; find the prices per Ibw

of tea and sugar.

S The circumferences of the wheels of a carnage are 6ic feet and

8^ feet ; what is the leatt distance in which both wheels will smaltane-

outly complete an integral number of revolutions 7 How often will the

lowest points of the two wheels at starting touch the ground together in

40 miles 7
1

6. .4, Band C rent a field for R2,878. A puts in 12 horses for 3
months and 45 sheep for 3 months ; B puts in 15 oxen for 6 months and

54 sheep for two months ; C puts m 6 horses and 48 oxen for 3 months.

JHow, 4 horses and 3 sheep together eat as much as 5 oxen and I horse,

and 2 oxen eat as much as 7 sheep ; how much of the rent should A, B, C,

pay respectively 7

7. -What sum of money will amount to 699/ 13s 2 4if in 2 years

treclroniog compound interest for the first year at 4 per cent, and for the

second 3I per cent, per annum 7

8. A person finds that if he invest a certain sum m railway shares

Buying £6 per share when the 100 share is at ,^132, he will obtain £10.
36t, a year more for his money than if be invest in 3 per cent, consols at

53. What sum has he to invest 7
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9. Find the value of l^{•00139876)- V(’<»0030664Z97).

10. A man near the sea-shore sees the flash of a gun fired from a
vessel steaming directly towards him, and hears the report in 13". He
then walks towards the ship at the rate of 3 miles an hour, and sees a
second flash 5 minutes after the first, and immediately stops ; the report

follows in io"'S Find the rate of the ship, the velocity of the sound being

1,200 feet per second.

1878.

I. Seven men find a lump of gold weighing 13 lb. 7J oz. Troy,

What will be each man’s share, supposing gold to be worth £3. 17s. ioJa
pec ounce ?

2. Simplify I—

tJ • i| If -f

3.

Find the value of .

—

38J of £8. I6r. 3* +6} of|J of 7j 8Jrf. -f/r of la.

4. What is the length of the edge of a cubical cistern which contains

as much as a rectangular one whose edges are 154 ft. II m., 70 ft. 7 in.

and S3 ft I in. ?

5. In 1861 three towns had populations of 17650, 19S00, 18760^

respectively. In 1871 the population of the first bad decreased l3 per

cent, that of the second had increased 21 per cent , while the population

of the third had increased by 469a ; find the change per cent in the

population of the thud town.

6. A bankrupt has goods worth R9750 ; and had they realised their

full value, his creditors would have received 13a. in the rupee ; but |thi

were sold at 17 5 per cent , and the remainder at 23 75 pec cent, below

their value. What sum did the goods fetch, and what dividend was paid ?

7. What sum will amount to /l,59I. 131. 2'l6<l. m 3 years at com-
pound interest ; the interest for the first, second and third years being 3,

2 and I per cent respectively ?

8. Find the true discount on ,£’2,750 due two years hence at 4x pet

cent

9.

If 4 men earn as much in a day as 7 women, and one woman ns

much as 2 boys, and if 6 men, 10 women and 14 boys nocking Iqgether

for 8 days earn ,£22, what will be the earnings of 8 men and 6 women
working together for 10 days ?

_I0. A person having a certain sum of money to invest, finds that

an investment in a railway stock bearing 5 pet cent interest at I17J
will yield him ,£29 more annually than an investment in the 3 per cents,

at 92|. How much money has he to invest ?

1879-80 .

I. Add the following numbers :—Eighty-four thousand three-hundred
and one ; nine hundred and thirty-three Aousand ; forty-seven nullious
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six thousand three hundred ; and subtract ftom the result two millions

eighty-one thousand and eighty

2. Explain the terms meaturt, ammen measure and greatest temmtm
measure, and prove tW every common measure of dividend and divisor

is a measure of the remainder.

Find the value of ’45 of £1. 31. gd. + aJJ of £11. Jr. 6ii + *3185

ofiSS-

A-i 4
4. Find the value of ^^4-^ and also of J+g-Tfe+xV

iSr+f 9j

5. If by selling wine at S6 per gallon I lose 25 per cent.) at what
price must I seli it to gain 25 per cent. 1 ,

6. A person borrows 130 on the Sth of March, and pays back £132,
lot. 6if. on the iSth Oetoher ; find the rate of interest charged.

1880

-

8L

1. Simplify the following expressions :

—

2-1 ^ together the results.

2. Three hoys agree to start together and run, until all come to-

gether again, round a circular court 1$ yards in circumference. One runs

at the rate of six, the second seven, and the thud eight, miles an hour. In
how many seconds will the race end 7

3. If three soldiers or lo coolies can dig IJS cubic feet of earth in

5 days, how many coolies must be employed to assist 7 soldiers in remov-
ing 60a cubic feet of earth so as to get it done in 4 days 7

4. In what time will 82,250 amount to 82,565 at 7 per cent, per

annum 7

5. A merchant sella a lakh of rupees out of the four per cents, at 16

discount, and invests the proceeds while exchange is at 2r til in the three

per cent, consols at g6. What income does he derive therefrom 7

1881

-

82 .

1. If the income-tax he 7<f in the pound in the first half of the year,

and 3|rf in the second, what is the net income of a gentleman whose gross

annual receipts are ,£1,542. lor. 6i 7

2. A passenger train going 41 miles an hour, and 431 feet long, over-

takes a goods train on a parallel line of rails. The goods train is going

28 miles an hour, and is 713 feet long. How long does the passenger tram

take in passing the other 7 •

3. Find the cost of painting the outside of a cubical box whose edge
IS 3 '5 feet, at 1*3 shillings per square yard.

4. A person invests 848,000 in the 4 per cents, at 80, and at the end
of each year invests the dividend, which becomes due, in the same sto&

;
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-snppodng the funds to lemain at 8a for 3 years, find his dividend at the

end of the third year.

J. Define dtseouta. If the discount on R2,26l .5.4 due at the end
x)f a year and a half be R128, what is the rate of interest ?

6, Find the square root of 423564751.

188a-83.

1. Find the value of *596875, and reduce ll poles 4 yards 4J inches

to the decimal of one mile.

2. A railway passenger counts the telegraph posts on the line as he

passes them. If they are 58 yards apart and the train is going 48 miles

per hour, how many will he pass per minute 7

3. Three men can do as much work as five hoys ; the wages of three

boys are equal to those of two men. A work on which 40 boys and 15

men are employed takes 8 weeks and costs £3So ; how long would it take

if 20 boys 20 men were employed, and how much would it cost ?

4. What Eum'will amount to ,^5431. 151. nidi in 6 years at 4I per

cent, simple interest 7
' '

5. The sides of two squares contain 77 yards 1 foot 9 inches and 7
yar^ 2 feet 4 inches respectiveh’ ; find the side of a square whose area is

-equal to the sum of the areas ofthe two squares.

1883-84.

t. (a) Express in figures :—^Sixteen billion, seventy-five million,

forty thousand and two.

(6) Simplify the expression—

(c) Find the value of 3750^ 5*. 6*'+ 5*05 of jf3. is. 8* +5*07

of 7». 6d +3*135 of £3, IS. 3<i

2. At the examination ofa school of the cthildren were presented in

the 6th standard, } in the 5th standard, i in the 4tb, | in the 3rd, 1 in the

2nd, and the remainder 107 in the ist standard ; how many were presented

nltogether, and how many in each of the other standards 7

3-^ In a bicycle race of two miles over a circular course of I furlong,

the winner in his last round overtook the second at a point in his fifteenth

round. Their paces were as 159 to 149. At what distance was this pomt
ficom the winning post 7

4. ^nd the expenses of an excursion, which includes 5782 miles of

railway at id. per mile, 517 milos of carriage at laid per mile, 57 days

of hotel keep at 141. 3d. per day, allowing 5 guineas for extras.

5. Divide I *04 by *000078125 and prove your result ly vulgar frac.

tions. Find the square root of 8658*3025 and the cnhe root of 753
*
571.
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1884-85 .

1. Seduce to A vulgar fraction *428571. Divide 301*6 b; 416. Find
the value of *475 ol£l+ *42 of £i, ijs.

2. A mercbant buys t26o uaunds of com, one-fifth of which he sells

at a gain of 5 per cent., one-third at a gain of 8 per cent , and the remain-
der at a gain of >2 per cent. If be had sold the whole at a gam of 10 per
cenbf he would have obtained £22. igr. more. What was the cost pnce
per maund 7

3. A room, 10 ft. 6 in. high, 22 ft. long and 14 ft. broad, is pamted
up to one-third of the height and the remaining two-tbiids papered. Ihe
painting is charged at ']\d per square yard, the paper costs 51. 2d. per
square yard, and the work of papenng is charged at 2d. per square-
yard. How much will the whole cost amount to 7

4. A person sells out £3^5° four per cent stock at 104 and invests
the proceeds in another stock at 143 If the dividend on this be 5f per
cent, what will be the change in& income 7

5. What must be the rate of mterest in order that the discount on
>£387. 7r. lid. payable at the end of 3 years may be j£4l. tor. liif. 7

1886-86.

1.

Reduce||^ of 2 gumeas-h/s of of4 crowns-
aj -rf 14 ^ 3 tf

of ;£’l to the decimal of 5 half-guineas, and prove that —S- is greater
12 +7

than and less than f.
-

2. A man contracts to perform a piece of work in 30 days and imme-
diately employs 15 men on it ; at the end of 24 days the work is only half
done. -How many boys should be given to assist them that tbe contract
may be fulfilled, each boy working two-fillbs as much as each man 7

3. A peison buys 80 tons of coal, and after selling them again at u.
6d, per sack finds that be has gamed £^ ; bad he sold them for ix. 4^.
per sack be would have lost £6. Find tbe weight of each sack and tbe
cost price per ton.

4. A field of7 acres is sown with wheat, bailey and moiae, the areas
of the crops being respectively as 2} s 3} : 4}. If the values of an acre

of each be also respectively in the same ratios, and an acre of wheat be

worth £j, what is the worth of all the crops in the field 7

5. If the three per cents, are at 92^ and the fi}nii|-per cents, at 123^,
In which should one invest 7 And h^ much is one investing whenpthe
difference in income is a shilling 7

1886-87.

I. Explain carefully the meaning of fnmt tiumler, facttr, daittr,

vuasum, mttUtfk.

Besolve 5005 into its prime fimtors.

Add together as decimals i’tji, 24-65851, '20508963.
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2. The ciicumfeience of the foiewheel of a carnage lE 6^ feet and that
of the hindwheel is 12^ feet How many feet must the carnage pass over
before the wheels shall have made a complete number of revolutions 7

3. A vessel is filled with a liquid, 3 parts of which are water and

S parts syrup How much of the mixture must be drawn off and replaced
with water so that the mixture may be half water and half syrup ?

4* (1) The surface of a cube is 308*16 square feet Find the length

of Its edge,

(u) Extract the cube root of45 698 to four places of decimals,

5, If the pnce of gold be £3 lor. lo^A an ounce and a cubic inch of

gold weigh 10 ounces, what is the pace of the gold that would be required

to gild a dome whose surface is 5000 square feet, the tbickn^s of the gold
gilding being ‘0002 of an inch 7

6. A person invests in 4 per cent Government paper so as to receive

4 per cent clear when the income-tax is S pies in the rupee. < What per-

centage will be received if the tax be increased to 7 pies in the rupee 7

1887-88.

1. Simplify
•i4g8S?x -^6923^275^ ii*2S

^
•6io98§ 6*2

2. If 9 lb. of rice cost as much as 4 lb. of sugar, and 14 lb. of sugar

ore worth as much as 1} lb. of tea, and 2 lb. of tea are worth 5 lb. of

coffee, find the cost of Ii lb. of coffee if 2} lb. of rice cost fijef.

3. 118:165. 140. be the discount of a debt of 82820, simple
interest being at the rate of 3} per cent, bow many months before due
was the debt paid 7

4. The price of gold is £3. Vjs. per or. ; a composition of gold
and silver weighing iS lb. is worth £637. 71 , but if the proportions of
gold and silver were interchanged, it would be worth only 259 ij.

Find the proportion of gold and silver in the composition, and the price

of silver per or.

5. By selhng 4 dozen mangoes for 13 rupees, it was found that Aths
of the ou^y was gained ; what ought the retail pnce per mango to have
been in order to have gained 6q pec cent. 7

-I. Simplify

1889-90.

5^ of *2 of 2*571428 - 1 J. [;i
+

-rt

'“A of '

5 *h} of-
•05

•142857 of

2. A rectangular cistern, whose length is equal to its breadth, is Ct

foot 'rater weigS
1000 ounces, find the dimensions of the cistern.

“

. f “t the rate of 3, 4, 5 miles an hour : they
start &om Poona at I, 2, 3 o clock respectively

; when B catches A, B
sends him back with a message to C

;

when will Cget the message 7
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4> If I boiroir monef at 3 per cent, per annum, interest payable

7eatly, and lend it immediately at 5 per cent, per annum, interest payable

^If-yearly (receiving compound interest for the second half-year], and
gain thereby at the end of the year fi65o ; what was the sum of money
which I borrowed ?

'

J. A person buys tea at 6 annas per seer and also some at 4 annas pec

seer. In what proportions must be mix them so that by selling the mixture

-at annas per seer he may gam so per cent on each scet sold ?

1881-

92.

1. Simplify •—

3-64*28S7i -(•009923+ ‘0102- •000123)

*"*
*/34 5744- V9 663597

2. Two passengers have together $ cwt of luggage and are charged

'for the excess above the weights allowed Jr, sd, and gt. tod respectively ,

but if the luggage had all belonged to one of them he would have been

charged igt. sd How much luggage is each passenger allowed to carry

free of charge, and how much luggage had each passenger ?

3. Two clochs A and B, whose rates are uniform, at noon yesterday

Indicated li hts 55 min. A M and o hr 2 m F, M. respectively A indi

cated the correct time at 9 F M yesterday and .8 at 6 A. u this morning.

V^cn did A and B last agree and what time did they then indicate 1

4. A person bonows two equal sums of money at the same time at

S per cent, and 3I per cent simple interest respectively, and finds that if

he repays the former sum with interest on a cerhun date a year before the

latter, he will have to pay in each case the same amount, ots., £1736.

Find the amounts borrow^

1882-

B3.

1. What decimal of a rupee is ^964 pie 7 Find the value of '97625

rupee.

Simphfy
A-iofJ.. .

^+/ff ofsj-—(Jof 5^— 9^“*^

2. How long will two examiners, working g hours a day, take to look

rover the answers to this paper, if four examiners, working 5 hours a day,

roan do it in 8 days ?

3. On a river, B is intermediate to and equidistant from A and C 1

a boat can go from A to B, and back, in 5 hours 15 minutes, and bom
1.4 to C in 7 hours ; how long would it take to go from Cto AJ

4. What income will a retired oScet obtain in England, from one

lakh of rupees, Indian Government 4} per cent bonds, vAen for drawing

rond remitUng it, his agents in India charge him 3 per cent, and exchange

as at IS. sld. for the rupee ?
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5. Three equal glasses are filled with a mixture of spirits and irater»

the proportion of spirits to water in each glass being as follows : In the'

first glass as 2 ; 3, in the second 3 : 4, and in the third 4 : J. The contents

of the three glasses are poured into a single vessel ; what is the proportion,

of spirits to water in it I

1888-94.

CSet m iht Moffusstl),

1. Divide each of the numbers 2,572,125 and 4,061,250 by 125 ; and

express as a decimal the first quotient divided by the second.

2. Find, by Practice, the value of 5 yd. 22^ in. at is. sd, a

yard.

3 If the cami^e of 2 cwt. 1 qr. and 18 lb. of goods, for 56 miles,

be £j. IS , what weight can be earned at the same rate, 200 miles for

£i. 3J. 4<f-

4. A man invests ;f3,oao in the 5 per cents. If after deducting an
income-tax of 8if m the pound, the man’s clear income is ^174, what
IS the pnee of the 5 per cents. ?

5. A cistern is filled by two taps yt and S m 4 hours and 6 hours,

respectively, and is emptied by a waste pipe C in 3 hours. When the

cistern is half fiill, A and B are closed, and C is opened
; ^Cer one hour,

B is turned on ; and after half an hour more, A is turned on. In what
time after C is first opened, does the cistern become full ?

6 A person buys two kinds of tea, at 5s. a Ib. and 6s. a lb , res-

pectively : and after mixing them he sells the mixture at 6s. 6d a lh»
thereby gaining 17 per cent In what proportion does he mix them ?

1893-94,

(Sel in Bombay),

1. Reduce to their simplest forms :

—

(0
i+i-i .

iofiofi
’

2. Find, by Practice, the value of 9 cwt.

pet cwt.

(a)
2

3 qr. 24 lb. at £3, 51. SA.

3. If 4^ men, 60 women or 80 children can do a work in 6 months, in

what time will 10 men, 10 women and 10 children do one-third of the

work ?

_
4. A person invested £i,ooa in the 3 per cents, at pof ; but the

price rising to 91^, he sold out, and invested the proceeds in the 3} per

cents, at 97} ; find the increase in his income.

5. A cistern can be filled by two pipes, AandB, in 12 minutes and
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6. Two clocks point to 2 o’clock at the same instant on the afternoon
of 25th April ; one loses 7 seconds, and the other gains 8 seconds, in 24
hours ; when will one he half an hour before the other, and what time
will each clock then shew ?

,
leOA-SB.

r. When the number representing the pear is a multiple of four, it is

a leap pear, consisting of 366 daps, exceptVhen this number is a multiple

of ICO, in which case it is an ordinarp pear, consisting of 365 daps, but

when the number is a multiple of 400, it is again a leap pear ; on this

supposition, calculate the number of daps from the first Januarp 1495
31st pecember 1894, both days inclusive

2 A school ofbops and girls consists of 433 children ; the number
representing the bops is 52 of the number of the girls. How manp bops
were there 7

3 Two-thirds of a certain number of poor persons received ir. 6ti

each, and the rest 21 6ii each ; the whole sum spent being £2 151., how
manp poor persons were there 7 .

4 If 3 men and 5 women do a piece of work in 8 daps, which 2 men
and 7 children can do in 12 days, find how long 13 men, 14 children and

15 women will take to do it.

5. A sells a house to S for K4860, thereby losing 19 per cent.
; B

sells It to C at a price which would have given A 17 pet cent, profit. Find
B's gain

6 The compound interest on one rupee is one quarter of a rupee at

the end of three years , find the rate per cent per annum, correct to two
places of decimals ; and calculate exactly the compound interest at the

end of 9 pears. '

' 1886 -86.

1 When a fraction is reduced to its lowest terms, find the form of the

denominator so that the fraction may be expressed as a non-recurnng
decimal

' Reduce ^ to decimals

2 A field can be reaped bp/io women in 4 daps, or bp 6 bops in 10
days, or by 2 men in 12 daps One man, three boys and three women
are employed What is the total expense, if the wages of a man, a
woman and a boy are 8a

, 5a and 30. respectively ?

3 The total fare for a journey of 504 miles, partly by mainline and
partly bp branch line, was R17 iia 6/ , toe rates per mile being

6p on the main line- and ip on the branch line. What distance was
travelled on the branch line 7

4 A certain sum amounts to 186 rupees g annas and S/iPa pies in

three pears at co^^pound interest, and the amount at the end pf the thud
pear is to that at the end of the fourth pear as i : i 142857. Find the

onginal sum and the rate of interest.

C. A. 27
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J. A person sells ;£l6oo Russian stock at 7St, and invests the

proceeds in railway stock at lao The brokerage for selling Russian

stocks is i per cent stock, and the expenses of baying railway stock are

one per cent, on the actual value. What amount of stock did he buy ?

1898-97.

I. When a vulgar fracdon in its lowest terms is reduced to a decimal,

wheiet recurring or non-recurring, prove that the number of dedmal

places in the period is never greater than the number representing the

denominator diminished by one.

Simpbfy I 6990 X2729 ;
and prove that

e 5 S S 5x10x20x30
= -3X— +3X-=—=-=^
9 19 29 39

2 Divide ,£12,540 among A, B and C, so that A shall receive f as

much as B and C together, and B shall receive of what A receives.

3 Two railway trains on adjacent parallel bnes are running in

opposite directions, one at the rate of 40 miles and the other of 30 imles

an hour. Each has an engine and tender, and the first tram has 12

carriages and the second 17. If the length of an en^ne and tender be

41 feet, the length of a carriage 32 feet, and the coupling spaces be each

5 feet, how mu^ time will elapse from the moment that the engines meet
till the last carriage of the trains have passed each other ?

4. Distingmsh clearly between true andfalse dtsceunl.

A banker’s discount calculated foe one year in 26 times his gain
thereby. Find the rate per cent, of interest.

5. A person purchases ftio,ooo stock partly in the 4 per cents at

108 and partly m the 3J per cents at 104. He sells the former at lo6
and the latter at 106J, and loses R35 by the transaction. How much
stock did he buy in the 4 per cents. 7

1897-98.

1. Define numerator and denomnsator of a fraction, and prove that
by multiplymg these by the same number, the value of the fraction 15 not
altered.

SimpUfy I-i-El+l-f {l-(-l-5-U+l-2)}] ; and show that

2.

^
12 99 70 i2^99’^7o

1 -— X—
12 99 12 70 99 70

7
_

17
'

What IS inverseprofortum 7 Give two illustrations of it.

A contractor undertakes to dig a canal 12 miles long an 350 days, and
employs 45 men ; he finds that in 200 days he has completed 4I miles.
How many additional men must he employ to get the undertaking finished
m time 7
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3. Cans arc fired at intervals of 10 seconds in a tovn tonrards vrhicb

a passenger train is approaching at the rate of 30 miles per hour. If

sound travels 1144 feet per second, find at what intervals the reports will

be beard bj the passengers.

4. A sum of RaSj put out to compound interest for 3 years produces

Sop 7<s. 4f|;l Find the rate per rent of interest.

5 1 invest a certain sum in the 3J per cents, at 91, and ^£4000
sterling in the 3 per cents at 75; after pa)ing an income-tax of 7if in

the jC> sny net income is What sum have I invested in the 3}
pec cents. 7

1899'1900.

I. Eaplain the terms umpistU tmtt her and ecmtimt multtflt,

(a) Find the least number which must be added to seven thousand

and one million nine hundred and seven thousand and sixty-one, in order

that the sum may be a multiple ofseven hundred and nine thousand four

hundred and eighty.

(d) Find the Least Common Multiple of 1160, 294S, 3SSS.

2 Ifin France the railway fore for a distance of 384 killometres is

aj'aS fconcs, how does this rate of charge compare with the English

parliamentary rate of idl per mile 7 Given one mcttc=l yard 3} inches,

t francs.

3 .4 walks to a place at the rate of 4} miles per hour; at Smiles
from his destination he meets B, and turns back with him (walking at

rate) for a mile If /f is halfan hour late at bis destination, what is ffs
rate 7 And at what rate should .,4 have walked after parting with .5, so

as to arcnc at the proper lime 7

4 A trader's debts amount to ;£5i74 151 ; he has assets suSieicat

to p3> bis creditors l6t 6if in the pound Some creditors, however,
have the right to be paid in full, and in consequence the others receive

only I5r in the pound Find how much is paid in full

5. A man has an income of /415 derived from capital invested in

4 pec cent stock ; he sells out his stock at 10:, and ce-invests the proceeds

in 5 per cent stock. What pnee must he pay for the latter, if bis new
incomeiS;(;43j7

1900-1901 .

1. (a) Prove that the Least Common Multiple of two numbers is

equal to tbcir product divided fa) their Greatest Common Measure. Find
whether the rule is true for three numbers.

(f) A company of soldiers is formed into 6 equal rows , alter a time it

is re-arranged into 7 equal row 5, and finally into S equal rows. Find the

least number of soldiers above 900 which the company may contain.

2. Reduce the weight of 3 445 X 3 :
445-1 Slj

4 I X ‘405

cubic feet of water to the decimal ofa ton ; it being known that one cubic
foot of water weighs £2*37 lb avoir.
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3. If 3S men woiHng 6 horns a daj do a piece ofwork in is day^

'

find in what time 57 men working S honrs a day can do a piece of work
twice as great, snppoang 3 men of the first set to do as much work in

I hour as 3 men of the second set can do in hours.
,

4. A person invested K15,147 m 4 percent stock, and £12,954
in 6 per cent, stock. When &e stocks were at £S6 10. and Rios
respectively, what income did he derive ftom these investments 1 He
afterwards transferred at the above rates a certain sum of money from the

6 per cent stock to the 4 per cent stock and then found that Ae income
from each stock was the same. How much stock had he finally in the

6 per cents. I

5. (a) Find the square root of ‘OOOI083681.

(i) A stone dropped down a shaft falls through a number of feet

equal to ifi I times the square of the number of seconds dunng which it is

falling. Find to two places of decimals the nnmber of seconds that the

stone will take to leach the bottom of a mine II04 yards deep.

IV. THE PUNJAB UNIVERSITY. ENTRANCE PAPERS.

1876.

1. Write in figures one million, ten thousand and one. Subtract

397 from 1,163 and explain the process.

2. Shew that when any number is divided by nine thp remainder is

the same as when the sum of the digits is divided by nine.

3. State the rules for the multiplication and division of vulgar

fraction What is a complex fraction ? and simpbfy

(I) {xV+|of 7J}w}f,and{2)|+j^.
4. What IS the value of •337s of an acre ?

Reduce £1. lor. 4/f to the decimal of two guineas.

5. Find the square root of 9,98,001 and that of 3 T4159 to three places

of decimals.

6. If five pumps each having a length of stroke of 3 feet, working

15 hours a day for 5 days, empty the water out of a mine ; how many
pumps with a length of stroke of 2j feet, working 10 honrs a day fo:

12 days, will be required to empty the same mine ; the strokes of th:

former pumps being performed four times as fast as those of the other r

1876 .

1. How many revolutions will a cart wheel of three feet six inches

diameter make in going a distance of 6 miles, the ratio of the diameter of

a'circle to its circumference being given as i : 3*14159 7

2. A piece of land measunng 48 ghnmas 3 kanals and 17 mailas of

which 39 ghumas 4 kanals and 17 mailas are cultivated and the rest
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naeultiTated is sold at the rate of R75/- a ghuma for cultivated and RjS/- a

. ghuma for uncultivated land. What is the price of the whole ?

3. The revenue ofa sdlhge containing iSiJSd acres of cultivated land
is assessed at 13 annas an acre What will the local rate of 6i per cent,
on the land revenue payable by the village amount to 7

4. A bania purchases 1,526 maunds of grain at 36 seers for a rupee.
He sells one half at 26 seers the rupee ; at what rate must he sell the
remainder so as to clear 50 per cent, on the transaction 7

5. Find the interest on 24,485 rupees for I year and 131 days nt 12
per cent, per annum.

6 A man hires a workman on this condition that for every day he
worked he should get one rupee but that for every day he was absent he
should be fined 12 annas When 35^ were past the workman was
to receive R118. How many days had he worked 7

1877.

I. If a pound of pure silver be worth 62 shillings, the shilling con-
taining 222 parts of pure silver in 240, what will be the value in shillings

of a rupee w eighing iSo grams, the rupee containing 979 parts of pure
silver in 1,000 7

,

2 (a) How much is ‘0125 of a day 7

(1) Fimithe value of 3l+4i+ii{+3^r.
Express the result both as vulgar and decimal fraction.

3. Divide '10724 by 003125 and extract the square root of the result

to 3 places.

4. (a) What sum at simple interest will amount to R6,ooo in 6 years

at 4 per cent, per annum 7

(2) How much Government paper of the six per cent, can be
bought for fi5oo when the funds are at 94 and what dividend will be got
on It yearly.

1878,

1. If 135 rupees 4 annnitbe divided equally amongst 24 persons what
will each receive 7

2. Define a vulgar fraction. By bow much does the diSerence of
and fk foil short of Uieir sum 7 Express the defect as a decimal of 7.

3.
' (a) Subtmet *03 from 'dj and divide the result by '102.

(4) Shew that *14159 nearly.
7 +rr

4. A room whose height is ii feet and length twice its breadth takes

143 yards of paper 2 feet wide for its four walls ; how much carpet will it

require 7

5. At what rate (simple interest] will 1,300 rupees amount to 1,381
impees 4 aimas m 15 months 7
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6. Find the square root of *1 to 3 places of decimal. What numhet
has *01 for its square root ?

1879 .

1.

(a) Show by an example that if the numerator and denominator
of a fraction be divided by the same number, the value of the fraction is

not altered. {1) Reduce to their lowest terms yVV'T und and express

their difference in decimal form.

2.

Simplify

3.

One cubic inch of water weighs 2S3 *I7 grains while one cubic

inch of air ‘31 grains ; find the number of cubic inches of water (to three

places of decimals) that would be equivalent to one cubic foot of air.

4 (a) What portaon of R34. So. is -fn of f of R50 -'/x of KlOx ?

(i) Find (accurately to 4 places of decimals) the square root of 'oor.

J. A rectangular field measures 6 acres and gSo yards ; its length is

3 times Its breadth ; find the distance between the diagonal angles

1881 .'

I. Distinguish between a vulgar fraction and a decimal fraction and'

show how to reduce one to the other.

a. Divide the continued product of '021, ’0021 and 210 by that of

'I4 and '007 ; and extract the square root of $'005 to four places of

decimals.

3. Express—^ / of a rupee to the decimal of aguinea ( =Rlo})i
2 7 +tof

4. A person withdrew R5,ooo from a bank, which paid him interest

at 5$ per cent, and invested the money in the 6 per cent. Municipal Dehen>
ture at 103?. Find the change in his income.

1883.

1. (a) IXvide the difference of ’4607 and ’00809 bv the difference

of 6H and Sift.

(d) Prove that is greater than | and less than f.4+5
2. Dividet[3+i(3+i(3 + i}))]by ’125.

3. {a) Shew that the value of a decimal is not 'altered by adding
ciphers to the nght hand side.

(d) Find the value ofj'sf x •36-2’34S in vulgar fraction.

4. A railway tram having travelled at t of its proper speed reaches

its journey’s end 2f hours behind time | in what time should Ae journey

have been done ?
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5- Five hundred bOTS are distributed in three houses ;• the smallest

house contains ^ of the whole number and the largest contains of the

smallest ; what is the number in each 7

6> A person realises &185500 b; selhng his 3} per cent- stock at pcj--

He invests one-fifth of the raised money in the 4 per cents at 56 and
the remainder in 3 per cents- at go What is the difference in his income

by this transaction ?
'

1884.

1. Multiply and divide K625 by Ksj, if you think the operations

possible- Give your reasons

2. State and explain the rules fot multiplying and dividing one decimal

number by another ; exemplify by multiplying '0256 by I 03 and 105
successively, and dividing the results by 'ooioS-

3 . Simplify A-

4- Extract the square root of
1000 20001

1000 '

3- Find, by Practice, the value of 43 md. 22 sr. and 10 cb. of gram
at Kl. 6a. per maund.

,6 The assets of a bankrupt consist of Rgsdo 4a., a bankshare of
r Kiacio quoted at 107I, and an undiscounted bill of ^3225, due 4 months
hence at 4 pec cent pec annum simple interest ; his liabilities amount to

fia5oi4. How much in the rupee can be pay his creditors 7

7. Compare the ratios ^ and

1886.

1 Simplify ^ “sf?

' times 027 can be taken from 3 33

2. Convert
g

into a deamal ; why is the result a terminating and

not a recumng decimal 7 Subtract *03 born 63 and divide the result by
•007.

3. Find, by Practice, the valueof 12 maunds S seecs4chatak5 of ^ee
at ^2. Sir per maund.

4. A legacy of,figoi. 31. IS to be disti^bnted amongst a number of

persons, in such a way that each shall receive as many shillings as there

are persons , what will be the portion of each 7

3. Find the Least Common Multiple of 33280 and 392704 What is

the smallest number of square yards which can be measured either by roods
or square chains 7
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6. Four t>er cents- are offered at R98, five per cents, at Ki20§}

;

which is the better investment ? How much is one investment when Ae
difference of income is R30 ?

1886.

1.

Simplify
4 4 -g 8j

^ extract
I 6+2 629

to three places of decimals.

the square root of the result

2. Reduce decimal fraction conect to four places.

Is there anything to suggest that the result will be terminating or

recurring decimal ?

3. What fraction of ;f5Ijl20. 181. is I 7
’

97S of £7 ^‘

4, A clever housekeeper went out shopping and found that 2 cocoa-

nuts were selling for the same price as 144 plums ; she bought half a dozen

cocoanuts, exchanged one of them for 5 melons, and a couple of melons

for 5 oranges
;
she then gave 3 oranges for 42 limes, and finally secured a

couple of plums for 5 limes. Has she gained or lost m buying the plums 1

J.
Distinguish between Interest and Discount,

Find the Interest and Discount of £1,430. 8a. for 3 years at 4} per

cent, per annum, simple interest.

1887.

t

I. (a) Write in figures—three billions, five millions, four hundred and
nine thousand and sixty-two.

(j) Wnte out measures of length and surface, both English and
Indian.

(e) Express an acre as the decimal of a hgia, a cubit being equi-

valent to 18 inches.

2.

Owing y*T of an estate I sold A “f I of my share for . what

ij
is the value of of f of the estate at the same rate ?

4t

3. A merchant having lOO maunds of gram sold 50 maunds at R9 per

maund, and thereby gained 7l per cent. At what rate should he sell the

remainder 50 that he may gain 10 per cent, on the whole 7

4. A merchant in trade successively 'admits three partners at the end

of 3 months, 5 months, and 6 months respectively from the opening of the

business. The capitals embarked by them were S400, £430, ^80 and

£495 respectively. After 6 months more, the profit was found to be

£1,000. Divide this rateably between the partners.

3. What sum of money invested in the 4 per cents, at par would rea-

lise the same income as £10,000 invested in the ni pec cents, at 102 ?
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•6, Extract the square root of—

*002S+ I'6
^j

‘426'f2‘625

3 6-2-S
“ 127-102 '

18B8.

!• Simplify—
1 1 "eir 1? /£ 1

4 - 1}" 6} ls~ 4i- 3}J'

2. Express the diSereoee betireen *37^ of 131. ioJi£ and '^78 of

161 6* osa decimal of •42Sx'^x—^ x ^
ofZ1. 171, 6if.

“ 735 If 1
•

3. Four men working together all day, can finish a piece of work in
II days, but one of them having other engagements can work only half
time, and another only quarter time. How long will it take the men to
complete the work ?

4 A merchant sells his goods worth R500 directly for Rfioo giving
three months’ credit Find his profit per cent, interest being calculated
uit 12 per cent per annum.

5. Find the value of
*- '*' *^^9 correct to three places of decimals.
*“ */'4

1889.

1. Express SooSooSo‘0975 in words and give the local value of the
digits. What decimal of H75 ^

What IS the least number which when divided by 22, by 88, by 132 and
by ig8 gives in each case remainder 7 ?

» t

2. Why IS the fraction | objectionable ?

After walking 4} miles, a man bos accomplished

a}-ii of 2i+iT
^ ],g j(,|[ jg

j

(2}-lj)of (2i+li) f-ir
,

t V '0112
3. Add together-^ and

I JS 74

Five bells which commence tolling together, toll at intervals of i‘2,

l‘5i
I 75) I 2 I seconds respectively ; after what interval will they again

toll together ?

4. Define “present worth ”

A farmer buys 57 sheep for Kiao, payable at the end of 12 months
and sells them directly at Kl txa ready money ; what does he lose by
the transaction, supposing the interest of money to be j per cent. ?

5. Show which IS greater njz or \/3.

Which IS the better investment, 3 per cents at 83} or 3} per cents, at

3 per cent, discount ?
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1800.

I. Simplify (a)

Ml
-

47 -(‘S- Q303)

-0873 -( -0083+ o5 )*

2. What patt of I of 5 cwt. is of a ton ?

Express ‘3}S of l6s, 6d. as a decimal of *426 of £1, 17/. 6if.

3. A man bequeathed^ of his property to one son, 30 per cent, of
the remainder to another, and the surplus to his mdow. The difference

of his son’s legacies was ,£784. How much did the widow receive I

4. A ship with 1200 men on board had sufBcient provisions to last 17
weelis. The survivors of a wreck having been taken aboard, the provi-

Bons were consumed in 15 days. How many men were taken aboard ?

5. At what pnce must a person invest in the 4 per cent. Government
Promissory Note, so that after paying income-tax at the rate of 5 pies in

the rupee, he may receive 4^ per cent, on his investment ?

6. and S travel together'iao miles by rail. ^ takes a return ticket

for which he has to pay one fare and a half. Coming back they £nd that Jl'

has travelled cheaper than S by 4a. 1^. for every loo miles. Find the

&ie per mile.

18B1.

I. Simplify

(1)

(2)
3N/2-2iy3

,

3jz+2-s/3

2. Express 7 7 oz, + '07$ cwt. as decimal of 2 '2$ of '27 of a ton.

3. A sum ofmoney invested at 5 per cent, per annum simple interest

amounts in 6 years to £1326 ; in what time will it amount to Hi$30 ?

4. What IS discount 7 Distinguish between true and commercial'
discount.

The interest on a certain sum at $ per cent, per annum for a certain

time IS ^$0, and the discount at the same rate for the same time is ,£40.

Find the sum and the time.

$. Nine gallons are drawn from a cask full of wine, it is then filled'

with Water. Nine' gallons of the mixture are drawn, and the cask is again

filled with water. The quantity of wme, now left in the cask is to that of

the water in it as 16 : p. How much does the cask hold ?
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16B2.

1. Find by how much the aquaie loot of g-t- difleiE &om .

Which of these comes oeueat to i+’ftijs i

2. Find the value of

3. A stream which flows at a uniform rate of I'log miles an hour, is ao
yards wide, the depth at a certain ferry being 6 feet ; how many gallons

pass the ferry in a minute 7 (Each gallon contains about 277} cubic inches).

4 A person invests ,£14970 in the purchase of 3 per cents, at go and

3| per cents at 97. His total income being ,£500, how much of each stoclc

did he buy 7

5 A spirit merchant buys So gallons of wlushy at 181., per gallon, and
]8o gallons more at 151. per gallon, and mixes them At what price must
he sell the mixture to gain ii per cent, upon bis outlay 7 ,

1983 .

— R As. P.

3438 12 a

5*42 '10 3
248 6 9
431 «3

530* 11 Ai
6789 8 n
5001 >5 61

136^54 7 2
298 9 4J

83S993 I 9f

2 Multiply 319 9637 by *04286.

3. Find the value of correct to 5 places of decimals.
a/t*+ V*#

4. Calculate the income-tax on S666. 10 annas 8 pies at 5 pies per

rupee.

5 A local train which trave)s.at the rate of twenty-four miles an hour,

leaves Iiahore at twenty minutes past eight and reaches Amntsar at five

minutes past ten the some morning. It stops at Mianmir for ten minutes
and at each of three other stations for five minutes. Find the distance

between Lahore end Amritsar.

1884.

I, Convert ^ and f into circulating dedmals and point out the relation

between the figures in &eic penods.
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a. Tbe sides of a lectangle are as 3 : 4 and the area is 1452 square

feet. Find its length and breadth

3. Bicchange K7080 for Enghsh money at is 3f|(f per rupee.

4. What IS discount ? How is it commonly calculated ? If a sum of

It:l,coo becomes due three months hence, what is its present value as

commonly calculated, and what as correctly calculated, interest being

-reckoned at S per cent. ?

5. Find the square root of loi correct to five places of deamals.

/

18B6.

1. Dmde

decimal.

48f

io8sA
by

?T1

I74ir’
and reduce the quotient to a recurring

2. The Imperial gallon contains 277 27 cubic inches, and a cubic foot

of water and its maximum density weighs 62 42 lb. ; find the weight of a

pint of water correctly to two places of decimals.

3. The capitalofa firm consists of ;f7 13 3r }£g6i ijs i£2zgi 3r.

subMtihed by three partners ; divide £2231 among them in proportion to

their several capitals.

4. Find the square root of S conectly to seven places of decimals.

J. The area of a rectangular field IS I of an acre ; and its ^length is

twice Its breadth : determine the lengths of its sides approximately.

1898.

1.

Reduce to lowest terms

A of 4j of

2. A cudie foot of copper weighs 360 lb. It is rolled into a square

bar 40 feet long. An exact cube is cut from tbe bar. What is its weight
to four decimals of a pound ?

3. The area of a country is 32300000 acres. I consists of 3 kinds

of land the areas of which ace in proportion to the numbers 2, 3 and }.

How many acres are there of each kind of land ?

4. If 3 pec cent, stock is at 98|, how much money, must be invested

in the stock to yield an annual income of R120 ?

1897.

I. The sum of 177 is to be divided among 15 men, 20 women and
30 children in such a manner that a man and a child may together receive

as much as two women, and all the women may together receive £60.
What will they respectively receive ?

Find the value of 7 places of decimals.
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3. A ganison of 700 men lias providons snfGcient for lO weeks> How
long would they last if the garrison were reduced to 560 men t

4. Find the least common multiple of 4}, J|, 6§ and 7f.

1898.

1. Find the cost of papering the walls of a room M feet long 18 feet

wide and 20 feet high with rolls of paper 21 inches wide at R2. loa. per

roll of 12 linear yards

2. Simplify :— ^

•

ACAofamoflf) . i
'Jofs-A-ofsf

3. A person holding £10,000 in the 3 per cents sells out at 93I and
Invests the proceeds in 4 per cent stock at loii Find the change in his

income, allowing J per cent, commission in each transaction.

, 1899 .

I. The length of a hall is three times the breadth. The cost of white-

washing the ceiling at 5^ per square yard is ,^4 12s 7 ‘id. and the cost

of papering the walls at u 9d. per square yard is £3$, Find the height

of the hall.

3. Show that the difference between the interest and the true discount

on a given sum at a given rate for a given time is equal to the interest on
the discount.

3. A dian has £s> I7r. consisting of sovereigns, half-crowns and
shillings in the proportion of 2, 3, is- How many has he of each com I

4. Which IS the hetter investment, the 3} per cents, at 102 or the 3
per cents, at 97 ?

1900.

1. Find the square root of 4001204’090S01.

2. Find the present worth of Rtoooo due 8 years hence at 4} per
cent.

3 A rectangular courtyard, the sides of which are as 3 : ii, costs

R144 6a for paving at loa 6ji. per square yard. Find the length of

Its sides

4. Show that compound interest reckoned quarterly at Ri. 3a. 7)/.
per cent, is nearly equal to interest reckoned yearly at $ per cent.

1901.

I

1, Find the true discount on a bill for ,^721. ijr. Sd. paid 73 days
before due, tbe rate of interest being 3^ per cent, per annum.

2. Divide each of the numbers 4061250 and 2572125 by 125, and
'

express the ratio of the quotient correctly to three places of decimals.
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3. A man bnys eggs at is, jdi per dozen and sells them at llr. Sif,

per hundred. Find his gain per cent.

4. There are four vessels of equal capacity : J o( the 6rst is filled

with spirit, J of the second, J of the third, and i of the last. The fct

is then filled with water and from this mixture the second is filled up,

again from this second mixture the third is filled up and likewise the

fourth from the thud. What proportion of spirit to water is there in the

fourth vessel ?

1902 .

1. Define a prime number. Find the prime factors of SSSiSSS-

2. A railway truck is 29 ft. 4 in. in length ; bow many such trucks

will be required to fill up the entire length of the line between Lahore

and Amritsar, a distance of 32 miles?

3. The difference between the simple and compound interest on a
sum of money for 2 years at 5 per cent, per annum is R12. Find the sum.

4. If 3 fowls and 4 pigeons cost Kz. 32. 6/., and 5 fowls and 2

pigeons cost R2 12a , find what must he paid for 4 fowls and 3 pigeons,

3. A person sold 60 yards of cloth for R2S. 22. gaining thereby the

cost price oftQ yards. Find his gam per cent,

1908.

1. Show whether 983 is a'piime number or not.

The greatest common measure of two numbers is 373, and their least

common multiple is 28721. Find the product of the two numbers.

2. ^ does J of a piece of work in 3\ hours, B does z of the remainder

in Ij hours, and C finishes it in hours How long would it have taken

the three working together to do the work ?

3. Find the simple interest on fi2,54l. 8a. for 2 years 8 months at 72.

per cent per month

4. IKvide a sum of 9:345. I2|a. between A, B, C, so that B may
feceive 25 per cent, more than A, and 20 per cent, more than C,

5. A bought 100 maunds of wheat for R276. 92., and sold it to B at

a gain of 20 per cent. ; B sold it to C at a loss of 20 per cent. What
pnce per maund did C pay for the wheat 7

1904.

1. Resolve, 4S1584 into prime fectors, and hence wnte down its

square root.

Find the G. C. M. of the product of the first seven odd numbers and
the product of the first eight even numbers.

2. Divide 3*14159 by 72, using factors, and finding the quotient
correct to 3 decimal places.

Find the product of 36*827 and 401*59 correct to 2 decimal places.
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3 Find, bp Practice, the price of623 feet of piping at 5J0. per foot,

4. A bought a bicycle for R275 and sold it to ^ at a gam of 2 annas
in'the mpee ; £ sold it to C at a loss of 2j annas in the rupee. How
much did C pay foe it?

j. Winch of the fractions and is nearer the exact value of a/l 7

Give reasons.

1906 .

1. Find the value of.—

(I ) (2f offa)T(2'S9X‘3i4i).

(II) The square root of 8x03060289.

2. The sum of £2,840. la is to be divided between 7 men,
II women, $ boys, and 6 girls, so that for every £3 12a a man received

a woman may get £2 30 , and for every £2 loa a woman received a
boy may get £1. 1411 , and a girl £l 2a Find how much each person
receives

3. Find the diSerence between the interest and the discount on
£23,078. 211 , the time being 21 months and the rate 4 per cent.

4. What will it cost to make a gravel walk 10 feet wide round the

innde of the edge of a square field whose area is lo acres, at 4J11. per
square yard f

3. (i) The massacre at Cawnpore took place on the 28thJune, iBjy.
What day of the week was it 7

(11) How many times in the course of the day do the hands of
a watch cross each other?

1907.

1. Find the greatest number which will divide 16S32, 10733 and 1968,
and leave remainders 2, 3 and 7 respectively

2. Find, by Practice, the value of 32 acres 3 roods 22 sq. poles at
jfll3 . 12 . 6 per acre.

3 What sum lent at compound interest will amount to £16143-12-0
in 2| years at 3 per cent pet annum 7

4. If 4 per cent- paper be at IIO, what sum must I invest in order to
secure a monthly income of £374, after paying an income-tax of 3 pies
in the mpee 7

3 Simplify the expression

(S'Sfi- 548+ 14283?.

1808.

I. The circumference of the front wheel ofa carriage is 6| feet,

and of the hind wheel 12^ feet. How many feet must the caiiiage pass

over so that each wheel may make an exact number of complete revo-

iutions 7
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2, Find the difference between 3‘I4I59 ““d 3 +y^^-

Also find the difference between their squares.

3 A dealer bought a horse for ;Cilo, and sold it the same day for

151 > allowing the buyer 5 months’ credit Money being worth

3j per cent per annum, what was his gain per cent. 7

4. The total population of India is 294 millions, out of which >50
millions are males Out of every 1,000 males 98 can read and write, but
only 5 3 per cent, of the total population cata do so. Find the percent*

age of the women of India who can read and write.

5 Prove that the L CM of two given expressions may be found by
dividing their product by their H. C F.

1S09.

1. What part of Rl, 140. is f of-^\; - of of ftr, Jn. 7

T*3x+iv
Divide the difference between S'5225 and the square of *075 by I26'I.

2. When 2I tolas of gold can be purchased for R58. 6a. 6/. what
should be paid for a tola of

1
silver if its vaiue is fixed in the ratio of

I to 15J to that of gold 7

3 /i, B, and Ccould reap a field in 18 da;7s ; £, C, and 23 in 20 dap
|

C, 23, and ^ in 24 days ; and 23, A, and B in 27 dap. In what timc-

would It be reaped by them all together 7

4. A bookseller b^an business on 1st January, 1908, with a capital

of R8,000. On I5tb September he was joined by a partner, who brough!

Rll,Soo to the business At the end of December the profits were ibund
to be Ri,6S4 Find, to the nearest anna, the share of each.

1910.

1. What IS the least number which when divided by 36, by 40, by 42,
gives in each case 5 as remainder 7

2. Simplify (J-J) of (63 - 3s)-7-{5-(2j-iJ)}.
Express ns a decimal fraction.

3 Find, by Practice, tbe pnce of 37 cubic yards 3 cubic feet 2S0 cubic

inches at R43 Sa 6/ per cubic yard.

4. Explain what is meant by discount and present worth ofa bill.

Find the present worth and discount on a bill of £1,016. due in

73 months, interest at 5? per cent.

5. ..4, .9 and Care partners in a business and their shares are in the

proportion of f : 3-
: J. A withdraws half his capital at the end of 4

months, and after S months more a profit of R2,024 is divided. What is

A's share 7
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19U.

!• De6ne the following teims, jiod give examples *to lUustiate yoat
definitions •

—

Notation ; Numeration ; absolute and local values of digits.

Write in words 2384751690.

What is the local value of each of the significant digits in the following

numbers ?

9237s. 24‘783S.

2.

Find the value of •

—

*-
'*'

to 3 places of decimals.
'

* “ ^ 4 »

Express jfi33 *4*‘ Si^ as the fraction ofjCiSy. 171. SJ*
T

3 What IS meant by an aliquot part of a quantity 7 Is 50. 4^ an
aliquot part of a Rupee 7

'

Find, by Practice, the price of 256479 articles at £4. 12s 6|if per loo.

4. Define Present Worth and Discount

If the interest on R1187 8a at 3 per cent, is equal to the discount on
ftll93. 7^ i2me time at the same rate, when is the latter sum due 7

5.

' A contractor undertook to build a house in 2I days and engaged

15 men to do the work But after 10 days he found it necessary to engage
10 men more, and then he accomplished the work one day too soon

How many days behindhand would he have been if be had not engaged
the 10 additional men 7

1912.

I. Find the sum of 79368 added to itself 65937 times, and wrile

the result in words.

Find the number whieh'will divide 5970 and 5460 and leave remainders

7 and 9 respectively.

2. Simplify
727 X 727 - 273 X 273

727 --273

Which IS the greater of 27 ‘84 X '1481 and ^177
3. State and illustrate the differeuee between dtreU proportion and

'nsent proportion.

If 8 men and 12 boys can finish a piece of work in 12 days, in what
time will 40 men and 45 boys finish another piece of work 3 times as
great, supposing that 16 men can do as much work m 8 hours as 12 boys
do in 24 hours 7

4. Aboybuysfiggs at9far4if. and. sells them at 11 for 516 What
does he gain or lose per cent 7 1 . , ,

C A. 28
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The difference between the Simple Interest and the Compound Interest
on a certain sum' of money for 2 years at 4 per cent, is ftno. V/hat is
the sum 7

S It IS between 2 and 3 o’clock , but a person looking at the clock,
and mistaking the hour-hand for the winutc-hand fancies that the time
of the day is 57 minutes earlier than the te.ility. What is the true time ?

1913

I. Explain what is meant by a pnmt number. Write down all the
numbers between 108 and 120 which are prime.

What IS the least number which when divided by 12, 15,200154
leaves in each case a remainder of 4 7

2 (a) Explain the meaning of | and -tn and show by a diagram
that they are equal to one another

(4) Find the value of 3 14159X '45078 coned to 4 places of decimals
(contracted method preferred).

3 Two men undertake to do a piece of work for Ks. 7 One can
do It alone in 7 days, the other in 8 days With the assistance of a boy
they finish the work in 3 days. How should the money be divided 7

4. Exactly three years ago a man boiiotved K3750 from a bank at

6 per cent, per annum At the end ol a year be paid the interest of that

year and part of the loan, altogether K1200' Sinilarly he paid fiSoo

at the end of the second year. What sum must he now pay to cleat off

the debt 7

5. The area of a square is II370 32 square inches Find the length

of Its diagonal.

Odl

I. Find the least number which when divided by 33, 171, and 1900

will aluays leave the same remainder 21.

Simplify
a}

+

5? ai+Jl of i/r

2i-ii 4iofif-iJ

2. Add togetherA of Rs. 12 i ;« ic/> , of Rs. 35 10a. 11/ ,

and 31 of Rs 42. ilo 4^ , express the result as a fraction of ,^45. 6r

8^, being given that, I Rupee e=js 81/

3 A room is ayf ft long, 21} ft. wide, and 4 yds high. Find the

cost of papering the walls at 9 pies per s.) ue yard.

Find, by Practice, tne wages of a man toe ; weeks 2 days and 4 hours

at Rs 3 a week, reckoning 6_days 10 a week and 12 hours to a day.

.4. In what time will Rs 1300 arotuul to Rs 1493 of P®' 0®“*'

per annum simple interest 7 State this as a “.present worth " sum.

5. A lady wishing to relieve a nn.mlier of poor people, finds that if

she gives them a shilling each soe will have y 4uf left, and that in

order to enable her to give them u. 4rf each, she would require 2 </

more than what she has j how many are there to be relieved, and how

much money has she to distribute ?
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1922

t. Find (be greatest number by wbicb 2500 and 33CO can be divided
BO as to leave remainders 4 and 36 respectively

-^+-^+3

Simplify 2L^^+4j-yx2j-+lJ.

2. Find the value of

Vt of 31 6tl +f of £1. IS. 6d +3 of £^. tjs. 4//.

Express the result as a fraction of Rs 29. £a, counting ij. SA (or a
rupee.

'

3 Find, by Practice, the value of 10 tons 4 en’t 2 qr. Z2 lbs. at

£1 32 4if per ton.

4. Explain the meaning of the terms “interest” pnd “ rate per cent.”
If ^ iido amount in 7 months to Rs 1210 12a., find the rale per cent,
per annum.

If oranges be bought at the rate of tfi for a rupee, horv many mutt be
sold for a rupee to gain 23 per cent 7

5 Divide Rs 12540 among A, B, C so (bat A shall receive f its

much as B and C together, and B | of ubat A and C together receive.

1923.

_ ,, ,^25 40>fi~ a/i 0609 ..
I Simplify expressing the result correct to

s/2S 4016 + Vi 0609

(our decimal places

2. Find the value of

A of £^3- i6s.fa+Ao{£S4- t6s. 6cl -A of£z or 3*
Express the result as a fraction of Rs. 560, counting u qd for a

rupee.

3 Find, by Fiactice, the price of 37 maunds 15 seers 12 ebataks at
Rs. 16 loa. St per maund.

4 A person borronred Rs 1460 from the Punjab National Bank on
the ist of January and repaid (he amount on the 6th May of (be same
year. He bad 10 pay Rs 45 as intereit Find the rate of interest
per cent per aAnum

A merchant sells out sugar to a customer, using false weights, and
thereby gains llj percent on his outlay. What weight does he substi-
tute for one seer 7

5, A path 9 feet wide, running all round a square pari, has an area
of exactly 3 aeies Find the area of that part of the park enclosed by the
path, and the co5t,of covering this part with gra^s at as 6p per square
yard.
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1889.

I. Define a flection end shew that 1=|.

B; hoi7 much does the difierence of ij), end fell sboit of their sum t

Express the defect as e decimal.

# • I.. 3^“ t J of ly — l-^

* (°) Simphly

(d) Subtract '03 from ‘6j and dmde the result by *102.

3.

Find the square root of 'ooi to four places of decimals. Whet
number has *t for its square root ?

4. What sum of money will amount to Rl,38i . 4 . o in 15 months at

S pet cent, per annum simple interest 7

5. How long will it take to walk along the four sides of a square Gela

irhich contains 16 acres 401 square yards, at 3 miles an hour 7

6. and ^ complete a piece of work in 8 days
;
S and C do the

same in 12 days ; and B and C finish it in 6 days. In how many days

will A and C complete the work 7

7,

A who travels 3} miles an hour starts 2} hours before B who goes

the same toad at 4} miles an hour ; where will B overtake A 7

1880.

I. Multiply *347695 by 2 ooz6, and divide the product by ’01905.

2 Simplify Ij + 3i - S4 + -
«A-

3. Find, by Practice or otherwise, the value of 234S md 27 seers

10 ch. of wheat at R3 10 8 per md.

4. Extract the square toot of I - ( 00135)* to 5 places of decimals

5 The weight of n cu. in of water is 253*17 grains, that of a cu. in.

of air IS *31 grains ; find to 3 places of decimals how many cu, in. of water
ate equal in weight to one cu. ft. of ait.

6 On measuring a distance of32 yd w ith a rod of a certain length
it was found that the rod was contained 41 times with j an inch over.

How many inches wilt there be over in mcosunog 44 yi, with the same rod 7

1891

1. Define “Notation”, ‘‘Numeration” ; and prove thdt “three times

four” =! “four times three'

2. Reduce to a single fraction .

—

SliA . 4 100
, . , . _

7*954 442|f^”
° °7344«

3. The wine in a pipe when full is worth £ig. 91. gd.

has leaked away if what is left is worth £g. 16s. 7^iif.*7

How much
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4. In discounting a bill, whit do you mean by “The Banket’s profit”?

If the simple interest on ^^923 i8r 1^1/ amounts to £ij gs exactly

in 138 da^, what is the rate of interest per cent per annum ?

3. Extract the square roots of 99,980,001 , and of 60iVt>

1882 '

I. How IS a fraction affected by adding the same number to the

numerator and the denominator ?

Prove that 114
4+5

IS greater than | and less than |

2 (a)Divide4[3+J|3+J(3+i5)|]by 123.

(j) Reduce and to their lowest terms and express their

difference as a decimal

3 Forty men finish a piece of work in 40 days, if 3 men leave the

work after every tenth day, in what time will the whole work be
completed ?

4 Find the difference between the Simple Interest and Discount of

,^330 in 4 years at 2i per cent per annum

S Extract the square root of
loop 2001

1000

1893

1 Two recuning decimals are added together ; prove that the number
of digits in the period of the result cannot exceed the product of the

numbers of the digits in the onginal penods.

2 Find the value of 34 of *30^2 of I mile 3 hit> 3° poles.

3 Multiply ft2 anna i. by

4. Find, by Fracticei the cost of lo cwt. 3 qr# 23 Ib S os at £1* $s

per cwt

5 A sum of money was divided amongst 5 people ; 4 of them
received respectively 1jy A, *19 1 of the whole* while the 5th reedved

j(fi05 3r, 6d What was the sum divided 7

6 An oz of standard gold, one*twel(th of which is alloy, is worth

£^ lyr io|<f « how many sovereigns would be coined from 36 lb 8 oz of

pure gold ?

7 Find the square root of 6246 05^024 and of

1894

1. (a) A multiplication sum having been worked is partially rubbed
out ; the figures that remain are the entire multiplicand 999 and the last

three digits 193 in the product* Restore the complete work

s.s tv 1 2- * 1+0025x05 45X'35
(3) Simplify

^

^

_5 _ 45^.
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2 (a) What decimal of Rioo must be added to ^5 to. 8,

that the sum may be lo annas ?

(i) Extract the square root of 25 6

3. Two trains start at the same time from Mirzapur and Delhi and

proceed towards each other at the rates of j6 and 21 miles per hour

respectively When they meet it is found that one train has travelled 60

miles more than the other. Find the distance between the two stations.

4 Two years and six months ago, I borrowed a sum which with

simple interest at 6 per cent per annum now amounts to R638 . 4 o Find

the sum.

1896.

1. (o) Explain what is meant by the fallowing terms •

—

Fnmtfatten ;
eemmeii measure ; temmen multsple ; hsaesi temmen

multifk.

{6 ) A courtyard 452 feet long and 404 feet wide, is tn be paved

with square stones all of one sue. ll^t is the largest size which can he

used ?

2. (o) Simplify of i-5-? +4 xi-J.
4 25

(j) Find the square root of 3 1415926 to four places of decimals.

3. The difference between the Interest for 4 months, and the Discount,

on a certain sum due in 4 months at 4 pet cent , is one rupee. What is

the sum ?

4. A merchant sells silk of two qualities r hicb cost him R5 5a tf.

and R4. 4a t,p per yard, respectively The selling price of the latter

IS two-thirds that of the former, but the quantity sold is double and the

merchant gains 25 per cent, on the whole Calculate the selling pnee
per yard of each.

5 - A policeman goes after a Ibicf who has 100 yards’ start ; if the

policeman run a mile in six minutes, and the thief a mile in ten minutes,

how far will the thief have gone before be is overtaken 7

1896 ,

I. Simplify s

—

' * * li+2(2+J|

(«)
•125 X (-175 of -^Ssyij )

’ooo^s
2. (o) Express I of js 6d.+rss of 51 -

'Sis of gr. 21/. ns a deamal
fraction of fio

(d) Extract the square root of 4000D'40000I.

3. What is on aliquot part of a quantity 7

Fmd, by Practice, the time of building a wall 27 yards long, I yard

thick and 6 ft. high, of which one cubic yard is built in 3 hours 18 minutes

and 45 seconds. ,
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4- How far shall I nde with a friend who leaves Allahabad at g A. Hi
and Will dnve to Karchaoa which is to miles from Allahabad in one houti
that I may, by walking back at the rate of 4 &iles an hour, reach home at

11-30 A. M. i

5i A owes S R1435 due at the end of 4 months, £630 du'e at the end
of 8 months, KSdo due at the end of a year B wants his money forth-

with VThat ought A to pa) him reckoning interest at 7i per centi ?

1807.

1. What IS the largest number which divides both 2397 and 2491
without remainder 7 What is the smallest number which is divisible by

both of these numbers 7

2. State and prove the rule for pomting in multiplication of decimals,

why is the removal of the decMmal point one place to the right equivalent

to multiplication by 10 7 Illustrate your answer by comparing the numbers

23 oiS and 230 IS

Find the square root of 08017

3. A person lent another a sum of money for 72 days at 3 per cent.

per annum. At the end of that time he received *293. I2». ojrf What
was the sum lent 7 .

4. The compound interest on a sum of money for 3 years at 5 per

cent IS 1(331 or. 3if ; what is the simple interest 7

5. If a rupee IS worth one shilling and three pence balf-penny, and a

shilling is worth 1*25 francs, what is tbe value in francs of rupees 7

1808.

1. Define measure of a number and find the G. C. M. of ;

—

(i) R2. 4s and 100.

, (2) I and I

Find the greatest number which will divide 13956 ahd 14565 and leave

a remainder 7 in each case.

2. Simplify 1— I

, ,
’i25ofR5. log Sfi

'' a)'+(})* -osJofRy 120

(*) J-l-iof}-f*xi.

3. Extract the square root of

and calculate the difference between this square soot and 3 -f-^ af2,.to

three places of decimals
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4. Find the cost in Ewlish mone; of travelling from Vienna to

Trieste! a distance of 363 English mileSi the average cost per German
mile being 13 kreiitzers. Given that

I German mile=4} English miles.

£l=^S‘S francs.

3 75 francs=ioS kreutzers.

5. What IS the present value of a legacy of ;£l49> 3^ due seven

years hence at per cent, simple interest ?

I.

ISdB.
Simplify :

—

^+iofl+S
tV of (I +S})+S of aV of (7

“ 2i)“a

and express f of fti. Sa, as the decimal of Ri. 4a.

2 A number may be divided by 12$ by multiplying it fay 8, and then

marking off the last three digits as decimals Explain the reason for this

;

and divide 5335 by 125.

3. What IS the meaning of an “aliquot part” ?

Find, by Practice, the value of 24 tons 3 cnt. 2 qrs. 25 lb. at ,£17. ilj.

6i, per ton.

4 A piece 0/ work can be done 10 72 days by 17 men working
together. If after 9 days of work these are joined by 4 others, in how
many days will the work be finished 7

5. Extract the square root of S and of 5 each to 4 places of decimals

;

and show that the square root of 4 is '6

6. What is the difference between the interest on a bill of ;£l38. 131.

4if. for 3 months at 4 per cent per annum and the discount on the same
for a quarter of a year at the same rate ?

7. (a) A speculator sells at a profit of 50 per cent., but his purchaser

fails aid only pays 8a in the rupee. How much per cent, does the

speculator gain or lose by his venture 7

(j) A person investing in the 4 per cents, receives 5 per cent, for his

money. I^at is the price of stock 7

leoo.

1. State the rules for multiplication and division of decimal fractions

Assuming that the surface of a sphere is 3 1416 times the square of its

diameter and that the earth is a sphere whose diameter is 8000 miles, find

what fraction of the whole surface of the earth is the area of India which
is 1350000 square miles Express your result as a decimal fraction.

2. What are circulating demmals 7 Distinguish between pure and
mixed circulating decimals •

(o) Add tpgether J, ,'5 and express the sum as a mixed
circulating decimal.

m Reduce '0416 x
•142857

(TT+f)X40
of R8. 5a. to the fraction of I anna.
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3 (») Find) by Practice, the price of 100 bags of Rosa sugar, each
weighing 4 seers 2 powas^nd 3 ehataks, at 60. 9/, per seer.

(4) Find the square root of 10 62 to three places of decimals.

4. What sum of money will amount to £3528 in two years at 5 per
cent, compound interest, and what will it amount to in two more years ?

5 What monthly income will be denved from the investment of one
lakh of rupees in the 3} per cent. Government of India paper at Ioo}J ?

leoi.

I. (o) What IS the greatest length a hich is contained a whole number
of times exactly in both 2S}| feet and nigV feet ?

f4) Find the value of

49 . (l 4 -g»-6 of t

21 21-5-U+l)
of £^6.

2.

(b) Express the difrercnee between 942857! and *857142
vulgar fraction in its lowest terms

as a

(A) Extract the square root to five places of decimals.

3,

In a two-mile race wins, .F being 22 jards behind and C 106
yards behind B By how much would B beat G in a thrce.mile race.

4. What sum at compound interest will amount to R650 at the end
of the first year and to R676 at the end of the second year ?

5. How much 3J per cent Government Securities at 95! must be
sold in order to purchase enough 5 per cent. Calcutta Municipal Deben-
tures at 1 19( to produce an annual ineome of R665, a brokerage off per

cent, being c^rged on each transaction ?

1902.

Find the G. C. M. and also the L C. M. of 49*383 and *142569.

-*l6Simplify — 1 +
07s g * 3 75

3 Find, by Practice, the valucof 246I maunds ofsugar at R13. 5a.

per maund .

4. A and B have between them 132 horses , ‘25 of ./4’s= *142857 of

B’c How many has each of them ?

5. Six men and five boys can do a piece of work, in 7 days; they
work at It till they have completed { of it ; then two of the men leave

and two more boys come Hon long will the work be in hand, if a boy
docs half as much work as a man 7

6 If I lend a friend {(1,250 at 4 per cent, simple interest and tell

him to keep it until principal and interest amount to Ri,666. 10a. 8/ ,

how long will he have it ?
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1803.

1. (a] How mnny lengths of 2$ inches each can be cut fiom a lod

7t feet long, and \vhat will be the length of the portion left t

{i} Reduee | of R4. Ja 3/*. to the fraction of { of R7. 14a. 8/.

2. (0) Divide 'OlCoSsby 3‘l2S;andcxprcss i‘4S83
- 1*5 as a dccinial.

(4 ) Simplify :

—

•63 42 33

3. ji and B can do a p<ece of work in 12 days ; after worling 2 days

they arc assisted by C, svho worl s at the same rate as A, and the work
IS finished in fi] days mare: in how many days would B alone do
the work ?

4. The 4 F. M passenger tram from Delhi to Tundia stops firsPat

Ghanabad, 12* miles distant, at 4-^0 P. v. ; the whole journey is 127}
miles, and 20 per cent, of the time is expended 10 stoppages : at what
time IS the tram due at Tnndla ?

$. At what rate percent simple interest will R833. 50, 4/. amount
to Rgja. la. 4/1 in 3 years and 2 mon'hs ?

Simplify I

—

(0)
j£44

1004 .

-d-Jofjfl. I3r. 4*

(d)

11 +

7 d-'-

•002S1 X •&)i$

1 A05

2. (0) Abankrupl’s liabilities arc 233. 10/ nnd he pays his creditor:

5s. fif. in the pound. Find, by Practice, the amount of hi< assets.

(4) Find the square root of 10 001 correct to/aur places of decimals.

If 3 p. e more be gained by sellinj; a horse for ,£83. 51. than by
selling him for ;f8i, what is the original price of the hors.* ?

4. lYhatwill Ri,ooo amount to 10 3 years at j p. c. per annum
compound interest ?

5. If the 3 per cent, consols are at gaj, what sum of money must be
invested in this stock to get an annual income of £6^3 brokerage being {
per cent. 7

1806.
I. (o) Simplify :

—

7i .
IJ-!

. , J

4J

f4 ) Find the value of correct tofour places of decimals.
v8
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i. (a) Add together ‘175 of i too, '83 of i eirt. end '93 of Ib. end
reduce the sum to the decimal of 10 tons.

(j) Find, by Practice, the rent of 3 acres 1 rood 27 poles of land at
£i I6> 8-f. per acre.

3 By selling a horse for &50 K tnan lost 4 per cent ; find what would
have been his gain or loss per cent if it bad been sold for K60

4 Find the discount on Ri,ooa due 3 months hence at 4 per cent,

per annum

$. A person transfers £lo(xi stoclc from the 4 per cents at 90 to the

3 per cents, at 72 : find the alteration in his income.

leoe n

1. A merchant has three kinds of nine . of the first kind 403 gallons,

of the second 434 gallons, and of the third 465 gallons Vt hat is the least

number of full casks of equal size in which this can be stored without

mixing ?

2. Find the sum of money that is the same fraction of 3 crowns that

Kl Sa
, 13 of R2 $0 4/1

3. A sum of money amounts in 10 years at 4} per cent simple interest

to R2,972 Sa In how many years will it amount to R4<356 4a.

}

4 Extract the square root of {58483fil>

1B07.

1. Is 823 a prime number ? Why is it unnecessary to try factors above

23 in answering the question ? s

2 Show that to 3 figures w and that to 5 figures sr

where “=3 14159265.

3 Find the quotient of 6893 7825 by 72 6328 eonect to four figures

4 Find to 3 decimal places the square root of 5.

1908

I Find the sum of the 21 odd numbers which follow 15432,

2, Reduce g +f

+

t+t—w--sV to a fraction in its lowest terms.

3 Find all the prime numbers less than a hundred.

1809

I A metres: 39 3708 inches. Express 325 of a metre as a decimal

of a yard (to six figures).

2. What will be the gam per cent if mangoes bought at the rate of

SIX for 5a are sold at the rate of five for 6a ?

3. In the first four months of 1906 the Indian Government sold Bills

amounting to £97,984,311, obtaining 1^6,537,578 in exchange Find the

value of a rupee in English money to the nearest tenth of a penny.

If. B. Use no more figures than are necessary to obtain a result to the
degree of accuracy indicated.
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4- Afolder of ftSSOO of 3j% Government paper sells at 91} and
invests in 4% stoc^ at lOI. If the brokerage is | for the first and } for

the secondi find the change in his income.

1010.

I. Wnte in figures the number—^nmety.nine billion mnety-nme million

ninety-nine thousand and ninety-nine.

Srmphfy 1°°!? +±ISSJ‘J^4
0175 '0003*

2 Find the least integer exactly divisible by 5j, 7}, and g.

Extract the square root of 76300225.

3. What sum put out at compound interest at 5 per cent, rrould

amount in 3 years to ;£8ia. fir. gtf 7

1811.

I. Write in figures the number—^nine billion eighty-nine milhon nine
thousand and ten.

Simplify
•44^85714-5571428

22857 i4-b-77i428|

2 Define the terms yanfand metres

If one inch is equal to 25*4 millimetres, find the number of kilometres

in a mile.

3. Extract the square root of 1157428441.

1812.

1. A hall IS lo'oi metres high, 40 metres long, and S’ooi metres wide.
Find the number of cubic millimetres it contains, and write your answer
in words.

2. Simplify (i)
fiA4~3v °f iiV~4iV

lJ-lJ-JJ+4^
’

and (2) find 0'4I37S of £2. lor.

3. Find the price of 3 per cent stock when an increase of income of

£S fir. 3(7 IS made by transferring to them a sum of ,£'4,375 3J per cent,
stock at 95J.

' 1919.

t. Simplify :

—

7sx 5t . 5^x3i 2t-|xi| . 4i

7i- 5f Si- 3i i’< 3i+U'Si'
2 Extract the eighth coot of 214358881.

3 A man subscribes to a provident fund 4% of his income ; on the

remainder he pays income-tax at 5 pies in rupee, and after this deduction
he gives of the remainder in chanty. Of the remainder he gives^ to

his mother, who thus receives R12 a month. Find the man’s gross annual
income.
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4. An aae is 0'40i467 hectare, and £1 is equal to 35*25 fiancs. An
estate measniing 1927 hectares is sold for ten nuUion one hundred thousand
femes. What is this in pounds per acre ?

1914.

I. (1 ) Simpli^

Ai-sj

4i-3i
of A.

(3) Add together f of£t, f of ir., and f of tiL, and express the
sum as the decimal fraction (correct to trro places) of one guinea.

3. Find the square root of 354-<yi25 conect to three places of

decimals.
t

3. A sells an article to Ji at a profit of 30 per cent. B sells it to C
at a profit of 5 per cent. If C paps 7ar , what did it cost A ?

4. I invest equal sums in a 4 per cent, stock and in a 3 per cenL
stock and get 5 pec cent, for my money ; the 4 per cents, are at 00 ;

trhat is the price of the 3 per cents^ 7

1015

I. Find the square roots of (t) 3036DI, (3) l to three places of

decimals.

3. Prove that the product ofany two nnmbeis is equal to the product

of their H. C. F. and their C. M.

TheL-C-M of two nnmbeis is 24418s, and their H. C. F. is 84.

If one of the numbers is 1428, find the other

3. A rectangular lawn 51 fr long is snnoonded by a path which is

4 ft 6 in wide. If the path is 96 sq yds. in area, find the breadth of
the lawn.

4. If gfyfiS I3r. 4d. is the discount on £aSoo due in s} years, what
15 the rate per cent, at simple in'erest !

1016.

I. Simplify

{|x|+Jxf} 4 tons 7 c -t. 21 lb.

St. Carpet 3 ft. wide at fir oi per yd. for a room 25 ft. 4 in. wide
costs ;f3a and paper I ft. Sin -nde atiji per yd for its walls

costs £s- 5r (no allowance to be trade for doors or windows). What is

the he^fat of the room 7

3. The manafectarer of ao aiticle makes a profit of 25 per cent,
the wholesale dealer makes a profit of 20 per cent, and the retailer

makes a profit of 28 per cent. What is the cost of productian of an
article retailed for 16 shillings 7
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, 1017.

1. (l) Simplify

i 2i-iJ S5 13

(2) Find a fourth proportional to li, o 09, ^ ; and express the

result as a decimal.

2. (I) Reduceo'oy of ;fi. Sr +0*675 of ;^2. IS. 8A+0'i87S of Si
to the decimal of £10.

(2] Find the square root of 2 to four places of decimals.

3 A man buys milk at pet quart, dilutes it with water and sells

the mixture at per quart How much water is added to each quart of

milk if his prodt is 6o per cent. ?
^

4. Find the present value of R845, due 2 years hence, compound
interest being reckoned at 4 per cent per annum.

1018

I. (a) Find the number nearest to 100,000 that can be divided

exactly by 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 respectively.

(6) A mao in India wishes to send to his son in England £^
a year in monthly instalments. How much will he have to pay montbl)

in rupees ; the value of I rupee in English money bemg £0 u ?

2 One revolution of the pedal crank drives a bicycle a distance equal

to the circumference of a circle of 70 ins diameter. How many revolu-

tions does the crank make in travelling i mile ? If tbe wheels are 28
ins in diameter bow often do they revolve in the same distance ? [

u* ='i^ ]

3.

One clack gams 25 secs a day while another loses i minute a day.

They are both set at the right time at 8 A. m. in August 15. On what
day and at what time will they differ by I hour ?

1018.

I. (a) Find all the prime numbers that divide both 1287 and 1 144
without remainders

/

(6) Simplify

3 ° + (4s X ^

6i-(i5xH)'
In)

12*32-7*56

20 35+3 4S’

2 Tbe Inside measurements of a room are 42 ft. 6 ins. and 2Z ft

9 ins. ; the walls are 2 ft 3 ins thick and there is a verandah all round
10 ft. 6 ins wide Find the cost of paving the verandah with tiles

measuring 4J ins by 3 ins, and costing 6 pies each.

3. Which IS the system of payment most advantageous for the student
if the rate of interest obtainable is 6°/, in the following case ?

"For students commencing the course the entrance fee is Ss. 30.
The entrance fee is payable by all students at the commencement of the

course or may be paid in three instalments of R12 each at the beginning
of the first, second and third years respectively.”
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1918

COMFOLSORY PAPER.

I. (o) Multiply 876095 17 567049.

Or,

Two auisbeis whes divided by a eeitain divisor leave the remaindeis

4375 29SS respectively ; bat vrben the snm of the two uombers is

divided fay the same divisor, the remainder is 2361. Find the divisor.

(dj Find the G. C M. of 64176 and 1191S4.

Or,

What IS the least nnmber which, when divided by 6, 8, 12, 15, or 20,
leaves a remainder of 5 ?

2.

(a) Simplify

—

3Hlt~
3+-

2+

Or,
's-i

Find the cost of 313 articles at V]j lli each.

{i) Multiply 3*25 by o 0133, and divide the product by 3 64

Or,

Find the value of — of 3 guineas, and evpiesi the result as
ito. 4a,

decimal fyaction of£$

3.

(n). IVhat sum will amount to R5S7. 8a. in 3^ years at 5 per

cent per annum simple interest ?

Or,

In what time will ,^12345 13s. pid double itself at d-per cent per
annnm ^ple interest?

(d) A does xV ul a piece of worh in 14 days ; he then calls in

B, and they finish the work m 2 days. How long would B take to do
the work by himself?

iei&

Additional Payee.

1. Evaluate a/*07
- 'J aj to 6 places of decimals.

2. How many litres of water weigh 1000 lbs., given that one cubic

foot of water weighs jooo ozs, and one metie=39‘37 inches ’
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+-i^ +
3 3*‘4

3. . Find l]ie valne of the following senes eonect to four places of

decimals :

—

i+—

-

31 3’'2’3“

4. What must be the least number of soldiers in a le^ment, to

admit of Its being drawn up S) 9i 10 deep, and also of its being

formed into a solid square ?

1919.

‘ CoMPDLSORY Paper.

1. (a) Multiply 79094451 by 7640950

Or,

Find the greatest and least numbers of six digits which are exactly

divisible by 789

(3) A heap of pebbles can be made up exactly into groups of 25;

but when made up into groups of 18, 27 and 32, there is in each case a

remainder of ll ‘ find the least number of pebbles such a heap can

contain.
' Or,

A grocer buys 10 cwt. 3 qrs. 21 lbs. of sugar for ,£'30, and pays 12s.

6i£ for expenses j at what rate must he sell it per pound to clear £1^.
fir. 3A by his bargain ?

2. (n) Simplify

Or,

Express | of 12r fiat + '625 of yr ficT - ’565 of Ifir. 6d as the

decimal of £1.
[i) Find the cost of 9 yds. 2 ft 10 in. at 5r. per yard.

Or,

What would be the cost of painting the four walls of a room whose
length IS 24 ft 3 in , breadth 15 ft 3 in, and height 1 1 ft. 6 in., at 41.

a square foot ?

3.

(a) What sum will amount to ^425. 191. 4|a: in 10 years at 3i
per cent, smfple interest 7

Or, I I .

If the 6d. loaf weigh 4'35 lbs when wheat is 5 75r. per bushel,

what ought to be paid for 49*3 lbs of bread when wheat is 9 2r per
bushel 7

(4) If 200 men can make an embankment 5 miles long in 25 days,
bow much overtime must 60 men work to finish an embankment 2 miles
long in 32 days, 12 hours being a day’s work 7

Or.

A man walks a certam distance, and tides back m 3 bis. 45 mm. ;

he could ride both ways in 2} his. How long would it take him to walk
both ways 7 ,
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1919

Additional Paper

I Find the square root of '00249976000576.

Or,

A square field contains 40 acres. Find the cost of running a fence
round it at 2a 6if a yard

2

Giren that a metre contains 39 37 inches, express five miles 10
kilometres and metres, correct to the nearest metre

Or,

Find the value of

1 .
I

*~i a"^! 2 3 I 2'3 4 ,i 2 3 4 5

correct to 4 places of decimals

1920.

Compulsory Paper

I. Multiply 9iS®2S *>7 9fii024

2 Prove that 95785’ -94340’=i6S75’.

3 Reduce to its lowest terms irilih

4 Simplify . , .
of K44-|)of^ 2

r+A 9r lorf 4 tons 3 cwL

5 Express f of yr 6if +1*25 of sr -05450^91 2if asa decimal
of £ia.

6. Find the cost of 56375 articles at £2 jy gJ per hundred

7 A tradesman who commenced business 5f years ago increased hfs

capital at the rate of 15 per cenL per annum, simple interest, and it now
amounts to £$960. 'What sum did he start n ith 7

1080.

Additional Paper.

1 Either, Find the smallest number that must be added to 153 140025
to make it a perfect square

Or, A piece of silk cost £Z^ or 4^ , and there were as many yards
in the piece as there were pence in the price ofa yard. Fmd the length

of the piece

2 Esther, The Great 'Wall of China is said to be 2400 km long and
7625 mm thick at the bottom Find, to the nearest square foot, the area

of the ground it stands upon (i metie=39 37 inches.)

Or, Employ the cvotracted method to divide 2 62S9475 by 306*5
correct to the sixth decimal place.

'

c. A. 29
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1921

Compulsory Paper

1 Find the continued product of 3781, 3782 and 3783.

2 Add together J, ^ and 1, subtract the sum from 2, multiply the

result by S ofH of S, and find what fraction this is of 99

3 Either, Find the value, correct to 6 places of decimals, of

2418+ 116 + 3609+07354 + 24042.

Or, Find the square root of 5345344

4 Either, Find the value of 9 yds 2 ft 10 in of cloth 51. yjrf at

per yard

Or, What will be the cost of painting a room which is aoj ft.

long, 18} ft broad and 10 It high, containing two
windows whose dimensions are 7 ft 2 ft. each, at the

rate of 21 td per sq yd ?

5 Either, At what rate per cent, simple interest, will 135 efi.

amount to ;^I 157 ^e 4ld in 4I years ?

Or, What sum of money must be left, in order that after a

legacy duty of 10 per cent, has been paid, the remainder
being lent ont at 3 per cent simple interest may gwe a
yearly income of, loo guineas

1922

Compulsory Paper.

I. Multiply 23405 by 12084.

2 Find the greatest number which exactly divides both 13677 and
28012.

3 A man owns iV of a house and (J+|) of his portion is worth
Rs. 112 ; find the price of the whole house

4. Either, Fin^ the cost of 25 bates at Rs. 9 loo. 7^. per maund if

each bale contains 13 mds 24 sr. 12 ch.

Or, Find the cost of making a gravel path 6 ft wide along the

inner edge of a square field, whose side is I20 yds long
at 80. per sq yd

5. Either, Extract the square root of 2701 *9204.

Or, Find in 'what time a given sum of money will quadruple
Itself if lent out at simple interest at the rate of a pice per

rupee per month.

1823

Compulsory Paper,

1. By what number must 695 be multiplied so that when the product

is subtracted from one million, the result is 507245 ?

2. .Find the smallest number of which 135, 126, 432, and 255 are

divisors.
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3* Prove ibat

, 4 t

9 4+iTi+i
I6

4 Ctthet, Add together 05425, 12 li of £2 Sr and 7 285714 of

a guinea '

Or, Find to the nenrest pie the value of 1234 niaunds, 27
seers, 10 ehilaks ofwheat it R3 10a 8/ per inaund

5 Etther, Hon often must I run round a square field of 10 acres to

run a mile ?

Or, A dealer bought 76 cows, and then sold 20 at a profit of 15
per cent , 40 at a profit of 19 per cent and the remainder
at a profit of 25 per cent making a total profit of Rs. 657
What did he give for each 7

1Q24

CoMrtiiAORY Paper,

1 Divide 99790104 by 99S7.

' Or,

Multiply 771214 by 216636

2 Find the greatest number of six digits which is exactly divisible by
27, 45, 60, 72, 96, and 120.

3. Find the price of 345 maunds, 27 seers, 13 chatahs of rice at R7
ton 8/. per niaund

Or,

Simplify — '

3t+4s 4 7S+3‘S 021 X 0021 X21D

5iV-45’o'‘<i'i-Si5’' ’14x007

4 A contractor undertakes to dig a canal 12 miles long m 350 days,
and employs 45 men , be finds that in 203 days he hos completed 4J miles
How many additional men must he employ to get the undertaking fintsbed

in time?

5, The length of a rectangular field IS to Its breadth as 3 2, and its

area IS 11,094 sq Ffd (he cost of surrounding it with n fence at

2 25 francs per metre length of boundary.

Or,

In an examination 52 per cent of candidates faded in English and
42 per cent in mathematics If 17 per cent failed both in English and
Mathematics, find the percentage 01 those who passed in both the snbjecis



AWSWEES TO EXAMPLES.

Examples. 1.

1 Ten j sixteen ; forty-eight j ninety-nine , seventy-six ;

forty-three , fifty , thirty-one ; sixty-two.

2. One hundred , one hundred and eleven ; nine bundled and
two , SIX hundred and twenty ; three hundred

,
one hundred and

three , two hundred and thirty-four , one hundred and thirty

3 Nine thousand, two hundred and sixteen
;

five thousand,

four hundred and nine , five thosuand and four , one thousand and

eleven , one thousand, two hundred and ten ; nine thousand ; nine

thousand, nine hundred and ninety-nine. ^

4. Twelve thousand, three hundred and forty-five ; twenty

thousand, one hundred and three , forty thousand and forty ; fifty

thousand and one ; ninety thousand, six hundred , eighty-nine

thousand, three hundred and forty-six.

6 Five hundred thousand , seven hundred and eight thousand,

nme hundred ; one hundred and two thousand and thirty
;
three

bundled and nine thousand, eight hundred and nine three

hundred and seventy-nine thousand, five hundred and eighty-six.

e. Seven inillion, two hundred and thirty-four thousand, six

hundred and fifty-one j seven million, ninety thousand, seven
hundred and nine ; nine million ; seven million, eight hundred
thousand and forty , three million, five hundred and sixty-seven

thousand, eight hundred and ninety-one.

7. Thirty-two million, five hundred and sixty-seven thousand,
eight hundred and ninety-two , thirty-four million, eighty-three

thousand and ninety-two ; ninety million, nine thousand ;
fifty-five

million, five hundred thousand and fifty-five

8. Seven hundred and eighty-nine million, three hundred and
forty-five thousand, six hundred and twenty-one

; three hundred
and ninety million, eighty-five thousand, two hundred and twenty-

two million.

9 Seven thousand and nine million, fifty-six thousand, seven
hundred ; three thousand two hundred and fifty-nine million, two
hundred and eighty-seven thousand, eight hundred and ninety-one ,

eight thousand and seventy million, eighty-eight thousand, two
hundred

10. Thirty-two thousand and five hundred million ninety-four

thousand and one , three hundred and eight thousand five hundred
and six million, eight thousand, two hundred and thirty ; one
liillion, three hundred and fifty-seven thousand nine hundred and
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eighty-six million, four hundred and twenty-eight thousand, one
hundred and twenty-three,

11. 70, 2 ; 300, 5O1 9 ; 4000, 200, 3 ; 70000, 800, 9 ;
looooooooo,

300006000, 400000, 50000, 700, 80, 9 ,
3000000000000,

70000000000, 9000000000, 4000000, 70000, 8000, 20, 3,

12 Counting from left, the zeroes respectively indicate the

absence of—thousands, tens j tens of millions, hundreds of thou-

sands, tens of thousands, hundreds, units , tens of thousands of

millions, thousands of millions, tens of millions, thousands, tens.

13 . (10,000) ten thousand ; (9,999) nine thousand, nine hundred
and ninety-nine.

Examples. 9.

I. 13 1 17 19 : 12 , II. 2. 23,34,40)27.
3 . 77 . 90 . 84 , 63. 4 . 342 ; 486 ; 504 ,

900.

6. 203 , 430 ) 555 j
400. 0. 892 ; 704 ; 640 ; 512

7)835 , 9)028 , 6,009 , 4,00a ) 6,085.

8 5,992 , 8,074 : 2,003 j 4,040 ; 3)403

9 1,200 J 8o,oo3 J 18,454 , 36,012 , 90,000.

10.

20,07a , 30,008 , 54,400 : 16,004.

II. 405,00a , 800,040 ; 702,074.

12. 3,000,904 ; 9,000,400 , 15,000,050 , 108,003,004 ; 4,005,000,

13. 5,000,700,028 ; 315,764,009,003.

14 . 3,000,000,000,050 , 405,000,oio,ozo/x37
, 1,000,001,001,000 i

-- 6,000,000,000,0^.

IB. 512,255,762,713,473

16. 12,000,000,000,012 ; 700,000,000,700,700 , 3,000,003,003,303.

17. 7,305,000,502,006,024 , 47,000,047,047,047.

18 . 1,000/100 , 99,999

19. The number expressed in figures is 7707 , therefore (count-

ing from left), the first boy’s mistake consisted in writing three

ciphers unnecessarily to the right of the first 7, and two ciphers
instead of one to the right of the second 7 , the second boy's

mistake consisted in omitting to write a cipher to the right of the

second 7,

^ Examples. 3.

1. Three lacs, forty-five thousand, five hundred and forty-thnee }
thirty lacs, twenty thousand and fifty ; seventy-nine lacs, ninety
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thousand, five hundred and seventy ; seventy lacs, fifty thousand,

three hundred and four

2 One crore, twenty-three lacs, forty-five thousand, six hun-

dred and seventy-eight j
thirty crores, fifty-seven lacs, fifty thousand

and eighty
, four crores, fifty lacs

3 Twenty-three crores, seventy-eight thousand and one

,

seven hundred and eight crores, nine lacs, four thousand and
eighty , three hundred and seventy-nine crores, forty-eight lacs,

fifty-seven thousand, six hundred and twelve

4, Eight hundred and twenty-seven crores, forty lacs, fifty-

seven thousand and nine ; three hundred and fifty crores, one

thonsand, two hundred and thirty ; three hundred and ten crores,

thirty-seven lacs, five thousand and forty.

6 One hundred and twenty-three crores, forty-five lacs, sixty-

seven thousand, eight hundred and ninety
,
six hundred crores,

seven ilacs, eighty-nine thousand , five hundred and one crores,

seven lacs, two thpusand and nine
,

6. 1,14,000 , 78,00,000 ; 15,04,030 , 7,00,007.

7 . 1,00,00,500 , 28,03.00,004 , 20.00,00,000 , 1,01,01,001.

8. 300,05,04,000 j 101,01,00,101.

0 328,17145.715 10 705,17,24,738.

11 One hundred thousand , ten lacs ; ten million.

12 . 103,^28,401 = 10,30,28,401 which IS read—ten crores, thirty

lacs, twenty-eight thousand, four hundred and one.

13 103,07,00,704=1,030,700,704 which is read—one thousand
and thirty million, seven hundred thousand, seven hundred and
four

Examples. 4 .

1. 6 2 g. 3 49 4 . 99 5 75 .

6 264. 7 . 609 8. 664^ 8. 1990. 10. fiooio,

IL 2764. 12 XLIV. 13. LXVI. 14. LXXIX.
16. LXXXIII. 16 CXLIX 17 . CDXXXVl

'

18 . CMXC 19. MCCOLI. 20. VDCLXX.
21 MMMCXLIX, 22. mIvCMLXXVIII. 23 . Si;

Examples. 6.
N.

1. 21. 2. 3a 3. 31. 4. 29. 6, 34.

6. 98. 7 . 99. 8. 77. 9. 140. 10. 163.
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11 . 13*3. 12 . iiji. 13 792 14. 3727. 16 - 2000.

16. 14129, 17. 9996. 18 3674. 18 . $620. '20. 4696.

21 , 146175. 22 . 59038. 23. 234671. 24. 379462.

26 , 45271. 26. 2262514 27. 920114. 28, 982255,

29, 7474095. 30. 39679341 3L 42450564. 82 . 496651.

83, 92439, 34, 8082862, 35. 931979. 36, 531284,

37 . 56946S5. 38. 3119S9, 39 9925098. 40. 984610763.

41. 74307. 42 . 10246451 43 765168567. 44 . 3129223218.

45 46451330.46. 3936 47 1S90 48. 365.

48 . 741. 60. 2040. 61 13S187. 62 . 42004 rupees.

63 . 7193165 maunds. 64. 1468. 66. 163554-

Examples. G.

1. 43 ' 2. 52 3 222. 4. 543. 6. 4321.

6. 25* 7. 49 8 8. 8. 9. 10. 33-

IL 189. 12. 90. 13, 178. 14. 459. 16 . 315.

16 . 4641. 17. 47017, 18, 30532. 19 . 27273. 20. 41976.

21. 2679. 22. 689357. 28 . 687590. 24 . 735347-

26. 6499*47. 26 . 5546. 27. 85416. 28. 707467.

28. 356*. 30, I. 31. 688881. 32 . 390794.

33 . 61059, 34 . 999981 ; 99969s ; 990525 f 900554 . 956500.

36 . 92964. 30. 99971, 37. 999S999, 38 . 9921.

38. 83 years.,
40. In 1642, 41. 923. 42 . j 17681 rupees.

43 . 325 rupees. 44 , 9460 rupees. 46 . 16516.

46. 777101. 47. 6390 48. 2000.

48. 35242 rupees, GO, 30000600. ' 61. 4503600.

Examples. 7.

1. 458. 2 . 62784. 3 . 2740. 4 . 288. 6. 19835.

6 . 970, 7. 9960. 8, 14006, 8, 92788, 10. 99803.

Examples. 8.

1. 46. 2. 96. 3 . 84. 4 . 195. 6. 282,

6, 522. 7 . 784. 8. 684 8. 765.

,

10. 987.

11. 2835. 12. 7911. 13. 19470. 14. 35445 .

16 , 73648, 16. 315824. 17. 623245. 18. 769527.
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19. 68158 ; 102237 J 136316 ; 170395 ! 204474 5 238553 S 272632 j

306711. 20, 3625.

Examples. 9.

1. 10770. 2. 281400. 3. 195250. 4. 421800. 6. 35100.

6. 5760300. 7. 24040000. 8. 81036000. 9, 18301800a.

10. 656550 ; 5836000 ; 51065000 ; 437700000 ; 3647500000.

Examples. 10.

1. 20250. 2 88592. 3. 51060. 4. 1715340.

6. 7920848. 6. 7845984. 7- 501264. 8. 2877420.

9, 41269151. 0. 712823175. 11. 546962350

12. 8741795904. 13 60956040000. 14 . 73866065616.

15. 4278833730. 16 . 7716453390592. 17 . 22237262250000.

18. 389341782447 19 . 2993392500000. 20. 8784920736579.

31 2247882292480. 22. 27706959000. 23. 62834211900

24 , 581199247904, 26. 10612283522500. 26 . 234916991512.

27. 83779349418000. 28 , 47619 29. 45708,

30. 93652 31. 99148. 32 73350. 33 . 140624.

34 , 230690. 35. 505260. 36 82764. 37 . 711360.

38. 2170671. 39, 31687s rupees. 40, 10727350.

41. 20692 maunds. 42 . 33114. 43. 3744.

Examples. II.

L 432. 2. 4720645. 3 , 16905000. 4 . 1905700,

5. 1153800. 6. 44274384. 7. 1314. 8. 86400.

9. 3200. 10. 399735. 11. 9425. 12 . 2208.

Examples. 12.

L See the Multiplication Tables.

2 . 576. 3. 2500, 4. 4624. 6. 10000.

8. 12544. 7. 61504. 8 531441. 9, 763876.

10. I ; 8 ; 27 , 64 5 125 i 216 ; 343 j 512 ; 729 ; 1000 ; 1331 ; 1728 (

*197 5 2744

,

3375 5 4096 , 4913 i 5832 5 6859 ; 8000.

U, 804357. 12. loooooo. 13. 679151439.

14. 170953875. 16. 29503629. 16. 62913.
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Examples. 13. -

1. z88. 2. 4617.' 3. 3542, rem. 1.

4. 2333) rem. l. 6. 2675. 6 30042.

7. 20511, rem. 1. 8. 8203, rem. i. 9. 11419, rem 2.

10 2469 11 20040. 12. 15555, Hem. 2.

13 15067, rem i. 14 14537, rem. 3. 16 . 13155, rem. 4.

16 . 541, rem 2. 17. 6569, rem. 3. 18. 4640

19. 4809, rem. 2. 20 4313, rem. 5. 21. 2005, rem. 2.

22. 8013, rem 7. 23. 10000, rem 1. 24. 8666, rem. 6.

26 3S97, rem 2. 26. 2456. 27 3200

28. 7070, rem. 7. 29. 2440, rem. 2. 30. 3004, rem. 8.

31 1498, rem. 8 32 1947, rem. 4. 33 . 2002, rem. 4.

34. 169, rem 29. 36 . 11404, rem. 22. 36. 135, rem. 30.

37 . 407, rem 80 38 521, rem 89. 30 . 87, rem. 300.

40 694, rem. 2 41. 48, rem. 101. 42 . 45, rem. 254.

43. 160, rem 289 44. 58, rem 356. 46 . 44, rem. 357.

46. 453) rem. 219. 47. 706, rem. 354. 48 . 112, rem. 4543.

49. 234, rem. 641. 60 3263, rem 931. 61. 1017, rem. 2556.

62 381, rem. 1664 63. 2559, rem. 2316

64. 6632, rem. 5423. 66. 114285, rem. 3351.

66. 1250, rem. 539 67. 15200, rem I032 I.

68. 150051 rem 54720. 69. 1338,

:

rem. II0580.

60. 423297, rem. 37606. 6L 240100, rem . IZ74OO.

62 . 420, rem 114903 63. 63261, lem. 67313B3.

64 . 8425323113, rem. 75. 86. 9886426883, rem. 672.

66. 507. 67. 36. 68. 528 times. 69. 13.

70 . 229 times. 71. 30113. 72. 7674.

73 . 375 rupees. 74 256 days. 76. 22.

1.

172801 rem, 1.

4, 2558, rem. 2.

7

.

4320, rem. 7.

10.

52731, rem. 5.

13. 32198, rem. 10.

Examples. 14.

2.

2631b.

6, 3842, rem. 5.

8,

2207, rem. 7.

11.

67253, rem. 4.

14. 49538, tern. 10.

3

.

20089, >^em. 2,

6. 14057, rem. i.

9

.

3456, rem. 7.

12.

10437, rem. 8,

16. 58491, rem. 6.
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16. 228850, rem, 7. 17 . 455961, rem. 7, 18. 649772, rem. in

18. (0 1728394, rem. i , 1152263 , 864197, lem. i j 691357, rem. 4

576131, rem. 3 i 493827 ; 432098, rem. 5 ; 384087, rem. 6 ;

345678, rem. 9 ; 31A253, rem 6 , 288065, rem. 9 ,

265906, rem. ll ; 246913, rem. 7 ; 230452, rem. 9 ,

216049, rem- 5 J 203340, rem. 9 j 192043, rem. 15 ,

181936, rem. 5 ; 172839, rem. 9.

(ii) 40352015 , 26901343, rem. l ; 20176007, rem. 2 ; 16140806 ;

13450671, ^m. 4 ; 11529147, rem. 1 ; 10088003, rem. 6 ;

8967114, rem. 4 , 8070403 , 7336730 j 6725335, rem. 10 ;

6208002, rem{ 4 ; 5764573, rem. 8 ; 5380268, rem. lo ;

5044001, rem. 14 ; 4747295, rem- ^5 ; 4483557, rem. 4 ;

4247 5S0, rem. 10 ; 4035201, rem. 10. -

(ill) 493827160, rem. l ; 32921&107 , 246913580, rem. 1 ;

197530864, rem. l ; 164609053, rem. 3 j 141093474, rem. 3 ,

123456790, rem. l 5 109739369 5 98765432, rem. l ,

89786756, rem. 5 j 82304526, rem. 9 ; 75973409, rem. 4 ;

70546737, rem. 3 , 65843621, rem. 6 5 61728395, rem. i ;

58097313 i 54869684, rem. 9 ; 51981806, rem. 7 ,

49382716, rem. I.

Examples. 15.

1. 210. 2. 465. 3 1035. 4 . 2850

6. 5050. 6 1254. 7 . 3315- 8. 15150,

9 . 245. 10. 4481S 11 4568. 12. 37951-

13 . 4628 and 3899. 14 . 5444 and 4556, /

1. 17472. 2

Examples. 16.

337050. 3 . 672840. 4. 132624.

6. 244160 6 94976. 7. 2599400. 8. 601425.

9. 1233282. 10. 143472. 11 446048. 12. 3532008.

13. 295100780. 14. I22O2425SI, 16, 3625. 16. 1645.

17. 4060. 18 . 2100 19. 18225. 20. 2300.

21. 12250. 22. 15625. 23 25875. 24. 1108S.

26 . 281718. ' 26. 2039796. 27. 420158. 28. 4182640

29. 8267519. 30. 36950. 31. 5565. 32. 31220.
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33. 53175. 34. 4560 36 . 59175. 36. 1225.

37 . 3025. 38 . 7396 39. 9409. 40. 105625.

41. 216225. 42 . 606841 43. 802816,

Examples. 17.

1. 39 2. 23. 3 . 42 4 . 68. '' 6. 23

6. 330, rem. 24. 7. 540, rem. 40, 8. 372, rem. 2a

8. 755, rem. 84. 10. 6771 rem. 117. 11. 2935, rem, 168.

12. 128S2, rem. 58. 13. 359, rem 319. 14. 20571 rem. 294.

16 . 1422, rem 138 10. 389, rem. 4 17. 34, rem. 56.

18. 89, rem. 345. 19. 827, rem. 46. 20. 89, rem. 346.

21. I2i rem. 3456. 22. 129, rem. 22 23 . 157, rem, 42,

24. I23i rem 67. 26 . 38, rem. 136S. 26. 46, rem. 894.

27. 783, rem. 10743. 28 . 122, rem. 893. 28. 9733, rem. 176.

30 . 2716, rem. 1S7. 31. 75, rem. 3. 32 . 937. rem. 4.

33 255, rem. i 34. 313, rem. 20. 36. 3316, rem. 19.

36, 5515, rem 17. 37. 6701 rem. 14. 38 . 1103, rem. 16,

38. 30) rem. 42, 40. 24) rem. 14 41. 22. rem. 19.

42 201 rem 21, 43 . i6( rem. 34. 44. 21) rem 29,'

46 . 108, rem. 66.

Examples. 18.

1 2195. 2 . 75582. 3, 871882. 4. 304166. 6. 18776.

6. 85040. 7. 1595.
,

8. 8832. 8. 92080. 10. 45138,

11. 49, rem. 74. 12, 118, rem. 53. 13 . 113, rem. 79.

14 , 2012, rem, 284, 16, 1064, rem. 3045, 16. 866| rem. 2377.

Examples. 19,

1. 2771928 2. 7386918. 3, 3747321.

4, 9487632a 6 627399162. 6. 222013980.

7. i5366ooaa 8. 313199250. 8. 6783119796,

Examples. 19a,

1. 14. 2. 6. 3. 2. 4. 3. 6. 2a

6. 4- 7, 31. 8. 2. 9. 2 10, 28,

IL 4- 12. 14. 13. 0. 14. la 16. 450.

16. 14. 17.
00 18. 65. 18. 200, 20. 0.
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Miscellaneous Examples. SO

1 2548 2 2022 3 S6IX 4 621. 5 788

0 9001 7 3116 8 11 9 3721 10. 17

11 1477 12 6334 13 33794 14 459101

15 40023 tunes, rem 21 10 552 17 ., 176 18 34.

19 150 , 83 20 7 times 21 1545 22 1 59943

23 89 24 362 25 514590 26 99 and 106.

27 . 23 years 28 176913 29 1E9461.. 30 . 71265

31. 615 32 134807 33 545 pice 34 81216S364

36. 313288352 36 475 lupaes 37 A, 58 ,3,34, C, 42

38 . 40 rupees , Jf, 39 rupees
,,
C, 30 rupees. 39 13s rupees

40 18 per rupee 41 60 seers

;

loo seers 42. 180Q rupees

43 5 years 44 10 years ; 70 years 45 . 60 46 3PM

' Examples 91 .

1. 624a 2 166411 3 1 1
5328a. 4. 59168a

6 I2 Icr 6 373a 7 604a 8 830a

9 593287} 10 14208c;} 11 653184;}. 12 38700^

13. 21624^ 14 1353347} 16 51877} 16 76417}

17 130557} 18 194 pice ; 5827} 19 . 501 pice , 15037}

20. 635 pice
,, 1005^ 21. 7410 22 1632. 23 631.

24. 100 25 3896 46 482 27. 14400S

28 4800; 29
^

14180^ 30 6loar. 3L 4051

32 532r 33' 617J 34 719J. 35 . 84001/

36. 1608001/ 37 16848001/ 38 109321/ 39 . 121561/

40 184201/ 41 8701/ 42 21701/ 43 18S31/ 44. 9S0000;

45 293616; 46 7332?- 47. 3229; 48 6758;

49 2691; 50 37 crowns ; 370 sixpences ; 555 fourpences

51. 42 crowns
; 420 sixpences , 630 fourpences.

52 , 63 crowns , 630 sixpences , 945 fourpences.

63. 19 half-crowns 54 . 255 threepences 55. 3600a;.

58 . 28224 halfpence 57 100 oranges. 58. 2286 farthings.

59. 125 books 60. 55 children. 61. 396 beggars
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Examples. 9%.

1. lo- 2. B160 60 ip. 3. B405, la. Ip.

4. &20 go. 6. 840 110. up. 6. BS7 130. up.

7. Si 57. 13a 3^- 8 B247. 40. 2p, 9. 852. la gp.

10. E15 loa. 11 859 2a 3p. 12 . 848 20 6p.

13. SJS- S«- 3^ 14 B69 13a 15. B120,

16 . £1. us, 4<£ 17. .£29 Ss. 3d 18 . £n 3s. 4d.

19 , £s, os. loti 20 £10. 8f 6d 21 £3. gs. gy
22, £8 is td. 23 £S ss 2irf. 24. £4 us. lod.

as. J 5f. 9i<i 26. ;£49- Si- 27 £28. 7s.

2S. ;£48. 15L 28 . £9 l&r 30. £40, 10s,

31 Bis. 32 84. no,
.

33. igs.

Examples, 23.

1. El. iia. 2 pice. 2 82 14a. I pice. ' 8. 83. la I pice.

4 82. 90. 2 pice.
*6

, 82 90 6. 82. 15a.

7 . S3, oa, S 82. 14a 6p 9. S52. 120, gp.

10. 88 s 120. 19^. 11 882, 90 12. 8518 20.

13 . 818SS 14 .. 81380, no, 4^, 15 81973. 140, 7P-

16. S4657 10 5^ 17 B17776. 6a jop, 18 823930 100 Ip.

10 823805. 120. Ip. 20 822221. 30. 6p. 21. £sog. IS. gd

22 £470 19^ 23 £1010 $s. gd 24 . £10103 os Bid

25 £yitfi. igi 94rf- 26 £466 12s, 3W. 27. £877 17s s^rf.

28 £8$°. 6s 4id 28 £1138 IIS, 2id,

Examples. 24 ,

'

1 86. 30 I pice 2. Sfi 120, 3 pice. 3. 89 100 3 pice

4. 83 no, gi 6 B39. 140 gp. 6. 89 So 4p,

7 . Si 5. 30. S^. 9 . 13a. gp. 9. 810. 8a lop.

10. B58. 30. 8p. 11 RsfS 130. up. 12. 6a, 6p,

13 £s 91- yd: _ 14 . £13 13s. 8ld. 16. £20. i8j Sjd

18 . £2 I2S, 4id 17. £2 3s. 3id 18 £u. 12S S|a.

19. £l. 151. ijfl. 20. £2. 7s, lid. 21. £go, 14J gid

22. ;f8o9 6s. gld 23. £467 -4s. Uid 24. £118, i8s. gy
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Examples. f!S.

1 Bio. ioo. I pice , &17. ua 3 pice , 824. I3<j. i pice.

, 848. 14a. 6p , 868 7a. , 888. oa. 6p,

3. B439. 4a. lA ; 8519. la ll/>, j 8638. 14a. 8/>,

4. ;£89. i6i. 3^/ ,
£209. IIS. id. , £269 Ss gtf,

. ;£226. I2I. 4irf. , £302 3^- > ;£49I. os. lid

6. £201. I9J. 4irf i ;£363. loJrf » ;£484 . I4i. 6<<.

7. 847. 14a 2 pice j B73 , 857. oa 2 pice.

8. B222S. loa. j B3939. 14a. 3^, , B3979. lia

8. 86106. 12a. 4^. , 85911. 5a. 8/. , 87035.

10. ;^28i9. igs 7\d , ;£2228. 2f Srf. , ;£2785i, 131. 4d

11. ;f48l6. I3A aM . ;£3503 os. 6d , ;£2o434. 6j. 3d

12. 81. 14a. 13. 8126. 14. £10. 2s. 6d 16. £37, 14s 2d

16. Bj468 12a. 17. ;£a66. 17.f. 6rf. 18. 810031.43.

. Examples. 96.

1, 875. 7a. 2 pice ; 8121. 6a. 2 pice. '

2. 8288. 7a. gp. : 8366. 7a. 3p. 3 . 81618. 3a. 6p, ; 82706,

4, B6015. 3a. gp.

;

B8490. 7a 6p. B. £2231. I2 S. 6d £490.

6. ;£i2763- Ios. 6d , £4283. 13J gid

7. £4934- los. aid ; £5432. los. gid

6. £7783. i8f. loirf. j ;£8624. I3f. lolrf.

8. 82754. 90. 9P‘ 1 0. 81799. I2a. gp.

Examples.

1. 83. 2a. I pice. 2. 84. 13a. 3 pice, 3. a?. 7a. 7P>

4. 810. 12a. 4p. 6. 812. 13a. ip. 6. 85. 13a. 3p.

7. 815. 5a. 3p. 8. Bio. la. up. 9. £3. 7s. 2ia.

10. iis. 3\d. U. £33. 12S. 9id 12. £33. iSj. 7|rf.

13. £3. 7s. lojil 14. £2. 7s. lid 16. 86. 15a. 10/.

16 . S56. 7a. 3d 17. 8145 laa. 6p. 18. 8143. 15a. 2p,

19. B41. 3a. sp. 20. 8138. 2a 8^. 21. £g. 15J. laid.

22. £ss- I 3J. 2id 23. £47. 7s lid. 24. £420. 2S. 3|rf,

26. 81. 2a. 3p. 26. R3 40. 3/>. 27. 85 12a. 4p.

28. 812. loa. 5^. 29. ;£i25. isf. gid 30. £12. 181. lod

31 . 30. gp, ' 32. 10 annas 33. 2a, 8/. 34. 31'. 6d,
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Examples. S8.

1 Ri3. 9». 3^- 2. B37 9a. lop. 3. B2. 12a. gp.

4. Si2 ja, 4^. 6. B40. loa irp. 6. B61. oa ip.

7. 3a 3^. 8, B2 2a. 2p. 9. £43. i6i. 8d

10. £22 I Si. Sd. IL £3 2i 2id 12. £3 os. ifrf

Examples 39.

1. BS T<t. ip 2 B4. iga ^p. or 8A .
3 Bi. joa. 6p,

4 . B3, 40 sP 6. B7 10a, 2p 6. S3 iSa 2p.

7. Bio 13a icp1 8 B9 3a 10/ 9 . £S. ils 6id

10. £4. Si. loA 11. jfri. loi sj// 12 £4 I9i>9d.

13. £2 I3J 14. £2 i8i 3\d

16. S204 na.j rem ip 16 . B143 8a. gp

,

rem 38/.

17 . B65. 8a 3^ ,

;

rem 15/} 18 B98 I2a 2p

,

rem. gSgp.

10. £14 10s 6J, rem td. 20. £12

j

i6i 2d 1 rem. 2300',

Examples. 30

L 9 3 IS- 3 24 4 21 6. 56

6. 28, rem. B2 lla f)p. 7. 21, rem S3 7a 4p.

8. 40j rem. B3. la gp 0 32, rem. £18, 3s, 3d.

10. io2| rem. £8 3i 4ld. U 57 12. 184.

13 . 30a. 14.. 3426. 16 . 7 days 16. too.

Examples, 31.

L 1192320 gr. 2. I7o88olgr. 8, 21927 gr.

4 165000 gr 6 319896 gr 6. 41865 gr

7. I lb 4 oz 6 {dwt 21 gr. 8. I lb 6 oz II dwt 19 gr.

0. 10 lb 0 oz 12 dwt. 4 gr 10 17 lb 4 oz 6 dwt. 16 gi.

11 2 lb 3 oz 0 dwt 23 gr. 12. 3 Ib 0 oz.
. 9 dwt 9 gr.

18 . 24 lb. 6 oz. 8 dwt. 13 gr. 14 2 oz 16 dwt 22 gr.

16. 2 lb 6 oz. 14. dwt. 8 gr.

16, I lb 4 oz 8 1dwt 8 gr.

;

8 lb. 9 01. I dwt. 8 gr.
j

Il61b 90Z 19 dwt. 16 gi-

17 . 8 oz 6 dwt. 16 gr ; 20. 18. 4 lb 9 0Z.1

16 . 3 dwt. 18 gr 20. 34.
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Sixamples. 39.]

L 4386816 dr. 2 . 1218560 dr. 3. 2005392 dr.

4, 5361664 dr, S. 1240064 dr. 6. 84156 dr.

7 . I ton 14 cwt. 3 qr. 14 lb. 3 oz,JS dr.

8. 4 cwt I qr. 6 lb. 4 oz. 9. 12 lb, 6000 gr.

10. 63775 o qr. 22 lb. 6000 gr

U. 38 lb. I oz, 6 dr, 12 . 14 cwt. 3 qi. ^6 lb. 8 oz.

13 , II tons 9 cwt. 3 qr. 4 lb. 14. 3 lb. 4 oz. 6 dr.

15

.

6 tons 8 cwt. 2 qr. 18 lb

10. 2 tons 15 cwt o qr. 3 lb. 15 oz. 14 dr. , 34 tons ll cwt. 3 qr.

14 lb. 3 oz ; 129 tons 6 cwt. 2 qr. 19 lb 10 oz. 2 dr.

17 . I cwt. 2 qr. 27 lb, 5 oz. ; 500.

18. 2 tons I cwt. 3 qr. II lb. 8 oz. 19. 2 cwt. 2 qr. 2 lb.

20 , 768 21. A pound of feathers is heavier by 1240 grams.

22. 175'lb. Troy,

Hxamples. 33.

1, 8140 kanchas ; 10175 tolas. 2. 6448 kanchas ; 8060 tolas,

3. 4796 kanchas ; 5995 tolas. 4. 6176 kanchas ; 7720 tolas.

6. 2288 kanchas ; 2S60 tolas. 0. 7040 kanchas ; 8800 tolas.

7. I md. 32 seers 14 ch. 8. I md. 12 seers i ch. i kancha.

9 . 12 md iS seers 3 ch. 10, 31 md. 10 seers.

U. 31 md 13 seers 13 ch. 12. 41 md. 13 seers 7 ch.

13 . 81 md 12 seers l ch. i kancha, 14. 4 md. 27 seers 13 ch

16

.

7 md. 31 seers 10 di. 2 kanchas.

16 . I md. II seers o ch. 3 kanchas ; 5 md. 38 seers 3 ch, 2 kandias ;

305 md. 11 seers 8 ch. 3 kanchas.

17. 39 seers i ch, ; 25, 18 . 595 md. 2 seers 3 ch,

10. I seer 2 kanchas, 20. 640. 21 '18900. 22, 75.

Examples. 34.

1. 20 tolas. 2. 2280 tolas. 3. 3816 tolas.

4. 6792 tolas. 6. 4512a tolas, 6 72600 tolas.

7. 5 can. 7 md. i seer. 8. 16 md. i viss 2 seers 6 poll

0. 3 can, 12 md. 7 viss 1 seer 5 poll, i tola.

I
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10, 4 can. 16 md. 3 viss 2 seers 2 poll, a tolas

IL 2 V15S 2 seers 4 poll 12. i can 8 md. 7 vjss.*

13 86 can, 5 md 14 4 md 3 viss 3 seers 6 poU,

16 II can 14 md i viss i seer 6 poll

16 . 1 can 3 md 2 viss 2 seers 6 poll , ii can. 19 md 6 viss

4 seers , 38 can 9 md 4 viss 6 poll

17 . 12 md 4 viss , 40. 18 15 can 13 md i viss 24 poll

10 , 1 md I VISS I seer l poll 20 960, 21, 4375,

Examples S5

1. 7372S000 dhans. 2 801792 dhans 3 756608 dhans.

4 23224320 dhans 5. 3148S dhans 6 1257984 dhans.

7 1 can. 33 seers 24 tanks 8 i can 7 md 12 seers 1 tank.

8. 18 md 39 seers 39 tanks 2 mashas

10. 135633 can 13 md 24 seers 32 tanks

11. 2 md 3 seers 22 tanks 2 mashas

12. 2 can 5 md. 37 seers ii tanks

13 . 12 can. 3 md 14 seers 36 tanks

14 3 can 3 md 32 seers 59 tanks

16 7 can 8 md 10 seers 3 tanks

16. 16 md 36 seers 53 tanks ; 6 can. i md 32 seers 36 tanks (

39 can I md 25 seers 15 tanks

17. 3 md 32 seers 56 tanks ; 400 18 18 can 8 md 9 seers

18 1 md. I seer i tank 20 6400

... Examples. 36

1, 4500 in 2 . 3960a in 3 190080 m 4 380160 in

6. 182556 m. 6 209880 in 7 612018 in 8 762 in

0. liio in 10 1467 m 11 184878 in 12 431766 in

13 . 28 po 2 yd 14 36 po 4 yd 16 19 po 2 yd I ft 6 in

16. 3S P° 3 17 6 po I yd 10 in.

IS I ml 36 po 5 yd I ft 10 I mi I fur 9 po 4 yd 6 in

20 I mi 2 fur 4 po 2 ft 5 in 21 5 po. 10 in

22 I mi. 7 fur 6 po I ft 23 3 ml 5 fur 24 po 3 yd 2 ft 3 m.

24. 15 mi 4 for 28 po 2ft 6 in 25. 504 in 26 . 63 m.

27. 126 in. 28 100 nails 20 44 nails. 30, 50 ells. 31 Sooo.

c. A. 30
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Examples. 37.

1. 29808 sq in. 2. 4704480 sq. in. 3 . 752716800 sq. in.

4 . 8028979200 sq in. 5. 473S8432 SR- '»• 6- 80760240 sq. in.

7. 7880004 sq. in. B. 127692 sq in. 9, 200196 sq. in.

10. 300384 sq in. 11. 17546220 sq. m. 12. 22632732 sq. in.

13. 12 sq po. 2 yd. 14 24 sq. po. 14 yd. IB. 32 sq po 3 yd

16. 33 sq po. 1 yd. 6 ft. 108 in.

17. I ac. 2 ro 18 po. 19 yd 4ft 72 in.

18 . 7 ac. 3 ro. 10 po 8 yd 4 ft. 72 in.

19. 2 ac. 23 po. 8 yd 2 ft 36 in.

20. 2 ac. 2 po. 25 yd 3 ft. 72 in.

21. 5 sq yd. 5 ft. 34 in. 22 2 sq. po 3 ft 94 in.

23 . 25 sq. po. 5 yd. 7 ft. 62 in. 24. l ac. 2 ro 1 1 po. 28 yd. 51 in.

25 . 4390848 sq. in. 26. 48400 sq. yd.

Examples. 38

1. 23280 ga. 2. 4025 ga. 3 42140 ga. 4 124000 ga

6. 6399 ga. 6 loiioo ga. 7 i bi 6 cot 15 di.

8. 2 cot 4 ch. S ga 9 I bi. 4 cot. 10 ch. I2 ga.

10. I bi II cot 4 ch.

Examples. 30.

1. 139968 cu. in. ; 326592 cu. in
, 559872 cu in. ; 746496 cu, in :

933120 cu. in.
, 1819584 CO in

2 2 cu yd. 17 ft. 768 in ; 21 cu yd. 4 ft. 966 in.

Examples 40.

1. 404 gills 2 2816 gills. 3. 1504 gills. 4. 1695 gills.

6. 9344 gil's. 6. 18176 gills, 7. 159744 gplls. 8. 50432 gills.

9. 428032 gills. 10. 31 gall iqt.

11. I barrel 28 gall. 3 qt. i gill. 12. 2 barrels 34 gall 1 qt.

13. 6 barrels 9 gall. 3 qt. l gill. 14. i qr. 3 bus. 2 pk l gall. 3 qt.

16. 5 bus. 3 pk. 3 qt 1 pt. 16. l last 2 qr i bus 2 pk. l gall. I qt.

17. 4 lasts 1 Id. 3 qr. i bus. 3 pk. i qt. 1 pt. i gill.

18 . 25 lb. Avoir. 19
. 3500 lb. Avoir. 20. 64 ; 32.
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Sxamples. 41.

L 25923560. 2. 637800566 3. 1512000566.

4. I hr 23 mm, 20 sec. 6 i da 3 hr. 26 mm. 5 sec

6. I da. 3 hr 46 mm. 40 sec. 7. l wk 4 da 13 hr. 46 mm, 40 sec.

8. 94. 0. 121. 10. 244. 11. 577.

12 . 289, 13 , 821 14 Thursday. 16 Wednesday

Examples. 4!S

1 . 26247". 2 865535". 3 1296000".
,

4 . l’. 6'. 40". 6. 10* 32'. 36". e. I rt gle 26". 40',

7. 1 rt. gle. in'. 36'. 8 3 rt. gle. 4*. 20*. 54",

Examples. 43.

1. 24000. 2. 104 reams 3 quires 8 sheets. 3 . 432.

Examples. 44,

1, 1120 gr. 2 . 1632 gr. 3 24960 m,

4 192000 m. 6. 612309 m.

Hiscellaneous Examples. 45.

1. 61200 • 2 R19 130 6^ 3 ;£569, IS 7ii^

4. 479 mi 2 fiir 6 E13 3a 8, 2028,

7. la 4^ 8, ir. 9|<f 0 16384 10, 105 parcels) 30 seers rem.

U. 96 12 . 1920 IS II 14 &188, 11a 9/

16 ai2 15a. ip 16 &48 14a 9^ , R343. 6a 3^.

17 S2 loa 3/5 18 B500 13a 9^ 19 ij, iirf.

20, S5 la 21 B3754 90 575. 22 6s 3d

23. 56 yr 3 mo 7 da 24 160 26 . 5 sec.

26 3960 27 2 it 7 m 28 4196 20 B83 12a.

30 B32 11a gp. 31 . £66 I2r 6d 32 17. 33 . B687 loa,

34. £zo 5r ihd 36 ;£66 I3r 36 104. 37. 53.

38 , 130 lb 39 16 yr 4 mo 2 da 40. 4r 2d 41. 2r, 6d.

42 . 62. 43. 12 seers 44 5 md. 46 8 mm 18 sec.

46, 5 ft, 4 m. 47. 16th September. 48. Friday the 8th ofMay.

49 , 53 hours. 60, 192000 miles per sec. 61, 68. 62. 19.
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63 . 3 yd. 64 . B2. 3a. 65. I1088. 66. 4497 times.

67, 18000. 68. &2745. 69. 41 yd. 4 in. 60 . 28 yr. 13 wk. 4 da.

Examples. 46 .

1

.

84. 2 . 44* 3. 5^.

4 . Receives £13 131. grf. 6. Ri. ^a 3^

Examples. 47.

1. Gams B2. 8a. 2. R21. la. 6p. 3 . R30. 4 . S7. 12a,

6. B30. la 6p. 6. Bl. loa. zp. 7 . 3^. 8. 41/

9. £1, IS. 10. 24 qr 11 . 8f. 4d. per yard.

12 . Bi. 5a. per lb. 13 . Gain 12s, Sd. 14 . 4if.

16 . (1) Bl. 2a.
j (11) Bl. 3a.

Examples 4S.

1 . 40. 2p. 2 £1. 4s 3 Jtjo. 4 . Bg. 60. 6. 2s. 3d

6. 2j. 3d. 7 . 2d 8 6 seers. 9 gib. 10. 2s.6d

Examples. 49.

1. A, B23. 60. , S, B16 10. gp.

2 . A, £12. 6s. 7id , B, £16 os io|d.

3. The two get R34 30 ip each ; the rest B22. 40 4^. each.,

4. Each man) B20 40 6p ; each woman, B26. 40. 6p.

6. A, B16. 6a. H^. 5 5, B13 6a. sop.
; C, Rg. 6a. IC^.

6. Ai B113. 13a. zp’ , B, B106 13a. 3^. , C, B108. 13a.

7 . £40.

Examples 50

1. Boy, Rio 6a. tip. j girl, B5 30 2p).

2. j4’s share=Bi5, go 6p. . .5’s=Rio 6a sp. , C’s=Bs. 30. 2p

3. Each man, R12, 8a , each woman, B6 40. , each boy, B3. 20

4 . A, £6, 14J 6d. I B, £z 7s 3d. , C, £1. i3J.l7jd

6. One gets £s 3r. gd , and the other two, ,£2 lu. lojd. each.

6. A,B,26 15a. zp. i B,B,12 8a (p.

Examples. 51 .

2 . 10. 3 . 12. 4. 16

6. II rupees, 22 half-rupees, 44 quarter-rupees. 6. 32
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Examples. 53.

1. B3. 7a. 2. Rio. 2a,

3. The price of a horse is R75. 8a 1 of a cow, R25. 8a,

and of a sheep, R5. So,

4. A mark=llfrf , a gulden=M, liirf. 5 a rouble=3J. ijrf

5. R38, 4a, 6/.

Examples. 5S.

1. 2l3 2 3, 5) 9 3 2i 3> 4) 9 4 2, 3i 4i 5) 1°'

s 2, 3, 4, 11 6 2, 11 7 2, 3, 5, 10 8 2,4-
*

9. Kone. 10. s 11 2,3,4,8,11. 12. 2, 3, 4> 8
, 9j n.

13. 3, S- 14 5 16 2, 4, 5, 8, 10. 16. 2, 4, 5, 8, 10.

17. 3>9 18 3i 11. 19. 2, 3 20 2, 3) Sj 9. 10.

21. 7. 22 II 28 13 24 7. Ill 13-

26. It. 26. 7,13 27.,
None. 28, 7, il, 13.

29. 6, 12 30 6, 12. 31 a2, 3e. 32. None

38. *.i 34 1 •

:

7,2 86 *717

Examples. 54

1. 2>. 2 a’ 3. 3. 2 3’ 4. 2> 3. 6. 3®.

e. 2‘. 7. 2‘ 3. 8 2 5* 9. 3» 7, 10. 2».

u 2‘S 12 2’ II. 13 3> II 14. 2’ 5".
' 16. 2=3®

16. 2* II. 17 3’ 13. 18 2' 3*. 19 3*.5.li. 20. 5‘-
.

21 3’ 37 22 2 3
5S.7 28 Z* 3* 24. 2* 5 II, 26. 2*,5®

26 2 S’ 73 27 2’ 3*,s. 28 3> 7 13 29 2“ 3®.

30. a’ 3 5’ 23 29 31, prime. 32. prime 33. 3*-

34 prime 36. prime 36 prime. 37 prime. 38 3*.23
,

39. pnme 40. prime 41 11*31 42. 313'' 43 17269.

44. prime 46 2331 46. prime. 47 13 503 48. 1 1 163.

49. prime 60. 29 47- 61. 10 62, II, 63 II

64 5) 7.. 66 5.>- 66. 6, 8, 12, 24,

Examples. 55.

1. 3 2 4. 3. 5 4. 18, 6 S. 6. 12.

7. 75- 8. 4.. 9 24 10. 5. 11, 4.

12. Ko common factor.
1

13. 56. 14. 25. 16. 28.
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Examples. 66.

1. 48. 2. 2. 3 4 4 . 12. 6. 29. 6. 124

7. lOI. 8. 143 . 9 . 377 10. 7 - 11. 133 '. 12. 25

13 . 19- 14 . IS 16 . 53 16 . 28. 17. 39 - 18. 113.

19. 173. 20. 147. 21. 221. 22. 3 23 . 57 . 24. 287,

26. 213. 26 221 27 15 28 . 1536. 29 . 257. 30 . 6.

31. No. 32 . Yes. 33. No. Yes. 36 . No. 86 . No,

87 . Yes. 38 . Yes. 39. No. 40. 37 - 41. 37. 42 . 23.

43. 17 - 44 . 3 . 46. 5 46 . 3. 47 . 63. 48. 17..

49. 57. 60. 2. 61. 2. 62 . Ei. 4a 63, 3rf.

64. 16. 66. 32. 66. No. B7. 180 gall. 68. I tola.

Esamples. BY.

1. 96. 2. 3724 3. 891. 4. 3520. 6. 7488.

6. 259488. 7. 672. 8. 23374 9 . 87087.

10. 759655. IL 49077. 12 734877. 18. 96672,

14. I 59137. 16 . 183645 16 . 2672700. 17 . 2310.

18 . 2376. 19. K5256 I2a, 20 . 64. 21. 390,

Examples. 58 .

1. 48 2 48. 3. 720. 4. 36. 6. 2520,

6. 1680. 7. 28050. 8. 360. 8. 1890. 10. 7560.

11. 7200.
I

12. 144. 13. 8415. 14. 7920. 16. 792.

16 ,'

3570. 17 . 228150. 18 . 98280. 19 . 49140. 20. 5481.

21. 237510. 22. 2520. 23 . 1680. 24. 10800,

26 . 98280. 26 . IS9. 27. 389. 28. 141.

28 . 1296 sq in. 30. ;£i89 31 , 14 min. 32. 90 miles.

83 . 131 yd 9 in. 34 . 677. 36 . 232792560. 36 . 75 yards,

Examples. 59.

1 . 4a. 2. 4r. 8. 2g, 4 . i seer. 6. 50. 6. 91,

7. 7 in. 8. 5^. 8. 10 in. 10. 4rf. IL 3 pice,

12 . 3 cwt. 13. 160 yd. 14. 6 ch, 16. 9 sq. in. 16. 7 Ib.

17. 60. 16, 9a. 10, I ft, ao. 4rf. 21. 15 min.
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Examples. 60, '

1. 2.

3. 4.

® tS

?

j $S > ^ j Iv* 11 » T j

A

Examples. 61.

1. i- 2. 4. 3 h 4 J. 6. 1
e. 4

V 7 I- 8 a
» j» 9. J. 10, 4

11. i- 12 i. 13. i 14. 1 16. 1

16. i. 17, J. 18 . i. 19. 20. f-

Examples. Ola

1. s. 2 i. 3 is. 4. A- 6. 6 > 4,

7 Jl* 8 A- 9 i 10 .

5
7 U. 4. 12.

13 A* 14, A 16. If. 16 Kf. 17 M4. 18. 44

19. m- 20. 21 if 22. 4 23 44- 24. 44

26. m- 26 If 27 i - 28. W-. 29. Sf. 30. A“i

31 32. f. 33. M. 34. 36 44-

Examples. 61b.

1 h 2. |. 8 f 4. 1 6 is. 6. A
7. A CD 9. 4 10, ¥ 11 iV 12. S

T

Examples 62

1 2 8. 4 t5' 6 T*

6 7. -W 8. w 9. 10,. ®4Si.

11. w.. 12. I||i. 13 w- 14 Jf*fA 16

16. 17. 18. 18. w. 20. W.
Examples. 6S

1 34 2. 2i 3 44 4 54 6. 3l.

6. 3l 7. 9 8 64 9. 9A. 10, 5-

U. 2lJ. 12. 4 13 3l 14 4i?. 16. 34?.

16. 4?.
'

17. 2A\. 18 /A- 19. 56?. 20. 7*

21. m- 22 329. 23. loij. 24. la' 26. 484.

26. 2i. 27, llffi. 28. lOlSS- 20, II. 80. 4i??»
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IB.

20

22 .

24

26 .

Esamplea 64,

1.
S 10 9
as> TS 3. Ig,

A 6 4 8
15* 15* 15*

5.
40 46 40 a
ZTSi «iy> VC ® 140 144 142 tj SX M. SS

TTO* IffF* TffB Tf> T5> 75 ®' S5 * fS* fo*

9.
T6 70 06
•mt 510* 10.

40 45 8
550* TOTT* u

12. 86 40 46
TTO* 7oxr» TW 13 i?> fi* xi* 14. 48 4 3

54’ 54} 54*

16 86 60 r
TSf if* Iff*

le 3^* liS* 17 36 4 48 3
15’ I3> I5» IS

iff) fSi ^

5i.¥A#!,§S.!i- 27

19

21

14 ^ a as 154
I5U Till iti) iij) lei.
T80 440 325 455 T03
TDV) siTffi tSv*

Qlt> ISO ^40 TS
ivv)

sl§B> Eiloi ^7b)
128 so 55 112 35 232
1T5I ITT) ITffI IITI rC3> TTI'

Examples 65.

1 . f- 2 A* 3 . 4. M- 6 . 5 . e. 1?.

7. II greatest, Jf least. 8. greatest, i least

0. 1? greatest, ^ least. 10. If greatest,
^1 least.

u. is greatest, /g least. 12
s'g greatest, ^ Icftst

13. it i 14 Ht -^1 A* 16. ihh f
le. ¥.3!.-V- 17 iSiSiifJ 18 iiliiHSi It-

10 it Si ill 4- 20 iili Ht l> rs 21. Hii. HiA
Examples. 66.

1. 2^ 2 . I? 3. #. 4. IA- 5. ®n* 6. i|S-

7 I 8 y-is- 9. I? 10. s 11 lA- 12. lA
iS. ^5% 14. ijf. 16. 16 lii 17. a-
18. 1® X^’ 20 4:^. . 21. 22. i?S-

23 1
^555* 24 4^* 26 *i5f. 26. ii?i.

27. 3lS- 28. 2 . 20. 30.

Examples. 67.

1. 7i. 2 I4i. 3 12A 4. i5§§. 6 23l-

6. mh 1 SS. 8. 4I&. 9. loilff. 10, iiii>

11. I4ff. 12. iii 13. l6off. 14. 34ff. 16. 13S.

16. Sills. 17. 976;
4

•si* 18. IS4S. 19. i7|8|. 20. 6A‘
21. B29 . go. 5sfe}. 22 . £7. 17s. oA<f.
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23 IS yd. 2 ft 6JJ in. 24:. 12 lb I OZ. 2* 'dr.

25. 21 OZ. 0 dwt :IpJ gr 26 . 20 hr 24 mm. 33?! sec.

Examples. 68 .

1 i. :2 6f 8 J. 4 * 6 a 6 . ' 73<

7. n 8 iV 9 . jy,. 10 s
TI 11 12

13. *ii 14 Sit 16. 1% 16. IS 17 i 18.
, 1

18 /ff 20 21 * 22 IS 23 * 24 a.

Examples. 68

1 3i 2 2j[n 3 sJ. 4. 5S 6. 5*.

6 5*. 7 6ii 8 Si'j 9 2i 10 3Ss.

it 12 55?. 13 14 m 16 9||.

16 9§i 17. loil 18 6**5 10 6ii 20 9i|.

21 22 6S 23 8,V. 24 9iV 25 Si-

26 12* 27 i3i5 28 lOj/i 29 I* 30 6*.

31 m. 32 7iV 33 3i5. 34. 2*. 35 9i

36 37. I2|S 88 14* 38 ?. 40 i

41. Bio 12, li 42 B2 12 9^. 43. B4 4‘ 3f.

44 £m 9 5* 46 /is 12 10^ 46 6 yd. Sfin.

Examples. ?©.

\ 45- 2 7 3 I0,*2 4 3t 5 si-

6 19* 7 roj 8 300 9 *z 10 loj

11 2Zt 12 23i 13 18JS 14 6of, 16. 195

16. 6& 17 13J 18 47? 18 66?. 20 100/3.

21 33i?t- 22 62§ 23 328s 24. 198? 25 213

26 I224i 27 4S7? 28 177{ 28, 28^^. 30 3855-

31 ism 32 44i4l 33 899^.
34 3S6* 36 36 3190?

37. 209*\j 38 6399fJ, 39 £1 . 18 .

40 £4 9 7i"s- 41. Bso 7r.2i 42. B49 . 4 . 55.

43 £2 . 4 .. 5 44 £36 .

7

.2i.

Examples. 71.

1. * 2. *• 3. *• 4 i. 6. A-
' 8. 115 7. ifj: 8. tJb • sV* 10.’ sff*.
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ifJs' ^2. Tjy. 13. sir* sfi- I®- slli-

16. loW 17. If. 18 tV 19. ^z- 20. n
21. I^f. 22 ^7-. 23 24:. aV 2B. 43?.

26. I2ii. 27. I78i 28 6ti. 20 ISf5§. SO. 10^%^^,

31. 62iV 32. 38JJi. 33. 3i4?. 84. i?|.

SB. Ri.S.e^. 36. Es B.7A. ^7. ;£i.l7.oii.

88. ;£7 . 13 . 39. 40. 192?. 41. 43iJ.

42. 112^1. 43. 44. 26f 45. 217I?. 46. 146^^.

47. fi2 .g

.

of. 48. Ei .4. OlV 49 . E32 •S‘ 6*
50. E6.4. 61. £2 . II .6i. 62

• £3- 19. iiiJ.

Examples. 72.

1. S, 2, 3. 1 4. *• 6 . 4h 6 .
87 t
SmJ'

7. I- 8. ift* 9. |. 10. 3i. U. If. 12. 2f

18. 32A- 14. 2SS. 16. 3- 16. I4f. 17. 10.

18. 8. 19. 28*. 20. i6*- 21. 9k- 22. 8.

23. 3l- 24. 35- 25. 8. 26. isf!. 27. I2f.

28. 4oi. 29. 286ff. 80. 1- 31. 2*' 32. 31*.

83. 34. *• 36. iV 36. 28. 37. 294.

Examples. 73.

1. 1386 m. 2 . 2574 in. 3. 5742 in. 4 . 7722 m.

6. 9702 in. 6. 39;S2in. 7. 67330810. 8. 27442889.10.

9. 30965259.10. 10. 113691659.10. 11. 152895659.10.

12. 1920996 sq. in. 13. 59864508 59. 10. 14. 403369956059.10.

Examples. 74.

1. i5. 2 IS- 3. I. 4 . I*. 6.

8. 14. 7. 3 * 8. 9. i8|. 10. ij.

U. i- 12. i?. 13 Ilf- 14 6?. 16. I7i5.

16. 93®S- 17 . 2iH. 18. li- 19. li 20. 2?

21. 22. li- 23. 6^. 24. 3i%. 25. 16.

26. IS. 27 . 15V. 28 29. 93i. 30. The former.

Examples. 75.

1. *5 I. 2. * . si- 3. if?; 2?. 4. 8.

5. * 5 20. e. * ; loi, 7. i?ii 1409}: 8. * : 42*
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8 . i,i57j. 10. 11- li.S 12- i^}70U.
13, 3 m. 14. a|. 15 i mm. 45 sec

Miscellaneous Examples. 16

1 6J. . 2 ., iH 3. si. 4 6 A. 8 . s

7 CO
*cM

f
s 8 £i . 19 Si. 10 BS40 6 . loj

11. 950 lb 12 . 8.1520 13 ;£So 14. 4ix3i IB 1

16. i. 17. 19, 1 20. A 21 i 22

28 Ij. 24. iVo- 26 A* 26 2
3* 27 B60

28. £720 28 I Si 30 22 miles 31 400 inches

32 6
j 3) 2 1 24 kings m all 33 34 34 iti 36. if

36. 5 times. 37. A* 38. 27 horns 39. 3i. 40. 310

41 13 . 17 42, 36 .

Examples Y7

1. 1 2 IA- 3. 3l 4 12 6 A" 6

7 iSI ,8 4^ 9 . * 10 1 11. 3. 12. 3

13. Si\r 14. 96sV 15. 17. 16, Mf. 17 4i 18. |.

18. 20. A - 21 18 22 Bi8i 23. 1 24

Examples, TS

1 , 2 . If eo 4 m 6 25i. 6 iSi-

7. 8 . 6A¥j. D. 4/j 10 V 11 29
TD 12 .

Examples TO.

1 .

n0 4
3. /A 4. 6 5 . 1 6 m-

7 ij- 8 ,. i 9. li 10. A. 11• i 12 iV
13 sA 14,. i 15 2. 18 iVtr

17 22$ 18 i
19 2 20 iVff. 21 22| 22

. it 23 9U
2i4. 24

Examples . SO.

1 3 2 3i CO 4 si 6 9ii. 6. If.

7 12 8. 75^ 9 73^ 10. il 11 4JJ8 12. Is%
13 4ii. 14. I. 15 gi. 16 ts.. 17. 4i§i. 18 4i.
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Bxamples. 81.

L I. 2. li. 3. 7j^*
*

4. Sit- 5.
ss
ISff’

e. 7. jfJi- 8. 3^- 8 ^m- 10 • 9i#

u. 7i- 12. 4J. 13. 41 14. si- 16 . m
16. ISlV 17. I. 18. 10. 19. iiV 20 IB

21. h 22.

Ssamples. 82.

L is- 2 2. 3. 4. 6. 3i

6. 2^- 7. I. 8. 9. Tssr- 10 Ib

U. 5^'r- 12. §?. 13. 3- 14. 5^%-
,

IB. 573^.

16. 49. 17 18 15 19. Si 20.

21. lA- 22. s
T- 23. I 24. 4 26. i

26. I. 27. 28 sWs 29 m- 30. ioi*A-

31. 32 22j. 33. m- 34. 3\V 35. 315

Bsamples. 83 .

1. S3 . 10 . 4 2. Si , 10 8 3 Sl, Ida

'4. S3 8.8. 6. Si .3 6 6 ja 6/5.

7. ;£33 16.4. 8. ;£58 JOS 9 £1.^ I4J.

10. S70 . 9 .

4

U. Si 12 8 12 Si . 2 .

8

13 . ;£li . 5

.

93V 14 £38

.

8j 15 6j 3rf

16 . S52 . 6 10^ 17. fii9 • 9 • 9i. 18 igs 61V
19 . £15 10. s}. 20. Bz84 . 2 63V 21 £22 . 14 . Sill’

22. 4 cwt 2 qr. 24 lb.. 12 OZ. 23 343 yd. I ft. Io5 in

24. 25 nun. 2Sx^ sec 26. 2 pk. i^f gal] 26. S146 . II . II.

27 . Si . 0 5^. 28. Sl2Z .3.8 29. ;^;7 • 19 • loi

80 ;£22 . I . 9j|. 31. S31 . 8 . 63V 32 S5 10 . 7

33 . 10^ 34. 120. 9^ 36 £2.i. 7h
36 . i6s loidi 37. B8.5 li. 38 . B14 . 6 . oJ?§.

39. £3-18 40 . of S6. IIS., f ofB7, B|.

41. £14 . 15 • 2- 42. B8 ,

9

.

4

b* 43. B6.5.9i.

44 K217 . i; . 6. 46. i8b, 9i|rf
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Uxamplea 84.

1. 3i a. 9|. 3 5iV 4 74- 6 . 7th 6 . 7i.

7. 7i. 8. 3h 9. 48f 10 11. 12 . m-
13 ,f,. 14. 16. ASfn< 16 A 17. 414 18. sSiv

19. 20. 21411. 21. •tiife 22 hh 23 h

24. 8ii|. 26..
1 42 1̂. 26. 52jf. 27. ItVj. 28

29. 2TT9
ITffTO* 30, ‘'a. 31. s%. 32. 4ii4- 33 4.

34. h 36 36 iJli- 37. itlh. 38. uSIs-

39. 40 41. 3H 42 36A' 43. 9.

44 46 2J4. 46 A 47 iV 48. A.
49. 60. liA 61. *slo. 62 i

'

63 1

MisoeUaneouB Examples. 85

1 . if- 2 . B72. 3 B8 5a. 4^' , Bi2 . 8a , Bi21. 8a.

4 . j£7.2. 6 B3 13a. 8 6. 19s Ilfrf.

7. ;5I.I3 .7i 8. 8 . BI22 . 13.9

10 . £2 gs. 11 Bi. 6a. 12. 1 13. i 14 iVz

16. i^ij. 16 17, 18 B785862 .

19. B3.4 6 . 20 5V 21. 72 oz 22 121 lb Avoir. 23 A.

Szamples 8C

1 . '3. S. 2 01, 3 . '07, 4. *104 5 'oooS 6 000009,

7 12 04006 8, '013005, 9 , oooioooi, lb. 100 502,

U. 70, 7 , 7000, 007 12 290, 2 9 , 29000, 029

13 . 2, 02 ; 200, cx)02. 14 . 2, 002 , 20, 00002.

16 . 34) ‘34 ) 3400, 0034 16 . 70 3, 703 , 7030, 00703

17 . 10 03, 1003 , 1003, 001003. 16. 07, 0007 , 7, 000007

18 . 392) 3 92 , 39200) 0392. 20 234 5, 2 345 . 23450, 02345

21 . 30000, 300 , 30C0000, 3 22 1232, 12 32 , 123200, 1232.

23 . I 24 01. 26 35 , 70 5 j 40, 26 . 25 ,
'06

,
'3.

Examples. 87.

I. § a. A’o 3. 4 t 6 iV,
e. g>5. 7. iJ,. 8 9 li 10 28

II . 12 . 13. 6. 14 . A- 16
. m
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16 . IlfOOO* 17 . , 18. 19 . 20 .

21. 2i. 22 ih 23 . SJ. 24. l|. 26 , 2A-
26 . 27 . 9^- 28 . 6j§n 29 . SsiiOT- 30" 7An-
31. 32. “A- 33. 34:. i/siro- 36 .

36. 37 . 7. 38 . 9 39 . 12. 40. 24

41. -003. 42. -0725. 43, -0329. 44 . -09. 46 . 1 2345-

46 . -002. 47 . 200 03, 48, ‘oi. 49. -0125. 60. "00079

Examples 88.

1. 20-163. 2. 37
‘

479- 3. 4331 4. 80-33. 6. 1036411,

6, I. 7 , 10. 8. 909-9099. 9 . 14 53302 10. 8.

11.' 1000. 12; 417-11157. 13 6692981. 14 657 2236.

15 . 732 131 16. S347‘

23478 . I?- ;£747‘oi99 -

IB. 41-4819 mm. 19. 33247s ft 20. 41-307 in.

Esamples. SO.

L 7084. 2 . 1 9711. 3. 109922. 4 . 19970334,

5. 6265. 8 204’io3. 7 000275 8. 0118766

9 . 75554623.10 342817. 11 .7. 12. 2-063

13. S70001. 14. ^ 99949 16 . 988309.

16 . 696162. 17 . 839583 18. 199925218

19. 128471. 20. By 3 14159. 21 8727183.

Examples. 90.

1 . 74-S2, 2 . 36-2. 3. -13446. 4. 6006,

6. -001024. 6 -000324. 7. 28 00028. 8. 2456 8884.

9. 40804 10 . 3022S. 11 162023. 12 0003125.

13 . 4264014. 14 8. 16 . -58 16 8 . 17 . 216-32.

18 . 5^9*12. 19. 00008 20. -0000423. 21 . C0003738028.

22 . 819. 23 -ooo^ 24. -82008. 26. 35.
28. 3091-7497. 27 . 1209 II. 28 , -096. 29. 1344620025
30. 48-6328503. 31 15625 32 . 015625. 33. -00008

3^. 2 16. 35 . 1-331, 36. 1 37. 000000125
38 . 2401. 39 . 00081. 40. 27 5. 4L 38-9375.

42, 2607255.-43. 75667. 44. 9000025. 46. 42136875.
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Examples. 91.

1. I ‘27. 2. r373 * 3 1*2 4 . •00043

6. 1 99. 6. '0000479. 7. 000026375. 8 10*3.

0 . 000002. 10. 17 125 n. ‘0000000212: 12. •0528.

18. I 84782... 14. 00009 15 2 49367- 16 *00040...

17. 00002 ., 18. 3714*8... 19. 1 30586... 20. 01900...

21. *00003... 22 20625 23. 46625 24. 004857...

25. 236. 26 12*181818I... 27 . 2 29375 28 *000540.,

20. 659. 80 001666.

.

81. 31 25 32 33225.

38. '24. 34. 2532 36 1200 36 . 640

37. 003 38 374. 39 20 40 2040000

41 21500. 42 58070 43 3596. 44 12132.

46 . 17500 46 14 47 750000 48 007853.

40. 12818518... 60. 520833 . 61 33 33333- 62 . 08366...

63 02320. . 64 00650 . 55 33057S51 23966.,

60. 8333325. 67. 9*58904 . 68 01216. . 69 350

BO 752 61. 2*533333 6 3125. 63 000092,,.

04. 32714285714.. . 66. 5628 571428,.. 06. 1191 75

87 . 1145 833333- 68 *018181. . 69 021428...

70, 377 777777- 71 9 72 8 78 27

74. 5 76.'
25 76 75 77 125 78 *375

70 . 1 4375 80 30937s 81 9875 82. 328,

83 2-68 84 . 33333- 86 16666 . 86 ?»57i—

87. 27272... 86 69230 .. 89 144444- 00 7 18181...

91. 8 '

33333- 92 10 34482,.. 93 58 41666.,

04. *8j
*

75) "6666... 95 . 5, 4166. ... 2727...

08 •SS) S333-) ’S^S- 97 375, 3125 ) *2187..

88 *
44) ‘4333 .)’35 99 7777. , 7142 .) 6

100. •0216. 101 1125. 102 3*135. 103 2.

Examples.

1. *25 ,10875. 2. *03
,
72*12 3. 004 ,

*4. 4 24

,

6.

6. •005 , 1*6, 6. *12 J72. 7 0001 ;
*08. 8. *06

, 11754*

9. 03 , 1*8. 10. •06 } 180. 11 . *05 , 140, 12. *025 .1*5.
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EzampleB. 9S.

1. Non-terminating. 2. Terminating. 3. N.-T. 4. T.

6. N.-T. 6. N.-T. 7. N.-T. 8. N.-T. 0. N.-T.

10. N.-T. 11. T. 12. T. 13. T. 14 T.

15. N.-T. 16. 3i 6, 7) 9) *1) 12) 13) 14) 15) 17) 18, ig.

Examples. 9£.

1. '3. 2. •2. 3. 714285. 4. I 16 6 I is.

6. 1-538461. 7. '4^. 8. 1 609 0. •2f. 10 3 230769.

11. II 904761. 12 '045. 13 3 780003.

14. '2083 16 38846153 16 7 48i. 17 5 285714.

18. 10 676923 19. 713 20. 96428571 21 1 06198

22. 13 94230769 23. 4'8o3§7l428. 24. 3 45S6097. 26 S’li.

26. •6. 27. 6 571428. 28. I 772. 20. '126984.

80 . 48. 31 ‘i^. 32 . ‘oij. S3 . ‘001 j. 34. '00015,

86. 000015 80 8'io6. 87. 3'I37I4285

88. ‘6588235294117647. 30 . 2'io5263l57894736842.

40 . 0869565217391304347826. 41 1096. 42 •6999oi

43 . 2'307692 44 . 2 857143. 46 . 27
'
27. 46 . 2'27.

47 7^695652173913043478266. 48 . I6'7I4285. 40 667692S,

60. 642857142. 61 . 82 62 00072,

Examples. 95.

1. 234§34. a. 34767. 3. -67676. 4. •234§4.

6. '001231 6. '1234523. 7. '1234123. 8. *12345623.

0. '34444441 '242424, '2S78678.

10. '1620202020202, '1334234234234. ’376537653765.

11. ’233
j '787. 12 34S> '767. '722 13 '3077, -7676.

14. ’076767, 777777, 006123. 16. '238888, '123412, 023232.

16. '3333> 7676, '7236. 17. '77777777) 12424242, 24723723.

18. 3‘4444444, '268686^, 1231231. 10. 3'4022, '7823, '3111.

20. '4232323, '7272727, '1203203.

Examples. 96.

1. -;. 2. 3. I 4. J§. 6. .iV 6. -tSs. 7 H.
8. 3. iJffn 10. Tfffitt. 11 12. ilo
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13. 14. 3fJ5. 15 7jW 10 3Iii5®. 17.

18. A' 19. 851- 20 lojfl^. 21. rboob. 22. A-

23,. 24. m 26. lie 20. 27. Till.

28. 29. sAe 30 31. 3jtW. B2. ills'

38. 34. H- 36 w 30. |g 37. ifg.

38. 39. 40. 41." W/i?. 42. m-

43. 44. IMSSI
yflffo 46. 40. w-

47, soeejt 48. 63. '1. 64 '368. 66. i'7.

68. *001. 67. •3. 68. 4 69. 4. 60. lOw

Examples. 97.

1. 378- 2. •7932. 3. 1109^ 4, 6-48453 6. 4 S287,

6. 1 0313682901, 7. 2 8579- 8: 8 98 9. 10345.

10 8'oo2. IL •10291837 12 5348655. 13. 1917230127,

14. '00936663. 16. II'17997. 18 - 17236S2719. 17 - 9>

18 . 587203. 19. 7501354643572465. 20. 4.

21 . ll'5977942 . 22. 26542987441. 23 9*‘46S754S56S36734*

24 . 3
'

7 S93 * 36. 3*0777049 20 . '39489560667778.

27 . 'giiooi. 28. 338765. 29 . 2472576 30 676S25,

31. '8910. 32. 63458. 33. 2‘46449334i2z6oi.

34.
’

43 I 2 . SB. 3S93S629J 30. 7161605349724.

37. 36442255331. 38 . '1236786. 39, 77 »'0735 i 27SSj.

40 29 62361965.

Examples. 98.

1. 002 . 2 I'i85. 3 i'33S842 .., 4. '16,

6. '1686419753. 6. 51 962. 7. 5. 8, 106 5625.

9. 2335 882352 .. 10 . l'5lSl4I. . 11 2 79493^—
12. 7857142. 13 . '236232... 14 . 08281853 16 . 69'3957.

Examples. 99.

1. i20'42857i. 2 . 13316875. 3. '075. 4 . 5.

6. or 'S048... 0 . 350. 7 '12. 8 03483 9 20.

10 . '380952 11 . '125. 12 113446, 13. 8

14. or '22269... ' IB. 998 001. 16. . 32'2.

c. A 31
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Examples. 100.

1. 1372-8^. 2 . 4'S>' 3. 32irf. 4 . %-6q. 5 .

6. 302'4?. 1. I58o’8^. 8, 93‘3rf 9 . l6o3'84oi.

10. 789-03 in. IL B7. la. 12 . £^. 71. 13 . B2. o«. 3-84i>.

14 . Ba.6a. 7SS. 16 . ;£2. 15* 2-4<?. 16 . 120.11-52^

17. B34. 4a. 3
‘

84/S. 18 I ft 1-824 in. 19. 4 cwt 2 qr. 20-16 Ib.

aO. 120. 8-5^. 21. B6. 120. 97!. 22. Bi2. Ja. V2p.

23, B4. 9«. Vifi. 24. B45 la. (>p. 26 . B2. 12a. 10-464^.

26 . i6i.69l2<f. 27 . u. 9-o9375(f. 28. 2-7^.

39, B2. 8a. 6 7/. 30. £q 13s. ^d. 31 . is. 7 I25<f.

32. 10 md. 13 seers 4-84 cb. 83 . l ton 8 cwt. I qr. 8 Ib.

84. 2 po. 2 yd 1 ft. 3-9375 m 35 22 hr. 19 min. 4-275 sec.

36. B7. 12a. 37 . 2J. 30451^ 38 . B113. 7a. 39 . 87.130.

40.
£i6S. 7s. logd. 41. 'BAi.yi.V2p. 42 . 815.20.4^1.

48. 83140 44 . B17. 10.8A 46 . 84150389171.

46. £1. is. old. 47 . MS. lid. 48 . ;£34 14^.679161/,

49. li of S3 9a., -025 of Bioo. loa , -32 of 85. 8b.

60. 3|otirf,'2S6ofli., -oo34of/i. 61. 84.1202-^.

62 . i'S9id. 63 . 9|?|i/. 64. i6r. 65. B68. 28 5 825536/>.

66. I ton 17 cwt. a qr. 4 lb. 67, 6 md. 68. id.

Examples, iOl.

1. 517-359375- 2- ;£87979J^- S- 4‘4642S57i tons.

4. 142045 mi. 6. 771597262. 6. ;£4D-9S. 7 . 775.

8. 3-640625. 9 . 5-3385416. 10. 8-5. II. 1-183.

12 . 7
‘

3i875 . 13. 1375- 14. 395
-.

16. 572.

10 . 7-239583. 17 . 1 0042011... 18. 7-038. * 16 . -659375.

20. 751875. 21 . -8296, 22 . 620543.,. 23 . -4812S3.M

24. -578481... 26 . 1-06875. 26 . 1-045138. 27. ro459iS.M

281 -4780219. 29 . 15-054375. 30 . -009142857, 31 -260416.

32. ‘ii. 38 . -2083. 34. 7559S»33o. 36. -oi. 86. -17129^.

37, -35. 38 . -0102339... 39. -0384615. 40 . -328.

Uiscellaneous Examples. 102.

L The value of 2 is^ ; of 7, loirm, , of 3, urtSnjo.

2. -oo76;si^i. 3. ‘yiniU- 4. -000282. 6. -362.
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6. 8225. 1 la 3^. 7 . 1 tonig wt. 3 qr. 3 lb. 8. ‘306.

B. fiqooa 10. ‘6962. 11. 64'09, 49 3, 1*3. 12. 1320640.

E3 , Sooo times. 14. 29 times , i'376 gallons over.

16 . 21 times , rem. 2 A 10. ‘5 17.1308041/. 18. 7 039 tons.

19. 8'57iS73 lb. 20 . £33. is, lid. 21. 4
'
23S- 22 ,‘ \x>384.,.in.

23, 45 yd 2‘ i8i2 ft. 24 1142 ; 034 in 26 . '8093.

26. Si 649296. 27. 448 32990016 28 8. 29 . 8000.

80 . '15. 31. fi2 911. 82 . &81000. 33. 9 3087...

34 . 4 5 lb greater. 36 . 13*1 years. 30, 36 num 24 sec.

37 . 2s,6d 38, &20, SB. A, £36 , B, £t2 , C, £4, 40.

lEixamples. 103.
V

1. 2’io33 2. ’03882. 3 1 0313. 4. 73 ‘oi4.

6. 3949- 0. I’ll. 7 200 8 . I'SO.

9. 1’33. 10, I’2S0. 11. 1 167. 12. •26667.

13. I ’41069, 14. ’28768. 16. ‘20373. 16a. •909.

I6b. •632, I60. ‘1S2.

10. (i) 378400 ; (11) 736000 } (m) ’5207

.

(iv) rsss .

(v) 2 010 s (vi) 2 000

,

(vii) ’03407}; (viii) ’009063

17. 3456800 80037000. 18, (1) 4 5 (a) 3-9 5 (3) 3-93.

19. •143. 20, 3 14139.

Examples. 103 (1),

1, I.’I4286. 2 . i’0204i. 3 •83714. 4. '93238.

Examples. 103a.

1. 7-306, 2 4‘233 8 . ’0076, 4, ii8o’5io3.

6. 189 79409' 6. 64’soiS3 7 7
’

704746. 8. •392754.

8a. 33799. 8b 3391753. 9 . 66939 10. ‘143292.

loa. .8499$. 10b 041 5fl. 10c. io’367. lOd. i‘n3

loe. 23978 lOf. 231 lOg. 2S,632|00O|0oo, 11, 1 617.

12. 344 IS. 1
’229. 14 12*310.

,
16. '1178.

16 . 1937204. 17. 53013237. 18. 8231’6o533. 19. 1072 476227.

20. 10841017079601, 20a 0065. 20b ’00783.

21. 281. 22 . a3’207o65. 23. '9133^. 24. *371,
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Examples. lOSb-

1. ’062. ' 2. i'892. 8. 2o’88S.

4. ’140. B. 2‘oii. 6. l’525.

6
Examples. 104.

1 . Ei3oo. 2. ;£843 ijj. 3. R49. Jo. 4. £9. is.

6. R6 13a. 9^. 6. ;£i675. i6x. 7. S317. iia

0- £W' V- 9. ^2523. ga, 10. £i. IIS. Sd.

11. E400. 120. 12. ' ;£42. 15^. IS. B226. 90.

14. ;£34I. gs, 6d. 15. B453. 14a. 6^. 16. £8. ns. sd

17. E747. $0. 3^. 18. £vj3p. 191. 10, B2S30. 120 bp.

20. ;£8oo2. 7^. ^d. 21. B4894. 20. 8j(. 22. ;£2Si. 6|if.

28. S7033 7a- 3^- 24. ;£4SS3i- 3* 2B. R38397. 100. bp.

26. ;£28oso8, i3i. 7\d. 27. EijoBo. 28. ;£ii7i4. 181. iiJA

20. 'S191898. 120. 30. £1771. 19A 3d. 31. B49S14- 3fl- 9r/-

32, ;£39247. 4i. 2jrf. 83. 8644434. iio. 4^, 34 ;£78979. 3s. 4(i

85. B.3003 36. £243 iSf. S^rf. 37. S20994. 80 io|^.

88. ;£838. 3x. 3jj<^ 80. B3407S 140-

40. ;S33673 9^' Ws* 41. 87^61. 90. olp.

42. ^£5027. iw. oi§</ 43. R72. 60. %>. 44. £238 4s.9id.

46. 81073, 150. o|j«. 46. ;£3 i. 9x.

Examples. 105.

1. 825, 100. 61^, 2 . 844. 00. 8p. 3 £93. ox. 5|<i

4. ;£68. 14X. grf. 6. ;fi347-

3

^- 6. £108. ijx. 34rf.

7. £s7. 8x. 8. 838 20. loj)}. 0. 8x00. 70 lo^^^
10. S67. 70. ip. 11. R27. 00 2j^. 12. Sx. i\d.

13. £2.6x.iirf. 14. £150 I7x.6je<f.l5. £59. 3J. 1^-
‘

18. 81835. no 9||^ 17. SiSo 20. 3^. 18. £109 17X. 3d.

10. 84067. 20. 4j^ ' 20. £4279. 6x 7\d.

3L ilastold. 4'qr. 7bus OjVpb. 22. 19 cwt 3 qr 9^% lb

28. £11. 15X. 7\d. 24. 30 tons 6 cwt. l qi. 14 lb.

2B. 2529 md. 7 seers 8 ch. 26. £26. isx lojrf,

27. B265. 90. Si^. 28. £14. 15X. Sid 20. 845 40 bp.

SO. £239. 7X. 91(4 31. 892. 10. s§p. 32. 8959. 70, 7p.

33- ;£9- i7'-f.o||5i(/.'34. 84664. 30. loj^. SB. S7999. 150. gH/*-
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Examples 106.

1, SI. 2. 24. 3. V), 4. 31. S. 32. 6. Si.

7. 75 8. 96. 9. 165. 10. 234. 11 222. 12. 13s.

13. 345. 14, 440, 16. 804 10 847. 17. 2222. 18, 1679.

19. 1001. 20. 1234. 21. 9070. 22. 7906.

23. 9876, 24, 4607. 26. $6804. 26. S0047.

27. 15367. 28. 600098, 29. 543200. 30. 123456789.

3L 41. 32. 80, 33. 76 34. 105. 36. 252. 36. 5.

Examples. 107. 1

1. 30. 2. 40. 3, iS. 4. 24. 6, 36.

8. 64 7. 42 8. 84 9. 105. 10. 231.

11. 315. 12. 756. 13. 504. 14. 6do6, 16. 66990,

10. 2. 17. 15. 18. 2. 19. 3600, 20. 900,

Examples. 108.

L 34- 2 2 17. 3, 6*25 4. 9*08 6. *08.

8.
•

073 . 7. 329. 8. 2*403 9. *0231. lOr *0045.

11. 15 367. 12. 897. 13. *001849. 14. 1*001,

16. 9688669. 18, 276025,,. 17. i’3038... 18. 154147-

19. 2 2360..„ 20. 29-6063... 21 *3162... 22. 707i.~

23. 4 8062.... 24. *9486... 26. 44721... 26. *1264...

27. ’0252... 28. 2 6457. . 29, 8*1240... 30. 36055..,

Examples. 109.

1. ff. 2. 74i- 3 Sf 4. 10^. 6. ij. 6. l*^.

7. S3- 8. 1*83. 9. 2*83. 10. *26, 11. I*322.«

12. 845... IS. *816... 14. '*790... 16. *763... 16 *577...

17. 645... 18. 1568... 19 *632... 20. 20493... 21. 7?.

Examples. 110.

L 2‘236o67... 2. 4*123105. . 3, 27 602536..,. 4. *019598...

6. 77459«1... 6, 1*732050... 7. *264575.

.

8. 921954...

9. 87'2868S3... 10. *612372... 11. 15*414765... 12. i*303840.„

13. •845154... 14. 4 882304... 16. *030708... 16. 3 162277..,
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Examples. 111.

1. II. 2. 25. 3 . 36. 4 . 48. 6. 49.

6. 72. 7 . 13- 8. 57. 9 . 89. 10. 97.

IL 247. 12. 473 - 13 . 945. 14. 956. 16. 6031.

16.- 551 - 17 . 9009. 18 , 2222. 19 . 45333. 20. iiiiiiiii.

Examples. llfS.

1. 2-6. 2. S'l. 3.

'

79. 4. 40 I, 6, 2-65. 6. 197.

7 .
•

957 . 8. *101. 9 . 4 10 . A- 11. 3§. 12. 198.

13. •J. 14 . 1 1-6. 16. 15-6. 16 . 3|. 17. 2i. 18. ,,ri.

19. i'S23... 20. 3-223... 21 . 2884... 22. i‘959<« 23, ‘928..

24 . -646... 25 . -464... 26. -584... 27. -167... 28. r759.»

Examples. 113 .

1. I-5239I3- 2. 2*884499. 3. i'959I72>m

4. 125992... 6. 144224.., 6. 2 ‘

64875Iw

Examples. 114.

L 4. 2. 22. 3. 36. 4, 6-3. , 6. 9.

6. 2-6. 7. 54. 8,.4. 8- 5 - 10 . 2'

434h<

Examples, 115.

1. 180 sq. ft. 2. 320 sq. ft. 3 . 117 sq. ft.

4. 64 sq. ft. 106 in. 6. 78 sq. ft. 5lf in. 6. 70 sq. yd. 8 ft.

7. lift 8. 2 ft. 4 in. 9. 99 yd. 10. 8 ft. 9 iQ-

11. 1067 sq ft. 16 in. 12. 14 sq. yd. 81 in. 13. 392.

14. iS. 16. B136, 8a. 16, £9 13ft 17. 128 sq. ft.

18 . 556 sq. yd. 19 . 15888. 20. E160, 15a,

21. 7Sf sq. yd. j £1. 6s. 3<f 22 4800 sq. ft. 23. 15 ft.

24. 2lJ| sq. ft. 26. i4 in. 26. 274 in. 27, El 1 12. 8a.

28. 26 yd. 2 ft. 29 . 1024 sq ft, 80. 300. 3L E666. 12a.

Examples. 116.

1. 220 yd. 2. 22 ft. 5 in. ' 3 . 280 yd. 4. S°

6, s-656...yd. 6, 42-42...ft. 7. 18 ft. 8. 48 yd, 9 . 34

10. 77 yd. 2 ft. II in.
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£1samples. 117.

1, 60 yd. 2. 37 yd. ij in. 3 . 60 yd 1$ in.

4. 844. 7a. 6 ;^33 . IS. id. 6. 648 sq. ft.

7. 49S sq. ft. 8 88 sq. yd. 6 :ft. 8. 2S8 yd.

10. 96 yd. 11. 211 yd. 12. 176 yd. 3 ft. I* in.

13. B46. 4a. 14, 1^1 - 16. £i.os.^id.

16. I 57i yd. 17. Bi. loa. ^y>. 18 . As.Zihd 18. 2| yd,

20. I6i in. 21. B3499. 3a. 22. B114. 12a 23. sift.

24 . B83. 14a. 26. B19. 14a. 26. Sli.

27. Widthj i8i ft. ,* height] 14} ft. 28. B13. 6a,

Xlsamplea 11&
1." 12 bi. 2. 52 bi. 10 cot.

3 . 108 bi. 7 cot. 8 ch. 4 . 207 bl. 7 cot, 3 ch. 4 ga.

6. 3S7 bi. 9 cot. 3 ch. 4 ga. 6. 2437 bi, 8 cot.

7. 4992 bi. 10 cot. 16 ga. 8. 13188 bl. 19 cot. 14 ch. 8 ga.

8. 37 bi, 12 cot. 8 ch. 10, 8 bl. I cot. 4 ch.

U. 6 bi. 9 cot. 2 ch. 8 ga. 12. 19 bi. 12 cot. II 1lib. 4 ga.

Bxamples. 119.

1. 400 cu. ft. 2 . 183I cn. ft, 3 , iS7| cu. ft.

4 . 8| cu. ft. 6 . 495a|§ CO. ft. 6. 42; cu, ft.

7. S43I lb. 8. looSo. 8. 3750 times, 10. 48 min.

11 . 34. 12. J ton 16 cwt. 13. sSoo times. 14 . '027.

16 . 62* 16. 4j. 17. 16 ft, 9 in. 18. 2 ft.

18. &1466. ion. %$. 20. i6407|S{ tons. 21. B170,

22. 133^ 23 , 4 in. 24. 3 yft* 25 . 256^ lb. 26 . 67; lb.

27 . 60. 28 . lS’404i ft. 28 . ^5520. 30 . B276. So. 3^. ; 31440.

Example B. 120.

1. 4 yd. 7,'j m. 2. 6 yd. 2 ft 8]|ir in.

3 . I sq yd. 4 ft. Ill in. 4. 2 sq. yd. 4 ft 4of in.

6. 4 sq yd. 4 ft. i2i m. 6. 2 sq. ft 26f| in.

7 . I CO yd, 3 ft. 480 in. 8. 2 cu, yd. 20 ft. 104S in.

8. 10 cu, ft. 300^ in. 10. 3 cu, ft. 471JJ m.
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u. 8 ft. 7'. 12, •34 ft. 7'. 6". -

13, 8 ft. II’. 6". 8'". 14 , 10 ft. 9'. lo". 6'".

16, S6 sq. ft. s', ri ". 6'". 16. 70 sq. ft. s'.
0". 4"'. <i .

17. 62 cu. ft. i'. o'',6'". 8*''. 18, 28cu.ft. i'.8".o'". 5". 4
''

Stsamples. 121.

1. 7 sq. ft. 72 !“• 2. 67 sq. ft. 12 in.

S. 132 sq. ft. 117 m. 4. 217 sq. ft. 14 in.

6. 316 sq. ft. 36 6. 129 sq. ft. 54 in.

7. 98 sq ft. 8o{J m. 8. 130 sq. ft. 140 in.

0. 228 sq. ft, S3IJ in. 10. 2459 sq, ft. 107JJ in.

a 38 cu. ft. 1161 in. 12. 127 cu. ft. 304 in.

13, 874 cu. ft. lyioj in. 14. 471 cu. ft. 585II in.

15 3309 cu, ft, 4S3}J tn. 1

Ksamples1. 122.

L 6a. 2. 82.. 8a. 3. 40. 4. 2 md. 20 seers. 6. 2 ft.

6. 7J. SiV- V' B5. 8. 83S- I2a. 0. SA I0<i. 10, 36S.

11. 34iimi, 12, jf2, laj. 6<7 13. Sa. 14. 821.

1

Szamples. 123.

1. 30 da. 2. 60. 3. 270 da. 4. 700 mi. 6. 9*.

e. 4| 6a, 7 . 7. 8. 4^ da. 0. II.

10. 4 md. 11. 270. 12. 270. 18. 2,

Examples. 124.

1. 82079. 2. 820. 8. Sts. I2a. 4I 8650.

6. £10. los. 8. 848. 7a. 7. 240. 8. 48.

0. £12, 13s. 10. 361b. 11. 88 I2a. 12. 89. lla. 4i/>.

13. 20. 14 . SJrf. 16. £'i- 6a Sel, 16, 7a,

17. B3937. 8(1. 18. £Zi6. i6s, 10, 817640. 20. R240.

21, 8473. 130. 7^. 22 , 7^ da. 23. B31. 14a. 24. £l. Sa

26 , R16S. 26. I If, 317. 27. £3. 12s. 28, 140,

20. 94t- 30 . 21^ md. 31. S937. 80. 32. I7i®i <^5
'®'

33. 16,V. 34. 4618. 86, Ii7i. 36. 391} yd.

37. 40^;. 38. 123®^. 30, 433^. 40 . S36,
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\

41. igog. 42 . fi;. 6a. 6^, 43. 15. 44. 12. 46. 3£o.

46. 100 grams. 47. 48. R390. 49. Bi. 60. i lb. 8 oz.

Examples. KS.

1. 6. 2 . 6. 3 . 8. 4. IS. 6. la.

6. II md. 8 seers. 7. 4. 8. 2 hr. 40 mm. 8. 12 oz.

10. 9z. 11. 48. 12. 180 days. 13 . 46§ days.

14. 41 1 days. 16 . 4. 16. 6 months. 17 . JSiV

Examples. liSC.

1. 2. 2. S. 8. 3. 4. 7. 6. 50. 6. eyi.

7. 22?. 8. 32. 0 loj. 10. 50. 11. 81 . 12. sih

13. 75. 14. B4. 16. 23I. 16 . 60 yd.^ 17. 7llb.

18. 21. 4t/. 10. 8. 20. 10a. 21. 10?. 22. 1$.

Examples. 127 .

L 6. 2 . 3*. • 3. III. 4. 30jV 6. 24.

6. 3. 7. 16, 8. 33,53. 0. 26, 10. 10.

11. Bi2 . 3a. 12 . II80. 13. 16 days. 14. B118. 12a.

Examples. 128.

1. B93 I2a. 2. ;£47I. is. 3 B171. 14ar. 4. loa.

6. 2a. 6. 3ti 7. R2967. 3a. 8. £4000.

9. B1920. 10 . £396 12S. 11. R288D. 12 . ;ClSo,

13 . £722.13.4. 14. 3^. 16. 16 . £3200. 17. £3000.

Examples. 129.

1. 4? hr 2 lj?da. 3 . l,Vs 3>r 4. 4 da. ; .4 .B J, C,V
6, 12 da. 6. I hr. 7. 7^ mm. 8. 4^ hr.

, 9. ji, 2o,*3 da. , B, SJf , C, 7JJ. 10. 2,% da. IL 18 da.

12 . 13J da. 13 120 da, 14. 45 da. 16. Each m 60 da,

16 . 7|S. 17. Sis! hr. 18. 12 hr. 19, 16.

20. 6}. 21. At 10. 22. 32. 23 25 da.

24, 76. 26 . 12? mm. 26, 4 hr. 27. 56§ da.
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Sxamples. 130.

1. 2 h. m. P. M. 2 . 2 b. 48^ m, P. M. 3. 9 p. m., Friday;

After iiada. 12 hr. (true time); first, 7 h. 48f m. P. M.

;

' second, 8 h. iSf m. P. M. 6. 8 h. 47^ m. A. m.

6. The slower must be put on 13}^ min.
;
or the faster put back

i3lf RUR- 3 3 - 9 RRR- 0. | min..

10. 4 P. M. 11 . Tuesday, 4 f. m. 12 . min. past 9.

13 . Tuesday next, 4 h. 54} m. P. M. and 4 h. 32} m. P. M.

14. lo^S min. past 6. 15 . | sec. 16 . 1 h. 50,'^ m. P. M.

17 . On March 13, at the same hour at which it was put right.

18. 5 da. ago, at the same hour ; after 235 da. at tbe same hout»

19. min.

, Eatamples. 131 .

(0 io}i min. past 2 ; (u) 27^^ min. ; (111) 43^ min.

;

(iv) 24 min. ; (v) 34^? min., and 52^1 min.

2. (1) i6ii min. past 3 ; (ii) 32^^ mm. ; (iii) 49^ min. 5

(iv) 3i*r min., and 2g^ mm. ; (v) 40i\ min., and 57^1 mm^

(1) 33i\ mm. past 6 ; (ii) i6i\ mm., and 49^ mm.

;

(ill) no time
,

(iv) 19jj; min., and 45^ min.
;

(v) 8^ min,, and 56^ min.

4. (i) no time ; (ii) mm., and 49il[ min. past 12 ;

(iii) 32i^ mm. ;
(iv) 13^ mm., and 52j*i min.

;

(v) 24 min., and 4ij\ min.

fi- (i) 38A min. past 7 ; (11) 21^ mm., and 54i®i mm.

;

(iii) sA mm, ; (iv) 25^ mm., and Ji^ mim.
; (v) 14^1 mm.

(i) 54ik mm past 10 , (11) 5,^^ min., and 38^^]; mm.

;

(ill) 21jlr mm. ; (iv) 2^ min., and 41^1 min.

,

(v) 13^1 mm., and 30i\ mm.
7 . 22,1^ mm. past 2. 8. 27I4I mm. past 5.

Vz-h min. past 5. 10. 4^1 mm. past 12.

11
. i mm.-div. put back. 12 . Gains 56^ min.

Ez&mples. 133.

1. In 43 sec. 2 . 417 mi. 3. At 7-30 p. m. ; 300 mi. from Cal.-

4i At 5 h. 34f m. A. M. ; 257^ mi. from Cal. 6, 4I sec.
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e. 36 sec. 7. 3} and mi. per hr. 8. I hr. 26j^ mm.

B. ijo yd. 10 II h. 387 m. A. M. 11. ii9i mi.

12. 12 mi. from Cal. 13. 7 miles.

14. 5 min. 24}$ sec. after S starts. 16 . 9 h 9i^ m. A. M.

10. 240 mi. 17 6 mi. and ; mi. per hr. 18. 7 mi. 18a, iii mi.

19. 9 tr. 37A min. 20, 10 hr. 46 mm. 2L 46.

22. 16 mm. 43! sec. 23 . 3 hr. SS mm. 24. 28 mm,
/

Examples. 138.

1. (0 10 hr. ; (11) I? hr, 2. (1) 7* hr. ;
(ii) i} hr. 8. 3ii da.

4. 300 da. ; 30a da. 6. 3 hr. ; 6 hr.

Examples. 134

1. mm. 2. 79Ayii. 3 . 80 yd.

4 . 9 mm. 36 sec. 6. C can j^ive 5 points.

6. S wins hy 126 yd. 2 ft. and by 1 min. 16 sec.

7 . S-
8. C wins by 6oJg yd.

8. A] I mm, i5}gg sec ;B,i mm. 20} sec. , €> I mm. 23 sec.

10. A wins by 68f| yd. 11. 9-

12. A in sec, } B, 17? sec. ; C, i8| sec.

13 . 176 yd. 1 14. 5.

16. -A m 15 mm, 50 sec. ; in 16 min. 20 sec, ; C in 16 min. 40 secv

16. C wins by J7JS yd.

Examples. 13S.

1. r3^. 2. 6a. io}{j$. 3 . 100. 4. S2. 4a 6^. 6. igj.

6. 188s. 7. lOj'f da, 8. 3f da. 9. 32.
,

10. 100.

Examples. 186.

1. 10. 2. 45, 3 . 264. 4. 75. 6. 8. 6. 10^,

7. S37. 8a. 8. 30 8. B24. 4a log^'. 10, 21 mo.

11. 8. 12 . 6. 13. 43J da. 14 . 120.

16 . 6^1 oz. 18 . ts. 4<f 17. lor 8d. 18. 8J.
,

18 . 27. 20 9. 21. 25. 22. 10.

28. I3i. 24. 4i. 26, 6g oz. 26. £g8. 5J,
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27. 8. 28. 4. 29. 7- 30. 4.

31. 8. 32 . 3of- 33. S60. 7a. 34. 7530.

36 . igioz. 30. 20. 37. 3.

Examples. 137.

1. S20. 2 . S3;S4. 3. 180 gr. ; 87i\ gr. 4. 813.

6. Ss j
Szo. e. 48 da. 7. 28 da. 8. S4’i4t da. 8. 4 da.

^0. A man m 7^ hr. j a boy, 18 hr. ;
a man and a hoy m 5^ hr.

II. 6. 12. 10 hr.

Examples. I3S.

L 2. 1 3. A- 4- I 3- a- 0- H-

7. f. 8. |. 9. |. 10. S 4- 11- 1 : 4. 12. I : I.

13. 1 : 4. 14. 7 I 8 is greater. 15. 18 I 29 is greater.

18* 4 15 greatest, 2 ; 3 least. 17. 7 I ii greatest, 3 : 7 least.

18. Yes. 19. No. 20. Yes. 21. lof. 22. Si.

23. •0002. 24. 18 lb. 26. £1. 6s, 8(/. 26. 45 men,

27. £2. SS. 28. 30 hr. 29. 7^. 30. 14. 31. 39-

32. 7280. 33. SI- 34. 3i. 36. 06. 30. 25.

87. 4i|. 38. I2a.6/. 39. 17 10. 40. 27 64.

41. 2 : 1. 42. 192 1 240 : 280 : 315. 43. £2 . ss. Sfrf.

44. 18500 oz 45. 33 ft. 46. 15 : 16. 47. £s;2.

48. 30 gall, 20 gall. 49. 40 gall. 60. 16 : IS.

lIiBOellaneoas Examples. 139.

1. 17. 2. £I204. 3. 3’.S-7’ti*.i3’ ; S'
A

5. B369. 2a. 3^ 6. 18. . 7. 9996 and 1020.

8. B65. 150. 6/. 9. 8, 10. 25. 11. £269. IS. 9irf.

12. 15841b. 13 30Z0 men ; 2700 women. 14. EI5I. 2a.

16. 63 times. 16. 3^. 17. 123. 18. £s . lOS, 19. 84.

20. &8, 2a, 6fi, to each of 5 ; B4. la. 3p. to each of the others.

21. 13. 22.

'

•0203125, 23. '016, 24. i4Si-

26. 6. 26. 720, 27. 162 dollars. 28. i3i gall-

29. 1 12 sq. yd. 7 ft 30. 4l|hr, 31. 50 years,

32. 10 seers. 34, •083, 36.. Biio, 4a. Sift.36.

37. 38. The first person gams &i. iia. 6/. more.
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38. 455' Si • T^' 41. lift. 42. Bs888.

43 . 14. 44.
'4. 46. 40 grams. 46. •6552.

47. 9600. 48. Baygo. 100,

;

49. B14,

60. £22. jSs, ; £7. J2S, 8A 6L 42 boys , 2o^frnits. 62

63 . 4 sq. ft. 18 in. 64. da. 66. B3600.

68, £1. 7s, id. and 4d 67. 55 mm. 68. 27 i.

69 , Bi. loa. tp, ; Bi. ga. 7j^,, 60. 9i weeks , ,£341. Sr.

61 . 4 gall. 62. 3ihr, 63. II P. M.

64 . 1 F. M.
,
120 mi. from Cal1.66. 172800. 66. 39-

67 , 13^, xoid. j §{. 68. After 12J mm. 68. B2i2a,

70 , £2. os, 8d, 71. 2i mi. 72 . 128.

73. 14 , 28 3 42. 74. 42 ft. 76. J4I da.

76, Monday, 12 h, 8 m, P, M, ; Hii. 56 m. A. M. 77. 66 yd.

78, B256a 79. 59/j,, 80. 14 yd. 3 7 yd. , 2 yd 2 ft

81. I'I5 o’clock. 82. 2250. 83. ij mi. ,
2 hr.

84 . 8 mi. per hr. 86. 16 lb. 86, 2jhr, 87. 1008.

88. 72. 88. 45. 80, 6:s. lAu' 82 • S'

83. 55J sec. 94. '20I? yd. 96i, 10. 96 . 29 of wine!t0 41 <10

87. A, Bj. 4a, s B, B17. 12a. j C) B24.

88, and mm, past 2. 88, 3oAf sec, 100, tS,

101 , A cow, j[,i s a sheep, 5f, 102 7 ,’ 17. 103. J.

104. ji. 106 , 4 mi, per hr, 106 . B wins by

107. 4 da, 108 . 2 oz. 108. 2 gall,

110, 392^. 111. 55 min, 112 $ min, 15 sec,

113. 152 da.' 114 . 4 gall. 116 . £491. Ss

116. A in 36 days ; .9
, 48 ; C, 284. 117. 20 mi. per hr.

'' 118 , 360 sec, 118 , 15, 120. 2^1.

,
Examples. 140.

L Bi. ga,, B3. sa., B4 iia , B6. 40,

2 . ;£8. 2J., ;£6. 15J., ;£2 i4J,i8r. 3. 7j 4ii 6§, 7® tons.

4 . 75, 100, ii2j^, 120, 125. 6 £3, £i , 17 . 6. 6. B106.

7. £66 ; £71- los, 8. looj Jb. 8. 250 lb. 10 50,000.

11. B40, B30, Baa 12 . B12, Bie, B8. 13 . B240, B80, B40.

14. Bi8,B6,B8. 16 . £B, £6. 16. 12,10,8.
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17 . 86, Bio, Bj. 18 . sr yW., ^s, 3|/i:, li. i8j. gd

19. Each man jj., each woman Sf., each boy 21. 20. B2. 8a,

21, Men 271., women 27J., children iir. $(/. 22 £lS, £<).

23. cwt. , 24. 20, 30, 40, 50. 26 . 50

36. 40 rupees, 48 cight-anna pieces, 64 four-anna pieces.

27. Each man B2. 8a., each woman Bi, each child BJ.

28 . ?, 2.i.
20. 870,842,830,

80. The radii are and ft. 31. 180 gr,

82 . 825000. 33 . 57.

. Examples, 141.

1. 870, Bico, 8150. 2 . 87S0, 8520. 3 . iCiioo.

4. B45C0, B3000, 83000. 6, R3372. Sa. 6. /;4So, ,^360, ,£240.

7. £17. lor., ;£i5, ;£i2, 8. 87, 86, 84. 8a. 0. ,£286, £\b^ i6j.

10, 8483^%, 8498J?Si BaiSJJ.'i. U. /loo.

12. ,£366. 13, 8168. 120, 14. 30.

Examples. 142,

1, In the ratio of 3 to I. 2 . 8 1 5. 3 . In the ratio of 9 to 11.

4. 197 '. iSo. 6. In the ratio of 33 1 2. 6 . I 1 4

7, 8i lb. of each. 8. 25 md. at 83, 35 md. at 82. 4a,

9, 4j galL 10 , 20 1 7 i 5r. iV. 11. In proportion of 3, 3, 2, 2.

12 . In proportion of i, i, 5. 13 , 10 gall.

14. In proportion of 4, 6, 9, 16. In proportion of 52, 78, 51, 68,

Examples. 148.

1. 3 - 2 , 13^. 3 . 74 - 4. 4-34., 6. IlJ. 8, 84.80

T. 1* 5 . 8- £2 • 19 • 44- 8- 10 St.' 10. 84 . 8 . 9?.

U, 84 mi. 12. lo4 St. 13. 14 yr. 14. 43 yr. 15, 84 st

16 , II yr, 17 . 85,11a. 18 . 87. 19 . 63", 75".

Examples. 144.

1« 5 2, J 3, 4. 6. ij. 6. 835.

7. ;£lo. lof, 8. 3J. 0. 1218. 10. ,"5 sq, in.
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11. 4 cwt, I gr. 12 . R750. 13. 35929.

14. jS6oo, 16. S51 . 15 . y}, 18 , ;^45o.

Examples. 145.

1. 25 p. c. 2 . i 6s p. c. S. 3i p.'c. 4. 40 p. c,

6. 42? p. c. 8, 35 p. c. 7. 88g p. c. 8, igJJ p. c.

B, 46S{ p. c. 10. 13S p. c 11. so p c. 12. so p. c.

13 . 20 p c. 14.
57I p. c 16 . 210 p. c. 16, 50 p. c.

17 . p, c. 18 24 p. c. 19. 12J p. e.

SO, Nitre 75 p, c,i sulphur lOj aud charcoal 15. 21. 8^ p, c.

Examples. 14C.

1. 220, 2. 1200, 3 . 25.
' 4 , 10800, 6. 100.

8, l296nV< 7. R487S, 8*. Rsooo, 0. 13000. 10. 378.20.

KieoeUaneouB Examples. 147,

L loo. 2. RSooo, 3 , R4S45i'i' 4 . 128, 6, Rissili.

6, 35 p. c. 7 . 549 p. c. 8 , 2gi9 P. c. decrease, 8 , 50 Ib.

W" 9A P. c. 11 . 18A p. c. 12 , 9A p. c.

Examples. 148.

1. B175. 2 , ;£245 3. B75 t- ‘ 4. &7003. 2o,

6, B28000. 8. £9145. 7. E3000. 8. £101 . 10 . 7J.

B. Bioooo, 10. £260. 11. i£5i54p : £i54fj.

Examples. 149,

L 25 p c. 2. 25 p. c. 3 25 p c. 4. 33i p. c.

B. 8J p. c. loss 6 71?! p. c gam. 7. 33J p. c.

8, B80 , Id, lo^, 8 . IS 10 12. 11 9r.
'

12 . 2j. 3gjd, 13 , 12J p, c 14. aft". 16 . Bsoo,

16 , 8 md. 17 . 143 for fti2. 18. B232o§S 18. B320.

20 . 2L B2 . o . 4| 22 . 8. 23. 6 p. c. gain,

24. i p. c. gam, 28. 50 p. c, 28. 27. Loses 16 p.c.

28 , 17 p.c, 29 . 26A p.c. 30 . l6fp. c. 31. B150
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S2 , S22J. 33 . 2S yd. 34, Gams 30!^ P. c.

86. 4 for 32. ; 3121. 36. I lb. to 2 Ib. 37 . 20. 3^.

38. I7ip.c. ;2 : 1, 39 . B23,;.4. 40. 19 ; 12.

41. I : 2. 42 . 21 p. c. 43. B460. 44. 33ip.c.

Ezamplea. 150.

1. By. 4a. 2 . B21. 60. 3 . B45.

4. B263 . 10
. g. 6. Bii . 12 . 6. 8. Bayo.

ExamploB. 161 .

1. B24. 2. ;£5o 3. B3 I 5. 4. £57. I2J.

6. B222. 120. 6,
,

;£II2. 7. B40. 13. 8J|iB535 .i.8J|.

8. ;£32.io.6; £357.15.6. »• Bids. 5. 7JJ 18334. 1.4H.

10. B285. U. £372. 8j. , 12 . B440 . 8
. 4j.

13 . ^£763 . 13 • Oinr- 14. ;£4o6 4 • iflS- 16 . £226 , 1 , II,

Ezamplea. 153.

L !^33 « 5 ' 4. 2. £100. 8. £157. i«.

4. B5 , 12 , 6. 6. Ba . 0 . 3. 6. B3 .I 4 . 7 '

Examples. 153,

1. ;£2. 8j. 2, Bao. 40, 3. B4.13.1l!.

4. ^5 • 4 . 6?g. 6, Bfi . 14

.

6. B9 .i4 . 7ili\!

Examples. 154.

1. 2h 2. 3i. 3. 3JJ. 4 . 3^1.

6. 5- 6. 3i. 7. 8. 6p,

Examples. 135.

1. 3yr. 3. 3iyr. S. 3jyr. 4. 4 yr. 9 mo.

6. 2 yr. 3 mo. 24 da. 8, 97 days 7 . 64 yr. 8. 3yr.

8. 5yr. 10 . i5tb April. 11. 16 mo.

Examples. 150.

L By 50. 2. 84266 . 10 . 8. 3 . £170 .6.3. 4. £1050,

6. B4oa. 6, B730. 7. B800 8. B150.

9. B265. 10. £33 . 13

.

4. U. R672 . 4

,

4.12. ^1022.14.7.
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Slisoellaneoua Example s. 157.

1, 6J. 2 . B500, 3 , Rs7o. 4. 3 yr, 6. 10 yr.

6. 6 p. c. 7. B9733 .54. 8. B400 ; 7i 9 8A yr.

10 . B533

.

3 . 4 . IL ;£i9o- 12. £30000. 13 . Bi9*oo. 14 . 40 yt.

Examples, 158.

I. B41. 2 . B42 . 6 . II. 3. B38 .6.6. 4 . B141 . 2, 8.

5. ;£73 I . 3 3 - 8. ^343 . 4 • S- 7 £641 .6.3. 8. ;£26o .9.1.

9, B14 . 2. 2^. 10. £31 . iS , 9 to the neatest penny.

Examples. 150,

1, B1102. 8a. 2 . B327.13.1. 3 . B772.4,2.

4, B85J. 140. 6. B2184 . 13 . 4. 8. B4328 . 7 7 -

7, Bi . o . 10. 8, Bil .1.7. 9. B3278 .2.11.

10, B375 .3.11. 11. £go 14 . 1 to the nearest penny.

12 . ;£i2o, 13 . ;£2So. 14. ^31*5.

16 , £8iS . 3 . 3 to the nearest penny.

16. I5r. to the nearest penny.

MisoellaueouB Examplos. ICO

1 . B2 '

432 . 4 B625 6, B3310. 2a.

6. 85184. 7. Bioooo. 8. B5000,

Examples. ICl.

1 . B170. 2. Bi25o. 3. B3562 8a.' 4. ;fi337 . lof.

6. £1416 . 13 . 4. 8 £1003 .6.8. 7. B1600.

8. B182. 8a. 9 B2000D. 10, jflooo.

' Examples. 162.

1 . B5. 42. 8. B80 .3.4. 3 B151, 14a.

4. B105 .6.8. 6 £20 4.8J. 8 . ;fl7.8.2f?.

7. £4-^ 4 - 8. £i 15s. 9 B708. 120.

10. B482 . 14 . 8. 11. B1077 .8.6. 12. ;£38 . 8 . 9.

C. A. 32
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Examples. 16S.

1. 2 years hence. 2. Sisyr. 3. 34 yr. At. 9 mo.

6. 2jyr. 8. 4iyr 7. 3 mo. -

Examples, 164.

1, 20 p. c. 2. 2^ p. c. 3i. Sip-c. 4. 2ip.C,

6. 3P.C. 6. 5 p. c. 7 - 3ip.c.

Examples. 165.

1. 88134 80. 2 . 853903.10,8 i3. £574-3.4-

4. 4yr. S. 19 mo. 6. 3^ p. (u 7. 8600,.
8. B280O,

e. S450 . 6i p. c. 10. £200 , Syr. 11, Ri34lf.

12. £858 .6.8. 13. 5’s offer 14. 86o|^.

IS. 50 : 51 : 849*. 16. 20 p < 17. 891I.

18, £i7Ji. 19. ;£i88 13 . si- 20, 124.

21 £375 . »5. 22. 87128 ll . 10, to the nearest pie.

Examples. 166.

L 82,8, 10. 2. £247. w«. 3. £3.8j. 4. 838. 13a.

S. lils®- 6 . iJijr. 7. 89504. 8. 8337. 80.

0. 20 p. c. 10. l6|p c. 11, 124 p. c. 12. 334 P-c.

Sxamplas 107.

1. 7 mo. 2. i-fc mo. 3. 8 mo. 4. 6 mo. 6. gth June.

Examples. 168 ,

1. Rigoo. 2 . ;£24I.i6 - 3. 3 . R5034.6«. 4. 93^

6. lo6|. 8. B1500. 7. R4500. B £7440. 0. B70.

10. ;£22. loj. IL /1248. 12 £51771- 13. £53oc

Examples 1G9

1. S70. 2. B1641 .5.3 3 £40,000. 4. II370.

B. £921.45. 6. S779 . 2-3 7 . 86.40, 8, 17.

B. 105. 10. £20 increase. U R37W stock ,
Sii, 4a. increase.

12, B34 decrease. 13. 820 gam. 14. No alteration.
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16, ;£3o,50o 16, S22,5oo. 17, R72oa

18. 93J,
^

19. I29j. 20. 78|.

XixampleB. 170.

I , P c. 2 4iVt P. c. -3, 3i p. c. 4. 3§J. 6. 7ai®v

6. 74|f. 7. 99. 8. 86}. 9. 4iVs P- c. 10, Tbe latter,

11. The former. 12 . i\p c. 13. B7040. 14. ;£34oo,

lilisoellaneous Examples. 171.

1- iVt P. c- 2. 2} p, c. 8. The former. 4. ;£32. 5J.

6, 77}. 6. 190, 7. ;£i8oo ; 2 years sooner.

8. 890,600. 9. S1824. 10 91. 11 . 82}.

12, 8840, 13 , 108 14 ;£988o 15. 830,00a

16. ,£4. j6s. , 35 : 34. 17. 2261 ; 2260. 18. B2o,Soa

19 , 10. 20. 81000' and B2000 21. ,£400, ;£i2oa

22. 83200. 23. 3|}p a 24. 8100. 25. 82700.

36
, ,£24291411?, 27. ,£75,000. 28. io6|5.

Examples. 172.

1. ,£275 -IS,- 5 - 2. B3705.7.6. 3. 360. 4. £4.17.4.
6, 82 . 13 . 4 per dollar. 6. no 7. Bi} 8 14.

9. 825. 15a. 10. Advantageous through London.

II. ;£12.18.7}! 12. Iloseiop, c 18 8j. 2d.

14. ,£83 6.8. 15 ,£56 SJ. 16 Bi-n. 8d 17. ;£8a

18. ,£4687. lar. 19 Gains ;£ll 5r. 20. is, 4d per nipea

21, I Gold Mohur— ‘7i...eagle. 22 i Napo.B8'55 rnpees.

23 , 81. So. 24. 2s. id 25 . One of the former=2 of the latter.

Examples. 172a.

1. 2 305 Km, 2 3 Km, 4 Dm. 7 cm.

3 . J20 Dm. 3 m. 2 dm 7 cm 4 75073050 mm,

6. 30 Km 7 Hm 3 m. 8 cm, 6 mm 6, 23000807 sq.'m,

7. 500600 04 sq. Dm. 8. 4 ha 7 a. 40 ca, 9, 80700 ca.

10. 36 ha 30 a 70 ca. 11, 3 cu, m. 12 cu dm. 35 cu. cm.

12 , 5027004000 cu, mm 13. 40 K1 7 HI 3 dl 2 ml,
'
14. 3 Mg. 4 Hg. 6 gr. 16. 13 fr. 7 dec, 5 cent. 16, i‘i m.
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17 . 4125 times. 18. 5 days. 19. 8 Kg. 5 Hg.

20. 3 ft. 75 c. 21. 3 a. 5 ca. 22. 200 hectolitres,

23. '914...metre, 24. ‘62i...mile. 26 , 29’92i276 inches,

28 . 4536...grams. 27 . i‘2255...grams. 28. 4545 4§cucin

29. 8 tonneaux 825 kilo. 30. 1056 8...grams, 31. £7, 6s. io|d.

32. 2 20 lb. 33. 10 lb. nearly. 34. 5*23 m. 36. 1050 cm,

36. 5 francs. 37 . (i) 1000 , (2) 1000000. 38. 37500 cu. cm.

39. 4 m. 40 . 1000 grams. 41. 28'4l. 42 . I3'6 ;

‘
3.

43 . 1 5 cm, 44 , 13 times ,
‘5i litres left. 4:6 . 35'2.

46. 5 yd. 2 ft i‘9o5 i in. 47. I2t‘8 ares. 48 . 1*234 metres,

48. 4S3 grams. 60. 637 5 kilo. 61 . 1*5 metres. 62 . i'8...francs.

63 . ;g44. 64. 193 75 sq. yd. 66, 5*2 sq. metres.

66. (1) 2*54 cm. ; (11) 1550 sq m. 5 (111) 61 cu. in. , (iv) 28 htres.

67 . 16 grains. , 68. 933*25 grams 69 . 1360000 grams.

62. I hr. 25 min. 20 sec. 63 . 0*7716. 64. 3727 litres.

Examples. 173.

1, 30. 2. II94 3. II70. 3. 6. 3i. mu

6, K18. 7. 51. loA 8. Tea 2s., coffee is. per lb,

9. Tea 21.) sugar 6(7 per lb. 10. 2 and 5. 11. ;£9oo and ;£300.

12. 25i 30 and 35 years. 13. 20, 10 and 15 years.

14. K54, .S S18, C B8. 16. &150. 16. R342f.

17. 95) 60. 18 . 40, 60. 19. 50, 300. 20 . B6. 4a.

2L Sa. 22, l md. ; 5 md.) 3 md. 23 . 40^^ mi. per hr.

24, 24§§^mi. 26. 1122 ft. 28 . i5'j<^min. 27 . plJ'min.

28 , 40, 29, 20, 30. 70 oz, 3L 12 gr.

32 , II oxen, 24 sheep. 33. ;£875o, 84 . 20 years'.

36 . 3 p. c. 36 . 34 weeks. 37. 19. 38. 15 lb. 10 01,

89. 44 days ; 2 1 i. 40. 200 cu. ft. 41, 3 hours,

42 . 3 hours. 43 . 65 gallons ; 13 hours.

. Examples for Exexoise. 174a.

1. Ten billion, thirty thousand two hundred million, seven

hundred and twenty thousand, and twenty-one.

2

.

'''48910. 3 . 47337 ?'. 4. 5». ii*. 17.

6. 6. 23*0424522*9596. 7, R4 . 7 . 9.
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8, Three hundred and twenty croresi one laci three thousand}
one hundred and two.

8. 10091401.
,

' 10. Sa . 7 , 3. 11. 37. 12. if.

13. '000159S j ’00J1472. 14. i^d. 16. 18508984,

10. 49110419796. 17. I7r. 9<i 18. 48345. 18. 5}|^

20. 7045. 2L 22. CMXLIV,499.
23. 33211521848. 24. 921. 25. ij. 20. I53’4ii34.

27. 026. 28. 15. 20 765. 30. 27. 31. 32953856 dr.

32. U- 38. 34. *212. 35. £1. 3r. SK 36 13440,

37. BS.3a2|^J. - 38. i|o. 38. 40. 3’o68825g.„

^1- 42. B3. 12a. 43. 2. 44. 142114!.

46. 48. ij. 47. 4- 48. -ol.

48. 7. 60. 324. 61. II. 52. 3f 83 700310.

64. I'2375. 66. I25*s6875</ 68. l mm 30 sec

67. 124727. 68. B16. 13a 3fi. 68.

80. 3 po. 4 yd. 2 ft. 3 in. 81. 9,7. 82. 424-8936.

83. 14, 64. 4536360. 66 52084. 88. BiioseS. la. 6fi,

87 . 22i. 68. I 68. 3g. . 70. 4828-04...

7L 5456. 72. 340 po. 5 yd. I in. 73. B466 9a.

74. 76. llf;8i<f. 78 , 426. 77. -709. 78 137.

78. Bi. ya, 4^, 80. Saturday. 81, 82.

83, f. 84, 43 3. 86, 729. 86. ;£i25. 5J. 87. f.

88. 9405. 89, 120712. 80, 7702! in.

81. 934*12 sq. yd. 92. B3 8a. 03, 5 and 7. 94.

96. 275 times 5 rem. -003. 06. 3125. 97. 29400000,

88. 9, 6 and 4 times. 99. 326764._ 100. 4f.

101. 102. iJ. 103. •4461538. 104. 1 I2'

4 .

105. 21 yd. 2ft.2j in. 106. I7S3- 107. i
108. 12a. 108. -ooooooi4285f. 110. •00759.- 111.

-
8,

U2. BT 113. 1296, 114. 1386 sq, yd. 3 ft 961 in.

U6. 1 116 . 3i 117. 8. 118 . Bi, 8a, Zp. 118. 220,

120. 48. 12L 21. Sid: 122 in. 123 13.

124. ’3305. 126. 3 461538. 126. £182, JS, 2A 127. 13.

128. Wednesday. 128 53. 130, 4iV 131 20,

132. -0432. 133a 3^4^- 134. 2’.3.3 7.673 ;; 3 7.19.101 j

G. C. M. 21 ; L. C. M. 2’.3.5.7.I9.idi.673,
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136. 26. 136 . I. 187. -657528. 138 . ,^5.

139. 4288*179204. 140. 250 times.

Examples for Ezeroise. 1741).

1. 3210 ; 1023. 2. 12. 3 . 3. 4. 16$ mm.

6. 46|. e. i. 7. sp.c. 8. 4 i 7.

9. 4725. 10. 1050 sq. yd. 11. 6 h. 27^ m. p. m,

12. R46. 4a. 13. 3-2804. 14. 4. 16 . 137,

16. 1250 ,
'0125

;
'0000000125. 17. E5. 100,

18. Monday 8 P. M. ; min. to 6. 19 , 102, ; 6s, id. ; 2d,

20. 1%. 21 . 17s. 6d. 22 . 1855. 23 . 84^%.

24. 300 sq. yd. 26 . 8 hT 26 . £22. 82. 27 . 169 *. 191,

28. 9^ p. c. 29 . 999976 ; 100141. ' 30 . 172.

31. 192511 18261, 17271, 16281, 15291, 15201, 14211, 13221, 12231,

11241, 10251. 32. 3^ hr. 33. B9963. 34. ii .* 9.

36. 33J. 36 . 5. 37. 14. 38. R750. 39. 7h. 34m.P.M.

40. ,£419 . 19 . 3. 41. 401 : 544. 42 . 4 yr. 48 . 150.

44. ^ 45. 1015. 46 . 3^ days. 47 . 9 days, 48 . 16 *. 65.

49 . £264. 6s. id. 60. 14. 61 . 80. 62 . B156.

63 . I hr. 64. 70. 66. 83 ; 92 ; 92 : 1 53. 66. ;£48oo,

67 . 429. 68. *02. 69, ii^ gallons. 60 , ii P. M. 61. I2 da,

62. In the first vessel ratio of wine to water is 1729 '. 271 ; in the

second 271 ; 1729. 63 , /4840, ;£44oo, ;£4ooo, 64 20,

66, 7*875. 66. 453750 tons. 67 . 45 days, 68. 440 mi.

69. 7 : I. 70. 53}. 71. 200. 72. 120. 73. 26.

74. 17^ mi, and 9^ mi. per hour. 76. is. loid.

76. Each man £3. 13s.

,

each woman £2, los. •, each child £1. 5).

77 . 4 mo. hence. 78. 250. 79. 38S ;
11*32 gr.

80. R19, So, ' 8L Loses J min. 82. 20 hr. 16 min.

83, 120a 84. £276 .6.1. 86. 8184 or 7434.

86, ;£lo, 8r. 87. 126. 88. 12 hr,

89. 18^ days ; on the supposition that they work i3hours a day.

90. A £s4o, 3 £360, C £240, 91. 92. B500.

93. 61000, 94. 24 yd. per min. 96 . 9 hr,

08 . iiSris gr. 87. B2. 130., B4. 8a. 98. lo for a rupee. -

99. ;£io33. 100. 128-5016.';. 101. i in.
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102. The clock ought to ha^e been set at 5 h. 30§^l P- m.

103. ISO mi. 104 .4, 848 . .5, S40 , C, 835- 105. 826.

106. 63. 107. HI 108. 16 ft. 109. I2| hr. , j4, 4t . -5i 5^

110 Ri. 8ff. lU. 4A, So , Ri. 8a., 84. 8a., R13. 8a.

112 824 ^1,. 113. S660. 114. R24000 115. 73 times.

116. 5! miles from P. 117. 100. 118. id’s l| or , P’s 2 oz.

119 810, 120. £280 12L ‘0218... 122. 2 ft.

123 7i’s yd. 124. 89 7“ 125. 40. 126. 83. za.

127. 46 128 S7S 129. £12. lOJ. 130. SA days

13L 4ift 132 8 ft. 133 Will lose 7P c.

134 12a 135 44 136. 15 yd. 137. 1§| hr.

138. £48 isr. 139 3S) IS. w. 25 140. 47A P. c.

14L S5 142. 576 0297502224. 143. 50 times.

144. They will run 1i dead heat.
,

145. 25. 146. 9

147. :£io 148. 3 gallons. 149 £30.14.8! 150. 3 ft.

ISL 23J days. 152 43 wk. J da. 2 hr. 153. 6 ft., 8 ft.

154. Loses 53i P- c. 165. 78. 166, £8. 6r. 167. I2J.

168, 21? mm. 169. R105000. 160 6K/2in„8V2m. 16L isj.

162. 42 gallons 103. 279 , ! 164 Breadth, 6 yd ;
height, 5

165 2541 mra 160 B67 So. 167. 224> 3361 420. 168 54bi*

169 72' 170 17L 4 tr. 172 2i| hr.

173 66 mm 174 j4 must pay is 3if and C is 6if to S.

175 £40 176 II 177. £2359 iSs 178 l2oo.

179 36 mi and 4 mi per hour, 180. 2333283! francs.

18L £1327 lor 182 12. 183 2313^. 184 -iliSliS.

186. 217! ft. , 242 times 186. ii! 187. 3 188. £75.

189 The former ; customer loses 2 05 01 in i lb

190 58 miles. 191. 79 i da 22 83 hr 192 263^1-

193 3!! days 194. £10 196 , 8300 196 6S00 1 7221.

197 20th Oct 185s 198 780 BC , 46S ac , 520 ac.

199 3 times 200 3426 yd. 20L (i) 40 ; (11) 60 ; (111) 80

202. A, 82476^*1: , S, R1523H 203 99j^ , £1761*1^.

204 lj</ 205 125 206. 3175 207. Cwmsby^Ayd.
208 19 ac 209 R345 210 854 14a 4j5 ; p c.

211 I4r Jld, ; gd 212 *346574, 213, 1 mm. 51! sec.
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214. 6o days. 216. £606. 216. After 6 months,

217. ;£i54oo. 218. w. ajrf. 219. liWif-

220. 5000 sq. ft. ' 22L 322| yards. 222. 29040 ft.

223. S76. 224. GainsS25j§|. 226. 8550.130.4^.

228. A, of a chest ; C, 227. 17 m.

228. 22 yd. 220. 43j?- 230. A, B76 ; S, S76 j C, B40.

231. B770 j I. 282. 10. 233. ;£86o. 3f. Ilirf.

234. 6 yd , 6 yd , 3 yd. 236. After 9 mm. 236. 10.

237. I lb. to 2 lb. 238. 12 ; B1460. 230. B411. 12a.

240. 3J. 241. y m. each way ; 7776.

242. 2 mm. 27^^ sec. ; 1080 yd. 243. 10.

244. Better 20 lb.| worse 40 lb. 246, ;£500. 246, 1152.

247. £2364. 121. iid. 248. 2 ft. 240. B wins by 88 yd.

260. B18. 26L 12 bus , 12 bus., 36 bus.

262. B5j§f decrease. 263. 84,30. li^. 264. 10^. 266.2501b,

267. 13J days. 268 3 1 2, (by volume). 260. B30780.

260. B276. 10. 6p. 261, 50. 7|^. , B5498. 70 262. 72 yd.

263. I mm. 264. B43II 266. 80 lb.' 266. 81726 . 10. 8.

267. 40 3^, gam. 268. ^1123 . 15 . 2. 260. 59 sq. ft. 21 m.

270. 39 yd. 271. loj da. 5 4/^ cu. ft. 272. 65.

273. 895197.201^. 274. 2s. 3d’. 276. 6p, 276. 12 yd,

277. 3 da. 278. 27 da. 270. 2 st 7 lb. 280. 816500

281. mi, 282. 64. 283. 9 cu. ft. 1397} in. 284. hr,

286. 27. 286. 40 yr. 287. 92. 288. 60.

289. £1508. 15J. 7iJ|d. 200. 2399 lb. 7i',^ or. 201. 160 yd.

202. 293. 1000 yd. 204. 17000 18067.

296. 3^ pice. 296. ,£1668. ys. i\^d. 207. 82,9.8.

208. S^da. 290. 49. 300. 26^,. SOL ;£89 . 8
.
9.

302. 9. 303. 8370. 304, 161 sq. ft 21^ in. 306. 25 mi.

806. 2176. 307. 81500, 308. ,£1350. 308. 82 . 15

.

y\.

310. 14 5. 311. 2 m. 312, 5 mm. ; ^ mi. 313. 68.

314. iO;U^ p. c. increase, 316. 12 p, c. 316. 4 yd,

817. 933^ ib 318. 49^ min. 319. 18 da. 320. 33i-

321. B44000 decrease. 322. 81705}}! , ;£i73AV 323. i.

324. 5/3, ^/2, ^ 326. Faster 99 yd. ; slower 77 yd.
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328 ;£i . 18
. 4. 327. Just passes 328 B6 . 8.

329 330. S2. 3a 331. £goo 332, 51I3 mi.

333. 334,. 72 gall 335 4^ p c 336 i,r, 8£

337 . ga 3/ 338. 144 ; ta. 339 22 mi. 340. 4|.

341. 8923°!? 342. ;^799S. 343. is 9in\i'^ 344. 50. 4/>.'

346. ;£i 50 i;,; 346. 80 min. 347. 2601. 348.

1

349. £1073. 4T o656o736rf. 360 . 830.

Problems. 175.

1 942. 2 . lod. 3 lli\ m 4 1083.

S. So guineasi 128 balf-crovT&s. 6. 7 . 132. 8. ;f275i

9. 6^ ; 156J. 10. 223358... , 20 0S7...0Z. IL 34}.

12 . The latter, 13, 3r li^d 14 15J iiid, iSJ'lorf, 151. g£
16, 3456, 2304 16 126 qt 18. 851 83i 82. 19. 2632,

20. 3 31, 3^. 22 . 424 33 60 24. uz.

26 , 120000 26. 11960 sq. yd. 4 ft. 20*41 m.

27. 10 ft. 28 10a 29. 1319472 ft. 30. 33ilb.

31. 8x' 32 . 81*025... 33 395. 34 46^111.

36 . 81026 38. 6 hr 59 r* sec 37 54 limes.

88. II days. 39 40. 13, 4L 50. 42 ^mi.
43. 1 mile 980 yards ; 13}$ miles 44. 2^^ hr. 46. £20

46. 36! mi per hr. , 8 h. 37 tn A M 47 2g|| mi, 15/jf mi.

48. 9^^ mi. per hr, 49, lofmi. 61. 115 mm,
62 . 167 nun, 63. 25 mi 54 li'3o A. M,

66 In 10 min, more 56 A £162, B ;£ll8, C 104.

67. A ,£1296 , B £I%^^, C j£io44 68. 30 69. 3.

80. 8720, B1280. 61. 4i' 63. II, 22 and 33 days.

63 . Tea is 5}if., coifee 51. loif 64. 30 and 18.

66 8 and 12 66. 2*20 lb. 87. lo gall.

68. Man 8250, each woman 862 8a
,
each child B15. loa

69. 824,815,81. 70 3oyr, and25yr 71. lop, c,

72. io2i<£ 73. 85.7. SiV 74. 30 times 76. 12s

76 ;£5ooo 77, 4jmi per hr. 78. 42j§.

79. 23 carats fine. 80. 4} nu. per hr. 8L 81^,
82. 9 gaU. 83. 2 : l. 84. 12 gall 86. 5| gall.
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86. 1 : I. 87 . 314s 6424 • 1431. 88- 2^' 4rf. per stone.

89. R16060. go. Ss. Za. ; 2a 91. B7678. 2a. ; loa. 2'8!|^.

92 . £7. ISJ. 83- W) 25i S°i 75 - 84. i8j.

96. A 82400, S B900, C B240, D B60, 96. 28800 ft.

97 . IS rich, 85 poor. 98. 27JJJ cu. in. 99 . 83923^.

100, B820. 101. 133. 102 . 7rfir;,4iV 103 . ;£8i8. 8j.

104. 812960,811220. 105. ,£48000. 106. 6^p. c.

107. 48 mi 108 . £ia. 109. Sl* HO, 810538 . 12 . 6.

111. B14508, 812090, 812896, 89672. 112. ;£I9^.

113. 84942^, 114. 45 mi. per hr. 116 . The steamer ; 16 hr.

116, 25, U7. 76. 118. 35 measures. 119 . 30 seers,

120. ,£690' 121 . 52, 122. 89180. 123 . 1050.

124. iSi^gcu. in. 126 . ,£$. 141. 126. 8400. 127 . 144.

128 . 85000. 129. 25. 130. 3$ md. 131. 2| p. c. 132 . 2i,

133. 81. 9a 134. 8450. 136. The second is 820 less.

136. 7. 137. 20 da. 138. 87.80,810 139 . 87.80,89.

140, 30. 14L 82 142. 7 and i. 143. 83 I2a.

144. By 3<i. 146 . s63o6i , l2 S77 S7 iiVn®if

146 . ii663,<ii69, 1000, 1002. 147. 48 centres, 31 outers.

148. ,£4. 4J., ,£3, £i, i6j. 149. 88. 160, B4500,

161. 849. 162 . 89. 163 . II. 164. in.

166, Each man, 82 ;
woman, 8 2 , boy, 12a. ; girl, 8a.

166 . 7 ; 40. 167 . 10, 15, 20. 168. 75 p c, and 25 p. c.

169. 63 cwt. alloy, 2} cwt, lead, | cwt. tin. 160. So , 6a , 42,

161. imd. 162 . 82. 163. 6a. 164. 15 hr.

166 . Sii^ hr. 166 . 4 hr. 2o min., 7 hr. 35 min.

167. 846,10.8, 168
, 3iV mi. - 169 . 4-25 p.M.

170. 18 mi. per hr. 17L 2* mi. 172 . S46. 80. 173 . B37350.

174. I2a 176. gr. 176. 85065^^ decrease.

177. 140,168, 160 ,-840. 178. 815. 179 . 20. 180. R400.

181. isJ. 182 . ,£412. lof. 183. English navvies ; £4000.

184. ,£1050. 186 . ,£34 . 8 . ili\^. 188. II99’36523437 5 sq. yd.

187. I8i|h,. 188. I23f. 189 2s.Zd 190. 33J. 19L 12.

192 . 48 of each kind. 193. 90 mi. 194 . 60 p c. 196 . 31.

196 . 21420. 197. 810022. 4a. 6^. 198 . £1239. ly.
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199. £3S3. IIS. 200. 3j. ^\d 201. ;£2ooo,

202. IK. 7i®ai/ 203. 78 p. c 204. ;£46S4Ai ;£i35SI> ;£9|S.

206. 32a 206. £3>I7 . loj > Ss. ii</. 207. 1100 ft. per sec>

208. li mi. aod § mi. per hr. 200 . 2 ^’ days after 2nd starts,

210. ;£i 3 ii6 . 6 . 8 . 211. 250

212. 8 min. 4 sec. ; 8 min. 15 sec. , 8 mm. 26 sec. 213. 14 min.

214. il22|. 216 glfS min. 216. S200. 217. ij i 9 i 5-

218. 75 sec. 219. 29t|||7 mi. per hr. 220. ;f7 . II . 3.

ANSWERS TO CALCUTTA ENTRANCE PAPERS.

1858.

L 33J. 2. 3. 17320508... 5 ‘5477225... 4. lAVi 02.

1859, A.

L 5 ; 22. 2. 407 yd. 3. The former ; ‘2236. 4. 857^ ac.

;

6. ;£2400. iSf. ojfa', 6. I3‘427 poles j ‘17325. 7. £iSSo.

i8S9,

1. 8333 hr. 20 mm,. 2. 86, 3. li ; 'O079.

4. loil 6. ‘00064
; ’009 and 400000,

i860.

1. 89963. 2. 7564 : ‘7071... 3 . 29 ; 2, 4. 86.

1861.

L 2243‘i8, 2 . "035 5 sf-fr. 3. ;^2I42. 5f. 4jd

4. Ii03laS nc.

1862.

6, '0316. '

L 54. 2. S K. gd. 3 . 4iss^* In 2si§ mm. 6. ‘03162.M

1863,

1. ili4 ; II'2388.., 8. ;£i43. 7* ii^oi

4. i4§| days. 6. 3l‘o52, e. £s^g. 4s.
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1864.

L S40. 2. I ; 2. 8. £,^^. 14J. 71^4

4, 4JA ; 5885416, 5. ‘014 ; ’ODOI, 6, 6800 7221.

1865.

1 . 79III ; 79'4048 S
’3415. 2. '001764 ; 1°.

S' yd. ; S1023. ga, 7^, 4 . 45 men.

6. S84. la. iq^. ; Sid. 8a.

1866,

A.

1, 2-183125 ; I20f ; I33I6-87S. 2. ;£96. l6i. g^d.

8. 39-05 ; 12-348... j id. 4. 12 days. & £2, 16s. 0-4784472656254

1866, B.

1. -10444637 ; I. 2. ;£2I. 3f. 6g4<f.

3, -00041616 : 9-042 : 21-7272... 4. 256-256 ; -0256256,

3, B210. 6. 9^ 5 £176, ns.

1867.

1. 19 mi, 836 yd. 2 ft, 2. 102960 ; 320-87, 8, Loses £1. 3A id.

d. 2 ; glffii 6. xm^ni ’001275 ; -001699... 6. 9|.

1868.

L IIS. 34 : 5. 2. I2'375 s
1-816... 3, 440 mdes.

4. 401 : 544. 6, £12. i8s. 10^4 0. 58I yd.

1869.

li 4 ; -02392609126984. 2. ;£io. los. ; J|

8, -02
j
-0000002

3 •I4I4,m 3 -0004... 4. ;£i4. 7s. lifd. S. 16 years.

1870.

1. S15. Iljfa. 3 8091 cu, ft, ' 2. 998999*5^?^;

(i) -001353 3 (2) ago 5 2-5227, 3. 140J 3
2-0025...

4 io| days._ ' 6, Second, 6, 2070^^,
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1S71.

L R273S. 13a. 2. greatest, least ; £7. os, , 1,

0, *001875 5 679S*‘2S i R68, 3a. ij^i. j ‘iji

4 , 55 miles. 6. R3350.

1872.

L R1597. 10a. 3^. 2 i ; R15. 20. 4;). ; 2^
8. 5050 ; (0 *075758 ; (il) *677166 5 30*84.

4. R197, lia. 7SI^< B. R262. 8a,

1873.

L (0 5 i («) RaSfiQ- 7a. 7A i R48. 2. *0033 ; j *5048...

3. R20, lla, sii/f. 4 . 19 }r. 6. 50. 7^. i R549S. 7a.

1874.

1. ; 1 : 161 : 332S 226128... ; '^30769, 2. 63 days.

8. 3xVf on. ft. 1 15}}! CO. ft. 4 . 120000.

C. RC6666. 100, Sfi, ; R108.

187s.

JL 2 j R50 j
*2213... 2. A. 3. R35. 10. 4/f.

4 . R16540. 6. B58. 20. ; 3^5.

1876

1. iftVA ! R*3. 13a. 61%^.
;
'4441— 2. 9 ; 23*04484..,

3 . 12} yd.

;

Ri. 120. ; ;C2i5, i6j. 8{(f. 4 200 da. 6. 4}.

1877-

1 . * i £3 - 91. 2. R9105. 10. 6^. 3, £78. 131.:

4, 125. B. 39 days. 8. B3312 ; R219.

1878.

1. 2062*649..^ 2. 1*00015... 3 . *375.

4. B24. 14a. 6AV®V. 3. *009945456507 e. ;£ 5«.I91.
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i8;9.

!• 400; 50; 6; 2. 104. 3- W 4 > W IjVlF i

(«) '02704S ; (d) ‘001. 4k 18 times. 6. 68 men.

6. Deaease;£ii. 4'(< 3<^< ^3.

l88o.

L 100; 20; 3 i 15; 155; loflfl ! J. 2. (o) ; (fi) ;
(t) 2’65.

8. Each boy, ;f4. iif,;each'woman;;£i 3.i3j.;eachm!ln];£27 . 6j.

4 . 65 gallons i 13 hr. 6. C wins by yd. 6. 825.

r88l.

2. 4i% i 3. 8. 78i*S ; B380. 6a. 4. ; 1-8549. 6. £i 54«>

1882.

L 4321- 2. ;£s. i8r. 9ii ,

-

57.

8. 30030 sec. i 15016, 1001 1; 6007; 2003, 1431; 463, 391 times

respectively, 4. (1) 1600, (it) 27-96424... 6. 18 da. 6. 835000,

1883.

1, |. 2. 30 ; -75. 3 . '00694 ; 86 , ,^10. los. loif.

4 . £21. us, 2^d. B. 896I. 6. 28^ years ; 8562. 8a,

;

75 p,c.

1885.

1. 2. -12 ; -2 j -30472... 3 . 3 46lS3Si;£i.I<w.

^ ;£5I3. 6s, Sid,

;

3-1224...; -2828.., 6. 18 , 8/; per cent.

6, The first investment is better ; ,£1342. los.
; 3^,^ per cent

1886.

1. S?l. 2. ». 8. m'.m- 4. -55-001136.

6, £36, 17s. 6d. 6. S28659. 6a. 7. 812, 12a, 9|^. 5
gain 8133^.

1887.

1. (®) i S (fi) 35°. 2 . -0203125. 3. (o) ;£i7. I2r. ajrf.

,

(i) B2000. 4 . 10. 6. S510. e, 13-31 5 -471...
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1.

4.

1 .

4,

1 .

3.

L
4.

1.

4.

1 .

4.

5.

1 .

4.

1.

e.

L
3.

6.

A. 2 . 11200

188S

; 37
'

96. 3. I38
‘

4497i ; £20. i6s, g^A

/1034. 14f. 4}Sd'. 6 . 15$ days. 6. 6} , ;£ioo.

51 59139412-

1889,

2 862126 ... S. ;£5247. 2f. dfidl

I‘OOOI27... 6. ;£67o5. i4f. 7(f.

« 1890.

3 . B23931 . 7«. 7A 2 . 73o5'4o5 ; J?t.

81771 . 4. 60 days. 5. 8104. 40.

Wlf.Wf
1891.

2. 2 202642. 3. 8408. 30. 4^>|^.

9 hr. 41A mm. 5. 820800, 6. St yd.

1892.

a- 26219. 8. "312 ;
098

}
-

998.

81232 . 140. 0^. 6 . £2500.

1893.

(0 i (2) 3- 2 . -0789 , Hf } it s ri. 3. ^345-

8238 30-iiW-
Sgofioo in the 4 per cent, stock and S/^jOoo in the 5 per cent.

Mnniapal debenture stock.

1894.

;£37. Of. 8i4. 2 . £491. 8f. 3. i6f. o'syJoijA

'9998 6. 6 Rupees per head.

1895.

I'oooot. a. B12345. 3 . 3 francs 84 centimes. 4. i.

Increase of B47
; '8832876712, ,

1896.

Greatest number»23704543i and least number=8i43.

(i) A I (2) '075088. 3. 22677.^ 4. 8531.30.10,1^.

l| per cent, loss. 8. 821735.
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1.

8.

L

4.

1.

4 .

1.

A,

1.

8 .

1.

3.

1.

8 .

1.

4 .

L
4.

1.

4 .

189;.

«72S' (a) :& 2 . Yes( 320th part ; B32. 9a.

20. 4. 33i yr. 6. B6 per sbaie. 6. I 7724.«

189S.

20150. 2. iij-osi. 3 . 234 ; 8'o6oo,

B250. 6. li per cent profit 6 . B23400.

1899.

25. 2. i}} ; sy. 3 . B606. 1 la. 9|^

226 ;
'226. 6. 3if per cent e. B18.

1900.

2520 secs. 2. 6 ; sV 3. 8.

;£S5. lor. 3i5(i E. 125. 0. Gams Bioo.

1901.

(a) I'4i6 ; (^) '565, 2. (a) Yes ; (^) £68. 15J, gd.

4 lb. 8 oz. 4. 4 per cent B. 86’42. 6 .. Bi ; 22 i 169.

1902.

(a) Terminating, (i) ^ , -oje. 2. 615326. loa. ; B7340.

35 boys. 4 . 2i j 8729. 6. ;£ioo. 6. 4 per cent. B60.

1903.

(a) I ; (i) •000568!.

i| min. 4. (6) 3J ; i'5ii8...

1904.

(a) 997920- 2 . (a) J.

39’6 poles. 6. £700,

2 . Yes ; (6) £170, igs. 4i4

6. J| gallon. 6. (J) B50.

I 3 . 22i days.

6. B151710.

165.

B4. la.

1905.

2. if. 3. 4’467 S 791 .

6, Biia 7a. 2j^, , 3 p. c. 0, £3000,

1906.

(2)99679. 2. (2)(o)i ;(J)2,

•1667 ; 7746. 6. 17s. 6A
3 . B17. 2n,

6. iif p. c.



I
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1907.

1. 37128. a. (i) i ; (2) A- 8- ^46- no loJSA

4. 110400. 5. B760. Sa e. 13s. 3i?iH«?-

190S.

1. (i) Non-terminabng ; (2} Ki. 8a. 2. ':£934<l8.2.

8 . (o) Loses lliSS mm 5 W was by 7j|il y*^"

4. (a) 2A j (i) ‘5345- Siooo 6. Incr. B425.

Alter : 2. 2038^!^ gall. 4. BS746, 8a, ; 6J p, c,

1909
2. (I) 7 . (2) 65. 8 S939 . 13 . 6 , 371-173'

4. B1228. 2a , ;£5S8 . 10 . 10.

6. 3i n, S9> 33i J77. 649j i947 , 20 p. c.

ANSWERS TO CALCUTTA MATRICULATION PAPERS.

1910.

Cctupulscfy Pt^er.

! (^)
' 504 > 17280,

a (1)' 167A 1(2) -oop, (i) 40.

8. (I) B3816. loa. 8^ 5l(2) l6| yr. (#) 2-115.. .cn.

' AddihoniA Paper.

1. 2501317. {p) IS ft. a. (i) See p. 141 ; (2) 24855-296.Mmiles

T911.

Compulsory Paper.

1. (i) B610 2. (i) I , (2) -cx>52o83. {b) -00027.

8. (l) B31. 15a. 3p.

;

(2} £227. 12s {f) 180 men.

Addtltoral Paper.

L 469246. 54-0321; 57910“ 2 (1) 3-14159; (2) 28.

1912

Compulsory Paper

1 iP) 2. (1) A . (2) ;£» 13J- arf. W (1) 3i p. c. 5

(2) B442. 7a, 7|^. 8. 25 men (p) 2624 sg. ft. j B95 loa. Sp,

Additional Paper.

1. 37I-I73' (6) 117 ft, a 24855 miles (i) -54931.

C. A. 33
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1913-

Compulsory Paper.

L (2) 504 5 W 1890

3. (i) i ; (2) 0'2907. (i) (i) 0-0015625 ; (2) B2362. 80. ,

8. (i) 3 p. c. ; (2) 28 yd.

Aidtiional Paper.

1. 5’403 ; (*) ^366. lOfl- 2. 239-197... . W See p. 79.

1914.

Compulsory Paper.

L 278523^. 2. 247 : W 2160.

8. iSmt- (*) S14650. ^a. t\p. 4. 4S-408A (i) S564. 50. ep.

Aidtiional Paper,

li 2*646. 2 . 2o*S»»«

1915.

Compulsory Paper.

L (i) 75154060188. (i) 7908. (2) 504. (?) 28000.

2 . (I) S. (2) 70’2702 ; 85 8 (i) (i) 11-9384615. (2) S5615. 90. Ip.

8. (l) 10 p. c. (2) R3072.

Additional Paper.

L 13-057. 2. 3937x3937. W '41937.

1916.

Compulsory Paper.

I. (2) Ii9;(d)2520. 2. (i) 15(2) -00416. (dj(i) -1035546875 :

(2) ;£i73. Sa 3 . (i) i2i p c. ; (2) 60,men.

Additional Paper..

1. -06435. 2. -097... ; (J) 1732,

1917.

Compulsory Paper.

1. (o) 272428968895 j 101793. {#) 756; 89 ft. 3 in.

3 . (a) liS^.oi'i W 30 J 583-

8. (a) B106. 7a. ; B37. 2a %p. [6) i2i p. c. ; 23 p. c.

Additional Paper.

2. 1-6487 ; 1-2501.^ 7589 ; 1414 mm.
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1918.

Compulsory Paper,

1 (i) (}) 157. (2) 5910 cisterns, 33 gallons rem.

2. (i) (2) 2*4.

3. (I) £2. 2S , (i) ;£i2 is Iii. (2) S13S0 ; (d) 20 days

Additional Paper.

1. (i) 31623 (2) Length i 875 m , breadth 0625 m.

2. 0-5751 ; (P) o 3770.

1919

Con.pulsory Paper

1. (2) 391 s W (2) 104329

2.

(1) 82.150.4^. (2) O 0CO2|,

3- (i) £A} P’ Joi'^- (2) 4 years

Additional Paper.

L 534-2001 5 (i) 1-224. 2. 02836 ;(J) R73 I2<T.

1920

Compulsory Paper,

a (l) I ; (2) *=•0416.

3 (I) ;£84. 9r. 4id ; (s) S5000

Addtlsonal Pcper.

2 (a) 9 honis ; (3) R80000

1921.

Compulsory Paper.

1. (a) (2) 133 ; (i) (2) 360 sec.

a (iX (t) sV, (ii) 00416 ; (2) 60 feet.

3 . (1) S317. 4(1 6ip ; {2; 5§ p c.

Add,tional Paper

1 («) S 37— cm ; (i) is. iiid,

2 . (a) 00258 ; (J) A £1139, P £439, C £275.
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- 1922.

Compulsory Paper.

1. (a) (a) 30s ; («) (i) 600, (2) 5040. 2. (i) 7S ; (2), 50.

(0 (») ;S3' I4J (li) 8965. 5a. ^p . ; (a) 8750.

Additional Paper.

1. (a) 1234 I (*) 0 474- 2 (a) 2718 ; (&) 42^ p. c.

1923.

Compulsory Paper.

1. (l) 2695248661200 (2) 305.

(3) (i) 11587 times ; Rem. 4. (2) 94.

2. (i) I. (2) •3. 3 (i) S442
.
7a , 7j7>. (2) 20 years.

Additional Papet,

1. 1679. W) -326. 2 368 (6) I7i\p.c,

1924.

Compulsory paper,

!.(«; (I) 568, (2)44i (t) (,) II, (2)120.

2. (i)i,(2) -3345 3. fa; (1)844 12a. (z) 56 jd,
j fj;4pc.

Additionalpaper.

1. fa) 13579; WSPC. 2 fa; 10536; f3; 49.

ANSWERS TO MADRAS ENTRANCE PAPERS.

1886

1- I. 2. '9705. 3 {,1. Ilf. 5|rf. 4. 83935, 3a« tip
6. 1-13 p m. and July. 6 80 men 7. £1000. 8. Ilia
0. 817 8a 10. 520344000 cub. ft. ; l|J m,

1888.

®- i- 8. la. 4(>.
;

-114583. 4. Int. fas. l,^.
6. B335000. 8. ;£4i6. 13J. 4rf. 7. 87.2a.
81 Increase of 8502. 80. 9. B500000. 10. 500400
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1889

8. 8. 3 . '08273029 ; 6s. 9{i/ 4. Bi730. 13a- 6J/.

6. S4S. 2a, 6, ;£i694. 13s 9rf. 7. B280000,

8 . 10 days. 9. 7500274. 10. £3^ 3^ 9rf-

11. 2‘oSooS

1890.

1. 342 ac. 2 ro 39 po. 2 sq ft. 36 sq. m. j 160 yd. 2. i'5.

8. B97S3S8. 9a. 2^. 4. 30 weeks. 5. S6744273.

6. 4 months. 7. Increase of £397.

8. 12 cwt. I qr. 19 lb. 4 oz. , £33 zz, 6ti,

9. 343 : 169- , 10. 19487-171.

- 1891. ,

8. Bl. iia. Si. 3, Bl. too. 2iVt^- 4 . 9,4694718

6. 12', 6. B6. 6a. 4^. , BljS. ,
7. ;£29i. gs. 5^0^ nearly.

8. 20* after noon. 9. lod. 10. B9180.

1892

2. ». 3. 15J. 3rf. } -0037115625. 4. B67567. go 7j^.

6. £416. 13X. 4i/. 6. 3 700965. 7. 3221625 tons

8 . S35S 13a 9. B55. 8a 4^. 10. 3i$ P“ cent.

11. 25640000

1894.

2 i 8. Sr 4 . Bi593 - 40. Si^

6. 893333- 5“ 4;>- 6. ;£976. lij. 31/. 7. B23. 12a. 4/},

8. 4i miles. 9. B1062. 10. 14-1625 per cent

11. 9-0073210

189s ,

2. W- 3 . -044481. 4. B3359- 2a 10^.

6. B87S85. 6. Between 7 ft. 6 m. and 7ft 7 m
7. £625 8. B27348. 12a. 9. B78645. 13a. 47>.

10. 5.^ pet cent. 11. 10 ft. 6 m.
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1896.

2. 3. S123 iia. zip. 4 . 825516373. 9a. ^ I
'
tp,

6 . 114 mote men 6. 81041.100.^. 7. B220000.

8.- 83. 13a. bp. 9 . I2'986. 10. 82. 80.

11. 7o’6o5oo9.

1897.

2. if. 8. S3. 2ff.77>.

5. 8430. 13a. 4^. 6. 84556. 4a.

8. 87 ;84. 6<z. , 82. loa.

10. 8152.9(1.6^.

1S98.

4 . B33862. 140. 3^^

7. Increase 8535.

9. ii'072.

11. 2 fur. 3 po. 4 yd.

2 . liV 3 Bi. 2a. I/. , -0021875. 4. S545. 7a.

6. Real timej midnight July 6 and 7 ; time indicated) 5 hr.

58 min. 7i sec. 8. B6875. 7. B1200. 8. Ri. 2a.

0. B75306000. 10. 1st year 70848000 ; and year 76161600.

11 12*06
; rem. *0501.

1899

2. 3. -0082175 ; Bi 5. 150 6^. 4. B1159 1 S<*. iifi-

6. 81940. 4a. Ip e. 868437. 8a. 7 . 7 miles.

8. 37 m. nearly. 9 . il per cent. 10 , 35640000.

11. 8 ft 9 in

1900

2 . fg|. 3 . 81. 40. 3?}. , -00021859375. 4. B49770. 40. 2iA

6. 8773 80. 6. R504. 8a. ll^. 7. B531. 80.

8. Ilf per cent. 9. 4 per cent. 10. 1*25 per cent.

11. 68 yd. 2 It. 10 in.

1901.

1. 86711070. 130. ley}. ; 83777. llo. icp. 2. if.

8. 81. 4a. 3p.

;

-043518. 4. 84192. 15a. j îsp. 5. 837750'

0. 3i per cent. 7. 8171. 5a. ?p loss. 8. lOf’j per cent, gam.

9. 42750000 or 427! lakhs. 10 . 8i.=ir. 4|(7.

11. 907*00381 , rem. -008070038.
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ANSWERS TO BOMBAY ENTRANCE PAPERS.

r868

1. 52^ yd. 2. R14557 3.

4. shjf- B. ;tSS’30769**

7 . S76363’6|. 8. ifj per cent. 9. 466.

10. 9j 11. 23 men 12. £30 4s Sid.

18. -763..

1869.

1. 97 , looS. 2. I. 8. 2 4. ^ e. ’6489583.

6. R393. 13a. . B656 5a. %>. , R1050. 2a. ; S1181. 70.

7. 4 per cent. 8 ;£l34o. lA 1095375^ 9 . 9 days.

10. Increase R428. IL 1769 , 20 83.

i8;'o.

2 . j II'82o8. 3 . 4. ;^8l. 6. R25600.

6. 401 ; 544. 7. 5 dwt. 3iB gr. , 3 dwt l5;^i gr.

e 8. £33, l6t. lojjdl. 9. R9CX> , B600 ; R2100.

10. ’314642..., f8l6590... 11. £58$^-

1871.

1. 192000 mi. 2 . 1287 ; 9009. 3 . z-zcs‘ 4. ^ i §1 >

6. j^6o6. 8. 421* 9^2 . R295^ 4^
8. 83149. 9. R53j!^ decrease. 10, 1055 sabscnbers,

1873

1 ijff. 2. i3AioJ<f,U 3 4. R1500. 6. 7^ hours.

8, £^376. 5J. 7. 30780. 8. 76. 9 . 55*. 10 . 1234.

1874

1. I. 2. 48. 3 sV 4 . ;f2I3 I2A

6. R14586. 6 13; 4d 7. R26.

8. 7^ per cent. , R1840 interest yearly ; 4i^ per cent.

9. 36 miles and 24 miles per hour.

10 They are in order of magnitude.
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1875.

2 . 21 mi, 6 fur. 33 po. 3 yd. 2 ft. 7 in, 4. 528093440,

i IS > ES

B, 6792||. 9, 27*3 13: 10 3^^ ! 45^-

5

5jf^- . 7^^.

11. R18750
; S.56. 4a. increase. 12. 3^^^ sq. ft.

1877.

fl. B IS jV of a mile in advance of A. 3 ,

4. Tea E2. 8a,, sugar 2a. 8if. 6. 217^ ft. , 242 times,

a. A 3850, B ^846 and C E1182. 7. ,£650.

B, ;£8i8. 8s. 9 , oodi. 10. 9^°,^ miles.

1878.

1. ,£90. i8r. 2. I. 3. ,£4. or. 9if 4. 8311.510

5 . 25 per cent. 6. B7678. 2a. ; loa. 2*85^, 7, ;£i5oo,

8. ;f2i5. 8j. 9, iflQ. 10. ;£289a los.

1879-

80,

1. 48023601 ; 45942521, 8. Oi. old. 4 . I j H-
5. Rio 6. 3i^| per cent.

1880-

8r.

1< ) 4} I 6||- 2. 3o|| sec. 3. 26 coolies

4. 2 years. B. £275. 8r, qrf.

1881-

82.

L £1508. 151. 2. I minute. 3. lor. io§dl

4. S2646, 6. 4 per cent.
^

6. '83 ; 75'I«

1882-

83,

1. IIJ. ir25(i ; •03671875. 2. 24 posts.

3. gj weeks ; ;£34i. Sr. 4 . ;£4328. 2r. 6rf. 6. 77'yd. 2 ft, 11 in.

1883-

84.

1. (a) 16,000,075,040,002 ; (fi) I. , (c) ;£24. igr. s^rf.

2. 360 j 2nd, 72 ; 3rd, 60 ; 4th, 45 ; 5th, 40 j 6th, 36.

5. 22 yd. 4. ;£86. iw. 6. 13312 ; gs’os , g’l.
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1884-85.

1- ? ; 7*5 . ;£» 13^- 9iV' 3 . £2. gs. o^id.

5, £js, j6s, 2d. 4. £j increase. 5, 4 per cent.

iSS5"86.

1

.

'

4S57 I4:. 3 . iisboys. S. Siqr., £^2.(>s.ld.

B. The latter investment more profitable ; £4S7ii$>
1886-

87.

1. 5x7x11x13,22*9999891208453... 2 . 192^ ft. 3 . i.

4. (0 7 ft. 2 inches, (11) 3*5752. 5 1^5103. 6. 3jf|| per cent.

1887-

88.

L 6. 2. igt. 3d. 3. 20 months.

4. 20 ,

7

; Jr. lid. 6. 5a 4#.

1SS9-90

2. 2 5§ ft. long by 5 J ft. broad by 5f ft. deep.

5-15 o'clock. 4 II32000, 6. 3 parts of the one to 13 parts

of the other.
t

1891-

92

1. (1} J, (11) 'S3. 2 . Weight allowed is too lb. ;
they had 2 cwt.

and 3 cwt. 3 . They last agreed at to hr. 30 mm. P. M.

when they both indicated 10 hr. 30'. 50*. 4. K640.

1892-

93.

1. *00502083 , 15 annas 7^1 pies ;
J 2. todays.

3

.

3 hr. 30 min. 4 . £25g 3s. siti 4. 4ot 1 544.

1S93-94.

(Se/ til iht Mofutsil.)

1. 20577 ! 32490 ,
*63.

2. £11. tir. 6ld, 3. 2 cwb 2 qr. 20 lb. 4. £83. 6s. Sd.

6, 12? hr. 6. 4 lb. of the inferior to 5 lb. of the superior quality,'
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1893-

94.

(Sei at Bombay )

1. W24:(i0^ft- 2. ;£32. I4f. 3f<i 3. 3ih months. •

4. £3 2^j. 6. iftlis. 6. At the same time on the after-

noon of the 23rd August when the first clock will show 1-46'

and the second 2-ifi'-

1894-

95.

1. 146097 days. 2. 156. S. 30. 4. todays.

6. &2160. 6. 772 : 1 sJ annas.

1895-

96.

1, ’012345679. 2. Bi2. 3. 315 miles main line ; 189 branch line.

4 . Ki2S > I4f pet cent. 6. ;fiooo stock.

189697.

1. 2757029. 2. £iy(iZ ;
;£228o

; ;£6498. 3. iii sec.

. 4. 4 per cent. 6 . B6000.

189798.

1 f 2. 55 men. 3. 9jf sec. 4. 3Kpor cent. 6. £9880,

1899-1900.

1. 660539 I 854920. 2. 176 175. 3. 3f miles ; 6 miles.

4- ;fi552. 8r. 6. 1244.

I90001.

1. 1008. 2. ’1 5795. 3. 27 days.

4. S1466 s R12160. 6. ’01041 ; 14-34 sec.

ANSWERS TO PUNJAB ENTRANCE PAPERS.

1875.

L 1^10,001 ; 766. 3. (i) 6i ; (2)

4. 1 ro. 14 sq. po. ; 72. 5. 999 ; 1772... 6- 15
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1876.

1 288i
‘
i6i ...revolutions. 2. S3281. la dp.

3. B800, 10. 4. 22| seers for a rupee.

6 . &3992. liij. 6. 220 days.

1877.

1. ir. I076if, 2. (a) 18 mm. ; (3) , il‘82o8a

8- 34-3168 , S-asS... 4. (a)S4838if , (3) 531}? , 831^?,

1878.

1. Bj. loa. 2. ijfa , •197802, 8. ‘oooj
, 00295,.,

4. 338 sq. ft. 6. 5 per cent, per annum. 6 '316... j '0001,

1879

1. (3) f and if 5 28471 2. }J. 3. 2^ii5...cu. in,

4 (a) i|j , (3) 0316. . 6. 3i6^227 yd.

1881

a 9-45 S 2-*37l..< S' -OSISS... 4. B14 130. 8jV
1883.

1 6848 2. 12. 8 (3)JJi.

4 3} hours. 6. 140,1705190. 6. 8507. 8a. decrease,

1884.

a ‘psess, 002688 , 25'6, 2 's6. 3. I 4. 1 0001.

6. 862. loa. 5iSj>. 0. 80. 7 . The former greater

1885.

1, I 5 123 times. 2. ’08125 5 0063 , •638961.

8, 8884. 150. 355. 4. £9 15X,

6. 2963520 , 2420 sq. yd. 0. The latter ; B4gooa

1886.

1 -375 ; -612... 2 -7895. 3. i\,, 4. She loses

6. S195, 130- o'96^. 5 8172. 8a. 5^,V.

1887.

ii (f) 3 025. 2. £i$3 ' 6^' 8^ 8, 89. 6a, per maund«
4. B3»6jVb 5 8266|§i, B22iA"b . Bi9S4|.

6. 811029. 60 7iW" 0. 1 321...J
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1,

1.

4.

1 .

4 .

1 .

4.

1.

8 .

1 .

4 .

1.

3.

1.

4.

1 .

1.

8 .

i8SS.

1^1*0. a. '626893. 8. 16 days. 4. 17 per cent 6. 32'907

^889.

•322083 ; 799. 2.

314. 8a. 6$^.

2f miles. 8. 3765! ;
a min. 6 sec.

6. Vi greater j the latter.

(fl) I ; (6) '015789.^

8320 men.

1890.

2. A. 390625. 3. £1324, 13^- 9M<^

6. 886|i. e. 2/5.

(I) I* 5 (2) n.

,^200 ; 5 years.

1891.

2. '0064453125. 3. 10 years

6. 45 gallons.

1892.

rJi ; the latter comes nearest. 2 . S'90625.

2i8972"i6 gallons. 4 £10166^, £6000. B vjs, id. per gal.

1893.

EicooGoo. a, 13713729902. 8. '41421.

R17. Jo. 6. 32 miles.

1894.
'

'§71428 ; '428S7i. 2 . Length 44 ft, breadth 33 ft. ,

,£511. 4. Present value by common calculation,

t by deducting interest is B987. 8a. ; present value by

deducting discount is £987. loa. $&•

1895.

i'07I4285. 2. 1*25 lb. 3. ,£391, ;£S29, ;£i3ii.

2'236o679. e. Length 76’2 yd., breadth 38*1 yd,

1896.

2. 2'2I3S9, 8. II400000 ; 17100000 s 3800000, 4. E3930

1897.

m. £4. 4J. ;'ii,£i; c. £1. 16s. 2. 2'4I42I36.

124 weeks. 4. 540.
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1. 866. loo. ^
I89S.

2. 1. 3. £66, 13s, 4d,

1. iSft.

1899.

6 yd. 4 > 6 j 22, 4. 3j per cent

1. 2000*301.

1900.

2. B7352, 15a. nearly. 8. 10 yd. } 22 yd,

1901.

1. £$. OS, Ad, 2. rsjSj ; J or I : -ej. S. 12 per cent. 4. 79 : 49.

1902.

1. 3-S'7.n.I3.37. 2. 576a, 3. B4800.

4. 82. 7a, gfi, '6. J5 per cent.

1903.

1. Pnme! 28721X373' 2. Rjhr. 3. 8355.120.1141^,
4. /4i BloSiYi i -Bi ai3*^iVff ; ft Rw9?iU' 6. B2JJJ.

1904.

1. 2'®.3®.7*
, 2*.3'7 5 S'7'9 2. ’044 , 14789-35.

8. 8223. 14. 3. 4. B256. 3. 2f; 6. .

1905.

1. (i) 2-43243 ! (2) 90017. 2. Man. 8167. lo.

,

woman, 897. 70. 3fi, ; boy, S69, go. g^ j girl, B41. 120. 3;>.

8. 8114.130.^. 4, 8812.80! 6. (i) Sunday ; (11)} 24 times

1907.

I. 53-

4. 8126720.

. ;£5Il5.2.4i.

. ‘4190246.

3. 814285^,
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igo8.

L 192^ ft. 2. 'ooooo292,« 3. 9i\ p. c. 4. 6'I2S p, c.

1909.

L i4t;'04375' 2, Ri. 80. 8- iS^fifirdays.

4. R1161. 6a.

:

R492. lOA.

1910.

1. 23*5' 2. -tfj ; •0003125. 3. R1689. no. sifi

4. P.W.=;£ioo2. 15* 5|y. ;D=;£33 . 8j. 6sV' 8* ^736.

1911.

. 32-907... j^ 3. £11870. 3*. 4‘4925rf-

4. 2 montlis hence. 6. 5I days.

1912.

1, (6) 89. 2. 1 s ^/iy, 3, 8 days. 4. 2A P> c. ; R12500.

. 13^ nun. past 2.

1913-

L 109, 113 ; 544. 2 . (») 1'4i62. 3. R3 ; R2. loo. ; Bl. 60.

4. B2269 15a. up. e, ISO’S.

1921.

L 1SS121 ; 8j^. 3. 843. 5®. 4p. S A'

^
3. S6. 20 , Bio. 20. 8p' 4 4f| yrs. 6. 3 3 6* 4ii

1922.

L 192 3 6/j. 2. £3. 9J sfrf , III® 3. £11. iS* 5rf.

4. 7i P 0 3 12^ oranges.

1 6. A, B3762 , B, B2280 3 C, B6498.

1923.

1. -6606. • 2 £39. 13* 4rf j 3. fi623. 30': 8p .

4. 9 P c. , tSi 5. 1456849 sq. yd, , B227632. loo. 6p.
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rSSp.

L 1,‘i; ; ri846ii. 2 (o) 3A . W 'oooj ; 00296...

3, '0316... ;
01. 4 . B1300. £. 12 nm. 40^ sec.

€. S days. 7. 39f miles from their starting place.

1S90.

L '696294007 ; 36 55086... 2. 3. R8600. 13a. loiji.

4, *99999.^ 6 2‘ii5...cu. in. 6. in.

1891.

2 - 3 . 4 J1 . 4. 5 per cent 6. 9999 ; 7iS.

1S92.

2. (a) 12 ; (d) 8437 S. S' SSj days 4 . £3.

3. IXKOl.^

1893.

2 fur. 12^ po. 3 . R3. 7iJo. 4. ;Cl4. is 3§rf,

. £3)0’ n't* 0' 1S69 7. 79'032 S 8/r,

1894.

L (0)999x807-806193. (i) -I. 2. (o) '0069 ; (6) Sto59.«

3 444 miles. 4 . R555.

1895.

1. (^) 4 feet square. 3 . (a)BV«V; (#) I7724— 3. 85700.

4. 87 . 6 . Ill and 84. 15 .
33. 5 . 150 yards.

1S96.

L (a) iiV ; (i) 25. 2. (a) •0203125 ; (6) 2001001.

3. 178 hr. 52 min. 30 sec. 4. 7| miles. 6. B2800.

1897.

L 47 ; 127041. 2. "zSi. 3. ^291. 17f SftJffd; 4. £315.

6. 2203'9a625 francs.
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1898 .

1. aa. ; A J 29- 2. («) 3 i (6) -4. 8. 3^ ; -ooi.

4< £1. 91. 4^1 nearlya 6. £12^,

1899.

1. 4^ ; 63. 2. 42*68. 3. JS425. IS. 5<* nearly. 4. 51 more days.

6. 2*2360(6) ; 7071. 6. Sihld- 7 . 25 per cent, loss ; So,

1900.

!• i '067. a- ‘2995670 5 A* 8* S197. 12a. o^. i 3*165.

4. B3200 : &388g. go. 11*04^, 6. &289. 5a. nearly.

< 1901 .

1. M8 ft* S £8. U. 2. A i ’03391 8. 160 yd.

4. S625. 5. iti68oo. I

1, '000279 5 25234713.

4 . Aj 48 j Si 84.

1902.

2. 44. 8. S3285,

6. 7A days. 6. 8)^ years.

1* (o)34S2jta. (6) '5.

8. 30 days.

1903 .

a. (a) ’0051472 ; -9375. (6) 2*5.

4. 10-15 P.M. 6. 44 p.c.

1904 .

L (a) Ilff j (i) *000125. 2. (a) ;fi7i4 . 15 . 3 5 (i) 3*1624.

3. £7 S. 4 . Sii57.ioa. 6. ;£i9425.

1905 .

1. (a) 8AV j (i) ‘3536. 2. (a) 4 cwt. i qr. 9*89 lb. ; 0216.M

(6)^6. 5. 4i 8. 15JP.C. 4. S9AV 6. ;f2iloss.

1906 .

1. 42, 2. 3. 25 yr. 4. 3981.
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1907.

L Yes. 8. 9491-

1908.

1« 324513' 2. 3. See Art. 93#,

1909.

355431, 2. 44p. c. 3. 1*40'.

S5. So. increasei

1910.

1. 99fioaflgg,o9gfigg i 84S’9' a. 3IS ; 8735' 3, £700

1911.

L 9,000/389,009,010 : 1. 2. 1*609344 Km. 3, 34021,

1912.

L Three bilhonj two handled and three thonsand and six

handled million) and four htmdred thousand.

2. £l.or.8i<f. 8. 85|f§.

1913'

1. i|||. 2. XT. S. SaSSa 4. £Zi,

1914.

1. (x) ^1. (a) 3T. Zfd.

;

•16. 2. e-ois.

3. ssr, 6|<£ 4» 54.

1915.

1* (t) 55'1< (2) '3t6< 2. 143&4.

S, 366, 4. 8 p. c.

igi6.

1, 3 tons 3 cwt 3 qr. 3 lb. 2. 15 ft. 3, gf, 40'.

1917.

L (i)l?; (2)0037. 2. {r)o25; (a) i'4i43..,

3. i quart. 4. B781. 40.

1918.

L (a) 93960 ; (6) 8369}?! 2. 288 j 720.

S. Aug. 17, 2 h. 21^ m. A. AL right time.

1519.

X. (a) II and 13 (l)l^t ;0 2. 2, S635 4a 3 Tie former.

C.A 34 ,
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ANSWERS TO PATNA MATRICULATION PAPERS.'

. 1918.

. Compulsory Paper.

1. (a) 496788793655 ! 5000

(i) 9168 j 125.

. (a) I s ;£9o6 7J iirf.

(6) -0432251 011875. i 5A 9'^ri 575

8. (a) Ssoo ; 25 years. (6) 10 days.

Additional Paper,

L ’001333. 2 453 litres nearly. 8. '4055. 4. 176400.

1919

Compulsory Paper.

L (a) 604356745368450 ,999663, 100203. (i) 875 ; 9^1-

2. (a) I
,
-2083 (6) £2. 151 nirf. j

;^i83 I2f. 4rf.

3. (a) £315. lof. Zd
,
gt o&d (6) Half-an-hour

; 5 hours.

Additional Paper.

1. -0499976 J £220. 2. 8 Kin. 47 n>. ; -6321.

1920.

Compulsory Paper

3. ili. 4. liJ. 6. -0703125.

. ;£i57I. 9^< 7. ;£3200.

ADDi-noNAL Paper.

1. (a) ’0006
1 (6) -142 yards

1921.

2. illif 3. 3i’37i539 . 2312- 4, £2 15J. il^rf.
; £to. ^s. 6rf.

5 . 4S P- c ; 3703M guineas.

1922. .

2. 47. 8. R420. 4. 63289. 6a. 9j^ p, ; 6472.
'

6. 5198; 21 yrs. 4 mths.

1923. _ .

1 709 a 257040. 4. ;£37-97925 i 845*7 3«.

6. 2 times ,
R45 nunii

1924.

2. 997920 8- R2650. 5a. si;}. ;945. 4. 551060.

6. 967 5
francs ; 23 p. c.



APPENDIX 1.

Ai To prore that the multiplier and multiplicand may be
interchanged without altenng the value of the product.

For evamplei to prove that 5X4=4X5.

Place 5 dots in a hnej and repeat this Ime 4 times. The number
of dots m a row is Jt and there are 4 rows ; there-

fore the number of dots altogether is 5 multiplied
* • • •

by 4. Again the number of dots in a column is 4i

and there are S columns ; therefore the number of dots

altogether is4moltiphed by 5. Hence 5X4=:4X5.
*

B. The product of a recurring decnmal by a whole number or

by a terminatmg decimal may be obtained without conirertingthem

mto vulgar fractions. It is evident that the product in such a case

will be a recurrmg dedmali and that its penod will contam as

many digits as there are in the penod of the multiplicand.

Example i. Multiply 3’*45S by 7, 7I4 by 4 and fsjl5 by n,

(0 3‘a45^ 00 7*4 (nO I'aSS

7 4 «
*27192 2-S16 13-596

a ' 1
22 719$ jias, I3

'

599~’i3'd

HeiC] we mulbply in the usual wayi and increase the last figure

In the result by the figure (if any^ earned from the first (to the left)

column of the period of the multipbcand.

Example 2, Multiply 6*2^7 by 8-26,

{a) 6-227 (6) 6-ai7 6-227
8-26 8-26 8-26

3736*-n 373^1 37363

12454 I24S4 1*4545

49816 +2 49818 4981818

5143726
I

51 437*7 Am,

Herei first we multiply as in the case of whole numbersi and
increase the last figure of each partial product by the figure (if any)
earned from the first (to the left) column of the period of the
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multiplicand. Thus we get (j). We now add these lines in the usual

way, but to do this conectly we extend each line (except the-top

line) as far as the right-hand figure of the top line, byrepeating

the digits of its penod. The number of decimal places as far as

the end of the first period in the result must be 3+ a, f.«., 5. We
therefore place the decimal point to the left of the Jth figure from

the end ; and the required product is 5i‘43727.

Example 3. i‘32^5 x io=i3'2|^.

Example 4. "sasi x ioo=‘3256i x ioo=32'S62.

Example 5. 'lx iooo=*555|xiooo=S55‘5.

C. To divide a recurring decimal by a whole number, we
proceed as in ordinary division; but instead ofbrinnng down a
zero each time we bring down the digits of the penou in rotation.

If the divisor is a terminating decimal, we multiply it by that

power of 10 which will make it a whole number, and also multiply
the dividend by the same power of 10 ; and proceed as in the case
of division by a whole number.

Example i.

Divide 32*624 by J,

5 ) 32
'

6242424.»<

6*5243484***

The quotient is 6*524^.

If we had to divide 2723 by *053, we should divide 2723*23
by 53*

Example 2.

Divide 2*7^5 by 53.

Quot.*=*05i38i7.. i

53 ) 2*7232323**'

265

73

5^
202

lii,

433
424

92

iL
393
371

22
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When an algebraical formula is applicable, it may be used
with great advantage in simplii^ng fractions.

Example. Simplify
‘704 X 704- '296 X '296

•704- 296

iiauiiuixLet ‘704=0, and *295=^. Then the given

(a+«Xo-«)—j|^^=0+5=7O4+‘295=i. Am.

Examples for Exercise.

Simplify

:

—f_ y . — y ,

- 4W 408 459 459
‘ _I I_

408“ 459

- (3gP+(a8)»-(6‘4X2S)
• (I‘6)*+<2‘4)’+(3‘2X2‘4)'

6. (967+TivX9S7+vJT)-(9<

I X '1 X ‘14- 01 X ‘01 X •oi

•2X‘2X‘2+ ‘02X‘02X'02'

^ of ‘Its -ft of’d
'

‘125+ "06

(‘oiypP-CoirS)*
* (0026)’-(0C25)>’

“ni7X957-iijT).

, (loii)-(TOfti
' (JxJxfMjxjxf)’

g
(•o3+'oaXo3+’02)+('o3- 02X‘03-'°^)

(03X ojI+Coivoi)
^

G.

10.

f=l5+54i_ _ aSi)
\24i 239“ / \239 241/'

Uix*xi)+(Jxix})}4-{(ixi)-(4xi)+(ixi)}

•°7XU07y+i} .. f(07)*-‘07lx(o7+ l)

(07)‘-i (o7)«

10 tx*-2xtxH^x^-ixr ^xH^x^+^xj+^xj
ix j-2xi>lj+Jxi-ixl ixi+Jxi+jxf+ixi’
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14.

16.

(i+iXt+i)-(i+iXi+i) U+iTi+i^
’

C5)*+C5y(-3y+(-3)* (!/+«!)

W

(5)‘+(5X'3)+C37- "
(4)‘-(tV)+(^)“'

{» X« + (^ X i)+(i X J)} X {« X -(j X J)+(J X i)}'

(^xjx^)+(;x4x^)Hftxtx^)-3(^x4x^)

Kl>«i)+(^»««+axt)}-Uix^)+(|x4)+(^xi)V

19 . •S4X S4X '54+ '46 x -46x *46 + 3 x -54 x ’46.

on ^Xix(Hi)+>x|x(i+ |)+jxtx(|+|)+2xi^X^ Xj
jofHJofi+iofHiofi •
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Additional Esamples on.H C. E. and L C. M

1. Find the two numbers lying between too and zoo, of

which the H. C F. is 48.

2. Find the two numbers which he between too and eoo and
which have 36 as their H C F.

3. Find the two numbers lying between 200 and 300, of

which the H. C F. s 37.

4 Find the umbers lying between 400 and 5001 which are

divisible by 12, 13, ind 20.

6. Find numbers lying between 200 and 300, which when
divided by 6, 8 or 9 will leave a remainder 5 iii each case

6. Find the greatest number and the least number which
being subtracted from 3000 will make the result divisible by 7) ll

and 13, /

7 What IS the least number that must be added to and what
is the greatest number that must be subtracted from 90900 that

the results may be divisible by 777, 819 and 4329 ?

8 Find the greatest and least numbers of sk digits which are
divisible by 27, 45, doj 72 and 9d.

9

.

The H. C. F of two numbers is 2i and the L, C. M. is

4641 I one of the numbers lies between 200'and 300 , find the
numbers.

10. Find the three largest numbers such that their H. C. F.
IS 7 and their L. C. M'ls 1155.

11. What numbers of four digits each can have 143 as their

H. C F. and 25025 as their L. C. M. ?

12 . Find the least number which when divided by 12 and 16
will leave the remainders 5 and 9 respectively [Here] 12-5=7,
and 16—9=7 , therefore if 7 be added to the number required the
sum will be divisible by both the numbers 12 and 16. Now the
L C M. of 12 and 16=48 j the number required=48-7=4i ]

13 Find tbe least number which when divided by 24 and 36
will leave the remainders 14 and 26 respectively

14 Find the least number which when divided by 48, 64, 72,
So, 120 and 140 will leave the remainders 38, 54, 62, 70, no and
130 respectively
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16

.

Among how many children may 429 mangoes and also

715 oranges be equally divided ’

[The number of children required must be a common factor

of 429 and 715. Now the H C F of 429 and 7 iS“i43 5
tl'®

number of children required must be 143 or a factor of 143. But

I43=I3X II , the number of children required is I43j 13 or it.]

16. Among bow many children may 175 mangoes and also 105

oranges be equally divided ?

17. Among a certain number of children 1001 mangoes and

also 910 oranges may be equally divided. How many are the

children ?

18. Find the number of children among whom 1396 mangoes
and also 1428 oranges may be equally divided.

10. When 32; and 53; are divided by a certain number there

15 left the same remainder lo in eai^ case. Find the number.

20 . A man bou^t two heaps of mangoes, one for Sio. $a
and the other for fti8 oa 0^ If the price of each mango be

the same, and not less than three and not more than four annas,

find the total number of mangoes he bought.

AWSWEB.B.

1. 144 and 192. 2. 108 and 144, 144 and 180, or 108 and 180,

3. 222 and 239, or 239 and 296. 4. 420, 480 6. 221,

6. 1999 . 998. 7. 9 j 60597.

8. 997920 , 103680. 9. 273T 357 -

10. HSSi 38S1 231- 11. tool, 3S7 Si 5005.

13. 62. 14 . 20130. 16 . 5, 7,
or 35.

17, 7, 13, or 91. 18. 3, 4i 7, I2j 21, 28,

1

19. I 5i 21 , 35i
or 103. 20. 121.

THE END,




